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PREFACE

Tel Anafa II, ii comprises the second installment of final reports on the objects excavated at the site between 
1968 and 1986 by the University of Missouri and the University of Michigan . It joins Tel Anafa II, i, in which the 
local and imported pottery of the Persian, Hellenistic, and Roman periods is presented . A final installment (Tel 
Anafa II, iii) will contain studies of the pottery of the Bronze and Iron Ages, Attic pottery, medieval pottery, jew-
elry (both stone and glass), and equipment related to textile manufacture .

The three parts of Tel Anafa II, taken together, will offer a comprehensive view of all the movable goods and 
equipment that the site’s occupants made, acquired, and used from the Early Bronze Age through the medi-
eval era . The scope and variety of this evidence has repaid detailed study, but it has also exceeded the original 
estimation of length . In Tel Anafa I, Sharon Herbert referred to what she believed would be a single volume of 
finds, there called Tel Anafa II . Her references there to individual glass, lamp, and metal objects remain correct, 
although those catalogues now appear here, in Tel Anafa II, ii .

In this volume are studies dedicated to four categories of material remains: glass vessels; lamps; metal objects; 
and groundstone and other stone tools and vessels . The authors of three of these studies began their work many 
years ago . In 1974, towards the end of the first series of excavations, Saul Weinberg invited David Grose to con-
tinue and expand on Gladys Davidson Weinberg’s initial work on the glass vessels . At that time Gloria Merker 
agreed to work on the wide array of metal objects found in the excavation . In 1978, when Sharon Herbert initi-
ated a second series of excavations at Tel Anafa, she invited John Dobbins to join the team and prepare the lamps 
for eventual publication . As work at the site continued, all three scholars began studying and cataloguing their 
material . After the final season of excavation in 1986, each worked closely with Sharon as she finalized her analy-
sis of the site’s stratigraphy and refined the internal chronology . Upon her completion of that study in 1994, all 
the scholars turned back to their manuscripts in order to incorporate her conclusions .

In 1995, John Dobbins submitted his final manuscript on the lamps . Gloria Merker submitted her final manu-
script on the metals in 1997 . At the time of his death in 2004, David Grose had finalized his catalogue and the 
majority of the shape studies, and submitted a full draft of his introduction for the glass vessels . Andrea Berlin 
completed the remaining shape studies .

Finally, in 2005, Martin Wells, Erin Haapala, Keith Cogshall, and Jessie Weaver began a study of the ground-
stone and other stone tools and vessels . The final chapter in this volume is the result of their hard and careful 
work .

Lorene Sterner has overseen and organized all details that have allowed the final transformation of manu-
scripts to published volume . Her contributions have been too many to count . Without her, this project could 
not have come to fruition, and we are all in her debt . Margaret Lourie has again demonstrated her meticulous 
care in copyediting and setting the full manuscript .

It is a great pleasure, at long last, to extend our deep appreciation to the authors of these wonderful studies . 
We are grateful for their patience, cooperation, and high standards . Their research sheds new light on this small 
place and reminds us that every artifact is a piece of a larger story .

Andrea M . Berlin  Sharon C . Herbert
St . Paul, Minnesota Ann Arbor, Michigan
May 2010  May 2010



SUMMARy OF OCCUPATION SEqUENCE

Stratum Date Remains Datable material

EB II 2900–2300 BCE Flint knapping area to north Pottery Dever/Harrison TA Vol . II, iii, PH 1–10
Canaanite blades TA I, i, Pl . 124b

EB IV 2300–2000 BCE None Pottery Dever/Harrison TA Vol . II, iii, PH 20–45

MB I–II 2000–1500 BCE None Pottery Dever/Harrison TA Vol . II, iii, PH 62–110

MB/LB I 1500–1400 BCE Earlier pavement and walls on 
south slope

Pottery Dever/Harrison TA Vol . II, iii, PH 82, 86–89, 107, 
111–127

LB II 1400–1200 BCE Later pavement and houses on 
south slope

Pottery Dever/Harrison TA Vol . II, iii, PH 128–162

LB II/ IRON I Damaged walls and debris on 
south slope

Pottery Dever/Harrison TA Vol . II, iii, PH 131–133, 140

IRON I 1200–1000 BCE None Pottery Dever/Harrison TA Vol . II, iii, PH 163–171

IRON IIA/B 1000–800 BCE North enclosure wall Pottery Dever/Harrison TA  Vol . II, iii, PH 172–187

IRON IIC 800–586 BCE None: occupation gap? Pottery Dever/Harrison TA Vol . II, iii, PH 188–189

PERSIAN 538–332 BCE None Pottery Harrison TA Vol . II, iii, AW 1–40; Lamps Dobbins 
TA Vol . II, ii, L 3–19, 22–39; Glass Grose TA Vol . II, ii, G 1–6

HELL 1A 332–198 BCE Scattered walls under LHSB and 
west annex

Coins Meshorer TA I, i, 1–18; SAHs Ariel/Finkielsztejn TA 
I, i, SAH 45, 70

HELL 1B 198–125 BCE Scattered walls under LHSB and 
west annex

Coins Meshorer TA I, i, 19–37; SAHs Ariel/ Finkielsztejn 
TA I, i

HELL 2 125–75 BCE LHSB, houses on south slope Coins Meshorer TA I, i, 38–248; SAHs Ariel/Finkielsztejn 
TA I, i

SUBPHASE 
HELL 2A

125–? BCE Initial construction of LHSB ESA under floors, coin of Alexander Zebina Meshorer TA 
I, i, 100; Ariel Finkielsztejn TA I, i, SAH 65

SUBPHASE 
HELL 2B

?–98 BCE Minor modifications to LHSB Tyrian shekel 116/115 BCE Meshorer TA I, i, 205

SUBPHASE 
HELL 2C

98–75 BCE Major modifications to LHSB; 
construction of northeast build-
ing and north colonnade

Coin of Sidon 98–97 BCE Meshorer TA I, i, 184

SUBPHASE 
HELL 2C+/
ROM 1

75–20 BCE? “Windblown” layer debris

ROM 1 Late 1st cen . BCE/
Early 1st cen . CE

Roman buildings 1–11 Coins Meshorer TA I, i, 121, 201, 249–256, 224, 225; Ro-
man lamps Dobbins TA Vol . II, ii, L 285–406

SUBPHASE 
ROM 1A

Late 1st cen . BCE 
& early CE

Roman buildings 1–5 ESA in Roman shapes, Galilean cook ware, Roman lamps

SUBPHASE 
ROM 1B

Early 1st cen . CE Roman buildings 6–11 and modi-
fications to 1–5

Cypriot sigillata, pink ware

SUBPHASE 
ROM 1C

Early-mid 1st cen . 
CE

Wall thickenings, pavement ESA SAM 14s

ROM 2 Late 1st–7th cen . 
CE

Tanur complex, burial Mehsorer TA I, i, 257–259; ARS

ARABIC 9th–20th? cen . CE 7 one-room buildings, cemetery, 
watchtower

Khirbet Mafjar ware, lead glaze pottery

SUBPHASE 
ARABIC 1

9th–11th cen . CE 7 one-room buildings Khirbet Mafjar ware, lead glaze pottery

SUBPHASE 
ARABIC 2

? Cemetery Ottoman coin Meshorer TA I, i, 260

SUBPHASE 
ARABIC 3

? Bunker Modern bullet casing
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by David Frederick Grose, FSA



IN MEMORIAM

GLADYS DAVIDSON WEINBERG
1909–2002

Valued Friend
Consummate Scholar
Editor without Peer

The author wishes to acknowledge with thanks the research support provided by the University of Missouri–Co-
lumbia, the University of Michigan, the University of Massachusetts–Amherst, the American Council of Learned 
Societies, and the National Endowment for the Humanities, a federal agency .

Gladys Davidson Weinberg in the storerooms at Corinth, 1990s, wearing one of the 
nineteenth-century finds from the site; courtesy David Grose .
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INTRODUCTION

SCOPE OF STUDy

This study comprises a comprehensive descriptive catalogue, together with discussion of the pre-Hellenistic, 
Hellenistic, Early Imperial Roman, and Islamic glass vessels discovered at Tel Anafa during eleven seasons of exca-
vation and study between 1968 and 1986 . The principal focus concerns the extraordinary glass finds that belong, 
respectively, to the Late Hellenistic and Early Roman periods, approximately 130/125 to 80/70 BCE and 10/5 BCE 
to 25/35 CE, with an occupational hiatus between 80/70 and 10 BCE . No other Mediterranean site has yielded 
such an abundance of Late Hellenistic tablewares, and no Levantine site to date has produced such large numbers 
of Early Roman material . Over 4,000 fragments emerged from just 8% of the tel, but this area included 50% of the 
habitable upper surface within the Hellenistic enclosure (TA Vol . I, i, 31) . The excavation of the remaining Hel-
lenistic and Roman levels undoubtedly would greatly increase, even double the total number of sherds . Curiously, 
these fragments fall into no more than twelve distinct classes or styles of glass, and over 90% belong to a mere three 
classes: cast Hellenistic grooved bowls and cast Roman ribbed and linear-cut bowls (ill . 1) . Nonetheless, the glass 
at Anafa, supported by sporadic finds from numerous excavations across the eastern Mediterranean westward to 
Italy, further strengthens the dating and typology of Late Hellenistic tablewares . In addition, the publication of the 
material from two major sites, Delos and the City of David Excavations in Jerusalem (Nenna 1999 and Ariel 1990), 
provides further evidence for the inclusive dates and range of distribution of these Late Hellenistic classes .
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Percentages of Late Hellenistic and Early Roman glass by class .
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HISTORy OF SITE

As a site Tel Anafa reveals a most unusual character in both of its main phases of occupation (TA Vol . I, i) . 
The Hellenistic architecture was constructed and renovated during the last quarter of the second century BCE . It 
consists of a single, grand stone and masonry building, stuccoed on the exterior, with large rooms and a bath sur-
rounding a paved courtyard (LHSB) . Architectural decoration includes Ionic and Corinthian capitals, painted 
and gilded stucco, and egg and dart moldings . Associated with the villa, its residents imported to the tel local, 
regional, Aegean, and eastern Mediterranean objects . These included coins of free Tyre and Sidon, Aegean and 
Rhodian wine amphorae, lamps, and quantities of fine red gloss pottery known as Eastern Sigillata A (ESA), as 
well as thousands of glass grooved bowls in conical, ovoid, and hemispherical shapes . Additionally, an unexpected 
number of Campanian ceramics are present (TA Vol . I, i, 16) (ill . 2) .

The nature and function of this settlement, however, remain ambiguous, as does the reason why the Hula Valley 
would attract such a fine Hellenizing building and an assemblage of upscale artifacts that typify the cosmopolitan 
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material culture of Hellenistic daily life of this era . Unlike contemporary Delos and Jerusalem, Anafa is not a 
town or city; nor is it a sanctuary or a fortress, and its architectural accoutrements suggest it was not the center of 
a substantial farm . Rather, it appears to be a country retreat or hunting lodge owned by a regional aristocrat or 
wealthy merchant . Given the cultural ties with the Phoenician coast, a Tyrian resident does not seem out of the 
question (ill . 3)

Following its construction around 125 BCE (HELL 2A), the LHSB went through two phases of alterations 
around 110 BCE (HELL 2B) and again around 100 BCE (HELL 2C) . It was abandoned ca . 80 BCE and never 
occupied again . Thereafter, the site lay fallow for 60 to 70 years .

The second principal occupation was significantly smaller and poorer . It may be associated with the gift of the 
Ituraean territories to Herod the Great by Augustus ca . 20 BCE, but the earliest datable coins of Herod Philip (4 
BCE to 34 CE) and others cluster between 6 BCE and 15 CE . Architecturally, the settlement consisted of a dozen 
simple one- to two-room rubble dwellings that give the appearance of a small agricultural village or military out-
post (TA Vol . I, i, 109–110) . In contrast, however, the unassuming architecture is associated with a fairly upscale 
assemblage of regionally imported goods, including sigillata wares in Early Roman shapes, Early Roman lamps 
or their facsimiles, Roman-style coarse ware pans, mortaria, and lidded casseroles that bespeak of Romanized or 
Italic cooking and dietary habits (Slane in TA Vol . II, i, 261–262; Berlin in TA Vol . II, i, 30–32) . Above all, there 
was an enormous number of cast glass ribbed and linear-cut bowls (over 300), plus examples of two of the earliest 
classes of blown glass; namely Rippenschalen and diminutive blown colored bottles . All four classes are harbingers 
of Roman influence, and all four are universally found throughout the Roman Empire, in late Augustan and 
Julio-Claudian times .

The lifespan and terminus of this Early Roman occupation, however, are debatable, with the fine and coarse 
pottery wares suggesting somewhat different conclusions (Slane in TA Vol . II, i, 261–264 and Berlin in TA Vol . II, 
i, 30–32) but leaving the general impression that the tel was abandoned by midcentury . The glass presents a more 
ambiguous and complex picture . The four above-mentioned Roman classes (themselves lacking precise chro-
nologies) suggest one of two scenarios: either a short-lived occupation, say 5 BCE to 30/35 CE, or a short-lived 
occupation that begins under Tiberius and ends in Claudian times, roughly 15 to 45 CE . While the ribbed bowls 
fit into either scenario, the rest of the glass seems at this time to be more comfortable in the earlier context . This 
chronology is supported by the overall dearth of blown glass and specifically of other forms and classes of early 
first-century tablewares . The absence of early mold-blown vessels (introduced around 25 CE) is also understand-
able if the earlier occupation is accepted . But given the general imprecision in dating the artifacts of this era, glass 
cannot be the arbiter; nor can any determination of date be made with confidence .

EXCAVATIONS AND CHRONOLOGy

Crucial to any understanding of the glass from Anafa is a careful analysis of the excavation method, the phas-
ing of the stratigraphy of the site, and the accurate ascription of inclusive dates to each stratum/locus, and hence 
to the artifacts found within each locus . In this regard the excavators, Saul and Gladys Weinberg, followed by 
Sharon Herbert, used exceptional care to ensure the chronological integrity of the stratigraphy by employing 
a modified variation of the so-called Gezer method, one that was especially designed to address the complexi-
ties of handling Near Eastern tels (TA Vol . I, i, 9–11) . Ten seasons of digging produced 10,346 excavation units 
divided among 2,395 loci (TA Vol . I, i, 26–27 and locus lists in TA Vol . I, ii, 36–79) . Each locus was examined for 
its latest and earliest datable artifacts and its relative position to datable loci both above and below it before it 
was assigned a tentative date . Any extraneous object meant that the locus was contaminated and therefore use-
less as a chronological indicator . Contrary to the practice on many classical sites of dating a stratum or feature 
according to the “prevailing character” of the finds within it, the excavators at Anafa accepted only sealed loci 
as the basis for establishing the principal phases of architecture and the objects associated with them: HELL 1, 
HELL 2, ROM 1 . Following the two campaigns, Herbert in the 1990s reevaluated each and every locus in order 
to produce a final, highly refined chronology for all loci . This thorough reassessment reduced the number of 
chronologically valid loci but correspondingly revalidated others . It also affirmed the overall phases of habitation 
and lent a high degree of credibility for the dates attributed to the remaining loci and their contents . Among all 
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the excavations that this author has participated in, Anafa has been procedurally the most exacting in establish-
ing a reliable chronology for the architectural phases and the artifacts associated with them . The excavators are 
to be complimented for this achievement .

It is also worth noting that when the loci were originally assigned dates, the glass was omitted from the analy-
sis—despite the presence of thousands of pre-Hellenistic, Hellenistic, and Roman fragments . This occurred be-
cause then little was known about the classes or the chronology of the glass present . But when in the 1990s Her-
bert incorporated the glass into the analysis (now that glass studies had matured), the glass immediately provided 
an independent check on the outcome, supplementing the evidence drawn from coins, lamps, stamped amphora 
handles, ESA, and other fine and semi fine ware ceramics . The results were illuminating . In some instances ques-
tionable loci, such as those originally thought to be Hellenistic and containing Roman ribbed bowls, were reas-
signed to Roman levels . In another case the locus containing the Early Hellenistic phiale (G 24) was reassigned 
from ROM 1A to HELL 2A/2B, a far more appropriate context for a third- or early second-century BCE object .

The phiale illustrates another point about dating artifacts on an archaeological site . Only a fraction are 
recovered from contexts contemporary with their actual time of production, acquisition, and use . The vast ma-
jority are found in loci/strata of later (often considerably later) date . Many others are from mixed or contami-
nated contexts, most often from fills, dumps, bulk trims, ground scatter, and the intrusions caused by modern 
farming and building activities (ill . 4) . For example, 68% of Anafa’s recognizable Hellenistic lamps (1,840 in 
all) were discovered in post-Hellenistic contexts; 56% of the Roman lamps were found in Arab and Modern 
loci (TA Vol . I, i, 27–28) . Similar percentages hold true for the pottery and glass as well . Three-quarters of the 
core-formed bottles were discovered in residual contexts (ill . 5), and 35% of the Roman cast linear-cut bowls 
were located in post-Roman levels (ill . 6); to an experienced archaeologist this comes as no surprise, but for 
object specialists, unaware of how artifacts are dispersed over a site, this has led to incorrect inferences about 
dates of production and use . Most commonly, it has led to great exaggeration as to the length of time that cer-
tain classes were being fabricated . While some classes or styles do indeed persist for generations (for example, 
the cut floral and fluted bowls), most others have brief spans of production—though they often are found in 
residual levels (or persist as heirlooms), giving the appearance of prolonged manufacture .

  

Hellenistic cast fluted and floral bowls
 from dated contexts .

Illustration 4
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The dates for the introduction of a new class are commensurately hard to ascertain . Too often glass and pot-
tery specialists are willing to promote a date predicated on one or two instances, paying little heed to the quality 
of each excavation or the integrity of the locus/stratum in which the artifact was found . Nor do they take into 
consideration the other objects in the assemblage, or ask the question whether the locus was truly sealed or if it 
was a mixed stratum with a preponderance of material from a particular era . The best rule of thumb when facing 
conflicting information on the first appearance of a class is to address several issues .

1 .  How many examples are available for study? Do they provide a relatively uniform date?
2 .  How reliable, in general, is the information coming from each dig, insofar as that can be determined?
3 .  If the context of the artifact is substantially earlier than all other published examples, it should be regarded 

as suspect .
4 .  Are there a number of settlements that were destroyed or abandoned shortly before the proposed advent of 

the class? Do they yield examples of the class?
Admittedly, negative evidence is weak, but it still provides another control for determining the date for the 

invention of a class .
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE GLASS: TEL ANAFA AND DELOS

The significance of the glass at Anafa is derived from its sheer quantity, reasonable state of preservation, and 
chronological integrity, coupled with the fact that its two principal occupations were short-lived and not repeat-
edly disturbed by subsequent inhabitations . The tel, in fact, is a “type site” for certain aspects of the material 
culture in the southern Levant and eastern Mediterranean in Late Hellenistic and Early Roman times (ill . 7) . 
This at least is true for the assemblage of elite artifacts that were routinely imported from afar and dispersed 
to all coastal communities in this region, Anafa included . Equally important, the site rose to prominence dur-
ing a brief interlude of comparative peace and stability that afforded unprecedented commercial activity and 
open maritime trade . In the annals of Hellenistic economic history, the seventy years between 150/140 and 
80/70 BCE form a special historical-commercial unit, one with a material culture that can be described as the 
equivalent of the Late Hellenistic koine . The indirect catalyst was the virtual collapse of the Hellenistic political 
states and the relentless advance in the East of the Romans .

600 800 km

trading zone

4002000

Italo–eastern Mediterranean commercial and distribution zone of the Late Hellenistic and Early Roman periods .
Illustration 7

Specifically for Anafa, the Seleucid dominance over its Syro-Palestinian territories was fast diminishing, and re-
gional control was shifting to the Ituraeans in the northern Golan and Beka’a Valley, the Hasmonaeon Kingdom 
based in Jerusalem, and the venerable Phoenician port city of Tyre, long a political player in the coastal valleys 
of the neighboring interior . It would appear that this was a time when the newly independent Tyre was on the 
ascendancy in the Hula Valley (TA Vol . I, i, 6–7) .

The nearest parallel to Anafa in time and material culture is the flourishing Aegean port and trade emporium of 
Delos, technically an Athenian dependency but actually a Roman creation . The island’s rise to wealth and distinc-
tion is well documented in the classical literature, local inscriptions, and in its architectural heritage and mate-
rial culture, including an abundance of imported ceramics, glass, lamps, amphorae, and the like (Nenna 1993, 
11–13; Bruneau and Ducat 1983) . Its prosperity began after the Romans granted the island the status of a free 
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port in 166 BCE, attracting by the final quarter of the century a substantial trade enclave of foreign merchants 
and their families . These permanent settlers came from all parts of the Mediterranean, including Athens, the 
Greek cities of the Aegean, Egypt, Syria, Phoenicia, Palestine (both Jews and Samaritans), and especially large 
numbers of Italians (Roussel 1931; Lacroix 1932) . They became the “cross-cultural brokers of commerce” and 
helped to establish an interconnected trade network throughout the Mediterranean (Curtin 1984, 2–3)1 (ill . 8) . 
As the century unfolded, Delos’ prosperity grew, especially following the sack of Corinth in 146 (Gruen 1984, 
311–312), until it finally blossomed in the last quarter of the second and first quarter of the first century (Nenna 
1999, 174–175) . But like Anafa, its demise came swiftly with the Sullan attack in 88 followed in 69 BCE by the sack 
and abandonment of the island by the allies of Mithradates Eupator .

0 200 400 600 800 km

trading zones

areas that may have 
participated in 
pan-Mediterranean trading

Pan-Mediterranean commerical and distribution zone of the Late Hellenistic and Early Roman periods .
Illustration 8

Given the parallel histories of Anafa and Delos, it is not surprising to find identical assemblages of glass table-
wares, both in typology and in quantity . There are individual differences, of course . The total number of Delian 
fragments stands at about 1,400; Anafa presents over 4,000 mostly recognizable sherds . Delos yields a higher 
percentage of more ornate or unusual objects, including conical bowls with horizontal rows of beaded decora-
tion (plus grooves) or an opaque red circular table top with a diameter over 60 cm (Nenna 1999, 89–90 and 152, 
respectively) . Delos, with its large domestic quarters, also produces far more beads, inlays, and bangles, including 

1 Curtin presents one of the better analyses of the organization and theory of cross-cultural trade from the perspective of economic an-
thropology . Among institutionalized patterns of commerce in many periods and world regions, three are common in classical antiquity: (1) 
commercial activity utilizing fixed foreign enclaves such as that found at Delos or Naukratis in Egypt; (2) individual merchant-sailors who 
came or went, either on a regular or irregular basis, often taking advantage of fairs and festivals; and (3) the “piggy-back” network of trade, 
using the purveyors of other goods to carry yours, but often within the context of a semi-ordered system that took advantage of common 
ethnic, religious, or linguistic links with other merchants dotted over the landscape .
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three small bead factories . Otherwise, its tablewares feature both Mediterranean Group I and Mediterranean 
Group III core-formed bottles (59 examples versus 23 at Anafa); hundreds of cast grooved bowls and a fine assort-
ment of cast fluted and floral bowls, a score of mosaic bowls; several Hellenistic opaque fine wares; and a small 
number of Roman linear-cut and ribbed bowls (summarized in Nenna 1993) .

When the sites are compared with each other, and with approximately 150 other eastern Mediterranean and 
Italian sites with similar finds (Nenna 1999, fig . 41, for a partial list), it becomes readily apparent that the pres-
ence of these glass tablewares is not unusual, inadvertent, or an “accident of archaeological recovery .” quite to 
the contrary . The cast grooved, fluted, and floral bowls, as well as the Mediterranean Group III bottles, are signa-
ture artifacts for the Late Hellenistic koine, in much the same way the Attic black glaze pots or Roman Arrentine 
sigillata are signature objects for the fifth century BCE or first century CE . Such classes of artifacts stand out as 
“markers” of an era . When considered together with the other imported objects (pottery, lamps, amphorae, etc .), 
they form a characteristic material assemblage that creates a unique fingerprint for a particular time and a defin-
able region, large or small, with strong cultural-commercial links .2

A CONTEXTUAL APPROACH TO GLASS STUDIES: LEARNING FROM POTTERy

The significance of ceramics found on archaeological sites was recognized in Europe as early as the eighteenth 
century . This contrasts with glass studies that only gained momentum in the decade following World War II and 
only achieved a semblance of maturity in the mid-1980s and 1990s . Nonetheless, in this brief period, glass stud-
ies mirrored the historical evolution of pottery studies as it passed through three stages of development . With 
pottery, these have been aptly described by the American anthropologist A . O . Shepard (1956, 6) and more 
recently in Pottery in Archaeology by Orten, Tyers, and Vince (1993, 3–22) as the art historical phase, the typological 
phase, and the contextual phase . In the first phase antiquarianism and connoisseurship combined to explore the 
historical novelty and inherent beauty of intact vessels, especially those decorated with classical or mythological 
scenes . Little wonder that by 1786 the Portland Vase had become celebrated not as a piece of elegantly designed 
glass but as an icon of Greek and Roman art (see Gudenrath, Whitehouse, and Painter 1990, esp . chapters 1–2) . 
Unhappily for glass studies, there were no royal, aristocratic, or museum cabinets overflowing with glass treasures 
comparable to the Portland Vase or to the Corinthian and Attic painted pots of the Golden Age of Greece . As a 
result, the art historical approach to glass has been episodic and only marginally employed .

Far more productive was the typological phase adopted first by scholars such as Ritterling (1913) when pub-
lishing the fragmentary glass from the Rhineland Roman forts and Donald Harden (1936) when writing the first 
volume-length monograph on excavated tablewares, those from Karanis, Egypt . In these studies and many more 
to come in the postwar years, even to the present day, the emphasis has been placed on classification systems, no-
menclature, the determination of dates and dated sequences, the investigation of trade and commerce through 
distribution maps, the pinpointing of the sources or region of production, and the explication of manufacturing 
techniques, often as an aid to typology and dating . This approach is essential in defining a cultural, chronologi-
cal, and geographic framework for the history of glassmaking from the Bronze Age onward .3 It also creates the 
essential database that enables specialists to study broad assemblages of material in order to better understand 
the internal history and development of the glass industry itself .

The third phase is described as contextual and with little doubt is the most theoretical and difficult to mas-
ter, largely because it requires, at least ideally, a passing knowledge of all categories of artifacts; an openness 

2 When the assemblages, or the individual classes of artifacts within them, are plotted on a map, they reveal distinct cultural and commer-
cial trade and distribution zones . The glass tablewares at Anafa participated in three such zones: the Italo–eastern Mediterranean zone for 
Late Hellenistic times and the pan-Mediterranean and pan-imperial zones for the Early Roman epoch . 

3 It should be noted again that synthetic studies of a particular region, culture, or period remain scarce, yet existing monographs now 
identify the products of many ancient industries in a fairly comprehensive fashion . Those published in the late 1960s through 1980s include: 
Nolte (1968) for pharaonic and later Egypt; Oppenheim, Brill, von Saldern, and Barag (1970) for Bronze and Iron Age Mesopotamia, supple-
mented by Barag (1985); Harden (1981) for Mediterranean core-formed glass of the sixth through first centuries BCE; and Grose (1989) for 
Hellenistic and Early Roman cast glasses .
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and understanding of several non-archaeological disciplines, a wide acquaintance with comparable contempo-
rary assemblages of glass, and a willingness to address the finds of a single site through a broad-based prism of 
approaches . Matters of classification, date, technology, and trade/distribution remain uppermost but now are 
investigated using different and often more sophisticated techniques (see Orton, Tyers, and Vince 1993, 13–22) . 
Among these are the total retrieval of material; the quantification of data; the use of statistical modeling and 
model-building; the integration of ethnographic and archaeoethnic studies with traditional approaches to glass; 
greater emphasis, as useful, on scientific analysis; and greater emphasis on the sociology of glassmaking in an ef-
fort to understand more fully the detailed nature and functional organization of the workshops, transportation 
networks, and retailing of glassware, both locally and at a distance . The contextual approach, of course, has its 
limitations—first, because no specialist can be knowledgeable in so many areas, and second, because many sites 
yield so little glass that quantitative and similar methods do not apply .

FORM, FUNCTION, AND FOOD

All but forgotten by specialists as they catalogue an assemblage of glass is that the vessels they study were 
shaped by ancient artisans to perform specific functions, mostly in domestic settings . Form followed function, 
and the more mundane the medium (clay and glass versus precious metals and colored stones), the more symbi-
otic the relationship . The third element of design was the food itself, not simply the produce eaten but also the 
nature and mechanics of food processing, preparation, presentation, and consumption (including the ritual and 
symbolic aspects of eating and drinking) .

In large measure, the historic neglect of this topic is due to the paucity and dispersal of literary documenta-
tion; in part it is due to the lack of interest of classicists who traditionally have ignored the vernacular aspects of 
ancient life .4 In the past decade, however, cultural historians and archaeologists have turned their attention to 
the subject with good result (Wilkens, Harvey, and Dobson 1995) . For evidence they have focused on classical and 
Biblical literature, including dedicatory inscriptions and pictorial representations; also on the physical installa-
tions and facilities (from kitchens to mills) found on archaeological sites; also on the results of pollen and faunal 
studies, as well as the insights to be gleaned from comparative ethnoarchaeological approaches; and finally, if 
belatedly, on the actual vessels and utensils recovered during excavations . Each has its own limitations5 and pres-
ents only a piece of the puzzle, but considered together, they aid us in achieving a broader, more holistic picture 
of the interplay of form, function, and food in ancient times .

With respect to function, glass can satisfy only a circumscribed yet well-defined set of practical needs in the 
household . Unlike pottery, it is far less versatile as a medium—as the assemblages of glassware and ceramics at Tel 
Anafa, Delos, and Jerusalem attest .6 Nonetheless, the finds from those three contemporaneous but diverse sites 
illustrate how and when glass expands from a fledging, elitist industry to one verging on mass production and 
wide distribution throughout an empire—and this occurs fairly rapidly between the mid-second century BCE and 
the early first century CE . Among its initial functions are the following:

1 . First and foremost, it becomes the preferred material for drinking vessels, presumably owing to its transpar-
ency and translucency . The cast grooved and fluted/floral bowls illustrate this point for the Late Hellenistic 
world, as do the cast ribbed and linear-cut bowls (also the blown Rippenschalen) for the Early Roman ep-
och .

2 . Second is its employment to manufacture diminutive containers or unguentaria for the storage, transport, 
and sale of other valued commodities, most notably scented oils, perfumes, cosmetics, spices/herbs, and 

4 This is self-evident in both older and more recent studies on food and table settings—all based on Greek and Latin literature—that 
inevitably focus on the opulent, even perverse dining and banqueting habits of the wealthy elite whose sumptuous dinner parties, formal 
banquets, and orgies were intended to amaze and scandalize (for example, Gowers 1993 and Dalby 2000) .

5 Pictorial representations of food and vessels, service and dining, for example, have been queried for their verisimilitude . To what degree 
did the craftsman use artistic license or even draw on topoi in rendering his still lives, mosaic floors, or relief sculptures?

6 Glass, for example, cannot be used as a building material producing bricks, roofing tiles, or revetment plaques . Nor can it be fashioned 
into cheap figurines, votives, or toys . And in the kitchen and pantry it cannot be exposed to heat .
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medicines . The core-formed Mediterranean Group III alabastra and amphoriskoi fall into this category, as 
do the later small Roman colored and naturally colored bottles . Such unguent bottles become a staple of 
Roman glass production .

3 . Third are medium-sized (later large-sized) serving and table pieces that initially appear in the first century 
BCE, then multiply in the first century CE owing to the advent of blowing . According to Propertius, Elegy, 
4 .8 .37, there even were dinner services (supellex) of glass for summer dining (the latest dated event in book 
4 occurred in 16 BCE) . No identifiable vessels of this type have been found at Anafa . 

4 .  Fourth are medium and large-sized blown storage wares: flasks, jugs, jars, ollae, mold-blown prismatic bottles, 
and huge urns used in the kitchen, pantry, and elsewhere to store, preserve, and transport other goods . 
They are an Imperial phenomenon, beginning in the first century CE, and are not present at Anafa, Delos, 
or Jerusalem .

5 . Fifth are special vessels, often multipurposed, that serve ritual and/or ceremonial functions . Some, such as the 
phiale (G 24), preserve a form known from Persian and Greek literature, dedicatory inscriptions, and relief 
sculpture to have been used in religious ceremonies . Others, such as the entire array of Hellenistic grooved 
and fluted/floral bowls, may often have had a symbolic or ceremonial use to celebrate the wealth, prestige, 
position, and social status of their owners .

6 .  Sixth are lighting devices, mainly table and ceiling lamps that become highly popular as the Imperial period 
progresses, culminating in the ceiling fixtures and polycandela seen in Christian churches, synagogues, and 
eventually mosques of the Mediterranean world . The optical properties of glass determined this function . 
None were found at Anafa . 

7 .  The final category includes a diverse array of shapes that suited blown glass particularly well: funnels, ink-
wells, lamp fillers, sprinkler flasks, medical equipment, ladles, and spoons, mostly copies of similar utensils 
in metal or pottery . All are Roman Imperial and are not present at Anafa, Delos, or Jerusalem .

SKEUOMORPHISM AND HELLENISTIC GLASS

Vickers and Gill (1994) snapped open Pandora’s box when they initiated a debate over the interrelationship 
and primacy of influence among table, display, and ritual vessels that are fabricated from different materials 
(most notably gold and silver, bronze, pottery, glass, faience, and the like) but share identical or near-identical 
shapes and comparable decorative motifs . Although their principal study was confined almost exclusively to a 
comparison between Attic hollow wares made from gold and silver and Attic red- and black-figure pots of the 
Archaic and Classical ages, the earlier exhibition at the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, “From Silver to Ceram-
ics,” was more ambitious in date and place, and marshaled numerous Greek, Roman, Sassanian, Chinese, and 
Japanese examples (Vickers, Impey, and Allan 1986) . By drawing on so many cultures and periods—however 
alien and diverse their aesthetic, cultural, artisanal, and artistic conventions, motivations, and traditions—they 
extended the debate to other times and societies . Suffice it to say, the fundamental premise of skeuomorphism is 
that table and display pieces are first designed in precious gold and silver, and this inspires craftsmen in pottery 
and other media to imitate the more valuable prototypes . This creates in the marketplace a “hierarchy of value” 
dictated by the intrinsic worth of the materials used .

But how does this premise relate to glassware in the Late Hellenistic period? What was the relationship among 
vessels in silver, bronze, pottery, and glass, and in which directions did influence move? While such questions 
cannot be answered with any certainty, several observations can be made, even in lieu of literary or epigraphical 
evidence .

The first is self-evident, requiring little more than casual examination of the tablewares in all media available 
between 150 and 80/70 BCE . Essentially identical vessels in silver, bronze, and ceramic are readily found (ill . 9) . 
These include table pieces in conical, hemispherical, and ovoid forms, almost always with convex bottoms and 
upright, slightly everted, or molded rims . When they are decorated, bands of horizontal grooves occur below 
the rim, and with certain classes there are adaptations of fluted and floral motifs, all executed by different tech-
niques dependent on the medium involved . This is true of metal, ceramic, and glass drinking bowls (see the cast 
grooved, fluted and floral, and opaque bowls in the catalogue) . Considered together, these simple shapes are a 
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Hellenistic cast glass conical grooved bowl . D . 
15 cm . Kelsey Museum of Archaeology 1977 .2 .3 . 

From Syro-Palestinian region .

Hellenistic black gloss conical bowl with a band of 
rouletted beading below rim . D . 15 .9 cm . Museum of 

Art and Archaeology, University of Missouri–Columbia, 
Weinberg Fund, acc . no . 80 .249 .

Examples of glass and ceramic Hellenistic conical bowls . 
Illustration 9

hallmark of the Late Hellenistic period and give it a stylistic unity popular throughout the Mediterranean . This 
fact alone obscures the search for prototype and copy .

The second observation introduces a more complex question . How do the intrinsic properties of a medium, 
especially a new medium, affect its desirability, perceived value, and role in the hierarchy of imitation? Without 
doubt precious metals were held in the highest esteem, as is apparent from the fact that few survive, and those 
that do come from tombs, abandoned hordes, or destruction levels . On the other hand, the glass tablewares of 
the Late Hellenistic age introduced the ultimate novelty to the homes of the period—transparency, translucency, 
and colorlessness—the ability for the first time to see into and through the container . This feature could not have 
escaped notice at the time, and initially it would have given glass a “heads-up” in the marketplace . The same could 
be said for several other inherent traits of the material . Unlike metals, it could be brilliantly colored and unlike 
pottery, it was nonporous, cleanable, and reusable . All of these characteristics would have given glass a special 
place and even caused it to be a prototype in the manufacture of tablewares .

Perhaps Cook is correct when he writes (1997, 208): “The degree of indebtedness of one craft to the others is 
unlikely ever to be agreed .”



ORGANIZATION OF THE CATALOGUE

THE CONCEPT OF CLASS

The glass vessels in this monograph are arranged chronologically by cultural period, beginning with the Per-
sian era, followed by the Late Hellenistic, Herodian–Early Roman, later Roman, and Islamic epochs . Within each 
period individual fragments are catalogued (wherever possible) according to their general class or type, two terms 
here used interchangeably (but not to be confused with form; see below) .7 Ideally a class represents the production 
of a single regional manufacturing center, most likely a cluster of related workshops rather than a single factory, 
that operated over a discrete chronological period and produced vessels that are stylistically and technically so sim-
ilar that they most likely were made at one place and at one time . In reality, few such classes and workshop groups 
can be identified with absolute assurance owing to the lack of excavated factory sites . This is definitely the case 
for Roman blown glass manufactured after the second or third quarter of the first century CE, when individual 
workshops produced thousands of nondescript, naturally colored, undecorated vessels in a myriad of forms . On 
the other hand, pre-Roman and Early Roman glass—whether core-formed, cast, blown, or mold-blown—readily 
falls into distinct classes (workshop groups), with of course certain exceptions (here, for example, the Hellenistic 
and Roman cast opaque fine wares) .

In establishing a class, many characteristics need to be taken into account . These include form or shape, color, 
color combinations, decorative motifs, dimensions and proportions, manufacturing and finishing techniques, and 
even intended function . If an assemblage of glassware shares a sufficient number of these characteristics and is 
found in the same chronological contexts, it may be called a class or type . While some classes are easily discerned 
from a single outstanding feature (the ribs on Roman ribbed bowls), most require a number of traits in common 
to make the identification secure (i .e ., the forms, cut horizontal grooves, thicknesses, and “muddy” colors of Hel-
lenistic cast grooved bowls) . A purely morphological approach based solely on gross shape or form for classifying 
nonblown glass has been rejected here because it would otherwise disperse throughout the catalogue vessels be-
longing to the same culture, time frame, and manufacturing center . Although shape is an essential ingredient in 
determining a class, it is only one of several criteria needed to establish a closely related group of vessels or objects .

At this point, a comparison with pottery studies is instructive . While it may appear that ancient ceramics are 
classified by form (with fabric, decoration, and other factors taken into account), they in fact are first divided, 
almost unconsciously, into distinct “classes” based upon their culture, date, regional affinities, and supposed 
workshop center; for example, Minoan Kamares Ware, Athenian West Slope Ware, Eastern Sigillata A, Roman 
Arretine Sigillata, North African Red Slip Ware, and countless others, including regional and local variations of 
the same (see, for example, Cook 1997 on Greek ceramics) . These ceramic divisions were established so long 
ago and are so fundamental to pottery studies that today they are taken for granted . No pottery specialist would 
ever juxtapose in a catalogue a Mycenaean amphora with a Proto-Corinthian amphora or an Apulian red-figure 
amphora simply because they share a common form and functioned as wine jars . yet in glass studies the allure of 
form as the principal basis of classification is the unfortunate result of early classification schemes that provided 
a preliminary if premature taxonomy, though admittedly at a time in the 1950s and 1960s when the field was in 
its infancy .

7 As pottery specialists have long argued (Orton, Tyers, and Vince 1993, 76–86), all classification schemes are artificial, the creation of 
modern archaeologists who are trying to bring order and comprehensibility out of the chaos of excavated material . In this sense, these clas-
sification and cataloguing systems represent little more than the imposition of tidy, rationalized frameworks on a confusing body of thousands 
of similar and dissimilar artifacts . To some degree, this confidence in the creation of typologies can be justified by the amount of surviving 
material, the number of sites yielding identical classes of artifacts, and the realization that individual artifacts share so many traits in common 
that they must form a common class, produced at one time and in a single working center or region . In this regard, modern archaeologists 
are fortunate that ancient craft societies were by nature unadventuresome, little given to innovation, and the creatures of artistic inertia . To 
paraphrase out of context the words of Hickman (2001, 12): ancient craftsmen had “well-articulated and narrowly demarcated skills that were 
transmitted from one generation to the next without significant modification,” and their technology “was much more habitual and routine 
than cognitive and innovative .”
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Also, with respect to glass studies vis-à-vis pottery studies, glass specialists are at a distinct disadvantage because 
they cannot rely on fabric analysis in determining the class of a vessel . Visual and scientific inspection of the fab-
ric, slips, and glazes of pottery provide crucial and reasonably certain diagnostic tools for identifying the class of 
a pot or, for that matter, any ceramic object, including lamps, terracotta statuettes, and architectural embellish-
ments . Each clay bed, as Boardman observes, has its own “signature,” both petrographically and chemically, and 
when fired, the clay takes on a characteristic color, texture, degree of fineness, and so forth (Boardman 2001, esp . 
290–299, for a succinct and insightful discussion including caveats) .

With glass this is not the case . Once the raw materials or chunks of raw glass have been melted into a thick 
viscous mass, which then is available for the manufacture of vessels, the batch has become a homogenous mix, 
either transparent or translucent (unless opacifiers have been added), that produces either transparent or trans-
lucent “fabrics .” Visual inspection of transparency reveals little other than tiny bubbles, blowing spirals, or oc-
casional inclusions of foreign matter (bits of crucibles or glass working tools), in addition to the elusive evidence 
of color (see “Organization and Description of Entries: Color”). Scientific analysis of fabrics in glass is equally 
inconclusive, except under special and well-defined circumstances, because most Hellenistic and Roman vessels 
are now thought to be the result of a two-step production process beginning with a relatively small number of 
primary factories producing quantities of raw glass, which then were exported in bulk for vessel production, 
shipped either to distant factory centers or to peripetetic glassmakers who plied their trade in several locations . 
Even if the raw glass was made locally, the constituent ingredients (sand, lime, natron, plant ash, colorants, de-
colorants, and opacifiers, etc .) would in part have been imported from distant locales, precluding an identifiable 
local “chemical signature” for finished vessels made in a particular factory . Further complicating the matter is the 
use of recycled glass, or cullet, in the making of vessels, as well as the effects of weathering on glass lying in the 
ground over centuries .

As with pottery, classes are named . In the past this has proceeded on an ad hoc basis, at times resulting in 
anachronistic or inaccurate monikers such as Phoenician sand-core bottles or Roman pillar-molded bowls . Au-
thentic ancient terms for these groups are lacking altogether, yet names are essential in order to add clarity and 
precision to the text and catalogue . The names chosen here usually reflect one or more prominent traits of a class 
and may also have a cultural or chronological indicator as well; i .e ., Hellenistic cast grooved bowls or Roman cast 
linear-cut bowls . The chronological distinction drawn in pottery has also been maintained in a small number of 
cases (for example, Hellenistic and Roman cast opaque fine wares) . Simple names have been selected over more 
elaborate or fanciful ones, and the descriptive vocabulary of early modern and modern glassmakers, whether 
American or European, has been strictly avoided, with, for example, preference given to mosaic glass over millefiori 
(see “Glossary of Technical Terms”) .

CLASSIFICATION By STYLE

In some instances, especially in the Early Roman period, certain groups of glasses that superficially appear to 
belong to a class in fact do not . These glasses were not the products of a single factory center or regional locale; 
nor were they fabricated over a relatively short span of time . Instead, they fall into a stylistic tradition that emu-
lated and repeated the models of the past or copied the popular styles of the day . These glasses still share distinct 
traits in common, such as their methods of manufacture and finishing, similar profiles, sizes, and colors, and, 
above all, the same forms of decoration . In the Hellenistic period, the cast and cut fluted and floral bowls (see 
pp . 24–27) fit this description . Initially inspired by metal and mold-made pottery bowls (the so-called Megarian 
bowls of years past), they enjoyed an existence from at least the third through the first century BCE . Unlike a 
true class, however, they are not the products of a single center with definable inclusive dates; nor were they cut 
and engraved in a single location . Fluted and floral bowls are a general Hellenistic phenomenon, but they are a 
disparate group, the results of a number of production centers yet united by their handsomely cut decoration . 
They were manufactured over two to three hundred years, and each regional workshop(s) introduced slight sty-
listic variations, as has been proven for silver and bronze (Pfrommer 1987 and Pfrommer 1993) and also for the 
abundant pottery mold-made bowls (Rotroff 1982a; Bilde 1993; and Cornell in TA Vol . II, i, 407–416) . A compa-
rable Hellenistic phenomenon is the manufacture of colorless, wing-handled and footed skyphoi that first occur 
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as early as the third century, are present in the so-called Canosa Group, and continue to be fabricated, or so it 
seems, well into the second and first centuries . 

In the Early Roman period, there are three groups of tablewares that best fall under the rubric of a style, not a 
class . The first is the ubiquitous cast ribbed bowl (pp . 59–73) . The common denominators of these flat-bottomed 
sub-hemispherical or broad-shallow bowls are protruding bosses and ribs around the sides . This style of bowl per-
sists from the late first century BCE to the close of the first quarter of the second century CE . There are eastern 
and western groups, as well as regional variants . A second pan-imperial style is the so-called blown Rippenschalen 
(pp . 74–75), and a third are the colorless, mostly cast, bowls and plates with broad overhanging rims, whether 
facet-cut or plain (pp . 78–79) .

SELECTION, ORGANIZATION, AND DESCRIPTION OF ENTRIES

Given the large quantity of glass found at Tel Anafa, retrieved over the course of two different campaigns, it was 
necessary to publish only a selection of vessels . This selection for various reasons is not statistically proportionate 
to the numbers of identifiable vessels in each of the classes represented on the site . The overwhelming amount of 
glass, both in number and weight, is attributable to Hellenistic cast grooved bowls, followed by Roman cast ribbed 
bowls . A selection of each was made based upon such factors as state of preservation, securely dated contexts, 
and divergence from the normal characteristics of its class (for example, fragments in deliberate colors or with 
unusual patterns of cut grooves) . Approximately one-third of the conical and hemispherical grooved bowls are 
catalogued, but all of the ovoid bowls are represented . Among ribbed bowls, about one-half are included here .

All examples of core-formed glass, cut Hellenistic bowls, Hellenistic and Roman opaques wares, mosaic glass, 
and identifiable Roman and Islamic blown glass are included .

Individual entries, numbered successively, contain a detailed description of each fragment and are accompa-
nied in all cases by a profile drawing and in certain instances by a black and white photograph or color image . 
To a substantial degree the drawings are more important than the descriptions because individually and in their 
totality, they furnish a visual index of what was found at Anafa . The entries are succinct, but they attempt to an-
ticipate the lines of inquiry of current and future glass specialists .

Each entry is prefaced with a catalogue number (e .g ., G 200) followed by the object’s inventory number (inv . 
no .), the locus, the assigned stratigraphic date/period of the locus, and the vessel’s dimensions . In addition to 
the standard measurements the minimum and maximum thicknesses are cited because certain glasses have dis-
tinctive thicknesses or a characteristic taper from the rim to the bottom (contrast the Hellenistic cast grooved 
bowls with the Roman cast linear-cut bowls) .

The text of each entry describes the current state of preservation of the fragment(s), identifying which parts 
of the vessel, whether joining or non-joining, survive and to what class and form of vessel the fragment may be 
attributed . If the vessel varies from its normal size, it may be described as a large or small example, or even a 
miniature . Color is cited next, followed by the degree and kind of weathering on the surface . The shape of the 
fragment (and by extension, that of the entire vessel) is described from the top to the bottom, from the interior 
to the exterior, beginning with the rim or rim-disk, neck, shoulder, body, and bottom or base . The kind, color, 
and location of decoration on both surfaces come next, and finally the presumed method of manufacturing and 
finishing of the vessel . A final paragraph is used for some entries to note any unusual features of the fragment, to 
make comparison with other entries, or to cite prior publications .

VESSEL NAME 

The standard descriptive word for the gross form (shape) and presumed function of a vessel is noted on 
the first line of each entry, followed occasionally by a Greek or Latin term (for example, alabastron or phiale) 
conventionally attributed to a given shape . The original terminology used by ancient peoples for specific forms 
and functions of common tablewares (let alone for the “classes” to which they belonged) are mostly unknown 
or virtually unknowable, given the endless linguistic usages that must have been in vogue over centuries in the 
socially and economically stratified, pluralistic, ethnically diverse, multiregional, and multilingual mix that was 
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the ancient Mediterranean . Several thousand terms must have coexisted in a myriad of languages, dialects, and 
local patois between 600 BCE and 600 CE . The penchant of modern archaeologists to employ Greek or Latin 
terms, with preferences for Hellenic ceramic models of the Archaic and Classical periods, reflects the underlying 
bias and legacy of an archaeological tradition begun during the eighteenth century European Enlightenment .

When identifying tablewares, English employs a generalized and relatively straightforward repertoire of terms 
for vessel shapes and functions, without recourse to naming a specific (and usually highly refined) shape reserved 
for a single dietary purpose . The major shapes, moving from open to closed forms, are as follows: plate, dish, bowl, 
beaker, cup, stemmed cup, flask, jar, jug, bottle, and small unguent bottle, plus such miscellaneous utensils (at least in 
Roman times) as lamps, inkwells, lamp fillers, funnels, ladles, and spoons. Equally generic are a host of modifying 
adjectives that refer to size, depth, volume, and the like that further aid the reader in picturing the original form 
of the vessel . In this catalogue words such as large, medium, small, and miniature have been applied to Hellenistic 
and Roman bowls, as have deep, hemispherical, sub-hemispherical, and broad and shallow .

CONdITION 

On archaeological sites most finds from occupational levels, glass included, are highly fragmentary, with only 
a small portion of a vessel or object preserved . Among diagnostic fragments (rims, bases, handles, decorated sur-
faces), rims curiously are the most common and account for a disproportionate share of the catalogue . Bottoms 
and bases, even on sites using a total retrieval method, such as Anafa, are seldom present . At Anafa over 687 rims 
of Hellenistic grooved bowls were found, but only 17 bottoms, of which 13 are published here (first campaign of 
digging) . Equally curious, if anecdotal, is the fact that only a single fragment from an individual vessel tends to be 
preserved; joining and fragments of the same vessel are rarely encountered except in the context of a grave, well, 
cistern, cesspool, or destruction level . Of the 687 above-mentioned rims, only six joins were found . Once broken, 
the remains of glass and ceramic tablewares were discarded, dispersed, and redeposited over time in a manner 
that defies recovery or logic . This makes an accurate statistical analysis of the material very difficult to establish, 
even when large volumes of finds are available (see the cautionary remarks in Boardman 2001, 290–299) . There 
were no intact vessels recovered from Tel Anafa . 

In terms of condition, each entry begins with the parts of the vessel that are preserved, moving from the top to 
the bottom of the fragment, from the inside to the outside . If the fragment is broken at all sides, that is noted to 
warn the reader that no finished edge survives . Those vessels that are broken and repaired but reasonably whole 
are described as complete or almost complete, but all chips and the like are recorded . Modern repairs or restorations, 
if present, are also noted .

WEATHERINg 

As stated in the “Glossary of Technical Terms,” weathering refers to all of the detrimental effects that occur 
over time as glass lies buried in the ground and is exposed to moisture and varying soil conditions . While water is 
the principal cause of devitrification on and under the surface of the glass, an alkaline soil is equally destructive 
(Sease 1987) . Early glass reports suspected that weathering products might be important for glass studies and 
produced a full descriptive vocabulary (see Harden 1936) . More recently, the significance of weathering has been 
discounted and is now considered for what it is: the progressive destruction of the glass, obscuring or obliterat-
ing the form, decoration, and true color of the vessel . Like bronze disease, it eventually will destroy the object 
entirely . Occasionally, a particular type of weathering can aid in the identification of a particular class, such as the 
gritty opaque white surfaces covering Roman cast, colorless fine wares (G 404) or the flinty cuprous green film 
covering Late Hellenistic or Roman opaque red vessels (G 241–242) .

On archaeological sites, iridescent weathering represents nothing more than a destructive process, but it is 
prized by collectors and museum curators, praised by antiquity dealers (who sell to the former), and solemnly 
protected by overzealous conservators, all of whom have bought into the overly romanticized mystique that im-
pressed such fin-de-siècle glassmakers as Louis Comfort Tiffany .

At Anafa all of the glass is moderately weathered in fairly predictable ways . The Hellenistic cast grooved bowls 
are covered with layers of black, flaky weathering usually overlaying a thin veneer of silvery iridescence and covering 
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an iridescent pitted surface (see color pl ., G 201) . These layers are easily removed . The same holds true for the 
Roman cast ribbed and linear-cut bowls, but the weathering is thinner . Colorless glass often appears to be less 
weathered than the naturally colored Hellenistic and Roman fabrics . During the first campaign of excavations, 
weathering products were routinely removed, revealing the glass below . In the second campaign the weathering 
was retained and only partially removed to reveal the color and decoration of the fragment .

FORM 

In this catalogue the term form is used interchangeably with shape and with respect to classifying the glass is 
only one of several attributes that help to identify a class . For full discussion, see “Organization of the Catalogue: 
The Concept of Class.”

dECORATION 

Descriptions of decoration are as varied as are the multiple methods and motifs used by ancient glassmakers 
to enhance the beauty of their products . The kind and location of the decoration, with a full discussion of colors, 
techniques of manufacture, identifiable patterns, etc ., are noted in detail . For core-made bottles, decoration 
takes the form of colored trails tooled into zigzags and festoons . For Hellenistic cast bowls “decoration” takes 
the form of bands of horizontal cut grooves or more elaborately cut fluted or floral designs in imitation of silver, 
bronze, and ceramic prototypes manufactured from late Achaemenid Persian times to the beginning of the Ro-
man era (see G 24–38) . The bosses and ribbing on Roman cast ribbed bowls are usually regarded as decoration, 
but their real purpose and significance are unknown . With Hellenistic and Roman mosaic glass (G 244–246), the 
decoration is inherent in the multicolored, swirling patterns of the cane sections used to make the vessel .

COLOR 

Color is a key element in description and in certain instances also in identification of a class (for example, 
Roman cast translucent or opaque fine wares; see Grose 1991) . Hellenistic glassmakers produced core-made, cast 
monochrome, and cast mosaic vessels in various, standard colors (ill . 10) . All of these colors were present already 
in the Early Hellenistic period; new colors were not introduced into the glass repertoire until Early Imperial 
times . Some colors, both opaque and translucent, were clearly intentional and should be regarded as conscious 
creations of the glassmakers . It is not certain whether the range of strong yellow, gold, green, and brown hues was 
consciously produced or simply the result of the oxidation/reduction of the hot glass .

Intentional opaque
Intentional 
translucent

Strong colors 
in many hues

Colorless  or 
naturally pale green 

used in cast monochrome vessels and 
mosaic cane centers
   white
   light blue
   brick red

used as decorative trails or rods, 
never for bodies of core-formed vessels
   turquoise blue
   yellow

used for core-formed vessel 
bodies and cast mosaic 
vessels; may appear 
opaque due to remains of  
core material 
   dark or cobalt blue
   purple
   dark green (rare)
   brown

used for grooved bowls and 
core-formed vessel bodies; 
may appear opaque due to 
core material
   golden-brown (amber)
   golden-yellow (honey)
   greenish-yellow (olive)
   bluish-green (aquama-   
   rine)

used in monochrome 
tablewares, fluted/flo-
ral bowls, cast grooved 
bowls, or Mediterra-
nean group III bottle 
rim-disks, handles, and 
base-knobs; not used in 
core-formed vessel bodies

Standard colors used by later Hellenistic glassmakers for core-made, cast monochrome, and cast mosaic vessels .
Illustration 10
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yet the description of color is fraught with problems for glass specialists because glass, unlike all other archaeo-
logical materials (rock crystal aside), is naturally transparent or translucent . As a homogeneous, noncrystalline 
substance, its color is the result of all the vagaries of its constituent raw materials (mainly the iron impurities in 
sand) and is greatly affected by the purposeful addition of colorants, opacifiers, or decolorizing agents (usually 
metallic oxides), plus other factors . The latter include, inter alia, the following:

1 . The effects of the oxidation/reduction state of the glass and the furnace environment that can result, for 
example, in colors as divergent as pronounced olive green to dark golden-brown, as is true of Hellenistic 
cast grooved bowls .

2 . The use of cullet and recycled glass in the batch .
3 . The viscosity of the batch due to working temperatures that can produce masses of bubbles making the 

color of the glass appear darker and opaque .
4 . The thickness of the vessel wall: a thick rim will appear dark purple, while the far thinner body will be pale 

purple .
5 . The kind and source of light used to examine the color of transparent glass . A brilliant Mediterranean sun 

leaves a different impression than indoor, artificial fluorescent lighting .
6 . The negative effects of weathering and iridescence as the glass is attacked by environmental factors .

COMPARANDA AND ILLUSTRATIONS

At the outset of this project, the classes and styles of tablewares found at Anafa were thought to be scarce if 
not rare . But as noted elsewhere, a quarter century of subsequent excavation and publication has revealed the 
contrary . The Late Hellenistic and Early Roman glass at Anafa has more counterparts than can easily be cited in 
a catalogue such as this . As a result only synthetic studies and major sites with lists of references are noted in the 
text and footnotes .
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ABBREVIATIONS

acc . no .  accession number
auc . cat .  auction catalogue
BCE  Before the Common Era = B .C .
cat .  catalogue
CE  Common Era = A .D .
coll .  collection
contam .  contaminated locus
ed .  edition or edited by
ESA   Eastern Sigillata A (Hellenistic fine ware pottery)
est .   estimated
ex . cat .   exhibition catalogue
ext .   exterior surface
fig .   figure
G   glass
ill .   illustration or illustrated
int .   interior surface
inv . no .   inventory number
loc .   locus (basic unit of excavation)
LHSB   Late Hellenistic Stuccoed Building, the principal structure excavated at Tel Anafa 
neg . no .   negative number
pl .   plate
repr .   reprinted
suppl .   supplement
vol .   volume

MEASUREMENTS

H  height of a complete object or surviving height of a fragment
D  diameter or estimated diameter of the rim, rim-disk, or base
W  width of a complete object or surviving width of a fragment
L  length of a complete object or surviving length or a fragment
Th  average uniform thickness
A Th  average thickness
Max Th  maximum thickness
Min Th  minimum thickness



I . PRE-HELLENISTIC AND HELLENISTIC CORE-FORMED BOTTLES

Among twenty-three fragmentary core-made bottles, all but four can be identified with certainty and assigned 
to one of the standard classes and forms of either Mediterranean Group I, belonging to the late sixth through 
the fifth century BCE (G 1– 6), or to Mediterranean Group III, ascribed to the second half of the second cen-
tury through the first decades of the first century BCE (G 7–19) .8 No examples of Mediterranean Group II (late 
fourth to third century BCE) were found, but this is to be expected given the dearth of occupation at Anafa at 
the time of their popularity . G 20 preserves the rim-disk and shoulder of a small container, but it does not readily 
fall into any known class or form .

Core-formed bottles probably represent the most prolific glass vessels produced and dispersed in the Mediter-
ranean basin between the close of the sixth and middle of the first century BCE . Used to transport perfumes, 
perfumed oils, cosmetics, medicinal unguents, etc .,9 they were manufactured by a core technique that was first 
invented in Egypt and Mesopotamia in the Bronze Age, then revived in the Iron Age .10 They have been retrieved 
from domestic settings, in temple precincts, where they and their contents served to anoint pilgrims or act as 
votives, and in tombs and cemeteries, where their functions were largely the same . Over this five-hundred-year 
period the vast majority seem to fall into three homogeneous groups (Mediterranean Group I, II, and III), each 
with its own set of forms, color combinations, design patterns, and inclusive dates . These groups were first identi-
fied by Fossing 1940 and later systemized by Harden 1981 and Grose 1989 . In addition, there are a number of 
bottles, primarily of the third or early second centuries, that chronologically and stylistically do not fit into one 
of the three principal groups . They represent different traditions (for example, see Jones 1995, 28–32, Grose’s 
Class II:G) .

Among the six examples of Mediterranean Group I, four are alabastra (G 1–4) and two are amphoriskoi (G 
5–6), all with dark blue translucent grounds (appearing opaque) and with opaque white and yellow threads mar-
vered flush to the surface . Two of the alabastra (G 1–2) most likely belong to Grose Form I:3 and Class I:F (the 
production from a specific workshop) . The amphoriskoi, on the other hand, can be attributed to Grose Form I:1 
or I:2, another class ascribed to the fifth century and quite possibly part of the production of Class I:F . Missing 
from the site are examples of the ubiquitous Class I:B, characterized by opaque white bodies and purple (some-
times blue) threads (Grose 1989, 110–115) .

The significance of the Group I bottles at Anafa is three-fold . It reaffirms the presence of a small settlement 
of the Persian Age on the tel, a fact already known from the imported lamps and imported and locally made 
pottery (TA Vol . I, i, 13 and 156–168; Berlin in TA Vol . II, i, 17–18) . It confirms the findings from a score of Syro-
Palestinian coastal or near-coastal settlements that they received an assemblage of Aegean and other eastern 
Mediterranean prestige imports . And third, Anafa’s residents participated in a common mercantile model of the 
fifth century best described as eastern Mediterranean but extending westward to Magna Graecia, Campania, and 
beyond .

The production center(s) are much debated but are usually attributed to the Aegean, where concentrations 
of Group I bottles have been excavated . On the other hand, the provenance of upscale artifacts cannot be proven 

8 The principal discussions and classification systems for the core-formed bottles of the late sixth through first centuries BCE are Fossing 
1940, Harden 1981, and Grose 1989 . Other important studies that publish hundreds of known examples from specific sites, museums, or 
regions include the following: McClellan 1984 (doctoral dissertation) for over 500 bottles from the Aegean, Greece, and elsewhere; Weinberg 
1992, 80–93 for the National Museum in Athens; Barag 1985, 59–60 for the British Museum, Western Asiatic Department, with additional ref-
erences and commentary; Oliver 1990, 90–91 for Cyrenaica, where hundreds of fragments were found in a sanctuary; Jones 1995 for Gordian .

9 On the uses of perfumed oils, scents, unguents, medicines, and cosmetics and the small containers that contained them, see Forbes 
1955, 24–25 for the classical world . For the substantial literature and references on ancient Egypt, see Manniche 1999 .

10 The core technique has been the subject of considerable discussion and modern experimentation, mostly inclusive . For the conven-
tional wisdom on how the bottles of Mediterranean Groups I–III were fabricated, see Grose 1989, 31 and Stern and Schlick-Nolte 1994, 28–44 . 
Most recently, Giberson (1998, 17–18) has argued that the bottles were made by covering the core with powdered and granulated cold glass 
rather than by coils of hot glass wound around the core . This might be true for Bronze Age Egyptian core-formed containers, but it does not 
seem to apply to Mediterranean Groups I–III .
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based either on conventional wisdom or on numbers found on a specific site . If that were the case, the Mediter-
ranean Group I factories could be placed in Cyrenaica, where the partially excavated Sanctuary of Demeter and 
Persephone yielded some 600 fragments representing several hundred intact bottles (Oliver 1990, 90–91) .

With little surprise the majority of core-formed bottles from Anafa are contemporary with the LHSB and the 
main Hellenistic occupation (130/125 to 80/70 BCE) and are assigned to Mediterranean Group III, a notably 
homogeneous production of fusiform alabastra (possibly G 8–10; Grose Form III:5) and large-bodied amphoris-
koi with strap or S-shaped handles and base-knobs or pad-bases (mostly Grose Form III:2A or Grose Form III:2B; 
see Grose 1989, 122–125) . All belong to Grose Class III:E . At Anafa all fragments are dark blue with opaque white 
and/or yellow marvered threads . The attached handles are in pale naturally colored fabrics such as light green, 
that same range of translucent colors that form the bodies of the contemporary cast grooved bowls . Unlike the 
elegantly crafted bottles of Group I, all of which closely mimic the shapes of Greek classical pottery and metal-
ware, Group III bottles only loosely correspond to Hellenistic forms (namely, miniature transport amphora) and 
are clumsily manufactured with lopsided profiles and carelessly fashioned rim-disks, handles, and bases . They 
are part of the Italo–eastern Mediterranean commercial trade model dominant in later Hellenistic times, and 
although their production center is still thought to be the Syro-Palestinian coastal area, the exact location will 
remain uncertain until actual factories are located . In any event their presence ought to be anticipated on all 
eastern Mediterranean, south Italian, and Tyrrhenian sites with strata dating from ca . 125 to 70 BCE .

With respect to classifying Group III bottles, Fossing in his pioneering study was the first to associate the fusi-
form alabastron with the Late Hellenistic Age (Fossing 1940, 112–113) . His overall approach, however, was flawed 
by his reliance on gross form as the basis of classification (i .e ., alabastra of all periods mentioned together), as 
well as by the dearth of published evidence available to him . Harden’s masterful monograph firmly established 
the three Mediterranean groups and placed both the fusiform alabastra and the large-bodied amphoriskoi to-
gether (his Forms Alabastra 18 and Amphoriskoi 6, 7A–7D, and 8) . But he too dealt with each form indepen-
dently and assigned dates ranging from the third through first centuries BCE (Harden 1981, 122–137) . He also 
worked under the misapprehension that slight nuances of shape and decoration could be used reliably (as with 
Attic black- and red-figure painted pottery) to determine a developmental chronology within a given Form . 
While such an approach can yield positive results in long-lived craft traditions (consider Greek pot painting and 
sculpture), it is a highly intuitive task that requires large numbers of dated examples .

Grose integrated the Harden Forms with the concept of class or workshop center, thereby combining all of the 
allied products fabricated in one place and period together . As a result, the above-mentioned Harden Forms con-
stituted his Class III:E and represented the discrete production of an atelier making alabastra and amphoriskoi 
active between ca . 150 and 50 BCE . By bringing all the products of a factory center together, it also facilitated the 
study of their distribution in the Mediterranean and brought focus to the dating of the class as a whole .

Chronologically, the excavations from Tel Anafa and Delos are of special importance—first, because they pre-
serve a reasonable number of examples, and second, because the excavated fragments can be assigned to their 
periods of greatest prosperity, a compact time frame between ca . 130/125 to 80/70 BCE . It is assumed that Class 
III:E antedates 125 BCE, but by how long is impossible to say . The earliest known example, ironically, comes from 
a foundation trench of the basilica at the Roman colonia of Cosa . The basilica’s construction is dated to around 
140 BCE, but footing trenches can easily be contaminated by later material . The cessation of production is even 
more difficult to ascertain, largely because Anafa and Delos, like so many Mediterranean sites, were destroyed, 
deserted, or disrupted during the 80s and 70 BCE . This initiates the so-called dead decades in Mediterranean 
archaeology, as the area is devastated by civil and foreign wars until the pax Romana restores order to this world . 
Nonetheless, Group III bottles have been retrieved from first-century CE burials, such as at Samothrace (Dusen-
bery 1967, 37–38, supposedly Tiberian or Claudian), Nisyros (Hayes 1975, 7, n . 45), Ampurias (Spain), where 
a fusiform alabastron is alleged to be from a Claudian burial (ca . 50 CE; Almagro 1953; Almagro 1955), and a 
fourth found in a Palestinian cemetery of the second half of the first century CE (yael Israeli, pers . comm .) . Cem-
eteries, however, are the perfect repository for heirlooms and recycled treasures from the past .
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Alabastra and Amphoriskoi

G 1 TA73G48 Fig . 1, Pl . 1, Color
Loc . 1250 Stratum HELL 1
D body ca . 3 cm; Th  .2 cm

Two joining fragments of side of alabastron; medium blue 
ground with opaque white and yellow decoration . Slight iri-
descence and pitting . Straight-sided, cylindrical body . On the 
exterior, a three-color, zigzag pattern of opaque white and 
yellow threads alternating with the blue ground of the body . 
Core-formed, with marvered threads .

Grose Class I:F; Alabastron Form I:3B (Grose 1989, 114–
115 and 126) .

G 2 TA79G235 Fig . 1, Pl . 1, Color
Loc . 7938 Stratum HELL 2A or 2B
D body ca . 2 .5 cm; Th  .15 cm

Fragment of side of alabastron; blue ground with opaque 
white and opaque yellow decoration . Iridescence and pit-
ting . Straight-sided, cylindrical body . On the exterior, a 
widely spaced zigzag pattern of alternating opaque white and 
opaque yellow threads . Core-formed, with marvered threads . 

Grose Class I:F; Alabastron Form I:3B (?) (Grose 1989, 
114–115 and 126) .

G 3 TA81G150 Fig . 1, Pl . 1, Color
Loc . 7141 Stratum HELL 1
D body 2 .5 cm; Th  .2 cm

Small fragment of side of alabastron; blue ground with 
opaque yellow decoration . Slight iridescence . Straight-sided, 
cylindrical body . On the exterior, opaque yellow festoons . 
Vertical indentations on the body caused by the tooling of 
the festoons . Core-formed, with marvered threads . 

G 4 TA81G87  Pl . 1
Balk trim
D body uncertain; Th  .15 cm

Fragment of side of alabastron; blue ground with opaque 
white decoration . Slight iridescence . Straight-sided, cylindri-
cal body . On the exterior, a zigzag pattern of opaque white 
threads . Core-formed, with marvered threads .

G 5 TA79G260 Pl . 1
Loc . 7938 Stratum HELL 2A or 2B
D body uncertain; Th  .15 cm

Tiny fragment of side of amphoriskos; blue ground with 
opaque white and opaque yellow decoration . Convex curv-
ing side . On the exterior, a festoon pattern of opaque white 
and opaque yellow threads . Vertical indentations on the body 
caused by the tooling of the festoons . Core-formed, with mar-
vered threads . 

Grose Class I:B; Amphoriskos Form I:1 or I:2 (Grose 1989, 
111–112 and 126) .

G 6 TA68G95 Fig . 1, Pl . 1
Loc . 3222A Stratum HELL 1 or 2A
D pad-base 1 .7 cm; Th side  .15 cm 

Fragment of side, bottom, and pad-base of amphoriskos; 
medium blue body with a natural light green base . yellowish 
weathering and pitting . Side flares upward and outward; cir-
cular pad-base wraps around a nearly pointed bottom . Core-
formed body with a tooled pad-base . 

Grose Class I:B; Amphoriskos Form I:1 or I:2 (Grose 1989, 
111–112 and 126) .

MEDITERRANEAN GROUP I (G 1–6)

MEDITERRANEAN GROUP III (G 7–19)

Alabastra and Amphoriskoi

G 7 TA70G48 Fig . 1, Pl . 1
Loc . 1339 Stratum HELL 2B or 2C
D 2 .8 cm; D aperature 1 cm; Max Th neck  .55 cm 

Fragment of rim and neck of amphoriskos; blue ground with 
opaque white decoration . Black weathering, pitting, and iri-
descence . Almost horizontal rim-disk with rounded, uneven 
edge; cylindrical neck . On the exterior, an opaque white spi-
raling thread around the rim and neck . Core-formed, with 
marvered threads; tooling marks on the rim and at the junc-
tion of the rim and neck .

Grose Class III:E; Amphoriskos Form III:2A or III:2B 
(Grose 1989, 123–124 and 129) .

G 8 TA69G183 Fig . 1, Pl . 1
Loc . 2513A Stratum ROM 1B
D neck ca . 3 .3 cm; D aperature ca . 1 .6 cm; A Th  .3 cm

Fragment of rim-disk (edge missing) and neck of fusiform 
alabastron or amphoriskos; blue ground with opaque white 
decoration . Corrosion, pitting, and iridescence . Sharply out-
splayed rim-disk; cylindrical neck, tapering downward . On 
the exterior, an opaque white spiraling thread around the 
neck . Core-formed, with marvered threads . 

Possibly Grose Class III:E; Alabastron Form III:5 or Am-
phoriskos Form III:2A (Grose 1989, 123–124 and 128–129) .
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G 9 TA68G192 Pl . 1
Loc . 2112 Stratum HELL 2C debris
D neck ca . 2 .2 cm; D aperature  .8 cm; Max Th  .7 cm 

Fragment of neck of alabastron or amphoriskos; blue ground 
with opaque white decoration . Black weathering and pitting . 
Cylindrical neck . On the exterior, a marvered opaque white 
spiraling thread . Core-formed, with marvered threads . 

Probably Grose Class III:E; Alabastron Form III:5 or Am-
phoriskos Form III:2A or III:2B (Grose 1989, 123–124 and 
128–129) .

G 10 TA68G191 Pl . 1
Loc . 2112 Stratum HELL 2C debris
D neck uncertain; Max Th  .6 cm

Small fragment of neck (with broken lug or handle) of fusi-
form alabastron or amphoriskos; blue ground with opaque 
white decoration . Corrosion and pitting . Cylindrical neck . 
On the exterior, an opaque white spiraling thread . Core-
formed, with marvered threads .

Probably Grose Class III:E (Grose 1989, 123–124) .

G 11 TA70G14 Fig . 1, Pl . 1
Loc . 2606 Stratum ROM 1B
D neck ca . 2 cm; D aperature  .6– .8 cm; Max Th  .7 cm 

Fragment of neck or upper side with handle attachment of 
amphoriskos; blue ground with opaque white decoration; 
natural light green handle . Black weathering, pitting, and 
iridescence . Straight-sided, cylindrical neck . On the exterior, 
an opaque white spiraling thread . Core-formed, with mar-
vered threads; applied handle . 

Probably Grose Class III:E; Amphoriskos Form III:2A or 
III:2B (Grose 1989, 123–124 and 129) .

G 12 TA72G24 Fig . 1, Pl . 1
Loc . 1359 Stratum HELL 2B or 2C
D neck ca . 1 .7 cm; D aperature 1 cm; A Th  .3 cm

Small fragment of neck near rim-disk of amphoriskos (?); 
blue ground with opaque white decoration . Severe corrosion 
and pitting . Cylindrical neck, tapering downward . On the ex-
terior, an opaque white spiraling thread . Core-formed, with 
marvered threads .

Probably Grose Class III:E; Amphoriskos III:2A or III:2B 
(Grose 1989, 123–124 and 129) .

G 13 TA69G26 Fig . 1, Pl . 1
Loc . 1303 Stratum ARAB or MODERN
D body uncertain; A Th side  .3 cm

Fragment of shoulder, side, and handle (broken) of amph-
oriskos; blue ground with opaque white decoration; natural 
light green handle . White weathering, pitting, and irides-
cence . Nearly horizontal shoulder turns abruptly inward to-
ward neck; side tapers downward; S-shaped handle attached 
to the shoulder and folded upward and inward toward the 
neck; evenly spaced vertical indentations on the shoulder 
and side . On the exterior, an opaque white thread spirals 
downward around the shoulder and then is combed into a 
festoon pattern around the body . Core-formed, with mar-
vered threads; applied handle . 

Grose Class III:E; Amphoriskos Form III:3 (Grose 1989, 
123–124 and 129) .

G 14 TA72G81 Fig . 1, Pl . 1
Surface find
D body uncertain; A Th side  .3 cm

Fragment of shoulder and side of amphoriskos (?); blue 
ground with opaque white decoration . Slight pitting . Shoul-
der turns abruptly inward toward the neck; side tapers 
downward . On the exterior, an opaque white thread spirals 
around the shoulder and then is combed into a feather pat-
tern around the body . Core-formed, with marvered threads .

Probably Grose Class III:E; Amphoriskos Form III:3 
(Grose 1989, 123–124 and 129) .

G 15 TA80G199 Fig . 2, Pl . 1, Color
Loc . 5740 Stratum ARAB
D body 3 .5 cm; Th  .2 cm

Fragment of side of amphoriskos; blue ground with opaque 
white and opaque yellow decoration . Straight-sided body, ex-
panding outward . On the exterior, alternating opaque white 
and yellow threads combed into a close-set festoon pattern . 
Core-formed, with marvered threads . 

Probably Grose Class III:E; Amphoriskos Form III:2A or 
III:3 (Grose 1989, 123–124 and 129) .

G 16 TA68G215 Fig . 2, Pl . 1
Loc . 2303 Stratum ROM 1B
D body uncertain; A Th side  .3 cm

Fragment of side near shoulder of amphoriskos (?); blue 
ground with opaque white decoration . Black weathering and 
pitting . Side turns inward toward the shoulder . On the exte-
rior, opaque white threads combed into a feather pattern . 
Core-formed, with marvered threads .

Possibly Grose Class III:E; Amphoriskos Form III:3 (Grose 
1989, 123–124 and 129) .
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G 17 TA81G154 Fig . 2, Pl . 1
Loc . 5807 Stratum ROM 2
D body ca . 4 cm; Th  .5 cm

Fragment of side near bottom of amphoriskos; blue with 
opaque yellow and possibly opaque white (?) decoration . 
Convex curving side turns inward to a convex pointed bot-
tom . On the exterior, opaque yellow and opaque white (?) 
threads tooled into a feather pattern . Core-formed and mar-
vered .

Grose Class III:E; Amphoriskos Form III:2A or III:3 
(Grose 1989, 123–124 and 129) .

G 18 TA80G200 Fig . 2, Pl . 1
Loc . 7823 Stratum ROM 1B+
D body ca . 5 cm; Th  .4 cm

Fragment of side near bottom of amphoriskos; blue ground 
with opaque yellow decoration . Convex curving side turns 
inward to a convex pointed bottom . On the exterior, several 
opaque yellow threads in an uncertain pattern . Core-formed, 
with marvered threads . 

Grose Class III:E; Amphoriskos Form III:2A or III:3 
(Grose 1989, 123–124 and 129) .

G 19 TA70G223 Fig . 2, Pl . 1
Loc . 2427 Stratum HELL 2C contam .
D pad-base ca . 3 cm

Fragment of pad-base of amphoriskos; natural light green . 
Iridescence and pitting . Circular pad-base, flat but slightly 
uneven on its underside . Tooled . 

Grose Class III:E; Amphoriskos Form III:3 or III:4 (Grose 
1989, 123–124 and 129) .

G 20 TA80G201 Fig . 2, Pl . 2, Color
Loc . 7812 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 2 .7 cm; D aperature 1 cm; Th  .4 cm

Fragment of rim-disk and side of amphoriskos or other ves-
sel; blue ground with opaque yellow decoration . Outsplayed 
rim-disk with rounded edge; lacks neck; flaring side . Shape 
uncertain . On the exterior, horizontal opaque yellow threads 
around the neck . Core-formed, with marvered threads . 

G 21 TA69G110 Fig . 2, Pl . 2
Loc . 3316 Stratum ROM 1B
D body uncertain; A Th side  .4 cm

Fragment of side of vessel; blue ground with opaque white 
decoration . Black weathering and pitting . Shape uncertain . 
On the exterior, opaque white spiraling threads around the 
body . Core-formed, with marvered threads . 

G 22 TA72G8 Fig . 2, Pl . 2
Loc . 3500 Stratum MODERN
D body uncertain; A Th  .3 cm

Fragment of side of vessel; blue ground with opaque white 
decoration . Iridescence and pitting . Shape uncertain . On the 
exterior, opaque white threads combed into a feather pat-
tern . Core-formed, with marvered threads . 

G 23 TA73G100 Fig . 2, Pl . 2
Surface find
D body uncertain; A Th  .3 cm

Fragment of side of vessel; blue ground with opaque white 
decoration . Shape uncertain . On the exterior, opaque white 
threads combed into a feather pattern . Core-formed, with 
marvered threads .

UNIDENTIFIED CORE-FORMED BOTTLES (G 20–23)
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EARLy HELLENISTIC CAST PHIALE (G 24)

Perhaps the most unusual vessel to emerge from the excavations is a fragmentary, cast and colorless phiale (G 
24) with thick walls, a gentle S-curve profile, and a crude, hand-abraded line on top of the rim . No direct parallel 
is known to the author from any other eastern Mediterranean or western Asiatic site . Although it was recovered 
from a HELL 2A/2B locus, it is related to no other known vessels from Late Hellenistic times; hence it is assumed 
to have been redeposited in the LHSB and belongs to an earlier period, possibly HELL 1 . Alternatively, it may 
have been associated with the Persian fifth-century settlement on the tel . This would make it contemporary with 
the Mediterranean Group III core-formed bottles (see pp . 19–23), 189 fragments of Attic black-glaze pottery, 
78 Persian-style open lamps, and 297 wheel-made lamps of a Greek type (TA Vol . I, i, 13) . There are, however, a 
number of typological and historical problems with such a theory .

Classes to which the phiale does not belong are the fifth- to fourth-century (possibly earlier) Achaemenid and 
Achamenid-style bowls, phiali, and rhyta (Grose 1989, 80–81, with references; Muscarella 1977; Stern and Schlick-
Nolte 1994, 166–169 with references; and Triantafyllides 2002, 27–30) . Whatever its affiliations, this vessel still 
belongs to an early tradition of producing prestige cast tablewares using pristine colorless fabrics, gentler S-curve 
walls, and the shallow phiale form .

G 24 TA79G185 Fig . 2, Pl . 2
Loc . 7938 Stratum HELL 2A or 2B
D ca . 20 cm; Max Th side  .8 cm; Min Th side  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of a thick-walled, broad, shallow 
bowl or phiale; colorless with pale yellowish tinge . Slight iri-
descence . Outsplayed rim with a flat edge, sloping obliquely 
outward; fairly straight side proceeding diagonally down-
ward, then curving inward to a shallow, convex (?) bottom . 
On the exterior, a narrow, horizontal cut groove on the edge 
of the rim; on the interior, two narrow and shallow grooves 
in a band on the rim . Cast; rotary-polished and cut on both 
surfaces . 

A small number of tiny, spherical bubbles are present in 
the glass . The cut grooves are superficial and uneven, quite 
unlike the lathe-cut grooves found on the Syro-Palestinian 
grooved bowls recorded elsewhere in this catalogue . 

CAST FLUTED, FLORAL, AND VARIANT CUT BOWLS (G 25–38)11

A small number of fragments with long vertical flutes (Grose group B) or patterned grooves cut on the exteri-
or walls were found at Anafa . All are quite small, with both diameter and overall shape indeterminable . At Delos, 
where these types are more numerous and better preserved, four shape and size groups have been identified: a 
deep hemispherical body with upright rim; a small, shallow hemispherical body with upright rim; a hemispherical 
body with everted rim; and a deep globular body with everted rim .12 All four shapes have a gently rounded bottom 
usually adorned with a cut rosette or star pattern (as G 37) set off by several cut grooves on the lower wall and 
another series of cut grooves encircling the upper wall . The vertical flutes or patterned grooves were cut between 

11 This section was written by Andrea Berlin, based largely on the following sources: Grose 1979, 60; Grose 1989, 193–194; and Nenna 
1999, 90–97 .

12 Nenna 1999, 91–93 and 95–96 .
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the horizontal bands . At Anafa and elsewhere, most of these vessels are colorless or naturally colored light green 
or greenish yellow .13 G 38 is fragment of a fluted bowl in an opaque light blue fabric; two similarly colored ex-
amples were found at Delos (for other opaque colored vessels at Anafa, see pp . 51–52) .14 The earliest appearance 
of a fluted bowl at Anafa is in a HELL 2B context (G 33), dating between 110 and 100 BCE . The earliest floral 
bowl fragment appears in a HELL 2C context (G 28), as does a fragment with multiple exterior grooves (G 25) .

While none of these variously decorated forms appear anywhere in enormous quantities (as opposed to 
grooved rim bowls), they are distributed broadly throughout the eastern Mediterranean . Fluted bowls have been 
found as far north as Myrmekeion on the Black Sea, as far east as Gordion in central Anatolia and Jebel Khalid in 
Syria, at many sites on the Greek mainland and throughout the Aegean, at Tebtunis in Egypt, Berenice in Cyre-
naica, and at various sites in Italy .15 Besides Greece, they are most concentrated in the southern Levant, where 
they are attested at fifteen sites from Beirut in the north to Nessana in the south .16 A single tiny fragment from 
the first century BCE glass manufactury recently identified in Beirut suggests at least one production site in this 
region .17 Floral bowls are less common and less widespread; they are attested, in small number, at several sites on 
the Greek mainland and Aegean islands, Gordion, Jebel Khalid, and Rome .18 In the Levant they occur, also in 
small number, at Beirut, ‘Akko, Pella, Jaffa, Maresha, and Nessana .19 

Producers of fluted bowls clearly took their decorative cues from drinking vessels in precious metals, though 
the order of production and borrowing is not a simple straight line . Bronze and silver bowls, hemispherical with 
upright or outsplayed rims and with long narrow petals encircling the exterior are known from eastern and 
Mediterranean sites dating from the sixth through fourth centuries BCE, along with identical versions in clear 
colorless glass .20 These glass vessels were truly cast, by pouring crushed or chipped glass into closed molds likely 
made from the metal vessels . The dull finish caused by the mold was then removed by polishing both the interior 
and exterior .21 Metal workers continued to make hemispherical bowls with long petal decoration during the third 
and early second centuries BCE, but no glass vessels of this date are known .22 The fluted glass bowls that appear 
in second-century BCE contexts were made in a different technique, in which a hot blank was sagged over a bowl-
shaped mold and the exterior flutes cut out after the mold was removed . This in turn meant that only the interior 
of the vessel was polished . By the time these sagged and cut glass fluted bowls appear, both faience and ceramic 
versions, the latter being long-petal mold-made bowls, were being produced as well . In fact faience fluted bowls 
are known from third-century contexts, while glass and ceramic versions are not attested until the early second 
century BCE .23

The exterior decoration of the floral and variant cut vessels may have been based on metal inspirations, or 

13 A single tiny fluted bowl fragment from the glass manufactury recently found in Beirut appears in the deep golden-brown color typical 
to that site (Foy 2005, fig . 11 .5) . 

14 One was found in the Îlot de bronzes and the other in the Îlot des comédiens; see Nenna 1999, 92–93 .
15 For citations see Nenna 1999, 91; Stern and Schlick-Nolte 1994, 252; and Triantafyllidis 2006, 152–153 .
16 Levantine sites and finds are enumerated by Jackson-Tal 2004, 19–20 and 23, table 2 . For Beirut finds see Jennings 2000, 42, n . 6 and 

Foy 2005, 19 and fig . 11 .5 .
17 Foy 2005, fig . 11 .5, pp . 18–19 .
18 For citations see Nenna 1999, 95 and Triantafyllidis 2006, 153–154 .
19 Jackson-Tal 2004, 21 and 23, table 2 .
20  For metal examples see von Bothmer 1984, 22, 25–26, 28, nos . 13, 22–24, 31, 32; for metal and glass see Stern and Schlick-Nolte 1994, 

55, figs . 66, 67, 102, and 186 .
21 Stern and Schlick-Nolte 1994, 55 .
22 Grose (1989, 194, n . 38) cites a “large, colorless hemispherical bowl with vertical flutes” found with an unpublished hoard associated 

with the Canosa group and therefore dating to the third century BCE . This vessel belonged to the Wolf Collection, subsequently studied 
and published by Stern and Schlick-Nolte (1994, 252–254, no . 66) . They date the bowl to the mid-second/early first centuries BCE and note 
that the shape and decoration do not occur among any other of the Canosa-related finds . Rotroff (1982b) discusses the order of inspiration 
in luxury tablewares and demonstrates that for hemispherical bowls with patterned exterior decoration, the later third-century mold-made 
ceramic vessels provide a terminus ante quem for silver and gold-glass versions . The motifs and manufacturing technique of the second-century 
monochrome glass vessels are much simpler . 

23 Weinberg 1961, 381–389 provides the clearest discussion of chronology and formal parallels . Fluted faience bowls from third-century 
BCE contexts at Tarsus (Goldman 1950, 165, 225, no . 183, fig . 132) . The earliest securely dated glass fragment is catalogue 5 (pl . 91), which 
comes from deposit H–K 12–14 (p . 391) . This is the Middle Stoa building fill, which closed ca . 180 BCE (originally dated around 160 BCE 
but reanalyzed and redated by Rotroff 1997, 457) . 
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they may be the result of glassmakers’ own experiments . Some metal models exist, but the cutting technique by 
which the various rounded or geometric patterns were produced is also one well suited to glass .24 As with the 
fluted bowls, faience and ceramic versions are known, both attested from third-century BCE contexts .25

24 For metal models see von Bothmer 1984, 56–57, no . 97 and Pfrommer 1993, 188–189, no . 72, pl . 5, though here the pattern is on the 
inside .

25 For faience bowls with exterior grooves (as G 25) see Lunsingh Scheurleer 1972, 51, figs . 1–3 . For ceramic versions see Rotroff 1997, 
108–109 (net-pattern cup) and 112–114 (cup with interior decoration) and references for additional examples .

G 25 TA72G49 Fig . 3, Pl . 2
Loc . 1235 Stratum HELL 2C
D uncertain; Max Th  .4 cm

Three joining fragments of rim and side of hemispherical (?) 
bowl; yellowish-green . Iridescence and pitting . Outsplayed 
rim with pointed edge; straight, almost vertical side with a 
slight downward curve . On the exterior, six shallow, horizon-
tal cut grooves: two in a band just below the rim; the other 
four farther down on the body in two bands, each with two 
grooves . On the interior, two shallow, horizontal cut grooves 
in a band at the junction of the rim and side . Cast or sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on both surfaces .

G 26 TA72G35 Fig . 3, Pl . 2
Loc . 21307 Stratum ROM 1B+
D uncertain; Th  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of bowl; colorless with a pale purple 
tinge . Slightly outsplayed rim; fairly straight side with a slight 
downward curve . On the exterior, a narrow, horizontal cut 
groove at the edge of the rim . On the interior, two shallow, 
horizontal cut grooves on the upper surface of the rim . Cast 
or sagged; rotary-polished and cut on both surfaces . 

G 27 TA72G80 Fig . 3, Pl . 2
Loc . 3339 .1 Stratum HELL 2A contam . 
D uncertain; Th  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical (?) bowl; pale 
green . Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with rounded 
edge; fairly straight side, with a slight downward curve . On 
the interior, a horizontal cut groove below the rim; on the 
exterior, two horizontal cut grooves in a band just below the 
rim; below, the tops of three vertical cuts, possibly flutes . Cast 
or sagged; rotary-polished and cut on both surfaces . 

G 28 TA68G106 Fig . 3, Pl . 2
Loc . 3206 Stratum HELL 2C
D uncertain; Th  .5 cm 

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical (?) bowl; pale 
green . Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with rounded 
edge; convex curving side . On the exterior, two horizontal 
cut grooves in a band just below the rim; below, an arching 
cut . Cast or sagged; rotary-polished on the interior; rotary-
polished and cut on the exterior .

G 29 TA70G1 Fig . 3, Pl . 2
Loc . 3400 Stratum MODERN
D uncertain; Th  .5 cm 

Fragment of rim and side of broad, shallow bowl; pale green . 
Iridescence and pitting . Slightly outsplayed rim with almost 
flat edge; convex curving side . On the exterior, one horizon-
tal cut groove just below the rim; below, an arching cut . Cast 
or sagged; rotary-polished on the interior; exterior rotary-
polished and cut . 

G 30 TA78G154 Fig . 3, Pl . 2
Loc . 7205 Stratum ROM 1B
D uncertain; Th  .3 cm

Fragment of upper side of hemispherical (?) bowl; colorless 
with yellow tinge . Whitish weathering . Convex curving side . 
On the exterior, a partly preserved, horizontal cut groove at 
the top of the fragment; below, a pair of vertical cut grooves 
under two arching grooves, which are part of a larger pattern 
of petals that once decorated the exterior of the bowl . Cast 
or sagged; rotary-polished on the interior; cut and rotary-
polished on the exterior .

G 31 TA68G184 Fig . 3, Pl . 2
Loc . 2104 Stratum ARAB or MODERN
D uncertain; Th (weathering removed)  .35 cm

Fragment of side of fluted bowl; light green . Silvery irides-
cence and pitting . Convex curving side . On the exterior, 
portions of five broad, vertical cut flutes with narrow vertical 
lines cut between each flute; flutes taper downward . Cast or 
sagged; cut on the exterior; interior rotary-polished . 

G 32 TA70G47 Fig . 3
Loc . 1337 Stratum HELL 2B or 2C
D uncertain; Th (weathering removed)  .5 cm

Tiny fragment of side of fluted bowl; colorless with green-
ish tinge . Iridescence and pitting . Convex curving side . On 
the exterior, portions of two broad, vertical cut flutes; flutes 
taper downward . Cast or sagged; cut on the exterior; interior 
rotary-polished .
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G 33 TA70G215 Fig . 3, Pl . 2
Loc . 2336 Stratum HELL 2B
D uncertain; Th (weathering intact)  .7 cm 

Fragment of upper side of fluted bowl; greenish-yellow . Black 
and silvery weathering; some pitting . Convex curving side . 
On the exterior, portions of four broad, vertical cut flutes, 
rounded on their upper ends . Cast or sagged; cut on the ex-
terior; interior rotary-polished .

G 34 TA69G163 Fig . 3, Pl . 2
Loc . 1300  Stratum MODERN
D uncertain; Th (weathering removed)  .5 cm

Fragment of side of fluted bowl; greenish-yellow . Iridescence 
and pitting . Convex curving side . On the exterior, portions of 
eight broad, vertical cut flutes; flutes taper downward . Cast or 
sagged; cut on the exterior; interior rotary-polished .

G 35 TA70G60 Fig . 3, Pl . 2
Loc . 2417 Stratum HELL 2C or ROM 1A
D uncertain; Th (weathering intact)  .6 cm

Fragment of side of fluted bowl; greenish-yellow . Black and 
silvery weathering, some pitting . Convex curving side . On 
the exterior, portions of five broad, vertical cut flutes . Cast or 
sagged; cut on the exterior; interior rotary-polished .

G 36 TA80G203 Fig . 4, Pl . 3
Loc . 7828 Stratum ROM 1A
D uncertain; Th bottom  .3 cm

Two non-joining fragments of side and bottom of hemispher-
ical fluted bowl; colorless . Slight iridescence and pitting . 
Convex curving side; slightly convex bottom . On the exte-
rior, vestiges of paired vertical cut flutes extending downward 
to two concentric grooves that encircle the bottom . Cast or 
sagged; rotary-polished on the interior; exterior rotary-pol-
ished and cut .

G 36A TA68G166 Pl . 3
Loc . 1203 Stratum ARAB
D uncertain; Th (weathering removed)  .3 cm

Fragment of side of broad shallow, fluted bowl; colorless . 
Slight iridescence and pitting . Shallow, convex curving side . 
On the exterior, portions of two vertical cuts forming a lotus 
petal, with a raised vertical ridge at its center; to the right 
and left vestiges of two cuts forming additional petals . Cast or 
sagged; rotary-polished on the interior; cut on the exterior . 

G 37 TA68G39 Fig . 4, Pl . 3
Loc . 2308 Stratum ROM 1B
D uncertain; Th bottom (weathering removed)  .2 cm 

Fragment of side and bottom of hemispherical fluted bowl; 
light green . Black and silvery iridescence; some pitting . Ex-
cellent workmanship . Convex curving side; shallow, convex 
curving bottom . On the exterior, portions of several broad, 
vertical cut flutes with narrow vertical lines cut between each 
flute; flutes taper downward to the bottom, where they termi-
nate in a band of three horizontal cut grooves (two narrow 
grooves on either side of a wider groove); a lightly abraded 
rosette of eight petals is centered at the bottom . Cast or 
sagged; cut on the exterior; interior rotary-polished . 

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 38 .

G 38 TA81G153 Fig . 4, Pl . 3, Color
Loc . 21101 Stratum MODERN
D lower body ca . 14 cm; Th  .4 cm

One non-joining and two joining fragments of body of ovoid 
fluted bowl; opaque light blue . Brown and white scaly weath-
ering; some pitting . Shallow, convex curving side; indications 
of a convex bottom . On the exterior of the extant fragments, 
portions of 25 broad, vertical cut flutes; flutes taper down-
ward . Cast or sagged; cut on the exterior; interior rotary-
polished .

A tiny fragment from the rim (?) and upper side of an 
opaque light blue vessel may belong to this bowl . It was found 
in Loc . 7938, dated to HELL 2A or 2B . 

CAST HELLENISTIC GROOVED BOWLS26

Grooved bowls (Grose group A) comprise the overwhelming majority of glass vessels found at Tel Anafa: 1,116 
fragments in all (75% of all fragments identifiable by class) . Three shape groups occur: conical bowls (G 39–144); 
hemispherical bowls (G 145–191); and ovoid bowls (G 195–224) (ill . 11) .27 The majority are colorless or naturally 
colored light greenish yellow, though about one-third are a light golden brown (ill . 12) . All have one or more sets 
of lathe-cut grooves on the vessel’s interior rim and, usually, wall; ovoid bowls have in addition cut grooves on the 

26 This section was written by Andrea Berlin, based largely on the following sources: Grose 1979, 55–59; Grose 1989, 193–194; and Nenna 
1999, 65–79 .

27 Many scholars divide the hemispherical bowls into three groups: deep, low, and sub-hemispherical; some also separate those vessels with 
exterior grooves (see, e .g ., Nenna 1999; Jennings 2000, 42–46; Gorin-Rosen 2003, 377–378; Triantafyllidis 2006, 148) . All are represented in 
the Anafa material .
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exterior wall (ill . 13) . As a class, vessels have in common upright rims, convex bottoms, and noticeably tapering 
walls, though there is obvious variation in declination, diameter, and overall dimension . Approximately one-third 
of the conical and hemispherical grooved bowls, and all of the ovoid bowls, are here catalogued, with the selec-
tion including the range of variation found at the site .

Grooved bowls are the most common and widespread class of bowl found on Mediterranean and Near East-
ern sites in the second and first centuries BCE . The easternmost examples are known from Dura Europos, in 
eastern Syria; the westernmost from Italy, Carthage, and Spain . The greatest concentration of finds, however, 

Conical grooved bowl, D . 15 cm .
Kelsey Museum of Archaeology 1977 .2 .3 .

From Syro-Palestine region .

Hemispherical grooved bowl, D . 15 .5 
cm . Soprintendenza alle Antichità 
della Calabria . From South Italy .

Ovoid grooved bowl, D . 13 cm . 
Carnegie Museum of Natural His-

tory, 29333/1 . Acquired from Saeed 
Motamed . Photo: Stan Franzos .

Hellenistic conical, hemispherical, and ovoid grooved bowls .
Illustration 11

colorless
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golden-brown
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Hellenistic cast grooved bowls by form and color
(from the first campaign of excavations only) .

Illustration 12

Detail of lathe polishing marks and 
lathe-created grooves on a conical 
bowl, G 89 . Photo: Museum of Art 

and Archaeology, University of 
Missouri–Columbia .

Illustration 13
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is in the southern Levant, and especially southern Phoenicia .28 The quantities found at Tel Anafa have long 
suggested that the site must be close to a production center, and recent finds from Beirut have now confirmed 
at least one such manufactury .29

Glass versions of conical grooved rim bowls are identical in form to vessels in both metal and ceramic (ill . 14) . 
While it is certain that metal versions provided the initial inspiration, it is not possible on present evidence to de-
cide the precise chronological relationship between the glass and ceramic versions . Ceramic conical black gloss 
grooved bowls first appear in the Athenian Agora in the early second century BCE (Rotroff 1997, 109–110); the 
example here illustrated comes from a deposit laid down around 175 BCE . The earliest archaeological contexts 
for comparable glass vessels, on the other hand, are a little later . The earliest appearance of a cast glass grooved 
bowl comes from the Athenian Agora, from a deposit dated prior to 150 BCE .30 Another example, also dated to 
the mid-second century BCE, comes from Ashdod .31 It is clear that both ceramic and glass versions first appear in 
the first half of the second century BCE, but whether one provided the model for the other is less certain . Indeed, 
it may be that potters and glassmakers were each inspired by luxurious metal versions .

Hellenistic black gloss conical bowls, ca . 200–175 BCE, D . ca . 15 and 16 cm . 
Athenian Agora, Athens, P18704 and P18705 (Weinberg 1961, pl . 95 .a) . 

Courtesy American School of Classical Studies at Athens and Agora Excavations .
Illustration 14

questions remain regarding the relative chronology of the three shape groups of cast glass grooved bowls, 
and here the evidence from Tel Anafa may be helpful . The stratified finds within the Late Hellenistic Stuccoed 
Building suggest that conical bowls were the earliest shape to be produced, followed some twenty years later 
by hemispherical and ovoid bowls (ill . 11) . Conical bowls are the only group to occur in the building’s earliest 
(HELL 2A) contexts (ca . 130/125–110/100 BCE: G 42, G 57, G 61, G 89) . Hemispherical and ovoid bowls first 
appear in HELL 2B levels (G 188, G 220) .

The vessels’ shape and size, and especially their rounded bottoms, which cannot rest securely on a table, indi-
cate their function as hand-held drinking vessels . As such, their broad popularity reflects a newly accessible style 
of luxury tableware . 

28 See Nenna 1999, 68–69 for discussion and a comprehensive list of sites . To this add Levantine sites and finds enumerated by Jackson-Tal 
2004, 23, Beirut (Jennings 2000; Foy 2005), and Kos (Triantafyllidis 2006) .

29 Foy 2005 .
30 Weinberg 1961, 389 . The earliest securely dated fragment is catalogue 9 (fig . 3, pl . 95), from deposit R12:5 (p . 392) .
31 Barag 1971, 202 and fig . 105 .1, found in Area A, str . 4b .
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CONICAL BOWLS (G 39–144)

G 39 TA78G9 Fig . 5, Pl . 4
Loc . 2800, 8309 Stratum ARAB or MODERN
H ca . 13 cm; D ca . 24 cm; Max Th  .8 cm; Min Th  .4 cm

Ten joining and three non-joining fragments of rim, side, and 
bottom of large conical bowl (profile almost complete); color-
less . Iridescence, pitting, and black scaly weathering . Upright 
rim with almost pointed edge; straight side, tapering down-
ward to a convex bottom . On the interior, six horizontal cut 
grooves arranged in three bands, each with two grooves: one 
below the rim; the others farther down on the body . On the 
exterior, two narrow, horizontal cut grooves in a band around 
the bottom . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior 
and on the outside of the rim; also cut around the bottom on 
the exterior; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 40 TA79G229 Fig . 5, Pl . 4
Loc . 5410 Stratum HELL 2C debris
D ca . 20 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .9 cm; Min Th 
 .7 cm

Seven joining fragments of rim and side of large conical bowl; 
pale yellowish-green . Iridescence, pitting, and white weather-
ing . Upright rim with rounded edge; straight side, tapering 
diagonally downward . On the interior, three pronounced 
grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and 
cut on the interior and on top of the rim; fire-polished on 
the exterior .

G 41 TA68G29 Fig . 5, Pl . 4
Loc . 2104 Stratum ARAB or MODERN
D ca . 20 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .7 cm; Min Th 
 .5 cm 

Fragment of rim and side of large conical bowl; colorless with 
greenish tinge . Black scaly weathering and pitting . Upright 
rim with almost pointed edge; straight side, tapering diago-
nally downward . On the interior, five horizontal cut grooves: 
two in a band below the rim; two in a band farther down 
on the body; and the fifth (probably one of two) around the 
lower body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior 
and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior . 

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 9 .

G 42 TA68G17 Fig . 5, Pl . 4
Loc . 3024 Stratum HELL 2A
D ca . 19 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .55 cm; Min Th 
 .25 cm

Five joining fragments of rim and side of large conical bowl; 
colorless . Iridescence, pitting, and a thin layer of black scaly 
weathering . Excellent craftsmanship with few bubbles . Up-
right rim with rounded edge; straight side, tapering diago-
nally downward . On the interior, six horizontal cut grooves 
in three bands of two grooves each: one band below the rim; 
the other two around the middle of the body . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the 
rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

The grooves are cut with unusual precision .

G 43 TA68G197 Fig . 6, Pl . 5
Loc . 2311 Stratum MODERN
D ca . 18 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .55 cm; Min Th 
 .35 cm

Fragment of rim and side of large conical bowl; pale bluish-
green (possible incompletely decolorized) . Upright rim with 
pointed edge; straight side, tapering diagonally downward . 
On the interior, two shallow, horizontal cut grooves in a band 
below the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 44 TA72G64 Fig . 6, Pl . 5
Loc . 2130  Stratum HELL 2C or ROM 1A/B
D ca . 18 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .7 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Fragment of rim and side of large conical bowl; colorless with 
a greenish-yellow tinge . Black scaly weathering and pitting . 
Upright rim with rounded edge; straight side, tapering diag-
onally downward . On the interior, three shallow, horizontal 
cut grooves in a band below rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and 
cut on the interior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished 
on the exterior .

G 45 TA69G167 Fig . 6, Pl . 5
Loc . 1307 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 18 cm; Max Th  .6 cm; Min Th  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of large conical bowl; colorless . 
Black scaly weathering . Upright rim with rounded edge; 
straight side, tapering diagonally downward . On the interior, 
four horizontal cut grooves in two bands, each of two grooves 
below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the inte-
rior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .
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G 46 TA72G65 Fig . 6
Loc . 21308 Stratum HELL 2C or ROM 1A/B
D ca . 18 cm; Max Th  .7 cm; Min Th  .3 cm

Fragment of rim and side of large conical bowl; pale green . Iri-
descence, pitting, and black scaly weathering . Upright rim with 
rounded edge; straight side, tapering diagonally downward . 
On the interior, three narrow, horizontal cut grooves in a band 
below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior 
and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 47 TA70G69 Fig . 6
Loc . 2907 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 17 cm; Max Th  .8 cm; Min Th  .25 cm

Fragment of rim and side of large conical bowl; golden-brown . 
Iridescence, pitting, and white weathering . Upright rim with 
rounded edge; straight side; tapering diagonally downward . 
On the interior, six narrow, horizontal cut grooves in three 
bands, each of two grooves: one below the rim; the others 
farther down on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut 
on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished 
on the rest of the exterior .

G 48 TA70G76 Pl . 5
Loc . 2417 Stratum HELL 2C or ROM 1A
D ca . 17 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of large conical bowl (profile al-
most complete); colorless . Black scaly weathering and pit-
ting . Upright rim with rounded edge; straight side, tapering 
diagonally downward . On the interior, six horizontal cut 
grooves in three bands of two grooves each: one band below 
the rim; the other two around the upper part of the body . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 49 TA70G197 Fig . 7, Pl . 5
Loc . 3410 Stratum HELL 2A or 2B
D ca . 17 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .7 cm; Min Th  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of large conical bowl; colorless . 
Iridescence, pitting, and black scaly weathering . Upright rim 
with rounded edge; straight side, tapering diagonally down-
ward . On the interior, three horizontal cut grooves in a band 
below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the inte-
rior and on top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 50 TA68G46 Fig . 7, Pl . 5
Loc . 3205 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 17 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .45 cm

Fragment of rim and side of large conical bowl; colorless . Iri-
descence and pitting . Upright rim with almost pointed edge; 
straight side, tapering diagonally downward . On the interior, 
three pronounced, horizontal cut grooves in a band below 
the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on both surfaces .

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 8 .

G 51 TA69G12 Fig . 7, Pl . 5
Loc . 1232 Stratum ROM 1
D ca . 17 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .45 cm

Two joining fragments of rim and side of large conical bowl; 
colorless . Black scaly weathering and pitting . Upright rim 
with rounded edge; straight side, tapering obliquely down-
ward . On the interior, four horizontal cut grooves in two 
bands of two grooves each: one band below the rim; the sec-
ond farther down on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and 
cut on the interior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished 
on the exterior .

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 4 .

G 52 TA68G16 Fig . 7, Pl . 5
Loc . 3007 Stratum HELL 2C or ROM 1A
D ca . 17 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of large conical bowl; colorless . 
Black scaly weathering and pitting . Upright rim with round-
ed edge; straight side, tapering diagonally downward . On the 
interior, three horizontal cut grooves in a band below the 
rim . On the exterior, one pronounced horizontal cut groove 
below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the inte-
rior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest 
of the exterior .

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 28 .

G 53 TA70G74 Not illustrated
Loc . 2413 Stratum HELL 2C
D ca . 17 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .65 cm

Fragment of rim and side of large conical bowl; colorless . 
Black weathering . Upright rim with rounded edge; straight 
side, tapering diagonally downward . On the interior, four 
shallow, horizontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 54 TA69G19 Fig . 7, Pl . 5
Loc . 2414 Stratum HELL 2C
D ca . 17 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .65 cm

Fragment of rim and side of large conical bowl; colorless . 
Black scaly weathering . Vertical rim with almost pointed 
edge; almost straight side, tapering obliquely downward with 
a slight curve . On the interior, three horizontal cut grooves 
in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on 
the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on 
the rest of the exterior .
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G 55 TA69G115 Fig . 7
Loc . 3319 Stratum ROM 1A contam .
D ca . 17 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of large conical bowl; colorless . 
Black scaly weathering . Upright rim with rounded edge; 
straight side, tapering diagonally downward . On the interior, 
three horizontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . Cast, 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of 
the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 56 TA73G18 Fig . 7, Pl . 5
Loc . 4110 Stratum ROM 1A or 1B
D ca . 17 cm; Max Th  .6 cm; Min Th  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of large conical bowl; colorless . 
Black scaly weathering and pitting . Upright rim with almost 
pointed edge; straight side, tapering diagonally downward . On 
the interior, three narrow, horizontal cut grooves in a band 
below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior 
and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 57 TA81G94 Fig . 7, Pl . 5
Loc . 5875 Stratum HELL 2A
D ca . 17 cm; Max Th  .6 cm; Min Th  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of large conical bowl; pale yellow-
ish-green . Black scaly weathering . Upright rim with rounded 
edge; straight side, tapering diagonally downward . On the 
interior, five grooves (three wide and two narrow) arranged 
in three bands: one below the edge of the rim; the others 
farther down on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut 
on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished 
on the rest of the exterior .

G 58 TA69G7 Fig . 7, Pl . 5
Loc . 3319 Stratum HELL 2C contam .
D ca . 16 .5 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of large conical bowl; colorless 
with greenish tinge . Silvery iridescence, pitting, and discol-
oration . Upright rim with rounded edge; straight side, taper-
ing obliquely downward with a slight curve . On the interior, 
three horizontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the top of the 
rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 59 TA68G43 Fig . 7, Pl . 5
Loc . 3208 Stratum ROM 1A or 1B
D ca . 16 .5 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of large conical bowl; colorless . Sil-
very iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with nearly pointed 
edge; straight side, tapering obliquely downward with a slight 
curve . On the interior, six horizontal cut grooves in three 
bands of two grooves each: one band below the rim; the sec-
ond around the middle of the body; the third farther down 
on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior 
and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 6 .

G 60 TA72G39 Fig . 8, Pl . 5
Loc . 2546 Stratum HELL 2B
D ca . 16 .5 cm; Max Th  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of large conical bowl; golden-yel-
low . Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with pointed edge; 
straight side, tapering obliquely downward . On the interior, 
three shallow, horizontal cut grooves in a band just below the 
rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on 
the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 61 TA68G45 Fig . 8, Pl . 5
Loc . 3024 Stratum HELL 2A
D ca . 16 cm; Th (weathering intact)  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless . Irides-
cence, pitting, and black scaly weathering . Upright rim with 
flat edge; straight side, tapering diagonally downward . On 
the interior, six horizontal cut grooves in three bands, each 
of two grooves (one narrow, one wide): one below the rim; 
the others farther down on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished 
and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-
polished on the rest of the exterior .

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 11 .

G 62 TA70G68 Fig . 8
Loc . 2606 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .8 cm; Min Th  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; golden-brown . 
Iridescence, pitting, and white weathering . Upright rim with 
almost pointed edge; straight side, tapering diagonally down-
ward . On the interior, two wide, horizontal cut grooves: one 
below the rim; the other farther down on the body . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of 
the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 63 TA70G62 Fig . 8
Loc . 2417 Stratum HELL 2C
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th  .6 cm; Min Th  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless with 
greenish-blue tinge . Iridescence, pitting, and white weath-
ering . Upright rim with rounded edge; straight side, taper-
ing obliquely downward . On the interior, two horizontal cut 
grooves, one narrow, one wide, in a band below the rim . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 64 TA70G15 Fig . 8, Pl . 5
Loc . 2901 Stratum MODERN
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless . Irides-
cence and slight pitting . Upright rim with nearly pointed 
edge; straight side, tapering obliquely downward with a slight 
curve . On the interior, one horizontal cut groove below the 
rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on 
the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .
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G 65 TA69G15 Fig . 8, Pl . 5
Loc . 3315 .1 Stratum ROM 1A contam .
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .5 cm

Three joining fragments of rim and side of conical bowl; 
golden-brown . Whitish weathering . Upright rim with nearly 
pointed edge; straight side, tapering diagonally downward . 
On the interior, three horizontal cut grooves in a band below 
the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and 
on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 66 TA69G32 Fig . 8, Pl . 5
Loc . 2424 Stratum HELL 2C debris
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .55 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless . Black 
scaly weathering . Slightly inturned rim with almost pointed 
edge; convex curving side . On the interior, five horizontal 
cut grooves below the rim and around the body . Sagged; rota-
ry-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the 
rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 67 TA68G105 Fig . 8, Pl . 5
Loc . 3206 Stratum HELL 2C
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .55 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; light greenish-yel-
low . Silvery iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with nearly 
pointed edge; straight side, tapering obliquely downward . 
On the interior, three horizontal cut grooves in a band below 
the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and 
on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 68 TA68G195 Fig . 8, Pl . 6
Loc . 2309 Stratum ROM 1A or 1B
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless . Black 
scaly weathering and slight pitting . Upright rim with pointed 
edge; straight side, tapering diagonally downward . On the in-
terior, three horizontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . 
Sagged, rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 69 TA68G26 Fig . 8, Pl . 6
Loc . 2304, 2308, 2309 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .5 cm

Two joining and two non-joining fragments of rim and side 
of conical bowl; golden-brown . Iridescence and pitting . Up-
right rim with rounded edge; straight side, tapering oblique-
ly downward . On the interior, three horizontal cut grooves: 
two in a band below the rim; one farther down on the body . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 70 TA70G66 Fig . 8
Loc . 2904 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless . Black 
scaly weathering and pitting . Upright rim with nearly pointed 
edge; straight side, tapering obliquely downward . On the in-
terior, three horizontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . 
Sagged; fire-polished and cut on the interior and on the out-
side of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 71 TA68G18  Fig . 8, Pl . 6
Loc . 2309 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .5 cm

One non-joining and two joining fragments of rim and side 
of conical bowl; colorless with a greenish tinge . Iridescence 
and pitting . Upright rim with rounded edge; straight side, 
tapering diagonally downward . On the interior, seven shallow 
and deep, horizontal cut grooves in three bands around the 
body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on 
the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 72 TA68G30 Fig . 9, Pl . 6
Loc . 3007 Stratum HELL 2C or ROM 1A
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless . Irides-
cence, pitting, and discoloration . Upright rim with nearly 
pointed edge; straight side, tapering obliquely downward . 
On the interior, three horizontal cut grooves in a band below 
the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and 
on the top of rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 73 TA70G78 Fig . 9
Loc . 2417 Stratum HELL 2C or ROM 1A
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .7 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; golden-brown . 
Black scaly weathering and pitting . Upright rim with round-
ed edge; straight side, tapering obliquely downward . On the 
interior, two horizontal cut grooves around the body . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of 
the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 74 TA69G33 Fig . 9, Pl . 6
Loc . 2409 Stratum HELL 2C
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .5 cm

Two joining fragments of rim and side of conical bowl; col-
orless with greenish tinge . Black scaly weathering and slight 
pitting . Upright rim with almost pointed edge; straight side, 
tapering diagonally downward . On the interior, three hori-
zontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on top of the rim; fire-
polished on the exterior .
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G 75 TA69G244 Fig . 9, Pl . 6
Loc . 2703 Stratum ROM 1A
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .5 cm

Three joining fragments of rim and side of conical bowl; col-
orless . Black scaly weathering and slight pitting . Excellent 
workmanship . Upright rim with rounded edge; straight side, 
tapering diagonally downward . On the interior, three hori-
zontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the top of the rim; 
fire-polished on the exterior .

G 76 TA70G13 Fig . 9, Pl . 6
Loc . 2112 Stratum HELL 2C debris
D ca . 16; Max Th (weathering removed)  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; yellowish-green . 
Whitish weathering and deep pitting . Upright rim with point-
ed edge; straight side, tapering obliquely downward . On the 
interior, three deep, horizontal cut grooves in a band below 
the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and 
on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the 
exterior .

G 77 TA73G53 Fig . 9, Pl . 6
Loc . 4110 Stratum ROM 1A or 1B
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless . Black 
scaly weathering and pitting . Upright rim with rounded edge; 
straight side, tapering obliquely downward . On the interior, 
three horizontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the top of the 
rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 78 TA70G105 Fig . 9, Pl . 6
Loc . 2540 Stratum HELL 2B or 2C
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless . Black 
scaly weathering and pitting . Upright rim with rounded edge; 
straight side, tapering obliquely downward . On the interior, 
three narrow, horizontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . 
Uneven exterior surface . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on 
the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on 
the rest of the exterior .

G 79 TA70G96 Fig . 9, Pl . 6
Loc . 2427  Stratum HELL 2C debris 
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless . Irides-
cence, pitting, and black scaly weathering . Upright rim with 
rounded edge; straight side, tapering diagonally downward . 
On the interior, three horizontal cut grooves in a band below 
the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and 
on the top of the rim; exterior seemingly first wheel-polished, 
then fire-polished .

G 80 TA70G107 Fig . 9, Pl . 6
Loc . 2707 Stratum HELL 2C or ROM 1A
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .35 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless . Black 
scaly weathering and pitting . Upright rim with rounded edge; 
straight side, tapering diagonally downward . On the interior, 
six horizontal cut grooves in three bands of two grooves each: 
one band below the rim; the other two farther down on the 
body . Sagged; rotary-polished on both surfaces; cut on the 
interior .

G 81 TA69G216 Fig . 9, Pl . 6
Loc . 2413 Stratum HELL 2C
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical or hemispherical bowl; 
colorless . Black scaly weathering and pitting . Upright rim; 
straight side, tapering diagonally downward with a slight 
curve . On the interior, three horizontal cut grooves in a band 
below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the inte-
rior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest 
of the exterior .

G 82 TA72G47 Fig . 9, Pl . 6
Loc . 2546 Stratum HELL 2B
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of large conical bowl; yellowish-
green . Upright rim with rounded edge; straight side, taper-
ing obliquely downward . On the exterior, a narrow, horizon-
tal cut groove on the rim . On the interior, three horizontal 
cut grooves: two in a band below the rim; one farther down 
on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior 
and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 83 TA68G32 Fig . 9, Pl . 6
Loc . 2126 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 15 .5 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .7 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; light green . Sil-
very iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with rounded edge; 
straight side, tapering obliquely downward . On the interior, 
two horizontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of 
the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 84 TA68G14 Fig . 10, Pl . 6
Loc . 3205 Stratum ROM 1B or 1C
D ca . 15 .5 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless . Black 
scaly weathering, pitting, and discoloration . Upright rim 
with rounded edge; straight side, tapering obliquely down-
ward with a slight curve . On the interior, three horizontal cut 
grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and 
cut on the interior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished 
on the exterior .
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G 85 TA68G22 Fig . 10, Pl . 6
Loc . 3212 Stratum HELL 2A contam .
D ca . 15 .5 cm; Max Th  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; greenish-yellow . 
Black scaly weathering and pitting . Upright rim with round-
ed edge; straight side, tapering diagonally downward . On the 
interior, three shallow, horizontal cut grooves in a band be-
low the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior 
and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 3 .

G 86 TA69G22 Fig . 10, Pl . 7
Loc . 3322, 3319, 3413  Stratum HELL 2B or 2C and ROM 1A
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .7 cm; Min Th 
 .25 cm

Two joining and two non-joining fragments of rim, side, and 
bottom of conical bowl (profile complete); pale green . Sil-
very weathering and pitting . Upright rim with rounded edge; 
straight side, tapering diagonally downward; convex bottom . 
On the interior, two horizontal cut grooves in a band below 
the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and 
on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 3 .

G 87 TA69G21 Fig . 10, Pl . 7
Loc . 1233, 1235, 1226 Stratum HELL 2C and ROM 1
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th  .6 cm; Min Th  .15 cm

Five non-joining fragments of rim, side, and bottom of bowl 
(profile complete); colorless with a pale green tinge . Irides-
cence and pitting . Upright rim with almost pointed edge; 
straight side, tapering diagonally downward; convex bottom . 
On the interior, three horizontal cut grooves in a band below 
the rim . On the exterior, four horizontal cut grooves around 
the bottom: three in a band, with a single groove around the 
center of the bottom . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the 
interior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exte-
rior with cutting at the bottom .

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 1 .

G 88 TA68G15 Fig . 10, Pl . 7, Color
Loc . 2303 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .6 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl (profile almost 
complete); colorless with yellow tinge . Iridescence and black 
scaly weathering . Upright rim with rounded edge; straight 
side, tapering diagonally downward . On the interior, four 
horizontal cut grooves in two bands of two grooves each; both 
below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the inte-
rior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest 
of the exterior .

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 5 .

G 89 TA68G25 Fig . 10, Pl . 7
Loc . 3023 Stratum HELL 2A
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .5 cm; Min Th 
 .2 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless with 
greenish tinge . Iridescence, pitting, and white weathering . 
Upright rim with rounded edge; straight side, tapering diago-
nally downward . On the interior, six horizontal cut grooves in 
three bands of two grooves each: one below the rim; the oth-
ers farther down on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and 
cut on the interior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished 
on the exterior .

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 7 .

G 90 TA68G111 Fig . 10, Pl . 7
Loc . 3205 Stratum ROM IB or IC
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; golden-yellow . Sil-
very iridescence and slight pitting . Upright rim with rounded 
edge; straight side, tapering obliquely downward with a slight 
curve . On the interior, three horizontal cut grooves in a band 
below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the inte-
rior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior . 

G 91 TA78G160 Fig . 10, Pl . 7
Balk trim
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th  .6 cm; Min Th  .3 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; golden-brown . Iri-
descence and pitting . Upright rim with almost pointed edge; 
straight side, tapering diagonally downward . On the interior, 
five horizontal cut grooves (three wide and two narrow) ar-
ranged in three bands below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished 
and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-
polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 92 TA81G75 Fig . 10, Pl . 7
Loc . 7832 Stratum HELL 2C+
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th  .6 cm; Min Th  .3 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; golden-brown . 
Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with flat edge; straight 
side, tapering diagonally downward . On the interior, six cut 
horizontal grooves (three wide and three narrow) arranged 
in three bands: one below the rim; the other two farther 
down on body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the inte-
rior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest 
of the exterior .
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G 93 TA79G136 Fig . 10, Pl . 7
Balk trim
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th  .6 cm; Min Th  .3 cm

Two joining fragments of rim and side of conical bowl; green-
ish-yellow . Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with round-
ed edge; nearly straight side, curving diagonally downward . 
On the interior, three narrow, horizontal cut grooves in two 
bands: one below the rim; the other farther down on body . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on interior and on the top of 
the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 94 TA70G58 Fig . 11
Loc . 2413 Stratum HELL 2C
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; golden-brown . 
Whitish weathering and pitting . Upright rim with almost 
pointed edge; straight side, tapering obliquely downward . 
On the interior, two lightly abraded horizontal grooves in a 
band below the rim . On the exterior, one narrow, horizontal 
cut groove just below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and 
cut on the interior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished 
on the exterior .

G 95 TA69G9 Fig . 11, Pl . 7
Loc . 3319 Stratum ROM 1A contam .
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .55 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless with dis-
tinct yellowish tinge . Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with 
almost pointed edge; straight side, tapering obliquely down-
ward . On the interior, two horizontal cut grooves in a band 
below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior 
and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 96 TA68G137 Fig . 11, Pl . 7
Loc . 3012 Stratum HELL 2C or ROM 1
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th  .4 cm; Min Th  .15 cm

One fragment of rim and side, and three non-joining frag-
ments of side and bottom of conical bowl (profile complete); 
golden-brown . Whitish iridescence and pitting . Upright rim 
with rounded edge; straight side, tapering obliquely downward 
to a convex bottom . On the interior, one horizontal cut groove 
below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior 
and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 97 TA69G173 Fig . 11, Pl . 7
Loc . 1236 Stratum HELL 2C or ROM 1
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .55 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless . Black 
scaly weathering and pitting . Upright rim with rounded edge; 
straight side, tapering diagonally downward . On the interior, 
three horizontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of 
the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 98 TA68G136 Fig . 11, Pl . 7
Loc . 3012 Stratum HELL 2C or ROM 1
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless . Upright 
rim with rounded edge; straight side, tapering obliquely 
downward . On the interior, three horizontal cut grooves in a 
band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the 
interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the 
rest of the exterior .

G 99 TA70G79 Fig . 11, Pl . 7
Loc . 2427 Stratum HELL 2C contam .
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .65 cm

Three non-joining fragments of rim and side, and one frag-
ment of side near bottom of conical bowl (profile complete); 
colorless . Black scaly weathering and pitting . Upright rim 
with almost pointed edge; straight side, tapering obliquely 
downward . On the interior, three horizontal cut grooves in a 
band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the 
interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the 
rest of the exterior .

G 100 TA68G33 Fig . 11, Pl . 8
Loc . 3212 Stratum HELL 2A–C contam .
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .6 cm; Min Th  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; pale lime-green . Ir-
idescence, with deep pitting, below a thick layer of black scaly 
weathering . Upright rim with rounded edge; straight side, ta-
pering obliquely downward . On the interior, five or possibly 
six horizontal cut grooves in three bands of two grooves each . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior; exterior ap-
pears to have been rotary-polished, then fire-polished .

G 101 TA69G23 Fig . 11, Pl . 8
Loc . 3322 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless with green-
ish tinge . Black scaly weathering . Upright rim with rounded 
edge; straight side, tapering obliquely downward . On the in-
terior, two horizontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 102 TA73G43 Fig . 11, Pl . 8
Loc . 1423 Stratum ROM 1
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .6 cm

Two joining fragments of rim and side of conical bowl (pro-
file almost complete); colorless . Black scaly weathering and 
pitting . Upright rim with almost pointed edge; straight side, 
tapering diagonally downward . On the interior, three hori-
zontal cut grooves: two in a band below the rim; one farther 
down around the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on 
the interior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the 
exterior .
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G 103 TA69G302 Fig . 11
Loc . 2532 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless . Black 
scaly weathering . Upright rim with almost pointed edge; al-
most vertical, straight side with a slight downward curve . On 
the interior, four horizontal cut grooves: three in a band be-
low the rim; the fourth farther down on the body . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of 
rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 104 TA70G89 Fig . 11, Pl . 8
Loc . 2427 Stratum HELL 2C contam . 
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th  .6 cm; Min Th  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless . Black 
scaly weathering and pitting . Upright rim with rounded edge; 
straight side, tapering obliquely downward . On the interior, 
three horizontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut in the interior and on the top of the 
rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 105 TA68G198 Fig . 12, Pl . 8
Loc . 2310 Stratum HELL 2C
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th  .5 cm; Min Th  .3 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless with yel-
lowish-green tinge . Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with 
rounded edge; straight side, tapering diagonally downward . 
On the interior, three horizontal cut grooves in a band below 
the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and 
on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior . 

G 106 TA73G27 Fig . 12
Loc . 1422 Stratum ARAB
D ca . 14 .5 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .55 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless . Black 
scaly weathering and pitting . Upright rim with rounded 
edge; straight side, tapering obliquely downward . On the in-
terior, four horizontal cut grooves in two bands, each of two 
grooves . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and 
on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 107 TA69G213 Fig . 12, Pl . 8
Loc . 2410 Stratum ARAB
D ca . 14 .5 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless . Black 
scaly weathering . Upright rim with almost pointed edge; al-
most vertical, straight side with a slight downward curve . On 
the interior, three horizontal cut grooves: one below the rim 
and two in a band around the body . Sagged; rotary-polished 
and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-
polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 108 TA73G28 Fig . 12, Pl . 8
Loc . 21313 Stratum ROM 1A or 1B
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th  .6 cm

Six joining fragments of rim and side of conical bowl; gold-
en-brown . Whitish weathering and pitting . Upright rim with 
rounded edge; straight side, tapering obliquely downward . 
On the interior, three horizontal cut grooves in a wide band 
below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the inte-
rior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest 
of the exterior .

G 109 TA70G99 Fig . 12
Loc . 2907 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th  .8 cm; Min Th  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; pale yellow . Irides-
cence and pitting . Upright rim with rounded edge; straight 
side, tapering diagonally downward . On the interior, three 
horizontal cut grooves in a wide band below the rim . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of 
the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 110 TA68G196 Fig . 12, Pl . 8
Loc . 2309 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .45 cm

Two joining fragments of rim and side of conical bowl; 
greenish-yellow . Silvery iridescence and pitting . Almost verti-
cal rim with rounded edge; straight side, tapering obliquely 
downward with a slight curve . On the interior, two horizontal 
cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished 
and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-
polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 111 TA69G35 Fig . 12, Pl . 8
Loc . 2532 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; light yellow with 
greenish tinge . Silvery iridescence and pitting . Upright rim 
with rounded edge; straight side, tapering obliquely down-
ward . On the interior, three shallow, horizontal cut grooves 
in a wide band around the upper body . Sagged; rotary-pol-
ished and cut on the interior and on the top of the rim; fire-
polished on the exterior .

G 112 TA69G11 Fig . 12, Pl . 8
Loc . 3306 Stratum ROM 1C
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .65 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; golden-brown . 
Whitish weathering and pitting . Upright rim with flat edge; 
straight side, tapering obliquely downward with a slight 
curve . On the interior, three horizontal cut grooves in a wide 
band around the upper body . Sagged; rotary-polished and 
cut on the interior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished 
on the exterior . 
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G 113 TA69G29 Not illustrated
Loc . 3212 Stratum HELL 2A–2C contam .
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th  .55 cm

Two non-joining fragments of rim and side of conical bowl; 
pale yellowish-green . Whitish weathering and pitting . Upright 
rim with its edge polished almost to a point; straight side, ta-
pering obliquely downward . On the interior, five horizontal 
cut grooves: two deep and wide; three narrow and shallow . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 114 TA80G159 Fig . 12, Pl . 8
Loc . 8435 Stratum HELL 2C or ROM 1A
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th  .55 cm; Min Th  .35 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless . Irides-
cence, pitting, and black scaly weathering . Upright rim with 
rounded edge; straight side, tapering diagonally downward . 
On the interior, three narrow, horizontal cut grooves in a 
band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the 
interior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the ex-
terior .

G 115 TA69G10 Fig . 12, Pl . 8
Loc . 3315 .1 Stratum ROM 1A contam .
D ca . 13 .5 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .7 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; light green . Black 
scaly weathering and pitting . Upright rim with almost point-
ed edge; straight side, tapering obliquely downward . On the 
interior, three broad, horizontal cut grooves in a band below 
the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and 
on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the 
exterior .

G 116 TA73G41 Fig . 12
Loc . 2304 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 13 .5 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless . Black 
scaly weathering and pitting . Upright rim with rounded 
edge; straight but uneven side, tapering obliquely downward . 
On the interior, two horizontal cut grooves cut below the rim . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 117 TA73G44 Fig . 13
Loc . 1423 Stratum ROM 1
D ca . 13 .5 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .55 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless . Black 
scaly weathering and pitting . Upright rim with rounded edge; 
straight side, tapering diagonally downward . On the interior, 
two shallow, horizontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 118 TA68G178 Fig . 13, Pl . 8
Loc . 2109 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .55 cm

Fragment of rim and side of small conical bowl; colorless . Iri-
descence and slight pitting . Upright rim with almost pointed 
edge; straight side, tapering diagonally downward . On the in-
terior, three narrow, horizontal cut grooves in a band below 
the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and 
on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the 
exterior .

G 119 TA70G95 Fig . 13
Loc . 2143 Stratum HELL 2B
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .8 cm; Min Th  .5 
cm

Fragment of rim and side of small conical bowl; colorless . 
Iridescence, pitting, and black scaly weathering . Upright rim 
with rounded edge; fairly straight side, curving diagonally 
downward . On the interior, one horizontal cut groove below 
the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and 
on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the 
exterior .

G 120 TA70G109 Fig . 13
Loc . 3413 Stratum ROM 1A
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .6 cm

Two joining fragments of rim and side of small conical bowl; 
golden-brown . Whitish weathering and pitting . Upright rim 
with rounded edge; straight side, tapering diagonally down-
ward . On the interior, two narrow, horizontal cut grooves in 
a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on 
the interior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the 
exterior .

G 121 TA69G229 Fig . 13, Pl . 8
Loc . 2413 Stratum HELL 2C
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of small conical bowl; colorless . 
Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with almost pointed 
edge; straight side, tapering obliquely downward with a slight 
curve . On the interior, one horizontal cut groove below the 
rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on 
the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 122 TA70G5 Fig . 13
Loc . 3413 Stratum ROM 1A
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of small conical bowl; greenish-yel-
low . Whitish weathering and slight pitting . Upright rim with 
rounded edge; straight side, tapering obliquely downward 
with a slight curve . On the interior, two narrow, horizontal 
cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished 
and cut on the interior and on the top of the rim; fire-pol-
ished on the exterior .
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G 123 TA68G200 Fig . 13, Pl . 8
Loc . 2311 Stratum MODERN
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and of side of small conical bowl; light 
green . Silvery iridescence and slight pitting . Upright rim with 
rounded edge, straight side, tapering diagonally downward . 
On the interior, two narrow, horizontal cut grooves in a band 
below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the inte-
rior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest 
of the exterior .

G 124 TA68G132 Fig . 13, Pl . 8
Loc . 3211 Stratum HELL 2C
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th  .3 cm

Fragment of rim and side of small conical bowl; colorless . 
Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with flat edge; straight 
side, tapering diagonally downward . On the interior, three 
horizontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rota-
ry-polished and cut on both surfaces .

G 125 TA70G98 Fig . 13, Pl . 8
Loc . 21104 Stratum ROM 1A
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th  .5 cm; Min Th  .1 cm

Fragment of rim and side of small conical bowl; golden-
brown . Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with rounded 
edge; straight side, tapering diagonally downward . Lacking 
grooves . Sagged; rotary-polished on the interior and on top 
of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 126 TA70G75 Fig . 13, Pl . 8
Loc . 2427 Stratum HELL 2C contam . 
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of small conical bowl; golden-yel-
low . Whitish weathering and pitting . Slightly inturned rim 
with rounded edge; nearly straight side, curving downward . 
On the interior, one narrow, horizontal cut groove below the 
rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on 
the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 127 TA79G1 Fig . 13
Loc . 5303 Stratum ROM 1A contam .
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of small conical bowl; pale green . 
Iridescence, pitting, and black scaly weathering . Upright rim 
with almost pointed edge; straight side, tapering diagonally 
downward . On the interior, two wide, horizontal cut grooves 
in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on 
the interior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the 
exterior .

G 128 TA72G66 Fig . 13, Pl . 8
Loc . 2449 Stratum HELL 2A or 2B
D ca . 9 cm; Max Th  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of small conical bowl; colorless . 
Black scaly weathering . Upright rim with rounded edge; 
straight side, tapering obliquely downward . On the interior, 
two narrow, horizontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 129 TA68G97 Fig . 14, Pl . 8
Loc . 3213 Stratum ROM 1B or 1C
D uncertain; Max Th  .7 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; golden-yellow . 
Whitish weathering . Vertical rim with pointed edge; straight 
side, tapering downward . On the interior, three deep, hor-
izontal cut grooves in a wide band below the rim . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of 
the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 130 TA68G96 Fig . 14, Pl . 8
Loc . 3213 Stratum ROM 1B or 1C
D uncertain; Max Th  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; pale yellowish-
green . Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with rounded 
edge; straight side, tapering diagonally downward . On the 
interior, four shallow, horizontal cut grooves in a wide band 
below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the inte-
rior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 131 TA72G101 Fig . 14
Loc . 2327 Stratum HELL 2C
D uncertain; Max Th  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; golden-brown . Pit-
ting . Upright rim with pointed edge; straight side, tapering 
downward . On the interior, one deep, horizontal cut groove . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
outside of rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 132 TA70G219 Fig . 14, Pl . 8
Loc . 1359 Stratum HELL 2B or 2C
D uncertain; Max Th  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless with 
greenish tinge . Black scaly weathering and pitting . Upright 
rim with rounded edge; straight side, tapering obliquely 
downward . On the interior, three horizontal cut grooves in 
a band below the rim: two narrow grooves on either side of a 
wider groove . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior 
and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .
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G 133 TA73G54 Fig . 14, Pl . 9
Loc . 4110 Stratum ROM 1A or 1B
D uncertain; Max Th  .45 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless with yel-
lowish tinge . Silvery weathering and pitting . Upright rim 
with rounded edge; straight side, tapering downward . On the 
interior, three horizontal cut grooves: two in a band below 
the rim; the third farther down on the body . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the top of the rim; 
fire-polished on the exterior .

G 134 TA72G71 Fig . 14, Pl . 9
Loc . 21308  Stratum HELL 2C or ROM 1A/1B
D uncertain; Max Th  .7 cm

Three joining fragments of rim and side of conical bowl; 
yellowish-green . Whitish weathering and pitting . Upright rim 
with flattened edge; straight side, tapering obliquely down-
ward . On the interior, three narrow, horizontal cut grooves 
in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on 
the interior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the 
exterior .

G 135 TA70G221 Fig . 14, Pl . 9
Loc . 2432 Stratum HELL 2B
D uncertain; Max Th  .55 cm

Two joining fragments of rim and side of conical bowl; green-
ish-yellow . Black scaly weathering and pitting . Upright rim 
with flattened edge; straight side, tapering obliquely down-
ward . On the interior, three wide, horizontal cut grooves 
around the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on both 
surfaces .

G 136 TA70G52 Fig . 14, Pl . 9
Loc . 2322 Stratum HELL 2C
D uncertain; Max Th  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; golden-yellow . 
Whitish weathering and pitting . Upright rim with rounded 
edge; straight side, tapering obliquely downward . On the in-
terior, six horizontal cut grooves in three bands, each with 
two grooves (one narrow and one wide) . Sagged; rotary-pol-
ished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; 
fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 137 TA73G110 Fig . 14
Loc . 21313 Stratum ROM 1A or 1B
D uncertain; Max Th  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; yellowish-green . 
Black scaly weathering and pitting . Upright rim with round-
ed edge; straight side, tapering obliquely downward . On the 
interior, five (possibly six) horizontal cut grooves in three 
bands, each of two grooves (one wide and one shallow) . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 138 TA70G63 Fig . 14, Pl . 9
Loc . 2419 Stratum HELL 2C contam .
D uncertain; Max Th  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless . Slight 
pitting . Upright rim with rounded edge; straight side, taper-
ing obliquely downward . On the interior, three horizontal 
cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished 
and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-
polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 139 .TA68G42 Fig . 14, Pl . 9
Loc . 2308 Stratum ROM 1B
D uncertain; Max Th  .45 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; golden-yellow . 
Whitish weathering and pitting . Upright rim with pointed 
edge; straight side, tapering obliquely downward . On the in-
terior, three horizontal cut grooves: two in a band below the 
rim; one farther down on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished 
and cut on the interior and on the top of the rim; fire-pol-
ished on the exterior .

G 140 TA70G226 Fig . 14, Pl . 9
Loc . 2326 Stratum ROM 1B
D uncertain; Max Th  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; greenish-yellow . 
Silvery weathering and pitting . Upright rim with rounded 
edge; straight side, tapering obliquely downward . On the in-
terior, three shallow, horizontal cut grooves in a band below 
the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and 
on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 141 TA70G46 Fig . 14
Loc . 1263 Stratum ROM 1
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering intact)  .7 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless . Black 
scaly weathering and pitting . Upright rim with rounded edge; 
straight side, tapering obliquely downward . On the interior, 
three horizontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of 
rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 142 TA68G28 Fig . 14, Pl . 9
Loc . 2304 Stratum ROM 1B
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering removed)  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; colorless . Irides-
cence and pitting . Excellent craftsmanship . Upright rim with 
pointed edge; straight side, tapering obliquely downward . 
On the interior, three deep, horizontal cut grooves in a band 
below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the inte-
rior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .
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G 143 TA70G93 Fig . 14
Loc . 2017 Stratum HELL 2C or ROM 1B
D uncertain; Max Th  .65 cm

Fragment of rim of bowl; colorless . Black scaly weathering 
and pitting . Upright rim with nearly pointed edge . On the 
interior, two pronounced, horizontal cut grooves below the 
rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on both surfaces .

G 144 TA70G32 Fig . 14, Pl . 9
Loc . 2112 Stratum HELL 2C debris
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering removed)  .45 cm

Tiny fragment of rim of bowl; light green . Iridescence . 
Outsplayed rim with rounded edge . On the interior, three 
horizontal cut grooves below the edge of the rim . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior; fire-polished (?) on 
the exterior .

HEMISPHERICAL BOWLS (G 145–194)

G 145 TA68G194 Fig . 14, Pl . 9
Loc . 2304 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .5 cm

Two joining fragments of rim and side of large hemispheri-
cal bowl; colorless . Iridescence and pitting . Slightly inturned 
rim with rounded edge; convex curving side . On the interior, 
two horizontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of 
the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 146 TA69G171 Fig . 14, Pl . 9
Loc . 1234 Stratum HELL 2C/ROM 1
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .3 cm

Fragment of rim and side of large hemispherical bowl; color-
less . Iridescence . Vertical rim with pointed edge; convex curv-
ing side . On the interior, two horizontal cut grooves in a band 
below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the inte-
rior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 147 TA70G106 Fig . 14
Loc . 2540 Stratum HELL 2B or 2C
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of large hemispherical bowl; color-
less . Iridescence and pitting . Slightly inturned rim with point-
ed edge; convex curving side . On the interior, two horizontal 
cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished 
and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-
polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 148 TA70G231 Fig . 15, Pl . 9
Loc . 2526 Stratum HELL 2C
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; light green . 
Iridescence and pitting . Slightly inturned rim with rounded 
edge; convex curving side . On the interior, two shallow, hori-
zontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the top of the rim; 
fire-polished on the exterior .

G 149 TA73G249 Fig . 15
Loc . 21313 Stratum ROM 1A or 1B
H ca . 7 cm; D ca . 15 cm; Max Th  .6 cm

Two joining fragments of rim, side, and bottom of hemi-
spherical bowl (profile complete); light green . Black weath-
ering, iridescence, and pitting . Slightly inturned rim with al-
most pointed edge; fairly straight side with a slight downward 
curve; slightly convex bottom . On the interior, two horizontal 
cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished 
and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-
polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 150 TA70G3 Not illustrated
Loc . 3405 Stratum ROM 1A
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .5 cm

Two joining fragments of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; 
colorless with distinct greenish-yellow tinge . Black scaly weath-
ering and pitting . Vertical rim with almost pointed edge; con-
vex curving side . On the interior, two horizontal cut grooves in 
a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the 
interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest 
of exterior .

G 151 TA73G65 Fig . 15, Pl . 9
Loc . 4116 Stratum ROM 1A or 1B
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; colorless . 
Black scaly weathering and pitting . Slightly inturned rim with 
flat edge; convex curving side . On the interior, two horizon-
tal cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-pol-
ished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; 
fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 152 TA73G49 Fig . 15, Pl . 9
Loc . 21313 Stratum ROM 1A or 1B
H 8 .5 cm; D ca . 15 cm; Max Th  .7 cm; Min Th  .4 cm

Two joining fragments of rim, side, and bottom of deep hemi-
spherical bowl (profile complete); colorless . Iridescence, pit-
ting, and black scaly weathering . Slightly inturned rim with 
rounded edge; almost vertical side, curving downward to a 
flat bottom . On the interior, two horizontal cut grooves in a 
band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the 
interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the 
rest of the exterior . 
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G 153 TA69G223 Fig . 15, Pl . 9
Loc . 2415 Stratum ROM 1A
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .65 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; colorless . 
Black scaly weathering and pitting . Vertical rim with rounded 
edge; convex curving side . On the interior, two horizontal 
cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished 
and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-
polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 154 TA68G10 Fig . 15, Pl . 9
Loc . 3215 Stratum HELL 2C
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .5 cm

Two joining fragments of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; 
colorless . Iridescence and pitting . Slightly inturned rim with 
rounded edge; convex curving side . On the interior, two hor-
izontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the 
rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 13 .

G 155 TA79G227 Fig . 15, Pl . 9
Loc . 2540 Stratum HELL 2B or 2C
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th  .6 cm; Min Th  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; colorless . 
Iridescence and pitting . Vertical rim with rounded edge; con-
vex curving side . On the interior, two horizontal cut grooves 
in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on 
the interior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the 
exterior .

G 156 TA69G13 Fig . 15, Pl . 9
Loc . 3320 Stratum HELL 2A–C
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; pale green . 
Slightly inturned rim with rounded edge; convex curving 
side . On the interior, three horizontal cut grooves in a band 
below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the inte-
rior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 157 TA69G134 Fig . 15, Pl . 9
Loc . 3320 Stratum HELL 2A–C
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .55 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; colorless . 
Iridescence and pitting . Slightly inturned rim with almost 
pointed edge; convex curving side . On the interior, two hori-
zontal cut grooves, one narrow and one wide, in a band be-
low the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior 
and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the 
exterior .

G 158 TA69G132 Fig . 15
Loc . 3321 Stratum HELL 2B or 2C
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .55 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; colorless . 
Black scaly weathering and pitting . Vertical rim with rounded 
edge; convex curving side . On the interior, two horizontal cut 
grooves, one narrow and one wide, in a band below the rim . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 159 TA79G35 Fig . 16, Pl . 9
Loc . 5307 Stratum ROM 1A
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th  .6 cm; Min Th  .3 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; colorless . 
Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with almost flat edge; 
convex curving side . On the interior, four horizontal cut 
grooves in two bands: one below the rim; the other around 
the body above the junction with the bottom . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the top of the rim; 
fire-polished on the exterior .

G 160 TA70G6 Fig . 16, Pl . 10
Loc . 2112A Stratum HELL 2C debris
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; colorless . 
Black scaly weathering and pitting . Vertical rim with almost 
pointed edge; convex curving side . On the interior, two hori-
zontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the 
rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 161 TA68G49 Fig . 16, Pl . 10
Loc . 2304 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 14 .5 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .5 cm

Five joining fragments of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; 
golden-brown . White weathering and pitting . Vertical rim 
with almost pointed edge; convex curving side . On the inte-
rior, two wide, horizontal cut grooves below the rim . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of 
the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 12 .

G 162 TA69G227 Fig . 16, Pl . 10
Loc . 2412A Stratum HELL 2C or ROM 1A
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .55 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; colorless . 
Black scaly weathering and pitting . Slightly inturned rim with 
rounded edge; convex curving side . On the interior, two hor-
izontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the 
rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .
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G 163 TA70G59 Fig . 16
Loc . 2413 Stratum HELL 2C
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .45 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical (?) bowl; light 
green . Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with almost 
pointed edge; convex curving side . On the interior, two nar-
row horizontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the top of the 
rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 164 TA73G71 Fig . 16, Pl . 10
Loc . 4110 Stratum ROM 1A or 1B 
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; colorless . 
Black scaly weathering and pitting . Slightly inturned rim with 
nearly pointed edge; convex curving side . On the interior, 
two horizontal cut grooves below the rim . Sagged; rotary-pol-
ished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; 
fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 165 TA79G287 Fig . 16, Pl . 10
Loc . 8220 Stratum ROM 1C or later
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th  .45 cm; Min Th  .15 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; pale green . 
Iridescence and pitting . Vertical rim with rounded edge; con-
vex curving side . On the interior, two horizontal cut grooves 
in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on 
the interior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the 
exterior .

G 166 TA70G91 Fig . 16
Loc . 1317 Stratum HELL 2B or 2C
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th  .6 cm; Min Th  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; golden-
brown . Iridescence, pitting, and black scaly weathering . Ver-
tical rim with almost pointed edge; shallow, convex curving 
side . On the exterior, two horizontal cut grooves in a band be-
low the rim . On the interior, one wide, horizontal cut groove 
below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on both sur-
faces; fire-polished on the exterior below the grooves . 

G 167 TA80G206 Fig . 16, Pl . 10
Loc . 7136 Stratum ROM 1A
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th  .7 cm; Min Th  .3 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; colorless . 
Iridescence, pitting, and black scaly weathering . Vertical rim 
with rounded edge; convex curving side . On the interior, five 
horizontal cut grooves: two in a band below the rim; the oth-
ers farther down the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut 
on the interior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on 
the exterior .

G 168 TA69G303 Fig . 16
Loc . 2526 Stratum HELL 2C
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; colorless . 
Iridescence and corrosion . Slightly inturned rim with almost 
pointed edge; convex curving side . On the interior, two hori-
zontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the 
rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 169 TA78G95 Fig . 17, Pl . 10
Loc . 2828 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 13 .5 cm; Max Th  .4 cm; Min Th  .3 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; colorless . 
Iridescence and pitting . Slightly inturned rim with rounded 
edge; convex curving side . On the interior, two horizontal 
cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished 
and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-
polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 170 TA80G101 Fig . 17, Pl . 10
Loc . 8317 Stratum ROM 1A
H 6 .5 cm; D 13 .5 cm; Max Th  .5 cm; Min Th  .15 cm

One half (rim, side, and bottom) of hemispherical bowl (pro-
file complete); colorless . Iridescence, pitting, and black scaly 
weathering . Vertical rim with almost pointed edge; convex 
curving side; convex bottom . On the interior, two narrow, 
horizontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . On the ex-
terior, two narrow cut grooves in a band around the bottom . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
outside of the rim; also cut on the exterior around the bot-
tom; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 171 TA68G54 Fig . 17, Pl . 10
Loc . 3021 Stratum HELL 2C+
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; colorless . 
Iridescence and discoloration . Vertical rim with almost point-
ed edge; convex curving side . On the interior, four horizon-
tal cut grooves: one narrow groove below the rim; two wider 
grooves in a band around the upper part of the body; and a 
fourth groove farther down . On the exterior, one horizontal 
groove at the edge of the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and 
cut on the interior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished 
on the exterior .

G 172 TA81G81 Fig . 17, Pl . 10
Loc . 7832 Stratum HELL 2C+
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th  .4 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; colorless . Ir-
idescence and slight pitting . Vertical rim with almost pointed 
edge; convex curving side . On the interior, two narrow, hori-
zontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the top of the rim; 
fire-polished on the exterior .
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G 173 TA69G241 Fig . 17, Pl . 10
Loc . 2417 Stratum HELL 2C or ROM 1A
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .55 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; colorless with 
purple streaks . Black scaly weathering, pitting, and discolor-
ation . Slightly inturned rim with almost pointed edge; convex 
curving side . On the interior, two horizontal cut grooves in a 
band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the 
interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest 
of the exterior .

G 174 TA68G109 Fig . 17, Pl . 10
Loc . 3205 Stratum ROM 1B or 1C
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; light green . 
Silvery iridescence and pitting . Vertical rim with rounded 
edge; convex curving side . On the interior, two horizontal 
cut grooves in a band below the rim; numerous abraded hori-
zontal lines in the area near the grooves . Sagged; rotary-pol-
ished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; 
fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 175 TA80G176 Fig . 17, Pl . 10
Loc . 8309 Stratum ARAB or MODERN
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .5 cm; Min Th  .3 cm

Fragments of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; colorless . 
Iridescence, pitting, and black scaly weathering . Vertical rim 
with almost pointed edge; convex curving side . On the inte-
rior, four horizontal cut grooves in two bands: one below the 
rim; the other farther down the body . On the exterior, one 
narrow, horizontal cut groove below the rim . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the 
rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 176 TA68G162 Fig . 17, Pl . 10
Loc . 1215 Stratum ARAB 2
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th  .5 cm; Min Th  .1 cm

Two joining fragments of rim and side of deep hemispherical 
bowl; golden-brown . Silvery iridescence and pitting . Upright 
rim with almost pointed edge; convex curving side . On the 
interior, three horizontal cut grooves: two in a band under 
the rim; the third farther down on the body . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the top of the rim; 
fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 177 TA70G102 Fig . 17
Loc . 21004 Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; colorless 
with greenish tinge . Iridescence, pitting, and discoloration . 
Vertical rim with rounded, projecting edge; convex curving 
side . On the interior, three horizontal cut grooves: two in a 
band below the rim; the third around the body . Sagged; rota-
ry-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the 
rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 178 TA70G87 Fig . 17, Pl . 10
Loc . 1271 Stratum HELL 2C/ROM 1
H 3 .5 cm; D ca . 12 .5 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .65 cm

Fragment of rim, side, and bottom of hemispherical bowl 
(profile almost complete); colorless . Black weathering 
and pitting . Vertical rim with almost pointed edge, sloping 
obliquely inward; short, almost vertical side, curving abruptly 
inward to a slightly convex bottom . On the interior, one nar-
row, horizontal cut groove below the rim . Sagged; rotary-pol-
ished and cut on the interior; rotary-polished on the exterior .

G 179 TA68G182 Fig . 18, Pl . 11
Loc . 2112 Stratum HELL 2C debris
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .35 cm

Fragment of rim and side of small hemispherical bowl; color-
less . Iridescence and pitting . Vertical rim with rounded edge; 
convex curving side . On the interior, two narrow, horizontal 
cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished 
and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-
polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 180 TA79G122 Fig . 18, Pl . 11
Loc . 7623 Stratum HELL 2C+
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th  .6 cm

Small fragment of rim and side of small hemispherical bowl; 
brown . Slight iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with 
rounded edge; convex curving side . On the interior, two nar-
row, horizontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of 
the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 181 TA69G8 Fig . 18, Pl . 11
Loc . 3316 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of small hemispherical bowl; color-
less . Iridescence and pitting . Vertical rim with rounded, pro-
jecting edge; shallow, convex curving side . On the exterior, 
one horizontal cut groove below the rim . Sagged; rotary-pol-
ished on the interior; rotary-polished and cut on and below 
the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 29 .

G 182 TA73G8 Fig . 18
Loc . 4106 Stratum ARAB 1
D ca . 11 .5 cm; Max Th  .7 cm; Min Th  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of small hemispherical bowl; color-
less . Iridescence, pitting, and black scaly weathering . Slightly 
inturned rim with almost pointed edge; convex curving side . 
On the interior, two horizontal cut grooves in a band below 
the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and 
on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the 
exterior .
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G 183 TA70G39 Fig . 18
Loc . 2326 Stratum HELL 2C+
D ca . 11 cm; Max Th  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of a small, deep hemispherical 
bowl (profile almost complete); light green . Iridescence and 
pitting . Vertical rim with almost pointed edge (the edge is 
ground away from the exterior); convex curving side . On the 
interior, two horizontal cut grooves below the rim . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of 
the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 184 TA69G194 Fig . 18, Pl . 11
Loc . 2529 Stratum HELL 2C or ROM 1A/1B
D uncertain; Max D (weathering removed)  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; colorless . 
Silvery iridescence and pitting . Slightly inturned rim with 
pointed rim; convex curving side . On the interior, two hori-
zontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the top of the rim; 
fire-polished on the exterior .

G 185 TA69G191 Fig . 18, Pl . 11
Loc . 2538 Stratum HELL 2C
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering intact)  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; colorless . 
Black scaly weathering and pitting . Upright rim with almost 
pointed edge; convex curving side . On the interior, two hori-
zontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the 
rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 186 TA72G100 Fig . 18
Loc . 5112 Stratum HELL 2C+
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering removed)  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; colorless . 
Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with almost pointed 
edge; convex curving side . On the interior, two horizontal 
cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished 
and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-
polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 187 TA73G103 Fig . 18, Pl . 11
Loc . 21313 Stratum ROM 1A or 1B
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering removed)  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; colorless . 
Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with pointed edge; con-
vex curving side . On the interior, two horizontal cut grooves 
in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on 
the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on 
the rest of the exterior .

G 188 TA72G42 Fig . 18, Pl . 11
Loc . 2546 Stratum HELL 2B
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering removed)  .55 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; colorless . 
Black scaly weathering and pitting . Vertical rim with almost 
pointed edge; convex curving side . On the interior, two hori-
zontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the 
rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 189 TA72G13 Fig . 18, Pl . 11
Loc . 2542 Stratum HELL 2B or 2C
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering intact)  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; colorless . 
Black scaly weathering and pitting . Vertical rim with rounded 
edge; convex curving side . On the interior, four horizontal 
cut grooves in two bands, each with two grooves, below the 
rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on 
the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 190 TA68G4 Fig . 18, Pl . 11
Loc . 2012 Stratum ROM 1B
D uncertain; Max Th  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; greenish-
yellow . Whitish weathering, silvery iridescence, and much pit-
ting . Vertical rim with almost pointed edge; convex curving 
side . On the interior, two wide, horizontal cut grooves in a 
band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the 
interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the 
rest of the exterior .

G 191 TA70G31 Fig . 18
Loc . 2112 Stratum HELL 2C debris
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering intact)  .6 cm

Fragment of rim (incomplete) and side of hemispherical 
bowl; colorless . Black scaly weathering and pitting . Vertical 
rim; convex curving side . On the interior, two horizontal cut 
grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and 
cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-pol-
ished on the rest of the exterior .

G 192 TA69G305 Not illustrated
Loc . 2112 Stratum HELL 2C debris
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering removed)  .5 cm

Tiny fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; col-
orless . Iridescence and pitting . Vertical rim with rounded 
edge; convex curving side . On the interior, two horizontal 
cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished 
and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-
polished on the rest of the exterior .
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G 193 TA69G304 Not illustrated
Loc . 2526 Stratum HELL 2C
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering removed)  .45 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; colorless . 
Vertical rim with almost pointed edge; convex curving side . 
On the interior, two shallow, hemispherical cut grooves in a 
band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the 
interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the 
rest of the exterior .

G 194 TA68G31 Pl . 11
Loc . 3001 Stratum MODERN
D uncertain; Max Th  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical bowl; colorless . 
Black scaly weathering and pitting . Vertical rim with almost 
pointed edge; convex curving side . On the interior, six hor-
izontal cut grooves in three bands, each with two grooves . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
top of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 14 . 

OVOId BOWLS (G 195–224)

G 195 TA68G47 Fig . 19, Pl . 11
Loc . 3211 Stratum HELL 2C+
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th  .6 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Two joining and two non-joining fragments of rim and side of 
ovoid bowl (profile almost complete); golden-brown . Irides-
cence and pitting . Upright rim with thin, rounded edge; con-
vex curving side . On the exterior, ten narrow, horizontal cut 
grooves in five bands, each with two grooves: the first band 
is at the rim; the rest are farther down on the body . Sagged; 
rotary-polished on the interior; exterior rotary-polished and 
cut .

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 25 .

G 196 TA69G50 Fig . 19
Loc . 3400 Stratum MODERN
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th  .4 cm

Two joining and two non-joining fragments of rim and side of 
ovoid bowl; golden-brown . Iridescence and pitting . Upright 
rim with rounded edge; convex curving side . On the interior, 
two broad, horizontal cut grooves around the body; on the 
exterior, six horizontal cut grooves in three bands, each with 
two narrow grooves . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on both 
surfaces .

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 26 .

G 197 TA69G34 Fig . 19, Pl . 11
Loc . 2315 Stratum HELL 2C
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th  .5 cm

Four non-joining fragments of rim and side of ovoid or 
hemispherical bowl; greenish-yellow . Black weathering, iri-
descence, and pitting . Upright rim with rounded edge; con-
vex curving side . On the interior, one narrow, horizontal cut 
groove below the rim; on the exterior, four horizontal cut 
grooves in two bands, each with two narrow grooves . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut to the lowest band of grooves, then 
fire-polished below that point .

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 27 .

G 198 TA69G31A Fig . 19, Pl . 11
Loc . 2425 Stratum HELL 2C contam .
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of conical bowl; light greenish-yel-
low . Silvery iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with pointed 
edge, sloping obliquely to the outside; almost straight side, 
tapering obliquely downward . On the exterior, four horizon-
tal cut grooves in two bands, each with two grooves . Sagged; 
rotary-polished on the interior; exterior rotary-polished and 
cut .

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 24 .

G 199 TA69G20 Fig . 19
Loc . 2534 Stratum HELL 2C
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .7 cm

Fragment of rim and side of hemispherical (?) bowl; pale 
greenish-yellow . Silvery iridescence and pitting . Slightly 
outsplayed rim with rounded edge, sloping obliquely to the 
outside; shallow, convex curving side . On the exterior, five 
narrow, horizontal cut grooves: one below the rim; the other 
four in two bands, each with two grooves, around the body . 
Sagged; rotary-polished on the interior; exterior rotary-pol-
ished and cut .

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 23 . This 
fragment may preserve the rim of a fluted bowl .

G 200 TA72G37 Fig . 19
Balk trim
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .8 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ovoid or conical bowl; golden-
brown . Silvery iridescence and pitting . Slightly inturned rim 
with rounded edge; convex curving side . On the interior, one 
broad, horizontal cut groove below the rim; on the exterior, 
six horizontal cut grooves in three bands, each with two nar-
row grooves . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on both sur-
faces .
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G 201 TA70G9 Fig . 19, Pl . 11, Color
Loc . 2324 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 13 .5 cm; Max Th  .55 cm

Three joining fragments of rim and side of ovoid bowl; pale 
green, possibly incompletely decolorized . Iridescence . Up-
right rim with rounded edge, sloping obliquely to the outside; 
convex curving side . On the exterior, six horizontal grooves 
in three bands, each with two narrow grooves . Sagged; rotary-
polished on the interior and on the top of the rim; exterior 
fire-polished except for the cut grooves .

G 202 TA68G203 Fig . 19, Pl . 11
Loc . 2020 Stratum ARAB 1 or MODERN
D ca . 13 .5 cm; Max Th  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ovoid bowl; colorless . Irides-
cence, pitting, and corrosion . Upright rim with rounded 
edge; convex curving side . On the exterior, six horizontal 
cut grooves in three bands, each with two narrow grooves . 
Sagged; rotary-polished on the interior; exterior rotary-pol-
ished and cut to the lowest band of grooves, then fire-pol-
ished below that point .

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 22 .

G 203 TA68G35 Fig . 20, Pl . 11
Loc . 3007 Stratum HELL 2C or ROM 1A
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ovoid bowl; pale greenish-yellow . 
Silvery iridescence . Upright rim with rounded edge; convex 
curving side . On the exterior, four horizontal cut grooves in 
two bands, each with two grooves . Sagged; rotary-polished on 
the interior; exterior rotary-polished and cut .

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 19 .

G 204 TA69G172 Fig . 20, Pl . 11
Loc . 1225, 1233 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th  .5 cm

Three joining fragments of rim and side of ovoid bowl; pale 
yellow . Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with rounded 
edge; shallow, convex curving side . On the interior, one hori-
zontal cut groove below the rim . On the exterior, six narrow, 
horizontal cut grooves in three bands, each with two grooves . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior; exterior 
rotary-polished and cut to the lowest band of grooves, then 
fire-polished below that point . 

G 205 TA70G104 Fig . 20, Pl . 11
Loc . 1274 Stratum HELL 2B or 2C
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th  .5 cm

Two non-joining fragments of rim and side of ovoid bowl; 
golden-brown . Silvery iridescence and pitting . Upright rim 
with rounded edge; convex curving side . On the exterior, six 
horizontal cut grooves in three bands, each with two narrow 
grooves . Sagged; rotary-polished on the interior; exterior 
rotary-polished and cut to the lowest band of grooves, then 
fire-polished below that point .

G 206 TA72G61 Fig . 20, Pl . 11
Loc . 21313 Stratum ROM 1A or B
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ovoid or hemispherical bowl; 
greenish-yellow . Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with 
rounded edge; convex curving side . On the exterior, six 
horizontal cut grooves in three bands, each with two narrow 
grooves . Sagged; rotary-polished on the interior; exterior 
rotary-polished and cut to the lowest band of grooves, then 
fire-polished below that point .

G 207 TA68G100 Fig . 20, Pl . 11
Loc . 3211 Stratum HELL 2C+
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th  .55 cm

Small fragment of rim and side of ovoid bowl; golden-brown . 
Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with almost pointed 
edge; convex curving side . On the interior, one broad, hori-
zontal cut groove below the rim; on the exterior, two nar-
row, horizontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on both surfaces .

G 208 TA69G30 Fig . 20, Pl . 11
Loc . 2312 Stratum HELL 2C
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ovoid or hemispherical bowl; 
golden-brown . Upright rim with flat edge; convex curving 
side . On the exterior, five narrow, horizontal cut grooves: two 
in a band below the rim; another pair in a band around the 
body; and the fifth (probably one of two) farther down the 
body . Sagged; rotary-polished on the interior; exterior rotary-
polished and cut .

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 21 .

G 209 TA72G43 Fig . 20, Pl . 11
Loc . 3400 Stratum MODERN
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ovoid or conical bowl; greenish-
yellow . Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with rounded 
edge; convex curving side . On the interior, one broad, hori-
zontal cut groove around the lower body; on the exterior, 
six horizontal cut grooves in three bands, each with two nar-
row grooves . Sagged; rotary-polished on the interior; exterior 
rotary-polished and cut to the lowest band of grooves, then 
fire-polished below that point .

G 210 TA70G94 Fig . 20, Pl . 12
Loc . 1347 Stratum HELL 2B or 2C
D ca . 10 .5 cm; Max Th  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ovoid bowl; greenish-yellow . 
Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with flat edge; fairly 
straight side, proceeding obliquely downward . On the exte-
rior, three narrow, horizontal cut grooves; two in a band be-
low the rim, and a third (probably one of two) farther down 
on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished on the interior; exterior 
rotary-polished and cut .
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G 211 TA70G97 Fig . 20, Pl . 12
Loc . 2427 Stratum HELL 2C contam .
D ca . 10 .5 cm; Max Th  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ovoid or hemispherical bowl; 
golden-brown . Silvery iridescence . Upright rim with rounded 
edge, sloping obliquely to the outside; convex curving side . 
On the exterior, seven narrow, horizontal cut grooves: three 
below the rim; the other four in two bands, each with two 
grooves, around the body . Sagged; rotary-polished on the in-
terior; exterior rotary-polished and cut to the lowest band of 
grooves, then fire-polished below that point .

G 212 TA68G48 Fig . 20, Pl . 12
Loc . 2102 Stratum ARAB 1
D ca . 10 .5 cm; Max Th  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ovoid bowl; pale greenish-yellow . 
Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with almost pointed 
edge; convex curving side . On the exterior, five narrow, 
horizontal cut grooves: one below the rim; the other four in 
two bands, each with two grooves, around the body . Sagged; 
rotary-polished on the interior; exterior rotary-polished and 
cut to the lowest band of grooves, then fire-polished below 
that point .

G 213 TA68G212 Fig . 21, Pl . 12
Loc . 2301 Stratum MODERN
D uncertain; Max Th  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ovoid (?) bowl; light green . 
Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with flat edge; convex 
curving side . On the exterior, six horizontal cut grooves in 
three bands, each with two narrow grooves . Sagged; rotary-
polished on the interior; exterior rotary-polished and cut .

G 214 TA68G228 Fig . 21
Loc . 2112 Stratum HELL 2C debris
D uncertain; Max Th  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ovoid bowl; colorless with green-
ish tinge . Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with flat 
edge; convex curving side . On the exterior, six horizontal 
cut grooves in three bands, each with two narrow grooves . 
Sagged; rotary-polished on the interior; exterior rotary-pol-
ished and cut .

G 215 TA68G41 Fig . 21, Pl . 12
Loc . 2309 Stratum ROM 1B
D uncertain; Max Th  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ovoid bowl; golden-brown . Iri-
descence and pitting . Upright rim with flat edge; convex 
curving side . On the exterior, six horizontal cut grooves in 
three bands, each with two narrow grooves . Sagged; rotary-
polished on the interior; exterior rotary-polished and cut to 
lowest band of grooves, then fire-polished below that point .

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 20 .

G 216 TA73G38 Fig . 21
Loc . 21321 Stratum ROM 1A
D uncertain; Max Th  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ovoid bowl; greenish-yellow . Sil-
very iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with rounded edge; 
almost straight side with a slight downward curve . On the ex-
terior, six horizontal cut grooves in three bands, each with 
two narrow grooves . Sagged; rotary-polished on the interior; 
exterior rotary-polished and cut .

G 217 TA68G218 Fig . 21, Pl . 12
Loc . 2309 Stratum ROM 1B
D uncertain; Max Th  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ovoid or hemispherical bowl; 
golden-brown . Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with flat 
edge; convex curving side . On the exterior, six horizontal 
cut grooves in three bands, each with two narrow grooves . 
Sagged; rotary-polished on the interior; exterior rotary-pol-
ished and cut .

G 218 TA69G307 Fig . 21
Loc . 2312 Stratum HELL 2C
D uncertain; Max Th  .5 cm

Small fragment of side of bowl; greenish-yellow . Iridescence 
and pitting . Convex curving side . On the exterior, two nar-
row, horizontal cut grooves in a band around the body . 
Sagged; rotary-polished on the interior; exterior rotary-pol-
ished and cut to the band of grooves, then fire-polished be-
low that point .

G 219 TA70G239 Fig . 21
Loc . 1339 Stratum HELL 2B or 2C
D uncertain; Max Th  .5 cm

Small fragment of side of bowl; light green . Iridescence and 
pitting . Convex curving side . On the exterior, four horizon-
tal cut grooves in two bands, each with two narrow grooves . 
Sagged; rotary-polished on the interior; exterior rotary-pol-
ished and cut to the lowest band of grooves, then fire-pol-
ished below that point .

G 220 TA72G32 Fig . 21
Loc . 2341 Stratum HELL 2B
D uncertain; Max Th  .5 cm

Small fragment of rim and side of ovoid bowl; colorless . Up-
right rim with rounded edge; shallow, convex curving side . 
On the exterior, four horizontal cut grooves in two bands, 
each with two narrow grooves . Sagged; rotary-polished on 
the interior; exterior rotary-polished and cut . 
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G 221 TA70G245 Fig . 21
Loc . 2144 Stratum HELL 2C
D uncertain; Max Th  .5 cm

Small fragment of rim and side of ovoid bowl; greenish-yel-
low . Vertical rim with rounded edge; shallow, convex curving 
side . On the exterior, three narrow, horizontal cut grooves: 
two in a band below the rim, the third (probably one of two) 
farther down on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished on the in-
terior; exterior rotary-polished and cut . 

G 222 TA73G111 Not illustrated
Loc . 2327 Stratum HELL 2C
D uncertain; Max Th  .5 cm

Small fragment of side of ovoid bowl; greenish-yellow . Shal-
low, convex curving side . On the exterior, four horizontal cut 
grooves in two bands, each with two narrow grooves . Sagged; 
rotary-polished on the interior; exterior rotary-polished and 
cut . 

G 223 TA72G301 Fig . 21
Loc . 5114 Stratum HELL 2C+
D uncertain; Max Th  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ovoid bowl; golden-brown . Iri-
descence and pitting . Vertical rim with rounded edge; almost 
vertical side . On the exterior, two narrow, horizontal cut 
grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished on 
the interior; exterior rotary-polished and cut . 

G 224 TA70G88 Fig . 21, Pl . 12
Loc . 2331 Stratum HELL 2C debris
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering intact)  .6 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ovoid bowl; greenish-yellow . Black 
weathering and pitting . Vertical rim with almost pointed edge; 
convex curving side . On the exterior, four narrow, horizon-
tal cut grooves in two bands, each with two grooves . Sagged; 
rotary-polished on the interior; rotary-polished and cut on the 
exterior .

gROOVEd BOWLS: BOTTOMS (G 225–238)

G 225 TA69G178 Fig . 21, Pl . 12
Balk trim
D grooves 3 .5 cm; Th  .2 cm

Five joining fragments of side and bottom of conical bowl; 
greenish-yellow . Iridescence and pitting . Convex curving 
side; convex bottom . On the exterior, two narrow, horizontal 
cut grooves in a band around the bottom . Sagged; rotary-pol-
ished on the interior; fire-polished and cut on the exterior .

G 226 TA69G231 Fig . 21, Pl . 12
Loc . 2413 Stratum HELL 2C
D grooves 4 cm; Th  .25 cm

Fragment of side and bottom of conical bowl; colorless . Iri-
descence and pitting . Convex curving side; convex bottom . 
On the exterior, three narrow, horizontal cut grooves: two in 
a band around the bottom, with a small circular groove cen-
tered at the bottom . Sagged; rotary-polished on the interior; 
fire-polished and cut on the exterior . 

G 227 TA68G214 Fig . 21
Loc . 2303 Stratum ROM 1B
D grooves 4 .5 cm; Th  .25 cm

Five joining fragments of side and bottom of conical bowl; 
greenish-yellow . Black scaly weathering . Convex curving side; 
convex bottom . On the exterior, two narrow, horizontal cut 
grooves in a band around the bottom . Sagged; rotary-pol-
ished on the interior; fire-polished and cut on the exterior .

G 228 TA70G28 Fig . 21, Pl . 12
Loc . 2112 Stratum HELL 2C debris
D grooves 5 .5 cm; Max Th  .25 cm

Fragment of side and bottom of conical bowl; colorless with 
a greenish tinge . Iridescence . Convex curving side; convex 
bottom . On the exterior, two narrow, horizontal cut grooves 
in a band around the bottom; circular lathe-polishing marks 
at the bottom . Sagged; rotary-polished on the interior; fire-
polished and cut on the exterior .

G 229 TA80G211 Fig . 21, Pl . 12
Loc . 5618 Stratum ROM 1A or later
D grooves 5 cm; Th  .2 cm

Fragment of side and bottom of conical or hemispherical 
bowl; colorless . Iridescence and pitting . Convex curving side; 
convex bottom . On the exterior, a pair of abraded horizon-
tal grooves in a band around the bottom . Sagged; rotary-pol-
ished on the interior; fire-polished and cut on the exterior .

G 230 TA80G209 Fig . 21, Pl . 12
Loc . 7205 Stratum ROM 1B
D grooves ca . 6 cm; Th bottom  .4 cm

Fragment of side and bottom of conical bowl; colorless . Iri-
descence and pitting . Convex curving side; convex bottom . 
On the exterior, a pair of abraded horizontal grooves in a 
band around the bottom, with a small circular groove cen-
tered at the bottom . Sagged; rotary-polished on the interior; 
fire-polished and cut on the exterior .
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G 231 TA80G214 Fig . 21, Pl . 12
Loc . 7831 Stratum HELL 2C+
D grooves ca . 5 cm; Th  .3 cm

Fragment of side and bottom of conical bowl; colorless . Iri-
descence and pitting . Convex curving side; convex bottom . 
On the exterior, two narrow, cut horizontal grooves in a band 
around the bottom; faint traces of circular cut lines centered 
at the bottom . Sagged; rotary-polished on the interior; fire-
polished and cut on the exterior .

G 232 TA78G157 Fig . 21, Pl . 12
Loc . 2800 Stratum MODERN
D grooves 5 cm; Th  .4 cm

Fragment of side and bottom of conical or hemispherical 
bowl; colorless . Iridescence and pitting . Convex curving side; 
convex bottom . On the exterior, a pair of abraded horizon-
tal grooves in a band around the bottom . Sagged; rotary-pol-
ished on the interior; fire-polished and cut on the exterior .

G 233 TA80G186 Fig . 21, Pl . 12
Loc . 8309 Stratum ARAB or MODERN
D grooves 5 cm; Th  .4 cm

Fragment of side and bottom of conical or hemispherical 
bowl; colorless . Iridescence and pitting . Convex curving side; 
convex bottom . On the exterior, a pair of abraded horizon-
tal grooves in a band around the bottom . Sagged; rotary-pol-
ished on the interior; fire-polished and cut on the exterior .

G 234 TA69G181 Fig . 22, Pl . 12
Loc . 1314, 1307 Stratum ROM 1B or ARAB 2
D grooves 5 cm; Th  .2 cm

Three joining fragments of side and bottom of hemispheri-
cal bowl; greenish-yellow . Iridescence and pitting . Convex 
curving side; shallow convex bottom . On the interior, four 
narrow, horizontal cut grooves in two bands, each with two 
grooves . On the exterior, two narrow, horizontal cut grooves 
in a band around the bottom . Sagged; rotary-polished and 
cut on both surfaces . 

G 235 TA72G62 Fig . 22, Pl . 12
Loc . 21313 Stratum ROM 1A
D lower body 12 .5 cm; Max Th  .4 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Fragment of side and bottom of hemispherical bowl; color-
less . Iridescence and pitting . Convex curving side; shallow 
convex bottom . On the exterior, two narrow, horizontal cut 
grooves in a band around the bottom . Sagged; rotary-pol-
ished on the interior; fire-polished and cut on the exterior . 

G 236 TA80G210 Fig . 22, Pl . 12
Loc . 5607 Stratum ROM 1A
Th side  .4 cm

Fragment of side near bottom of hemispherical bowl; yel-
lowish-green . Whitish weathering . Convex curving side; 
convex bottom . On the exterior, indications of two nar-
row, horizontal cut grooves in a band around the bottom . 
Sagged; rotary-polished on the interior; fire-polished and 
cut on the exterior .

G 237 TA80G213 Fig . 22, Pl . 12
Loc . 8309 Stratum ARAB or MODERN
Th side  .2 cm; Max Th bottom  .4 cm

Fragment of side and bottom of bowl; colorless . Iridescence 
and pitting . Convex curving side; almost flat but slightly con-
vex bottom . Lacking grooves . Sagged; rotary-polished on the 
interior; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 238 TA70G16 Fig . 22
Loc . 2413 Stratum HELL 2C
D bottom 8 cm; Max Th  .35 cm

Fragment of side and bottom of bowl; light green . Irides-
cence and slight pitting . Convex curving side; flat bottom . 
Sagged; rotary-polished on the interior; fire-polished on the 
exterior .
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The Hellenistic and Roman opaque fine wares constitute neither a class nor a style (Grose 1989, 254–256; cf . 
Introduction, pp . 12–14) . They are merely a convenient grouping for purposes of classification and use a name 
derived from pottery studies . On the other hand, they share several disparate traits that connect them, however 
indirectly:

1 . This curious group of vessels appears in three monochrome opaque colors—brick red, white, and light 
blue .32 These same opaque colors are identical to those applied to Late Hellenistic core-formed bottles of 
Mediterranean Group III as decorative trails, and as the central elements in contemporary mosaic canes 
used in the fabrication of composite mosaic vessels (see Grose 1989, 190 and 257) . They do not reflect the 
myriad opaque colors employed by the Egyptians in the manufacture of inlays, objects of personal adorn-
ment, and on rare occasions vessels during the Late Hellenistic and Early Roman periods (see above, ill . 
10) .33 

2 . During the Hellenistic and Early Roman periods the opaque vessels were fabricated by a variety of casting 
methods, but once free-blowing and mold-blowing emerged in the first quarter of the first century CE, a 
number of blown Roman classes began to utilize the opaque colors as part of their repertoire .

3 .  The majority of known pieces belong to well-established Hellenistic and Early Roman monochrome translu-
cent classes . These include the cast grooved bowls and fluted and floral bowls (as G 38; see fig . 4), as well as 
the Roman cast ribbed bowls, linear-cut bowls (see figs . 23–25), and cast translucent and opaque fine wares 
with metallic and sigillata shapes (fig . 22; see Grose 1989, 254–256 and Grose 1991) . Among blown and 
mold-blown Roman classes are Rippenschalen (see pp . 74–75), small colored bottles (see pp . 75–76), an 
assortment of Roman table settings, including plates, bowls, and two-handled jars; and mold-blown lidded 
pyxides, hexagonal bottles with symbols, and other small bottles with molded décor (Stern 1995, 113–184) . 
Standing outside the main classes are such curiosities as the Hellenistic opaque blue lagynos at the Corning 
Museum of Glass, the opaque white plate found at Cosa (Italy), and opaque red and white bottles now in 
private collections . The Hellenistic opaque fine wares are decorated with horizontal cut grooves and ridges, 
or with cut fluting up and down their sides; the Roman examples can be more elaborate, including splashed 
or blobbed patterns around the body .34

The examples excavated at Anafa are few in number but fall into both the Hellenistic and Roman groups . 
G 38 is a fluted bowl in an opaque light blue fabric and a locus dated to HELL 2A or 2B; it is further discussed 
alongside the other fluted bowls (see pp . 24–25) . G 239, also blue, has the shape of a broad, shallow dish whose 
form is otherwise unknown (stratum HELL 2C) . The same is true of an opaque red cylindrical beaker or bottle 

32 Opaque greens, blue-greens, and olive greens are unusual but occur among the Roman production . Also unusual is the fact that opaque 
yellow and turquoise blue are seldom, if ever, used to manufacture vessels in either the Hellenistic or Roman eras .

33 Much has been written about Egyptian and Alexandrian glass of the Hellenistic and Early Roman periods, but surprisingly little has 
been excavated and almost none is to be found in Egyptian museums . The vast majority of finds, as noted above, are inlays rather than ves-
sels . In all cases, they are opaque or almost opaque in an impressive variety of hues . Tablewares (again mostly opaques) attributed to Egyptian 
manufacture found along the Red Sea, the Arabian Peninsula, and the Sudan fail to have counterparts in the Mediterranean basin . Their 
opaque colors and profiles are also largely alien to the Mediterranean production (Stern 1993, 57–58, Heis; Stern 1981, 35–39, Kush) .

Conversely, Mediterranean monochrome opaque and mosaic wares of the second and first centuries BCE through the first century CE 
are most conspicuous by their absence from Egypt, save perhaps from sites along the Delta rim . The notion that Egypt was the ultimate source 
for Hellenistic luxury products, glass included, was propagated by Rostovsteff 1941, 372 and others, but until his persuasive speculation can 
be substantiated through excavation (and not literature alone), it is best to maintain a cautious approach . For a differing point of view, see 
Nenna 2002, 153–155 .

34 At Delos ten opaque colored fragments were found (Nenna 1993, 15; Nenna 1999, 97–99, pl . 31) . All antedate the destruction of 69 
BCE and are therefore Late Hellenistic in date . Seven of the ten fragments appear in the form of small bowls with upright lips and base rings . 
Two others are opaque blue fluted bowls from the Îlot de bronzes and the Îlot des comédiens (Nenna 1999, 92–93) . A most unusual opaque 
object from Delos is an opaque red tabletop (Nenna 1999, 152) found in the Maison des sceaux . Its diameter exceeds 60 cm (!), and based on 
green metallic stains, it is thought to have rested on a bronze armature . Similar marble or metal tabletops are well known from the Roman 
towns of Pompeii and Herculaneum, where they were recovered from the atrium-style homes and their peristyle gardens .
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(G 241) that differs in profile from the better-known Hellenistic piriform bottles with their precisely cut grooves 
and ridges . The small, red hemispherical bowl or patella (G 240) appears to belong to the Roman translucent 
and opaque fine wares (fig . 22), and the remaining fragment (G 242) of unidentifiable form can be attributed to 
the Roman period based on context . 

G 239 TA80G207 Fig . 22, Pl . 13
Loc . 5552 Stratum HELL 2C
H 2 .2 cm; D ca . 30-32 cm; Max Th  .3 cm

Three non-joining fragments of rim, side, and basal angle 
of broad, shallow plate or dish; opaque light blue . Whitish 
weathering . Vertical rim with rounded edge; almost vertical 
side curving inward to a flat bottom . Cast; rotary-polished on 
both surfaces .

G 240 TA70G108 Fig . 22, Pl . 13
Loc . 2707 Stratum HELL 2C or ROM 1A
D ca . 10 cm; Th  .3 cm

Three joining fragments of small hemispherical bowl; dark 
opaque red . Green and black mottled weathering . Upright 
rim with rounded lip, protruding inward; convex curving 
side . Cast; rotary-polished on both surfaces; lip created by 
cutting away the interior surface . 

G 241 TA69G246 Fig . 22, Pl . 13
Loc . 1303 Stratum ARAB or MODERN
D body ca . 5 cm; Th  .3 cm

Fragment of side near bottom of conical beaker or other ves-
sel; opaque dark red . Black and green mottled weathering . 
Fairly straight side, curving inward near the bottom . Cast; 
rotary-polished on both surfaces . 

G 242 TA69G79 Fig . 22
Loc . 3202 Stratum ROM 1B or 1C
Th  .3 cm

Fragment of bottom of flat plate, tray, or other vessel; opaque 
light blue . Whitish weathering . No finished edge preserved . 
Cast; rotary-polished on both surfaces .



IV . EARLy ROMAN IMPERIAL CAST VESSELS

MOSAIC BOWLS (G 243–245)

The tradition of manufacturing by a variety of methods mosaic glass objects, inlays, jewelry, and panels is age-
old, with its beginnings in Pharonic Egypt and Western Asia in the Bronze and Iron Ages (Grose 1989 and Nenna 
2002) .35 But the adaptation of mosaic techniques for the production of vessels and tablewares is far younger, no 
earlier that the Hellenistic Age . Among the earliest examples are hemispherical bowls and broad plates with large 
outsplayed sides and rims . These are part of the so-called Canosa Group attributed to the third to early second 
century BCE . These exceptional tablewares were fashioned in two ways; either from lengths of network (lace) 
canes wrapped spherically around a mold to create the body; or by fusing in a mold small circular sections cut 
from canes and “melted” together (Grose 1989, 185–189) . Hellenistic craftsmen principally employed two cane 
patterns: a multicolored star set in a colorless or translucent ground or a spiral in a translucent ground . The im-
mediate legacy of these early bowls resulted in a second- and first-century BCE production of more crudely made 
hemispherical bowls and dishes with outsplayed sides and rims (Grose 1989, 189–193) . Other patterns and forms 
also existed .

In the Augustan and Julio-Claudian era, a far larger and more prolific mosaic industry emerged in Italy, 
producing half a dozen classes and families of mosaic wares that dominated a significant part of the glass mar-
ket . Forms, colors, color combinations, and decoration diverge significantly from their Hellenistic predecessors 
(Grose 1989, 247–254, 256–261), and the diffusion of these classes is almost exclusively Italic and western .

Within this Roman context, Anafa’s three mosaic vessels (see color pl .) appear to be unique because stylisti-
cally they diverge completely from the Hellenistic, Early Roman, and Egyptian traditions . Nor do they have any 
published parallels in the Levant . Despite their highly fragmentary state, their large cane sections, colors, and 
color combinations are otherwise unknown, and their heavy-handed forms with unusually thick walls, straight 
walls, and coilless rims set them apart from any previously identified class—East or West . They are considered 
Roman because all three were located in ROM 1 or ROM 2 loci . The most that can be said of these glasses is that 
they represent a hitherto unknown class, possibly Syro-Palestinian, that enjoyed a short-lived production in the 
early first century CE . 

35 Although this catalogue is not the place to discuss the development of mosaic glass vessels in the Hellenistic through Roman periods 
in Egypt, Italy, and the eastern Mediterranean, it should be noted that the tendentious issues of dating and provenance remain wholly un-
resolved, largely because Hellenistic examples have never been found in securely sealed and dated contexts . It is also worth noting that the 
definition of what constitutes mosaic glass varies by author . Here, mosaic glass refers only to the fusing under heat of preformed cane seg-
ments or lengths into a vessel form (Grose 1989, 31–35) .

G 243 TA78G104 Fig . 22, Pl . 13, Color
Loc . 2828, 7212 Stratum ROM 1A or 1B
D ca . 12 .5 cm; Th  .4 cm

Three joining fragments of rim and side of mosaic bowl . 
Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with rounded edge; 
shallow, convex curving side . On the interior, a shallow, hori-
zontal cut groove below the rim . Composite mosaic pattern 
consisting of large sections of one mosaic cane with spiral-
ing strips of blue and golden-brown separated (or edged) by 
narrow lines of opaque white . Each golden-brown strip con-
tains a thin layer of opaque yellow; the blue strips contain a 
thin layer of opaque white . Cast in sections of cane; probably 
sagged; rotary-polished on both surfaces; cut on the interior .

G 244 TA81G91 Fig . 22, Pl . 13, Color
Loc . 5848 Stratum ROM 1A
D ca . 7 .5 cm; Th  .3 cm

Fragment of rim and side of small mosiac bowl . Pitting . Up-
right rim with rounded edge; almost straight side, with a 
slight downward curve . Composite mosaic pattern consisting 
of large sections of one or more mosaic canes with golden-
brown, opaque white, and dark brown spiraling strips . Cast 
in sections of cane; probably sagged; rotary-polished on both 
surfaces . 
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G 245 TA81G44 Fig . 22, Pl . 13
Loc . 8440 Stratum ROM 1B
Th  .5 cm

Tiny fragment of mosiac vessel . Slight pitting . Flat on both 
surfaces . Composite mosaic pattern consisting of small, thick 
sections of at least two different mosaic canes: the first made 
of concentric circles of opaque yellow, golden-brown, pale 
purple, and opaque white around an opaque yellow center; 
the second consisting of concentric circles of blue, golden-
yellow, and colorless glass . Cast in sections of cane; rotary-pol-
ished on both surfaces .

LINEAR-CUT BOWLS (G 246–281)36

Cast linear-cut bowls (Grose group D) are the less common of the two classes of Early Roman cast glass ves-
sels found at Tel Anafa: 86 fragments in all (1% of all fragments identifiable by class) . Two distinct forms occur: 
broad, shallow bowls with upright rims (G 247–257); and hemispherical bowls with upright or everted rims, the 
latter creating a slight S-curve profile (G 258–282) . Both forms carry one or two sets of lathe-cut grooves, always 
just below the interior rim and usually on the mid- or lower wall . Both forms have flat or lightly indented bot-
toms, which are noticeably thinner than the vessel walls . On eastern sites, including Tel Anafa, the fabric is either 
colorless or a deep golden-yellow; western examples are usually deliberately colored blue, purple, golden-brown, 
or yellow . 

Linear-cut bowls are the formal successors to Late Hellenistic grooved rim bowls, from which they differ in 
three aspects . First, and most notably, the bottom of a linear-cut bowl provides an even resting surface, whereas 
the bottom of a grooved rim bowl is almost always a rounded point intended to be hand-held . Second, linear-cut 
bowls almost always have a smooth exterior wall, whereas the ovoid-shaped grooved rim bowls and occasionally 
examples of the other subgroups were grooved on the outside as well . Lastly, the early Imperial linear-cut bowls 
generally have more even and thinner walls than do the Hellenistic grooved rim bowls .

In shape, linear-cut bowls are essentially ribless versions of early Imperial ribbed bowls, a point which suggests 
that the same size blanks were used for both forms . As with the ribbed bowls, linear-cut bowls were made by sag-
ging a glass blank over a bowl-shaped mold and then lathe-polishing the interior and rim, following the same 
manufacturing process developed in the Levantine littoral in the second century BCE for Hellenistic grooved 
rim and fluted bowls .37 As both early Imperial ribbed and linear-cut bowls follow their Hellenistic predecessors in 
form as well as production technique, they suggest continued manufacture in the same region . This suggestion 
has been recently confirmed with the discovery in Beirut of a long-lived atelier that produced grooved and ribbed 
bowls in the second and early first centuries BCE and mosaic glass and linear-cut bowls in the later first century 
BC and early first century CE .38

Linear-cut bowls were broadly popular throughout the eastern and the western Mediterranean though distri-
bution in the East is less widespread than for Hellenistic cast glass .39 The Early Roman vessels appear only at sites 
on or rather close to the coast . In the southern Levant examples occur at Ras el-Bassit, Tell Nebi Mend, and Amrit 
(Syria), Gerasa (Jordan), Beirut (Lebanon), and commonly in Israel . Linear-cut bowls first appear in contexts 
of the later first century BCE and continue into the early years of the first century CE . In earlier studies, Grose 
proposed that early Imperial linear-cut and ribbed bowls were essentially contemporary, though some evidence 

36 This section was written by Andrea Berlin, based largely on the following sources: Grose 1979, 63–65; Grose 1989, 247; and Nenna 1999, 
111–113 .

37 For discussion of manufacturing details see Stern and Schlick-Nolte 1994, 68–69 and Jennings 2000, 52 .
38 Foy 2005 .
39 See Nenna 1999, 112 for a comprehensive list of sites in the eastern Mediterranean . To this add Beirut (Jennings 2000; Foy 2005) and 

Jerusalem (Gorin-Rosen 2003, 380–381) .
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exists to suggest that production of linear-cut bowls began slightly later . Nenna dates the few examples of linear-
cut bowls found at Delos to the second half of the first century BCE; she considers the more numerous ribbed 
bowls found there to have begun in the second quarter of the first century BCE .40 In the Upper City of Jerusalem 
linear-cut bowls first appear in Area A stratum 5, datable to the first quarter of the first century CE, whereas one 
fragmentary ribbed bowl appears in stratum 6, datable to the later first century BCE down to the first decade of 
the first century CE .41

At Tel Anafa the gap in occupation between HELL 2C (ca . 75 BCE) and ROM 1A (end of the first century 
BCE/beginning of the first century CE) means that there are no living contexts from the years in which produc-
tion of ribbed and linear-cut bowls began . Fragments of both types occur in ROM 1A loci (G 252, G 279; two 
ribbed bowl fragments do appear in mixed HELL 2C/ROM 1 contexts, and so are possibly earlier) and in quan-
tity in ROM 1B contexts .

As with other Hellenistic and Early Roman glass vessels, linear-cut bowls were intended as tableware . Unlike 
their Hellenistic predecessors, these bowls’ relatively wide, level bottoms provided a steady resting surface and so 
did not require being held constantly . The Anafa examples range from 10 to 16 cm in diameter, with more larger 
than smaller vessels: 72% are 13–16 cm in diameter . The smaller sizes (10–12 cm) could be used for drink as well 
as food; the larger versions seem less practical for conveying liquid .42

40 Nenna 1999, 112 and 105 . There were no linear-cut bowls found in the Îlot des bijoux, reoccupied after the destruction of 69 BCE .
41 Gorin-Rosen 2003, 380, 378; Geva 2000, 109, 107 .
42 Jennings (2000, 43) makes this point as well .

G 246 TA69G17 Fig . 23, Pl . 13
Loc . 2407 Stratum ARAB
H 5 cm; D ca . 16 cm; Max Th  .35 cm; Min Th  .15 cm

Two joining fragments of rim, side, and bottom of broad, 
shallow linear-cut bowl (profile almost complete); colorless . 
Black scaly weathering and slight pitting . Upright rim with 
rounded edge; convex curving side; slightly convex bottom . 
On the interior, three narrow, horizontal cut grooves: one 
below the rim; the other two in a band around the body . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 17 .

G 247 TA70G44 Fig . 23, Pl . 13
Loc . 2904 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .4 cm

Four non-joining fragments of rim, side, and bottom of 
broad, shallow linear-cut bowl (profile almost complete); col-
orless . Black scaly weathering and pitting . Upright rim with 
rounded edge; convex curving side; slightly concave bottom . 
On the interior, three narrow, horizontal cut grooves: one 
below the rim; a band of two around the middle of the body . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 248 TA69G18 Fig . 23
Loc . 2403 Stratum ARAB
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .35 cm

Two joining fragments of rim and side of broad, shallow lin-
ear-cut bowl (profile almost complete); colorless . Black scaly 
weathering and pitting . Vertical rim with almost pointed edge; 
convex curving side . On the interior, two narrow, horizontal 
cut grooves: one below the rim; the other (probably one of 
two) around the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the 
interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest 
of the exterior .

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 18 .

G 249 TA68G174 Fig . 23, Pl . 13
Loc . 2104 Stratum ARAB or MODERN
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .3 cm

Two joining and three non-joining fragments of rim and side 
of broad, shallow linear-cut bowl; colorless with yellowish-
green tinge . Iridescence and discoloration . Vertical rim with 
rounded edge; convex curving side . On the interior, a single 
narrow groove below the rim, with a band of three narrow 
grooves around the body near the bottom . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the 
rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 
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G 250 TA78G7 Fig . 23, Pl . 13
Loc . 7206 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th  .3 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Fragment of rim and side of broad, shallow linear-cut bowl; 
colorless . Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with almost 
pointed edge; convex curving side . On the interior, three 
narrow, shallow, horizontal cut grooves: one below the rim; 
the other two in a band above the junction of the side and 
bottom . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and 
on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the 
exterior .

G 251 TA80G208 Fig . 23, Pl . 13
Loc . 8312 Stratum ROM 1A
D ca . 15 .5 cm; Max Th  .3 cm; Min Th  .1 cm

Fragment of rim and side of broad, shallow linear-cut bowl; 
colorless . Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with almost 
pointed edge; convex curving side . On the interior, three 
narrow, horizontal cut grooves: one below the rim; the other 
two in a band above the junction of the side and bottom . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 252 TA81G3 Fig . 23, Pl . 13
Loc . 9115 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 15 .5 cm; Max Th  .35 cm; Min Th  .15 cm

Fragment of rim and side of broad, shallow linear-cut bowl; 
colorless . Iridescence, pitting, and whitish weathering . Up-
right rim with rounded edge; convex curving side . On the 
interior, three narrow, horizontal cut grooves: one below the 
rim; the other two in a band above the junction of the side 
and bottom . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior 
and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 253 TA78G29 Fig . 23, Pl . 13
Loc . 7202 Stratum HELL 2C to ROM 1C
D ca . 15 .5 cm; Max Th  .4 cm; Min Th  .2 cm 

Fragment of rim and side of broad, shallow linear-cut bowl; 
colorless . Black scaly weathering . Upright rim with almost 
pointed edge; convex curving side . On the interior, three 
narrow, horizontal cut grooves: one below the rim; the oth-
er two in a band near the junction of the side and bottom . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 254 TA80G108 Fig . 23, Pl . 13
Loc . 5532 Stratum ROM 1A or 1B
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th  .35 cm; Min Th  .1 cm

Fragment of rim and side of broad, shallow linear-cut bowl; 
colorless . Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with almost 
pointed edge; convex curving side . On the interior, two nar-
row, horizontal cut grooves: one below the rim; the other 
(probably one of two) above the junction of the side and bot-
tom . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on 
the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 255 TA81G161 Fig . 23, Pl . 13
Loc . 9112 Stratum ROM 1B or 1C
D ca . 14 .5 cm; Max Th  .3 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Fragment of rim and side of broad, shallow, linear-cut bowl; 
colorless with greenish tinge . Iridescence and pitting . Verti-
cal rim with rounded edge; almost vertical side with a slight 
downward curve . On the interior, one narrow, horizontal cut 
groove below the rim . On the exterior, one narrow horizontal 
cut groove below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on 
the interior and on the exterior of the rim; fire-polished on the 
rest of the exterior .

G 256 TA78G43 Fig . 23, Pl . 14
Loc . 7205 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th  .3 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Three joining fragments of rim and side of linear-cut bowl; 
golden-brown . Iridescence, pitting, and whitish weathering . 
Upright rim with rounded edge; convex curving side . On 
the interior, two horizontal cut grooves: one below the rim; 
the other (probably one of two) above the junction of the 
side and bottom . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the 
interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the 
rest of the exterior .

G 257 TA78G150 Fig . 24, Pl . 14
Balk trim
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th  .5 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Fragment of rim and side of linear-cut bowl; golden-brown . 
Iridescence, pitting, and whitish weathering . Upright rim 
with rounded edge; convex curving side . On the interior, 
three horizontal cut grooves: one below the rim; the other 
two in a band above the junction of the side and bottom . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .
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G 258 TA81G160 Fig . 24, Pl . 14
Loc . 9112 Stratum ROM 1B or 1C
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th  .4 cm; Min Th  .3 cm

Fragment of rim and side of linear-cut bowl; golden-brown . 
Iridescence and pitting . Vertical rim with almost pointed 
edge; convex curving side . On the interior, one narrow, hori-
zontal cut groove below the edge of the rim . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the 
rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 259 TA70G12 Fig . 24, Pl . 14
Loc . 2901 Stratum MODERN
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of linear-cut bowl; dark blue . Iri-
descence and pitting . Vertical rim with almost pointed edge; 
straight side, tapering downward . On the interior, two hori-
zontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the 
rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 260 TA70G64 Fig . 24, Pl . 14
Loc . 7901 Stratum ARAB 1
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .4 cm

Fragment of rim of linear-cut bowl; dark blue . Iridescence 
and pitting . Upright rim with rounded edge . On the interior, 
one narrow, horizontal cut groove below the rim . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the top of the 
rim; fire-polished on the exterior . 

G 261 TA80G15 Fig . 24, Pl . 14
Loc . 7821 Stratum ARAB
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th  .4 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Fragment of rim and side of linear-cut bowl; golden-brown . 
Iridescence, pitting, and whitish weathering . Outsplayed rim 
with rounded edge; almost vertical side with a slight down-
ward curve . On the interior, one narrow, horizontal cut 
groove at the junction of the side and bottom . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the 
rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

Possibly from the same vessel as G 265 .

G 262 TA80G215 Fig . 24, Pl . 14
Loc . 7205 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th  .3 cm; Min Th  .1 cm

Fragment of rim and side of linear-cut bowl; purple . Irides-
cence . Upright rim with rounded edge; convex curving side . 
On the interior, three narrow, horizontal cut grooves: one 
below the rim; the other two in a band farther down on the 
body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on 
the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 263 TA80G51 Fig . 24, Pl . 14
Loc . 7425 Stratum ROM 1B or 1C
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th  .3 cm 

Fragment of rim and side of linear-cut bowl; purple . Irides-
cence and pitting . Upright rim with rounded edge; almost 
vertical side with a slight downward curve . On the interior, 
one horizontal cut groove below the rim . Sagged; rotary-pol-
ished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; 
fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 264 TA81G156 Fig . 24, Pl . 14
Loc . 5849 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th  .4 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Two non-joining fragments of rim and side of linear-cut bowl; 
golden-brown . Iridescence, pitting, and whitish weathering . 
Slightly outsplayed rim with rounded edge; almost vertical 
side with a slight downward curve . Lacking grooves . Sagged; 
rotary-polished on the interior and on the top of the rim; 
fire-polished on the exterior .

G 265 TA81G157 Fig . 24, Pl . 14
Loc . 8436 Stratum ROM 1B or 1C
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th  .4 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Fragment of rim and side of linear-cut bowl; golden-brown . 
Iridescence and whitish weathering . Outsplayed rim with 
rounded edge; almost vertical side with a slight downward 
curve . On the interior, one narrow, horizontal cut groove be-
low the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior 
and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the 
exterior .

Possibly from the same vessel as G 261 .

G 266 TA68G38 Fig . 24, Pl . 14, Color
Surface find 
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of linear-cut bowl; dark blue . Irides-
cence . Upright rim with almost pointed edge; almost vertical, 
straight side, tapering downward with a slight curve . On the 
interior, two horizontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 267 TA80G220 Fig . 24, Pl . 14
Loc . 7807 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 12 .5 cm; Max Th  .4 cm; Min Th  .3 cm

Fragment of rim and side of linear-cut bowl; golden-brown . 
Iridescence, pitting, and whitish weathering . Outsplayed rim 
with rounded edge; almost vertical side with a slight downward 
curve . Lacking grooves . Sagged; rotary-polished on the inte-
rior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior .
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G 268 TA78G17 Fig . 25, Pl . 14
Balk trim
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th  .45 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Fragment of rim and side of linear-cut bowl; golden-brown . 
Iridescence . Upright rim with almost pointed edge; almost 
vertical side curves sharply inward at the bottom . On the in-
terior, two horizontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 269 . TA80G217 Fig . 25, Pl . 14
Loc . 7827 Stratum ARAB
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th  .4 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Fragment of rim and side of linear-cut bowl; dark blue . Iri-
descence and pitting . Upright rim with rounded edge; almost 
vertical side with a slight downward curve . Lacking grooves . 
Sagged; rotary-polished on the interior and on the outside of 
the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 270 TA81G141 Fig . 25, Pl . 14
Loc . 1509 Stratum ROM 1B
D 11 cm; Max Th  .3 cm; Min Th  .1 cm

Fragment of rim and side of linear-cut bowl; colorless . Iri-
descence and pitting . Slightly outsplayed rim with almost 
pointed edge; almost vertical side with a slight downward 
curve . On the interior, three narrow, horizontal cut grooves: 
one below the rim; the other two in a band farther down on 
the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior 
and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of 
the exterior .

G 271 TA78G60 Fig . 25, Pl . 14
Loc . 7205 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 11 cm; Max Th  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of linear-cut (possibly ribbed) 
bowl; colorless . Iridescence, pitting, and black scaly weather-
ing . Slightly outsplayed rim with rounded edge; almost verti-
cal side with a slight downward curve . On the interior, one 
horizontal cut groove below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished 
and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-
polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 272 TA79G105 Fig . 25, Pl . 14
Animal run
D ca . 10 cm; Max Th  .4 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Fragment of rim and side of linear-cut bowl; dark blue . Iri-
descence and pitting . Upright rim with almost pointed edge; 
almost vertical side with a slight downward curve . On the 
interior, one narrow, horizontal cut groove below the rim . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 273 TA80G87 Fig . 25, Pl . 14
Loc . 7823 Stratum ROM 1B or 1C
D 10 cm; Max Th  .3 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Fragment of rim and side of linear-cut bowl; dark blue . Iri-
descence and pitting . Upright rim with rounded projecting 
edge; almost vertical side with a slight downward curve . Lack-
ing grooves . Sagged; rotary-polished on the interior; fire-pol-
ished on the exterior .

G 274 TA81G110 Fig . 25, Pl . 14
Loc . 5843 Stratum ARAB 1
D ca . 10 cm; Max Th  .4 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Fragment of rim and side of linear-cut bowl; golden-brown . 
Iridescence, pitting, and white scaly weathering . Outsplayed 
rim with almost rounded edge; almost vertical side with a 
slight downward curve . Lacking grooves . Sagged; rotary-
polished on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-
polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 275 TA80G218 Fig . 25, Pl . 14
Loc . 7827 Stratum ARAB
D ca . 10 cm; Max Th  .4 cm

Small fragment of rim of linear-cut (possibly ribbed) bowl; 
dark blue . Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with rounded 
edge . On the interior, one horizontal cut groove below the 
rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on 
the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 276 TA81G36 Fig . 25, Pl . 14
Loc . 8436 Stratum ROM 1B or 1C
D uncertain; Max Th  .3 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Fragment of rim and side of linear-cut bowl; colorless . Iri-
descence and pitting . Upright rim with almost pointed edge; 
almost vertical side with a slight downward curve . On the 
interior, one horizontal cut groove below the rim . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of 
the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 277 TA80G60 Fig . 25, Pl . 14
Loc . 7823 Stratum ROM 1B or 1C
D uncertain; Th  .45 cm

Tiny fragment of rim and side of linear-cut (possibly ribbed) 
bowl; dark blue . Vertical rim with rounded edge; almost verti-
cal side . Lacking grooves . Sagged; rotary-polished on both 
surfaces .

G 278 TA69G99 Pl . 14
Loc . 3313 .1 Stratum ROM 1A
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of linear-cut bowl; dark blue . Sil-
very iridescence and pitting . Slightly outsplayed rim with 
almost rounded edge . On the interior, one horizontal cut 
groove below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the 
interior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the rest 
of the exterior .
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G 279 TA68G98 Pl . 14
Loc . 3212, 3208 Stratum ROM 1A or 1B
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .35 cm

Fragment of rim and side of linear-cut bowl; purple . Silvery 
iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with almost pointed 
edge; straight side, tapering downward . On the interior, one 
narrow, horizontal cut groove below the rim . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the 
rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 280 TA68G172 Fig . 25, Pl . 14
Loc . 2104 Stratum MODERN
D ca . 11 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .3 cm

Fragment of rim of linear-cut bowl; dark blue . Silvery irides-
cence . Vertical rim with almost pointed edge . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the top of the rim; 
fire-polished on the exterior .

G 281 TA69G76 Fig . 25, Pl . 14
Loc . 3310  Stratum ROM 1B or 1C
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering intact)  .5 cm

Fragment of rim of linear-cut bowl; dark blue . Black scaly 
weathering and pitting . Slightly outsplayed rim with almost 
rounded edge . On the interior, one narrow, horizontal cut 
groove below the rim . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on 
the interior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the 
exterior .

LINEAR-CUT BOWLS: BOTTOMS (G 282–285)

G 282 TA69G202 Fig . 25, Pl . 14
Loc . 2527 Stratum ROM 1B
D bottom 9 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .3 cm

Four joining fragments of side and bottom of broad, shallow 
bowl; golden-brown . Silvery iridescence and pitting . Convex 
curving side; concave bottom . Sagged; fire-polished on both 
surfaces .

G 283 TA73G76 Fig . 25
Loc . 21313 Stratum ROM 1A or 1B
D bottom 8 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .2 cm

Two joining fragments of side and bottom of broad, shallow 
bowl; colorless . Black scaly weathering and pitting . Convex 
curving side; slightly concave bottom . Sagged; rotary-pol-
ished on the interior; fire-polished on the exterior . 

G 284 TA68G227 Fig . 25, Pl . 14
Loc . 2012 Stratum ROM 1B
D bottom 7 cm; Max Th  .25 cm

Fragment of side and bottom of bowl; colorless with greenish 
tinge . Iridescence, pitting, and discoloration . Convex curv-
ing side; concave bottom . Sagged; rotary-polished on the in-
terior; fire-polished on the exterior . 

G 285 TA68G193 Fig . 25
Loc . 2115 Stratum ROM 1B
D bottom 5 cm; Max Th  .3 cm

Fragment of side and bottom of small bowl; golden-brown . 
White weathering and pitting . Convex curving side; concave 
bottom . Sagged; fire-polished (?) on both surfaces . 

RIBBED BOWLS (G 286–378)43

Early Imperial ribbed bowls (Grose group C) are the more common of the two classes of Early Roman 
glass vessels found at Tel Anafa: 219 fragments in all (14 .7% of all fragments identifiable by class) . The ribbed 
bowls are not, strictly speaking, a class but rather a style of bowl produced in many versions and locales (see 
Introduction, pp . 12–13, “The Concept of Class”) . All versions have in common a broad and shallow or sub-
hemispherical shape with upright or slightly outcurved rim, a flat, gently indented bottom, protruding ribs 
encircling the body, and one or more sets of grooves on the interior rim and wall . These points in common 
notwithstanding, numerous small differences occur as well, especially in the ribs, which may be short or long, 

43 This section was written by Andrea Berlin, based largely on the following sources: Grose 1979, 61–63; Grose 1989, 244–246; and Nenna 
1999, 103–111 .
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wide or narrow, closely or widely spaced, shallow or emphatically protruding, angular or rounded in profile, 
and concentrated on the shoulder or middle or lower wall . Some differences seem likely to be chronological 
indicators, but more are thought to be due to the large number of production sites; the exceptionally broad 
distribution of ribbed bowls through both the eastern and western Mediterranean suggests widespread manu-
facture .44 On eastern sites, including Tel Anafa, the fabric is colorless, naturally colored bluish or light green, 
or a deep golden-yellow (like all the fragments from the Beirut atelier) . Western examples, on the other hand, 
were purposely colored in deep, jeweled hues of blue, purple, golden-brown, or yellow .

Ribbed bowls are the formal successors to Late Hellenistic fluted bowls, though the later vessels differ in several 
ways . First, the Early Roman vessels carry interior lathe-cut grooves, whereas the Late Hellenistic bowls have smooth 
interior walls . Second, many ribbed bowls differ in profile, being broader and shallower than fluted bowls . Lastly, 
the ribs on ribbed bowls are usually more distinct and more evenly spaced than are the flutes of their predecessors . 
That said, some scholars have noted the many similarities between the two, such that it is not always obvious whether 
a fragment should be classified as a Late Hellenistic fluted bowl or an Early Roman ribbed bowl .45

The chronology, and especially the beginning production, of ribbed bowls has been difficult to pin down . 
In the first substantial study, David Grose noted the many variations but considered them a result of broadly 
diffused manufacture and so did not identify formal subtypes . He dated initial production sometime after the 
middle of the first century BCE based on early study of the Anafa finds as well as ribbed fragments from mid- to 
later first-century BCE contexts at Ashdod, En-Gedi, and Samaria .46 In her study of the Delos material, Nenna 
identified six subgroups of ribbed bowls and proposed a chronological development based on dated contexts 
at the site . Delos group 1 bowls have long, narrow, closely spaced ribs; group 2 have short, fat, widely spaced, 
protruding ribs only on the upper wall .47 Vessel shape for both groups varies from hemispherical with upright 
rims to flaring upper wall with outsplayed rims . Nenna noted that examples of groups 1 and 2 do not occur 
in any contexts abandoned after the destruction of 69 BCE but do appear in the houses of the Îlot des bijoux, 
which was reoccupied after that date .48 She also noted, however, that it was not possible to determine with 
certainty when that reoccupation occurred . In their studies of glass from Beirut Jennings and Foy consider the 
earliest ribbed bowls to be hemispherical, with relatively thick walls, multiple interior grooves, and thick, wide-
ly spaced ribs (Delos group 2A), and they agree with Nenna that these begin in the second quarter of the first 
century BCE though none of the Beirut contexts provide cleanly stratified evidence for this dating .49 Gorin-
Rosen asserts that ribbed bowls first appear in Jerusalem at the end of the second or in the first half of the first 
century BCE on the basis of a single fragment from the Upper City excavations Area A, stratum 6 .50 However, 
the context of this fragment—a stepped bath sealed by a pavement—was not closed until the early first century 
CE, as indicated by the latest item found, which was a coin of the Roman procurator Coponius, dated 6–9 CE .51

The finds from Tel Anafa may provide a small bit of support for the idea of formal chronological devel-
opment . Catalogue G 335, which was found in a locus dated HELL 2C or ROM 1A, is the earliest stratified 
ribbed bowl at the site . It has a decidedly hemispherical form, with thick, upright rim, two interior grooves, 
and rounded, widely spaced ribs . Another bowl, G 324, which comes from a locus dated HELL 2C or ROM 1 
(but not necessarily ROM 1A), has multiple interior grooves and broad, widely spaced ribs (though the walls 
are thinner and the body not clearly hemispherical) . In both of these cases, however, the contexts cannot be 
decisively dated before the end of the first century BCE, significantly later than the earlier first-century BCE 
production date proposed on the basis of the Delos finds .

44 For a comprehensive list of findspots in the eastern Mediterranean, see Nenna 1999, pl . 42 . To this add Beirut (Jennings 2000; Foy 
2005), Jerusalem (Gorin-Rosen 2003, 378–380), Kos, Rhodes, Amorgos, Karpathos, Patmos, and Crete (Triantafyllidis 2006, 155 and nn . 
74–76) . 

45 Stern and Schlick-Nolte 1994, 74 . 
46 Barag 1976; Grose 1979, 61–63; Grose 1981, 67–69 . In her 1973 study of the ribbed bowl fragments from Kibbutz Hagosherim, Gladys 

Weinberg also commented that “there seems to have been a definite development …” (p . 39) . 
47 Nenna 1999, 105–107, C274–284 (group 1), C285–296 (groups 2a and 2b) .
48 Nenna 1999, 105 .
49 Jennings 2000, 49 and fig . 4 .1, 2; Foy 2005, 20–22 .
50 Gorin-Rosen 2003, 378 .
51 Geva 2000, 107 .
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The form of many ribbed bowls is essentially identical to that of linear-cut bowls, and it is probable that indi-
vidual ateliers produced both . This was certainly the case at the glass manufactury discovered in Beirut, where 
production evidence for both ribbed and linear-cut bowls was found .52 Both types were made by sagging a glass 
blank over a bowl-shaped mold . The method of fashioning the ribs of ribbed bowls is less clear-cut . It has long 
been postulated that the decoration was effected by using a blank that was first cut out with a metal tool, thus 
creating a notched preform .53 Direct experimentation, which produced finished vessels quite dissimilar to an-
cient examples, has cast doubt on this reconstruction . Another theory, also subjected to modern testing, is that 
ribs were created by pressing a metal tool onto a hot blank sagged over a mold as it turns on a wheel .54 Gladys 
Weinberg noted evidence for such a practice already in her 1973 study of ribbed bowl fragments from Kibbutz 
Hagoshrim, writing that some fragments showed “tooling that could only have been made by pressure when the 
glass was soft .”55

The ribbed bowls from Anafa range from 10 to 21 cm in diameter, with a noticeable cluster at the lower end: 
75% have diameters between 10 and 13 cm and only 8% are between 16 and 21 cm . The smaller size might have 
been preferable for drinking, with the wide bottoms providing a steady resting surface . In general ribbed bowls 
are smaller than linear-cut bowls, most of which are 13–16 cm in diameter, and it may be that the latter were more 
often used for soup or other foodstuffs .

52 Foy 2005 .
53  As first suggested by Cummings (1980, figs . 20–24) and reiterated by Grose (1986, 28–29 and fig . 4; and 1989, 245–246 and fig . 118) .
54  Lierke 1993; Stern and Schlick-Nolte 1994, 75–78 . 
55  Weinberg 1973, 35 .

G 286 TA78G4 Fig . 26, Pl . 15, Color
Loc . 7205 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 21 cm; Max Th  .6 cm; Min Th  .3 cm 

Fragment of rim and side of large ribbed bowl; colorless . 
Iridescence, pitting, and black scaly weathering . Upright rim 
with rounded edge; convex curving side . On the interior, one 
narrow, horizontal cut groove immediately below the rim . 
On the exterior, pronounced, rounded, evenly spaced ribs 
placed both vertically and diagonally on the body . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside 
of the rim; upper ends of the ribs polished horizontally; fire-
polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 287 TA70G73 Fig . 26, Pl . 15
Loc . 2807, 2809 Stratum ROM 1A or 1B
D ca . 19 .5 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .65 cm; Min 
Th  .4 cm

Ten joining fragments of rim and side of ribbed bowl; gold-
en-brown . White weathering and slight pitting . Upright rim 
with almost pointed edge; shallow, convex curving side . On 
the interior, one horizontal cut groove below the rim . On the 
exterior, pronounced, rounded, evenly spaced ribs set verti-
cally on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the in-
terior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest 
of the exterior .

Distinct tooling marks are visible on the upper ends of 
the ribs . 

G 288 TA80G143 Fig . 26, Pl . 15
Loc . 5739 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 17 cm; Max Th  .5 cm; Min Th  .3 cm

Two joining fragments of rim and side of large ribbed bowl; 
pale light green, possibly incompletely decolorized . Irides-
cence and pitting . Upright rim with rounded edge; convex 
curving side . On the interior, one narrow, horizontal cut 
groove immediately below the rim . On the exterior, rounded 
ribs, evenly spaced, placed both vertically and diagonally on 
the body . Upper ends of ribs form an uneven row . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of 
the rim; upper ends of some ribs polished horizontally; fire-
polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 289 TA78G125  Fig . 26, Pl . 15
Loc . 2813 .1, 2912, 2925 Stratum ROM 1B or 1C
D ca . 16 cm; Th  .4 cm

Six joining and six non-joining fragments of rim, side, and 
bottom of shallow ribbed bowl (profile almost complete); 
golden-brown . Iridescence, pitting, and white weathering . 
Vertical rim with flat edge; convex curving side; slightly con-
cave bottom . On the interior, one narrow, horizontal cut 
groove below the rim, with a band of two narrow cut grooves 
at the junction of the side and bottom, and a circular cut 
groove at the center of the bottom . On the exterior, pro-
nounced, evenly spaced, vertical ribs; the ribs extend under 
the bottom, forming a resting platform . Sagged; rotary-pol-
ished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; 
fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 
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G 293 TA78G197 Fig . 26, Pl . 15
Surface find
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th  .3 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; colorless . Irides-
cence, pitting, and black scaly weathering . Upright rim with 
rounded edge; convex curving side . On the interior, one nar-
row, horizontal cut groove below the rim . On the exterior, 
fairly narrow, rounded grooves, evenly spaced and set verti-
cally around the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the 
interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the 
rest of the exterior . 

G 294 TA78G198 Not illustrated
Loc . 7306 Stratum ARAB
D ca . 15 cm; Th side  .35 cm 

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; dark blue . Irides-
cence and pitting . Upright rim with rounded edge; almost 
vertical side with a slight downward curve . On the interior, 
one narrow, horizontal cut groove below the rim . On the ex-
terior, indications of multiple, close-set narrow ribs placed 
around the middle of the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and 
cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-pol-
ished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 295 TA80G226 Fig . 27, Pl . 15 . Color
Loc . 7915 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 15 cm; Th  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of broad, shallow ribbed bowl; dark 
blue . Slight iridescence and pitting . Vertical rim with round-
ed edge; convex curving side . On the interior, one horizontal 
cut groove below the rim . On the exterior, close-set, rounded 
ribs placed vertically on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished 
and cut on the interior and on the top of the rim; fire-pol-
ished on the exterior . 

G 296 TA78G158 Pl . 15
Loc . 7404 Stratum ARAB
D ca . 15 cm; Th  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; dark blue . Slight 
iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with rounded edge; con-
vex curving side . On the interior, one horizontal cut groove 
below the rim . On the exterior, numerous short, close-set, 
rounded ribs placed low around the body . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the top of the rim; 
fire-polished on the exterior . Tooling marks and creases on 
the outside of the rim . 

G 290 TA80G153B Fig . 26, Pl . 15
Loc . 7425 Stratum ROM 1B or 1C
D ca . 16 cm; Max Th  .4 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Five joining fragments of rim and side of broad, shallow 
ribbed bowl; bluish-green . Iridescence and pitting . Slightly 
outsplayed rim with rounded edge; convex curving side . 
On the interior, one narrow, horizontal cut groove below 
the rim . On the exterior, numerous rounded, close-set ribs, 
placed vertically around the middle of the body . Sagged; rota-
ry-polished and cut on the interior and on the top of the rim; 
fire-polished on the exterior . 

G 290a TA80G153A Fig . 26, Pl . 15
Loc . 7405 Stratum ROM 1C
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th  .4 cm

Five joining fragments of rim and side of ribbed bowl; gold-
en-brown . Iridescence, pitting, and whitish weathering . Verti-
cal rim with rounded edge; convex curving side . On the inte-
rior, one narrow, horizontal cut groove at the junction of the 
rim and side . On the exterior, one pronounced vertical rib . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 291 TA80G66 Fig . 26, Pl . 15
Surface find
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; golden-brown . Iri-
descence, pitting, and whitish weathering . Slightly outsplayed 
rim with rounded edge; convex curving side . On the interior, 
one narrow, horizontal cut groove at the junction of the rim 
and side . On the exterior, pronounced, evenly spaced ribs . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 292 TA78G5 Fig . 26, Pl . 15
Balk trim
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th  .6 cm; Min Th  .3 cm

Three joining and two non-joining fragments of rim and side 
of ribbed bowl; golden-brown . Iridescence, pitting, and whit-
ish weathering . Slightly outsplayed rim with rounded edge; 
convex curving side . On the interior, three narrow, horizon-
tal cut grooves: one below the rim, the other two in a band 
at the junction of the rim and side . On the exterior, pro-
nounced, evenly spaced vertical ribs . Sagged; rotary-polished 
and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-
polished on the rest of the exterior . 

The upper ends of the ribs have been pressed twice by 
the forming tool, leaving two impressions, one on top of the 
other . 
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G 297 TA78G228 Not illustrated
Surface find
D ca . 15 cm; Max Th  .5 cm; Min Th  .25 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; greenish-yellow . 
Iridescence, pitting, and whitish weathering . Slightly out-
splayed rim with rounded edge; convex curving side . On the 
exterior, rounded ribs set diagonally on the body . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of 
the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 298 TA68G216 Fig . 27, Pl . 15
Loc . 2301 Stratum MODERN
D ca . 15 . cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; light green . Irides-
cence and pitting . Outsplayed rim with rounded edge; fairly 
straight side, tapering obliquely downward . On the interior, 
one narrow, horizontal cut groove below the rim . On the ex-
terior, two wide, flat ribs set vertically on the body . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of 
the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 299 TA79G291 Fig . 27, Pl . 15
Loc . 2924 Stratum ARAB
D ca . 14 cm; Max Th  .5 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; pale bluish-green, 
possibly incompletely decolorized . Slightly outsplayed rim 
with rounded edge; convex curving side . On the interior, 
one narrow, horizontal cut groove below the rim . On the ex-
terior, shallow rounded ribs, forming an undulating surface; 
ribs set vertically on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and 
cut on the interior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished 
on the exterior . 

G 300 TA79G199 Fig . 27, Pl . 15
Loc . 5408 Stratum ARAB 1
D ca . 14 cm; Th  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; dark blue . Irides-
cence and pitting . Vertical rim with rounded edge; almost 
vertical side with a slight downward curve . On the interior, 
two horizontal cut grooves: one below the rim, the other 
(probably one of two) farther down on the body . On the ex-
terior, rounded, evenly spaced ribs set almost vertically on 
the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and 
on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior . Tooling 
marks on the outside of the rim . 

G 301 TA81G82 Fig . 27, Pl . 15
Loc . 7915 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 12 cm; Th  .45 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; pale green, possibly 
incompletely decolorized . Iridescence and pitting . Upright 
rim, sloping obliquely to the outside; almost vertical side . On 
the interior, one broad, shallow horizontal cut groove below 
the rim . On the exterior, several narrow but pronounced 
ribs, close-set and disposed vertically around the middle of 
the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and 
on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior . 

G 302 TA69G31B Not illustrated
Loc . 2425  Stratum HELL 2C contam . and ROM 1B+
D ca . 13 .5 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .4 cm

Four joining fragments of rim, side, and bottom of ribbed 
bowl (profile almost complete); bluish-green, possibly in-
completely decolorized . Iridescence and pitting . Slightly out-
splayed rim with rounded edge; convex curving side; vestiges 
of a slightly concave bottom . On the interior, three narrow, 
horizontal cut grooves: one below the rim, the other two in a 
band around the body . On the exterior, several wide, flat ribs 
set vertically around the body; the ribs extend to the junction 
of the side and bottom . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on 
the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on 
the rest of the exterior .

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profiles 24 and 31 
(originally published as two vessels) . 

G 303 TA68G87 Fig . 27, Pl . 15
Loc . 3202 Stratum ROM 1B or 1C
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .55 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; colorless with 
greenish tinge . Black scaly weathering and pitting . Vertical 
rim with rounded edge; almost vertical, straight side with a 
slight downward curve . On the interior, one narrow, horizon-
tal cut groove below the rim . On the exterior, two wide, flat 
ribs set vertically on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and 
cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-pol-
ished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 304 TA68G145 Fig . 27, Pl . 15
Loc . 3001 Stratum MODERN
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .3 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; golden-brown . 
Silvery iridescence and pitting . Slightly outsplayed rim with 
rounded edge; convex curving side . On the interior, one nar-
row, horizontal cut groove below the rim . On the exterior, 
two wide, flat ribs set vertically on the body . Sagged; rotary-
polished on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-
polished on the rest of the exterior . 
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G 309 TA81G38 Fig . 27, Pl . 15
Loc . 8400 Stratum MODERN
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th  .5 cm; Min Th  .4 cm

Two joining fragments of rim and side of ribbed bowl; col-
orless . Iridescence . Vertical rim with an almost flat edge; 
convex curving side . On the interior, one narrow, horizontal 
cut groove below the rim . On the exterior, one pronounced, 
rounded rib set vertically on the body . Rib placed low on the 
body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on 
the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior . 

G 310 TA68G190 Fig . 27, Pl . 16
Loc . 2101 Stratum MODERN
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of broad, shallow ribbed bowl; blu-
ish-green . Iridescence and pitting . Vertical rim with rounded 
edge; convex curving side . On the interior, one narrow, hori-
zontal cut groove just below the rim . On the exterior, narrow, 
flat, close-set ribs placed vertically around the middle of the 
body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on 
the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 311 TA70G8 Fig . 27, Pl . 16
Loc . 2101 Stratum MODERN
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; light green . Iri-
descence and pitting . Upright rim with rounded edge; con-
vex curving side . On the interior, one narrow, horizontal cut 
groove below the rim . On the exterior, wide, flat, close-set ribs 
placed vertically on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut 
on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on 
the rest of the exterior . 

G 312 TA80G235 Fig . 28, Pl . 16
Loc . 7205 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th  .35 cm; Min Th  .25 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; colorless with a 
slight greenish tinge . Slightly outsplayed rim with rounded 
edge; convex curving side . On the interior, one narrow, hor-
izontal cut groove below the rim . On the exterior, shallow 
rounded ribs set almost vertically on the body, forming an 
undulating surface . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the 
interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the 
rest of the exterior . 

G 313 TA68G141 Fig . 28
Loc . 3001 Stratum MODERN
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .45 cm 

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; colorless . Black 
scaly weathering and pitting . Slightly outsplayed rim with 
rounded edge; straight side, tapering obliquely downward . 
On the interior, one narrow, horizontal cut groove below 
the rim . On the exterior, upper ends of two flat ribs . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of 
the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 305 TA80G227 Fig . 27, Pl . 15
Animal run
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th  .5 cm; Min Th  .3 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; brown . Iridescence 
and pitting . Vertical rim with almost pointed edge; convex 
curving side . On the interior, three horizontal cut grooves: 
one below the rim, the other two in a band farther down on 
the body . On the exterior, a single rounded rib . Sagged; rota-
ry-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the 
rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 306 TA80G71 Fig . 27, Pl . 15
Balk trim
D ca . 13 .5 cm; Max Th  .3 cm; Min Th  .15 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; pale bluish-green, 
possibly incompletely decolorized . Iridescence and pitting . 
Upright rim with rounded edge; almost vertical side, with a 
slight downward curve . On the interior, one narrow, hori-
zontal cut groove immediately below the rim . On the exte-
rior, pronounced, rounded, evenly spaced ribs set vertically 
on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior 
and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of 
the exterior . 

G 307 TA79G77 Fig . 27, Pl . 15
Loc . 7622 Stratum ROM 1A
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th  .45 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; pale bluish-green, 
possibly incompletely decolorized . Iridescence, pitting, and 
black scaly weathering . Upright rim with rounded edge; al-
most straight side, tapering diagonally downward . On the in-
terior, one narrow, horizontal cut groove below the rim . On 
the exterior, several shallow, rounded, evenly spaced ribs, set 
vertically on the fragment, forming an undulating surface . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 308 TA81G118 Fig . 27, Pl . 15
Loc . 5842 Stratum ARAB or MODERN
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th  .35 cm; Min Th  .15 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; pale bluish-green, 
possibly incompletely decolorized . Outsplayed rim with 
rounded edge; almost straight side with a slight downward 
curve . On the interior, one narrow, horizontal cut groove 
below the rim . On the exterior, rounded ribs set vertically 
on the body, forming an undulating surface . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the 
rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 
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G 314 TA69G107 Fig . 28, Pl . 16
Loc . 3315 .1 Stratum ROM 1A contam .
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th  .7 cm; Min Th  .2 cm 

Three non-joining fragments of ribbed bowl; pale greenish-
yellow, possibly incompletely decolorized . Whitish weather-
ing and slight pitting . Excellent craftsmanship . Outsplayed 
rim with rounded edge; convex curving side . On the interior, 
one narrow, horizontal cut groove below the rim . On the ex-
terior, short, relatively narrow ribs set vertically around the 
middle of the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the 
interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the 
rest of the exterior . 

G 315 TA80G231 Fig . 28, Pl . 16
Balk trim
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th  .4 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; colorless . Irides-
cence and pitting . Upright rim with rounded edge; convex 
curving side . On the interior, one narrow, horizontal cut 
groove below the rim . On the exterior, one rounded rib set 
vertically on body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the in-
terior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest 
of the exterior . 

G 316 TA80G237 Fig . 28
Loc . 7205 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th  .3 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; colorless with a blu-
ish-green tinge . Iridescence, pitting, and black scaly weath-
ering . Slightly outsplayed rim with rounded edge; convex 
curving side . On the interior, three narrow, horizontal cut 
grooves: one below the rim, the other two in a band farther 
down the body . On the exterior, shallow, rounded ribs set di-
agonally on the body, forming an undulating surface . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the top of the 
rim; fire-polished on the exterior . 

G 317 TA73G3 Fig . 28, Pl . 16
Loc . 21401 Stratum HELL contam .
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th  .4 cm; Min Th  .3 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; probably colorless 
but with a distinct bluish-green tinge . Black scaly weathering 
and pitting . Upright rim with rounded edge; convex curv-
ing side . On the interior, one narrow, horizontal cut groove 
immediately below the rim . On the exterior, pronounced, 
rounded ribs set diagonally on the body; upper edges of ribs 
polished horizontally . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the 
interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the 
rest of the exterior . 

G 318 TA70G65 Fig . 28, Pl . 16
Loc . 2901 Stratum MODERN
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .4 cm

Two non-joining fragments of rim and side of ribbed bowl; 
colorless but with a distinct light green tinge . Iridescence 
and pitting . Upright rim with rounded edge; shallow, con-
vex curving side . On the interior, one narrow, horizontal cut 
groove below the rim . On the exterior, numerous, close-set, 
narrow but pronounced ribs placed vertically around the 
middle of the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the 
interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the 
rest of the exterior . 

G 319 TA69G200 Fig . 28, Pl . 16
Loc . 2522 Stratum ROM IB
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; light bluish-green . 
Iridescence and pitting . Vertical rim with rounded edge; al-
most vertical, straight side with a slight downward curve . On 
the interior, one narrow, horizontal cut groove below the 
rim . On the exterior, wide, rounded ribs set vertically on the 
body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on 
the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior . 

G 320 TA69G199 Fig . 28, Pl . 16
Loc . 2513A Stratum ROM IB
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .3 cm 

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; colorless with a 
bluish-green tinge . Black scaly weathering and pitting . Ver-
tical rim with almost pointed edge; straight side, tapering 
obliquely downward . On the interior, one narrow, horizontal 
cut groove below the rim . On the exterior, rounded ribs set 
diagonally around the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut 
on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished 
on the rest of the exterior . 

G 321 TA68G125 Fig . 28, Pl . 16
Loc . 3201 Stratum MODERN
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th  .35 cm; Min Th  .15 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; probably colorless 
but with a distinct bluish-green tinge . Black scaly weathering, 
pitting, and discoloration . Slightly outsplayed rim with round-
ed edge; convex curving side . On the interior, two narrow, 
horizontal cut grooves in a band below the rim . On the exte-
rior, wide, flat, horizontal ribs set vertically around the body . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 
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G 326 TA79G56 Fig . 29, Pl . 16
Loc . 7708 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th  .35 cm

Fragment of rim and side of broad, shallow ribbed bowl; dark 
blue . Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with rounded 
edge; straight side, tapering obliquely downward to a curving 
basal angle . On the interior, one horizontal cut groove below 
the rim . On the exterior, numerous short, narrow, close-set 
ribs, placed almost vertically on the body . Sagged; rotary-pol-
ished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; 
fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

Possibly part of same vessel as G 327 .

G 327 TA79G23 Fig . 29, Pl . 16
Loc . 7706 Stratum ARAB 1
D ca . 13 cm; Max Th  .35 cm

Fragment of rim and side of broad, shallow ribbed bowl; dark 
blue . Iridescence . Upright rim with rounded edge; straight 
side, tapering obliquely downward to a curving basal angle . 
On the interior, one horizontal cut groove below the rim . On 
the exterior, numerous short, narrow, close-set ribs, placed 
vertically around the middle of the body . Sagged; rotary-pol-
ished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; 
fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

Possibly part of same vessel as G 326 . 

G 328 TA68G169 Fig . 29, Pl . 16
Loc . 2101 Stratum MODERN
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th  .35 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; colorless with a 
light green tinge . Black scaly weathering and pitting . Vertical 
rim with rounded edge; almost vertical, straight side with a 
slight downward curve . On the interior, three narrow, hori-
zontal cut grooves: one below the rim; the other two in a band 
around the lower body . On the exterior, numerous rounded, 
evenly spaced ribs set vertically on the body . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the 
rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 329 TA81G7 Fig . 29, Pl . 16
Loc . 9115 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th  .3 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; colorless . Irides-
cence . Upright rim with rounded edge; convex curving side . 
On the interior, one narrow, horizontal cut groove below the 
rim, another (probably one of two) farther down the body . 
On the exterior, rounded ribs set vertically on the body, form-
ing an undulating surface . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut 
on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished 
on the rest of the exterior . 

G 322 TA68G55 Fig . 28, Pl . 16
Loc . 3001 Stratum MODERN
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th  .4 cm; Min Th  .15 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; colorless with a 
greenish tinge . Iridescence and pitting . Slightly outsplayed 
rim with rounded edge; almost vertical straight side, tapering 
obliquely downward . On the interior, one narrow, horizontal 
cut groove below the rim . On the exterior, rounded, wide-set 
ribs placed diagonally on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished 
and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-
polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 323 TA68G131 Fig . 28, Pl . 16
Loc . 3202 Stratum ROM 1B or 1C
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .4 cm 

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; colorless . Irides-
cence . Slightly outsplayed rim with rounded edge; almost 
vertical, straight side, tapering obliquely downward . On the 
interior, one narrow, horizontal cut groove below the rim . 
On the exterior, the upper ends of wide-set, rounded ribs . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 324 TA68G135 Fig . 28, Pl . 16
Loc . 3012 Stratum HELL 2C or ROM 1
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th  .35 cm; Min Th  .15 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; golden-brown . Iri-
descence and pitting . Slightly outsplayed rim with rounded 
edge; convex curving side . On the interior, three narrow, 
horizontal cut grooves: one below the rim; the other two in a 
band around the middle of the body . On the exterior, wide, 
flat ribs set vertically on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished 
and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-
polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 325 TA73G105 Fig . 28
Loc . 21313 Stratum ROM lA or 1B
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .4 cm 

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; probably colorless 
but with a bluish-green tinge . Black scaly weathering and pit-
ting . Upright rim with rounded edge; almost vertical, straight 
side, tapering obliquely downward . On the interior, one nar-
row, horizontal cut groove below the rim . On the exterior, 
wide, flat ribs set vertically on the body . Sagged; rotary-pol-
ished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; 
fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 
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G 330 TA70G100 Fig . 29, Pl . 16
Loc . 21101 Stratum MODERN
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th  .4 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; probably colorless 
but with a distinct greenish-yellow tinge . Iridescence, pitting, 
and discoloration . Slightly outsplayed rim with rounded edge; 
convex curving side . On the interior, one narrow, horizontal 
cut groove below the rim . On the exterior, wide, rounded, 
ribs set vertically on the body, forming an undulating surface . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 331 TA72G29 Fig . 29, Pl . 16
Loc . 2112X Stratum ROM lB
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th  .4 cm; Min Th  .15 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; probably colorless 
but with a distinct bluish-green tinge . Iridescence, black scaly 
weathering, and pitting . Slightly outsplayed rim with round-
ed edge; convex curving side . On the interior, three narrow, 
horizontal cut grooves: one below the rim; the other two in a 
band around the lower body . On the exterior, wide, shallow 
ribs set vertically on the body, forming an undulating surface . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 332 TA68G51 Fig . 29, Pl . 16
Loc . 3001 Stratum MODERN
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; bluish-green . Iri-
descence and pitting . Slightly outsplayed rim with rounded 
edge; convex curving side . On the interior, three narrow, 
horizontal cut grooves: one below the rim; the other two in a 
band around the lower body . On the exterior, rounded ribs 
set almost vertically on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and 
cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-pol-
ished on the rest of the exterior .

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 32 . 

G 333 TA80G230 Fig . 29, Pl . 16
Animal run
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th  .4 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; pale green, possibly 
incompletely decolorized . Iridescence and pitting . Slightly 
outsplayed rim with rounded edge; convex curving side . On 
the interior, one narrow, horizontal cut groove below the 
rim . On the exterior, shallow rounded ribs set vertically on 
the body, forming an undulating surface . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the top of the rim; 
fire-polished on the exterior . 

G 334 TA69G235 Fig . 29
Loc . 2405 Stratum ROM lB+
D ca . 12 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .3 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; colorless . Black scaly 
weathering and pitting . Almost vertical rim with rounded 
edge; almost vertical, straight side, tapering obliquely down-
ward . On the interior, one narrow, horizontal cut groove 
below the rim . On the exterior, two wide, flat ribs . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of 
the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 335 TA68G34 Fig . 29, Pl . 16
Loc . 2111A Stratum HELL 2C or ROM lA
D ca . 11 .5 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .6 cm

One non-joining and two joining fragments of ribbed bowl; 
golden-brown . Whitish weathering and pitting . Vertical rim 
with rounded edge; convex curving side . On the interior, two 
narrow, horizontal cut grooves below the rim . On the exterior, 
rounded, widely spaced ribs set vertically around the middle 
of the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior 
and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the 
exterior .

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 35 . 

G 336 TA69G27 Fig . 29
Loc . 1307, 1309 Stratum ROM 1B and ARAB
D ca . 11 .5 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .25 cm 

Three joining and two non-joining fragments of rim and 
side of ribbed bowl; golden-brown . Silvery iridescence and 
pitting . Excellent craftsmanship . Almost vertical rim with 
rounded edge; convex curving side . On the interior, three 
narrow, horizontal cut grooves: one immediately below the 
rim; the other two in a band around the lower body . On the 
exterior, rounded, evenly spaced ribs set vertically on the 
body; the ribs extend to the junction of the side and bottom . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 34 . 

G 337 TA73G75 Fig . 29, Pl . 16
Loc . 21305 Stratum ARAB
D ca . 11 cm; Max Th  .45 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; probably colorless 
with a distinct bluish-green tinge . Slightly outsplayed rim 
with rounded edge; almost vertical, straight side, tapering 
obliquely downward . On the interior, one narrow, horizontal 
cut groove below the rim . On the exterior, several narrow, 
flat ribs set diagonally on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished 
and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-
polished on the rest of the exterior .

The ribs appear to have been tooled . 
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G 338 TA73G112 Not illustrated
Loc . 1419 Stratum MODERN
D ca . 11 cm; Max Th (weathering intact)  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; colorless with a 
greenish tinge . Black scaly weathering and pitting . Upright 
rim with rounded edge; straight side, tapering obliquely 
downward . On the interior, one narrow, horizontal cut 
groove below the rim . On the exterior, wide, flat ribs set ver-
tically on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the 
interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the 
rest of the exterior . 

G 339 TA78G10 Fig . 29
Loc . 2800 Stratum MODERN
D ca . 11 cm; Max Th  .3 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; colorless with a 
greenish tinge . Iridescence, pitting, and black scaly weather-
ing . Slightly outsplayed rim with rounded edge; convex curv-
ing side . On the interior, one narrow, horizontal cut groove 
below the rim . On the exterior, two narrow, rounded, widely 
spaced ribs set vertically on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished 
and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-
polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 340 TA79G239 Fig . 29, Pl . 16
Loc . 7304 Stratum ARAB
D ca . 11 cm; Max Th  .4 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; pale green, pos-
sibly incompletely decolorized . Iridescence and pitting . Up-
right rim with rounded edge; almost straight side with a slight 
downward curve . On the interior, three narrow, horizontal 
cut grooves: one below the rim; the other two in a band above 
the junction of the side and bottom . On the exterior, pro-
nounced, rounded ribs, evenly spaced, set at a slight diagonal 
on the body . Ribs set low on the body . Sagged; rotary-pol-
ished and cut on the interior and on the top of the rim; fire-
polished on the exterior . 

G 341 TA69G195 Pl . 16
Loc . 2518 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 11 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .3 cm 

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; colorless with a dis-
tinct greenish-yellow tinge . Iridescence . Slightly outsplayed 
rim with rounded edge; straight side, tapering obliquely 
downward . On the interior, one narrow, horizontal cut 
groove below the rim . On the exterior, rounded ribs set verti-
cally around the middle of the body . Sagged; rotary-polished 
and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-
polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 342 TA68G53 Fig . 30, Pl . 16
Balk trim
D ca . 11 cm; Max Th (weathering removed)  .35 cm 

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; bluish-green . Sil-
very iridescence . Slightly outsplayed rim with rounded edge; 
straight side, tapering obliquely downward . On the interior, 
one narrow, horizontal cut groove below the rim . On the ex-
terior, wide, flat ribs set vertically on the body . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the top of the rim; 
fire-polished on the exterior .

G 343 TA80G232 Fig . 30, Pl . 16
Loc . 8310 Stratum ARAB or MODERN
D ca . 11 cm; Max Th  .3 cm

Fragment of rim and side of broad, shallow ribbed bowl; blu-
ish-green . Slight iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with 
rounded edge; convex curving side . Lacking grooves . On the 
exterior, pronounced, rounded ribs set vertically on the body . 
Upper ends of the ribs polished horizontally . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the 
rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 344 . TA69G69 Fig . 30
Loc . 1315 Stratum ARAB or MODERN 
D ca . 10 cm; Max Th  .3 cm; Min Th  .15 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; probably colorless 
but with a bluish-green tinge . Outsplayed rim with rounded 
edge; almost vertical, straight side, tapering obliquely down-
ward . On the exterior, numerous, narrow, rounded ribs set 
diagonally on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on 
the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on 
the rest of the exterior . 

G 345 TA81G162 Fig . 30, Pl . 16
Loc . 5849 Stratum ROM 1B
D uncertain; Max Th  .6 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; greenish-yellow . Iri-
descence, pitting, and whitish weathering . Upright rim with 
rounded edge; almost vertical side with a slight downward 
curve . On the interior, one narrow, horizontal cut groove 
below the rim . On the exterior, several short, rounded ribs . 
Sagged; presumably rotary-polished and cut on the interior 
and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the 
exterior . 

G 346 TA69G87 Fig . 30, Pl . 16
Loc . 3315 .1 Stratum ROM 1A contam .
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering removed)  .45 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; greenish-yellow . Sil-
very iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with rounded edge; 
convex curving side . On the interior, two shallow, horizontal 
cut grooves in a band below the rim . On the exterior, one 
rounded rib set diagonally on the body . Sagged; rotary-pol-
ished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; 
fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 
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G 347 TA69G186, TA69G205 Fig . 30, Pl . 16
Loc . 2505 Stratum ARAB 2
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering removed)  .4 cm

Two joining fragments of rim and side of ribbed bowl; blu-
ish-green . Black scaly iridescence . Vertical rim with round-
ed edge; convex curving side . On the interior, one narrow, 
horizontal cut groove just below the rim . On the exterior, 
pronounced rounded ribs set vertically on the body; ribs pol-
ished horizontally across the upper ends . Sagged; rotary-pol-
ished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; 
fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 348 TA70G4 Fig . 30, Pl . 16
Loc . 3400, 3406 .1 Stratum ROM 1A
D uncertain; Max Th  .6 cm; Min Th  .4 cm

Two joining fragments of rim and side of ribbed bowl; 
greenish-yellow . Whitish weathering and pitting . Slightly out-
splayed rim with rounded edge; convex curving side . On the 
interior, one narrow, horizontal cut groove below the rim . 
On the exterior, short, narrow ribs set diagonally around the 
middle of the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the 
interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the 
rest of the exterior . 

G 349 TA70G2 Fig . 30, Pl . 16
Loc . 2904 Stratum ROM 1B
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering intact)  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; bluish-green, pos-
sibly incompletely decolorized . Black scaly weathering, irides-
cence, and pitting . Vertical rim with rounded edge; almost 
straight side with a slight downward curve . On the interior, 
one narrow, horizontal cut groove below the rim . On the ex-
terior, flat, shallow, uneven ribs set diagonally on the body . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

The ribs appear to have been tooled .

G 350 TA69G308 Fig . 30
Loc . 2400 Stratum MODERN
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering removed)  .3 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; colorless with a 
greenish tinge . Iridescence and pitting . Slightly outsplayed 
rim with rounded edge; straight side, tapering obliquely 
downward . On the interior, one narrow, horizontal cut 
groove below the rim . On the exterior, upper ends of several 
narrow, rounded ribs . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the 
interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the 
rest of the exterior . 

G 351 TA69G189 Fig . 30, Pl . 16
Loc . 2532 Stratum ROM lB
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering removed)  .65 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; greenish-yellow . 
Whitish weathering . Sharply outsplayed rim with rounded 
edge; convex curving side . On the interior, one horizontal 
cut groove below the rim . On the exterior, narrow ribs set 
diagonally around the middle of the body . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the 
rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 352 TA72G63 Fig . 30, Pl . 16
Loc . 21201 Stratum ARAB or MODERN
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering removed)  .25 cm

Fragment of rim (edge missing) and side of ribbed bowl; 
bluish-green . Iridescence and pitting . Narrow upright rim; al-
most vertical, straight side, with a slight downward curve . On 
the exterior, narrow, rounded, close-set ribs placed vertically 
around the lower body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on 
the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on 
the rest of the exterior . 

G 353 TA73G108 Pl . 17
Surface find
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering removed)  .4 cm 

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; light bluish-green . 
Iridescence . Upright rim with rounded edge; straight side, 
tapering obliquely downward . On the interior, one narrow, 
horizontal cut groove below the rim . On the exterior, uneven 
rounded ribs set diagonally on the body . Sagged; rotary-pol-
ished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; 
fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

The ribs appear to have been tooled . 

G 354 TA68G188 Fig . 30
Loc . 2101  Stratum MODERN
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering removed)  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; colorless with a 
greenish tinge . Iridescence and pitting . Outsplayed rim with 
rounded edge; straight side, tapering obliquely downward . 
On the interior, one narrow, horizontal cut groove below the 
rim . On the exterior, upper ends of flat ribs . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the 
rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 355 TA68G81 Fig . 30
Loc . 3201 Stratum MODERN
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering removed)  .4 cm

Fragment of rim (edge missing) and side of ribbed bowl; 
greenish-yellow . Iridescence and corrosion . Outsplayed rim; 
convex curving side . On the interior, one narrow, horizontal 
cut groove below the rim . On the exterior, narrow, rounded, 
close-set ribs placed diagonally on the body . Sagged; rotary-
polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the 
rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 
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G 356 TA68G170 Fig . 30, Pl . 17
Loc . 2101 Stratum MODERN
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering removed)  .3 cm 

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; pale purple (prob-
ably the result of too much manganese used in decolor-
izing the batch) . Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with 
rounded edge; straight side, tapering obliquely downward . 
On the interior, one narrow, horizontal cut groove below the 
rim . On the exterior, one rounded rib set low on the body . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior . 

G 357 TA69G233 Fig . 30, Pl . 17
Loc . 2407 Stratum ARAB
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering removed)  .3 cm 

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; colorless . Silvery 
iridescence . Slightly outsplayed rim with rounded edge; 
straight side, tapering obliquely downward . On the interior, 
one narrow, horizontal cut groove below the rim . On the 
exterior, broad, flat ribs set vertically on the body . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of 
the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 358 TA68G37 Fig . 30, Pl . 17
Loc . 2301 Stratum MODERN
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering removed)  .4 cm 

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; colorless with light 
green tinge . Black scaly weathering . Vertical rim with round-
ed edge; convex curving side . On the interior, one narrow, 
horizontal cut groove below the rim . On the exterior, one 
pronounced, rounded rib set vertically on the body . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of 
the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 359 TA69G217 Fig . 30, Pl . 17
Loc . 2407 Stratum ARAB
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering removed)  .35 cm

Four joining fragments of rim and side of ribbed bowl; blu-
ish-green . Iridescence and pitting . Almost vertical rim with 
rounded edge; almost straight side, tapering obliquely down-
ward with a slight curve . Lacking grooves . On the exterior, 
rounded, close-set ribs set vertically on the body . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the top of the 
rim; fire-polished on the exterior . 

G 360 TA69G179 Fig . 30, Pl . 17
Loc . 1303 Stratum ARAB or MODERN 
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering intact)  .5 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; greenish-yellow . Iri-
descence and corrosion . Sharply outsplayed rim with pointed 
edge; almost vertical side . On the interior, one narrow, hori-
zontal cut groove below the rim . On the exterior, several nar-
row ribs set vertically on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished 
and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-
polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 361 TA69G196 Fig . 30, Pl . 17
Loc . 2521 Stratum ROM 1B
D uncertain; Max Th  .4 cm; Min Th  .15 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; colorless with 
bluish-green tinge . Iridescence . Slightly outsplayed rim with 
rounded edge; almost vertical, straight side . On the interior, 
one narrow, horizontal cut groove below the rim . On the 
exterior, broad, flat ribs set vertically on the body . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of 
the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 362 TA68G3 Fig . 30, Pl . 17
Loc . 2002 Stratum MODERN
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering removed)  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; probably colorless 
but with a distinct light green tinge . Black scaly weathering, 
pitting, and discoloration . Upright rim with rounded edge; 
convex curving side . On the interior, one narrow, horizontal 
cut groove below the rim . On the exterior, one pronounced, 
rounded rib set vertically on the body . Sagged; rotary-pol-
ished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; 
fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 363 TA68G52 Fig . 30, Pl . 17
Loc . 3202 Stratum ROM 1B or 1C
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering removed)  .25 cm

Fragment of rim (edge missing) and side of ribbed bowl; 
light bluish-green . Iridescence . Tall, vertical rim; straight 
side, tapering obliquely downward . Lacking grooves . On the 
exterior, several pronounced, rounded ribs . Sagged; rotary-
polished on the interior; fire-polished on the exterior . 

G 364 TA73G55 Fig . 31, Pl . 17
Loc . 21200 Stratum MODERN
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering intact)  .45 cm 

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; colorless . Black 
scaly weathering and pitting . Vertical rim with rounded edge; 
convex curving side . On the interior, three narrow, horizon-
tal cut grooves: one below the rim; the other two in a band 
around the middle of the body . On the exterior, rounded, 
evenly spaced ribs set diagonally around the body . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the top of the 
rim; fire-polished on the exterior . 

G 365 TA70G120 Fig . 31, Pl . 17
Loc . 3400 Stratum MODERN
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering removed)  .35 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; colorless with a dis-
tinct bluish-green tinge . Iridescence and pitting . Tall, slightly 
outsplayed rim with rounded edge; convex curving side . 
Lacking grooves . On the exterior, rounded, close-set ribs 
placed vertically on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut 
on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished 
on the rest of the exterior . 
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G 366 TA80G233 Fig . 31, Pl . 17
Loc . 8310 Stratum ARAB or MODERN
D uncertain; Th  .3 cm

Fragment of rim and side of broad, shallow ribbed bowl; 
bluish-green . Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with a flat 
edge; almost vertical side with a slight downward curve . On 
the interior, one narrow, horizontal cut groove just below the 
rim . On the exterior, short, narrow, close-set ribs placed verti-
cally on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the in-
terior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior . 

G 367 TA68G175 Fig . 31, Pl . 17
Loc . 2104 Stratum ARAB or MODERN
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering removed)  .3 cm 

Fragment of rim (edge missing) and side of broad, shallow 
ribbed bowl; bluish-green . Black scaly weathering and pitting . 
Upright rim; convex curving side . Lacking grooves . On the ex-
terior, rounded, evenly spaced ribs set vertically on the body . 
Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the 
outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 368 TA79G38 Fig . 31, Pl . 17
Loc . 7617 Stratum ROM 1B
D uncertain; Max Th  .35 cm; Min Th  .15 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; pale bluish-green, 
possibly incompletely decolorized . Much pitting and black 
scaly weathering . Slightly outsplayed rim with rounded edge; 
convex curving side . On the interior, one narrow, horizon-
tal cut groove below the rim . On the exterior, very shallow, 
rounded, evenly spaced ribs set diagonally on body, forming 
an undulating surface . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on 
the interior and on the top of the rim; fire-polished on the 
exterior . 

G 369 TA79G40 Fig . 31, Pl . 17
Loc . 7512 Stratum ARAB
D 13 .5 cm; Th  .3 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; colorless . Irides-
cence . Upright rim with rounded edge; convex curving side . 
On the interior, three narrow, horizontal cut grooves: one im-
mediately below the rim; the other two in a band at the junc-
tion of the side and bottom . On the exterior, pronounced, 
rounded ribs set vertically on the body . Sagged; rotary-pol-
ished and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; 
fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 370 TA80G111 Fig . 31, Pl . 17
Loc . 5533 Stratum ROM 2
D uncertain; Th  .3 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; colorless with a pale 
green tinge . Iridescence, pitting, and black scaly weathering . 
Upright rim with rounded edge; convex curving side . On the 
interior, one narrow, cut groove just below the edge of the 
rim . On the exterior, one pronounced, rounded rib set ver-
tically on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the 
interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the 
rest of the exterior . 

G 371 TA68G226 Fig . 31, Pl . 17
Loc . 3006 Stratum ROM lC
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering removed)  .5 cm

Tiny fragment of side of ribbed bowl; pale bluish-green, pos-
sibly incompletely decolorized . Black scaly weathering and 
pitting . Convex curving side . On the exterior, short, narrow 
ribs set vertically around the lower body . Sagged; rotary-pol-
ished and cut on the interior; fire-polished on the exterior . 

G 372 TA68G24 Fig . 31, Pl . 17
Loc . 2101 Stratum MODERN
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering removed)  .25 cm

Fragment of side near bottom of ribbed bowl; colorless with 
greenish tinge . Black scaly weathering and pitting . Convex 
curving side . On the interior, two narrow, horizontal cut 
grooves in a band around the lower body . On the exterior, 
pronounced, rounded ribs set vertically on the body . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior; fire-polished on the 
exterior . 

G 373 TA69G221 Fig . 31, Pl . 17
Loc . 2400 Stratum MODERN
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering removed)  .35 cm

Fragment of rim (edge missing), side, and basal angle of 
broad, shallow ribbed bowl (profile almost complete); blu-
ish-green . Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim; short, con-
vex curving side; almost flat bottom . On the exterior, pro-
nounced, rounded ribs set diagonally on the lower body; the 
ribs extend underneath the bottom . Sagged; rotary-polished 
and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-
polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 374 TA68G36 Fig . 31, Pl . 17
Loc . 2114 Stratum ROM lB
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering intact)  .25 cm

Fragment of side near bottom of ribbed bowl; probably color-
less but with a distinct bluish-green tinge . Black scaly weather-
ing and pitting . On the exterior, rounded, evenly spaced ribs 
set vertically on the body; the ribs extend to the junction of 
the side and bottom . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the 
interior; fire-polished on the exterior . 
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G 377a TA79G293 Fig . 31, Pl . 17
Loc . 7601 Stratum ARAB
D uncertain; Max Th  .6 cm; Min Th  .3 cm

Fragment of side of ribbed bowl; greenish-yellow . Irides-
cence, pitting, and whitish scaly weathering . Convex curving 
side . On the exterior, numerous short, narrow, close-set ribs 
placed around the middle of the body . Sagged; rotary-pol-
ished on the interior; fire-polished on the exterior . 

G 378 TA79G102 Fig . 31, Pl . 17
Loc . 8223 Stratum ROM 1B
D uncertain; Th  .3 cm

Two joining fragments of rim and side of ribbed bowl; gold-
en-yellow . Iridescence and pitting . Upright rim with rounded 
edge; convex curving side . Lacking grooves . On the exterior, 
numerous short, narrow, close-set ribs placed vertically on 
the body . Sagged; rotary-polished on the interior and on the 
outside of the rim; fire-polished on the exterior . 

G 375 TA79G294 Fig . 31, Pl . 17
Loc . 7601 Stratum ARAB
D uncertain; Max Th  .6 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Fragment of side of ribbed bowl; greenish-yellow . Irides-
cence, pitting, and whitish weathering . Almost vertical side 
with a slight downward curve . On the exterior, one short but 
pronounced rib set diagonally on the body . Sagged; rotary-
polished on the interior; fire-polished on the exterior .

G 376 TA80G150 Fig . 31, Pl . 17
Loc . 7409 Stratum ROM 1B
D uncertain; Th  .4 cm

Fragment of rim and side of ribbed bowl; golden-brown . Iri-
descence . Slightly outsplayed rim with rounded edge; almost 
vertical side with a slight downward curve . Lacking grooves . 
On the exterior, upper portion of one rounded rib . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of 
the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 

G 377 TA79G295 Fig . 31, Pl . 17
Loc . 7601 Stratum ARAB
D uncertain; Max Th  .6 cm; Min Th  .25 cm

Fragment of side of ribbed bowl; yellowish-green . Iridescence 
and whitish weathering . Convex curving side . On the exteri-
or, one pronounced, boss-like rib set diagonally on the body . 
Sagged; rotary-polished on the interior; fire-polished on the 
exterior . 

RIBBEd BOWLS: BOTTOMS (G 379–386)

G 379 TA79G292 Fig . 32, Pl . 17
Loc . 5401 Stratum ARAB 1
D uncertain; Th  .3 cm

Fragment of lower side of ribbed bowl; dark blue . Irides-
cence, pitting, and whitish weathering . On the interior, two 
narrow, horizontal cut grooves in a band above the junction 
of the side and bottom . On the exterior, pronounced, evenly 
spaced ribs on the body . Sagged; rotary-polished on the inte-
rior; fire-polished on the exterior . 

G 380 TA68G171 Fig . 32, Pl . 17
Loc . 2104 Stratum ARAB or MODERN
D uncertain; Max Th (weathering removed)  .3 cm

Fragment of side of ribbed bowl; golden-brown . Iridescence 
and pitting . Convex curving side . On the interior, two narrow, 
horizontal cut grooves in a band around the body . On the ex-
terior, one pronounced, rounded rib . Sagged; rotary-polished 
and cut on the interior; fire-polished on the exterior . 

G 381 TA78G16 Not illustrated
Balk trim
D uncertain; Th bottom  .3 cm

Three joining fragments of side and bottom of ribbed bowl; 
colorless with a greenish tinge . Black scaly weathering . Con-
vex curving side; upper side of bottom flat; underside slightly 
concave . On the interior, two narrow, horizontal cut grooves 
in a band at the junction of the side and bottom . Sagged; 
rotary-polished on the interior; fire-polished on the exterior . 

G 382 TA78G80 Fig . 32, Pl . 17
Loc . 7205 Stratum ROM 1B
D uncertain; Max Th bottom  .35 cm

Fragment of side and bottom of ribbed bowl; colorless . Iri-
descence, pitting, and black scaly weathering . Indications of 
a convex curving side; upper side of bottom flat, underside 
slightly concave . On the interior, three narrow, horizontal cut 
grooves: two in a band at the junction of the side and bottom, 
with a small circular groove at the center of the bottom . On 
the exterior, pronounced ribs proceed to the center of the 
bottom, forming a resting platform . Sagged; rotary-polished 
on the interior; fire-polished on the exterior . 
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G 383 TA79G290 Fig . 32, Pl . 17
Loc . 5408 Stratum ARAB 1
D uncertain; Th  .3 cm

Fragment of rim (incomplete), side, and bottom of deep 
ribbed bowl (profile almost complete); colorless . Iridescence 
and pitting . Upright rim; convex curving side; slightly con-
cave bottom . On the interior, two narrow, horizontal cut 
grooves in a band at the junction of the side and bottom . 
On the exterior, pronounced, rounded, evenly spaced ribs 
set vertically on the body . Ribs extend to the center of the 
bottom, forming a resting surface . Sagged; rotary-polished 
and cut on the interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-
polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 384 TA86G2 Fig . 32
Loc . 1601 Stratum ROM 1A or 1B
H ca . 5 cm; D ca . 14 .5 cm; Max Th  .4 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Two joining fragments of rim, side, and basal angle of broad, 
shallow bowl; colorless with a distinct bluish tinge . Upright 
rim with rounded edge; almost vertical, straight side, taper-
ing downward to a rounded basal angle . On the interior, one 
narrow, horizontal cut groove just below the rim . On the 
exterior, numerous narrow ribs placed vertically around the 
middle of the body . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the 
interior and on the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the 
rest of the exterior .

G 385 TA86G1 Fig . 32
Balk trim
H ca . 6 cm; D ca . 13 cm; Max Th  .5 cm; Min Th  .2 cm

Two joining fragments of rim, side, and basal angle of ribbed 
bowl (profile almost complete); pale bluish-green, possibly 
incompletely decolorized . Iridescence and pitting . Slightly 
outsplayed rim with rounded edge; convex curving side; 
rounded basal angle . On the interior, three narrow, horizon-
tal cut grooves: one below the rim; two in a band above the 
junction of the side and bottom . On the exterior, rounded, 
evenly spaced ribs set vertically around the body . The ribs 
extend below the junction of the side and bottom . Sagged; 
rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on the outside of 
the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior .

G 386 TA86G3 Fig . 32
Balk trim
H ca . 5 .9 cm; D ca . 12 .2 cm; Max Th  .5 cm

Two non-joining fragments of rim, side, and basal angle of 
ribbed bowl (profile almost complete); light bluish-green . Iri-
descence and pitting . Slightly outsplayed rim with a rounded 
edge; convex curving side; slightly concave bottom . On the 
interior, three narrow, horizontal cut grooves: one below the 
rim; two in a band around the middle of the body . On the ex-
terior, rounded, widely spaced ribs with tooling marks at their 
tops . Sagged; rotary-polished and cut on the interior and on 
the outside of the rim; fire-polished on the rest of the exterior . 
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SMALL BOWLS WITH PINCHED RIBS (RIPPENSCHALEN) (G 387–396)

Like the cast ribbed and linear-cut bowls, the small blown bowls with thin, unevenly spaced ribs, outsplayed 
(occasionally upright) rims, and slightly concave bottoms are a hallmark of Early Roman glassmaking and a har-
binger of Roman presence and acculturation (G 387–396) . These vessels received their name, Rippenschalen or 
Zarterippenschalen, and their identity as a distinct class following the publication of two articles (Haevernick and 
Pfeffer 1958 and Haevernick 1967) . In those publications, Haevernick studied and catalogued the remarkable 
concentration of examples in northern Italy, Switzerland, and along the Dalmatian coast . She discovered a no-
tably homogenous group that shared a common form, technique, and ribbed décor—as if they were the blown 
counterparts of their cast ribbed cousins . Additionally, this group shared a penchant for vivid colors, most notably 
purple, dark blue, golden-yellow, opaque white, and opaque light blue, and these were further adorned with nar-
row trails of opaque white or splashed marvered blobs .56 Naturally colored bluish-green and colorless examples 
also appeared . Haevernick believed that these were the products of one or more factories centered in the Po 
Valley and that they were a phenomenon of the first century CE .

What Haevernick did not know was that her upper Adriatic group was merely the “tip of the iceberg,” and that 
over 800 Rippenschalen (Stern 2001, 47) would within three decades be published from Roman Britain to Asia 
Minor—basically from every Mediterranean and European site with strata of Tiberian through Neronian date . 
This class was not only one of the first identifiable products of the newly established Roman glass industry, but in 
fact it was not truly a class . Instead, it was one of the earliest pan-imperial styles (see Introduction, pp . 13–14) de-
vised in the Roman world . Its manufacturing centers were several, and there were noticeable stylistic differences 
between the Italian and western production and that of the eastern Mediterranean and Levant . The western 
versions conformed to Haevernick’s meticulous analysis; over 60% were colored, over 80% used applied threads, 
and almost all were deftly made with delicate walls . By contrast, the smaller eastern production was fabricated 
from colorless or naturally colored fabrics, sported no decorative trails, and tended to have thicker walls and 
slightly larger diameters . These traits appear at Anafa, where 60% of the bowls are pale bluish-green, light green, 
and colorless, and 40% are colored (G 387–389, golden-yellow; G 390, dark blue) . None has trailed decoration 
and most seem less refined than their western counterparts . All of these bowls were manufactured on a blow pipe 
but only after they had received the impression of ribs and pronounced arches at the shoulder through the use 
of a “dip-mold” (also called an optic mold; Whitehouse 2001, 202) .

The finds of Rippenschalen from well-dated contexts, almost exclusively western, indicate that their pe-
riod of greatest popularity occurred during the reigns of Tiberius, Claudius, and Nero (van Lith 1977, 33–35; 
Whitehouse 2001, 202–206), but Biaggio Simona (1991, Vol . 1, 74) also cites Augustan contexts, even though 
the fort at Haltern, abandoned in 14 CE, yielded none .57 Recent study of dated tomb assemblages from Brescia 
support a Tiberian date for the earliest examples (Rossi and Chiaravalle 1998, 25–30) . Because few eastern 
archaeological sites have yet published their bowls, it is impossible to say if their chronology directly parallels 
that of the West .

56 The brilliant colors merit further comment . Between the Late Hellenistic period and the mid-first century CE, such colors were much 
revered by western glassmakers and their customers . Then, at midcentury, this preference was abruptly dropped in favor of colorless fabrics 
for the better and best glasses and naturally colored pale fabrics for everything else . This transformation was well advanced in the 60s CE, a 
point supported in part by a survey of the glass from Roman Britain, a province first occupied in 43 CE . Remarkably few colored polychrome 
or monochrome glasses have been found (Cool and Price 1995; Price and Cottam 1998) . This underscores that colored wares were largely 
out of production or out of vogue by the Neronian era and that the presence or absence of color is a viable indicator of date . For the East, the 
matter of color is largely moot because the Late Hellenistic and Early Roman industries rarely employed such fabrics .

57 The Augustan contexts reported for Cosa (Etruria) and Morgantina (Sicily) can no longer be substantiated because the levels involved 
are not truly sealed but are of the “prevailing character of the Augustan Age” and may well contain later material  .  .  . pace Grose 1983, 45 .
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G 387 TA80G44 Fig . 33, Pl . 18
Loc . 7205 Stratum ROM 1B
D 10 .5 cm; Max Th  .3 cm

Fragment of rim and side of small ribbed bowl; golden-yellow . 
Iridescence, pitting, and whitish weathering . Outsplayed rim 
with rounded edge; convex curving side . On the exterior, 
indications of upper ends of several ribs pinched from the 
shoulder and side . Blown, with pinched decoration .

G 388 TA79G189 Fig . 33, Pl . 18
Loc . 7619 Stratum ROM 1A
D ca . 8 .5 cm; Max Th  .3 cm; Min Th  .05 cm

Fragment of rim and side of small ribbed bowl; golden-yellow . 
Iridescence . Outsplayed rim with unfinished edge; convex 
curving side . On the exterior, one pronounced, narrow rib 
pinched from the shoulder and side . Blown, with pinched 
decoration .

G 389 TA81G158 Fig . 33, Pl . 18
Loc . 9112 Stratum ROM 1B or 1C
Max D body 8 cm; Max Th  .3 cm

Fragment of rim (incomplete) and side of small ribbed bowl; 
golden-yellow . Iridescence and pitting . Outsplayed rim; con-
vex curving side . On the exterior, one narrow rib pinched 
from shoulder and side . Blown, with pinched decoration .

G 390 TA80G114 Fig . 33, Pl . 18
Loc . 5502 .l Stratum ARAB 1
D ca . 8 cm; Max Th  .3 cm

Fragment of rim and side of small ribbed bowl; dark blue . 
Iridescence . Outsplayed rim with unfinished edge; convex 
curving side . On the exterior, indications of the upper end 
of one rib pinched from the shoulder . Blown, with pinched 
decoration .

G 391 TA80G224 Fig . 33, Pl . 18
Loc . 7823 Stratum ROM 1B or 1C
D uncertain; Max Th  .3 cm; Min Th  .05 cm

Two non-joining fragments of rim (mostly missing) and side 
of small ribbed bowl; natural bluish-green . Iridescence and 
pitting . Outsplayed rim; convex curving side . On the exteri-
or, several pronounced, narrow ribs pinched from the shoul-
der and side . Blown, with pinched decoration .

G 392 TA80G222 Fig . 33, Pl . 18
Loc . 7205 Stratum ROM 1B
D uncertain; Max Th  .3 cm

Fragment of rim (incomplete) and side of small ribbed bowl; 
natural bluish-green . Iridescence and pitting . Outsplayed 
rim; bulbous body with a convex curving side . On the exte-
rior, a pronounced, narrow rib pinched from the shoulder 
and side . Blown, with pinched decoration .

Additional examples of small blown bowls with pinched 
ribs:

G 393 TA81G163  Not illustrated
Loc . 5841 Stratum ARAB 1 

Natural bluish-green . 

G 394 TA81G159  Not illustrated
Loc . 9112 Stratum ROM 1B or 1C 

Natural bluish-green .

G 395 TA80G221  Not illustrated
Loc . 5622 Stratum HELL 2C+ or ROM 1A

Natural bluish-green .

G 396 TA80G223  Fig . 33 
Loc . 8300 Stratum MODERN 

Natural bluish-green .

BLOWN BOTTLES AND OTHER VESSELS

The self-evident paucity of blown glass (only 1%) in ROM 1, ROM 2, and later levels at Anafa is something of 
a mystery . Given the fact that the Roman occupation was to have lasted maximally between the close of the first 
century BCE and the mid-first century CE, a far greater number of blown, even mold-blown, fragments should 
have been found (TA Vol . I, i, 21–22) . Only two recognizable groups have been recovered, namely the Rippen-
schalen (see above) and a series of small colored unguent bottles of a style that enjoyed a pan-Mediterranean 
presence following the introduction of the Roman blown industry (G 399–402) .

Small, undecorated bottles such as these became a staple of the Roman glass industry and over the course 
of the first century CE underwent noticeable changes in design, form, colors, and proportions (see Isings 1957, 
22–25 and de Tommaso 1990) . The earliest were among the most delicate, with spherical or piriform bodies, 
thin walls, short necks, outsplayed, folded, or knocked-off rims, and slightly concave resting surfaces . They also 
employed brightly colored fabrics (purple, golden-yellow, dark blue, G 399, G 410–402), as well as naturally col-
ored pale fabrics, but rarely were decolorized except in the East (G 400) . They presumably functioned like more 
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affordable core-formed bottles but were considerably more common, especially in domestic settings as opposed 
to sanctuaries and cemeteries . They are best regarded as a pan-Mediterranean style .

This series of unguent bottles is found universally in contexts of the first half of the first century CE . The earli-
est dates are said to be late Augustan, but the strata in which they were found may require reconsideration . The 
heyday of production appears to be Tiberian to Claudian or early Neronian (Whitehouse 1997, 123–127), dates 
that coincide with the Rippenschalen and the demise of strongly colored glass vessels . Those at Anafa would fit 
well into the second quarter of the first century CE . Only one (G 399) is found in a sealed locus attributed to 
ROM 1B or 1C .

The single complete vessel at Anafa is without parallel elsewhere (G 397) . It is a honey-brown bowl, thick-
walled, and set on a pad-base . Although it was initially thought by Weinberg to be cast, the pontil scar demon-
strates that it is blown, a fact consistent with the ROM 1B locus from which it was recovered . The other fragmen-
tary blown bowl (G 398) and a mold-blown vessel (G 403) are so nondescript as to defy any further identification . 
Both were discovered in Roman contexts, ROM 1B and ROM 1A, respectively . Two other uncatalogued blown 
fragments probably once were pieces of two medium-sized, naturally colored flasks of the second half of the first 
century or somewhat later . One preserves a section of rim, the other a small section of a long neck, tapering 
downward . They may belong to the squatters who left the cast colorless vessels with broad, overhanging rims (see 
G 403A and pp . 78–79) .

VARIANT BLOWN BOWLS (G 397–398)

G 397 TA68G19 Fig . 33, Pl . 18
Loc . 2309 Stratum ROM IB
H 3 .5 cm; D 6 cm; Th  .3 cm

Three joining fragments of small bowl (vessel complete); 
brown . Considerable white weathering and pitting . Vertical, 
rounded rim; almost vertical side, curving inward to a convex 
bottom on its upper side; on its underside, an uneven, flat, 
pad-base with a central pontil scar . Blown and tooled . 

Previously published: Weinberg 1970, profile 30, where it 
was originally published as a cast vessel .

G 398 TA69G182 Not illustrated
Loc . 1307 Stratum ROM 1B
D ca . 21 cm; Th  .1 cm

Fragment of rim and side of broad shallow bowl; colorless . 
Iridescence and pitting . Sharply outsplayed rim; short, con-
vex curving side . Blown and tooled . 

SMALL COLOREd BOTTLES (G 399–402)

G 399 TA80G225 Fig . 33, Pl . 18
Loc . 7408 Stratum ROM 1B or 1C
D ca . 1 .8 cm; Th  .05 cm

Two joining fragments of rim, neck, and shoulder of small 
bottle; golden-yellow . Iridescence and pitting . Outsplayed 
rim with edge folded outward, inward, and downward; short 
cylindrical neck; flaring shoulder . Blown and tooled .

G 400 TA79G2 Fig . 33, Pl . 18
Loc . 7512 Stratum ARAB
D 2 cm; Th  .05 cm

Tiny fragment of rim and neck of small bottle; colorless 
streaked with purple . Outsplayed rim with edge folded out-
ward, inward, and downward; indications of cylindrical neck . 
Blown and tooled .

G 401 TA79G289 Fig . 33, Pl . 18
Loc . 5306 Stratum MODERN
D neck 1 .4 cm; A Th  .1 cm

Fragment of neck of bottle; purple . Iridescence . Cylindrical 
neck, tapering downward . Blown .

G 402 TA69G56 Fig . 33, Pl . 18
Loc . 2403 Stratum ARAB
Th  .3 cm

Fragment of side near bottom of small bottle; dark blue . Iri-
descence . Bulbous body with a convex curving side . Blown .
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MOLd-BLOWN VESSEL (G 403)

G 403 TA80G229 Fig . 33
Loc . 7134 Stratum ROM 1A
D uncertain; A Th  .25 cm

Fragment of side near rim of vessel, possibly a beaker or bowl; 
natural bluish-green . Iridescence and pitting . Indications of 
slightly out-turned rim; vertical side . On the exterior, por-
tions of three vertical ribs raised in molded relief; interior 
surface uneven . Blown in a figural mold .

Possibly part of a so-called Syro-Palestinian or Sidonian 
mold-blown beaker or bowl .



VI . LATER ROMAN IMPERIAL BLOWN VESSEL: 
CAST COLORLESS FINE WARE BOWL OR PLATE (G 403A)

The pottery and lamps from Anafa reveal that there were some occupants or squatters on the tel in the Flavian 
and early second century CE periods . For example, the excavations yielded two fragments of what appear to be 
broad shallow dishes or plates (G 403A and TA80540 uncatalogued) that belong to a refined but not uncommon 
class of cast colorless fine wares . The term is derived from ceramic studies that draw sharp distinctions among 
fine wares, semi fine wares, and plain or coarse wares . In many respects they are not truly part of a single class 
or workshop group; instead they belong to a universal or pan-imperial style that is found from Hadrian’s Wall to 
the Syrian desert . But despite their breadth of distribution, all examples share a unique set of traits that are im-
mediately recognizable and set these fine wares apart from all other classes of Flavian and Antonine tablewares .

Immediately noticeable are their crisp angular forms, more reminiscent of metalware and pottery than 
glass, and forms that are lathe-polished with meticulously cut depression, ridges, and grooves . On the hand-
somest pieces, the rim and body are facet-cut, such as the decoration found on the broad bowl from the Cave 
of the Letters, Israel (ill . 15) . The other exceptional feature of the profile is the penchant for broad, overhang-
ing rims with downturned lips and unusually tall base rings that are made as part of the body (ill . 16) . The 
final trait of the style is the use of perfectly decolorized fabrics with almost no bubbles or impurities . When 
the colorless glass is combined with the precise, elegant forms, the result is stunning (Barag 1963; in general, 
see Grose 1991, with references) .

Cast colorless fine ware plate with facet-cutting . From the Cave of the Letters, Israel . 
D . 33 .8 cm . Drawing courtesy of the Israel Museum .

Illustration 15

Cast colorless fine wares in three common forms: bowl, dish, and broad shallow plate . 
Examples excavated from Cosa, Italy .

Illustration 16
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G 403A TA80G544 Fig . 33
Loc . 7915  
Stratum ROM 1B
D base ring 8 .5 cm; Th base ring 0 .3 cm

Fragment of bottom and base ring of broad shallow plate . 
Colorless . White granular weathering . Fairly flat floor; tall, 
outsplayed base ring . Probably cast and lathe-polished . 



VII . ISLAMIC BLOWN AND MOLD-BLOWN VESSELS: 
BOTTLES, LAMPS, AND FLASKS (G 404–408)

A millennium following the abandonment of the tel, a small Arab community with its adjoining cemetery es-
tablished itself on the site . The architecture consists of simple one-room homes, and the finds reflect the poverty 
of an unassuming farming village (TA Vol . I, i, 144–148) . The glassware consists of two undistinguished blown 
bottles, two square and cylindrical mold-blown flasks, and the partial beaded stem of a lamp . All but one (G 406) 
were found in Arab loci, and all in date are consistent with the late Abbasid or Fatimid pottery prevalent between 
the ninth and eleventh, possibly twelfth centuries CE (TA Vol . I, i, 23) .

G 404 TA79G45 Fig . 33, Pl . 18
Loc . 7512 Stratum ARAB
D base 1 .4 cm

Fragment of the beaded base of lamp; natural bluish-green . 
Slight iridescence and pitting . Portions of two solid beads, 
two of several that formed the projecting lower end of a lamp .

G 405 TA79G233 Fig . 33, Pl . 18
Loc . 7303 Stratum ARAB
W bottom 1 .7 × 1 .7 cm

Lowest portion of side and bottom of small bottle or other 
vessel; natural bluish-green . White weathering . Straight side, 
tapering downward to a flat bottom, square in cross-section . 
Underside uneven but slightly concave . Blown .

G 406 TA79G238 Fig . 33, Pl . 18
Balk trim 
W bottom 1 .4 × 1 .4 cm

Lowest portion of side and bottom of small bottle or other 
vessel; natural bluish-green . Iridescence and pitting . Straight 
side, tapering downward to a thick, flat bottom, square in 
cross-section . Underside of bottom flat . Faint pontil scar on 
underside . Blown .

G 407 TA68G168 Fig . 33, Pl . 18
Loc . 1218 Stratum ARAB 2
W side 1 .5 cm; Th  .1 cm

Fragment of lower side and bottom of four-sided flask; col-
orless . Silvery iridescence . Almost vertical, flat sides, taper-
ing downward to a slightly convex bottom with a pontil scar . 
Blown .

G 408 TA72G99 Not illustrated
Loc . 21304 Stratum ARAB
D bottom 1 .5 cm; Th  .1 cm

Fragment of lower side and bottom of cylindrical flask; color-
less . Black scaly weathering . Straight side, tapering downward 
to a flat bottom with a pontil scar . On the exterior, vertical 
molded ridges . Blown into a patterned mold . 



APPENDIX 1

CONSERVATION AND HANDLING OF EXCAVATED GLASS

This largely unexplored topic deserves attention because glass finds are now routinely being saved, studied, 
and published from archaeological sites of all periods around the globe . yet glass, as usually treated in archaeo-
logical manuals and the literature of conservation, has been accorded only modest interest (Newton and Davison 
1989, Sease 1987, and Davison 2003) . For most of the past century field archaeologists either ignored glass finds 
altogether or categorized them as “small finds” or “miscellaneous finds,” little recognizing that their archaeologi-
cal value is akin to that of pottery . Similarly, conservation studies generally have focused on the specific problems 
of museum-quality objects (the preservation of medieval stained glass, for example) or the scientific analysis and 
chemical and physical properties of the medium but all too often without any particular agenda or purpose other 
than data collection . These studies also assume that archaeological sites have a staff of conservators, state-of-the-
art laboratories, and climate-controlled short-term and long-term storage facilities . Here, the disparity between 
the ideal and the real conditions at a functioning archaeological dig is most apparent . The neglect of this subject 
also has resulted in certain on-site practices that are usually unnecessary, often impractical, or simply frustrating, 
if amusing (for example, registering the color of the weathering products but not of the glass and the wasted rolls 
of toilet paper used painstakingly to wrap meaningless slivers of glass) .

In what follows, the author has offered several practical observations and suggestions, based upon twenty-five 
years in the field, and these are given in the hope of encouraging further dialogue among field archaeologists, 
conservators, and glass specialists in hopes of improving the future handling, registration, and preservation of 
glass found on digs . The treatment of intact vessels in museums or on the art market is another, more compli-
cated matter involving aesthetic judgments, connoisseurship, market trends, and perceived and real monetary 
value . But in the case of shattered excavated finds of negligible worth, glass like pottery falls into the category of 
roba di scavi, not objects d’art .

First, all glass finds from a site should be saved for future study and publication, as is true of all archaeological 
materials . If fragmentary, glass should be retrieved from the earth using the same digging techniques as pottery, 
unless the fragments are exceedingly thin and subject to additional breakage . But in this regard, conservation 
manuals invariably overestimate the fragility of glass . If accidentally dropped, glass fragments are no more likely 
to shatter than most pot sherds, and they are definitely sturdier than highly friable objects of oxidized bronze or 
iron . The removal of intact vessels filled and surrounded by soil poses a more delicate situation, one requiring a 
patient, expert hand .

Second, once removed from the ground, glass should be cleaned of superficial soil using brushes and as little 
water as possible, then left to dry . Unlike pottery, glass should not be soaked and scrubbed clean . Such action can 
destroy painted or other surface decoration, or even cause the glass to disintegrate, depending on its thickness, 
state of preservation, and the degree of weathering and corrosion that it has undergone . At this stage superficial 
weathering (see “Glossary of Technical Terms” and “Selection, Organization, Description of Entries”) should not 
be removed, but if it flakes off, it should not be reattached or saved .

Third, joining and non-joining fragments of the same vessel should be kept together, with joining fragments 
placed in the same bag (see below) and non-joining fragments placed in a second bag, which should then be 
inserted in the first bag . Only one inventory number is needed for the entire group . The entire number should 
be displayed in such a way that the fragments do not need to be unwrapped, opened, or handled to find it .

Fourth, the site registrar using standard procedures should inventory in indelible marker all diagnostic frag-
ments (or a selection depending on volume) during each season so that a glass specialist can make preliminary 
evaluations as the excavations proceed, thereby obviating a backlog of registration, drawing, and photography 
just prior to publication . To as great an extent as possible, the registrar should record the technique of manu-
facture, the true color of the glass, not of the superficial weathering products, and the parts and dimensions of 
the vessel represented, as in the description: “A rim fragment of a cast glass bowl, golden-brown, est . D 16 cm .”

Fifth, dry glass sherds should be stored in small, labeled clear polythylene bags of uniform size, but not smaller 
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than 5 × 10 cm . The fragments should not be wrapped in tissue paper or cotton wool unless they are so diaphanous 
that they would otherwise break upon touch . The use of clear bags allows the glass expert to peruse each piece 
without having to handle it . As with pottery, the vast majority of tiny pieces will never be published, and all that 
is necessary is a cursory visual inspection for purposes of identification . No glass should be bagged wet or even 
slightly damp . Nearly complete or intact vessels require greater care in storage and should be protected by what-
ever means suitable from breakage .

Sixth, some repairs and mending of glass in the field may be required for the purpose of photography and 
drawing, and nonpermanent adhesives as recommended by conservators should be used . But given the damp 
storage conditions on most sites, extensive restoration is a waste of time and resources because such objects are 
likely to fall apart under such conditions . A case-by-case determination should be made .

Seventh, recognizing what constitutes a diagnostic glass sherd is often problematic for site registrars or trench 
supervisors . As a rule of thumb, all pre-Roman and Early Roman glass, whether core-formed, cast, sagged, rod-
formed, or mold-blown, can be readily identified by a glass specialist and should be inventoried, drawn, and pho-
tographed . Pre-Roman glass tends to be both colorful and decorated, however seldom it occurs on archaeological 
sites . Roman blown glass, mostly undecorated and transparent, is considerably more difficult to assess . Here, the 
completeness of profile, size of fragment, presence of rims, bases, handles, and decoration should become the 
determining factors in deciding whether the fragment merits inventorying .

Eighth, glass finds that are inventoried should be drawn and photographed during the season when they are 
first found . This not only facilitates the eventual publication of the glass, but it also minimizes the niggling inac-
curacies in recording findspots, correct inventory numbers, etc . that too often occur when small finds are drawn 
and photographed years after their initial discovery . Profile drawings of glass, both sections and elevations, follow 
the standard conventions of ceramics, but draftsmen should note that the use of diameter charts will result in a 
variance of 1 cm in estimated rim diameter dependent on whether they measure from the outside of the chart 
inward or vice versa . Glass photography, unlike that of opaque archaeological artifacts, often proves challenging, 
especially if all weathering has been removed and only the transparent glass remains . Digital color photo (with 
scales) is recommended for glass, especially if it is intentionally colored . All drawings and photographs should 
record the inventory number of each object, and the site registrar should maintain an accurate concordance of 
inventory and negative numbers .

Ninth, excavated glass is universally stored under adverse conditions, often for decades . Few countries or ar-
chaeological services have space or proper facilities to do otherwise . The best that can be done is to package the 
fragments dry in their plastic bags, then place the bags in organized, compact rows in plastic, wooden, or metal 
crates (never in cardboard containers) and store them off the ground . The principal reason to avoid cardboard 
boxes, and for that matter, paper and cloth bags, gum wrappers, and cigarette boxes, is that they attract damp, 
mildew, fungus, insects, and vermin .

Tenth, in addition to glass vessels, excavations yield a wide variety of objects made from glass that are often 
recorded alongside the table and storage wares . These are mostly items of personal adornment, including beads, 
bracelets, pendants, ring bezels, brooch runners, and jewelry, as well as rods and tubes, gaming pieces and mark-
ers, weights and tokens, and mosaic tesserae or insets for architectural settings . These should be registered, with 
the exception of large numbers of commonplace markers and glass tesserae .

Also present on archaeological sites are amorphous chunks of burned and melted materials, often identified 
as “glass frit” and offered as evidence of glass-working on the site . First, such melted lumps are usually not glass 
but ceramic or even metal, and second, the real presence of a glass furnace will make itself manifest by the dis-
covery of hundreds of drippings, moiles, blown knock-offs, glass-encrusted pans and crucibles, wasters, and the 
like (see Weinberg 1988 on the fifth-century CE glass factory at Jalame, Israel) . Random finds of frit need not be 
inventoried .
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ANALySIS OF 14 SAMPLES FROM TEL ANAFA, DELOS, AND JERUSALEM

Dr . Robert Brill of the Corning Museum of Glass conducted scientific analyses of fourteen samples of Late 
Hellenistic and Early Roman tablewares from Tel Anafa, Delos, and Jerusalem .

Abbreviations: w . = weathering; opq . = opaque; transp . = transparent .

5150  Grooved Bowl . Colorless, light w . G 155 .
5151 Conical grooved bowl . Colorless, light w . TA80G198 . 
5152 As above . P . olive, light w . Unnumbered . 
5153  As above . Amber, moderate w . Unnumbered . 
5154  Fluted bowl . Colorless, black w . crust . G 296 .
5155  As above . Blue opq ., light w . G 38 .
5156  Ribbed bowl . Colorless, heavy w . TA78G64 .
5157  As above . Blue transp ., moderate w . G 326 .
5158  As above . Amber, white w . crust . TA78G65 .
5159  Linear-cut bowl . yellowish-amber, heavy w . G 264 .
5222  Delos, pre-88 BCE . Conical grooved bowl . P . yellow transp . 
5223  Delos, pre-88 BCE . Fluted bowl . Dk . blue opq ., moderate w .
5225  Jerusalem; date uncertain . Conical grooved bowl, excavated at the Citadel . Colorless, many small spheri-

cal bubbles, light w . 
5226  Jerusalem; date uncertain . Conical grooved bowl, excavated at the City of David . yellowish-green with 

black w . crust . 
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5150 5151 5154 5156 5157 5152 5153 5158 5159 5155 5222 5223 5225 5226
SiO2d 67 .22 66 .44 66 .66 69 .93 70 .17 69 .83 72 .48 68 .03 66 .14 62 .33 69 .69 61 .79 67 .01 66 .26

Na2O 18 .1 18 .9 18 .6 16 .6 16 .7 17 .7 14 .3 19 .5 21 .0 17 .4 19 .3 11 .8 17 .08 19 .7

Cao 8 .81 8 .34 9 .55 7 .74 7 .74 8 .84 8 .61 7 .97 8 .81 5 .17 6 .85 3 .39 8 .36 8 .89

K2O 0 .72 0 .70 0 .55 0 .82 0 .73 0 .67 0 .77 0 .72 0 .58 0 .72 0 .76 0 .65 1 .06 0 .94
MgO 0 .77 0 .81 0 .85 0 .71 0 .66 0 .91 0 .64 0 .66 0 .71 0 .62 0 .58 0 .53 0 .78 0 .76

Al2O3 2 .18 2 .40 2 .14 2 .42 2 .42 2 .22 2 .34 2 .57 2 .23 1 .85 2 .18 1 .40 2 .46 2 .28
Fe2O3 0 .49 0 .49 0 .37 0 .36 0 .97 0 .43 0 .33 0 .32 0 .32 1 .27 0 .34 1 .02 0 .63 0 .62
TiO2 0 .08 0 .08 0 .08 0 .05 0 .05 0 .08 0 .05 0 .05 0 .05 0 .05 0 .08 0 .15 0 .06 0 .05

Sb2O5 3 .61 2 .94
MnO 1 .45 1 .68 1 .03 1 .22 0 .34 0 .10 0 .36 0 .022 0 .029 0 .42 0 .12 0 .17 1 .71 0 .40
CuO 0 .03 0 .03 0 .03 0 .03 0 .091 0 .02 0 .02 0 .05 0 .05 0 .51 0 .005 0 .18 0 .005 0 .003
CoO 0 .05 0 .15 0 .08
SnO2 0 .02 0 .02 0 .001
Ag2O 0 .001 0 .001 0 .02 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 0 .005 0 .002 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001

PbO 0 .03 0 .03 0 .02 0 .02 0 .02 0 .02 0 .02 0 .02 0 .02 5 .79 0 .005 0 .005 0 .02 0 .01

BaO 0 .02 0 .02 0 .02 0 .02 0 .01 0 .01 0 .01 0 .01 0 .01 0 .01 0 .01 0 .005 0 .02 0 .01
SrO 0 .07 0 .05 0 .05 0 .05 0 .03 0 .05 0 .05 0 .05 0 .05 0 .05 0 .03 0 .03 0 .05 0 .05
Li2O 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001
B2O3 0 .02 0 .02 0 .02 0 .02 0 .02 0 .02 0 .02 0 .02 0 .02 0 .03 0 .02 0 .02 0 .01
V2O5 0 .005 0 .05
Cr2O3

NiO 0 .005 0 .005 0 .005 0 .005 0 .005 0 .005
ZnO 0 .008 0 .012 0 .011 0 .009
ZrO2 0 .01 0 .01 0 .01 0 .01

P2O5

Total 32 .777 33 .557 33 .336 30 .067 29 .833 31 .072 27 .522 31 .968 33 .862 37 .667 30 .31 37 .489 32 .272 33 .742
100-T=d 67 .223 66 .443 66 .664 69 .933 70 .167 68 .928 72 .478 68 .032 66 .138 62 .333 69 .69 62 .511 67 .728
M 98 .293 98 .083 98 .724 98 .583 99 .387 99 .698 99 .468 99 .772 99 .788 89 .363 99 .7 80 .581 97 .378 99 .448

SiO2*d 68 .39 67 .74 67 .53 70 .94 70 .60 69 .14 72 .87 68 .19 66 .28 69 .75 69 .90 76 .68 68 .81 66 .63
Na2O* 18 .41 19 .27 18 .84 16 .84 16 .80 17 .75 14 .38 19 .54 21 .04 19 .47 19 .36 14 .64 17 .54 19 .81
CaO* 8 .96 8 .50 9 .67 7 .85 7 .79 8 .87 8 .66 7 .99 8 .83 5 .79 6 .87 4 .21 8 .59 8 .94
K2O* 0 .73 0 .71 0 .56 0 .83 0 .73 0 .67 0 .77 0 .72 0 .58 0 .81 0 .76 0 .81 1 .09 0 .95
MgO* 0 .78 0 .83 0 .86 0 .72 0 .66 0 .91 0 .64 0 .66 0 .71 0 .69 0 .58 0 .66 0 .80 0 .76
Al2O3* 2 .22 2 .45 2 .17 2 .45 2 .43 2 .23 2 .35 2 .58 2 .23 2 .07 2 .19 1 .74 2 .53 2 .29
Fe2O3* 0 .50 0 .50 0 .37 0 .37 0 .98 0 .43 0 .33 0 .32 0 .32 1 .42 0 .34 1 .27 0 .65 0 .62
T* 100 .00 100 .00 100 .00 100 .00 100 .00 100 .00 100 .00 100 .00 100 .00 100 .00 100 .00 100 .00 100 .00 100 .00

(Na+K)* 19 .15 19 .98 19 .40 17 .67 17 .54 18 .43 15 .15 20 .27 21 .63 20 .28 20 .12 15 .45 18 .63 20 .75
(Ca+Mg)* 9 .75 9 .33 10 .53 8 .57 8 .45 9 .78 9 .30 8 .65 9 .54 6 .48 7 .45 4 .86 9 .39 9 .70
(Si+Al+Fe)* 71 .11 70 .69 70 .07 73 .76 74 .01 71 .79 75 .55 71 .08 68 .83 73 .24 72 .43 79 .69 71 .99 69 .54
(Na/K) 25 .14 27 .00 33 .82 20 .24 22 .88 26 .42 18 .57 27 .08 36 .21 24 .17 25 .39 18 .15 16 .11 20 .96
(Ca/Mg) 11 .44 10 .30 11 .24 10 .90 11 .73 9 .71 13 .45 12 .08 12 .41 8 .34 11 .81 6 .40 10 .72



GLOSSARy OF TECHNICAL TERMS

The terms and definitions found here have been adapted in part from a previous book, Early Ancient glass, the 
Core-Formed, Rod-Formed, and Cast Vessels and Objects from the Late Bronze Age to the Early Roman Empire (Grose 1989), 
with the permission of the Toledo Museum of Art . They have been updated or modified as necessary to address 
the special needs of an archaeological catalogue . New entries have also been added . For additional technical 
terms or differing interpretations of their meanings, see Stern 1995, 19 –33; Grose 1989, 29–36; Harden 1981, 
27–29; and Goldstein 1979, 12–14 . For further discussion of the often contentious subject of manufacturing 
techniques, consult Stern 1994, 19–96; Stern 1995, 34–48; and Grose 1989, 31–33, all with additional references 
to an ever-expanding but inconclusive literature on this subject .

annealing The process of gradually cooling a finished vessel or object to room temperature by placing it in a 
subsidiary part of the glass oven or in a separate annealing oven .

batch The mixture of silica, soda, and lime, together with cullet, colorants, opacifiers, and other materials, which 
results in glass when fused in a crucible at high temperatures .

blank A vessel in a preliminary stage of production; in successive stages it will be further worked until the finished 
vessel is achieved .

blowing or inflation technique A generic term referring to vessel or object manufacture that uses a blow pipe and 
other related tools during manufacture .

blow pipe A hollow metal tube, usually of iron, used to blow glass .

blowing spirals Curving streaks in the glass caused by the twisting motion of the blow pipe, usually owing to im-
perfectly melted or incompletely homogenized glass .

bubbles Tiny air pockets accidentally trapped in the glass during manufacture . They range in size from spherical 
pinprick bubbles to larger, oval or lens-shaped examples, the latter distorted and extended by the rotary motion 
of the blow pipe .

casting technique A generic term referring to vessel or object manufacture that uses one-piece molds, multipart 
molds, or former molds during manufacture .

composite mosaic cane A mosaic cane composed of several fused colored elements embedded in a ground 
color and arranged in a recognizable pattern . Although composite mosaic canes can be made by several meth-
ods, two are thought to have been frequently used by ancient glassmakers . The first involves carefully position-
ing and tooling gobs of different colored glass on the end of a metal rod to create the intended pattern . The 
gob is then pulled outward with pincers to make a long cane with a narrow diameter in which the pattern is 
progressively miniaturized . In a second procedure, tiny colored rods, strips, or other elements are bundled 
into a desired pattern and heated until they fuse . While still hot, the pattern in the fused mass is miniaturized 
by pulling it outward (see mosaic cane and mosaic glass) .

composite mosaic cane pattern As a general term, it refers to an overall vessel pattern that results from fusing 
numerous sections or lengths of one or more mosaic canes to create a mosaic vessel . Specifically, the term refers 
to a particular mosaic pattern .
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colorant A metallic oxide intentionally added to the batch to produce a strong color . Copper, iron, cobalt, and 
manganese oxides were commonly used to create deliberately colored vessels (see “Selection, Organization, and 
Description of Entries”) .

coil A thick thread or strand of glass, usually circular or oval in section, often made by twisting two strands of glass 
of contrasting colors . Such coils were often applied as rims on core-formed and mosaic vessels (see also thread or 
trail) .

core-forming technique A generic term referring to the use of a preformed core of material around which a ves-
sel or object is made .

corrosion The results of pitting that has progressed to the point of destroying the ancient surface . Sometimes cor-
rosion appears as irregular grooves (plowing) on the surface, which can be confused with intentional decoration .

crazing A network of hairline cracks on or under the surface, the result of internal stresses in the glass, often due 
to improper annealing or sudden changes in temperature during manufacture .

cullet Scrap glass, broken glass vessels, or recycled glass added to the batch to lower its melting temperature, 
shorten the melting time, and increase bulk .

decolorizer An ingredient added to the batch to neutralize the iron impurities and produce a colorless glass (see 
“Selection, Organization, and Description of Entries”) . Antimony and manganese were the common decolorizers 
in antiquity .

depression A broad, shallow, horizontal cutting around a vessel; such depressions were often made on a lathe as 
a cast vessel was being polished . 

devitrification The formation of crystals and cracks in glass, caused by improper annealing or faulty composition 
of the original batch . This term is at times used interchangeably, albeit imprecisely, with weathering .

dip-mold Also called an optic mold, it is a cup-shaped mold or framework of wires into which the pariason is blown 
at an early stage of vessel production . It imparts a pattern of ribs . Afterwards the vessel is further inflated, often 
making the ribs less pronounced .

dulling The loss of clarity on the surface of glass over time .

Egyptian blue A partly crystalline compound (CuO CaO4 SiO2) perfected in Bronze Age Egypt from which decora-
tive objects and vessels could be cast using molds . Egyptian blue is sometimes but incorrectly identified as glass frit 
or faience .

fabric An elusive term in glass studies used in at least two senses . First, it refers to the chemical composition of the 
glass, including trace elements and evidence of colorants, opacifiers, and decolorants, as discerned by scientific 
analysis . Second, it refers to the glass itself, or better, to the “appearance” of the glass under cursory visual inspec-
tion, as in the statement, “The decoration is in the same fabric as the body of the vessel .”

faience or Egyptian faience A material made from powdered quartz covered with a true vitreous coating, usually 
in a transparent blue or green isotropic glass . The body remains porous and crystalline . Faience can be cast and 
fired in molds to create vessels or objects . In the Renaissance and thereafter the term is used to describe glazed 
and handsomely painted ceramics from Tuscany and central Italy, including ones produced in Faenza .
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fire-polishing The finishing of a vessel or object by exposing it to direct heat within a glass oven .

former mold A ceramic, plaster, or metal mold in the shape of a desired vessel, generally a dish, bowl, or beaker 
of simple form; by sagging a glass blank over, in, or through a former mold, a vessel can be made .

frit A term correctly referring to the granular material created after heating the constituent raw materials of 
glass to drive off volatile by-products . In a second step, frit is ground and melted to form raw glass . In some pub-
lications the term is used improperly for the substance glass, for vitreous waste products (slag) discarded at glass 
factories, or for Egyptian blue or faience .

gather or gob A mass of molten glass picked up on the end of a blow pipe or other tool .

glass As defined by the American Society for Testing Materials: “The inorganic product of fusion which has 
cooled to a rigid condition without crystallization .” In ancient times glasses were the result of the fused melt 
of three primary ingredients: sand (silicon dioxide), which forms the basic structure; an alkali oxide such as 
soda ash or natron, which causes the batch to melt at lower temperatures; and lime (usually dolomitic or other 
limestones), which acts as a stabilizer and makes glass less soluble in water . Unlike table salt or ammonia, glass is 
not a specific chemical compound . There are innumerable recipes for glass, and each results in a product with 
different chemical and physical properties .

glass paste or pâte de verre In some publications ancient glass vessels or objects are said to be made from glass 
paste or pâte de verre . Both terms refer to powdered glass and a fluxing medium being placed in a mold and 
fused or sintered to form an object . The term and technique, however, are best reserved for objects manufac-
tured in this fashion in the nineteenth century, especially after French glassmakers such as Henri Cros and Emile 
Galle popularized the technique . When used to describe ancient beads or core-formed, rod-formed, or cast glass, 
the terms glass paste and pâte de verre are either anachronistic or inaccurate . Neither should be used .

groove A fairly narrow, but pronounced, horizontal cutting around a vessel, generally made as a cast vessel is be-
ing polished on a lathe; grooves often appear in bands of two or three, on either the interior or exterior .

ingot A mass of raw glass produced by a primary glass factory, usually in a molded cylindrical or rectangular shape 
convenient for storage and shipping to a secondary glassworks that would remelt the ingots for vessel manufac-
ture . The earliest known ingots are from the Bronze Age shipwreck from Ulu Burun near Kaş, Turkey, where 
they were found with 200 bronze and tin ingots, Mycenean and Canaanite pottery, unworked hippopotamus and 
elephant ivory, ostrich eggs, gold vessels, and other prestige objects from that era (Bass 1986, 281–282) .

iridescence The most prevalent form of weathering, in which the surface of an ancient glass develops thin layers 
of opalescent or rainbow-like colors due to age, moisture, or chemical action . Such surfaces were never intended 
by ancient glassmakers, and, however attractive they now appear, iridescent weathering represents the deteriora-
tion of the glass . Iridescence, often accompanied by pitting, obscures the original clarity, colors, and decorative 
patterns of a vessel or object .

length of cane A long, narrow, usually flat strand of glass cut from a longer mosaic cane . Lengths are usually com-
posed of several parallel colored strips fused together in a preliminary manufacturing step .

marver A flat surface, usually stone, on which a vessel is rolled during manufacture . Marvering is done to make 
the surface smooth and even, to press decoration into the vessel wall, and to assist generally in shaping the vessel .
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millefiori In the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, this term, meaning “thousand flowers” in Italian, was 
introduced by Venetian glassmakers to describe their copies of ancient mosaic glass (Tait 1979, 94–95) . Later, the 
term and the technique were revived, most notably in Venetian glasshouses of the nineteenth century, and the 
term then passed into general usage as the proper way to designate mosaic glasses of all periods . As a general term 
to describe ancient mosaic glass, however, it fails either to indicate the true nature of the technique or to describe 
the diverse classes of Hellenistic and Roman mosaic glass (for example, striped, network, short-strip, gold-band, 
marbled, and the like), none of which bears any relationship to flowers or floral designs . The term should be 
avoided in favor of the phrase mosaic glass .

moile A moile or knock-off is a by-product of glass-blowing . It is the domical piece of glass separating the end 
of the blow pipe and what becomes the rim of the vessel . It remains on the nozzle of the pipe when the vessel is 
broken away from it . It is then discarded as cullet .

mosaic cane A long, usually circular, polychrome cane of glass intended to be cut into sections or lengths (see 
length of cane; section of cane) and used in the manufacture of a mosaic vessel or object .

mosaic glass A generic term for any vessel or object made by fusing sections, segments, or lengths of preformed 
monochrome or polychrome mosaic canes (see “Classical Mosaic Glass Glossary” in Grose 1989, 33–35) .

naturally colored glass Owing to the naturally occurring iron oxides in sand, a batch of glass takes on a pale yel-
lowish, greenish, or bluish-green hue, which gives most Roman table- and storage wares their characteristic color, 
however unintentional it was (see “Selection, Organization, Description of Entries”) .

paraison The bubble at the end of a blow pipe created after the initial inflation of the glass . Further inflation and 
manipulation creates the body of the vessel .

pillar-molded bowls A quaint term borrowed from the vocabulary of nineteenth-century English glassmakers, 
who used the phrase to describe a technique of making blown vessels, especially large vases and jugs, with thick 
vertical ribs on their sides (Pellat 1849, 104–106) . When used to describe ancient cast ribbed bowls, the term 
should designate only those bowls with evenly spaced, pronounced ribs (for example, G 87) .

pitting Tiny hollows on the surface caused by the decomposition of the glass over time (see weathering) .

raw glass The product of the fused melt of the constituent raw materials required to make glass . Current scholar-
ship argues that certain factories produced raw glass that was then sold for remelting by other ateliers that made 
vessels and objects .

ridge A fairly narrow, raised, horizontal cutting around a vessel, generally made as a cast vessel is polished on a 
lathe; ridges often occur in combination with cut grooves .

rod-forming technique A generic term referring to the use of a metal rod covered with a thin layer of “separating” 
material around which a narrow-bodied vessel, bead, or other object is formed .

rotary-polishing Grinding and polishing the surface of a vessel or object, usually by turning it on or against a 
lathe . Cast vessels with walls left rough from contact with molds require such polishing .

rotary-polishing and cutting Once annealed, many cast vessels were finished by cold-polishing the surfaces us-
ing various tools (copper wheels, lathes, and abrasives such as emery), tools and materials long used by lapidary 
workshops and metalsmiths . Decorations in the form of cut grooves, bands of grooves, and ridges could also be 
added at the same time .
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sagging or slumping The process by which a reheated glass blank slowly flows under its own weight over, into, or 
through a former mold, eventually giving shape to a vessel or object .

sand-core bottle Core-formed vessels were first thought to have been made around a core composed solely of sand . 
Modern analyses of core materials, however, have shown that ancient cores were actually comprised of several sub-
stances, possibly including sand in some periods but never sand alone . The terms sand-core technique and sand-core 
bottle or, worse, Egyptian or Phoenician sand-core bottle are misnomers . The words core-formed or core-made should be used 
instead .

section of cane A small circular or polygonal disk made by cutting a monochrome or mosaic cane crosswise or di-
agonally . When assembled side by side and heated, such sections fuse to form a vessel or object . Ancient mosaic 
vessels were manufactured from either sections or lengths of cane .

strain cracking Cracks on or under the surface, usually caused by internal stresses in the glass (see crazing) .

thread or trail A strand of glass applied to the surface of a vessel or object . On core-formed and rod-formed 
vessels, narrow colored threads were regularly used as decoration; on mosaic vessels threads or trails of varying 
diameter might be added as rims or base rings .

waster A vessel ruined and discarded during manufacture at a factory site . Such vessels were routinely broken and 
reused as cullet . Vessels accidentally deformed by heat are occasionally mistaken for wasters .

weathering, weathering products All the detrimental effects of age, moisture, and chemical action contributing 
to the decomposition of the glass on and under its surface, including dulling, crazing, pitting, iridescence, corrosion, 
and so forth (see “Selection, Organization, and Description of Entries”) .



OBJECT/LOCUS CONCORDANCE

Cat. no. Inv. no. Loc. no.
G 36A 68G166 1203
G 176 68G162 1215
G 407 68G168 1218
G 204 69G172 1225,1233
G 51 69G012 1232
G 87 69G021 1233,1235, 

1226
G 146 69G171 1234
G 25 72G049 1235
G 97 69G173 1236
G 1 73G048 1250
G 141 70G046 1263
G 178 70G087 1271
G 205 70G104 1274
G 34 69G163 1300
G 13 69G026 1303
G 360 69G179 1303
G 241 69G246 1303
G 45 69G167 1307
G 398 69G182 1307
G 336 69G027 1307,1309
G 234 69G181 1314,1307
G 344 69G069 1315
G 166 70G091 1317
G 32 70G047 1337
G 7 70G048 1339
G 219 70G239 1339
G 210 70G094 1347
G 132 70G219 1359
G 112 72G024 1359
G 338 73G112 1419
G 106 73G027 1422
G 102 73G043 1423
G 117 73G044 1423
G 270 81G141 1509
G 384 86G002 1601
G 362 68G003 2002
G 190 68G004 2012
G 284 68G227 2012
G 143 70G093 2017
G 202 68G203 2020
G 177 70G102 21004
G 372 68G024 2101
G 328 68G169 2101
G 356 68G170 2101

Cat. no. Inv. no. Loc. no.
G 354 68G188 2101
G 390 68G190 2101
G 311 70G008 2101
G 212 68G048 2102
G 41 68G029 2104
G 380 68G171 2104
G 280 68G172 2104
G 240 68G174 2104
G 367 68G175 2104
G 31 68G184 2104
G 118 68G178 2109
G 330 70G100 21101
G 38 81G153 21101
G 125 70G098 21104
G 335 68G034 2111A
G 179 68G182 2112
G 10 68G191 2112
G 9 68G192 2112
G 214 68G228 2112
G 192 69G305 2112
G 76 70G013 2112
G 228 70G028 2112
G 191 70G031 2112
G 144 70G032 2112
G 160 70G006 2112A
G 331 72G029 2112X
G 374 68G036 2114
G 285 68G193 2115
G 364 73G055 21200
G 352 72G063 21201
G 83 68G032 2126
G 44 72G064 2130
G 408 72G099 21304
G 337 73G075 21305
G 26 72G035 21307
G 46 72G065 21308
G 134 72G071 21308
G 206 72G061 21313
G 235 72G062 21313
G 108 73G028 21313
G 152 73G049 21313
G 283 73G076 21313
G 187 73G103 21313
G 325 73G105 21313
G 137 73G110 21313

Cat. no. Inv. no. Loc. no.
G 149 73G249 21313
G 216 73G038 21321
G 317 73G003 21401
G 119 70G095 2143
G 221 70G245 2144
G 358 68G037 2301
G 213 68G212 2301
G 298 68G216 2301
G 88 68G015 2303
G 227 68G214 2303
G 16 68G215 2303
G 142 68G028 2304
G 161 68G049 2304
G 145 68G194 2304
G 116 73G041 2304
G 69 68G026 2304,2308, 

2309
G 37 68G039 2308
G 139 68G042 2308
G 71 68G018 2309
G 397 68G019 2309
G 215 68G041 2309
G 68 68G195 2309
G 110 68G196 2309
G 217 68G218 2309
G 105 68G198 2310
G 43 68G197 2311
G 123 68G200 2311
G 208 69G030 2312
G 218 69G307 2312
G 197 69G034 2315
G 136 70G052 2322
G 201 70G009 2324
G 183 70G039 2326
G 140 70G226 2326
G 131 72G101 2327
G 222 73G111 2327
G 224 70G088 2331
G 33 70G215 2336
G 220 72G032 2341
G 373 69G221 2400
G 350 69G308 2400
G 248 69G018 2403
G 402 69G056 2403
G 334 69G235 2405
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Cat. no. Inv. no. Loc. no.
G 323 68G131 3202
G 242 69G079 3202
G 84 68G014 3205
G 50 68G046 3205
G 174 68G109 3205
G 90 68G111 3205
G 67 68G105 3206
G 28 68G106 3206
G 59 68G043 3208
G 195 68G047 3211
G 207 68G100 3211
G 124 68G132 3211
G 85 68G022 3212
G 100 68G033 3212
G 113 69G029 3212
G 279 68G098 3212,3208
G 130 68G096 3213
G 129 68G097 3213
G 154 68G010 3215
G 6 68G095 3222A
G 112 69G011 3306
G 281 69G076 3310
G 278 69G099 3313 .1
G 115 69G010 3315 .1
G 346 69G087 3315 .1
G 314 69G107 3315 .1
G 65 69G015 3315 .5
G 181 69G008 3316
G 21 69G110 3316
G 58 69G007 3319
G 95 69G009 3319
G 55 69G115 3319
G 156 69G013 3320
G 157 69G134 3320
G 158 69G132 3321
G 101 69G023 3322
G 86 69G022 3322,3319, 

3413
G 27 72G080 3339 .1
G 196 69G050 3400
G 29 70G001 3400
G 365 70G120 3400
G 209 72G043 3400
G 348 70G004 3400, 

3406 .1
G 150 70G003 3405
G 49 70G197 3410
G 122 70G005 3413
G 120 70G109 3413
G 22 72G008 3500

Cat. no. Inv. no. Loc. no.
G 246 69G017 2407
G 359 69G217 2407
G 357 69G233 2407
G 74 69G033 2409
G 107 69G213 2410
G 162 69G227 2412A
G 81 69G216 2413
G 121 69G229 2413
G 226 69G231 2413
G 238 70G016 2413
G 94 70G058 2413
G 163 70G059 2413
G 53 70G074 2413
G 54 69G019 2414
G 153 69G223 2415
G 173 69G241 2417
G 35 70G060 2417
G 63 70G062 2417
G 48 70G076 2417
G 73 70G078 2417
G 138 70G063 2419
G 66 69G032 2424
G 198 69G031A 2425
G 302 69G031B 2425
G 126 70G075 2427
G 99 70G079 2427
G 104 70G089 2427
G 79 70G096 2427
G 211 70G097 2427
G 19 70G223 2427
G 135 70G221 2432
G 128 72G066 2449
G 347 69G186, 

69G205
2505

G 347 69G205,
69G186

2505

G 8 69G183 2513A
G 320 69G199 2513A
G 341 69G195 2518
G 361 69G196 2521
G 319 69G200 2522
G 168 69G303 2526
G 193 69G304 2526
G 148 70G231 2526
G 282 69G202 2527
G 184 69G194 2529
G 111 69G035 2532
G 351 69G189 2532
G 103 69G302 2532
G 199 69G020 2534

Cat. no. Inv. no. Loc. no.
G 185 69G191 2538
G 78 70G105 2540
G 147 70G106 2540
G 155 79G227 2540
G 189 72G013 2542
G 60 72G039 2546
G 188 72G042 2546
G 82 72G047 2546
G 11 70G014 2606
G 62 70G068 2606
G 75 69G244 2703
G 80 70G107 2707
G 240 70G108 2707
G 339 78G010 2800
G 232 78G157 2800
G 39 78G009 2800,8309
G 287 70G073 2807,2809
G 289 78G125 2813 .1, 

2912,2925
G 169 78G095 2828
G 243 78G104 2828,7212
G 259 70G012 2901
G 64 70G015 2901
G 318 70G065 2901
G 349 70G002 2904
G 247 70G044 2904
G 70 70G066 2904
G 47 70G069 2907
G 109 70G099 2907
G 299 79G291 2924
G 194 68G031 3001
G 332 68G051 3001
G 322 68G055 3001
G 131 68G141 3001
G 304 68G145 3001
G 371 68G226 3006
G 52 68G016 3007
G 72 68G030 3007
G 203 68G035 3007
G 324 68G135 3012
G 98 68G136 3012
G 96 68G137 3012
G 171 68G054 3021
G 89 68G025 3023
G 42 68G017 3024
G 61 68G045 3024
G 355 68G081 3201
G 321 68G125 3201
G 363 68G052 3202
G 303 68G087 3202
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Cat. no. Inv. no. Loc. no.
G 316 80G237 7205
G 250 78G007 7206
G 405 79G233 7303
G 340 79G239 7304
G 294 78G198 7306
G 296 78G158 7404
G 290A 80G153A 7405
G 399 80G225 7408
G 376 80G150 7409
G 263 80G051 7425
G 290 80G153B 7425
G 400 79G002 7512
G 369 79G040 7512
G 404 79G045 7512
G 377A 79G293 7601
G 375 79G294 7601
G 377 79G295 7601
G 368 79G038 7617
G 388 79G189 7619
G 307 79G077 7622
G 180 79G122 7623
G 327 79G023 7706
G 326 79G056 7708
G 267 80G220 7807
G 20 80G201 7812
G 261 80G015 7821
G 277 80G060 7823
G 273 80G087 7823
G 18 80G200 7823
G 391 80G224 7823
G 269 80G217 7827
G 275 80G218 7827
G 36 80G203 7828
G 231 80G214 7831
G 92 81G075 7832
G 172 81G081 7832
G 260 70G064 7901
G 295 80G226 7915
G 403A 89G 236/

80G544
7915

G 403A 89G544/
80G236

7915

G 301 81G082 7915
G 24 79G185 7938
G 2 79G235 7938
G 5 79G260 7938

Cat. no. Inv. no. Loc. no.
G 165 79G287 8220
G 378 79G102 8223
G 396 80G223 8300
G 175 80G176 8309
G 233 80G186 8309
G 237 80G213 8309
G 343 80G232 8310
G 366 80G233 8310
G 251 80G208 8312
G 170 80G101 8317
G 309 81G038 8400
G 114 80G159 8435
G 276 81G036 8436
G 265 81G157 8436
G 245 81G044 8440
G 389 81G158 9112
G 394 81G159 9112
G 258 81G160 9112
G 255 81G161 9112
G 252 81G003 9115
G329 81G007 9115
G 272 79G105 animal run
G 305 80G227 animal run
G 333 80G230 animal run
G 342 68G053 balk trim
G 225 69G178 balk trim
G 200 72G037 balk trim
G 292 78G005 balk trim
G 381 78G016 balk trim
G 268 78G017 balk trim
G 257 78G150 balk trim
G 91 78G160 balk trim
G 93 79G136 balk trim
G 406 79G238 balk trim
G 306 80G071 balk trim
G 315 80G231 balk trim
G 4 81G087 balk trim
G 385 86G001 balk trim
G 386 86G003 balk trim
G 266 68G038 surface 
G 14 72G081 surface
G 23 73G100 surface
G 353 73G108 surface 
G 293 78G197 surface 
G 297 78G228 surface 
G 291 80G066 surface

Cat. no. Inv. no. Loc. no.
G 182 73G008 4106
G 56 73G018 4110
G 77 73G053 4110
G 133 73G054 4110
G 164 73G071 4110
G 151 73G065 4116
G 186 72G100 5112
G 223 72G301 5114
G 127 79G001 5303
G 401 79G289 5306
G 159 79G035 5307
G 379 79G292 5401
G 300 79G199 5408
G 383 79G290 5408
G 40 79G229 5410
G 390 80G114 5501 .1
G 254 80G108 5532
G 370 80G111 5533
G 239 80G207 5552
G 236 80G210 5607
G 229 80G211 5618
G 395 80G221 5622
G 288 81G143 5739
G 15 80G199 5740
G 17 81G154 5807
G 393 81G163 5841
G 308 81G118 5842
G 274 81G110 5843
G 244 81G091 5848
G 264 81G156 5849
G 345 81G162 5849
G 57 81G094 5875
G 403 80G229 7134
G 167 80G206 7136
G 3 81G150 7141
G 253 78G029 7202
G 286 78G004 7205
G 256 78G043 7205
G 271 78G060 7205
G 382 78G080 7205
G 30 78G154 7205
G 387 80G044 7205
G 230 80G209 7205
G 262 80G215 7205
G 392 80G222 7205
G 312 80G235 7205
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Core-formed Bottles: Mediterranean Group I
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Hellenistic Cast Bowls: Fluted and Variant Cut Bowls
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Hellenistic Cast Bowls: Conical Grooved Bowls
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Hellenistic Cast Bowls: Conical Grooved Bowls
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Hellenistic Cast Bowls: Conical Grooved Bowls
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Hellenistic Cast Bowls: Conical Grooved Bowls
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PREFACE

I am grateful to have had the opportunity to work with a large and interesting body of lamps that encompasses 
three millennia of lamp chronology and includes several of the major developments in ancient lighting technol-
ogy . The long chronology of the Tel Anafa lamps is a product of the earliest and latest lamp, a Middle Bronze and 
a medieval lamp, respectively . Even disregarding the two chronological extremes, the lamps extend from the Late 
Bronze Age to the first century CE, a period that witnessed the transition from open saucerlike lamps to more 
practical closed forms, and then the change from wheel-made to mold-made products . The production of lamps 
in the mold introduced new decorative possibilities and allowed lamps to share some of the decorative features 
of contemporary Hellenistic molded bowls . The Augustan period lamps not only mark the transition to Roman 
rule in the Levant but also constitute the final major structural and decorative stage in the evolution of terracotta 
oil lamps . The introduction of the large discus on the thin-walled, voluted-nozzled Augustan lamps transformed 
the appearance of the ancient oil lamp and provided a radically new field for decoration . Whereas wheel-made 
lamps depended upon surface texture and/or slip variation for decoration, and Hellenistic mold-made products 
relied on symmetrical shoulder designs, the Roman discus lamp, for the first time in antiquity, offered a unified 
field for relief decoration . As a result, bold single motifs or more complex figure groupings appeared on the 
lamps . While there were subsequent changes in lamp typology, there were no further significant developments 
in lamp form or decoration . On later Roman lamps, the shoulder reemerged as a field for decoration, and the 
nozzle was suppressed as a separate structural articulation . Such developments led to the ovoid-shaped lamps of 
the Umayyad period, whose prominent shoulders and large filling holes evoke earlier Hellenistic models . Finally, 
lamp evolution came full circle as wheel-made, open lamps, such as L 429, were again produced .

As these technical and decorative changes took place in the context of foreign conquest, international trade, 
and cultural exchange and interaction, the lamps constitute part of the material documentation of historical and 
social processes of the ancient Levant . Thus, they should be considered along with the other finds from the site 
and from the region by anyone seeking archaeological documentation of these developments . As discussed in 
detail below, this study strives to treat the Tel Anafa lamps comprehensively and cohesively and also contribute to 
the archaeology of the region . It does not claim to be the last word on the topic . Rather, by assembling and pre-
senting the data in an organized fashion, and by addressing certain larger questions whose detailed consideration 
lies beyond the limits of a site report, I hope to suggest further avenues of investigation . 

Those who study ancient lamps traditionally turn to the well-published examples from Athens, Corinth, Vin-
donissa, or other sites from the central Mediterranean region . This procedure is useful in placing the Tel Anafa 
lamps within an established typological context, but at the same time it is clear that the Tel Anafa lamps form 
a characteristically Levantine assemblage . This is particularly true for the wheel-made Levantine lamps and the 
mold-made Hellenistic lamps . Within the general context of typological similarity, the Tel Anafa lamps are dis-
tinctive in detail, decoration, and fabric . The closest parallels occur among other eastern finds that undoubtedly 
were eastern products . This observation also applies to the Roman lamps, although here the typological similar-
ity between finds from Tel Anafa and those throughout the empire is obvious . Nonetheless, fabric and certain 
decorative features, such as those displayed by L 304–311, are mainly paralleled in the East . 

The question of production sites and regional fabrics follows naturally from the recognition that the Tel Anafa 
finds are essentially a Levantine assemblage . It has been possible to distinguish two main fabrics, here called gray 
and semi fine, discussed below in the introduction . Neutron activation analyses have shown the two visually dis-
tinct fabrics to be geochemically quite similar . Semi fine fabric was also employed for much of the common ware 
pottery found at the site and appears, along with the gray fabric, to be the product of manufacturing centers on 
the Phoenician coast . While the fabric discussions below complement Andrea Berlin’s study of the common ware 
pottery (Berlin in TA Vol . II, i, 1–244) and contribute to the debate on fabric variations and production centers, 
more work remains to be done, especially in applying scientific material analyses .

I am grateful to Saul S . Weinberg and Sharon Herbert for entrusting the Tel Anafa lamps to my care and for 
providing support and encouragement throughout the project . I appreciate the collegiality and assistance of An-
drea Berlin and Kathleen Slane . John W . Hayes and Donald M . Bailey were characteristically generous with their 
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time and knowledge . I consulted with Dan Barag and Magen Broshi during their respective visits to the United 
States; I appreciate their generosity . Research assistants Laura Chritton, Cheryl Regan (illustrator), and Frederic 
Fleming provided invaluable help . Helen Caldwell contributed to the study through her M .A . thesis on the erotes 
lamps from Tel Anafa . Photographer Aaron Levin produced the excellent plates . Mohammed Sawaie translated 
Bashir Zouhdi’s article on lamps in the Damascus National Museum . Lorene Sterner assisted in countless ways 
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INTRODUCTION

GOALS

The publication of excavated material generally has two main goals: first, an accurate presentation and expli-
cation of the objects themselves, with particular attention to the information they offer on the dates of occupa-
tion and the changing tastes and trade relations of the occupants over time; second, a consideration of what this 
new body of material adds to our understanding of broader developments in the industry of which it is a part . 
The excavations at Tel Anafa recovered a large corpus of 3,853 lamps and lamp fragments,1 ranging in date from 
the Middle Bronze Age to the medieval era, years that witnessed the transition from open saucerlike lamps to 
more practical closed forms, then the change from wheel-made to mold-made products . Although some long-
distance imports were found at the site, the lamps from Tel Anafa are for the most part products of Levantine 
craftsmen adjusting and adapting their output to changing fashions over time . Particularly interesting examples 
of these processes of change in the lamp industry seen at Tel Anafa are the Persian period development of a Le-
vantine form of wheel-made lamp that imitates the Athenian imports and the Levantine products signed by the 
Roman lampmaker Faustus (see below, pp . 176–179) .

To satisfy the first goal of excavation publication, the bulk of this study is a typological and chronological cata-
logue of selected lamps from the excavations at Tel Anafa . The ample studies of lamps from Athens by Howland 
(1958), Perlzweig (1961), and Scheibler (1976) have served as inspiration for the present work . In particular, the 
1985 publication of the lamps from Sidi Khrebish Benghazi (Berenice) by Donald M . Bailey has been a model . Such 
publications, as well as several recent catalogues of museum collections (see bibliography), constitute the current 
publication context for the following catalogue .2 Traditionally, catalogues of excavated material present the best-
preserved examples that have survived by chance . The following catalogue does the same but also includes numer-
ous fragments as well as the totals of uncatalogued lamps so that the relative frequency of types is unobscured by 
the selection made for the catalogue . This is possible because every one of the lamps and lamp fragments recovered 
from the site was saved for study . Each has been examined in the preparation of this report and appears either as a 
catalogue entry with a full description and an illustration or as an uncatalogued lamp that is accounted for statisti-
cally . The retention and analysis of all fragments permit a full account, including a statistical presentation, of the 
lamp data from the site . As in pottery studies generally, the individual sherd is normally of little or no significance . 
However, the entire assemblage, studied and presented quantitatively, takes on a meaning that transcends the sum 
of its parts . The presentation of the full assemblage from Tel Anafa is one way in which this publication hopes to 
make a contribution to eastern Mediterranean lamp studies .

The catalogue and the introductory essays to each section strive to put flesh on the bare bones of the evidence . 
In publishing the Greek and Roman lamps in the Royal Ontario Museum, John Hayes succeeded in achieving 
something more substantial than “merely a bald catalogue” (1980, 1) . That is the aim here as well . Close exami-
nation of the lamps allows many details of fabric, manufacture, signature, decoration, influence, and usage to 
become apparent . Those who handle and scrutinize thousands of examples do more than compile statistics . We 
turn the products in our own hands as the ancient potters did . We see the temper that they added; we feel the 
marks left by their fingers; we recognize the relationships among products; we see how they were used . Perhaps 
more detail is presented than is necessary, but it is consistent with the aim of full documentation of the evidence . 

This fuller than normal presentation documents the richness of eastern lamp production as it occurs at one 
site and allows a number of important broader issues to be addressed . Foremost are the organization of the re-
gional lamp industry and the participation of the inhabitants of Tel Anafa in the regional economy . Distinguish-
ing fabrics and tallying their frequencies make it possible to isolate individual centers of manufacture and assess 
the relative popularity of their products . If the identity of the manufacturing centers can be established through 

1 The figure of 3,890 cited in TA Vol . I, i, 21 was based on an earlier tally that included several duplicate records in the database .
2 Bailey 1991 characterizes the 1980s as a decade of prolific publication but concludes by wishing that more excavation reports had been 

published . The present study targets that goal .
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fuller analyses, a better understanding of regional trade patterns in the Hellenistic and Roman Levant might be 
achieved . To further these ends much of the information is presented in a statistical format . Such compilations 
are not intended to be ends in themselves, although they should enhance an understanding of the Tel Anafa 
lamps . Mainly, they serve as contributions to our present state of knowledge and may, in turn, be used by those 
who continue to investigate eastern Mediterranean lamps . The assembling of such data has been time-consuming 
and expensive, and the resulting histograms are not flashy; nonetheless, the statistical data comprise a valuable 
part of this study .

While this lamp study constitutes one section of the “final excavation reports” from Tel Anafa, it would be pre-
sumptuous to consider it the last word on the subject . Rather, this report is intended to be both a part of the final 
step in an archaeological research project and an invitation to further study of the material in its wider context . 
By the nature of the task at hand this study focuses on the finds from a single site . Although some observations 
are made about the regional industry and about international trade, economics, cultural links, etc ., such issues 
are not the central concerns of a report that presents a specific class of excavated material from a single site . 
Nonetheless, these lamps can supply part of the evidence for discussions whose major emphases do concern such 
issues . To the extent that the Tel Anafa lamps are employed in such discussions, this report becomes a beginning 
rather than an end .

METHOD
 
In preparing this report, each of the 3,853 lamps and fragments recovered from Tel Anafa was examined to 

determine its type, fabric, method of production (wheel-made vs . mold-made), and surface treatment (slip and 
decoration) . As is standard in such studies, parallels with published lamps from other sites were sought both to 
establish dates for the Tel Anafa lamps and to relate the Tel Anafa material to a wider context of manufacturing 
and distribution; exhaustive lists of comparanda have not been sought, however . In accordance with the goals 
described above, specific lamps and fragments representing some 13% of the total recovered are presented in an 
illustrated catalogue .

In studying the Tel Anafa lamps a great deal of effort was made to identify and group the fabrics from which 
the lamps were made . With such widely manufactured and standardized products as lamps, fabric is the best in-
dicator of place of manufacture, and its identification is an essential step in placing any given lamp assemblage 
in a wider context . While a few of the Tel Anafa lamps are of well-known and easily recognizable fabrics—most 
notably the Athenian and Ephesian products—most were not . In order to identify, group, and characterize these 
unknown fabrics, a series of techniques were employed . First, all the fragments were examined by eye for varia-
tion in color, hardness, and size and kind of inclusion . Second, a number of fragments were thin-sectioned for 
petrographic analysis and one fragment submitted for neutron activation analysis at the University of Missouri as 
part of general studies of the ceramics from Tel Anafa . Finally, in an attempt to answer specific questions about 
the lamps arising from these studies, a program of NAA analysis of the lamps was undertaken at the University of 
Virginia . These procedures and their results are described in more detail below .

MACROSCOPIC ANALYSIS

In the macroscopic analysis the fabric of each catalogued lamp was examined according to the following stan-
dardized procedures . A break was scraped clean with a razor blade to produce a smooth, flat surface that was 
examined in natural sunlight under a 16× hand lens . A ruler held against the scraped break allowed inclusions as 
small as one-tenth of a millimeter to be seen and documented . Three attributes of the fabric were categorized and 
compared: texture, based on the number and size of inclusion and described as fine or medium since there were 
no really coarse lamps; hardness, described as hard, medium, or soft; and color . Relative fineness, porosity, and 
micaceousness were easily recognized and recorded by this method . Munsell color readings were made in natural 
sunlight . While this method does not identify the chemical content of a fabric or the type of temper, a certain de-
gree of confidence can be achieved in establishing coherent, visually distinguishable groups . A clear advantage of 
the present procedure is that it can be performed as easily in the field as in the laboratory and, since it requires no 
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costly preparation or equipment, can be performed on every fragment . Serious drawbacks, however, in using the 
visually distinguishable groups for identifying clay sources, and thereby places of manufacture, were revealed by the 
neutron activation analyses discussed below .

The macroscopic examination resulted in the identification of a number of broad fabric groups . These include 
Athenian, Knidian, Rhodian, Ephesian, Herodian, gray, semi fine, and a variety of others that appear under the 
catchall designation “other .”3 Of particular interest are the gray and semi fine fabrics since together these con-
stitute nearly 90% of the Hellenistic lamp assemblage (see graph 4) . While gray fabric appears at Tel Anafa only 
among the lamps and molded bowls, semi fine is one of the most common pottery fabrics found at the site .4 

Under a 16× hand lens the fabric characterized as gray appears slightly porous and minimally micaceous with 
tiny flecks of mica . To the unassisted eye in strong sunlight the mica content is not a prominent characteristic, as 
it is, for example, in the Ephesos lamps . The clay contains red (feldspar?) inclusions measuring about 0 .2 mm and 
occasionally white or brownish yellow rounded, pebbly inclusions of the same size . Gray fabric lamps were fired 
in a reducing atmosphere; this accounts for their color, which ranges from 10yR 5/1 to 10yR 7/2 . On the best 
examples, L 63–66 and L 68, the slip is a deep black and adheres well to the clay body but lacks the high luster of 
imported Attic wheel-made products . On the remaining lamps, the slip is less well preserved . The slip was applied 
to the upper surface only, from which it ran onto the underside and into the interior through the filling hole . 
The interiors of some lamps, e .g ., L 65 and L 68, seem to have been coated with a thin gray wash . 

In contrast to the gray fabric, semi fine fabric is significantly more porous, both on the surface and in the breaks, 
and contains inclusions of the same nature but much larger size including more mica . It is medium in texture and 
medium to hard fired (see note 3) . The surface of many semi fine lamps is dusty or powdery and rubs off on the 
hands . Most of the semi fine fabric lamps were fired under oxidizing conditions, which produced a fabric color of 
pink to reddish yellow and a red slip . A Munsell reading of 7 .5yR 7/4 pink is typical in a clean, scraped break . The 
surface color where the slip has worn off or on an unscraped break is more likely to yield 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow . 
The slip is fugitive . In small areas where it remains well preserved, its color is about 2 .5yR 4/6 red . Some semi fine 
lamps, or lamps that at least appear to be of semi fine fabric, are gray with a black slip due to the reducing condi-
tions under which they were fired or to an unintentional firing after use . See, for example, L 80, L 84, L 85, L 86 . In 
distinguishing between gray and semi fine lamps, the criteria have been the degree of porosity and the nature and 
quantity of the inclusions .5 

In addition to the large body of Hellenistic mold-made lamps in semi fine fabric, a number of earlier and later 
lamps appear to have been made of this fabric or something very like it . To the unassisted eye, or with the assistance of 
a 16× hand lens, semi fine fabric appears close to that of the Levantine wheel-made lamps in terms of its porous qual-
ity and the presence of white and gray pebbly inclusions and red feldspar inclusions .6 The semi fine lamps are more 
orange in surface color than are the Levantine wheel-made lamps, but the slight color difference does not obscure 
the essential similarities of fabric . Although it was not possible to distinguish among the fabrics of the Roman lamps 
in a manner comparable to the Greek and Hellenistic lamps, the fabric of many of the Roman examples appeared 
to be semi fine . Others were made of a similar but harder fabric with fewer inclusions, which we thought might be a 
more refined version of semi fine .7 

3 Although color is sometimes used in the name of a fabric, it must remain a secondary criterion in assigning individual pieces to fabric 
groups because, of all ceramic attributes, color varies most independently from clay composition . For instance, the gray fabric described 
below can be fired red under oxidizing conditions, while the characteristic pink core and red slip of semi fine fabric will fire gray and black, 
respectively, under reducing conditions . Other physical characteristics, such as density, porosity, inclusions, and micaceousness, which are not 
altered by firing conditions, must then constitute the primary criteria for distinguishing fabric . 

4 Berlin in TA Vol . II, i, 9–10 .
5 The problem posed by color is illustrated by certain semi fine fabric lamps that were burned after manufacture and have been refired 

to a gray color (L 80, L 84, L 85, L86) . At a glance they appear to be of gray fabric, but examination under a 16× hand lens reveals the char-
acteristic qualities of semi fine fabric, i .e ., porosity and size and frequency of inclusions . In other cases, e .g ., L 242 and L 262, joining frag-
ments of semi fine lamps found in separate loci are of two different colors: one part remains red; a joining fragment has been refired gray . 
This phenomenon serves as a caveat against relying too heavily on color and supports the practice of closely examining the clay fabric itself .

6 See the appendix for comments on the instrumental neutron activation analysis of sample no . 4 (L 31), a Levantine wheel-made lamp 
whose chemical composition is very similar to that of the semi fine lamps .

7 Among the group of fragments signed by the lampmaker Faustus we thought we discerned four fabrics, but NAA analysis showed these 
distinctions to be overly refined .
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THIN-SECTION ANALYSIS

Seven uncatalogued lamp fragments were included in the petrographic analysis of 46 sherds presented by Alison 
Rautman elsewhere in this study .8 The lamps are Rautman’s numbers 15–21 and can be described as follows: 15 
(wheel-made, possibly Levantine), 16 (Type D, semi fine), 17–19 (Hellenistic gray fabric), 20 (Roman, gray, but not 
the typical Hellenistic gray fabric), 21 (Hellenistic semi fine) . The three gray fabric lamps displayed similar percent-
ages of quartz . All lamps contained shell and with few exceptions revealed a higher shell content than the other 
sherds examined, many of which contained no shell . Feldspar was present in most . With the possible exception of 
no . 20, all of the lamp fragments appear to be Levantine on the basis of type and a macroscopic examination of 
fabric . It is therefore not surprising that they display patterns similar to the semi fine sherds examined (nos . 39 and 
42) . Although no . 20 is visually anomalous, it conforms to the patterns displayed by the other lamps . An important 
issue raised by the similar minerological content of these various, visually distinct fragments is the validity of the 
macroscopic fabric groupings .

NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS

Two neutron activation analyses were performed on the Tel Anafa lamps at the University of Virginia Research 
Reactor in Charlottesville .9 In 1991 fifteen samples were selected to address several specific questions .10 The re-
sults are presented in the appendix . In brief, they document (1) a geochemical similarity between semi fine and 
gray fabric; the essential similarity between the two fabrics is an important discovery; (2) a similarity between the 
fabric of the Levantine wheel-made lamps and semi fine fabric; (3) a distinct geochemical pattern among the 
Persian period lamps; (4) a distinct geochemical pattern among the Herodian lamps; and (5) a homogeneous 
pattern among the three (visually distinct) Faustus lamps tested .

The results of the 1991 analysis prompted a larger 1993 project that comprised 43 samples, including some 
of those tested in 1991 .11 The sample consisted of 28 Faustus lamps (from Tel Anafa and elsewhere),12 a Persian 
period open lamp, two Athenian lamps, a Levantine wheel-made lamp, two samples from Hellenistic erotes 
lamps (one of semi fine and one of gray fabric), three other Roman lamps, a semi fine lid, and four samples of 
eastern sigillata A .13 The project concentrated on questions posed by the Faustus lamps but also dealt with other 
issues raised in 1991 .14 The conclusions are summarized here . The Faustus lamps do not form one single cluster . 
Some samples are only distantly related; i .e ., they have distinctly different elemental concentrations and argue 
that Faustus used more than one clay source for his lamps . This supports D . M . Bailey’s thesis that Faustus was 
an itinerant craftsman .15 Among the Faustus lamps found at Tel Anafa, however, all but one sample are closely 
related in their elemental concentrations .16 Within that same group are found the semi fine lid, the Levantine 
wheel-made lamp, the semi fine and gray erotes lamps, and three other Roman lamps, one of which was recog-
nized by macroscopic analysis as being semi fine . Thus, the chemical content of the Tel Anafa Faustus lamps has 
much in common with lamps and other ceramic products of diverse type and date . It appears that one source of 
clay used by Faustus was the same one used by other craftsmen over many centuries . This important discovery 
has wide-ranging implications for determining manufacturing centers, trade patterns, and market preferences 
for the Tel Anafa lamps in general . 

8 Rautman in TA Vol . II, i, 212–235 . The lamps are treated as sherd numbers 15–21 .
9 In addition, one lamp fragment was included in an NAA study done at the University of Missouri: Glascock, Elam, and Slane, “Composi-

tional Analysis of Eastern Sigillata A and Other Finewares from Tel Anafa .” The lamp fragment is treated as sample ISR 086 .
10 The Tel Anafa lamps tested in 1991 were L 7, L 31, L 65, L 71, L 88, L 101, L 148, L 281, L 286, L 304, L 308, L 315, L 329, L 333 .
11 This was a collaborative project undertaken with Kathleen M . Lynch, whose M .A . thesis (Lynch 1994) dealt with the lampmaker Faustus .
12 Samples were provided by the British Museum and the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New york City .
13 The Tel Anafa lamps tested in 1993 were L 7, L 16, L 19, L 31, L 65, L 88, L 286, L 304, L 308, L 313–316, L 318–333 . 
14 Dobbins and Lynch 1994 . The paper focused on results and conclusions and did not include an extensive presentation of data . 
15 For discussions of the Faustus shop, see Oziol 1977, 78–79; Bailey 1965, 21, and more fully, Bailey 1988, 97, 217–18; Lynch 1994 . Faustus 

lamps are also known in the West, but they are not frequent occurrences . Oziol 1977, 78–79 lists their findspots .
16 This is despite the fact that under macroscopic examination the fragments from Tel Anafa appeared to form four distinct fabric groupings: 

(1) semi fine; (2) fine, hard fabric with red slip; (3) pink fabric with brown/yellow slip; and (4) pale green fabric with orange/dark brown slip .
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CONCLUSIONS OF THE FABRIC ANALYSIS

Several lines of investigation are beginning to converge to suggest that a coastal site, possibly Tyre, was the 
source for most of the lamps found at Tel Anafa . The wide distribution of gray and semi fine fabric lamps at Le-
vantine sites, coupled with their relative scarcity elsewhere, points to the Levant as their place of manufacture .17 
Among the gray fabric lamps there is one major exception to the generally Levantine-oriented distribution pat-
tern, namely Delos, where numerous gray fabric lamps were discovered .18 Perhaps the abundance of eastern 
lamps at Delos is to be attributed to the commercial presence on the island of eastern merchants, such as the 
Herakleists of Tyre and the Posidoniasts of Beirut .19 While the precise details surrounding the trade in these 
lamps cannot be recovered, it is clear that lamps of gray fabric could and did become objects of long-distance 
trade . At present, however, finds indicate that they circulated primarily at the eastern end of the Mediterranean .

The research of Berlin and Slane on the Tel Anafa pottery can contribute to the present discussion . On the 
basis of the shell content and distribution pattern of semi fine fabric Berlin argues for Tyre as a semi fine pro-
duction site, and Slane seeks a coastal site for the chemically similar ESA .20 The semi fine lamps would obviously 
have come from the same source as the semi fine pottery . As discussed above, NAA conducted on the lamps in-
dicates that Hellenistic gray fabric, Levantine wheel-made, and many Roman lamps share the same geochemical 
properties as semi fine and therefore also derive from the same clay source as semi fine . Localizing the semi fine 
center(s) on the Phoenician coast establishes the source of the majority of the Tel Anafa lamps .

Even before the NAA was undertaken, the typological and decorative similarities between the Hellenistic gray 
and semi fine products were apparent . Indeed, some lamps in gray and semi fine are so close that they could be 
products of the same molds . Now that we recognize the geochemical identity between the gray and semi fine 
products, their similarities are not surprising, since the two “fabrics” can now be seen to be simply two different 
decorative modes employed at a single manufacturing center . questions that arise instead concern relationships 
among workshops and market preference . The differences between gray and semi fine products indicate differ-
ent manufacturing processes being applied to the same clays to achieve the color variation . Why did the same, or 
at the least very closely related, shops produce both red and black lamps in the Hellenistic period? Was the deci-
sion market-driven or simply the choice of the lampmakers? The Tel Anafa finds don’t suggest a clear preference 
of one color over the other among those who actually owned the lamps (graph 4) . By the Roman era, however, 
the red semi fine lamps were clearly preferred, and only one gray Roman lamp was found at the site (L 366) . 

The kite-shaped erotes lamps illustrate the similarities between gray and semi fine products . On the better-
quality gray fabric examples, the surface detail of the high relief decoration is much superior to even the best 
semi fine products . Although facial features among the erotes lamps are not extremely clear and anatomical de-
tail is generalized, it is possible to discern eyes, noses, mouths, modeling of face and body, and a differentiation 
between face and hair . The wings, too, are carefully detailed . L 63 and L 64 illustrate decorative detail at its best 
(pl . 19) . 

The superior quality of at least some gray fabric lamps and the practice of retouching semi fine products, as 
if they had come from worn or inferior molds, should be mentioned even if certain discrepancies cannot be ad-
equately explained . The problem is partially illustrated by two gray fabric lamps, L 65 (pl . 19) and L 66, and three 

17 For example, only 17 gray fabric lamps were found at the North African site of Sidi Khrebish, and Bailey attributed them to undeter-
mined sources in Asia Minor (Bailey 1985, 7–8) . Bailey came to his conclusion before the numerical breakdown of the Tel Anafa lamps was 
known . 

18 Bruneau 1965, 81–88 . Recorded are 728 lamps with S-scrolls and various shoulder treatments and 58 lamps bearing erotes . Bruneau 
indicates that the place of manufacture of these lamps is unknown (pp . 83, 87) . He adds (83, n . 1) that both Howland and Waagé speculate 
on places of manufacture, but, in fact, neither is discussing lamps of the type found at Delos or at Tel Anafa and under discussion here; they 
are discussing somewhat different Hellenistic lamps . The reference in both Bruneau and Howland to Antioch IV should read Antioch III .

19 It is not only in the lamp assemblage that the finds from Tel Anafa are closely connected with those from Delos . The corpora of cast 
glass and of fine wares and imported amphorae from the site are also very similar to those from Delos (Berlin in TA Vol . II, i, 161–163, Grose 
pp . 6–8 above; Slane in TA Vol . II, i, 264) .

20 Berlin in TA Vol . II, i, 10; Slane 1994 . Berlin 1997a and Slane 1994 were presented at the conference cited in n . 14 . Patricia Bikai, whose 
paper “The Augustan Shrine of Apollo at Tyre,” was presented at the same conference, commented that the semi fine products of Tel Anafa 
exist in abundance at Tyre, where the fabric is sometimes called “powder ware .”
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semi fine lamps, L 93 (pl . 19), L 94, and L 95 . L 65 and L 66 resemble each other enough to have come from the 
same mold or from different molds derived from the same prototype . L 93, L 94, and L 95 are extremely similar 
to L 65 and L 66 and might be products of the same mold or of another mold in the same series . Comparing L 94 
to L 66 and L 95 to L 65 shows that the semi fine products are in both cases smaller . This would usually indicate 
that the lamps are not from the same mold, but the semi fine lamps may have shrunk more due to their greater 
porosity . The details of L 93, however, have the same measurements as L 65, contrary to what would be expected 
if shrinkage were greater among semi fine lamps . Better preservation of the five examples would probably have 
permitted a conclusive assessment of the issues involved, but what is abundantly clear is that we are dealing with 
products of the same manufacturing center and that that center is to be found on the Levantine coast .

The situation is similar for the Roman-era lamps . The homogeneous clustering of the Faustus samples submit-
ted to NAA and the association of those with semi fine fabric point to a common center or region from which Tel 
Anafa imported its Roman lamps . The discovery that the harder, finer Roman fabric tested in the same chemical 
group with semi fine suggests that many of the Roman lamps described as fine, hard fabric are probably refined 
semi fine . It is therefore quite likely that a much higher percentage of Roman lamps are actually of semi fine than 
the descriptions in the catalogue suggest and that the same production centers that dominated the Hellenistic 
market at Tel Anafa also dominated the Roman market .

STATISTICAL BREAKDOWN AND OVERVIEW OF THE LAMP ASSEMBLAGE

All lamps, catalogued and uncatalogued, were entered on a database so that statistical evidence, such as that 
presented in the next section, could be easily retrieved and compared .21 Using this database, we were able to take 
account of all the lamps, not just the catalogued specimens, for comparative purposes .22 From the database we 
were able to produce a number of histograms that illustrate the overall characteristics of the lamp assemblage 
and certain changes in the assemblage over time as well as quantitative relationships of various kinds of lamps 
and fabrics . These are presented in four graphs, which highlight important aspects of the collection and illustrate 
points made in the overview of the lamp assemblages that follows .

Graph 1 presents all lamps by date .23

Graph 2 presents all lamps by technique, i .e ., wheel-made vs . mold-made with Hellenistic and Roman mold-
made lamps tallied separately .24 

Graph 3 breaks down the wheel-made lamps by fabric or form .
Graph 4 breaks down the Hellenistic lamps by fabric .

As can be seen in graph 1, Hellenistic lamps (47 .8% of the total) dominate the Tel Anafa assemblage . The 
large number of Roman lamps (30 .7% of the total) testifies to a significant Roman occupation at the tel . By 
contrast, the pre-Hellenistic lamps constitute only 11 .2% of the total . The characteristics of these groups are dis-
cussed separately below, with the catalogued examples cited .

21 Relevant data fields employed in dBASE IV were catalogue number, inventory number, basket, locus, stratum, stratum date, lamp date, 
lamp type, and fabric . See TA, Vol . I, i, 23–31 for explanation of the basket, locus, and stratum designations as used at Tel Anafa .

22 It must be asked, how representative of the lamps used at the site is the sample recovered in the excavation? The excavation focused on 
the Hellenistic and Roman phases at the site, uncovering over 40% of the area within the enclosure wall of these phases, so the sample should 
be quite representative . For the earlier phases much less was uncovered, and the sample is therefore more suspect .

23 Those whose dates are unknown are the fragments that appear in graph 2 as wheel-made nondescript and nondistinguishable .
24 In the category “mold-made nondescript” are 324 lamps that can be identified only as mold-made; they are too small or abraded to be 

assigned a Hellenistic or Roman date . In the category “nondistinguishable” are fragments that can be identified as lamps but that otherwise 
are so ground up that it is not possible to determine technique or date . L 20 and L 21 (Rhodian and Knidian) are Hellenistic in date but 
wheel-made in technique and are therefore included among the wheel-made lamps . Similarly, seven of the nine Herodian lamps are wheel-
made and are also included in the wheel-made totals . In graph 1 all nine Herodian lamps are tallied with lamps of Roman date .
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PRE-HELLENISTIC–EARLY HELLENISTIC

This group actually breaks down into two parts: (1) a very small collection (32 items) of Bronze and Iron 
Age open lamps (L 1–2); and (2) a larger collection (389 examples) of Persian–Early Hellenistic lamps . The 
lamps in this group consist of open bowl-shaped “Persian” lamps (L 3–7), wheel-made closed forms of Greek 
type that succeeded them (L 8–38), and a few early mold-made lamps (L 40–46, L 133, L 208, L 43, and possibly 
L 269 and 271) .25

A good number (46%) of the closed wheel-made lamps are in fact imports, mostly from Athens; the rest are of 
Levantine manufacture (graph 3) . The compressed stratigraphy of the Early Hellenistic and Persian levels at Tel 
Anafa does not allow us to follow in any detail the transition from open to closed to molded shapes, but we can 
see clearly the supplantation of the local open form by the more practical imported closed shape and the Levan-
tine lampmakers’ marketing response with their own version of the Greek shape . The results of the NAA of one 
open lamp and one Levantine wheel-made lamp (L 7 and L 31 in 1991 and 1993) shed some light on this process . 
The NAA results indicate that the two sherds examined are very different in geochemical composition . While no 

25 These, plus two uncatalogued pieces, are actually all the definitely Hellenistic lamps that can be associated with the earlier Hellenistic 
strata at the site (HELL 1) . The small number illustrates the insularity of the settlement of that time (TA Vol . I, i, 14; Berlin in TA Vol . II, i, 
18–19) .
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firm conclusion can be drawn from such a small sample, there is reason to suspect that we are witnessing not a 
smooth transition from open to closed forms at the same production centers but rather a more radical break in 
which different manufacturers at different production centers began to work in the new Greek tradition and in 
the process used a different clay source . 

HELLENISTIC

Nearly 50% of the lamps found at Tel Anafa are Hellenistic mold-made forms of the late second and early first 
century BCE (graph 1) . These are the lamps that were used by the builders and occupants of the LHSB and, like 
many other artifacts of this occupation phase, they show both Greek and local influences . The close connection 
between the technique and decoration of Hellenistic mold-made bowls and Hellenistic mold-made lamps has 
long been recognized .26 The filling hole of a lamp, with its framing ring and surrounding shoulder, demands 
similar compositional motives to the base and calyx of a molded bowl, and Hellenistic lampmakers most often 
adopted motifs used on those parts of the bowls: rosettes, palmettes, petals, imbricated leaves, jeweling, rays, 
wreaths, masks . In general, the lampmaker avoided the figural motifs of mold-made bowls . The major exception 
is the extensive use of heraldic erotes flanking a theater mask or a palmette . Such erotes are in fact the single 
most common motif on the Late Hellenistic lamps from Tel Anafa (L 63–106) .

Kite-shaped (L 63–125) and delphiniform lamps and their variants (L 126–148) dominate the Hellenistic as-
semblage . A group of round-bodied lamps (L 149–166) exhibits certain elements that should be considered tran-
sitional to the volute nozzle shapes of the Early Roman era . Similarly, various eclectic transitional fragments (L 
182–188) demonstrate that the Augustan discus and volute lamp did not replace the Hellenistic forms overnight . 
Also of interest on this subject are a number of palmette handles (L 115–125) associated with the Hellenistic kite-
shaped lamps; these anticipate the larger and more elaborate handle shields introduced in the Augustan period 
(Broneer Type XX1) .

 Although in form and decoration the Hellenistic lamps from Tel Anafa find their closest parallels on Delos, 
they are for the most part made of Levantine fabric (graph 4) . A scattering of other fabrics in the assemblage 
as well as a group of Ephesian lamps (L 47–62) testify to importation from other centers, however . Interest-
ingly, like the Italic brittle wares, the Ephesian lamps make their first appearance at the site in the debris of 
the LHSB .27

ROMAN
 
Early Roman discus and volute lamps constitute the second largest body of lamp material from Tel Anafa 

and testify to the vigor of the first-century CE occupation of the site . The Roman lamp assemblage is remarkably 
homogeneous . With the exception of a small group of Herodian lamps (L 276–282), two mold-made hybrids (L 
283–284), six Late Republican fragments (L 285–290), and a single Nabataean lamp (L 428), all others (1,166 
pieces in total) are mold-made Roman volute lamps of Bailey Type A groups i–iv or Bailey Type D .28 None need be 
dated later than the middle of the first century CE . Of particular interest are 23 fragments signed by the Roman 
lampmaker Faustus (L 312–333), the largest group of his signatures found to date at a single site .29 As discussed 
in the fabric section, NAA showed 22 of the 23 Faustus lamps from Tel Anafa to be made of the same fabric, a 
fabric identical to the Levantine semi fine fabric of many of the Hellenistic lamps and much of the Hellenistic 
pottery from the site . This discovery has important implications not only for the career of Faustus, placing him 
in a Levantine workshop; it also shows that the inhabitants of Roman era Tel Anafa were obtaining their lamps 
from the same center as the Hellenistic occupants, most likely a Phoenician coastal site . This pattern is in direct 

26 Thompson 1934, 462–463 .
27 On Italic thin-walled wares, see Slane in TA Vol . II, i, 349–355 . Of the 76 recognizable fragments of Ephesian lamps from the site, only 

one was found in a locus earlier than HELL 2C+/ROM 1A . This is a small handle fragment from Loc . 3418X . The area of its discovery was 
riddled with animal burrows, and it is likely that the fragment was contaminatory .

28 Herbert’s statement that there are no Type D lamps from the site (TA Vol . I, i, n . 308) is a misprint for Type C .
29 Bailey 1988, 97, 217–218 .
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contrast to that of the plain ware pottery, the source of which apparently shifts to the south in the Roman period . 
It implies that the lamps and the utilitarian pottery circulated in different market systems .30 

Finally, one would like to know something about use patterns of lamps . Toward this end it is possible to com-
pare the numbers of lamps from the LHSB and its associated loci to those from the houses on the south slope . 
In the following counts only Hellenistic lamps from HELL loci are tallied . From the LHSB come 319 lamps, and 
from the houses on the south slope come 43 . In other words, 7 .4 times more lamps were recovered from the 
LHSB than from the houses; 88% of the total were from the LHSB and 12% from the houses . Despite these num-
bers, it is not possible to conclude that the occupants of the LHSB practiced a lifestyle that accounted for the use 
of 7 .4 times as many lamps as the lifestyles of the south slope houses . The excavations concentrated much more 
effort on the LHSB, and that effort is reflected in the totals and percentages . Numbers of loci identified and areas 
dug must be compared to the lamp statistics . Associated with the LHSB (this includes the west annex) are 1,071 
HELL loci and 910 square meters excavated . Associated with the houses are 121 HELL loci and 120 square meters 
excavated . These figures show that there were 8 .85 times as many loci excavated in association with the LHSB as 
excavated in association with the houses: 89 .8% for the LHSB vs . 10 .2% for the houses . For the relative areas dug, 
7 .58 times as many square meters of the tel were excavated at the LHSB as at the houses: 88 .3% for the LHSB 
vs . 11 .7% for the houses . The three categories of figures are compatible . In short, when loci and square meters 
excavated are considered, the recovery of lamps from the houses was proportional to that from the LHSB . To the 
extent that recovery can be equated with use, then the use patterns in the LHSB and the poorer houses on the 
south slope were essentially the same .31

30 Berlin In TA Vol . II, i, 30–32 . This pattern is not limited to Tel Anafa . The scarcity of the Judaean manufactured Herodian lamps in the 
Galilee is notable in this regard (Smith 1961, n . 2) .

31 The simplicity of the analysis is acknowledged, as is the inappropriateness of equating recovery with use in every case . One could easily 
imagine a situation in which service vessels are found in a storage room where they are never used and none are found in the dining room 
that was their actual place of use . Such extremes aside, none of the lamps were found in use-related contexts . All we have to work with are 
relative statistics . It should be noted, however, that five of the more elaborate multinozzle lamps were recovered from the LHSB and none 
from the houses . 



THE CATALOGUE

In the catalogue the lamps are first arranged by type .32 Competing with type for primacy of place are place 
of manufacture and fabric . For the most part these two criteria have been subordinated to type in the hierarchy 
of the catalogue presented here, particularly as it is impossible to assign most of the Tel Anafa lamps to specific 
production centers at this time . Obvious exceptions are the wheel-made imports from Athens, Rhodes, and Kni-
dos, whose distinctive form and fabric allow their sources to be identified . As two fabrics dominate the Hellenistic 
assemblage, most Hellenistic types are subdivided into two sections on the basis of this fabric distinction; within 
most Hellenistic types the fabrics are gray, semi fine, and other, with “other” being a catchall for a number of 
fabrics that are neither gray nor semi fine . Ephesos lamps are an obvious exception . 

Each catalogued lamp is illustrated by a photograph in the plates . In addition, top-view drawings, sections, 
and reconstructions of selected lamps appear in the figures .33 Each catalogue entry provides a reference to an 
appropriate figure and/or plate . 

 

CATALOGUE ENTRy FORMAT

Line 1 of each catalogue entry begins with the lamp’s catalogue number, preceded by the letter “L .” If the 
lamp has been catalogued in Helen Caldwell’s 1973 M .A . thesis, a Caldwell number appears in parentheses . Then 
follows the annual Tel Anafa inventory number for those lamps that were inventoried during the excavation . Plate 
and/or figure references also appear on the first line . If a piece was submitted for NAA, that and the year tested 
are noted on line 1 . Line 2 presents the lamp’s stratigraphic context: locus number and general site-wide stratum 
as assigned in Herbert’s study of the occupational history of the site (TA Vol . I, i, 26) .34 Deposits recognized to be 
contaminated are so indicated . Line 3 presents the state of preservation of the lamp and its dimensions in meters . 
Line 4 describes the fabric, slip, and color (usually expressed as a Munsell number and description); line 4 usually 
runs longer than a single line . Then, beginning on a separate line, follows a description of the lamp .

Abbreviations used in the catalogue entries are the following: Loc . (locus), HELL (Hellenistic), ROM (Ro-
man), contam . (Contaminated), L . (length), W . (width), H . (height), D . (diameter), P .L . (preserved length), 
P .W . (preserved width), P .H . (preserved height), Max . p . dim . (maximum preserved dimension), est . (estimated) .

The figures for catalogued vs . uncatalogued lamps that appear at the end of the introductions to the types 
should be used carefully . For example, those listed for open lamps or for Athenian lamps are secure because the 
lamps in question can be recognized by even a small fragment . This is not the case with delphiniform lamps or 
round-bodied lamps . Small fragments from the base, shoulder, or nozzle could belong to either type or to a kite-
shaped lamp . Consequently, such fragments are tallied simply as Hellenistic . 

32 As employed here, type is a structural category . Lamps that share the same structure (i .e ., form or shape) are grouped together . The 
term type as interchangeable with form or shape enjoys wide use in lamp studies and is consequently employed here .

33 Several factors determined whether or not a drawing is provided for a specific lamp . The first is my conviction that, for the most part, 
good photographs adequately illustrate a lamp . As a top-view photograph conveys no information about the profile, several section drawings 
are provided, especially for wheel-made specimens . It has not been my practice here to provide extensive section drawings of Hellenistic 
or Roman lamps, since these are standard profiles well illustrated elsewhere . This will surely draw some criticism, but it should provide no 
obstacle to any serious user of the catalogue (this type of publication draws few casual readers) . Lamp specialists know what the lamps look 
like in profile . Catalogue descriptions, the photographs, and references to Loeschcke’s shoulder profiles should prove adequate even for the 
moldings on Roman rims and shoulders . Those who are seeking general comparanda should find the top views adequate .

During the several seasons of excavation at Tel Anafa many of the annually inventoried lamps were drawn . When I came to the project, 
these drawings had already been inked and therefore were nearly ready for publication . Even though such drawings constitute more docu-
mentation than I would have requested, it would have wasted time, effort, and money already invested to disregard drawings that are useful 
and quite beautiful .

34 Several lamps, primarily from the 1972 and 1973 seasons, have a locus listed as unknown . Prior to the assignment of the lamps to the 
present author, another individual began to study the lamps and inventoried additional specimens . New inventory numbers were written on 
those newly inventoried lamps, but no concordance that preserves the stratigraphic contexts of the additional inventoried lamps has survived . 
Inventory records exist only for 14 lamps from 1972 and for 21 lamps from 1973 . In other cases the unknown locus designation may stem from 
an inability to read the numbers written on a fragment or the loss of records .



I . OPEN LAMPS 

Presented in this section are the earliest and the simplest of the lamps from Tel Anafa . All are wheel-made, 
bowl-shaped vessels that have been modified for their specific use as lamps by pinching or folding the edges of 
the bowl to form a wick rest or spout that held the wick as it drew oil from the bowl . Fragments of 137 such ves-
sels were found in the excavations . Sometimes called folded lamps or cocked-hat lamps, these early vessels are 
here designated open lamps as a descriptive characterization of their bowl-like quality and to contrast them to 
the closed-form wheel-made lamps of Greek type that follow in the next section . The open lamps fall into three 
groups . The first is a single example of the four-wick open lamps of the Middle Bronze Age (L 1); the second, 31 
fragments of coarse open lamps the date of which probably ranges from Late Bronze to Iron Age (L 2); third, 78 
fragments of the finer, wide-rimmed Persian period form (L 3–7) .

Catalogued: 7 . Uncatalogued: 130 . 

I .A . MIDDLE BRONZE AGE I (L 1)

Although this single Bronze Age lamp did not come from a stratified context at Tel Anafa, excavations at the 
site did reach Middle Bronze Age I occupation levels .35 In the light of the proven Middle Bronze Age presence 
at the site, the following lamp should be viewed not simply as a stray find but as a likely product of the earliest 
known habitation at the tel .

Parallels: Amiran 1970, pls . 22:11; 23:9; 24:13; Rosenthal and Sivan 1978, no . 311; Sussman 1982, 5 . 
Date: Middle Bronze Age I, 2200–2000 BCE .

35 TA Vol . I, i, 148–153 .

L 1 TA73L13  Fig . 1, Pl . 1
Loc . 3509  

Almost half of an open lamp preserves two of four wick rests, 
one displaying evidence of burning; rounded bottom . Max . 
p . dim . 0 .137; H . 0 .05; est . W . 0 .16 .

Coarse hard fabric; small white inclusions; small amounts 
of straw temper . Core: 7 .5yR 7/4 pink . Surface: 10R 5/6 red .

Concentric circles on the interior of the lamp, the results 
of fashioning on the wheel, allow the center of the lamp to 
be identified; from this the restored width is easily calculated . 

I .B . PRE-PERSIAN (L 2)

Presented here are open lamps spanning the period from the Bronze Age to the Iron Age . L 2 is the best-
preserved example; uncatalogued fragments consist of rims and wick rests . These fragments are distinguished 
by their coarse, thick fabric, somewhat rough surfaces, and numerous large white chalky inclusions . The white 
inclusions are common in the 1 mm range; some are as large as 2 to 3 mm . The clay is not as smooth, as fine, or 
as thin as the clay of the Persian period open lamps . The edge of the pre-Persian lamp is occasionally thickened, 
a practice not seen in the Persian period . Catalogued: 1 . Uncatalogued: 30 .

First appearance: Most were found as survivor material in Hellenistic or later deposits . The earliest certain 
appearance is in a sealed LB II deposit, Loc . 3445 .1 .

Parallels: Tel Michal: Singer-Avitz 1989, figs . 7 .1 .16; 7 .2 .10; Amiran 1970, pl . 100:10 (= yadin et al . 1958, 
1960–1961, pl . 208:47) .

Date: 2200–586 BCE .
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L 2 TA72L111 Pl . 1
Loc . unknown

Seven joining and four non-joining fragments preserve part 
of bowl and wick rest of an open lamp . (It is likely that two of 
the non-joining fragments belong to other lamps .) P .L . 0 .088; 
P .W . 0 .097; P .H . 0 .05; Th . (at center of bowl) 0 .01 .

Coarse hard pinkish gray fabric with numerous large (1 
mm to 2 .5 mm) white inclusions .

Pinched rim forms wick rest . The edge of the rim is thick-
ened . Rounded bottom . 

I .C . PERSIAN (L 3–7)

The Persian period oil lamp displays a wide out-turned rim surrounding a broad and shallow bowl . Separat-
ing the bowl from the rim is a sharp wheel-turned edge that was produced before the wick rest was made . The 
prominent wick rest was fashioned by folding back the rim at two points to nearly half the length of the lamp . In 
general, the clay from which the lamps were made was well levigated . Inclusions, as well as a certain porosity, are 
visible when the lamps are examined under a 16× hand lens . Dark gray inclusions are common in the  .1 to  .2 mm 
range . Also common are white inclusions of the same or slightly larger size; some appear to be shell fragments . 
Red ceramic inclusions are larger (to about  .5 mm) but less frequent . Even in examples where the clay is fine and 
compact, some large pebbly inclusions may occur up to  .5 cm in size . Overall, the clay was carefully prepared, and 
the lamps were well made . Some specimens are finer than others, and in all cases the Persian lamps from the site 
are superior in quality of clay and overall workmanship to the Bronze Age and Iron Age products . Thus, not only 
form but fabric and finish are criteria by which the Persian lamps can be recognized .

The surface of the Persian period lamps was carefully smoothed; L 3 is a particularly fine example of a care-
fully finished and well-smoothed lamp that is attractive to the eye and to the touch . Such attention to the finishing 
of the lamp sometimes produced a surface that appears to be slipped, although it is not . Most of the lamps are 
devoid of decoration, but the rim edge of L 6 bears a narrow strip of red paint, as do the rims of several uncata-
logued examples . 

Due to firing conditions, the color of the surface and/or core of a single lamp may range from cream to or-
ange . The bottoms of the lamps are treated in one of two ways . Either the bottom is flattened in a general way and 
curves upward to the rim, or it is precisely flattened and separated from the side of the bowl by a sharp carination . 
L 3 displays the first type of base; L 4 and L 5 the second . An insufficient number of bases survives to permit any 
conclusions to be drawn from the differences in treatment .36 L 7 was included in the NAA samples of 1991 and 
1993 . Its geochemical composition is different from the non-Persian samples analyzed . In particular, it is different 
from the lamps that comprise the bulk of the Tel Anafa assemblage and suggests that the source of lamps during 
the Persian period was different from the sources of lamps in later periods . Catalogued: 5 . Uncatalogued: 73 .

First appearance: LB II/IRON 1+ .37

Parallels: Tel Michal: Singer-Avitz 1989, figs . 9 .1:8 from Stratum XI, 525–490 BCE; 9 .7:6–7 from Stratum VIII, 
430–400 BCE; Sussman 1982, 6 .

Date: 6th–4th centuries BCE . 
 

36 In fact, the fragments recognized as lamps are all rims, which are distinctive and therefore easily recognized, or fragments that include 
rim and base, as those catalogued here . It is quite likely that base fragments or base and wall fragments that did not preserve the distinctive 
rim were not recognized as lamps . An admonition might be offered that especially in excavations of Bronze Age, Iron Age, or Persian-period 
focus, base and wall fragments found in association with open-form lamp rims be carefully scrutinized for joins with the rims .

37 Two fragments came from Loc . 3518 LB II/IRON 1+ . The “plus” indicates that the locus is Iron Age and later . The presence of the two 
Persian period lamps was not noticed when the locus designation was written; perhaps they had not been entered on the database at that 
time . In any case, Loc . 3518 is a fill that extends into the Persian period . It lies immediately below a mixed fill that contains modern through 
Hellenistic material . Persian period open lamps occur in numerous HELL 1 loci .
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L 3 TA68L16 Fig . 1, Pl . 1
Loc . 3222A  Stratum HELL 1 or 2A

Right half of an open lamp; flattened base . P .L . 0 .144; H . 
0 .04 .

Fine hard fabric: 10yR 7/3 very pale brown; but visible 
in one of the breaks are two large (ca . 0 .005) inclusions of 
iron ore .

L 4 TA72L41, TA73L20 Pl . 1 
Loc . both unknown

Two non-joining fragments, possibly from the same lamp, 
preserve a full profile . 

Medium hard fabric, somewhat porous, with a few peb-
bly inclusions to 2 .5 mm: 5yR 7/2 pinkish gray to 5yR 7/6 
reddish yellow . Flat base with sharp carination at juncture of 
outer wall of bowl . 

L 5 7 .6 .192  Pl . 1 
Loc . 7637  Stratum HELL 1?

Fragment of the right side of an open lamp preserving a full 
profile . P .L . 0 .079 . 

Fabric and form as previous . 

L 6 TA72L17 Pl . 1
Loc . unknown

Rim fragment of open lamp . Max . p . dim . 0 .061 .
Fine hard fabric: 10yR 7/2 light gray . Well-smoothed sur-

face .
Around the edge of the rim, top and bottom, is a a strip 

of red paint .

L 7 TA68L56 (NAA 1991, 1993) Pl . 1
Loc . 3212B (Fill sealed U 3212A=3218) Stratum HELL 2A

Fragment of left side of an open lamp . Max . p . dim . 0 .062 .
Medium hard fabric with a few large black and white peb-

bly inclusions, one 5 mm in width: 7 .5yR 7/2 pinkish gray .



 II . WHEEL-MADE LAMPS OF GREEK TyPE 

This section includes all closed, wheel-made forms without mold-made decoration . The closed lamp shape was 
developed in the sixth century by Greek craftsmen . It soon supplanted the open shape since it was more practi-
cal in that the tops protected the oil from spillage and from moths and other insects as well as from rodents that 
would be attracted to the edible fuel . These non-mold-made closed lamps continued in use until the third cen-
tury BCE, when they were supplanted by the easier-to-produce mold-made lamps . Some of the forms found at Tel 
Anafa (L 8, 9) were current in the fifth and early fourth century BCE and document later Persian period activity 
at the site; others (L 10–38) have a production range of fourth through second century BCE and therefore could 
be either Persian or Early Hellenistic in date . The lamp corpus from Tel Anafa includes 299 fragments of closed 
wheel-made lamps . Ninety of these are imports, most from Athens, with one each from Rhodes and Knidos and 
22 from unknown centers; the rest are Levantine imitations of the Greek products .

II .A . IMPORTS FROM ATHENS

Fragments of 66 Athenian wheel-made lamps were recovered in the excavations at Tel Anafa . The Athenian 
imports are recognizable by their fabric and high-quality black gloss (when employed) and by their similarity to 
the numerous lamps excavated in the Athenian Agora and Kerameikos . Such lamps, particularly the popular and 
widely disseminated fourth-to-third-century round shoulder lamps (Kerameikos RSL; Agora Type 25), served as 
models for Levantine lamp manufacturers who emulated Athenian forms . The fabric of the Athenian imports is a 
fine, hard, well-levigated clay containing mica . The mica is best seen in natural sunlight . In a clean break the fabric 
frequently has a Munsell color reading of 7 .5yR 7/4 pink . While this is the most typical color, variations occur, e .g ., 
2 .5yR 6/6 light red and 5yR 6/4 light reddish brown . The sintered slip, here called a gloss rather than a glaze as it 
is nonvitreous, is a deep black with a high gloss, except where otherwise noted . A red slip is sometimes employed 
on the interiors to render the clay impervious to oil . It is typically matte and thinly applied and never used as an 
exterior decorative finish .

None of the Athenian imports was found in a use-related context; all occur in Late Hellenistic or later levels, 
usually construction fill for the major structures revealed by the excavations . The presence at the site of Athenian 
and other imports, along with the numerous Levantine products inspired by the imports, points to trade and 
influence in the classical and Early Hellenistic periods at Tel Anafa . In addition, these finds attest the existence 
of a Greek-oriented settlement at the site (or, at least, a settlement receiving Greek goods), whose remains and 
history lie beyond the scope of the present project . The presence of Athenian products at Tel Anafa is consistent 
with the well-documented patterns of Athenian exports discovered at other Syro-Palestinian sites .38 In his study of 
Aegean and Cypriot imports at Tel Michal during the Persian period, Ronald T . Marchese (1989) offers a succinct 
account of this trade and of the transformation of local ceramic types as a consequence of the influx of imported 
goods .39 Marchese records only two Athenian lamps at Tel Michal .

Athenian imports are presented here according to the system of classification devised for the Kerameikos 
lamps by Ingeborg Scheibler (1976) . Reference is also made to the classification of Richard H . Howland (1958) 
for the Agora lamps .

Catalogued: 12 . Uncatalogued: 54 .

38 See, for example, Samaria: Crowfoot 1957, fig . 85 nos . 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and numerous uncatalogued fragments are wheel-made imports; fig . 
85, no . 4 and 25 uncatalogued specimens are presented as local imitations of Greek types .

39 See also Stern 1982, 138–142 and his appendix II, where Athenian lamps are recorded at several Palestinian sites; Elayi 1983; Perreault 
1986 . 
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II.A.1. BENT SHOULdER LAMP (L 8)

 Scheibler: Knickschulterlampen (KSL); Howland: Type 23A or 23C
One fragment belongs to Scheibler’s Knickschulterlampen (KSL), Howland Type 23A or 23C . In the absence 

of the nozzle and rim, it is impossible to identify the fragment more precisely or to cite specific parallels . The type 
is characterized by slightly curved sides, which are markedly more vertical than the sides of many other types; by 
flat interior floors (cf . the prominent conical hump of the following round shoulder lamps); by raised, concave 
bases; and by the use of black gloss on the interior and exterior, except for the bases, which are usually reserved; 
and by other features not preserved on the Tel Anafa example .

Date: The Kerameikos and Agora lamps are dated from late in the fifth century BCE through the first half of 
the fourth century BCE (Scheibler 1976, 18–19; Howland 1958, 58–59) .

L 8 TA78L20  Fig . 2, Pl . 2
Loc . 7109  Stratum HELL 2C

Fragment of base and lower part of wall .
P .W . 0 .05, P .H . 0 .02, D . of base: 0 .046 . Black gloss on in-

terior and exterior; base reserved . Slightly curved side . Flat 
floor . Raised, concave base . Late 5th century to early 4th cen-
tury BCE .

II.A.2. ROUNd SHOULdER LAMP (OPEN FORM) (L 9)
 

Scheibler: Rundschulterlampen (RSL 1); Howland: Type 21B
The rim and wall of these open lamps form a continuous curve . A handle is usually added . Scheibler nos . 

53–63 and Howland Type 21B constitute a subgroup within the type characterized by a raised flat base . The top 
edge of this base is present on the single example from Tel Anafa, thereby allowing it to be associated with the 
better-preserved examples found in Athens . The Kerameikos lamps with the closest parallels to the Tel Anafa ex-
amples are dated by Scheibler to the third quarter of the fifth century BCE (Scheibler 1976, 23 and cat . no . 57) .

L 9  Pl . 2
Loc . 2554  Stratum HELL 2A
Fragment of body and handle . Max . p . dim . 0 .043 .

The fragment preserves a profile from the rim to the 
beginning of the base . High-quality black gloss on exterior, 
more thinly applied and with matte finish on the interior . 
Third quarter of the 5th century BCE .

II.A.3. ROUNd SHOULdER LAMPS (CLOSEd FORMS) (L 10–19)

Scheibler: Rundschulterlampen (RSL 4, RSL 5); Howland: Type 25 and its varieties
Of the several varieties of round shoulder lamps of closed form manufactured in Athens, two are preserved 

among the finds at Tel Anafa . These are Scheibler’s groups RSL 4 (12 from Tel Anafa) and RSL 5 (9 from Tel 
Anafa) . Both groups are examples of a popular and easily recognized lamp that flourished in Athens during the 
fourth century and the first half of the third century BCE . The type is characterized by a globular body and a 
thick bottom that rises on the interior into a prominent conical hump . The sides are high and exhibit the pro-
nounced curve that provides the descriptive designation for the type . The broad filling hole is separated from 
the shoulder by a rim, which is framed by a deep groove . There is always a raised, concave base, sometimes with 
a slightly raised central disk; careful tooling distinguishes the base as a separate element of the lamp’s form, and 
the concave underside has been smoothly burnished to remove traces of its original attachment to the wheel . 

The additional features that distinguish RSL 4 (round shoulder lamps with articulated rims and closed body) 
are the single groove around the rim, a horizontal strap handle on some examples of the variety, an attenuated 
nozzle, the predominant use of black gloss on the interior and the exterior, and other characteristics that the 
excellent preservation of the Kerameikos lamps allows Scheibler to distinguish . A pierced lug handle is some-
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times employed on RSL 4 and RSL 5 lamps . Scheibler dates the RSL 4 variety from ca . 400 BCE to ca . 250 BCE 
(Scheibler 1976, 26–27) .

Scheibler’s RSL 5 (round shoulder lamps with rich rim profile) exhibits as its most striking feature a more 
richly articulated rim profile, in which the main framing groove is surrounded by additional grooves . In over-
all profile these lamps are more globular than the RSL 4 examples, their bases are thicker, the interior conical 
humps bigger, the rims narrower, and the nozzles shorter and more pointed than the RSL 4 lamps . Also, these 
lamps are typically without exterior black gloss . Scheibler dates this variety from ca . 420 BCE to ca . 290 BCE 
(Scheibler 1976, 30–33) .

RSL 4 (ca. 400 BCE to ca. 250 BCE)

L 10 TA81L5 Fig . 2, Pl . 2
Loc . 7938 .1  Stratum HELL 2A or B

Lacks nozzle, handle, and part of wall and rim . Max . p . dim . 
0 .066, H . 0 .041 .

Black gloss on interior and exterior; base reserved . The 
black gloss has been scraped from the groove around the rim .

More than half of the right handle attachment is pre-
served . The left handle attachment exists mainly as a scar . 
Raised, concave base .

L 11 TA73L17  Pl . 2
Loc . 12104  Stratum HELL 1B

Fragment of rim, framing groove, shoulder, and root of noz-
zle . Max . p . dim . 0 .042 . Convex rim profile . Metallic gloss 
scraped from framing groove .

L 12 TA72L80  Pl . 2
Loc . 2453  Stratum HELL 2A or B

Fragment of rim, framing groove, and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 
0 .035 . Convex rim profile .

L 13 TA72L6  Fig . 2, Pl . 2
Loc . 2353  Stratum HELL 2A

Base and part of wall . P .W . 0 .057, P .H . 0 .035 . 
Metallic black gloss on interior and exterior grading to 

2 .5yR 4/6 red, on lower body . 
Raised, concave base . Wall preserves both the beginning 

of a handle scar for the attachment of the right end of hori-
zontal strap handle and the beginning of the right edge of 
the nozzle; neither feature is evident in the photograph . 

L 14 TA78 L21  Pl . 2
Loc . 13106  Stratum HELL 1A

Complete nozzle, chipped at tip . Used in antiquity after noz-
zle was chipped . L . 0 .036 . 

Black gloss . 
Probably Scheibler RSL 4, Howland Type 25 .

L 15 TA80L28  Pl . 2
Loc . 5610 .1  Stratum HELL 2A

Nozzle and part of upper wall and rim around filling hole . 
P .L . 0 .072, Max . p . dim . 0 .076 . 

Exterior without gloss; no gloss present on the preserved 
part of the interior . 

Rim around filling hole surrounded by a single deep 
groove . This lamp is sufficiently preserved to indicate that it 
did not have a lug handle .

RSL 5 (ca. 420 BCE to ca. 290 BCE)

L 16 TA72L7 (NAA 1993)  Pl . 2
Loc . 1386  Stratum HELL 2A/B

Lacks base and part of wall . P .L . 0 .098, P .H . 0 .036 . 
Metallic, black gloss, thinly applied on interior, spilling 

onto exterior from wick hole and filling hole . 
Rim surrounded by deep groove and two shallower 

grooves . Very similar to Scheibler RSL 5, nos . 135 and 136, 
dated by Scheibler to 350/340 BCE . Previous publication: 
Weinberg 1972, fig . 16 .

L 17 TA72L2  Fig . 2, Pl . 2
Loc . 2553  Stratum HELL 2B/C

Base, wall, and rim preserving complete profile (with excep-
tion of nozzle) . P .L . 0 .063, H . 0 .048 . 

Gloss on interior 2 .5yR 4/6 red and 2/2 very dusky red . 
Raised concave base . Curved side . Rim surrounded 

by deep groove and two shallower grooves . Very similar to 
Scheibler RSL 5, nos . 135 and 136, dated by Scheibler to 
350/340 BCE .
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L 18 Pl . 2
Loc . 1388  Stratum HELL 2A/B

Fragment of rim and shoulder with pierced lug handle . Max . 
p . dim . 0 .041 .

Gloss on interior .
Rim surrounded by deep groove and two shallower 

grooves .

II .B . IMPORT FROM RHODES (L 20)

There is one import from Rhodes . The distinctively sharp carination and the color and quality of the slip 
identify the fragment as Rhodian . Among the numerous parallels in the British Museum, see especially q 384, 
q 392, and q 400 (Bailey 1975) . On the basis of Rhodian imports at Sidi Khrebish, D . M . Bailey offers a date 
range extending from the second half of the third century BCE into the second century BCE .40 The HELL 2A/B 
findspot of the Tel Anafa example provides a terminus ante quem for the lamp’s manufacture that is consistent with 
the dates suggested by Bailey . 

First appearance: HELL 2A/B .
Parallels: Sidi Khrebish: Bailey 1985, nos . 5–6; Bailey 1975, q 384, q392, q 400 .
Date: Second half of the 3rd century BCE into the 2nd century BCE .

40 Bailey 1985, 3–4, nos . 5–6 . In personal communication (July 6, 1988), Bailey modified his previous slightly earlier date (first half of the 
third century BCE) published in Bailey 1975, 163 .

L 20 Pl . 2
Loc . 1245  Stratum HELL 2A/B

Part of wall, shoulder, and underside of nozzle . P .L . 0 .075 .
Fine hard fabric: 7 .5yR 7/4 pink . Slip on interior and ex-

terior: reddish black (10R 2/1) at its darkest, grading toward 
dusky red (10R 3/3) and red (10R 4/8) .

II .C . IMPORT FROM KNIDOS (L 21)

A single nozzle fragment is identified by form and fabric as a wheel-made import from Knidos . While most 
Knidian lamps are gray-slipped, some have an orange or orange-brown slip, as does the Tel Anafa example (Bailey 
1975, 130) .

First appearance: ROM 1A .
Parallels: Bailey 1975, q301–q361 .
Date: 2nd century BCE (Bailey 1975, 127) .

L 21 Pl . 2
Loc . 7918  Stratum ROM 1A 

Part of nozzle with fluked tip . L . 0 .036 .
Fine hard micaceous fabric: 10yR 6/1 gray . Slip: 2 .5yR 

5/6 red .
As part of the inner lamp wall is preserved at the root 

of the nozzle, it is clear that the entire length of the nozzle 
is preserved . The side of the nozzle was bumped before fir-
ing, flattening the preserved fluke and obscuring somewhat 
the parallel between this and more easily recognized Knidian 
lamps .

L 19 TA80L2 (NAA 1993) Fig . 2, Pl . 2
Loc . animal run

Raised base with central disk and lower part of body, includ-
ing the lower part of a lug handle . H . 0 .022, Max . p . dim . 
0 .06 . 

Gloss on interior 2 .5yR 3/6 dark red . 
Possibly RSL 4 .
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II .D . OTHER IMPORTS (L 22–29)

Eight catalogued and fourteen uncatalogued fragments represent imported wheel-made lamps from unidenti-
fiable sources .41 The fragmentary nature of these lamps compounds the difficulties presented by their fabric . On 
the basis of similarities to the Athenian imports, it is possible to suggest a date range extending from the fourth 
to the third centuries BCE .

First appearance: HELL 1
Parallels: Due to the fragmentary nature of the evidence and our inability to localize centers of manufacture, 

it is difficult to offer specific parallels . It is clear, however, that in form several of these lamps resemble Athenian 
imports closely . For a non-Athenian import at Tel Michal, see Singer-Avitz 1989, fig . 9 .9:7 (4th to 3rd centuries 
BCE) . 

Catalogued: 8 . Uncatalogued: 14 .
Date: 4th to 3rd centuries BCE .

41 I am grateful to John W . Hayes and Donald M . Bailey for looking at these lamps .

L 22 TA78L39  Pl . 2
Loc . 13105  Stratum HELL 1 or 2A

Fragment of rim, framing groove, shoulder, and possibly the 
edge of a lug handle . Max . p . dim . 0 .03 .

Fine hard fabric: 5yR 7/3 pink . Slip on interior and exte-
rior: 10R 4/8 red .

L 23 TA73L6  Pl . 2
Loc . 2549  Stratum HELL 2B/C

Complete nozzle . L . 0 .04, H . 0 .037 . 
Fine hard fabric with red inclusions: 5yR 7/2 pinkish 

gray . Slip: 10R 4/6 red; slip applied by brush .

L 24  Pl . 2
Loc . 21104  Stratum ROM 1A

Complete nozzle and part of filling hole and rim . Max . p . 
dim . 0 .055 . 

Fine hard fabric with black, white, and red inclusions: 5yR 
6/3 light reddish brown to 6/1 gray . Red slip on interior and 
exterior . Possibly Levantine fabric .

L 25 TA79L18  Pl . 2
Loc . 5316  Stratum ROM 1A contam .

Concave raised base and lower part of wall . D . of base: 0 .035, 
Max . p . dim . 0 .053 . 

Fine hard micaceous fabric with soapy surface texture: 
7 .5yR 6/4 light brown . Slip on interior; drips on exterior: 
10R 4/3 weak red . Very precise workmanship .

L 26 TA79L15  Pl . 2
Loc . 2929  Stratum HELL 2A

Base . D . 0 .034 . 
Fine hard micaceous fabric: 2 .5yR 6/8 light red . Slip on 

interior: 10R 4/8 red .

L 27 TA72L93 Pl . 2
Loc . unknown

Part of wall with lug . Max . p . dim . 0 .051 . 
Fine hard fabric: 7 .5yR 6/4 light brown . Black gloss on 

interior .

L 28  Pl . 2
Loc . 8310  Stratum ARAB/MODERN

Fragment of wall and nozzle . Max . p . dim . 0 .028 .
Fine hard fabric: 5yR 6/4 light reddish brown . Black slip 

on interior and exterior . 
Open wheel-made bowl with a small rounded nozzle . Sim-

ilar to Scheibler’s RSL 1 .

L 29 Pl . 2
Loc . 2413  Stratum HELL 2C

Nozzle fragment . Max . p . dim . 0 .027 .
Medium hard fabric (somewhat porous and overfired): 

2 .5y 7/2 light gray .
The small size of the fragment makes comment difficult . 

Although the nozzle or wick rest bears some similarities to 
Iron Age lamps, the fragment has no other parallel at Tel 
Anafa and is presented here solely to document its existence . 
The basket number written on the fragment has been read 
as 2 .4 .319, but this reading is not certain . Consequently, the 
locus number may not be correct .
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II .E . LEVANTINE IMITATIONS OF ATHENIAN LAMPS

High-quality fourth- and third-century lamps of Athenian manufacture influenced Levantine taste and pro-
duction to the extent that the lamps from this period found at Tel Anafa are for the most part Athenian imports 
or regional products that imitate Athenian models .42 As it is impossible to specify the precise place of manufac-
ture, the term Levantine is used to refer to the 209 products of this regional industry found at Tel Anafa .43

The fabric of the Levantine wheel-made lamps is of a medium texture and is hard fired . It is characterized 
by white and gray pebbly inclusions and red feldspar inclusions . The mica content is very low . The lamps were 
fired in an oxidizing atmosphere to produce a core color of about 5yR 7/3 or 7/4 pink and a surface color from 
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow to 7 .5yR 8/4 pink . The pebbly inclusions are numerous in the 0 .2 mm range .44 Several 
inclusions per lamp in the 1 mm range are typical, and inclusions of 2 mm occur occasionally (L 31) . Larger 
inclusions, 3 mm or 3 .5 mm, also occur (L 30, L 31) . Red ceramic inclusions exist in the same range and occur at 
approximately the same frequency as the pebbly inclusions .

The exterior surface of the Levantine lamps is rough . Inclusions, often of the larger sizes, are visible . The 
loss of surface inclusions after the drying or firing of the clay also contributes to the pock-marked quality of the 
surface . A large flaw on the left side of L 30 (max . p . dim . 8 .5 mm) is an extreme example of this process . Even 
the comparatively well-smoothed surface of L 31 is pocked and irregular when compared with the imported Attic 
examples (e .g ., L 16) . The difference in surface texture between the imports and the Levantine lamps is the more 
evident when the lamps are examined with a 16× hand lens . 

While the Levantine makers reproduced the overall design of the Athenian models, they made no attempt to 
emulate the high-quality black gloss, the fine surface texture, or such specific structural details as the clear dis-
tinction between wall and base and the careful articulation of the rim profile . The base profile is part of a cyma 
reversa curve that extends through the shoulder and wall . The bases are flat, or nearly flat, and, unlike their Attic 
prototypes, preserve the spiral marking that results when a vase or lamp is cut from the wheel with a string or wire . 
In diameter, the bases are proportionately smaller than on the Athenian lamps . They (i .e ., the two preserving 
bases: L 30 and L 31) also lack the interior conical hump that characterizes the floor profile of Athenian round 
shoulder lamps . Instead, the interior profile of the Levantine lamps echoes the exterior as it tapers downward 
toward the base . The Levantine lamps are consistently somewhat smaller than the Athenian . 

While many of the lamps apparently remained unslipped, it is clear that at least some bore an exterior or pos-
sibly both an exterior and an interior red slip . The evidence for this is the preservation of small traces of red slip 
on the nozzles of L 32 and L 35 (exterior and interior), significant traces on L 35, on the uncatalogued nozzle, 
TA73L3, and on the interior and exterior of uncatalogued fragment TA73L26 . As a fugitive red slip is attested on 
many of the Levantine Hellenistic mold-made lamps, the use of the same kind of slip displaying the same technical 
difficulties may have been more widespread among the wheel-made lamps than the preserved evidence suggests .

The HELL 1 contexts of several of the catalogued and uncatalogued lamps suggest that these lamps were 
produced at the same time that Athenian and other Greek lamps were being imported, that is, in the fourth and 
third centuries BCE . The evidence from Tel Anafa does not provide the answers to several interesting questions: 
How long did it take for the Greek imports and the Levantine imitations to supplant the open lamps? Or phrased 
differently, did open lamps and Greek-type closed lamps coexist and, if so, for how long? How long did the Le-
vantine imitations continue to be produced? Did they coexist with mold-made lamps?

The excavations at Tel Michal are useful in addressing some of these questions, as the six closely dated Persian 
period strata (Strata XI–VI) offer fixed points that are lacking at Tel Anafa . In her study of the local pottery of the 
Persian period at Tel Michal, Lily Singer-Avitz reports that “at Tel Michal the closed lamp makes its first appear-
ance in Stratum VII .”45 Stratum VII is dated 400–350 BCE .46 The lamps that Singer-Avitz refers to are identical to 

42 Athens was the most important single source of imports (12 catalogued and 54 uncatalogued) . All other wheel-made imports constitute 
a total of 24 specimens . Weinberg (1972) has indicated that Greek models were much imitated in Palestine in the third century .

43 A good argument can be made that the production center is Tyre . See the discussion in the introduction under “Conclusions of the 
Fabric Analysis .”

44 The characteristics described here are easily detected with the assistance of a 16× hand lens .
45 Singer-Avitz 1989, 130; for the lamps themselves, see pl . 64:10 (= fig . 9 .11:3–8) . 
46 Singer-Avitz 1989, 116 .
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the Levantine wheel-made lamps found at Tel Anafa and suggest that the Tel Anafa lamps should be dated accord-
ingly . Open lamps, found in Strata XI–VII at Tel Michal, continued to exist for a short time alongside the newly 
introduced closed forms that emulated contemporaneous imported Athenian products, also found at Tel Michal .47 

While the regional success of the new closed forms in supplanting the open lamps is clear, the more interest-
ing issue is that of the local response to the imports . Did the same potters who manufactured open lamps begin to 
produce the Levantine wheel-made lamps that so obviously imitate Athenian types? The results of the NAA of one 
open lamp and one Levantine wheel-made lamp (L 7 and L 31 in 1991 and 1993) indicate that the two sherds ex-
amined are very different in geochemical composition . While no firm conclusion can be drawn from such a small 
sample, there is reason to suspect that we are not witnessing a smooth transition from open to closed forms at the 
same production centers but rather a more radical break in which different manufacturers at different production 
centers began to work in the new Greek tradition and in the process used a different clay source . The geochemical 
link between L 31 and semi fine fabric suggests that the new workshops were established at the point of contact with 
the imported lamps, namely the ports along the Phoenician coast . If this is correct, then the wheel-made Levantine 
lamps are early examples of trade between the coast and the Hula Valley that at Tel Anafa extended throughout the 
Hellenistic and into the Early Roman period . 

The Levantine lamps thus offer a small window onto the process by which sites, such as Tel Anafa, absorbed 
Greek influences . Attic and other Greek imports arrived at coastal sites and were carried inland . The success of 
the new lamps indicated that there was a market for the more practical lamps with closed tops . It is hardly surpris-
ing that local potters would have adapted quickly to offer clients less expensive, but equally effective, alternatives 
to the Athenian and other Greek imports . The dynamics of the market place, stemming from the improved de-
sign of the new type, consigned the open lamps to extinction .

Today the Athenian lamps and fragments are more attractive than their Levantine counterparts, but if the 
red slip that appears on some of the imitations was more universally employed than the preserved assemblage 
indicates, we should imagine rows of attractive red lamps in the shops of Tyre and Sidon in competition with the 
imports . They were purchased in quantity and soon dominated the market . It is a statistical fact that archaeologi-
cal assemblages from Tel Anafa and Tel Michal contain far more Levantine than imported specimens . At Tel 
Anafa the excavations produced 66 Athenian lamps, 22 other Greek imports, and 209 Levantine wheel-made 
lamps . Apparently, local potters produced less expensive lamps in response to an external stimulus and adapted 
their production to supply the wares that the new demand required .

The Athenian and Levantine wheel-made lamps offer a partial answer to the question of how valuable a lamp 
was to the person who owned it . Several lamps of each variety show considerable use after the nozzle had been al-
most completely broken off . As long as the lamp remained functional, it was retained and used . This small insight 
into the esteem in which a lamp was held helps to explain the motivation of the Phoenician potters in entering 
and eventually controlling the eastern Mediterranean market . The beginnings made in the fourth century BCE 
bore fruit until the abandonment of Tel Anafa in the first century CE . Lamps from coastal workshops appear to 
constitute the majority of finds throughout Tel Anafa’s history . 

Catalogued: 9 . Uncatalogued: 200 .

II.E.1. LEVANTINE ROUNd SHOULdER LAMPS (L 30–35)

The lamps presented below most closely resemble the Athenian prototypes classed by Scheibler under RSL 4 .
First appearance: Persian or HELL 1 .
Parallels: Hazor: yadin et al . 1958, 1960–1961, pls . 258:4 and 364:12; Tel Michal: Singer-Avitz 1989, fig . 9 .11:3-8 

= pl . 64:10 .
Date: 4th to 3rd centuries BCE .

47 For open lamps from Tel Michal Strata XI, IX, VIII, VII, see Singer-Avitz 1989, 119, 141 (fig . 9:16), 129, 130 . For Athenian imports at 
Tel Michal, see Marchese 1989 .
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L 30 TA72L4  Fig . 2, Pl . 3
Loc . 2454  Stratum HELL 2A or 2B

Lacks tip of nozzle; otherwise intact . The tip of the nozzle was 
chipped in antiquity, as indicated by ancient burning in the 
chipped area . P .L . 0 .083, W . 0 .057, H . 0 .038 . 

The nearly flat rim is surrounded by a groove . The flat 
base retains the mark of the string or wire used to cut the 
lamp from the wheel . Close in appearance to Scheibler, nos . 
121 and 123, but the rim profile is flatter here . Previous pub-
lication: Weinberg 1972, fig . 16 .

L 31 TA72L9 (NAA 1991, 1993) Fig . 2, Pl . 3
Loc . 1251  Stratum HELL 1A

Lacks base and part of rim, shoulder, and wall . P .L . 0 .078 . 
The upward-sloping rim continues the contour of the 

curved shoulder and projects slightly above the edge of the 
shoulder .

L 32 TA78L34  Pl . 3
Loc . 13104  Stratum HELL 1B

Three non-joining fragments of rim, shoulder, and nozzle . 
P .L . of largest fragment: 0 .055 . Traces of red slip on nozzle 
and in wick hole . 

The inward-sloping rim surrounded by a groove is closer 
to the Attic example, L 10, than to the two preceding Levan-
tine lamps . The sloping rim is nearly flat in profile .

L 33 TA73L1 Pl . 3
Loc . 21400  Stratum MODERN

Lacks filling hole and most of shoulder . L . 0 .081, H . 0 .039 . 
Medium fabric: 5yR 6/4 light reddish brown . 
The slightly concave base retains the mark of the string or 

the wire used to cut the lamp from the wheel .

L 34 TA72L98 Pl . 3
Loc . unknown

Nozzle with tip missing; part of filling hole and framing ring . 
P .L . 0 .037 .

Traces of red slip on exterior and interior .
The burning on the chipped nozzle indicates that, like L 

30, this lamp continued to be used after it was damaged .

L 35 TA72L108  Pl . 3
Loc . unknown

Fragment of rim and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .037 . Red slip 
on exterior: 10R 4/6 red, at the darkest . 

Convex rim framed by wide groove . The relatively 
well-preserved red slip is rare and is significant as evidence 
for establishing that at least some Levantine lamps were 
slipped . The slip extends only to the inside edge of the rim . 
The interior of the fragment is unslipped .

II.E.2. LEVANTINE WHEEL-MAdE dISCUS LAMPS (L 36–37)

Two fragments are Levantine versions of fourth- to third-century Athenian wheel-made discus lamps: Scheibler: 
Diskuslampen (DSL); Howland: Type 23D (“Inkwell” Type) . No example of an Athenian prototype has been 
found at Tel Anafa . The rim of this variety is flattened and given sufficient breadth that the resulting area around 
the filling hole can be called a discus . The discus of the Athenian examples is frequently framed by two grooves, 
features present on L 36 . The sides of the body are straighter than is characteristic of the round shoulder lamps, 
and consequently it becomes impossible to speak of a shoulder . Scheibler’s DSL 2 category contains examples of 
straight-sided lamps .

First appearance: HELL 1 .
Parallels: Scheibler 1976, Diskuslampen; Howland 1958, Type 23D .
Date: 4th to 3rd centuries BCE .

L 36 TA73L23  Fig . 2, Pl . 3
Loc . unknown

Fragment of discus and wall at the nozzle end of the lamp . 
Max . p . dim . 0 .052 .

Filling hole surrounded by two framing grooves . Vertical 
sides with slight curvature . Cf . Scheibler, nos . 179–181; How-
land, nos . 238–240 .

L 37 TA78L40  Fig . 2, Pl . 3
Loc . 13106  Stratum HELL 1A

Fragment of discus, wall, and nozzle scar . Max . p . dim . 0 .057 . 
Recessed, slightly inward-sloping discus, framed by one 

groove . Vertical sides with slight curvature . This appears to 
be an attempt at reproducing a discus lamp . The sides of the 
body are straighter than what is typical of the round shoulder 
lamps, and the rim has become discuslike . Nonetheless, as 
Levantine versions are not exact copies, it is possible that this 
is a copy of a round shoulder lamp or simply a generalized 
copy of a Greek lamp .
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II.E.3. LEVANTINE STICK LAMP (L 38)

This is a local version of Scheibler’s Stocklampen (STL); Howland Type 27 . The form is characterized by a 
hollow central tube that could be placed over a stick or sticklike element of a lamp stand . Due to the preservation 
of the fragment and the tendency of Levantine manufacturers to reproduce the general form and not all of the 
specific details of the prototype, it is impossible to cite specific Athenian parallels . No examples of Athenian stick 
lamps have been found at Tel Anafa . The following example was found in a fill of Roman date . 

First appearance: ROM 1A/1B .
Parallels: Scheibler 1976, Stocklammpen; Howland 1958, Type 27 .
Date: 4th to 3rd centuries BCE .

L 38 TA80L19  Fig . 2, Pl . 3
Loc . 5618  Stratum ROM 1A or later

Central tube (chipped on one side), most of base, lower part 
of walls . H . 0 .024, D . of base 0 .032 . 

Traces of red slip on interior and exterior .

II .F . MULTIWICK SANCTUARy LAMP (L 39)

The fragmentary condition of L 39 renders the following description and restoration quite speculative .

L 39 Fig . 1, Pl . 3
Loc . 7601  Stratum ARAB

Fragment of a multiwick sanctuary lamp; no finished edge . 
Max . p . dim . 0 .028, est . d . 0 .204 .

Fine hard fabric: 5yR 7/3 pink . No slip preserved .
The small size of the fragment and its findspot hardly 

permit a detailed assessment of the form and date of the 
lamp . On the analogy of a large sanctuary lamp in the Brit-
ish Museum (Bailey 1975, q 368), the Anafa fragment would 
seem to belong to an inner circle whose wick holes drew 
fuel from an annular trough between an inner and an outer 
circle of wicks . Part of two wick holes are preserved on the 
outer circumference of the fragment . These slant toward the 
putative central oil trough . Behind the two wick holes is a 
shallow groove . On the opposite edge of the fragment is part 
of another hole, slanting in the same direction toward the 
oil source . This arrangement would suggest a double inner 
circle of wicks . Bailey offers a sixth-century BCE date for the 
British Museum lamp . It is impossible to offer a precise date 
for the Tel Anafa lamp .



III . MOLD-MADE IMITATIONS OF WHEEL-MADE LAMPS (L 40–46)

The transition from wheel-made to mold-made lamp production that took place in the third century BCE is 
well documented at Athens due to the survival of numerous well-preserved lamps and to the ample publication 
of lamps from the Agora and the Kerameikos (Howland 1958, 129 ff .; Scheibler 1976, 64 ff .) . As trends at Athens 
were part of more general changes in Hellenistic lamp production, the evidence from Athens is useful in con-
fronting the 12 fragments of early mold-made lamps from Tel Anafa .

In place of Howland’s numerous types and subtypes, Scheibler presents these transitional lamps under three 
headings—mold-made discus lamps (M-DSL), mold-made flat-shouldered lamps (M-FSL), and mold-made 
steep-shouldered lamps (M-SSL)—and dates them 260–180 BCE, 260–100 BCE, and 210–100 BCE, respectively 
(Scheibler 1976, 64–70) . Tel Anafa lamps L 40–44 and an uncatalogued fragment belong to the flat-shouldered 
group, while L 45 bears similarities to steep-shouldered Athenian lamps but finds no exact parallel among the 
Athenian assemblage . Considering that L 45 is a Levantine product, its independence of Athenian models is not 
surprising and serves as a warning that strict parallels with a distant production center should not necessarily be 
sought in every case even though general comparisons are useful .

Although findspots do not help in dating the present class of lamps from Tel Anafa, it is clear that the lamps 
belong to the third or second centuries BCE and represent a period of transition between wheel-made and mold-
made lamps . In form the lamps resemble wheel-made products . In technique they are mold-made but display 
none of the decorative possibilities offered by the mold-made technique of manufacture . Form and technique, 
the failure to exploit the advantages of the mold, and parallels from more firmly dated contexts at Athens allow 
these examples to be placed near the beginning of mold-made production . Moreover, as the Hellenistic floruit 
at Tel Anafa occurred after the middle of the second century BCE, the small number of early mold-made lamps 
is not surprising .

Several fabrics are represented in this small group . Lamps L 40, L 42, L 43, L 46, and one uncatalogued frag-
ment of the same fabric as L 42 and L 43 are inconsistent with the bulk of the lamps from Tel Anafa and can 
be attributed to centers either outside the Levant or, at least, beyond the usual trading network that accounted 
for most of the lamps at the site . Lamps L 41 (gray fabric), L 44 (semi fine fabric), and L 45 (reduced semi fine 
fabric?) are regional products . The presence of regionally manufactured lamps that imitate wheel-made proto-
types verifies that Levantine centers were in step with general trends in lamp production in the third and second 
centuries BCE . 

Catalogued: 7 . Uncatalogued: 5 .
First appearance: HELL 2A .
Parallels: Cited in the catalogue entries .
Date: 3rd to 2nd centuries BCE .

L 40 TA72L106  Pl . 3
Loc . unknown

Fragment of filling hole, rim, two framing grooves, and shoul-
der with incompletely pierced lug . Max . p . dim . 0 .04 . 

Medium hard fabric: 7 .5yR 7/2 pinkish gray . Mottled slip 
on exterior: 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow to 5yR 2/2 dark reddish 
brown . 

An import .
Similar in form to Bailey 1975, q 400, a wheel-made lamp 

of the 3rd century BCE .

L 41 TA72L45  Pl . 3
Loc . unknown

Fragment of filling hole, rim, and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 
0 .041 . Gray fabric . Black slip on exterior . In fabric and slip 
this fragment is consistent with the large number of gray fab-
ric lamps found at the site . 

Parallels: Scheibler 1976, nos . 376, 378, 379 (flat-shoul-
dered lamps) .
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L 42 TA72L55  Pl . 3
Loc . unknown

Fragment of filling hole, broad inward-sloping framing ring, 
and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .045 . 

Medium hard fabric with numerous black and white peb-
bly inclusions and a few red ceramic inclusions: 5yR 7/2 
pinkish gray . Red slip . Although the description of the fabric 
is similar to that of semi fine fabric, this fabric is less porous, 
finer overall, and retains the slip better than does semi fine 
fabric . 

Parallel: Scheibler 1976, no . 380, a flat-shouldered lamp 
similar in form but decorated and black-slipped . 

L 43 Pl . 3
Loc . 7212  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of filling hole, two framing rings, and shoulder . 
Max . p . dim . 0 .043 .

Fabric and slip as previous . 
Parallels: As L 41 .

L 44 TA80L20  Fig . 2, Pl . 3
Loc . 5619  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A

Part of shoulder with lug, wall, and ring base . L . 0 .061, H . 
0 .027 .

Semi fine fabric . Traces of red slip on entire exterior . 
Parallels: As L 41; however, the sharp carination of L 44 is 

closer to L 20, a Rhodian import .

L 45 TA69L5  Fig . 2, Pl . 3
Loc . 2409  Stratum ROM 1B+

Front half of a lamp . P .L . 0 .082, H . 0 .04 (at center of nozzle) . 
Fine medium to soft fabric: 7 .5yR 6/2 pinkish gray to 6/4 

light brown . Black slip on entire exterior; base reserved . Pos-
sibly semi fine fabric fired under reducing conditions .

Smallish filling hole framed by a ring . Surrounding this 
is a concave discus separated from the shoulder by a groove . 
Part of lug preserved on left shoulder . Long, slightly rounded 
nozzle . Raised base, prominently indented in center .

L 46 TA72L33 Fig . 2, Pl . 3
Loc . unknown

Nozzle and part of base . P .L . 0 .067 .
Coarse medium fabric with numerous white and black 

and some red inclusions; at least some of the white inclusions 
can be identified with a 16× hand lens as shell; 7 .5yR 7/2 
pinkish gray, but the unscraped breaks are the more orangish 
7 .5yR 7/4 pink . Traces of slip on interior and exterior, top 
and bottom: about 5yR 4/4 reddish brown .

Plain nozzle . Ring base . The use of shell temper suggests 
a place of manufacture on the (Levantine?) coast . The lamp 
is more competently made than its present fragmentary and 
worn condition suggests; the thorough slipping separates this 
from most of the lamps discovered at Tel Anafa .
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Decorated, mold-made lamps of Hellenistic type totaling 1,840 examples account for nearly one half of the 
lamps recovered at Tel Anafa and affirm that the Late Hellenistic period was the most vigorous period of occu-
pation at the site (graph 1) . Two visually distinct but geochemically similar fabrics predominate: gray and semi 
fine (graph 4) . By comparison, lamps of other fabrics are few, with the only sizeable other group being the 76 
Ephesian lamps . In terms of form, kite-shaped and delphiniform body types dominate the assemblage, but there 
are examples of round-bodied and multiwick lamps as well as lamps in the form of ships and a few examples of 
a number of other variants . The Ephesian lamps have their own characteristic shape . Among the similarities of 
production technique that link many of the following lamps are the quality of clay and slip, wall thickness, and 
slipping practices . Slip was applied only to the top half of the lamp’s exterior, a fact not reiterated in each cata-
logue entry . While slip occasionally ran onto the lower half of a lamp, it was not the practice to cover the entire 
lamp . Moreover, slip only appears on the interior when it entered through the wick hole or filling hole during 
slipping . The interiors were not routinely slipped . Individual, small fragments bearing slip on the interior surface 
might suggest interior slipping, but larger fragments confirm that the interior was not slipped .

The close connection between the technique and decoration of Hellenistic mold-made bowls and Hellenistic 
mold-made lamps has long been recognized (Thompson 1934, 462–463) . It is sufficient here to reiterate that ob-
servation and cite mold-made bowls as contemporary sources for motifs such as rosette bases and shoulder deco-
rations, including rosettes, palmettes, petals, imbricated leaves, jeweling, rays, wreaths, masks, and erotes . While 
bowls and lamps are very different in overall form, there is some correspondence between the base and calyx of 
a molded bowl, on the one hand, and the filling hole of a lamp with its framing ring and surrounding shoulder, 
on the other . It is not surprising, then, that lamp shoulders adopted motifs appropriate to the calyx rather than to 
the wall of a mold-made bowl . Wall motifs were not totally avoided but are less common as there is no analagous 
field on the lamp for employing the more expansive program of decoration that enriches the main zone of the 
bowl . Individual elements of the wall repertoire, such as masks, palmettes, or erotes, are used selectively and are 
placed according to the dictates of the lamp’s axis, for example, on the nozzle top (mask, palmette) or on the 
shoulders as mirror images (erotes) .

In general, the lampmaker eschewed the figural motifs of mold-made bowls . The major exception is the ex-
tensive use of heraldic erotes to flank a theater mask or a palmette . The bilateral symmetry of the lamp is particu-
larly well suited to the use of heraldic pairs of the sort that appear on bowls, such as nikai, rampant animals, and 
erotes, but only the latter appear repeatedly on the shoulders of lamps . (One lamp, L 110, employs dolphins on 
the shoulders .) Eros is thematically well suited to the lamp . The flame of love, the torch-bearing role of Eros, and 
the function of the lamps combine to blur the distinction between the literal and the symbolic . Nonetheless, the 
structure of the Hellenistic lamp dictated the rather formal application of the erotes to the two shoulders . While 
the symbolism of love and fire may have been intended, Eros had to await the development of the Roman discus 
lamp in order to be given free rein and a proper field for varied action .

It would be folly to claim extreme precision in determining the origin of motifs . While molded bowls may have 
been the proximate source for the palmette or the egg-and-dart, the ultimate source was architecture . Should the 
palmette handles of certain Hellenistic lamps be compared to free-standing akroteria or to the relief decoration 
on a building or a bowl? It matters little . Such common devices had been the stock in trade of ancient decora-
tion in various media for centuries . Architecture, mold-made bowls, metal objects, and theatrical performance 
provided motifs that appear on lamps . Jewelry, too, seems to have been the inspiration for the necklace of spear 
points that appears on several lamps (L 149, L 155, L 156, L 264, L 265) .48 In such a design context, then, lamps 

48 The motif in question may derive from the spear points, buds, or amphorae that are employed on necklaces and earrings . See Rhomio-
poulou, Gialoures, and Manoles 1980, cat . nos . 56, 61, 62, 77; Higgins 1982, 141–51, esp . figs . 2, 4, 9, 10 . The globules next to the framing 
ring of the filling hole resemble the attachment loops of the spear points or amphorae, while the framing ring itself resembles the necklace 
strap per se .
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shared in and contributed to the creation and dissemination of the Hellenistic koine that linked various centers 
in the eastern Mediterranean .

In an attempt to bring some order to the considerable diversity that existed among the Hellenistic products of 
the Levant, the lamps are presented in the following catalogue in nine categories (A–I) by shape .49 Within each 
shape category they are arranged by fabric—gray, semi fine, and other, the Ephesian lamps excepted . Lamps of 
all of the shapes presented here are commonly found at Levantine sites, although Tel Anafa presents an unusu-
ally large assemblage of types and absolute numbers . The dominance of the two geochemically related fabrics in 
the Anafa assemblage, and the similarities of quality, slip, and production technique among the lamps of differ-
ent shape, indicate that the same center(s), and probably the same shops, produced lamps that are here grouped 
separately .

IV .A . EPHESOS LAMPS (L 47–62)

The “Ephesos Type” lamp is characterized by a sharply carinated body whose shoulders are decorated with re-
lief designs .50 The nozzle is long and either flat-topped with a pointed end or round-topped with a rounded end . 
Like the shoulder, the top of the nozzle customarily bears relief decoration . The flat area surrounding the filling 
hole is edged by an applied collar of clay; subsidiary oil holes are pierced within this collar . A vertical strap handle 
is applied at the rear, often obscuring some of the relief patterns on the shoulder . The base is normally oval in 
shape, slightly raised or flat . The fabric of the Tel Anafa Ephesos lamps is either a hard, brittle, micaceous gray 
(about 5y 6/1 gray) or a less brittle and less micaceous gray, the color in either case resulting from the reducing 
conditions under which the lamps were fired . The slip, often with a metallic quality, ranges from gray to black, 
about 5y 4/1 dark gray to 2 .5y N2/ black .

While the date of Ephesos lamps in general falls between the last quarter of the second century BCE and the 
early first century CE,51 the earliest contexts of those found at Tel Anafa are in the final occupation debris of 
the LHSB (stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A) .52 The absence of Ephesos lamps in loci associated with the HELL 2A 
construction of the LHSB ca . 125 BCE and its subsequent HELL 2B remodeling (the northeast building) may 
be of chronological significance, for it indicates that in the case of Tel Anafa, the Ephesos type was not in use in 
the late second century BCE . This information might be useful in future efforts to refine the chronology of the 
Ephesos lamp .

Catalogued: 11 . Uncatalogued: 65 .
First appearance: HELL 2C+/ROM 1A .
Parallels: Athens: Scheibler 1976, nos . 610–15, and Howland 1958, Type 49A; Berenice: Bailey 1985, C 21–22; 

Delos: Bruneau 1965, Group V; Bailey 1975, q 159–q 202; Samaria: Crowfoot, Crowfoot, and Kenyon 1957, fig . 
87, no . 5 and 15 uncatalogued examples; Rosenthal and Sivan 1978, no . 19 .

Date: first quarter of the 1st century BCE . 

49 Confronting a similar situation at Delos, Bruneau (1965) adopted a different but equally valid system of grouping Hellesistic types . For 
example, under the heading “lampes grises à poucier en S,” he placed lamps here grouped as delphiniform, kite-shaped, and kite-shaped 
with palmette or leaf-shaped handles .

50 This description follows closely the wording in Bailey 1975, 90 .
51 Bailey 1975, 89; Howland 1958, 166; Williams 1978, 421 . 
52 There is possibly one fragment from a HELL 2A deposit, but it may well be contaminatory . See above n . 27 in introduction .

L 47 TA70L7  Fig . 2, Pl . 3
Loc . 21004  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A

Part of collar, disk, rim, nozzle, handle, wall, and base . P .L . 
0 .076, P .W . 0 .061, H . 0 .03 . 

Disk: pierced by three air holes . Collar, applied by hand, 
surrounds disk . Shoulder: tongue pattern; three oblique bars 
separate shoulder from nozzle . Nozzle: round-topped and 
decorated with a satyr mask . Strap handle . Raised oval base; 
slipped .

L 48 TA80L27 Pl . 3
Loc . 5549  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A

Mended from several fragments to produce two non-joining 
parts of a lamp: (1) part of the disk, collar, and shoulder; (2) 
part of the base and wall . Four other non-joining fragments 
include part of the flat-topped, pointed nozzle . P .L . (of base 
section) 0 .078 . 

The shoulder decoration appears to be a garland or a 
pattern of alternating leaves and globules . The base is left 
largely in reserve .
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L 49 TA79L9  Fig . 2, Pl . 3
Loc . 7512  Stratum ARAB

Part of disk, collar, and nozzle . P .L . 0 .062 . 
Nozzle: round-topped and decorated with palmette .

L 50 TA78L33  Pl . 3
Loc . 7113  Stratum ROM 1C

Part of disk, collar, shoulder, and the beginning of the 
flat-topped nozzle . Max . p . dim . 0 .046 . 

Shoulder: only an upper row of globules is preserved .

L 51 TA69L102  Pl . 3
Loc . 3316  Stratum ROM 1B

Shoulder fragment . L . 0 .032 . 
Triple lozenges alternating with pairs of globules .

L 52 TA69L112  Pl . 3
Loc . 3301  Stratum MODERN

Shoulder fragment . L . 0 .031 . 
Tongue pattern, horizontally arranged, with a row of 

globules above .

L 53 TA73L77  Pl . 3
Loc . unknown

Shoulder fragment . L . 0 .026 . 
Vertically arranged tassels .

L 54 TA73L44  Pl . 3
Loc . unknown

Shoulder fragment with scar left by detached collar . Max . p . 
dim . 0 .034 .

Running spirals .

L 55 7 .8 .143 Pl . 3
Loc . 7803  Stratum ROM 1A–C 

Part of rear of a lamp preserves the upper and lower handle 
attachment and part of the shoulder, discus, collar, and wall . 
Max . p . dim . 0 .057 .

Shoulder: concentric circles; three in each group; the sec-
ond ring is scored to produce a ropelike pattern . Similar to 
Bailey 1975, q 170, but without the outer row of globules .

L 56 7 .6 .13 Pl . 4
Loc . 7601  Stratum ARAB

Fragment of shoulder . P .L . 0 .035 .
Decoration as previous .

L 57 Pl . 4
Loc . 7205 Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of filling hole, collar, and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 
0 .045 .

Triple leaves on shoulder, as Bailey 1975, q 178 .

L 58 7 .1 .21 Pl . 4
Loc . 7114  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of shoulder; decoration as on previous lamp . Max . 
p . dim . 0 .035 .

L 59 TA69L48 Pl . 4
Loc . 2403  Stratum ARAB

Fragment of nozzle preserves part of wick hole . P .L . 0 .022 .
Two globules behind wick hole followed by a row of four 

along top on nozzle between the concave sides of the nozzle . 

L 60 TA69L104  Pl . 4
Loc . 3 .3  Stratum MODERN surface 

Tip of triangular nozzle . P .L . 0 .033 .

L 61 7 .6 .143  Pl . 4
Loc . 7622  Stratum ROM 1A 

End of rounded nozzle . P .L . 0 .038 .
Wide flat rim around wick hole .

L 62 TA70L96  Pl . 4
Loc . 2907  Stratum ROM 1C 

Strap handle with three ribs and the rear part of collar and 
shoulder . H . 0 .041 .

IV .B . KITE-SHAPED LAMPS 

The kite-shaped lamp is the single most common Hellenistic form found at Tel Anafa, with 119 fragments be-
ing recognizable . It appeared in abundance in both gray and semi fine fabrics; only a few examples are preserved 
in other fabrics . While the shape is distinctive, the double convex profile with pared carination finds parallels 
among the delphiniform and round-bodied lamps . An S-scroll or lug is a typical feature of the left side of the 
lamp, but not all examples exhibit this detail . An ear-shaped lug is often found on the right side of the lamp . The 
shoulder decoration is frequently bordered by a framing band . Chevron patterns are often employed to set the 
nozzle off from the shoulder or to decorate the top of the nozzle itself . The form of the base varies, but the small 
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sample of lamps with preserved bases does not permit conclusions to be drawn concerning the significance of 
such variations . 

The most common decoration for the kite-shaped lamp is a pair of heraldically posed erotes that normally 
hold a palmette or a theater mask and in one case a wreath (L 100) .53 Of the 119 recognizaable kite-shaped lamps, 
94 carry such heraldic erotes . In fact, there is only one non-kite-shaped lamp with erotes decoration (L 153), and 
these erotes are very different from those on the kite-shaped lamps . In order to underscore the prevalence of this 
motif and to distinguish such lamps from those without erotes, this decorative motif has been designated as the 
hallmark of one of the subcategories in the following section of the catalogue, with the erotes lamps discussed 
as type B1 and all other motives (only nine examples altogether) as type B2 . Type B3 consists of an interesting 
variant of the the kite-shaped lamp, those with palmette-shaped handles . All the handled lamps are in gray fabric .

The late second-century to early first-century BCE date, presented below in the introduction to the erotes 
lamps (IV .B .1), applies to all kite-shaped lamps from Tel Anafa whether decorated with erotes or not .

Catalogued: 63 . Uncatalogued: 56 . (These totals include kite-shaped lamps with handles .)

Motifs on Kite-shaped Lamps

Within the standard decorative scheme there are three variations . In the first the erotes are presented fron-
tally, including the face . Sometimes one leg is advancing slightly, but the overall frontal pose is not broken . In 
this scheme the left arm of the left eros and the right arm of the right eros are raised to support a palmette at the 
rear of the lamp . The outer arms hang at the sides of the erotes or slightly overlap their bodies . Only one wing 
of each eros is depicted . A second decorative group presents the erotes in a three-quarter view with respect to 
the legs and torso, while the face remains frontal . These erotes support a theater mask with their arms, as do the 
erotes of the first group . In the third group the erotes are presented in profile, including the head . These erotes 
also support a theater mask . The right leg of the left eros crosses over the left, and with his right hand he supports 
the mask; vice versa for the right eros . On at least some of the profile erotes there has been an attempt to depict 
both wings, e .g ., L 91 and L 92 .

The kite-shaped erotes lamps appear in equal numbers in gray and semi fine fabrics and illustrate the similari-
ties and differences between gray and semi fine products . As a rule, the gray examples are of superior quality to 
the semi fine . The more complex or innovative motives appear mostly in gray fabric . For example, all of the han-
dled lamps are in gray, and all but two of the motives other than erotes are done in gray . On the better gray fabric 
examples, the surface detail of the high relief decoration is much superior to even the best semi fine products . 
Although facial features among the erotes lamps are not extremely clear and anatomical detail is generalized, it 
is possible to discern eyes, noses, mouths, modeling of face and body, and a differentiation between face and hair . 
The wings, too, are carefully detailed . L 63 and L 64 illustrate decorative detail at its best (pl . 19) . 

The superior quality of at least some gray fabric lamps and the practice of retouching semi fine products, 
as if they had come from worn or inferior molds, should be mentioned even if certain discrepancies cannot be 
adequately explained . The problem is partially illustrated by two gray fabric erotes lamps, L 65 (pl . 19) and L 66, 
and three semi fine erotes lamps, L 93 (pl . 19), L 94, and L 95 . L 65 and L 66 resemble each other enough to 
have come from the same mold or from different molds derived from the same prototype . L 93, L 94, and L 95 
are extremely similar to L 65 and L 66 and might be products of the same mold or of another mold in the same 
series . A comparison of L 94 to L 66 and L 95 to L 65 shows that the semi fine products are in both cases smaller . 
This would usually indicate that the lamps are not from the same mold, but the semi fine lamps may have shrunk 
more due to their greater porosity . The details of L 93, however, have the same measurements as L 65, contrary 
to what would be expected if shrinkage were greater among semi fine lamps . Better preservation of the five ex-
amples would probably have permitted a conclusive assessment of the issues involved, but it is clear we are dealing 
with products of the same or at least closely related workshops .

Erotes lamps very similar to the Tel Anafa examples occur in the Hellenistic destruction level at Shiqmona, 
probably not later than 133/132 BCE and definitely not later than 126/125 BCE (Elgavish 1976) . Bruneau dates 

53 For a discussion of the erotes lamps from the early seasons of excavation, see Caldwell 1973 .
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those from Delos to the second half of the second century and the beginning of the first century BCE (Bruneau 
1965, 87) . At Tel Anafa the earliest occurrence of an erotes lamp is in the Hellenistic 2B/C stratum (L 101 and 
TA69L105, uncatalogued), i .e ., deposits associated with modifications to the LHSB but definitely predating the 
final use and decay of the building by some years . The Hellenistic 2C levels are the earliest in which the lamps 
occur in significant numbers . This evidence points to a date in the late second century and into the first century 
BCE for the erotes lamps at Tel Anafa .54 

Catalogued: 47 . Uncatalogued: 47 .
First appearance: HELL 2B/C .
Parallels (all varieties and fabrics): Athlit: Johns 1933, 98, fig . 83, no . 907; Byblos: Dunand 1939, no . 6531; 

Carthage: Deneauve 1969, no . 252; Delos: Bruneau 1965, nos . 4144–4201; Gezer: Macalister 1912, pl . 183, no . 22; 
Oumm el-’Amed: Dunand and Duru 1962, fig . 86, g, i; Samaria: Crowfoot, Crowfoot, and Kenyon 1957, fig . 87, 
no . 7; Shiqmona: Elgavish 1976, 76, no . 22; Tarsus: Goldman 1950, no . 37; Bailey 1975, q 502, q 509; Benachi 
Collection (see Howland 1958, pl . 55, Benachi 2, 4); Lapp 1961, 195; Rey-Coquais 1963, no . 1, said to be from 
Saida; Rosenthal and Sivan 1978, nos . 24, 25; Zouhdi 1974, no . 2 .

Date: late 2nd century BCE to early 1st century BCE .

IV.B.1. EROTES MOTIF (L 63–106)

IV.B.1.a. Erotes Motif: gray Fabric 

Presented first are six fragmentary lamps, L 63–68, whose quality surpasses the others .55 In the quality of slip 
and of decorative detail, these are similar to q 502 in the British Museum, a lamp from the Benaki Collection in 
the National Museum in Athens, and Tarsus, no . 37, all probably from the late third century BCE .56 It is possible 
that these six Tel Anafa lamps are slightly earlier than the lesser-quality erotes lamps and belong to the latter part 
of the third century or later, but the general scarcity of third-century material from the site and the absence of 
erotes lamps from the HELL 2A deposits argue against this . Palmette handles of kite-shaped lamps do appear in 
HELL 2A contexts, however . See below L 121 . Following these are lamps depicting erotes holding a palmette, L 
69–75, followed by erotes holding a theater mask, L 76–78 .

54 Weinberg 1971a, 103–105, discusses pottery and lamps, including erotes lamps, dating to the period after the middle of the second 
century BCE . 

55 It is possible that the presently observable quality of these six fragments is due, at least partly, to accidents of preservation . Nonetheless, 
the quality of detail and modeling, in contrast to the more generalized and retouched nature of many other erotes lamps, does distinguish 
these lamps .

56 Bailey 1975, q 502; Howland 1958, pl . 55, Benachi 2; Goldman 1950, 101, no . 37 . The third-century date is proposed by Bailey 1975 
(second half of the century or perhaps a little later), Howland 1958, and Goldman 1950 .

L 63 TA78L5  Pls . 4, 19
Loc . 8105  Stratum ROM 1A

Fragment of shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .041 . 
Fine hard fabric: 10R 7/2 light gray . Black slip . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: erotes holding pal-

mette .

L 64 TA70L9 (Caldwell 23) Fig . 2, Pls . 4, 19
Loc . 1339  Stratum HELL 2B/C

Fragment of shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .045 . Fine hard fabric: 
10yR 5/1 gray . Black slip . 

Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: head and right arm 
of left eros and all but right leg of right eros; erotes support 
a theater mask .

L 65 TA70L3 (Caldwell 19) (NAA 1991, 1993) Fig . 2, Pls . 4, 19
Loc . 2320  Stratum HELL 2C contam .

Right shoulder, lower left shoulder, and top of nozzle; four 
other non-joining fragments of wall, underside of nozzle, and 
part of base . P .L . 0 .072 . 

Fine hard fabric: 10yR 7/1 light gray . Black slip on upper 
half of exterior; thin gray wash on interior .

Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: right eros almost 
completely preserved; left leg of left eros; framing band; 
ear-shaped lug at right; pair of bars separates nozzle from 
shoulder . Nozzle: round-topped; seven-frond palmette; tre-
foil form at base of palmette . Slightly raised base framed by 
groove . Previous publication: Weinberg 1971a, pl . 18 A .
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L 66 TA70L30 (Caldwell 20)  Pl . 4
Loc . 1257  Stratum ROM 1

Shoulder fragment . Max . p . dim . 0 .035 .
Fine hard fabric: 10yR 6/1 gray . Black slip . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: lower torso, legs, 

and right hand of left eros; one frond of a palmette at the 
juncture of the shoulder and nozzle; one lobe and part of an-
other of a trefoil form at the base of the nozzle; pairs of bars 
below palmette frond . It appears that the fragment is from 
the same mold that produced L 65, but the limited overlap 
precludes absolute certainty .

L 67  Pl . 4
Loc . 7315  Stratum ROM 2+

Fragment of shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .03 .
Fine hard fabric: 10yR 7/2 light gray . Black slip, worn .
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: legs of left eros; 

one frond of a palmette at the juncture of the shoulder and 
nozzle; part of left lobe of the trefoil form at the base of the 
nozzle . Similar to the previous two lamps in the presence of 
a palmette on the top of the nozzle; not serially related to 
them .

L 68 TA73L29  Pl . 4
Loc . unknown

Fragment of shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .034 . 
Fine hard fabric: 10yR 6/1 gray . Black slip . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: torso and legs of 

left eros .

Erotes Holding a Palmette

L 69 TA72L5  Fig . 2, Pl . 4
Loc . 21309  Stratum ROM 1A

Lacks tip of nozzle and part of shoulder and wall . P .L . 0 .08, 
W . 0 .065 .

Fine medium to hard fabric: 10yR 7/2 light gray to 10yR 
6/1 gray . Black slip on upper half badly preserved . 

Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: erotes holding pal-
mette; framing band; indistinct scroll or lug at left; chevron 
pattern separates shoulder from nozzle . Nozzle: flat-topped; 
chevron pattern flanked by grooves . Base: circle .

L 70 TA70L6 (Caldwell 5) Pl . 4
Loc . 2324  Stratum ROM 1B

Lacks upper part of nozzle and part of shoulder and wall; 
very indistinct details; partly restored . L . 0 .095, W . 0 .064 . 

Fine hard fabric: 10yR 6/1 gray . Traces of black slip . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: erotes holding pal-

mette; S-scrolls or lugs to left and right . Nozzle: broad rim 
around wick hole . Pseudo ring base . 

L 71 TA70L41 (Caldwell 1) (NAA 1991) Pl . 4
Loc . 2138  Stratum HELL 2C

Fragment of shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .039 .
Fine hard fabric: 10yR 6/1 gray . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: right eros above 

whose head is a palmette frond . A semi fine lamp, L 80, is 
very close with respect to the form of the right eros . Caldwell 
assigns the present catalogue numbers L 71, L 80, L 70, L 83, 
and two uncatalogued lamps (TA70L31, TA69L26 A&B) to 
the same mold . As the wing form of the eros on L 71 and L 80 
are different, the two cannot be products of the same mold . 
In general, these lamps are so worn that mold links cannot 
be established definitively . It is possible that a lamp similar to 
L 71 served as the prototype for the mold that produced the 
semi fine products just cited .

L 72 TA72L70  Pl . 4
Loc . unknown

Fragment of shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .039 . 
Fine hard fabric: 10yR 6/2 light grayish brown . Black slip . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: right eros .

L 73 TA72L78  Pl . 4
Loc . unknown

Fragment of shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .044 .
Fine hard fabric: 10yR 6/1 gray . Poorly preserved black 

slip . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: right eros .

L 74 TA70L109 (Caldwell 41) Pl . 4
Loc . 2526  Stratum HELL 2C

Fragment of shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .042 .
Fine hard fabric: 10yR 7/1 light gray . Traces of black slip . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: lower torso, legs, 

and right hand of left eros; framing band; S-scroll; partially 
preserved device separating shoulder from rim .
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L 75 TA80L22  Pl . 4
Loc . 8420  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A)

Fragment of shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .048 . 
Fine medium fabric: 10yR 6/1 gray . Traces of black slip . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: right eros, pre-

served from groin up, supporting a seven-leaf palmette . The 
lamp is distinctive in several respects . The fabric is softer and 
contains inclusions of larger size than is typical of the gray 
fabric lamps presented here . In stance and in anatomical de-
tail the eros is unusual . His torso is presented in a three-quar-
ter view; shoulders and head are frontal . With his left arm the 
eros reaches across his chest to hold the palmette . This ges-
ture is unparalleled . The hair is full and falls to the shoulders . 
Details of mouth and eyes are barely visible . The palmette 
and the wing have been retouched with incisions before the 
lamp was fired . The central frond’s longitudinal incision and 
short horizontal incisions reflect the care that went into the 
retouching .

Erotes Holding a Theater Mask

L 76 TA68L6 (Caldwell 26) Pl . 4
Loc . 3015, 3017 Stratum HELL 2C

Lacks part of shoulder and nozzle . L . 0 .10, W . 0 .064, H . 0 .029 .
Fine hard fabric: 10yR 6/1 gray . Remains of black slip . 
Product of a worn mold . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: erotes hold theater 

mask; left eros crosses right leg over left and supports mask 
with right hand; traces of scrolls or lugs to left and right; 
chevron pattern separates shoulder from nozzle . Nozzle: 
flat-topped; chevron pattern; wick hole framed by broad rim . 
Base: circle .

L 77 7 .8 .175 Pl . 4
Loc . 7835 Stratum ROM 1A/B

Fragment of shoulder . P .L . 0 .056 .
Fine hard fabric . Black slip .
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: erotes holding a 

theater mask . Most of left eros is preserved; right leg crosses 
over left; eros holds mask with right hand . Head and hand of 
right eros are preserved . Below feet of left eros is a six-petal 
rosette . Framing the shoulder is a bead and reel molding . 
Separating the shoulder from the now-missing nozzle is a 
chevron pattern, more plastically rendered and more closely 
resembling a leaf than is typical on most Hellenistic lamps .

L 78 TA73L50A Pl . 4
Loc . unknown

Fragment of shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .035 . 
Fine hard fabric: 10yR 6/1 gray . Remains of black slip . 
Filling hole framed by double ring, the outer broad and 

inward-sloping . Shoulder: right eros in left profile; left leg 
crosses over right; left arm extends to support the object, 
which is not preserved; the right arm is not depicted . Al-
though the surface is now abraded, careful modeling and at-
tention to detail are evident . As L 90 and L 92 preserve part 
of the mask held by erotes with the same stance, it is likely 
that the erotes of this lamp also held a theater mask .

The following are uncatalogued shoulder fragments of gray fabric lamps whose clay is sufficiently different from 
the standard gray fabric in porosity, micaceousness, or inclusions to suggest a different place of manufacture: 

TA69L49  Loc . 2405  Stratum ROM 1B+
TA68L57B  Loc . 2310  Stratum HELL 2C 
TA68L78  Loc . 2311  Animal run
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IV.B.1.b. Erotes Motif: Semi Fine Fabric

In the following entries details of fabric are presented only when they differ from the norm of pink fabric 
and red slip .

Erotes Holding a Palmette

L 79 TA70L4 (Caldwell 7)  Fig . 3, Pl . 4
Loc . 2024  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A

Lacks part of shoulder, wall, and nozzle . P .L . 0 .09, W . 0 .068, 
H . ca . 0 .027 .

Medium soft fabric: 7 .5yR 6/4 light brown . Traces of 
black slip .

Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: erotes holding 
palmette; framing band; S-scroll at left; chevron pattern 
separates shoulder from nozzle . Nozzle: flat-topped; chevron 
pattern framed by grooves; transverse groove between wick 
hole and chevron pattern . Base: within circle, plain . Previous 
publication: Weinberg 1971a, pl . 18 A .

L 80 TA69L7 (Caldwell 2) Fig . 3, Pl . 4

Loc . 2417  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A

Most of shoulder, root of nozzle, part of wall . P .L . 0 .059, W . 
0 .058 .

Mottled surface color ranging from dark gray to light yel-
lowish brown; possibly burnt . 

Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: erotes holding 
palmette; framing band; scroll or lug at left; chevron panel 
separates shoulder from nozzle . Nozzle: flat-topped; chevron 
pattern . 

L 81 TA70L11 (Caldwell 8) Fig . 3, Pl . 4
Loc . 1342  Stratum ROM 1B

Lacks nozzle and part of shoulder and wall . P .L . 0 .068, W . 
0 .06, H . 0 .033 . 

Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: erotes holding pal-
mette; S-scroll at left; lug at right; chevron panel separates 
shoulder from nozzle . Pseudo ring base; stylized rosette with-
in . Previous publication: Weinberg 1971a, pl . 18 A .

L 82 TA72L11  Fig . 3, Pl . 4
Loc . 2547, 2549  Stratum HELL 2B/C

Most of shoulder; small portion of wall and base . P .L . 0 .054, 
W . 0 .064 . 

Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: erotes holding pal-
mette; framing band; lugs at left and right; chevron pattern 
separates shoulder from nozzle . Pseudo ring base .

L 83 TA70L10 (Caldwell 6) Pl . 4
Loc . 1326  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1

Fragment of shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .060 . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: erotes holding pal-

mette; S-scroll at left . This lamp is presented as an example of 
a product of a worn mold .

L 84 TA70L8 (Caldwell 11) Fig . 3, Pl . 4
Loc . 2427  Stratum HELL 2C+ contam .

Complete except for small chip at left . L . 0 .094, W . 0 .061, H . 
0 .023 . 

Medium hard fabric: 2 .5y 7/2 light gray . Traces of black 
slip . 

Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: erotes holding pal-
mette; framing band; S-scroll at left; pair of bars separates 
shoulder from nozzle . Nozzle: flat-topped; chevron pattern . 
Plain raised base . Previous publication: Weinberg 1971a, pl . 
18 A .

L 85 TA70L32 (Caldwell 14)  Fig . 3, Pl . 5
Loc . 1337  Stratum HELL 2B/C

Lacks part of base, wall, nozzle, and shoulder . P .L . 0 .074 . 
10yR 6/1 gray . Remains of black slip . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: erotes holding pal-

mette; framing band; pair of bars separates shoulder from 
nozzle . Nozzle: flat-topped; chevron pattern . Base: poorly 
preserved; probably pseudo ring base . (It is possible that this 
is a gray fabric lamp, but the macroscopic examination of a 
scraped break suggests that this lamp, in spite of the color, is 
a product of semi fine fabric .)

L 86 TA70L20 (Caldwell 15) Fig . 3, Pl . 5
Loc . 2427  Stratum HELL 2C+ contam .

Most of rear half of lamp . P .L . 0 .058 . 
Medium fabric: 10yR 7/2 light gray . Remains of black slip . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: erotes holding pal-

mette; framing band . Ring base .

L 87 TA72L13  Pl . 5
Loc . 21305, 21309, 21313  Stratum ROM 1A and/or B

Part of shoulder, nozzle, wall, and base . P .L . 0 .078, W . 0 .064, 
H . 0 .03 . 

Filling hole framed by high, inward-sloping ring . Shoul-
der: erotes; framing band; pair of bars separates rim from 
nozzle . Nozzle: flat-topped; chevron pattern; incision behind 
wick hole . Pseudo ring base .

L 88 TA80L14 (NAA 1991, 1993) Pl . 5
Loc . 8315  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A

Almost complete left half of lamp . P .L . 0 .074, H . 0 .032 . 
Filling hole with poorly defined framing ring . Shoulder: 

eros; indistinct scroll or lug at left; three bars separate shoul-
der from nozzle . Pseudo ring base .
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Erotes Holding a Theater Mask

L 89 TA68L1 (Caldwell 24) Fig . 3, Pl . 5
Loc . 3007  Stratum ROM 1A

Intact . L . 0 .093, W . 0 .06, H . 0 .028 . 
Medium hard fabric: 7 .5yR N7/ light gray . Traces of black 

slip .
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: erotes holding a 

theater mask; shoulder decoration framed by a ring of short 
bars; S-scroll at left; lug at right; chevron pattern separates 
shoulder from nozzle . Nozzle: flat-topped; tongue pattern . 
Base: circle . Previous publication: Weinberg 1971a, pl . 18 A . 
(It is possible that this is actually a gray fabric lamp .)

L 90 TA70L34 (Caldwell 27) Fig . 3, Pl . 5
Loc . 1342 .1  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of shoulder and wall . Max . p . dim . 0 .056 . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: left eros and the-

ater mask; framing band; S-scroll; pair of bars separates 
shoulder from nozzle .

L 91 TA68L27 (Caldwell 28) Pl . 5
Loc . 2109A  Stratum ARAB/MODERN

Fragment of shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .049 . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: complete left eros, 

in profile, with right leg overlapping left; both wings depict-
ed; lug at left .

L 92 TA69L16 (Caldwell 29) Pl . 5
Loc . 2526  Stratum HELL 2C

Fragment of shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .038 . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: lower part of mask; 

nearly complete right eros, in profile, with left leg overlap-
ping right; both wings depicted; lug at right .

L 93 TA80L35  Pls . 5, 19
Loc . 5619  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A

Nozzle . P .L . 0 .051 . 
Round-topped nozzle decorated with a seven-frond pal-

mette; trefoil form at base of palmette . Pair of bars separates 
shoulder from nozzle .

L 94 TA69L25 (Caldwell 21) Pl . 5
Loc . 1233  Stratum ROM 1

Fragment of shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .032 . 
Part of filling hole; torso, right arm, upper legs, and wing 

of left eros .

L 95 TA70L48 (Caldwell 22) Pl . 5
Loc . 2427  Stratum HELL 2C contam .

Fragment of shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .044 . 
Part of filling hole; most of right eros .

IV.B.1.c. Erotes Motif: Other Fabrics

Several other erotes lamps differ from both the gray and the semi fine products . These lamps represent a va-
riety of clay types and consequently point to a diverse pattern of importation at Tel Anafa .

L 96 TA70L15 (Caldwell 9)  Fig . 3, Pl . 5
Loc . 2324  Stratum ROM IB

Lacks part of nozzle tip . L . 0 .09, W . 0 .06, H . 0 .03 . 
Medium fabric with brown inclusions . Surface: 10yR 7/4 

very pale brown . Subsurface: 10yR 6/1 gray . Traces of red 
slip . 

Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: erotes holding 
palmette; S-scroll on left; framing band; a single ridge and 
row of bars separate each side of rim from nozzle . Nozzle: 
flat-topped; palmette; rosette (?) between palmette and wick 
hole; wick hole framed by ring . Ring base . The blackened 
surfaces of the chipped nozzle indicate that the break is an-
cient and that the lamp continued to be used after the nozzle 
was damaged . Previous publication: Weinberg 1971b, 12–13; 
1971a, pl . 18 A .

L 97 TA72L8 Fig . 3, Pl . 5
Loc . 1359  Stratum HELL 2B/C

Lacks part of nozzle, shoulder, and wall . L . 0 .102, H . 0 .025 . 
Medium hard fabric (burned): 10yR 7/3 very pale brown . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: erotes holding pal-

mette; framing band; restoration at left where S-scroll might 
have existed; chevron pattern separates shoulder from noz-
zle . Nozzle: flat-topped; two longitudinal ridges; wick hole 
framed by broad rim . Base: circle .

L 98 TA70L136 (Caldwell 37)  Pl . 6
Loc . unknown

Fragment of shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .033 . 
Fine hard micaceous fabric: 7 .5yR N7/ light gray . In tex-

ture the fabric is like the usual gray fabric, but it is more mi-
caceous . Traces of black slip .

Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: erotes holding pal-
mette .
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L 99 TA69 L19 (Caldwell 33) Pl . 6
Loc . 1321  Stratum ROM 1

Fragment of shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .044 . 
Medium hard fabric with mica visible on the surface: 

10yR 7/1 light gray . Remains of black slip .
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: erotes holding pal-

mette; framing band . The fabric differs from the usual gray 
fabric in its mica content, slightly greater porosity, and pebbly 
inclusions, the largest of which is the large pebble embedded 
in the head of the right eros . The fabric differs from semi fine 
fabric in its mica content and lack of red ceramic inclusions .

L 100 TA68L15 (Caldwell 32) Fig . 3, Pl . 6
Loc . 2303  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of shoulder . P .L . 0 .053 . 
Medium hard fabric: 10yR 7/2 light gray; red (ceramic?) 

inclusions . Remains of black slip toward nozzle, red slip 
above head of eros . 

Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: right arm of right 
eros and left arm of left eros holding a wreath; left eros cross-
es right leg over left, supports wreath with left hand and in 
right carries a caduceus, which overlaps his wing; details are 
not distinct; possibly two bars separate shoulder from nozzle .

L 101 TA70L75 (Caldwell 17) (NAA 1991) Pl . 6
Loc . 2423, 2427  Stratum HELL 2B/C

Top of nozzle and part of shoulder . P .L . 0 .076 . 
Medium to fine hard fabric with white pebbly inclusions: 

10yR 7/1 light gray .
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: left eros; pair of 

bars separates shoulder from nozzle . Nozzle: flat-topped; 
chevron pattern; rim around wick hole; incision behind wick 
hole .

L 102 TA79L6  Pl . 6
Loc . 5303  Stratum ROM 1A contam .

Fragment of shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .042 . 
Medium hard fabric with numerous white inclusions: 5yR 

7/3 pink . Remains of red slip . 
Shoulder: right eros holds theater mask with left hand; 

wing of eros overlaps two framing bands .

L 103 TA72L77  Pl . 6
Loc . unknown

Fragment of shoulder and wall . Max . p . dim . 0 .041 . 
Medium hard fabric with large white inclusions: 5yR 7/2 

pinkish gray . Mottled red to dark reddish brown slip on exte-
rior top and on the inside of the top . 

Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: legs of left eros; 
S-scroll; pair of bars separates shoulder from nozzle .

L 104 TA69L65 (Caldwell 42) Pl . 6
Loc . 2409  Stratum ROM 1B+

Fragment of shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .045 . 
Fine hard very micaceous fabric: 10yR 7/1 light gray . 

Traces of black slip .
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: left eros and part 

of S-scroll .

L 105 TA70L12 (Caldwell 40) Pl . 6
Loc . 1263  Stratum ROM 1

Part of shoulder, wall, and base . P .L . 0 .049 . 
Coarse hard granular fabric: 5yR 5/3 reddish brown . Re-

mains of black slip .
Small filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: torso and legs 

of right eros; ear-shaped lug . Part of ring base or raised base . 
This fabric is anomalous among the lamps at Tel Anafa .

L 106 Pls . 6, 19
Loc . 5312  Stratum ROM 1A

Fragment of shoulder and wall . P .L . 0 .05 .
Fine hard fabric: Light brown to gray . Slip: light red to 

dark brown .
Shoulder: left eros; profile head and shoulders; torso and 

legs in three-quarter view (cf . L 66); extending right arm to-
ward object held . The modeling of the figure is equal to that 
of the best erotes lamps from the site . A unique treatment 
is the prominent linear accent on torso and legs . When the 
eros is viewed in strong sunlight in a three-quarter view from 
the rear, the linear accents emphasize the rounded contours 
of belly and thighs and heighten the plastic qualities of the 
modeling .IV .B .

IV.B.2. KITE-SHAPEd LAMPS OTHER THAN EROTES (L 107–114)

Only nine fragments of kite-shaped lamps carried decorative motifs other than erotes . (This is excepting the 
handled lamps, none of which carried erotes deocration .) Seven of these appeared in gray fabric, one in semi 
fine, and one in another unidentified fabric .

Catalogued: 8 . Uncatalogued: 1 .

IV.B.2.a. Other Motifs: gray Fabric

Presented here are lamps whose fabric and black slip are comparable to those of the gray fabric erotes lamps . 
These lamps are likely products of the same center that manufactured the erotes lamps . 
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Catalogued: 6 . Uncatalogued: 1 .
Parallels: Delos: Bruneau 1965, nos . 4129–4141, 4143; Samaria: Crowfoot, Crowfoot, and Kenyon 1957, fig . 87, 

no . 4, and numerous uncatalogued fragments from Samaria .

L 107 TA70L98 (Caldwell 61 Pl . 6
Loc . 2417S  Stratum HELL 2C

Lacks part of rim, nozzle, wall, and base; partly restored . De-
tails indistinct . L . 0 .098, W . 0 .072, H . 0 .027 . 

Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: embracing and 
kissing couple, draped and in positions analogous to the 
erotes of the previous group; framing ring; S-scroll at left; 
lug at right; chevron pattern separates shoulder from nozzle . 
Round-tipped nozzle with broad rim around wick hole . Base: 
circle .

L 108 TA69L27 (Caldwell 62) Pl . 6
Loc . 2312  Stratum HELL 2C

Lacks nozzle and part of shoulder; mended from many frag-
ments; non-joining nozzle segment (not included in mea-
surements) . P .L . 0 .065, P .W . 0 .065, H . 0 .030 . 

Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: decoration as pre-
vious; head and torso of left figure; head, feet, and drapery 
hem of right figure; S-scroll at right . Ring base .

L 109 TA68L2 Fig . 3, Pl . 6
Loc . 3004  Stratum ROM 1B or 1C

Lacks part of nozzle and shoulder . P .L . 0 .083, W . 0 .066, H . 
0 .031 .

Filling hole framed by broad, flat ring . The shoulder 
decoration, including that flanking the root of the nozzle, 
consists of rope patterns framed by rays; above the side lugs 
are undecorated panels . Nozzle: chevron pattern; raised 
triangle adjacent to framing ring; incised flanking volutes . 
Plain, raised base .

L 110 TA73L15  Fig . 3, Pl . 6
Loc . 1423  Stratum ROM 1

Part of filling hole, shoulder, wall, and base . P .L . 0 .06, H . 
0 .029 .

Filling hole framed by prominent ring . Shoulder: two dol-
phins flank a four-pronged trident, which extends from the 
framing ring to the rear of the lamp . A small lug protrudes 
from the rear of the lamp . Flat, raised base . Previous publica-
tion: Weinberg 1974, fig . 11a .

L 111 TA79L7 Fig . 3, Pl . 6
Loc . 5307  Stratum ROM 1A

Upper half of lamp, lacking tip of nozzle and part of shoul-
der . P .L . 0 .063 .

Filling hole framed by indistinct framing ring . Shoulder: 
wreath or sprays of vegetation springing from edges of shoul-
der and meeting at rear of lamp . Nozzle: flat-topped; indis-
tinct chevron pattern; raised triangle adjacent to framing 
ring; flanking volutes .

L 112 TA70L33  Fig . 3, Pl . 6
Loc . 1345  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A

Numerous fragments preserving part of nozzle and most of 
shoulder and base . Max . p . dim . 0 .065 . 

Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: wreath . Nozzle: 
palmette . Circular raised base .

IV.B.2.b. Other Motifs: Semi Fine Fabric

L 113 TA69L20 Fig . 3, Pl . 6
Loc . 2526/2532  Stratum HELL 2C

Part of front half of lamp; lacking base and tip of nozzle; 
abraided . P .L . 0 .062, P .W . 0 .061 . 

Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: vine; separated 
from nozzle by pairs of bars . Nozzle: satyr or silenus mask . 
Two shoulders catalogued below with Hellenistic fragments 
belonged to very similar lamps (L 232–233) .
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IV.B.2.c. Other Motifs: Other Fabrics

L 114 TA68L87  Fig . 4, Pl . 6
Loc . 2111  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A

Part of shoulder, nozzle, and wall; edge of base . P .L . 0 .078, W . 
0 .066, H . 0 .024 . 

Medium fabric: 7 .5yR 7/6 reddish yellow . Slip (top half 
only): 10R 4/8 red .

Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: rays; framing ring; 
S-scroll on right; scroll or lug on left; small lug at rear; rope 
pattern separates shoulder from nozzle . Raised base, to ex-
tent preserved . Similar in form and decoration to a gray fab-
ric lamp from Delos (Bruneau 1965, no . 4139) .

IV.B.3 KITE-SHAPEd LAMPS WITH PALMETTE OR LEAF-SHAPEd HANdLES (L 115–125)
 
A number of kite-shaped, black-slipped, gray fabric lamps were provided with palmette or leaf-shaped handles . 

Sixteen fragments of these with handles were recovered at Tel Anafa . In other respects, they share features com-
mon to kite-shaped and delphiniform lamps, such as overall form (i .e ., kite-shape), nozzle form and decoration, 
and shoulder decoration . The fabric indicates that these lamps are products of the same center(s) from which 
other gray fabric lamps were imported .

The handles, made in the same mold as the lamps themselves, are either solid at the point where they meet 
the lamp body, thereby producing a finlike form at the rear of the lamp, or pierced in a manner anticipating 
Early Roman lamps with handle shields of Broneer Type 21 . In either case, these Hellenistic lamps anticipate the 
larger and more elaborate Roman handle shields that were produced in the Augustan period . See especially the 
large Hellenistic handle ornament in group IV .I .4, which by size and quality more closely resembles the Roman 
varieties than do those in the present group .

The palmettes or leaves are conceived of as bound to the lamp by a fillet or a plain rope or cord, which winds 
around the base of the handle, trails onto the shoulder, and terminates in scrolls . L 115 is particularly interesting 
in its decorative treatment in that the palmette on the nozzle balances the palmette handle, while the curved 
ends of the handle “tie” echo the S-scrolls of the lamp’s sides and the volutes at the base of the nozzle palmette . 
The handle “tie” is evidence of a desire to integrate the handle smoothly into the lamp’s overall structure . This 
desire to integrate separate structural elements gave rise to the Late Hellenistic trend of employing volutes to 
flank the nozzle, a practice that ultimately led to the full integration of nozzle and shoulder in the Augustan 
volute lamp .

Catalogued: 11 . Uncatalogued: 5 .
First appearance: HELL 2A .
Parallels: Ashdod: Dothan and Freedman 1967, fig 8:5 (pl . IX:6) and p . 26; Delos: Bruneau 1965, nos . 4129–

43, 4735–4738 .
Date: The Tel Anafa HELL 2A date accords with the Ashdod and Delos dates of the second half of the 2nd 

century BCE to the middle of the 1st century BCE .

L 115 TA70L27  Fig . 4, Pl . 6
Loc . 1355  Stratum HELL 2A/B

Lacks termination of handle . P .L . 0 .102, W . 0 .059, H . 0 .031 .
Filling hole framed by two rings . Shoulder: pattern of al-

ternating wide and narrow rays pendant from a ring of ovolos 
around outer framing ring; S-scroll at left and right; chevron 
panels separate shoulder from nozzle . Nozzle: round-topped 
and round-tipped; palmette separated from framing rings 
by a voluted yoke motif; incision behind wick hole . Handle: 
base of palmette with volutes trailing onto shoulder; ridge 

to base . Cf . Rosenthal and Sivan 1978, no . 21 . The Tel Anafa 
lamp is extremely close to, but not from the same mold as, a 
lamp from Ashdod (Dothan and Freedman 1967, fig . 8:5 [pl . 
IX:6], and p . 26) . The Ashdod lamp belongs to stratum 3a 
dating from the second half of the 2nd century to the mid-
dle of the 1st century BCE . Previous publication: Weinberg 
1971b, 12–13; 1971a, pl . 18 B .
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L 116 TA80L13 Pl . 6
Loc . 8320  Stratum ROM 1A

Lacks handle and tip of nozzle . P .L . 0 .080, W . 0 .057, H . 0 .031 .
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: rays; S-scrolls at 

left and right; chevron panels separate shoulder from noz-
zle . Nozzle: plain; short longitudinal incision in front of fill-
ing hole . Base of palmette handle with volutes trailing onto 
shoulder; ridge to base . Pseudo ring base or low base ring .

L 117 TA73L8 Pl . 6
Loc . 1237  Stratum HELL 2A/B

Most of right half of lamp . P .L . 0 .056, H . 0 .030 . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: rays, some incised 

to form rope patterns; S-scroll at right; trailing scroll of han-
dle preserved at rear of fragment . Pseudo ring base .

L 118 TA80L21 Pl . 6
Loc . 8435 Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A 

Palmette handle . Max . p . dim . 0 .065 .

L 119 TA80L17 Pl . 6
Loc . 5708 (cleaning)

Rear half of lamp with palmette handle . P .L . 0 .074 . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Plain shoulder; part of 

S-scrolls at left and right . Palmette handle with inward-curv-
ing volutes trailing onto shoulder; ridge to base . Plain, flat 
base . White inclusions and somewhat coarser fabric suggest 
that this may not be from the same source as the preceding 
gray fabric lamps .

L 120 TA68L7 Pl . 7
Loc . 3001  Stratum MODERN

Palmette handle with acanthus leaves at base; pierced on un-
derside . Max . p . dim . 0 .059 . 

Medium hard fabric with red inclusions . Possibly semi 
fine fabric .

L 121 TA79L11 Pl . 7
Loc . 5416  Stratum HELL 2A

Palmette handle . Max . p . dim . 0 .043 . 

L 122 TA80L8 Pl . 7
Loc . 8300  Stratum MODERN

Small palmette handle; possibly semi fine fabric; pierced . 
Max . p . dim . 0 .038 .

L 123 TA80L15 Pl . 7
Loc . 8320  Stratum ROM 1A

Leaf-shaped handle; pierced . Max . p . dim . 0 .053 .

L 124 TA68L22 Pl . 7
Loc . 3004  Stratum ROM 1B or 1C

Leaf-shaped handle . Max . p . dim . 0 .049 .

L 125 Pl . 7
Loc . 5717  Stratum ROM 1A 

Leaf-shaped handle . Max . p . dim . 0 .036 .

IV .C . DELPHINIFORM LAMPS

H . B . Walters coined the term delphiniform for a variety of Hellenistic mold-made lamps common in the east-
ern Mediterranean (Walters 1914, 42–44) . The lamps are characterized by a squat, biconical body and a long, 
round-topped and round-tipped nozzle . A flat area customarily surrounds the wick hole . In plan, the body of the 
lamp is frequently oval at the rear . The typical S-scroll at the left, in combination with the oval body and the long 
nozzle, gives the lamp its characteristic shape . The filling hole is surrounded by a framing ring whose contour is 
usually continuous with the slope of the shoulder, from which it is separated by a groove . The base is not structur-
ally articulated and is marked only by a circle . The lamps are usually without handles . Delphiniform lamps with 
handles are catalogued separately in the next section . The gray fabric lamps were fired under reducing condi-
tions that yielded a grayish fabric and a black slip . In composition, the fabric of the gray fabric delphiniform 
lamps is consistent with that of other gray fabric lamps found at Tel Anafa, thereby suggesting the same or a 
similar point of origin . Moreover, the gray and the semi fine fabric examples are so similar that they could have 
been manufactured in the same shop .

Lamps of this variety are particularly abundant at Delos, where Bruneau records 713 gray fabric examples and 
arranges them in ten decorative groups .57 At Tel Anafa, the eleven delphiniform lamps discovered all belong to 
Bruneau’s first decorative group, i .e ., shoulders decorated with rays . The low number of examples identified at 

57 Bruneau 1965, 81–86: “Lampes grises à poucier en S .” Following the 10 decorative groups are 24 lamps listed under “décors divers” and 
“fragments .” Bruneau’s figure of 728 lamps includes 15 lamps with double S-scrolls .
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Tel Anafa may be due to the fact that identification requires a complete or a nearly complete lamp . It is possible 
that some of the uncatalogued fragments belonged to lamps of this form . The type is well attested in the Levant, 
and it is likely that the finds from Delos are products of the same centers that produced the Tel Anafa specimens .

On the basis of abundant evidence, Bruneau dates the Delos lamps to the second half of the second century 
and the beginning of the first century BCE (Bruneau 1965, 83) . At Shiqmona, Elgavish dates the Hellenistic 
stratum that contained one delphiniform lamp to probably not later than 133/132 BCE and definitely not later 
than 126/125 BCE (Elgavish 1976, 65–76) . At Tel Anafa L 127, L 130, and L 131 come from Hellenistic strata 
that date to the first quarter of the first century BCE . The lamps themselves could date to the last quarter of the 
second century BCE or to the early first century BCE . The earliest appearance of the semi fine examples is later 
than the gray, but given the small size of the sample, that could be only coincidence .

 Catalogued: 6 . Uncatalogued: 5 .
First appearance: HELL 2A/B .
Parallels: Beth Govrin: Eliezer and Rappaport 1984, 130; pl . 16:B; Cosa: Fitch and Goldman 1994, nos . 183–

204; Delos: Bruneau 1965, nos . 3416–4128; Gezer: Macalister 1912, pl . 183 (several examples); Salamis: Oziol and 
Pouilloux 1969, no . 104; gray fabric; Samaria: Crowfoot Crowfoot, and Kenyon 1957, fig . 87, nos . 2, 3; Shiqmona: 
Elgavish 1976, 76, no . 24 . Lapp 1961, Type 83 .2; Oziol 1977, nos . 115, 116; Kennedy 1963, no . 484; Rosenthal 
and Sivan 1978, no . 22 . 

Date: As at Delos, the Tel Anafa delphiniform lamps date after the middle of the 2nd century BCE .

IV.C.1. dELPHINIFORM LAMPS: gRAY FABRIC (L 126–129)

L 126 TA80L10 Pl . 7
Loc . 8319  Stratum ROM 1A

Intact . L . 0 .088, W . 0 .051, H . 0 .022 . 
Medium hard fabric: 5yR 6/1 gray . Black slip on upper 

half . Toward the rear of the lamp the remaining traces of slip 
grade to a reddish brown, perhaps indicating imprecision in 
the firing conditions . 

Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: rays; S-scroll at left; 
chevron panels separate shoulder from nozzle . Nozzle: plain 
with short, longitudinal incision near filling hole . Base: circle .

L 127 TA72L10 Fig . 4, Pl . 7
Loc . 2449  Stratum HELL 2A/B

Lacks part of filling hole, shoulder, and wall . P .L . 0 .075, H . 
0 .023 .

Medium hard fabric: 5yR 6/1 gray . Black slip on upper 
half running onto lower half . 

Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: rays; S-scroll at left; 
chevron panels separate shoulder from nozzle . Nozzle: plain 
with short, longitudinal incision near filling hole . Base: circle .

L 128 TA80L1 Pl . 7
Loc . 8309  Stratum ARAB/MODERN

Complete except for chips on both sides of nozzle . L . 0 .085, 
W . 0 .054, H . 0 .026 . 

Medium hard fabric: 5yR 6/2 grayish pink . Black slip on 
upper half . 

Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: rays; S-scroll at left . 
Nozzle: palmette . Base: circle .

L 129 TA69L2 Pl . 7
Loc . 2406  Stratum ARAB

Nearly complete, but upper surface is weak in definition and 
chipped . L . 0 .09, P .W . 0 .054, H . 0 .03 .

Medium hard fabric: 7 .5yR N7/ light gray . Black slip par-
tially preserved on upper half; unslipped lower half . 

Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: rays; remains of 
S-scroll at left; roughly executed chevron panels separate 
shoulder from nozzle . Nozzle: plain . Base: circle .

IV.C.2. dELPHINIFORM LAMPS: SEMI FINE FABRIC (L 130–131)

First appearance: HELL 2B/C
Parallels: Several lamps from Samaria are presented as “buff ware, red slip, local,” in Crowfoot, Crowfoot, and 

Kenyon 1957, fig . 87, no . 3 and several uncatalogued specimens .
Date: After the middle of the 2nd century BCE .
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L 130 TA69L9 Fig . 4, Pl . 7
Loc . 2312  Stratum HELL 2C

Intact . L . 0 .088, W . 0 .053, H . 0 .026 .
Medium fabric: 5yR 6/3 light reddish brown . Surface: 

7 .5yR 7/4 pink . Remains of red slip .
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: wide rays alternate 

with pairs of narrow rays; S-scroll at left; chevron panels sepa-
rate shoulder from nozzle . Nozzle: palmette on upper sur-
face . Base: circle . Previous publication: Weinberg 1970, 23; 
1971a, pl . 18 B .

L 131 TA72L14 Pl . 7
Loc . 3505  Stratum HELL 2B or C

Nozzle and about half of the body of the lamp . P .L . 0 .066, 
H . 0 .022 .

Medium hard fabric . The core has fired gray, the edges 
a brownish orange . Traces of black slip on top . The porosity 
of the clay and the red and white inclusions suggest that this 
may be semi fine fabric .

Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: rays; S-scroll at left . 
Nozzle: plain with short longitudinal incision near filling 
hole . Base: circle .

IV .D . LAMPS WITH STRAP HANDLES (OTHER THAN EPHESOS LAMPS)

The small number of lamps catalogued here constitutes a variation on the more canonical handleless eastern 
Mediterranean lamp . Twenty fragments but no complete examples of this type are preserved at Tel Anafa . Bru-
neau 1965, no . 3922, suggests that a delphiniform designation is appropriate . The left shoulder of L 137 flares out 
in typical delphiniform fashion, and the ray decoration of the shoulders belongs to the standard delphiniform 
decorative repertoire . Both features suggest that the lamps are relatives of delphiniform lamps without handles . 
Nonetheless, a more general descriptive designation is used above, as several of the lamps are fragmentary and 
the delphiniform shape cannot be verified . In all cases the handle is a grooved strap handle made in the mold . A 
more precise date cannot be determined .58 Several fabrics are recognized: gray fabric with a black slip, semi fine 
fabric with a red slip, and two other fabrics catalogued under “other .” 

Catalogued: 16 . Uncatalogued: 4 .
First appearance: HELL 1 contam .
Parallels: Zouhdi 1974, no . 4 .
Date: Second half of the 2nd century BCE into the 1st century BCE .

IV.d.1. LAMPS WITH STRAP HANdLES: gRAY FABRIC (L 132–137)

58 The stratigraphic context of L 133, one of only five Hellenistic lamps found in HELL 1 levels, could suggest a date before the construc-
tion of the LHSB, i .e ., prior to ca . 125 BCE . However, the context is supect . Floor 7718 is a pre-LHSB floor, but HELL 2C material came down 
on top of it, and one piece of ESA was found in it .

L 132 TA72L3 Fig . 4, Pl . 7
Loc . 2453  Stratum HELL 2A or B

Lacks part of nozzle, base, and lower wall . P .L . 0 .095, W . 
0 .059, H . (excluding handle) 0 .026 . 

Medium hard fabric: 5yR 6/1 gray . Traces of black slip 
overall .

Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: rays; S-scroll at left; 
chevron panels separate shoulder from nozzle . Nozzle: small 
palmette near filling hole . Base: circle . Strap handle with cen-
tral groove .

L 133 Pl . 7
Loc . 7718  Stratum HELL 1

Part of filling hole, shoulder, wall, base, and handle; heavily 
encrusted . P .L . 0 .078, H . (excluding handlle) 0 .027 .

Filling hole surrounded by a low inner and a prominent 
outer ring . Shoulder: ovules are pendant from the outer 
framing ring . Two ridges separate the shoulder from the 
(missing) nozzle . The S-scroll at the edge of the right shoul-
der suggests that the lamp was kite-shaped . Ring base: cen-
ter only partially preserved but possibly containing a rosette . 
Strap handle with central groove; attachment to shoulder 
marked by one, or possibly two, horizontal bars as on some of 
the following examples .
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L 134 TA68L8 Pl . 7
Loc . 3212  Stratum HELL 2C+/later

Part of the rear of a lamp . Max . p . dim . 0 .051 .
Filling hole framed by a broad, flat ring . Here, and on the 

following two fragments, the ring is broader and more obvi-
ously flat-topped than is typical of Hellenistic framing rings . 
Shoulder: rays . Raised circular base or ring base .

L 135 5 .5 .126 Pl . 7
Loc . 5543  Stratum ROM 1A

Part of the rear of a lamp . Max . p . dim . 0 .046 .
Filling hole framed by two rings . Ovules pendant from 

outer ring . Shoulder: alternating wide and narrow petals .

L 136 TA68L73 Pl . 8
Loc . 2303  Stratum ROM 1B

Part of the rear of a lamp . Max . p . dim . 0 .045 . 
Filling hole framed by a broad, flat ring . Shoulder: rays .

L 137 TA68L81 Pl . 8
Loc . 1217  Stratum ARAB

Part of the rear of a lamp . Max . p . dim . 0 .045 . 
The “black” slip has fired to a reddish brown in places 

where it is thinly applied . 
Handle separated from shoulder by two bars .
Filling hole framed by broad, flat ring . Shoulder: rays or 

pairs of rays alternating with broader egg-shaped forms .

L 138 TA70L35 Pl . 8
Loc . 1355 .1  Stratum HELL 2A/B

Part of the rear of a lamp . Max . p . dim . 0 .048 . 
Filling hole framed by two rings; outer ring surrounded 

by ovules . Shoulder: alternating pattern of wide and narrow 
rays . Uncatalogued fragment, TA70L142, is from this or a 
similar lamp . 

L 139 Pl . 8
Loc . 8225  Stratum ROM 1B

Complete handle, part of shoulder and wall; encrusted . P .L . 
0 .057 .

Shoulder: high relief, carefully outlined petals . Grooved 
strap handle .

L 140 Pl . 8
Loc . 7205  Stratum ROM 1B

Complete handle and small part of shoulder . H . (handle) 
0 .04 .

Strap handle: chevron pattern on top; plain below . Paral-
lel: Zouhdi 1974, no . 4 .

L 141 Pl . 8
Loc . 7205  Stratum ROM 1B

Complete handle: chevron pattern on top and bottom; un-
derside separated from wall by an incision . Parallel: As L 140 .

IV.d.2. LAMPS WITH STRAP HANdLES: SEMI FINE FABRIC (L 138–144)

L 142 TA72L39 Pl . 8
Loc . unknown 

Part of the rear of the upper mold half preserving the stub of 
the handle . Max . p . dim . 0 .038 . 

Handle separated from shoulder by a squat palmette and 
two bars . Small discus surrounded by framing ring . Shoulder: 
to right of handle, cone and sphere motif, pointed toward 
discus .

L 143  Pl . 8
Loc . balk trim

Fragment of discus, shoulder, and handle . P .L . 0 .03 .
Small discus framed by two rings . Shoulder: high relief, 

carefully outlined petals . Beginning of grooved, strap handle .

L 144  Pl . 8
Loc . 7113  Stratum ROM 1C

Fragment of filling hole, discus, shoulder, and stub of handle . 
P .L . 0 .027 .

Discus framed by two rings . Shoulder: vegetal as far as pre-
served; two volutes at base of handle .
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IV.d.3. LAMPS WITH STRAP HANdLES: OTHER FABRICS (L 145–148)

L 145 Pl . 8
Loc . 7620  Stratum ROM 1B or later

Fragment of shoulder and strap handle . Max . p . dim . 0 .06 .
Fine hard fabric: 5yR 7/4 pink; surface: 10yR 8/4 very 

pale brown . No trace of slip .
Shoulder: laurel wreath; remains of a strap handle . This 

fragment is larger than other Hellenistic lamps with strap 
handles from Tel Anafa, and its fabric is different . Its Hel-
lenistic form and presence in Roman fill suggest a date in the 
1st century BCE .

L 146 TA70L97 Pl . 8
Loc . 2328  Stratum HELL 2B or C

Part of the rear of a lamp . 
Fine hard micaceous fabric: 7 .5yR N6/ gray . Traces of 

black slip . 
Handle separated from shoulder by two bars . Filling hole 

framed by two rings . Shoulder: rays .

L 147 TA70L95 Pl . 8
Loc . 2324  Stratum ROM 1B

Grooved strap handle and part of the rear of a lamp . Max . p . 
dim . 0 .051 . 

Medium hard fabric with rough surface texture: 5yR 7/1 
light gray to 5yR 7/2 pinkish gray . 

Shoulder: rays .

L 148 (NAA 1991) Pl . 8
Loc . 2904  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of base and lower part of handle . P .L . 0 .041 .
Medium hard fabric: light brown . No trace of slip .
Slightly raised, flat base defined by groove . Lower part of 

strap handle with three grooves . The clay is not typical for 
Tel Anafa lamps . This fragment appears to be a copy of more 
common semi fine fabric lamps with handles .

IV .E . ROUND-BODIED LAMPS

The unifying feature in this section is the round-bodied shape of the lamps, only eighteen certain examples 
of which were found at Tel Anafa . The nozzles of this form are long and round-tipped and display a fairly wide, 
flat band around the wick hole . In section the nozzles are gabled . Their sides are concave, with the concavity 
emphasized by the ridges that form the upper edges of the sides and flank a three-dimensional tongue pattern 
that runs along the narrow nozzle top . (But see L 166 for a linear treatment of these features .) The filling hole 
is surrounded by one or two framing rings, and the ample shoulder provides a field for various decorations . The 
bases are either ring bases or round raised bases . These round-bodied lamps are the morphological equivalents 
of Howland’s Type 54A from the Athenian Agora and Scheibler’s SML/IV 3 from the Kerameikos . Differences 
include the handle, the pointed nozzle, and the exclusive use of the olive wreath on the Athenian specimens . 
Howland dates the Athenian examples to the period after the Sullan sack of Athens in 86 BCE and extending 
into the early first century CE .59 Scheibler modifies the dates to 80 BCE–1 BCE .60 At Tel Anafa the type appears 
earlier . L 149 comes from a HELL 2A wall of the LHSB and therefore has a terminus ante quem of ca . 125 BCE .61 It 
is impossible to offer a precise date for the others . The critical question is whether they should all be dated to the 
HELL 2 A–C occupation at the tel or whether some might belong to the late first-century BCE Roman settlement .

Nozzle treatment on the round-bodied lamps is typical of the Late Hellenistic evolution toward the volute 
nozzle, which ultimately appeared in definitive form on mold-made Roman lamps of the Augustan period . As-
pects of this development appearing here are the concave sides of the nozzles, which form clearly defined ridges 
at the top of the nozzle, and a move toward terminating these nozzle ridges in volute scrolls . On these Late Hel-
lenistic lamps the volutes are never the independent morphological elements, usually with spines, that mark the 
transition between nozzle and rim on Augustan volute lamps . Rather, the volutes are decorative surface motifs, 
which in appearance are frequently ambiguous . It is sometimes unclear whether they were conceived as termi-
nations of the nozzle ridges or as volute terminations of the yokelike or Ionic capital–like decorative motif that 

59 Howland 1958, 195 .
60 Scheibler 1976, 78 .
61 TA Vol . I, i, 54 and 57; locus 2523 is the NS crosswall that separates rooms 8 and 9 in the south wing of the LHSB . The lamp was clearly 

sealed under the second course of the wall, which showed no signs of disturbance or rebuilding .
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appears between the root of the nozzle and the filling hole . On L 149 the former seems to be the case; on L 165 
and L 166 the latter obtains . On other forms such as the kite-shaped lamp L 115 the motif constitutes the base of 
palmettes that decorate non-voluted nozzles . (See Hayes 1980, no . 147, and Bruneau 1965, no . 4064, for other 
examples of this use .) In another variant the motif is used as an Ionic capital (Hayes 1980, no . 61) . The ambigu-
ous quality is evident on certain Ptolemaic lamps, such as Hayes 1980, nos . 70 and 74–76 . As the motif (voluted 
yoke or Ionic capital) actually performs double duty, it might best be viewed as a product of the experimentation 
and evolution in lamp design in the period before and probably contemporary with the appearance of Roman 
volute lamps . In the present context, the precise history of the motif’s evolution or its degree of ambiguity on the 
Tel Anafa lamps is less important than the fact that this motif, whatever its source, played a role in the evolution 
of clearly defined nozzle volutes .

Catalogued: 18 . Uncatalogued: 0 .
First appearance: HELL 2A .
Parallels: Samaria: Crowfoot, Crowfoot, and Kenyon 1957, fig . 87, no . 1 and 6 uncatalogued fragments .
Date: Late 2nd century BCE to the early 1st century BCE, possibly extending to the end of the century .

IV.E.1. ROUNd-BOdIEd LAMPS: gRAY FABRIC (L 149–153)

L 149 TA73L12  Fig . 4, Pl . 8
Loc . 2523  Stratum HELL 2A–C

Lacks tip of nozzle . Shoulder, nozzle, and wall chipped . P .L . 
0 .087, W . 0 .057, H . 0 .025 . 

Gray fabric; traces of black slip . 
Filling hole framed by two rings . Shoulder: spear points 

pendant from globules; separated from nozzle by three bars 
(right side only; left side obscured) . Long, concave, round-
tipped nozzle: tongue pattern flanked by ridges terminating 
in volutes, which are linked across root of nozzle . Raised, cir-
cular base .

L 150 TA80L5 Pl . 8
Loc . 7436 .0  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A

Lacks tip of nozzle . P .L . 0 .096, W . 0 .055, H . 0 .028 . 
Gray fabric; black slip . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: worn laurel (?) 

wreath; chevrons or bars separate shoulder from nozzle . 
Long, concave, round-tipped nozzle: ridges flank tongue pat-
tern and near nozzle tip terminate in globules, which may 
have been intended as volutes; flanking grooves on under-
side . Ring base .

L 151 TA79L2 Fig . 4, Pl . 8
Loc . 7514  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A

Chipped left shoulder and underside; surface abraided; 
burnt . L . 0 .097, W . 0 .06, H . 0 .033 . 

Gray fabric; mottled slip: mostly black, some red . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: laurel wreath . 

Long, concave, round-tipped nozzle: ridges flank tongue pat-
tern . Raised circular base .

L 152 TA69L4 Fig . 4, Pl . 8
Loc . 2527  Stratum ROM 1B

Chipped right shoulder . L . 0 .090, W . 0 .057, H . 0 .026 . 
Medium hard fabric: about 2 .5yR 7/2 light gray; traces of 

reddish brown slip .
Filling hole surrounded by two framing rings . Shoulder: 

leaves in groups of three spring from outer framing ring; 
encircled by herringbone pattern; rope pattern between 
bars separates shoulder from nozzle . Long, concave, round-
tipped nozzle: ridges flank tongue pattern . Low ring base . 
Previous publication: Weinberg 1970, 23 .

L 153 TA80L6 Pl . 8
Loc . 5529  Stratum ROM 1B+

Lacks large portion of left side . L . 0 .098, H . 0 .033 . 
Gray fabric; black slip . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: erotes hold gar-

land; rope or chevron pattern separates shoulder from noz-
zle . Long, concave, round-tipped nozzle: ridges flank tongue 
pattern . Ring base . The lamp is unusual in that erotes cus-
tomarily decorate kite-shaped, not round-bodied, lamps .
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IV.E.2. ROUNd-BOdIEd LAMPS: SEMI FINE FABRIC (L 154–164)

L 154 TA69L6 Fig . 4, Pl . 9
Loc . 3319X  Stratum ROM 1B

Intact . L . 0 .104, W . 0 .064, H . 0 .029 . 
Traces of red slip . 
Filling hole surrounded by a plain, undecorated area 

framed by a prominent ridge that extends onto the long 
nozzle and terminates in volutes near the wick hole . In the 
V-shaped area between the wick hole and the two branches of 
the ridge appears the end of the tongue pattern that typically 
decorates the nozzles of round-bodied lamps . Shoulder: lau-
rel wreath separated from nozzle by bars; three bars at rear of 
lamp . Raised, circular base . Previous publication: Weinberg 
1970, 23 .

L 155 TA80L34 Pl . 9
Loc . 5711  Stratum ROM 1A

Lacks tip and top of nozzle and parts of the rest of the lamp; 
never used . P .L . 0 .091, W . 0 .063, H . 0 .03 . 

Filling hole framed by a small inner ring and a more 
prominent outer ring . Shoulder: within a chevron border 
with rosette at rear, spear points pendant from globules; chev-
ron panels framed by ridges separate shoulder from nozzle . 
Nozzle: concave; side ridges terminate in volutes next to wick 
hole . Raised, circular base . This lamp is possibly the most pre-
cisely decorated and carefully finished of the Hellenistic semi 
fine fabric products found at Tel Anafa .

L 156 TA78L3 Pl . 9
Loc . 7205, 7207  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragments preserve much of upper mold half and a small 
portion of lower walls . P .L . 0 .088, W . 0 .072 .

Similar to previous lamp in shape, fabric, and decoration . 
The only notable difference is the treatment of the filling 
hole, which here displays a broad band or a discus between 
the inner and the outer framing ring . A similar uncatalogued 
fragment, but without the outer wreath, is from 7 .2 .46 . Previ-
ous publication: Herbert 1978, fig . 9 and p . 27; mended in-
correctly in the MUSE illustration: the fragment with chevron 
pattern at the rear of the lamp belongs to the left shoulder, 
where the joint is intimate; see present illustration .

L 157  Pl . 9
Loc . 7828  Stratum ROM 1B
Loc . 8310  Stratum MODERN

Five joining and four non-joining fragments preserve most 
of upper half (except nozzle) and a small portion of the wall . 
P .L . 0 .056, P .W . 0 .059 .

Filling hole framed by a small inner ring and a more 
prominent outer ring . Shoulder: imbricated leaf; separated 
from nozzle by chevron panels; part of voluted yoke motif 
preserved at root of nozzle .

L 158 TA73L19 Fig . 4, Pl . 9
Loc . 1428  Stratum ROM 1 or later

Lacks end of nozzle . Unclear details . P .L . 0 .071, W . 0 .055, H . 
0 .03 .

Traces of red slip . 
Filling hole framed by two rings . Shoulder: two elongated 

forms, possibly dolphins or cornucopiae; unidentifiable dec-
oration to rear of filling hole; rope pattern separates shoul-
der from nozzle . Nozzle: incised line from framing ring to 
wick hole . Ring base .

L 159 TA69L8 Fig . 4, Pl . 9
Loc . 3320  Stratum HELL 2 A–C and post-use

Chipped overall and lacking forward top of nozzle; unclear 
details . P .L . 0 .086, P .W . 0 .052, H . 0 .032 . 

Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: olive wreath . Noz-
zle: silenus or satyr mask facing nozzle tip . Plain, flat base .

L 160 TA80L26 Pl . 9
Loc . 7919  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A

Lacks nozzle and part of shoulder and wall . P .L . 0 .065, W . 
0 .063, H . 0 .034 .

Traces of red slip . 
Filling hole surrounded by small inner ring and larger 

collarlike outer ring . Shoulder: rays; frog at rear facing filling 
hole . Raised, circular base . 

L 161 TA80L9 Pl . 9
Loc . 8300  Stratum MODERN

Top half of lamp lacking part of nozzle, right shoulder, and 
area around filling hole . P .L . 0 .073, P .W . 0 .062 . 

Filling hole surrounded by small plain area framed by 
ring . Plain shoulder . Nozzle: tongue pattern framed by 
ridges; five-petal rosette marks juncture with framing ring; 
separated from shoulder by pairs of ridges, the outer ridges 
formed as rope patterns .

L 162 TA79L16 Pl . 9
Loc . 7315  Stratum ROM 2+

Fragment of shoulder and base of nozzle . Max . p . dim . 0 .05 . 
Filling hole framed by two rings . The familiar chevron 

pattern framed by ridges, which is customarily employed to 
separate shoulder from nozzle, is employed here in the usual 
fashion and repeated around the shoulder to create panels 
decorated with four-petal rosettes . At the base of the nozzle 
are the inner end of a tongue pattern, a yokelike volute mo-
tif, and a globule overlying the framing rings .

L 163 TA78L38 Pl . 9
Loc . 7411  Stratum ROM 1A or B

Fragment of filling hole and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .052 . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: olive wreath .
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IV.E.3. ROUNd-BOdIEd LAMPS: OTHER FABRICS (L 165–166)

L 164 TA69L103 Fig . 4, Pl . 9
Loc . 3316  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of left shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .033 . 
Same shoulder decoration as L 155 and L 156, but also 

preserving a volute between the chevron panel and framing 
ring . No doubt, the volute belonged to a yokelike volute mo-
tif seen on other contemporary lamps .

L 165 TA69L114 Fig . 4, Pl . 9
Loc . 2532  Stratum ROM 1B

Lacks tip of nozzle and part of shoulder, wall, and base . P .L . 
0 .084, W . 0 .060, H . 0 .029 . 

Fine hard fabric: 5yR 7/1 light gray . Red slip becoming 
black toward rear due to post-use burning . The fabric is finer 
and the lamp thinner, lighter, and smoother than is typical of 
gray fabric lamps . 

Filling hole surrounded by two framing rings . Shoulder: 
on each side, from nozzle to rear, a stylized Knidian leaf, a 
rosette, and a stylized blossom (?); elements separated from 
each other and from the nozzle by a rope pattern framed by 
ridges; four longitudinal ridges at rear of lamp . Concave noz-
zle: ridges flank tongue pattern . Here the voluted yoke motif 
is independent of the nozzle ridges but still may be read as 
continuous with them . Low ring base .

L 166 TA79L8 Pl . 9
Loc . 2924, 2926  Stratum ROM 1A

Fragment of filling hole, shoulder, and nozzle . The preserved 
features are sufficiently consistent with better-preserved 
round-bodied lamps that placement here is justified . P .L . 
0 .056 . 

Fine hard non-micaceous fabric: 10yR 7/1 light gray; sur-
face 10yR 8/3 very pale brown . No trace of slip preserved; 
black at left is the result of post-use burning . The fragment 
is very light and thin-walled and is clearly neither of the gray 
fabric nor of the semi fine fabric . 

Filling hole surrounded by two framing rings . Shoulder: 
Olive wreath; chevron pattern between bars separates shoul-
der from nozzle . The treatment of the nozzle top is more 
linear than on the other examples catalogued in this section, 
whose tongue patterns and nozzle ridges are three-dimen-
sional features . Here the tongue pattern is produced by in-
cisions . And here the voluted yoke or Ionic capital motif is 
unambiguously unrelated to the nozzle sides . The motif is an 
independent plastic feature marking the base of the nozzle .

IV .F . MULTIWICK LAMPS

Several varieties of multiwick Hellenistic lamps have been discovered at Tel Anafa and are presented here; an 
exception is lamps in the form of a ship, which appear in the following section . Numerous multiwick lamps of the 
same gray fabric typical at Tel Anafa were found on Delos and have been dated by Bruneau to the second half of 
the second century BCE and the beginning of the first century BCE . Bailey offers the same chronological range 
for a group of gray fabric imports to Sidi Khrebish that includes a multiwick lamp similar to those from Delos 
and Tel Anafa .62 The Tel Anafa lamps are stylistically parallel to the lamps from Delos and Sidi Khrebish, and the 
HELL 2 stratigraphic contexts corroborate the dates offered by Bruneau and Bailey . Internal evidence provided 
by the lamps themselves also confirms the Hellenistic date: the constituent elements are Hellenistic in form and 
decoration, reflecting contemporary single lamps . 

While gray fabric is most common for the multiwick lamps found at Tel Anafa, two fragmentary lamps are of 
other fabrics, L 173 (semi fine) and L 174 (other) . 

Catalogued: 8 . Uncatalogued: 6 .
First appearance: HELL 2A .
Parallels: Cited in each catalogue entry .
Date: second half of the 2nd century BCE to the beginning of the 1st century BCE .

62 Bruneau 1965, 101, 104; Bailey 1985, 7 .
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IV.F.1. MULTIWICK LAMPS: gRAY FABRIC (L 167–172)

L 167 TA70L1 Fig . 5, Pl . 9
Loc . 2112X  Stratum ROM 1B?

Lacks tip of one nozzle . W . 0 .11, H . 0 .025 . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Seven flat-topped, round-

tipped nozzles; on top of each nozzle a chevron pattern 
framed by ridges . Base: within ring, a seven-petal rosette . Pre-
vious publication: Weinberg 1971b, 12–13; 1971a, 105 . For a 
close parallel, see Bruneau 1965, no . 4449; in the absence of 
precise dating evidence, Bruneau cautiously offers a date in 
the second half of the 2nd century BCE, or the beginning of 
the 1st century BCE . Also, Crowfoot, Crowfoot, and Kenyon 
1957, fig . 87, no . 9 . Date: second half of the 2nd to first quar-
ter of the 1st century BCE .

L 168 TA80L33 Pl . 9
Loc . 5727  Stratum HELL 2A

Part of filling hole, two nozzles, and part of base of a seven-
nozzle lamp . Max . p . dim . 0 .06 .

Similar to previous, but nozzle chevrons point toward fill-
ing hole and are not framed by ridges . Low ring base . Date 
as previous .

L 169 TA68L39 Fig . 5, Pl . 9
Loc . 2304  Stratum ROM 1B 
Loc . 2301  Stratum MODERN

Three non-joining parts of base and top of a multinozzle 
lamp . Est . W . 0 .124 .

Filling hole framed by ring . Undecorated, round-topped 
nozzles separated by rope patterns pendant from framing 
ring . Wick holes surrounded by clearly defined flat bands . 
The stub of a handle is preserved almost on axis with the 
space between the two best-preserved nozzles . Such a pattern 
of nozzles and handle produces a lamp with six nozzles . The 
handle would have borne a handle ornament . Fig . 5 demon-
strates the relationship between the base and the preserved 
fragments of the top, but the drawing inaccurately places a 
nozzle top over the handle stub . The drawing does not have 
the same orientation as the photograph . Date: As L 167 .

L 170 TA68L17 Pl . 10
Loc . 3202  Stratum ROM 1B or C

Part of bottom and two sides of a rectilinear lamp . P .L . 0 .082 .
Bottom slightly recessed and separated from sides by a 

pronounced ridge . Remains of seven nozzles . The tips of 
three nozzles are preserved and indicate a projection of ca . 
0 .02 beyond the base ridge . Bruneau 1965, no . 4524 suggests 
the overall form of the Tel Anafa fragment . Date: As L 167 .

L 171 TA68L44 Fig . 5, Pl . 10
Loc . 2112  Stratum HELL 2C+

Fragment of a lamp with nozzles arranged in a row . Max . p . 
dim . 0 .05, est . W . 0 .05 . 

The type is conceived as a row of miniature lamps, each 
with a functional nozzle . A proper filling hole is found only 
on the central lamp or lamps in the row . Bruneau 1965, nos . 
4450 (5 nozzles), 4453 (10 nozzles), and 4454 (3 nozzles) are 
well-preserved examples of the type, dated by Bruneau to the 
second half of the 2nd or the beginning of the 1st century 
BCE (Bruneau 1965, 104) . The Tel Anafa example preserves 
at the left part of a lamp with a functional filling hole; its 
shoulder is decorated with a chevron panel framed by ridges . 
This miniature lamp would have been the central element on 
the lamp (or one of the central two if the lamp were like Bru-
neau 1965, no . 4453) . Next to it is a lamp with ray decoration 
on the shoulder and a chevron pattern on the nozzle; part of 
its wick hole is preserved, while behind it the rear edge of the 
lamp and part of the root of a central handle are preserved . 
The presence of both the rear edge of the lamp and the wick 
hole allows the width of the lamp to be calculated at ca . 0 .05 . 
To the right is part of another lamp with ray decoration . If 
the miniature lamp with functional filling hole is taken as the 
center of the lamp, the whole can be reconstructed as a mul-
tiwick lamp with five nozzles . Also Crowfoot, Crowfoot, and 
Kenyon 1957, fig . 87, no . 8; Macalister 1912, fig . 369; Bailey 
1985, C 23 . Bailey’s date of the second half of the 2nd century 
to the first quarter of the 1st century BCE is compatible with 
the Tel Anafa evidence .
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63 TA Vol . I, i, 94 . The locus summary in TA Vol . 1, ii erroneously places this lamp and L 232 in floor 2138 itself . Both come from the 
debris above the floor . The Roman lamp referred to in the latest datable material column of 2138X is also in error; it is, in fact, a typo for the 
inventory number of this lamp, TA70L12 .

L 172 TA70L2  Fig . 5, Pl . 10
Loc . 2138X  Stratum HELL 2C

Handle ornament in the form of a five-pointed leaf; tie at 
base and remains of two volutes; intact and preserving com-
plete pierced handle . L . (tip to break) 0 .078, W . 0 .065 .

Gray fabric with good-quality black slip on front, dripping 
onto the reverse . The handle ornament is solid and was made 
in the upper mold half along with the top of the lamp . Addi-
tional technical details appear in the discussion below . Early 
1st century BCE .

Upon first examination this large handle ornament 
might seem to belong to a Roman lamp of Bailey Type D or 
Broneer Type XXI (see esp . Broneer 1930, no . 383) . Strati-
graphic, typological, and technical considerations, however, 
point to a Hellenistic date for the fragment and indicate that 
elaborate Hellenistic handles such as this (as opposed to the 
less elaborate handles catalogued above in section IV .C) an-
ticipated the Roman handle ornaments of Bailey Type D/
Broneer Type XXI .

The locus from which the lamp comes was a 1 .00 m thick 
layer of Hellenistic debris above a floor (Loc . 2138) . The ho-
mogeneous nature of the deposit coupled with the number 
of restorable vessels leads to the conclusion that it was an in 
situ deposit of Hellenistic debris .63

The outward-flaring portions of shoulder that flank each 
side of the handle’s point of attachment indicate that the 
handle belonged to a multinozzle lamp of Hellenistic type, 
such as Bruneau 1965, no . 4439, or Tel Anafa L 169, rather 
than to a Roman discus lamp, whose shoulder would curve in 
the opposite direction .

Several technical considerations also argue for a Hellenis-
tic date . The first is the less-than-precise hand-modeled qual-
ity of the reverse of the ornament, which gives the reverse 
surface an unfinished appearance and the pierced handle 
itself a nonaxial alignment . These aspects of the lamp’s ap-
pearance result from the fact that the handle ornament was 
made completely in the upper mold . The lower part of the 
pierced handle was produced in the lower mold, but its up-
per part was attached to the back of the handle ornament by 

hand . Impressions and fingerprints from this process are still 
preserved . This method of producing handle ornaments was 
employed on all but one of the Hellenistic handle ornaments 
catalogued above in section IV .C . (The exception is L 118, 
whose reverse was produced in the lower mold .) By contrast, 
the front and back of the Roman handle ornaments were 
made in the upper and lower molds, respectively . The reverse 
of a Roman handle ornament is smoothly finished, and its 
ring handle enjoys a more precise axial alignment devoid of 
the hand luting typical of Hellenistic examples .

Additional technical features pointing to a Hellenistic 
date are the fabric, the slip, and the areas of the lamp that are 
slipped . The gray fabric is comparable to the reduction-fired, 
gray fabric lamps of Hellenistic date found in great numbers 
at Tel Anafa and at numerous eastern Mediterranean sites, 
while the black slip is typical of such lamps . The quality, or at 
least the preservation, of the slip is superior to most of the Tel 
Anafa gray fabric lamps, but this seems to be a difference in 
degree rather than in kind that may be attributed to the more 
ambitious nature of this lamp . In any case, the quality of the 
slip does not remove the lamp from the realm of Hellenistic 
products . The areas that have been slipped demonstrate that 
this lamp emerged from a workshop that employed the con-
ventions for slipping that are standard for Hellenistic gray 
fabric lamps found at Tel Anafa . Typically, only the visible, 
upper part of a gray fabric lamp is slipped . Here the front of 
the handle ornament is slipped in typical fashion, while the 
reverse and the little that remains of the wall at the rear of the 
lamp are unslipped . Black slip is preserved on the interior of 
the upper mold half, as far as preserved . The slipping of the 
upper interior is unusual, but L 169, the multinozzle lamp 
cited above, displays the same feature . The slipping practice 
for Roman lamps is different . The reverse of handle orna-
ments and the underside of Roman lamps are customarily 
slipped along with the top of the lamp and the front of the 
handle ornament . Moreover, the interior of a Roman lamp is 
usually slipped as well . In short, all the evidence points to a 
HELL 2C date for the fragment .
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IV.F.2. MULTIWICK LAMP: SEMI FINE FABRIC (L 173)

L 173 Fig . 5, Pl . 10
Loc . 8500  Stratum MODERN

Part of a multiwick lamp conceived as at least three miniature 
lamps in a row . P .L . 0 .022 .

Semi fine fabric . Traces of red slip .
At the left of the fragment is part of a miniature lamp with 

a filling hole framed by a ring, a shoulder decorated with 
large rays, and part of the nozzle probably with a chevron 
or triangle pattern . To the right of the nozzle is part of the 
finished edge of the lamp . At the right is the left shoulder of 
a second miniature lamp . The shoulder is incised to create a 
pattern of triangles .

IV.F.3. MULTIWICK LAMP: OTHER FABRIC (L 174)

L 174 Pl . 10
Loc . 5303  Stratum ROM 1A contam .

Two joining fragments and one completely broken piece of a 
multiwick lamp . The condition of the lamp is very poor, and 
it is difficult to distinguish its features . Max . p . dim . 0 .085 .

Fine hard pink fabric . Traces of red slip on interior and 
exterior . 

On the bottom of the lamp are visible the stub of a han-
dle, the beginning of three nozzles, and part of a slightly 
raised circular base . It is likely that the lamp had five nozzles . 
Such lamps were typically provided with handle ornaments, 
and the thick remaining handle stub is consistent with such 
treatment . If this lamp were of gray fabric, its poor preserva-
tion would have relegated it to an uncatalogued status . How-
ever, its fine pink fabric and red slip are of interest, as they 
indicate the existence of a red-slipped tradition of multiwick 
lamps contemporaneous with the manufacture of the more 
prevalent black-slipped products .

IV .G . LAMPS IN THE FORM OF A SHIP

The ship lamps from Tel Anafa most closely resemble those from Delos in form, fabric, and slip . In the ab-
sence of stratigraphic data for the Delian lamps, Bruneau proposed a Hellenistic date based on the similarities 
of the fabric and slip to securely dated Hellenistic lamps found at Delos .64 Likewise, at Tel Anafa, the gray fabric 
ship lamps are identical in fabric and slip to the numerous gray fabric Hellenistic lamps from the site . The one 
semi fine fabric ship lamp is similar in fabric, slip, and quality of manufacture to other Hellenistic semi fine prod-
ucts . Even though most lamps in the form of ships date to the Roman imperial period,65 Bruneau’s argument is 
convincing and is corroborated by the evidence of the stratified lamps from Tel Anafa . The stratified Tel Anafa 
lamps come from the same Roman period construction fills that yielded many fragments of Hellenistic lamps . 

64 Bruneau 1965, 107, where he also rejects a purely votive or funerary function for the lamps and proposes that they were decorative items 
serving the tastes of certain clients in the same way that marine motifs appear in the mosaics in the houses at Delos .

65 For example, Bailey 1988, q 2654, q 2722–q 2726; Menzel 1969, 73, no . 490 .
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IV.g.2. LAMPS IN THE FORM OF A SHIP: OTHER FABRIC (L 178–179)

Catalogued: 6 . Uncatalogued: 0 .
First appearance: HELL 2C+ .
Parallels: Bruneau 1965, nos . 4535–4549 .
Date: second half of the 2nd century BCE to the first quarter of the 1st century BCE .

IV.g.1. LAMPS IN THE FORM OF A SHIP: gRAY FABRIC (L 175–177)

L 175 TA68L29 Fig . 5, Pl . 10
Loc . 3004  Stratum ROM 1B or 1C

Fragment of a lamp in the form of a ship, preserving part of 
the upper surface, including two filling holes and three wick 
holes . P .L . 0 .052, est . W . 0 .10 . 

See Bruneau 1965, no . 4548, for a nearly complete exam-
ple: L . (max) 0 .129, W . 0 .061 . The Tel Anafa example seems 
to be somewhat larger and more decorated (bars? next to 
wick hole) than Bruneau 1965, no . 4548, but less elaborate 
than Bruneau 1965, no . 4535 .

L 176 TA79L19 Pl . 10
Loc . 5312  Stratum ROM 1A

Part of the rear of a lamp in the form of a ship . P .W . 0 .056, 
est . W . 0 .062, est . L . 0 .13, Th . of bottom: 0 .012 . 

Preserved is the left rear corner of the vessel (i .e ., the 
rear corner of the port side), including part of the “deck” 
and part of one wick hole . The rear end of the keel, from 
which the high stern is broken, preserves the central axis of 
the ship and allows the width to be calculated at ca . 0 .062, the 
same width as Bruneau 1965, no . 4548, with which this lamp 
shows similarities (to the extent that it is preserved), i .e ., the 
groove-and-panel decoration at the corners .

L 177 TA70L129 Pl . 10
Loc . 2907  Stratum ROM 1B
TA70L130 (cleaning)

Two non-joining fragments of a lamp in the form of a ship . 
Max . p . dim ., respectively, 0 .031 and 0 .028 . 

Part of the central part of the ship’s “deck” framed by 
ridges conforming to the contour of the ship’s shape . Each 
fragment preserves part of a filling hole . Lamp TA79L130 
preserves the inboard edge of a wick hole, thereby establish-
ing that the wick holes were located immediately adjacent 
to the ridges defining the central “deck .” Lamp TA79L129 
preserves traces of at least three wick holes (not visible in 
photograph) . Together the two fragments provide sufficient 
evidence to permit a reconstruction drawing to be made . See 
Bruneau 1965, nos . 4540, 4542–4544 bis, and 4548 .

L 178 TA72L59 Not illustrated
Loc . unknown

Fragment of the “deck” of a lamp in the form of a ship . P .W . 
0 .027 .

Medium hard fabric with black inclusions: 10yR 7/1 light 
gray . Red slip on exterior and interior .

Part of the side, ridge, and two of the central filling holes . 
This and the following lamp have the same fabric . The more 
obvious inclusions in this fragment and its slightly different 
Munsell reading do not obscure the essential similarity be-
tween the two fragments, which may be from the same lamp . 
Also very close in fabric and slip is the handle, L 424 .

L 179 TA69L24 Pl . 10
Loc . 1235  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1

Fragment of the left side and front wick hole of a lamp in the 
form of a ship . Max . p . dim . 0 .04 .

Fine medium fabric: 7 .5yR 8/2 pinkish white . Red slip . 
The “deck” of the ship is divided into panels by ridges . 

Lug at left . See L 178 .
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L 181 TA80L16 Pl . 10
Loc . 5623  Stratum ROM 1A+

Lacks tip of nozzle . P .L . 0 .068, W . 0 .045, H . 0 .025 . 
Medium fabric (possibly semi fine) . Post-use burning (vis-

ible on bottom) is probably the cause of the yellowish brown-
to-gray color . Minute traces of black slip . 

Round-bodied shape . Filling hole framed by ring . Shoul-
der: rays . Slightly concave nozzle: tongue pattern . Low ring 
base . A small and poorly made version of the standard round-
bodied lamp .

IV.g.3. LAMPS IN THE FORM OF A SHIP: SEMI FINE FABRIC (L 180)

L 180 Pl . 10
Loc . 8220  Stratum ROM 1C or later

Stern of a lamp in the form of a ship; lacks tip of high stern . 
P .L . 0 .072, H . 0 .07 .

Semi fine fabric .
Plain stern . Part of rear nozzle on port side of ship . Deck 

terminates in triangular-shaped area framed by ridges and 
containing a rosette; row of impressions on ledge below port-
side ridge . Flat base tapers to rear in the same triangular 
form as the deck . This lamp is different from the preceding 
examples by virtue of its semi fine fabric . Similar: Bailey 1988, 
q 2654, from Tarsus, dated by Bailey 75–175 CE .

IV .H . VARIOUS TyPES AND FABRICS (L 181–190)

The lamps presented here do not fit easily into any of the categories already established and do not constitute 
a coherent type .66 The only commonly shared qualities are the eclecticism and experimentation on the part of the 
lampmakers that these products demonstrate . The form of L 181 and the stratum dates of L 189 and L 190 place 
those three securely in a HELL 2B or C context . The stratum dates and eclectic design of the remaining lamps 
place them at the transition between Late Hellenistic and Augustan lamps . The lamps are essentially Hellenistic 
forms that have appropriated the volutes, discus, and concave-sided nozzle of the new Roman lamp . As a group 
(again excepting L 181, L 189, L 190) these lamps show that the Augustan discus-and-volute lamp did not replace 
the Hellenistic forms overnight; rather, a period in the late first century BCE saw the production of lamps in an 
eclectic style . L 283 and L 284 are products of this same transitional period, but they more fully embrace the 
Roman discus as a decorative field . Particularly interesting for its eclectic character is L 185, whose overall shape 
is similar to Roman discus lamps . This lamp combines an unusually broad, flat shoulder decorated in a typically 
Hellenistic fashion with true volutes at the juncture of nozzle and shoulder . The stratigraphic context does not 
clarify whether this is an experimental Hellenistic lamp that anticipates certain Augustan forms or a Roman pe-
riod product that combines traditional Hellenistic features with new Roman ones .

66 The exception is L 181, which could have been catalogued with the round-bodied lamps .

L 182 TA73L7 Fig . 6, Pl . 10
Loc . 2010, 5112  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A

Lacks part of shoulder, wall, and tip of nozzle . P .L . 0 .10, W . 
0 .067, H . 0 .027 . 

Semi fine fabric . 
Kite-shaped . Filling hole surrounded by a plain, undeco-

rated area framed by a prominent ridge that extends onto 
the broad nozzle and emphasizes its concave sides . Tip of 
vestigial tongue pattern appears near wick hole, as on L 154 . 
Nozzle is round-tipped with a broad, flat area around wick 
hole . Broad, plain shoulder . Raised, circular base .
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L 183 TA80L24 Pl . 10
Loc . 8 .4 (balk trim)

Part of shoulder, nozzle, and wall . P .L . 0 .099 . 
Semi fine fabric . 
Filling hole framed by broad ring . Shoulder: olive wreath; 

details weak . Long, round-tipped nozzle: slightly concave 
sides terminate in ridges (worn) at shoulders; motif on top of 
nozzle indistinct, perhaps continuation of olive wreath .

L 184 TA69L3 Fig . 6, Pl . 10
Loc . 1234  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1

Lacks tip of nozzle . P .L . 0 .082, W . 0 .06, H . 0 .028 . 
Medium hard fabric . Surface: 2 .5y 8/2 white to 2 .5y 7/2 

light gray . Traces of red slip . 
Irregular delphiniform shape . Filling hole framed by two 

widely spaced rings . Plain shoulder with side lug on left remi-
niscent of delphiniform lamps . Nozzle: volutes decorate each 
side of nozzle as surface decoration rather than as organic 
structural elements; caduceus on upper surface . Base: within 
ring, eight-petal rosette .

L 185 TA70L5 Fig . 6, Pl . 10
Loc . 2112X  Stratum ROM 1B

Top half of lamp with tip of nozzle and small piece of framing 
ring missing . P .L . 0 .082, W . 0 .065 . 

Semi fine fabric . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Broad shoulder: olive wreath . 

Volute nozzle: tongue pattern on upper surface; three glob-
ules between tongue and framing ring . The lamp is discussed 
above in the introduction to this section . Cf . Bailey 1975, q 
603, for a lamp with Hellenistic body shape and Roman-style 
volutes .

L 186 Pl . 10
Loc . 5408  Stratum ARAB 1

Fragment of discus, shoulder, and nozzle . P .L . 0 .065 .
Semi fine fabric . Red slip .
Small discus set off from prominent framing ring by a 

groove . Shoulder: appears to be decorated with a vegetal pat-
tern . Nozzle: tongue pattern on top; volutes whose large in-
ner scrolls fall fully within the shoulder zone . This interesting 
lamp and the following fragment either anticipate or incor-
porate certain Roman features while adhering to the Helle-
nistic tradition of an emphasized and a decorated shoulder . 
While a discus is employed, it is small, undecorated, and sub-
ordinate to the broad shoulder, which serves as the primary 
decorative field . The nozzle’s tongue pattern is Hellenistic, 
and the volute is conceived, at least partly, as a surface deco-
ration that does not stand free with volute spines, as do truly 
Roman volutes . Parallels: Scheibler 1976, nos . 436–443, dat-
ed from 80 BCE to the end of the century (p . 74); Oziol 1977, 
nos . 156–161 (particularly with regard to the small discus and 
decorated shoulder), dated from the 1st century BCE to the 
1st century CE . Also similar are lamps from Sidi Khrebish: 
Bailey 1985, nos . 838, 839 . Bailey dates the lamps to the sec-
ond half of the 1st century CE . He considers the Oziol dat-
ing too early and cites Hector Williams’s review of Oziol for 
the same opinion (Bailey 1985, 121) . Williams 1979, 121, ob-
serves that the handles of Oziol’s lamps place them well into 
the 1st century CE . I agree that the handle form confirms a 
1st-century date for the Cypriot lamps in question . The Cy-
priot lamps published by Oziol thus document the longevity 
of prominent Hellenistic features and the use of such fea-
tures in conjunction with characteristically Roman elements . 
Given the fragmentary condition of the present Tel Anafa 
lamp and of the one that follows, as well as the stratigraphic 
contexts from which they come, a date no more specific than 
late 1st century BCE to early 1st century CE may be offered .

L 187 Pl . 10
Loc . 1612  Stratum ROM 1C

Fragment of discus and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .041 .
Semi fine fabric . Red slip .
Small filling hole (edge preserved) surrounded by a small 

discus that is set off from the prominent framing ring by a 
groove . Shoulder: vine . Type and date as previous .
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L 188 Pl . 10
Loc . 7609/9405  Stratum ROM 1A–B

Two joining fragments preserving part of the shoulder and 
discus . Max . p . dim . 0 .057 .

Semi fine fabric . 
Filling hole surrounded by a small, plain discus that, in 

turn, is framed by four rings, the innermost and outermost 
being the most prominent . Sloping shoulder: chevron pat-
tern running in two directions and meeting on the axis of the 
lamp (presumably) . Just behind this meeting point is part of a 
small, raised feature, possibly a handle . The outward-sloping 
and decorated Hellenistic-style shoulder, combined with a 
richly framed discus, marks this as a transitional lamp dating 
to the period when Late Hellenistic forms were giving way 
to Early Roman forms . A date in the late 1st century BCE or 
early 1st century CE seems appropriate .

L 189 TA81L3 Pl . 10
Loc . 7934  Stratum HELL 2B/C

Nozzle, base, and part of lower wall . P .L . 0 .074 . 
Fine, very hard fabric; mica detectable in scraped break 

with the assistance of a hand lens; core and surface: 2 .5yR 
N5/ gray to 2 .5yR N4/ dark gray . Unslipped . 

Piriform shape; nozzle merging with body . Wick hole set 
off by ridge; stylized leaf or palmette on top of nozzle; nozzle 
separated from shoulder by two rope designs flanking a bar . 
Raised, ovoid base defined by a groove at the front . Form and 
decoration nearly identical to Hayes 1980, no . 66, dated by 
Hayes to the 1st century BCE . The stratum date indicates that 
this lamp is no later than the first quarter of the 1st century 
BCE . A small uncatalogued fragment of a side lug, TA72L81, 
is of the same fabric .

L 190 TA69L32 Fig . 6, Pl . 10
Loc . 1241, 1242  Stratum HELL 2A/B

Fragment of left shoulder and beginning of nozzle . P .L . 0 .06 . 
Fine hard fabric: 7 .5yR N7/ light gray . Although the mi-

caceous content is considerable, the particles are very small 
and even in direct sunlight are barely visible . Wash: about 
7 .5yR N5/ gray . 

This appears to be a lamp of piriform shape like L 189 . 
The fabric is the same . A chevron panel separates the shoul-
der from the nozzle . A second chevron panel occurs behind a 
petal-shaped shoulder decoration that occupies the position 
of the lateral lug on the left shoulder of many lamps . Date 
as L 189 .

IV .I . FRAGMENTS

Presented here are Hellenistic fragments that are of interest because of their decoration or because of their 
stratigraphic associations . 

IV.I.1. NOZZLES (L 191–205)

L 191 TA68L3 Fig . 6, Pl . 11
Loc . 2301  Stratum MODERN

Nozzle and part of framing ring . P .L . 0 .057 .
Gray fabric . 
Nozzle is straight-sided and round-tipped; on top is a ca-

duceus framed by ridges in addition to the ridges formed by 
the nozzle sides; nozzle separated from shoulder by at least 
one ridge . For the caduceus as a nozzle decoration, see Bru-
neau 1965, nos . 2199, 2644, and 4137 . An uncatalogued gray 
fabric nozzle fragment from Tel Anafa, 2 .2 .288 (cleaning), 
preserves part of the shaft and termination of a cadeuceus .

L 192 TA69L51 Pl . 11
Loc . 2400/2417  Stratum HELL 2C/ROM 1A

Three joining fragments (two from Loc . 2417) preserve part 
of nozzle, wall, and base . P .L . 0 .039, P .W . 0 .051, H . 0 .025 .

Fine hard fabric: 5yR 8/2 pinkish white . Red slip on top 
and bottom .

Filling hole framed by ring . Flat-topped nozzle: Chevron 
pattern; chevrons separate shoulder from nozzle . Base: Cir-
cle . This is probably part of a kite-shaped lamp, possibly one 
with erotes decorating the shoulder . The type is familiar, but 
the fabric is different from the more typical gray or semi fine 
fabric so prevalent at Tel Anafa and provides the reason for 
cataloguing this specimen .
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L 193 Pl . 11
Loc . 8439  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of nozzle preserves part of filling hole and part of 
wick hole . P .L . 0 .043 .

Semi fine fabric . Red slip on exterior and interior .
Filling hole framed by poorly preserved ring . Along top 

of the round-topped nozzle is a palmette with a prominent 
central leaf flanked by three lateral leaves per side . The cen-
tral leaf springs from a semicircular lobe . The device separat-
ing the nozzle from the shoulder is insufficiently preserved 
to be identified .

L 194 TA69L68 Pl . 11
Loc . 2415  Stratum ROM 1A

Fragment of nozzle root and filling hole . Max . p . dim . 0 .029 .
Semi fine fabric .
Filling hole framed by an inner broad, flat ring and a nar-

row outer ring, around which is a collar of beads . At root of 
nozzle, an ovule or tongue, framed by a ridge (see L 193 for 
a similar motif at the base of a palmette) .

L 195 TA69L109 Pl . 11
Loc . 3321 .1  Stratum HELL 2B or C

Fragment of filling hole, nozzle, and shoulder . P .L . 0 .025 . 
Fine hard fabric: 5yR 7/1 light gray . Reddish brown slip . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Wreath on shoulder springs 

directly from base of nozzle; absent is the usual decorative de-
marcation of nozzle and shoulder . Nozzle: Preserved is part 
of the left concave side, which forms a ridge at top to frame 
tongue pattern . 

L 196 TA70L36 Fig . 6, Pl . 11
Loc . 1343  Stratum HELL 2B/C 

Upper half of round-topped, round-tipped nozzle decorated 
with a palmette . P .L . 0 .052 . 

Semi fine fabric .

L 197 TA70L85 Fig . 6, Pl . 11
Loc . 2417N  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A

Nozzle and part of shoulder and filling hole . P .L . 0 .05 . 
Gray fabric . 
Filling hole framed by two rings . Shoulder: petals; sepa-

rated from nozzle by three bars . Round-tipped, slightly con-
cave nozzle: flat on top with the flat area tapering toward fill-
ing hole; globule between nozzle and filling hole . A carefully 
made small lamp .

L 198 TA73L14 Fig . 6, Pl . 11
Loc . 1413  Stratum ARAB 2+

Nozzle and part of filling hole and shoulder . P .L . 0 .064 . 
Fine hard fabric: 5yR 7/1 light gray . Slip: 5yR 5/6 yellow-

ish red . Blackness is due to reducing conditions of post-use 
burning; the lamp appears never to have been used . 

Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: egg-and-dart . Con-
cave, round-tipped nozzle: tongue on top framed by ridges 
terminating in volutes next to the wick hole; voluted yoke mo-
tif between nozzle and filling hole . The lamp is interesting for 
the combination of the organic volutes at the wick hole and 
the non-organic voluted yoke motif at the root of the nozzle, a 
design that intrudes upon the first egg of the shoulder’s deco-
ration .

L 199 TA72L109 Pl . 11
Loc . unknown

Upper half of nozzle and beginning of right shoulder . P .L . 
0 .04 . Semi fine fabric . 

Plain, round-topped and round-tipped nozzle that broad-
ens at its base in the manner of L 189 . See Hayes 1980, nos . 
66–67, for intact examples of piriform lamps . No decoration 
at juncture of nozzle and shoulder .

L 200 TA73L49 Fig . 6, Pl . 11
Loc . unknown

Part of a nozzle top decorated with a trident . Max . p . dim . 
0 .022 . 

Semi fine fabric .

L 201 TA73L52 Fig . 6, Pl . 11
Loc . unknown

Nozzle fragment . Max . p . dim . 0 .026 . 
Gray fabric; no slip preserved . 
Between two framing ridges, a rosette on a stand . Cf . Bai-

ley 1975, q 502; Howland 1958, no . 580 .

L 202 TA73L64 Fig . 6, Pl . 11
Loc . unknown

Part of filling hole and top of nozzle . P .L . 0 .041 . 
Semi fine fabric . 
Short, slightly concave nozzle decorated with an ovule 

framed by a ridge; a bar is preserved on each side at the junc-
ture with the shoulder .

L 203 Pl . 11
Loc . 7205  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of nozzle top . Max . p . dim . 0 .029 .
Semi fine fabric .
Filling hole framed by ring . Palmette along top of nozzle; 

at left part of a chevron panel separating the nozzle from the 
shoulder .
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L 204 Pl . 11
Loc . 7205  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of nozzle top . P .L . 0 .026 .
Semi fine fabric .
Along the top of the nozzle is a tongue pattern framed 

by grooves that delimit the nozzle top and the concave sides 
of the nozzle . Unusual is the rosette at the root of the nozzle 
and the floral decoration (rosette or blossom on stem) on 
the left side of the nozzle . Only the edge of the decoration is 
preserved on the right side .

L 205  Pl . 11
Loc . 7821/7823  Stratum ROM 1B+/C

Two joining fragments from separate loci . P .L . 0 .036 .
Medium hard fabric with red, black, and white inclusions: 

5yR 8/4 pink .
Given the fragmentary condition of the lamp, the type 

cannot be determined . This might be the stern of a ship lamp 
or part of a plastic lamp . In size and shape the fragment re-
sembles somewhat the nozzle of a Herodian lamp . There is a 
partly preserved hole at the broken edge of the flat top; the 
shallowness of the lamp’s interior at this point would seem to 
preclude the use of a wick . There is, in any case, no burning 
around the hole . The hole could have functioned as a fill-
ing hole . The flat top is separated from the sides by grooves . 
The flat end terminates in a roll or bolster that is incised for 
added emphasis .

IV.I.2. SHOULdER FRAgMENTS (L 206–267)

Egg-and-dart or Ovules 

The ovules on the lamps in this group may be the only decoration on the shoulder, or they may occur in con-
junction with other decorative elements .

L 206 TA68L9 Fig . 6, Pl . 11
Loc . 3212AX  Stratum HELL 2C+ or later

Fragment of filling hole and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .043 . 
Medium hard fabric: 10yR 7/2 light gray . Slip: 5yR 4/8 

yellowish red .
Filling hole framed by ring, which, in turn, is encircled 

by a collar of ovules . Shoulder: pattern of alternating ridges 
and ovules or petals; outer framing ring . Cf . Howland 1958, 
no . 581, for the same shoulder treatment . Among the uncata-
logued Hellenistic gray fabric fragments are lamps with the 
same shoulder decoration: TA70L52; TA72L86, TA73L25, 
TA73L79 .

L 207 TA70L60 Pl . 11
Loc . 2430 (cleaning)

Fragment of filling hole and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .028 . 
Gray fabric . 
Filling hole framed by inward-sloping ring, from which 

is pendant a collar of ovules . Very close: Bailey 1985, no . 28, 
from Sidi Khrebish, and Bruneau 1965, no . 4064, from Delos .

L 208 TA78L23 Pl . 11
Loc . 13106  Stratum HELL 1A

Fragment of filling hole, framing ring, and shoulder . Max . p . 
dim . 0 .033 .

Gray fabric .
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: ovules (pendant 

from framing ring) and rays .

L 209  Pl . 11
Loc . 5303  Stratum ROM 1A contam .

Fragment of filling hole, framing ring, and shoulder; heavily 
encrusted . Max . p . dim . 0 .044 .

Medium to coarse hard micaceous fabric: pink . Surface 
smooth and covered with a brown slip; slip on exterior and 
interior .

Filling hole framed by inward-sloping ring . Shoulder: egg-
and-dart .

L 210  Pl . 11
Loc . 8226  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A fill

Fragment of filling hole, framing ring, and shoulder . Max . 
p . dim . 0 .04 .

Fine hard somewhat micaceous fabric: gray . Slip: dark 
gray on exterior, brown on interior .

Filling hole framed by inward-sloping ring . Shoulder: egg-
and-dart .

L 211 Pl . 11
Loc . 9112  Stratum ROM 1C

Fragment of filling hole, discus, shoulder, and nozzle . Max . 
p . dim . 0 .035 .

Semi fine fabric . Red slip on exterior and interior .
Edge of filling hole preserved, framed by ring . Discus 

framed by two rings . Shoulder: separated from nozzle by 
chevron panel; clearly outlined eggs alternate with elements 
(darts?) insufficiently preserved to identify . Nozzle: motif in-
sufficiently preserved to identify .
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Imbricated Leaf 

L 212 TA80L31 Pl . 11
Loc . bas . 5 .5 (contam .) (larger fragment)
Loc . 5531 (smaller fragment) Stratum ROM 1A

Fragment of left shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .062 . 
Medium fabric: 7 .5yR 7/2 pinkish gray . Dark brown to 

red slip .
Filling hole framed by an indistinct ring . Shoulder: imbri-

cated leaf pattern set off from nozzle by a string of globules 
framed by ridges . The string of globules is similar to the jew-
eling that occurs on long-petal Hellenistic mold-made bowls; 
see Rotroff 1982, pls . 61, 62 .

L 213 TA68L90 Fig . 6, Pl . 11
Loc . 2133  Stratum ROM 1A

Fragment of filling hole, shoulder, and nozzle volute . Max . 
p . dim . 0 .036 . 

Gray fabric . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: imbricated leaf pat-

tern . Part of a nozzle volute . To the extent that this lamp is 
preserved, it appears to be a hybrid combining Hellenistic-
style filling hole and shoulder with a Roman-style nozzle vo-
lute .

L 214  Pl . 11
Loc . 5532  Stratum ROM 1B or C

Fragment of shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .038 .
Semi fine fabric . Red slip .
Shoulder: imbricated leaf .

Rays 

L 215 8 .3 .48 Pl . 11
Loc . 8304  Stratum ARAB

Rear half of a lamp . W . 0 .052 .
Gray fabric . Minute traces of black slip . 
Filling hole framed by broad flat ring separated from 

shoulder by an incision . Shoulder: pairs of narrow rays alter-
nate with single broad rays . Base: circle .

L 216 TA69L23 Pl . 11
Loc . 1234, 1229  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1

Fragment of shoulder, filling hole, and root of nozzle . P .L . 
0 .054 .

Semi fine fabric . 
Filling hole framed by low ring . Shoulder: rays; the broad 

panel at the left typically occurs in combination with an S-coil 
on delphiniform lamps . Part of a palmette at root of nozzle .

L 217 TA68L91 Pl . 11
Loc . 2104 (balk trim) 

Fragment of filling hole and shoulder decorated with rays . 
Max . p . dim . 0 .033 .

Semi fine fabric .
As the inner edge of the filling hole is not preserved, it is 

not certain that this is a lamp fragment . It could be part of 
the base and lower wall of a molded bowl; but for a similar 
lamp, see Scheibler 1976, no . 530 .

L 218 Pl . 11
Loc . 7834  Stratum ROM 1C

Fragment of filling hole, shoulder, and root of nozzle . Max . 
p . dim . 0 .039 .

Semi fine fabric .
Filling hole framed by ring . Stylized Knidian leaf at root 

of nozzle . Chevron panel (unframed by the usual ridges) sep-
arates nozzle from shoulder . Shoulder: Preserved are two rays 
and part of another ray or petal .

L 219 TA72L68 Pl . 11
Loc . unknown

Shoulder fragment with short rays or bars . Max . p . dim . 0 .042 .
Fine, soft, well-levigated fabric with very small mica inclu-

sions: 10yR 7/3 very pale brown .
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Stylized Knidian Leaf 

Several fragments employ as a decorative element a stylized leaf that derives from the appliqué leaves com-
mon on Knidian lamps .67 The rosette that appears in combination with the stylized Knidian leaf on L 222 would 
seem to derive from the same source .

67 As observed by Bailey 1985, 4, regarding Cretan imports to Sidi Khrebish . See Bailey 1975, 129 and lamps q 300–q 342 for Knidian 
lamps with such devices .

L 220 TA78L8 Pl . 11
Loc . 7304  Stratum ARAB

Fragment of shoulder with stylized Knidian leaves . Max . p . 
dim . 0 .022 .

Medium hard fabric: 5yR 7/3 pink; black and white inclu-
sions . Red slip . Possibly semi fine fabric .

Here the Knidian leaf is part of a vine rather than a single 
decorative element as on the following fragments .

L 221 TA73L36 Pl . 11
Loc . unknown

Fragment of filling hole, framing ring, and shoulder . Max . p . 
dim . 0 .036 .

Gray fabric .
Stylized Knidian leaf; chevron pattern .

L 222 TA72L112A Pl . 11
Loc . unknown

Fragment of shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .045 . 
Semi fine fabric; traces of red slip . 
Four-petal rosette and stylized Knidian leaf separated by 

a rope pattern framed by ridges . Listed among the uncata-
logued fragments are two joining base fragments also labeled 
TA72L112 .

L 223 Pl . 11
Loc . balk trim

Fragment preserves root of nozzle, part of right shoulder, and 
two framing rings around filling hole . Max . p . dim . 0 .039 .

Semi fine fabric .
Filling hole framed by two rings . Nozzle: inner end of 

tongue pattern along flat top and most of voluted yoke motif . 
Shoulder: the chevron panel that separates the nozzle from 
the shoulder recurs at least once more on the shoulder; the 
space between the panels is occupied by a stylized Knidian 
leaf . A similar uncatalogued fragment comes from Loc . 7205, 
a ROM 1B fill .

L 224  Pl . 11
Loc . 2926  Stratum ROM 1A

Fragment of filling hole, left shoulder, and nozzle . P .L . 0 .055 .
Medium hard yellowish brown fabric with white inclu-

sions . Traces of dark gray slip . Decoration as previous, this 
being the left side of a similar lamp .

Vegetal 

Included here are overall vine patterns and single vegetal elements, such as rosettes or palmettes .

L 225 TA70L57 Pl . 11
Loc . 2325  Stratum HELL 2C 

Fragment of filling hole and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .051 . 
Gray fabric . Good-quality black slip grading to red near 

rear edge of lamp .
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: beginning at lower 

left and reading clockwise, the remains of an S-coil and pan-
el with an ovule at the framing ring; a chevron pattern; two 
elongated petals, which appear to be four rays due to break-
age and paring; another chevron pattern springing from an 
ovule at the filling hole; continuation of petal decoration .

L 226 TA70L65 Fig . 6, Pl . 11
Loc . 2112A, 2112  Stratum HELL 2C+

Fragment of shoulder and filling hole . Max . p . dim . 0 .039 . 
Fine hard fabric (harder and denser than semi fine fab-

ric) 5yR 7/3 pink . Red slip . 
Filling hole framed by broad ring . Shoulder: petals sepa-

rated by globules, i .e ., jeweling as employed on long-petal 
Hellenistic mold-made bowls; paring at mold join has obliter-
ated the petal ends, causing each petal to appear to be a pair 
of rays . For a well-preserved example of the decoration, see 
Bruneau 1965, no . 4280 .
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L 227 TA70L106 Pl . 11
Loc . 2535  Stratum ROM 1A

Fragment of filling hole and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .04 . 
Medium hard fabric: 10yR 7/2 light gray . Slip: About 

10yR 5/6 strong brown .
Filling hole framed by broad inward-sloping ring . Shoul-

der: narrow, elongated petals .

L 228  Pl . 11
Loc . 7205  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of filling hole, framing rings, and shoulder . Max . 
p . dim . 0 .036 .

Fine hard pink fabric . Reddish brown slip .
Filling hole framed by two rings . Shoulder: chevron panel 

separating right shoulder from nozzle (?); long petals of a 
rosette .

L 229  Pl . 11
Loc . 2904  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of shoulder decorated with petals of a rosette . Max . 
p . dim . 0 .021 .

Fine, hard, thin-walled fabric: 5yR 6/4 light reddish 
brown . Red slip .

L 230 TA69L100 Pl . 11
Loc . 3301  Stratum MODERN

Fragment of filling hole and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .03 . 
Medium hard fabric: 10yR 6/2 light brownish gray . Un-

slipped surface: about 10yR 5/3 brown . Nile Valley brown 
ware? 

Filling hole framed by two rings . Shoulder: two petals, 
framed on their extremities by a ridge that follows their con-
tour and flanked by rope patterns framed by ridges .

L 231 TA70L128 Pl . 11
Loc . 2311/3406 .1  Stratum ROM 1A

Fragment of shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .05 .
Semi fine fabric .
Preserved are the tips of seven petals . (This lamp is incor-

rectly cited as Roman in TA Vol . I, i, 141, n . 440 .)

L 232 TA70L67 Fig . 6, Pl . 11
Loc . 2138  Stratum HELL 2C+

Fragment of nozzle and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .043 . 
Semi fine fabric . 
Silenus mask on nozzle . Shoulder: vine; separated from 

nozzle by a groove .

L 233 1 .5 .102 Pl . 11
Loc . 1518 .1  Stratum HELL 2A

Fragment of left shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .028 .
Semi fine fabric .
The fragment preserves an ear-shaped lug at the left, two 

vine leaves, and part of a third . The arrangement of leaves is 
identical to those on L 232, to which this fragment may be 
serially related . This and the previous lamp are very close to 
L 113 . The three lamps may well belong to the same group 
of molds .

L 234 TA70L107 Pl . 11
Loc . 2139  Stratum HELL 2C 

Fragment of shoulder and filling hole . Max . p . dim . 0 .052 . 
Semi fine fabric . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: vine with leaves 

and grapes meeting at rear of lamp . 

L 235 TA70L116 Pl . 11
Loc . 3400  Stratum ARAB/MODERN

Fragment of shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .045 . 
Medium hard fabric: 10R 6/6 light red . Traces of red slip . 

In high relief, a branch with symmetrically arranged leaves; 
part of a rosette .

L 236 Pl . 11
Loc . 8310  Stratum ARAB/MODERN

Three non-joining parts of shoulder and wall . P .L . (largest 
segment) 0 .058 .

Semi fine fabric . Slip on upper mold half, trailing onto 
lower part .

Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: tendrils with four-
petal rosettes; two bars separate left shoulder from nozzle .

L 237 TA70L87 Pl . 12
Loc . 2403  Stratum ARAB

Fragment of filling hole and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .039 . 
Gray fabric . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: nine-petal rosette .

L 238 TA79L10 Pl . 12
Loc . 5540/5543/7619  Stratum ROM 1A

Three joining fragments from separate loci preserve part of 
filling hole and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .03 .

Semi fine fabric; slip fired to black and red . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: laurel wreath and 

part of volute of voluted yoke motif .
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L 239 7 .9 .54 Pl . 12
Loc . 7929  Stratum ROM 1A or 1B

Fragment of filling hole, discus, and left shoulder . P .L . 0 .049 .
Fine hard gray fabric . Surface is light brown with red to 

brown slip . The fabric appears to be other than gray or semi 
fine .

Small discus . Left shoulder projects in the manner of 
lamps that are kite-shaped . The shoulder is decorated with 
laurel leaves (one of the two preserved is badly damaged); 
there are two globules between the two leaves on this frag-
ment . The device that separates the shoulder from the nozzle 
is damaged but was likely a chevron panel .

L 240  Pl . 12
Loc . 5312  Stratum ROM 1A

Fragment of filling hole, framing ring, and rear shoulder . 
Max . p . dim . 0 .03 .

Gray fabric .
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: three-frond pal-

mette at rear of lamp springing from two circular clusters of 
globules (grape clusters?) .

L 241  Pl . 12
Loc . 7406 .1  Stratum ROM 1C

Fragment of discus and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .026 .
Semi fine fabric .
Small discus framed by two rings . Shoulder: vine .

L 242 TA68L67 Pl . 12
Loc . 2104  Stratum ARAB/MODERN

Fragment of filling hole and shoulder joins smaller, similar 
fragment from bas . 5 .2 .47 (Loc . 5203); the smaller fragment 
was fired to a gray color in a post-deposition burning; see L 
262 . Max . p . dim . 0 .041 . 

Semi fine fabric . 
Filling hole framed by ring; small inward-sloping discus 

(or broad framing band); two outer framing rings . Shoulder: 
floral pattern, possibly acanthus .

L 243 TA68L23 Pl . 12
Loc . 3007  Stratum ROM 1A

Fragment of filling hole and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .031 . 
Fine hard fabric: 10yR 6/1 gray . Slip: 10yR 3/2 very dark 

grayish brown .
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: vine .

L 244 TA68L75 Pl . 12
Loc . 2309  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of filling hole and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .04 . 
Gray fabric . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: vine .

L 245 TA69L13 Pl . 12
Loc . 3301  Stratum MODERN

Fragment of filling hole, discus, and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 
0 .043 . 

Semi fine fabric . 
Small, plain discus; outer ridge grooved . Shoulder: olive 

wreath . Possibly the beginning of a volute at the lower, nozzle 
end, break . Similar to Howland 1958, no . 772, dated late 1st 
century BCE to early 1st century CE .

L 246 Pl . 12
Loc . 9112  Stratum ROM 1C

Fragment of discus, shoulder, and nozzle . P .L . 0 .035 .
Semi fine fabric .
Discus framed by two rings . Shoulder: vine; separated 

from nozzle by chevron panel . Nozzle: part of a rosette pre-
served at root .

L 247 Pl . 12
Loc . 9114  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of filling hole and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .036 .
Fine hard gray fabric; light brown surface . Slip: traces of 

black and red . This is not the typical “gray fabric” found in 
great quantity at the site . Although the scraped break is gray, 
the surface is light brown, and the lamp’s walls are thinner 
than typically seen on the more standard gray fabric lamps .

Filling hole framed by low inner and more prominent 
outer ring . Shoulder: vegetal motif (?), poorly preserved, sur-
rounding an Isis crown .

L 248 Pl . 12
Loc . 7205  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of filling hole and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .032 .
Fine hard gray fabric . Traces of black slip . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: Palmette .

L 249 Pl . 12
Loc . 1515  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A

Fragment of filling hole and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .025 .
Semi fine fabric .
Filling hole surrounded by low ring . Shoulder: palmette .
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The following eight fragments, the first seven of which are in semi fine fabric, are from at least five lamps of 
the same form and decoration as an intact lamp published by Rey-Coquais and said to be from Tyre (Rey-Coquais 
1963, no . 3 . Our drawing of L 250 in fig . 6 is in part based on the Rey-Coquais photograph) . In the light of the 
current speculation that semi fine products were manufactured at Tyre, the connection of the Rey-Coquais lamp 
with Tyre is an important, if a circumstantial, bit of evidence . The lamp purportedly from Tyre is a round-bodied 
Hellenistic lamp having a round-tipped nozzle with concave sides and Hellenistic-style protovolutes . Rey-Coquais 
provides no comment on fabric or slip . Along the top of the nozzle is the familiar tongue pattern . At the root 
of the nozzle is a voluted yoke motif . The filling hole is framed by a low inner ring and a more prominent outer 
ring . Instead of the more familiar chevron panel to mark the division between the nozzle and the shoulder, a 
double rope pattern, framed and separated by ridges, is employed . A single framed rope pattern is used farther 
back on each shoulder to create two lateral panels, each decorated with a rosette, and a rear panel decorated 
with a palmette .

Among the Tel Anafa fragments, part of six palmettes are preserved, each belonging to the rear shoulder of 
a different lamp and indicating that at least five lamps are represented in the Tel Anafa sample . It is possible 
that the first three fragments are from the same lamp . There are no joins, but the degrees of wear and abrasion 
are identical, and the fabric is the same . Due to the fragmented and abraded nature of these lamps and to the 
difficulty of comparing objects in hand with photographs, it is impossible to determine whether mold links exist 
between the Tel Anafa fragments and the lamp published by Rey-Coquais . Nonetheless, the first two fragments 
are sufficiently close to the Rey-Coquais lamp that the possibility should not be ruled out . The twist on the rope 
pattern on the third fragment indicates that it cannot be serially related to the Rey-Coquais lamp . If indeed this 
belongs with the first two fragments, then they could not be serially related to the Rey-Coquais lamp either .

quite apart from the speculation regarding serial relationships, the fragments are sufficiently close to one 
another and to the Rey-Coquais lamp that it is valid to conclude that all are products of the same shop or at least 
of chronologically and geographically proximate shops . In other words, the Tel Anafa lamps come from the same 
source as the lamp said to be from Tyre . These eight fragments constitute all of the Tel Anafa lamps bearing the 
same decoration as the Rey-Coquais lamp . A lamp of similar decoration was found in the pottery workshop at 
Nabatean Oboda (Negev 1986, no . 1096) . However, the lamp from Oboda displays several differences: gray fabric 
and black slip, a palmette with three lateral downturned leaves rather than three upturned tendrils, a chevron 
panel flanking the palmette, a five-petal rosette . In spite of these differences, the overall decorative scheme is very 
similar to the Rey-Coquais and Tel Anafa lamps .

L 250 Fig . 6, Pl . 12
Loc . 7513  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of filling hole and left shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .027 .
Semi fine fabric .
Filling hole framed by prominent outer ring and a less 

prominent inner ring . Shoulder: part of rosette; double rope 
pattern separating shoulder from nozzle; left end of a volut-
ed yoke motif .

L 251 Pl . 12
Loc . balk trim

Fragment of filling hole, shoulder, and nozzle . P .L . 0 .025 .
Semi fine fabric .
Filling hole framed by two rings . Nozzle: inner end of 

tongue pattern marked by a short central longitudinal inci-
sion and to the right of it an impressed circle; voluted yoke 
motif . Shoulder: part of a rosette; chevron or double rope 
pattern separating shoulder from nozzle .

L 252 TA72L26 Pl . 12
Loc . unknown

Fragment of filling hole and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .023 .
Semi fine fabric .
Rear right portion of the lamp preserves tips of the cen-

tral leaf and one tendril of the palmette and part of the right 
framed rope pattern .

L 253 TA68L86 Pl . 12
Loc . 2006  Stratum ROM 1A or B

Fragment of shoulder at rear of lamp . Max . p . dim . 0 .03 . 
Semi fine fabric .
The fragment preserves part of the palmette at the rear 

of the lamp .
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L 254 TA70L132 Pl . 12
Loc . 2908  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A

Fragment of filling hole and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .028 .
Semi fine fabric .
Filling hole framed by two rings . Rear portion of lamp 

preserves part of the palmette and left framed rope pattern .

L 255 Pl . 12
Loc . 8449  Stratum ARAB

Fragment of filling hole and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .021 .
Semi fine fabric .
Filling hole framed by two rings . Shoulder: palmette; pre-

served are part of central leaf, one left tendril, and part of a 
second .

L 256 Pl . 12
Loc . 7901 .1  Stratum ARAB 1

Fragment of filling hole and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .02 .
Semi fine fabric .
Filling hole framed by two rings . Shoulder: palmette; 

preserved are part of central leaf and most of the inner left 
tendril .

L 257 Pl . 12
Loc . 5740  Stratum ARAB 1

Fragment of filling hole and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .026 .
Fine hard pinkish white fabric . Brown to dark brown slip .
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: palmette; pre-

served are parts of the central leaf and three tendrils .

geometric and Other

L 258 Pl . 12
Loc . 7832  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A

Fragment of filling hole and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .033 .
Gray fabric .
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: preserved are four 

rings with central globules . Perhaps this shoulder decoration 
emulates the treatment of certain Ephesos lamps . See L 55, L 
56, and Bailey 1975, q 170 .

L 259 TA68L85 Pl . 12
Loc . 3017  Stratum HELL 2C

Fragment of filling hole and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .029 . 
Gray fabric . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: perhaps a heavily 

retouched imbricated leaf pattern . Bruneau 1965, pls . 10 and 
11, illustrates several examples of imbricated leaf patterns 
similar to what may have been the original design of the Tel 
Anafa shoulder .

L 260 Pl . 12
Loc . 5531  Stratum ROM 1A

Fragment of filling hole and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .039 .
Medium hard pinkish gray fabric . Black slip .
Filling hole framed by narrow inner ring and broad outer 

ring . Shoulder: spear points pendant from globules .

L 261 Pl . 12
Loc . 5704  Stratum ROM 1A

Fragment of filling hole, shoulder, and wall . P .L . 0 .036 .
Fine, very hard, nonmicaceous gray fabric . Gray slip .
Filling hole framed by high but poorly defined ring . 

Shoulder: obliquely oriented ridges . Possibly from Ephesos .

L 262 TA69L12/TA79L14 Pl . 12
Loc . 1238/8227  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A)

Two joining fragments preserve part of filling hole and shoul-
der . Max . p . dim . 0 .062 . 

Gray fabric . 
The fragment discovered in 1969 bears a red slip; that 

discovered in 1979 a black slip . The joint between the two 
fragments is certain . Post-deposition conditions have altered 
one of the fragments, probably of TA79L14, which appears to 
be burned . These two joining fragments underscore the dif-
ficulties of identifying and characterizing fabrics; see L 242 . 
Filling hole framed by two rings . Shoulder: triangles pendant 
from outer framing ring . The shoulder decoration resembles 
the calyx decoration of a Hellenistic mold-made bowl from 
the Athenian agora; see Rotroff 1982, no . 179 .

L 263 TA69L124 Pl . 12
Loc . unknown

Fragment of shoulder preserving the head of a dolphin . Max . 
p . dim . 0 .029 .

Semi fine fabric; traces of red slip .

L 264 TA72L102 Pl . 12
Loc . unknown

Fragment of filling hole and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .054 . 
Semi fine fabric; slip almost completely gone . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: spear points pen-

dant from globules; oval incision between each globule and 
spear point . 

L 265 Pl . 12
Loc . 7205  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of discus and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .037 .
Semi fine fabric .
Small discus framed by grooved ring . Shoulder: pendant 

from globules are spear points alternating with featherlike 
motifs . Parallel: Zouhdi 1974, no . 5 .
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L 266 TA73L40 Pl . 12
Loc . 1402/1408 (balk trim)

Fragment of filling hole and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .039 . 
Semi fine fabric .
Filling hole framed by two rings . Shoulder: leaf or petal 

motif pendant from outer framing ring; cf . L 262 .

L 267 Pl . 12
Loc . 5619  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A

Fragment of shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .025 .
Fine hard gray fabric . Traces of red and black slip . 
Filling hole framed by ring . Shoulder: lug with four short 

petals or circles at its base; globule .

IV.I.3. BASES (L 268–275)

L 268 TA68L43 Pl . 12
Loc . 2009  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A or B

Fragment of base . Max . p . dim . 0 .047 .
Medium, hard, minimally micaceous gray fabric .
Central globule in recessed center surrounded by three 

concentric rings, the outer serving as the base ring . Two bars 
separate nozzle from wall .

L 269 TA69L145 Pl . 12
Loc . 1247  Stratum HELL 1 or 2A/B

Fragment of right wall and base . Max . p . dim . 0 .044 .
Fine, hard, minimally micaceous gray fabric with red in-

clusions .
Small part of upper mold half preserves part of right 

shoulder lug or S-scroll, suggesting that the fragment belongs 
to a kite-shaped or delphiniform lamp . Raised, circular base . 
String of ovules separates nozzle from wall . (It is difficult to 
read the basket number on this sherd . An alternate reading 
would assign this fragment to stratum ROM 1A/B .)

L 270 TA72L44 Pl . 12
Loc . unknown

Fragment of left wall and base . Max . p . dim . 0 .049 .
In fabric and form, this is identical to L 269; the two frag-

ments may belong to the same lamp .

L 271 TA70L55 Pl . 12
Loc . 3426  Stratum HELL 1 or 2A

Fragment of base . Max . p . dim . 0 .053 .
Fine, hard, minimally micaceous gray fabric . Minute trac-

es of black slip .
Within ring, eight-petal rosette .

L 272 TA70L86 Pl . 12
Loc . 2403  Stratum ARAB

Fragment of a ring base with central rosette . Max . p . dim . 
0 .035 . 

Gray fabric .

L 273 Pl . 12
Loc . 5716  Stratum HELL 2A

Fragment of base . Max . p . dim . 0 .03 .
Gray fabric .
Raised base: central rosette .

L 274 TA70L105 Pl . 12
Loc . 2320  Stratum HELL 2 contam .

Fragment of base . Max . p . dim . 0 .035 .
Gray fabric .
Raised base with an incised mark, possibly a gamma; not 

an A; the “crossbar” is a crack .

L 275 TA68L82 Pl . 12
Loc . 3215  Stratum HELL 2C

Fragment of base, wall, and complete pierced handle . P .L . 
0 .03 .

Gray fabric . No trace of slip .
Circular base, to extent preserved .



ROMAN LAMPS

Early Roman discus and volute lamps constitute the second largest body of lamp material from Tel Anafa and 
testify to the vigor of the first-century CE occupation of the site . The Roman lamp assemblage is remarkably ho-
mogeneous, with the vast majority being mold-made Roman volute lamps of Bailey Type A groups i–iv or Bailey 
Type D .68 Other identifiably Roman lamps are a small group of Herodian lamps (L 276–282), two mold-made 
hybrids (L 283–284), six Late Republican fragments (L 285–290), and a single Nabataean lamp (L 428) . None 
of the Roman lamps need be later than the middle of the first century CE . The fabric of many of the discus and 
volute lamps is very similar to the semi fine Hellenistic fabric, and it appears that the inhabitants of Roman era 
Tel Anafa obtained most of their lamps from the same center as the Hellenistic occupants, most likely a Phoeni-
cian coastal site (see introduction) .

Only nineteen Roman lamps (1 .52% of the Roman lamp assemblage) come from ROM 1A deposits .69 Eleven 
of these are small, uncatalogued fragments that can be recognized as Roman but cannot be assigned to specific 
types . The remaining eight lamps are nos . L 286 (Late Republican type), L 291 (Type Ai), L332 (Faustus), L 386 
(Victory motif on discus), L 416 (Type D), L 451 (Type Aii), and L 464 and L 465, fragments of unidentified 
shape . Their stratigraphic and therefore chronological association in ROM 1A levels contributes to our under-
standing of the lamps themselves as well as to the chronology of the ROM 1A occupation at the site . Herbert 
assigns the ROM 1A strata to a period of preparation and clearing of the site for the majority of the Roman 
buildings that were built, used, and modified during the ROM 1B and ROM 1C periods (TA Vol . i, i, 109–110) . 
Precise dates are difficult to assign . The ROM 1A period may have begun as early as 20 BCE, but it is more likely 
associated with Herod Philip’s foundation of nearby Caesaraea Philipi at the end of the century; ROM 1B and C 
came to an end by the middle of the first century CE or slightly later (TA Vol . I, i, 21) .

 Regarding the date of the ROM 1A levels, the Late Republican discus lamp (L 286), Type Ai (L 291), and 
Type Aii (L 451) are chronologically early in the Roman discus-and-volute series and support the late first-century 
BCE date assigned to the ROM 1A activity at Tel Anafa . L 332, a Faustus base, provides additional support, as 
several non–Tel Anafa Faustus lamps belong to Types Ai and/or Aii (the channel of Ai and the rich rim profile 
of Aii are diagnostic in determining an early date; some lamps have both the channel and the rich rim profile) . 
Type Aiii lamps are absent from the ROM 1A assemblage, but the small number of lamps and their fragmentary 
condition prevent us from knowing whether that absence is chronologically significant . If it is chronologically 
significant, then the ROM 1A activity at Tel Anafa belongs to the period before the inception of Type Aiii . On 
the other hand, it is possible that some of the fragments actually belong to Type Aiii lamps . While this specific 
question remains open, all indications are that ROM 1A and the early developmental stages of the Roman discus-
and-volute lamp are contemporary phenomena .

 
 

68 Herbert’s statement that there are no Type D lamps from the site (TA Vol . I, i, n . 308) is a misprint for Type C .
69 Lamps from deposits described as “ROM 1A or 1B” are not counted in this total . Were such lamps counted, the total would be 32 lamps 

(2 .7% of the Roman lamp assemblage) .



V . HERODIAN LAMPS (L 276–282)

Herodian lamps are rare at Tel Anafa, and the nine fragments that have been recovered are quite fragmentary . 
The characteristic nozzles and tops, however, allow the fragments to be recognized as Herodian lamps belonging 
to Smith’s Type 1, which he dates to ca . 37 BCE to CE 35 .70 While Herodian lamps are typically wheel-made, two 
of the Tel Anafa lamps are mold-made . Also unusual is the very pink color of L 281 and L 282 . The occurrence 
of several of the catalogued and uncatalogued fragments in ROM 1B fill and debris strata, combined with their 
absence in ROM 1A strata, argues for a first-century CE date for these Tel Anafa examples . However, given the 
hiatus of occupation at the site in the middle of the first century BCE, and uncertainty as to the beginning date of 
the Roman occupation, these Tel Anafa finds cannot add anything definitive to the debate concerning the incep-
tion of the type .71 The absence of Herodian lamps among the ROM 1A levels may be significant, suggesting that 
the inception of the type postdates the lamps found in ROM 1A contexts . However, the potential significance is 
mitigated by the low number of Herodian lamps at the site, combined with the low number of lamps from ROM 
1A . The absence of Herodian lamps in ROM 1A contexts may be coincidental rather than chronologically signifi-
cant . Nonetheless, their presence in Augustan-Tiberian levels is compatible with Avigad’s conclusions based on 
excavations in the Old City of Jerusalem .72 

When compared to the plethora of Augustan-style volute lamps, the paucity of the Herodian type points to a 
clear preference at Tel Anafa for products based on the Italian model . This imbalance illustrates how extensively 
the new volute type dominated the market, but it is also a comment on regional distribution . In 1961 Smith re-
marked that little could be said regarding the geographical distribution of the Herodian lamp, although he did 
observe that “specimens have been found in Galilee, though apparently not a great many .”73 The Tel Anafa finds 
support Smith’s observations: the nine lamps constitute only  .23% of the total Tel Anafa assemblage, or  .75% of 
the Roman assemblage . Now, however, more than thirty years after Smith’s comment, geographical distribution 
is a more important issue, as there is a greater interest in understanding cultural influences and interactions 
through artifact assemblages . Seen in this light, the rarity of the Judean Herodian lamp at Tel Anafa, coupled with 
the abundance of semi fine lamps of Roman type, is consistent with a centuries-old pattern of trade relationships 
between the Phoenician coast and the Hula Valley .

Catalogued: 7 . Uncatalogued: 2 .
First appearance: ROM 1B .
Parallels: Rosenthal and Sivan 1978, 81 .
Date: Late 1st century BCE to the first quarter of the 1st century CE .

70 Smith 1961, 53–65, identifies a transitional period (ca . 35–50 CE) that leads to the exclusive use of Type 2 from ca . 50 to 135 CE . For a 
description of the type, a discussion of the date, and an extensive list of published Herodian lamps, see Rosenthal and Sivan 1978, 80–81 . To 
this list of lamps add Negev 1986 and Hayes 1980 .

71 In brief, the question is whether the “Herodian” type developed during the reign of Herod the Great (37–4 BCE) or whether it devel-
oped later and is therefore misnamed . Also at issue is the chronological and geographic extent of the type . See Smith 1961 .

72 Avigad 1970, 140, concludes that the “’Herodian’ lamp was introduced after the time of Herod I or, more probably, in the later years 
of his reign .”

73 Smith 1961, n . 2 .

L 276 Pl . 12
Loc . 5408  Stratum ARAB 1

Central part of the top of a Herodian lamp . Max . p . dim . 
0 .059 .

Medium, very hard fabric . Gray core, orange surface .

L 277 Pl . 12
Loc . 7205  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of top and a small portion of the lower wall . Mold-
made . P .W . 0 .058 .

Fine hard fabric . Gray core; surface fired to pink and gray .

L 278 Pl . 12
Loc . 9315  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of top . Mold-made . Max . p . dim . 0 .046 .
Fine hard fabric: 5yR 7/4 pink .
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L 279 7 .8 .30 Pl . 12
Loc . 7823  Stratum ROM 1B+ or 1C fill

Nozzle . Max . p . dim . 0 .047 .
Medium, very hard bricky fabric with white inclusions: 

2 .5yR 6/6 light red .

L 280 Pl . 12
Loc . 9502  Stratum ROM 1B

Nozzle . P .L . 0 .045 .
Fine hard fabric: 5yR 7/4 pink .

L 281 TA70L135 (NAA 1991) Pl . 12
Loc . 2901  Stratum MODERN

Most of nozzle . P .L . 0 .045 .
Medium hard fabric with white inclusions: 10R 6/6 light 

red .

L 282 TA68L18 Pl . 12
Loc . 2104  Stratum ARAB/MODERN

Nozzle . P .L . 0 .037 .
Fabric as previous . One patch on the underside has fired 

to 7 .5yR 7/4 pink .



VI . MOLD-MADE HyBRID LAMPS (L 283–284)

Fragments of two mold-made hybrid lamps were found at Tel Anafa . Stylistically these lamps are examples of a 
melding of Hellenistic and Augustan lampmaking traditions, but there is no reason to argue that they represent 
a chronologically intermediary step between the Hellenistic and the Roman lamp . Rather, they represent an evo-
lutionary branch of lamp development that failed to flourish and that was supplanted by the discus and volute 
lamp, discussed below as Bailey Type Ai . The findspots of the two Anafa fragments were similar. L 283 belongs 
to the construction fill for building 5B, and L 284 is one of 112 Roman lamps in a pit sunk into the northwest 
corner of building 2 after it had gone out of use, probably in the ROM 1B period (TA Vol . I, i, 118, 129) . Both 
were probably used during the ROM 1A phase, then broken and made available for inclusion in two separate but 
proximate ROM 1B fills . On the basis of style and findspots they were probably contemporary with Bailey Type 
Ai, and a ROM 1A date, probably late first century BCE, seems appropriate for the manufacture and use of both 
lamps . The fabric is consistent with what is now known to be the more refined grade of semi fine .

Catalogued: 2 . Uncatalogued: 0 .
First appearance: ROM 1B .

L 283 TA70L125 Pl . 12
Loc . 21003  Stratum ROM 1B

Part of nozzle and discus . P .L . 0 .058 .
Fine hard fabric: 5yR 7/4 pink . Slip: 2 .5yR 5/8 to 4/8 

red .
The discus is decorated with a rosette (the following frag-

ment, from the same or a parallel mold, allows the decora-
tion to be recognized as a rosette consisting of bilobed petals 
alternating with single [?] striated petals); its edge is defined 
by two prominent moldings . The long, round-tipped nozzle 
is proportionately longer than is typical of Roman volute 
lamps, and the tongue pattern on the top of the nozzle is a 
common Hellenistic device . As the inner ends of the volutes 
are not preserved, it is impossible to know whether or not 
they terminated in true volute scrolls in the Roman fashion . 
Next to the wick hole and next to the discus the volutes are 
plastically rendered, but along the top of the nozzle incisions 
separate them from the tongue pattern . Roman volutes are 
plastically rendered along their entire length and create a 
slightly recessed nozzle top, while Late Hellenistic nozzle vo-
lutes are frequently defined in a linear fashion . 

L 284 Pl . 12
Loc . 7205  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of discus and nozzle . Max . p . dim . 0 .043 .
Fabric and slip as previous . Possibly from the same mold .
Discus: broad and barely concave; rosette consisting of 

bilobate petals alternating with single (?) striated petals . Noz-
zle: not incised as on L 283 . Date: as L 283 .



VII . LATE REPUBLICAN MOLD-MADE DISCUS LAMPS (L 285–290)

It is with these lamps  .  .  . that the progression from the “Hellenistic” molded lamp shape, with broad, slop-
ing shoulders, to the lamps with a wide, dished top, capable of receiving relief pictures, is most evident . It is 
a short stride from these to the earliest and contemporary Augustan volute lamps, which some anonymous 
but inspired designer produced at this time and which swept the Roman world . (Bailey 1975, 326)

The six examples from Tel Anafa belonging to this earliest type of Roman discus lamp are badly preserved . 
The presence of Levantine copies in semi fine fabric, however, demonstrates that the new type was imported in 
sufficient numbers to gain popularity and influence the local industry . The generally accepted date of the second 
half of the first century BCE for the type is corroborated by the stratigraphic evidence from Ashdod (Dothan and 
Freedman 1967) and from Tel Anafa itself, where L 286 was found in a ROM 1A dump that constituted one of 
the earliest Roman layers at the site .74 

Catalogued: 6 . Uncatalogued: 0 .
First appearance: ROM 1A . 
Parallels: Ashdod: Dothan and Freedman 1967, pl . X:6; Cosa: Fitch and Goldman 1994, nos . 308–316;75 Delos: 

Bruneau 1965, no . 4570; Neuss: Vegas 1966, no . 17; Rome: NSc 1957, 105, fig . 30e; Bailey 1975, q 724–q 727; 
Leibundgut 1977, nos . 11–14 .

Date: second half of the 1st century BCE .

74 TA Vol . I, i, 117 . For further discussion of the chronology, see the individual catalogue entries in Bailey 1975; and Leibundgut 1977, 
16–17 .

75 The Cosa date of 150–70 BCE (based on the findspot of no . 308) seems too high . The remaining eight lamps of this type are from the 
pottery dump dated 100–25/20 BCE . If no . 308 is intrusive, or not of this type, and nos . 309–316 belong to the latest phase of the pottery 
dump, then it is possible that the Cosan lamps of this type belong to the second half of the first century BCE .

L 285 Pl . 13
Loc . 8209  Stratum ARAB

Fragment of discus, rim, shoulder, and nozzle . P .W . 0 .057 .
Fine hard fabric: 5yR 7/4 pink . Worn red slip on exterior 

and interior .
Discus: scallop shell; framed by two moldings . Part of vo-

lute nozzle preserved .

L 286 (NAA 1991, 1993) Pl . 13
Loc . 5311  Stratum ROM 1A

Fragment of discus and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .037 .
Semi fine fabric .
Discus: three petals and the edge of the filling hole are 

preserved . The shoulder is a prominent single molding . Simi-
lar: Bruneau 1965, no . 4292; Negev and Sivan 1977, fig . 4 .27 .

L 287 Pl . 13
Loc . 7617  Stratum ROM 1C or later

Fragment of shoulder and strap handle . P .L . 0 .032 .
Semi fine fabric .
At least two moldings surround the discus . Part of the top 

of a grooved, strap handle .

L 288 Pl . 13
Loc . cleaning

Fragment of discus, shoulder, and one nozzle of a multiwick 
lamp . P .L . 0 .03 .

Fine hard pink fabric . Red slip on exterior and partially 
on interior .

Discus: one leaf is preserved; surrounded by three mold-
ings . Nozzles: part of one nozzle flanked by elements that 
may be volutes; to left of fragmentary nozzle and visible 
through the thickness of the wall is part of a second wick hole 
still retaining red slip .

L 289 8 .3 .10 Pl . 13
Loc . 8310  Stratum ARAB/MODERN

Fragment of discus and nozzle . Max . p . dim . 0 .027 .
Fine hard fabric with small red inclusions: 5yR 7/6 red-

dish yellow .
Only a small portion of the lower edge of the discus is 

preserved . A prominent framing ring surrounds the discus . 
Also preserved is part of the left side and top of a broad, 
concave nozzle .

L 290 Pl . 13
Loc . 2008  Stratum ROM 1A or B

Part of the left nozzle and flat top of an Early Roman lamp . 
Max . p . dim . 0 .035 .

Fine hard pink fabric . Red slip .



VIII . MOLD-MADE ROMAN VOLUTE LAMPS

Presented here are Roman lamps whose most distinguishing features are a voluted nozzle, a discus (most 
frequently decorated with figures in relief), and an articulated rim surrounding the discus . These are lamps of 
Loeschcke Type I, Broneer Type XXII, and Bailey 1980, Type A . As the type is well documented throughout the 
Roman world, a long discussion is not necessary in the present context, although Bailey’s succinct comment on 
the origin and date of the type bears repeating: 

The voluted nozzle was probably first used on bronze lamps of late Hellenistic date, but its use in 
the precise shape exemplified in clay lamps of Loeschcke Type IA, and developments therefrom, 
and which was copied throughout the Roman world, was an Italian refinement of the Augustan 
period . These lamps with voluted nozzles are essentially of the first century A .D ., although the 
earliest are of the late first century B .C ., and examples were still being produced, probably in 
central Italy, during the first quarter of the second century . (Bailey 1980, 125)

The Tel Anafa lamps of the present type belong to the beginning of the Roman volute lamp series . They are to be 
dated no later than the middle of the first century CE and fall into Bailey’s Type A, groups i, ii, iii, and iv .

Bailey’s system for grouping the British Museum lamps is used here . However, due to the fragmentary nature 
of the lamps from an excavated site, it is usually impossible to relate nozzle, discus, rim, and shoulder forms in 
the way that is possible with intact examples in a museum collection . As a result, many fragmentary lamps, which, 
if intact, might be assigned to specific subgroups on the basis of subtle formal distinctions, are grouped together 
as fragments . 

It is customary to refer to Loeschcke’s shoulder forms when discussing lamps of this type . The shoulder 
form is chronologically diagnostic in that an extremely narrow shoulder and closely spaced, even rilling, level 
or sloping inward slightly, is an early sign (Loeschcke Types IA and IB, shoulder forms I and IIa), while wide, 
inward-sloping rims with varied rilling (Loeschcke Type IB, shoulder forms IIIa and IIIb) are later .76 The practice 
of citing Loeschcke is employed to the extent possible . Difficulties occur because Loeschcke’s forms are not all-
inclusive and because the fragmentary nature of the lamps often precludes such precision . (Bailey’s own Type A, 
group ii was created to accommodate shoulder forms not recorded by Loeschcke .)

Bailey’s distinction between shoulder and rim is employed here: “Loeschcke regards the mouldings surround-
ing the discus as the shoulder; the present writer [i .e ., Bailey] looks upon the shoulder as that part of the lamp 
between the outermost groove of the discus rim, or, in some cases, the outermost raised band, and the wall of 
the oil chamber .”77

In the macroscopic sorting of the fabrics a number of visually distinct groups were identified among the 
Roman discus volute shapes, including one identical to the Hellenistic semi fine and one that appeared to be 
a harder, more refined version of semi fine . As discussed in the introduction to this text, subsequent analysis 
showed at least some examples of these visually distinct groups to be geochemically indistinguishable . In the fol-
lowing type discussions and catalogue, I have maintained the distinction between the semi fine and harder fabric .

VIII .A . BAILEy TyPE AI: VOLUTE LAMPS WITH CHANNEL FROM DISCUS TO NOZZLE (L 291–295)

A distinguishing feature of this group is the shallow channel between the discus and the nozzle that marks the 
lamps as early examples of the type . Such lamps belong to the late first century BCE or the early first century CE .78 

76 Much of this sentence is taken nearly verbatim from Bailey 1980, 126 .
77 Bailey 1980, 126, n . 3 . Like Bailey, I also use the expression “shoulder form” when referring directly to Loeschcke’s “Schulterformen .”
78 The presence of the type in the Augustan fort at Haltern, abandoned ca . 9 CE, provides the closely defined dates . See Bailey 1980, 

126–128, for a discussion of the type and its chronology .
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Five Type Ai fragments were recognizable in the Tel Anafa assemblage . Two are Levantine versions in semi fine 
fabric; three are made of a harder, finer fabric that is probably a more refined version of the same clay . 

Catalogued: 5 . Uncatalogued: 0 .
First appearance: ROM 1A .
Parallels: Cosa: Fitch and Goldman 1994, nos . 345–76; Haltern: Loeschcke 1919, 29; Kropatschek 1909, pls . 

XIX–XXI, fig . 16; Oboda: Negev 1974, pls . 15–16; Negev 1986, nos . 1111, 1119, 1121 . Vindonissa: Loeschcke 
1919, Type IA; Bailey 1980, Type 1A . Additional parallels are cited in the catalogue entries .

Date: late 1st century BCE to early 1st century CE .

L 291 TA80L23/TA80L29 Pl . 13
Loc . 5546/7205  Stratum ROM 1A

Joining fragments from two loci of discus, rim, shoulder, wall, 
and nozzle . P .L . 0 .08 . 

Semi fine fabric . Slipped inside and outside . 
Shoulder form close to Loeschcke IIa . Discus: two gladia-

tors . On the left, a hoplomachus preserved from the waist down 
and wearing loin cloth and greaves advances to right; at right 
in rear view and facing left is a Samnite lacking right arm 
and feet and wearing a helmet (crest missing), no greaves, 
and carrying a rectangular shield . For a nearly identical and 
equally fragmentary hoplomachus on a lamp from Oboda, see 
Negev 1986, no . 1116 . 

L 292 TA80L32 Pl . 13
Loc . 7205  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of discus, rim, shoulder and nozzle . P .L . 0 .062 . 
Semi fine fabric . Slipped inside and outside . 
Discus: large bird in very high relief, advancing left . Shoul-

der form different from any listed by Loeschcke . In channel 
from discus to nozzle, a palm frond . Parallel: Zouhdi 1974, 
no 21; this lamp is without the palm frond in the channel; 
the photograph is not sufficiently clear to compare shoulder 
profiles .

L 293 Pl . 13
Loc . 8225  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of discus, rim, shoulder, and nozzle . P .L . 0 .47 .
Fine hard pink fabric . Red slip .
Discus: ivy wreath . Tongue pattern in channel between 

the discus and the nozzle . For the ivy wreath, see Heres 1972, 
no . 29 .

L 294 Pl . 13
Loc . 7710  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of right nozzle volute, discus, rim, and shoulder . 
P .L . 0 .033 .

Fine hard pinkish gray fabric . Red slip on exterior and in-
terior . Shoulder profile: Loeschcke I or IIa . Discus: illegible .

L 295 Pl . 13
Loc . 9111  Stratum ARAB 1

Two non-joining fragments of same lamp preserving part 
of discus, rim, shoulder, nozzle, and wall . Larger piece: P .L . 
0 .071, max . p . dim . 0 .078 .

Fine hard fabric with pink core and a yellowish green sur-
face . Dark brown slip on exterior; some red slip on interior .

Discus: tips of petals as far as preserved; surrounded by 
five moldings . Nozzle: prominent volute spine .

VIII.B.1. BAILEY TYPE AII: VOLUTE LAMPS WITH LINEAR MOLdINgS (VARIOUS FABRICS) (L 296–303)

Bailey (1980, 132) employs the Aii category to accommodate lamps with rich rim treatment whose profiles are 
not recorded among Loeschcke’s shoulder forms . In like manner, the present catalogue employs Bailey’s Aii des-
ignation for Tel Anafa lamps whose highly articulated rims and shoulders have no parallels among Loeschcke’s 
forms . Seventy-one of these were identified among the Tel Anafa lamps . Included with lamps of Bailey’s Type Aii, 
but set off by a brief discussion, are several fragments with ovule rims .

The rich rim profiles and prominent volute spines of Type Aii are consistent with the similar treatment of 
Type Ai lamps and point to an early date in volute lamp development . The major feature that distinguishes Ai 
from Aii lamps is the absence of the channel on the latter . While Bailey (1980, 132) dates the entire group in the 
British Museum from the late first century BCE to the end of the first third of the first century CE, it seems likely 
that the Tel Anafa lamps, like the lamps from Sidi Khrebish published by Leibundgut, Vegas, and Bailey, belong 
to the Augustan period and quite likely to the late first century BCE . L 451, catalogued with lamps from critical 
loci, displays a richly profiled rim and is from a ROM 1A locus .

Catalogued: 16 (including the ovule rims) . Uncatalogued: 55 .
First appearance: ROM 1A (L 451) .
Parallels: Cosa: Fitch and Goldman 1994, nos . 377–451; Bailey 1980, Type Aii; Bailey 1985, nos . 129–130; Lei-
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bundgut 1977, nos . 15–16 (dated ca . 15 BCE); Vegas 1966, no . 36 (Augustan) . Additional parallels are cited in 
the catalogue entries .

Date: late 1st century BCE to early 1st century CE .

L 296 TA68L31 Pl . 13
Loc . 3001  Stratum MODERN

Fragment of discus, rim, shoulder, and nozzle . P .L . 0 .034 .
Semi fine fabric .
Discus: plain as far as preserved .

L 297 TA68L40 Pl . 13
Loc . 2019  Stratum MODERN

Fragment of discus, rim, shoulder, wall, and nozzle; abraded . 
P .L . 0 .085 .

Semi fine fabric .
Wave pattern around circumference of discus . For a simi-

lar wave pattern on a lamp in Berlin that is more elaborate 
than the present one, see Heres 1972, no . 1 . On two lamps 
in the Cyprus Museum of Type Ai a wave pattern surrounds a 
plain discus: Oziol 1977, nos . 168, 169 . From Oboda is a frag-
ment of a discus with wave pattern, rim, and shoulder (Negev 
1986, no . 1124) .

L 298 TA 78L13 Pl . 13
Loc . 7207  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of discus, rim, shoulder, and walls . Max . p . dim . 
0 .059 .

Semi fine fabric .
A plain area around the central filling hole is framed by 

a ring, from which radiates a rosette comprised of long nar-
row petals .

Similar: Oziol 1977, no . 166 .

L 299 TA78L30 Pl . 13
Loc . balk trim

Fragment of discus and rim . Max . p . dim . 0 .065 .
Semi fine fabric .
The central filling hole is framed by three rings, the cen-

tral being the widest . The remainder of the discus is deco-
rated with acanthus leaves radiating from the central fram-
ing rings . The rich rim profile balances the framing rings 
around the filling hole .

A fragment from Oboda is the closest parallel (Negev 
1974, no . 79 = Negev 1986, no . 1122) . Negev observes that he 
could find no parallel for this decoration (Negev 1974, 26) .

L 300 TA78L31 Pl . 13
Loc . 7113  Stratum ROM 1C

Fragment of rim, shoulder, and right volute . Max . p . dim . 
0 .043 .

Semi fine fabric .
Eight moldings, not including the shoulder, as far as pre-

served .

L 301 Pl . 13
Loc . 2105  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of rim, shoulder, and wall . Max . p . dim . 0 .035 .
Semi fine fabric .

L 302 Pl . 13
Loc . 7205  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of discus, rim, shoulder, and nozzle . P .L . 0 .039 .
Fine hard pinkish brown fabric . Brown slip .
Discus: preserved are the tips of three petals of a rosette .

L 303 Pl . 13
Loc . 9114  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of discus, rim, shoulder, and right nozzle volute of 
a large lamp . P .L . 0 .054 .

Fine hard pink fabric . Light yellowish brown surface . 
Dark brown to black slip .

Filling hole (not preserved) surrounded by five rings with 
petals springing from the outer ring . A frame of five mold-
ings forms the richly articulated rim and shoulder .

TA Vol . I, i, n . 329 considers Loc . 9114 to be a redeposited 
ROM 1A layer; this assessment of Loc . 9114 places L 303 fairly 
early in the sequence of Roman lamps at the site, a conclu-
sion consistent with the lamp’s form .
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VIII.B.2. BAILEY TYPE AII: VOLUTE LAMPS WITH OVULE RIMS (VARIOUS FABRICS) (L 304–311)

Particularly distinctive and worthy of special note within the category of lamps with richly profiled moldings 
around the discus are 29 fragments with high relief ovules between the plain linear moldings of the rim . It is 
likely that the decoration derived from Hellenistic molded bowls and ultimately from egg-and-dart architectural 
moldings . Parallels are to be found at the Nabatean potter’s workshop at Oboda, where one nearly complete and 
two fragmentary examples were discovered; at Sidi Khrebish, where one fragment was found; at Ordona, where 
one example was recovered; at the San Rocco villa at Francolise, where one fragment was found; at Cosa, where I 
have seen one unpublished fragment; and at Sabratha .79 A lamp in Berlin (Heres 1972, no . 3) has a similar ovule 
band as one feature of a very decorative lamp that includes a Medusa-head discus, side lugs, a long and elegant 
nozzle, and a handle ornament . It is clear that the Tel Anafa fragments did not belong to such elaborate lamps . 
Given the ubiquity of Roman discus lamps, the paucity of parallels (seven) underscores the rarity of this decora-
tive treatment . 

Macroscopic fabric analysis led to the conclusion that the Anafa ovule rim and shoulder fragments belong 
to two main fabric groups: (1) semi fine fabric with a red slip (L 304, L 310, and at least thirteen of the uncata-
logued fragments); and (2) a fairly consistent, well-levigated, minimally micaceous, hard-fired, pinkish fabric 
with a black or brown slip . NAA suggests that the following lamps all belong to a fairly homogeneous Tel Anafa 
fabric group that includes the Faustus lamps and semi fine products and that they belong to the finer end of 
the semi fine fabric range .

Considering the rarity of the ovule shoulder decoration and the presence of 29 of the 36 known examples 
at Tel Anafa, in arguably Levantine fabric, it appears that these lamps (with the exception of the three Italian 
examples) are products of certain Levantine workshops whose hallmark was the distinctive shoulder decoration . 
With the exception of the Ordona example, discus decoration is exclusively floral (and shell motif, if L 311 and 
Negev 1974, no . 77 are actually shells) .

The Anafa lamps, then, comprise a uniform group of carefully made products whose ovule rim, floral discus 
decoration, and refined semi fine fabric signal a common design source located in the eastern Mediteranean re-
gion . At the same time, the fragments found at Cosa, Ordona, and Francolise raise the issue of Italian production 
and introduce the possibility that examples from the Italian industry could have influenced Levantine products .

Catalogued: 8 . Uncatalogued: 21 .
First appearance: ROM 1B .
Parallels: Cosa: (fragment from IX D Temple B Ext . SE I; unpublished); Oboda: Negev 1974, nos . 73, 77, 78 (= 

Negev 1986, no . 1130); Ordona: Delplace 1974, no . 141; San Rocco Villa at Francolise: Cotton and Métraux 1985, 
p . 142, no . 25; Sabratha: Bailey 1994, nos . 114 and 115; Sidi Khrebish: Bailey 1985, no . 116 bis .

Date: Late 1st century BCE .

79 Bailey 1985, 23–24, comments on the unusual shoulder form of the Sidi Khrebish lamp, observing that “it may be an early, non-standard 
form of Loeschcke Type I .” He says that it probably dates to the Augustan-Tiberian period . The Sidi Khrebish fragment is of buff clay with a 
speckled black slip . Delplace (1974, 33) makes no comment on the Ordona example, saying only that “le médaillon est entouré d’une frise 
géométrique .” The Ordona lamp is “en terre beige .” The San Rocco fragment is light brown in fabric with a brown slip (Cotton and Métraux 
1985, 142, no . 25) Although a date in the late second to early third centuries CE is offered for the San Rocco fragment, an Augustan (or an 
Augustan-Tiberian) date would now seem more appropriate . Such a date is compatible with the history of the villa . The Cosa fragment is of 
a fine soft clay; the slip is nearly gone; only traces of dark brown color remain . I am grateful to Cleo Fitch and to R . T . Scott for making the 
Cosa lamps available for study . The Sabratha examples are Bailey 1994, nos . 114 and 115 .
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Inv. no. Locus Stratum

7 .8 .51 7826 ROM 1B–C

7 .8 .108 7807 ROM 1B

7 .8 .108 7807 ROM 1B

7 .8 .108 7807 ROM 1B

7 .9 .25 7915 ROM 1B

8 .2 .16 balk trim

8 .2 .56 8225 ROM 1A/1B

9 .1 .41 9112 ROM 1C

TA69 L44 2400 MODERN

TA69 L91 2500 MODERN

L 304 (NAA 1991, 1993) Pl . 13
Loc . 7822/9316  Stratum ROM 1B

Two joining fragments from separate loci preserve part of 
discus, rim, shoulder, and wall . Max . p . dim . 0 .059 .

Medium hard fabric (somewhat micaceous): 5yR 6/4 light 
reddish brown . Numerous gray-black pebbly inclusions in the 
0 .1–0 .3 mm range; some white inclusions in same range; a 
few red (iron oxide?) inclusions in 1 mm to 2 mm range . Slip 
(exterior and interior) 2 .5yR 5/8 red . When examined on 
the macroscale, this lamp does not look or feel like a typical 
semi fine fabric lamp, but NAA in 1991 and 1993 showed that 
it is close to other semi fine examples submitted for analysis .

Discus: rosette, probably of four bilobate petals with blos-
soms between petals . Similar: Negev 1974, no . 73 .

L 305 Pl . 13
Loc . 7823  Stratum ROM 1B+ or 1C fill

Fragment of discus, rim, and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .025 .
Fine hard pinkish white fabric . Brown slip on exterior . 
Discus: rosette; preserved are parts of three petals .

L 306 TA69L46 Pl . 13
Loc . 2400  Stratum MODERN

Fragment of rim, shoulder, and right nozzle volute . Max . p . 
dim . 0 .04 .

Fine hard fabric: 7 .5yR 7/2 pinkish gray . Traces of red-
dish brown slip .

L 307 Pl . 13
Loc . 9114  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of discus, rim, shoulder, and right nozzle volute . 
Max . p . dim . 0 .033 .

Fine hard fabric: 5y 8/2 white . Traces of brown slip .
Discus: tendril and petal of a vegetal motif?

L 308 (NAA 1991, 1993) Pl . 13
Loc . 5849  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of discus, rim, and shoulder; well-preserved but en-
crusted surface . Max . p . dim . 0 .03 .

Fine hard pinkish gray fabric . Dark brown slip on exterior . 
Discus: rosette . Similar: Negev 1974, no . 78 (= Negev 

1986, no . 1130) . This fragment is sample 12 of the 15 samples 
examined by NAA in 1991 . The fragment found its closest 
fabric parallels among the three Faustus fragments (samples 
13–15) . The 1993 analysis showed that this fragment is closely 
related to Faustus lamps and to semi fine products found at 
Tel Anafa . 

L 309 Pl . 13
Loc . 7601  Stratum ARAB

Fragment of discus, rim, and shoulder; heavily abraded or a 
product of a worn mold . Max . p . dim . 0 .048 .

Fine hard pink fabric . Trace of red slip on exterior .
Discus: vine wreath .

L 310 TA68L37 Pl . 13
Loc . 3202  Stratum ROM 1B or C)

Fragment of rim and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .027 .
Semi fine fabric .

L 311 TA73L80 Pl . 13
Loc . unknown

Fragment of discus and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .021 .
Medium hard fabric with some white inclusions: 5yR 7/4 

pink . Dark reddish brown slip on exterior . Possibly semi fine 
fabric .

Discus: shell .
Parallel: Oboda (Negev 1974, no . 77) .

Uncatalogued

Inv. no. Locus Stratum

2 .4 .406 2441 cleaning

2 .8 .20 2804 ROM 1B/C

2 .9 .20 2904 ROM 1B

5 .7 .9 5740 ARAB 1

7 .1 .150 7127 ROM 1B–C

7 .2 .33(?) 7205 ROM 1Bl

7 .2 .104 7205 ROM 1B

7 .2 .134 7205 ROM 1B

7 .3 .44 7315 ROM 2+

7 .6 .134 7620 ROM 1B/later
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VIII .C . LAMPS FROM THE FAUSTUS SHOP (L 312–333) 

Lamps bearing the incised signature in Latin capitals, FAVSTI, have been found at several eastern Mediter-
ranean sites, and others appear in museum collections (graphs 5 and 6) .80 Faustus lamps belong to Types Ai and 
Aiii; the Type Ai lamps indicate that Faustus was producing lamps at an early stage in the development of the 
new discus-and-volute Roman lamp .81 These, coupled with his Aiii products, demonstrate that the transition from 
Type Ai to Aiii took place during a period of time spanned by the career of a single craftsman, although precise 
calendar dates cannot be offered . Lamps from the Faustus shop are high-quality products that are among the 
best examples of the new type . Most Faustus lamps are thin-walled, precisely executed products, whose discus 
designs are bold and innovative . Ambitious compositions fill the discus and fully exploit the circular field . On 
the basis of several distinct fabrics from which the lamps are produced, Bailey has posited a peripatetic career for 
Faustus .82 The major issues involving the lampmaker are the locations of his several manufacturing centers and 
the sequence in which they were used .

The 23 specimens from Tel Anafa constitute the largest group of Faustus lamps found to date at a single site 
(graph 7) .83 While the preservation of the Tel Anafa examples is poor (with two exceptions), thereby preventing 
the lamps from contributing much to a discussion of the decorative repertoire of the shop, the ROM 1A and 1B 
findspots of several lamps confirm that the FAVSTI lamps were in circulation in the eastern provinces in the first 
half of the first century CE and probably late in the first century BCE . Moreover, neutron activation analysis has 
contributed a great deal to our understanding of the peripatetic career of Faustus, linking part of his production 
to the center or centers that produced semi fine fabric .

Macroscale examination, performed prior to the NAA and in accordance with the procedures outlined in the 
introduction, recognized three or four distinct fabrics among the Faustus lamps, as follows . Group 1: lamps of 
semi fine fabric, L 312–320; Group 2: lamps of fine hard pink fabric with a red slip (possibly a more refined semi 
fine fabric?), L 321–327; Group 3: lamps of pink fabric with a dark brown or a yellowish brown slip, L 328–332; 
Group 4: one lamp of a pale greenish color (Munsell 5yR 8/2 white) with a worn orange to dark brown slip, L 

80 For discussions of the Faustus shop, see Oziol 1977, 78–79; Bailey 1965, 21, and more fully, Bailey 1988, 97, 217–218; Lynch 1994 . Faustus 
lamps are also known in the West, but they are not frequent occurrences . Oziol 1977, 78–79, lists their findspots .

81 None of the Tel Anafa Type Ai lamps are conclusively by Faustus (none preserve their bases), but Type Ai Faustus lamps from other 
locations are known .

82 Bailey 1965; 1985 .
83 L 406 should be added to the 22 lamps catalogued below . Its signature FVA[S] is paralleled on other lamps and appears to be one of 

several signatures of workers within the Faustus shop . It is also possible that L 351, catalogued with the discus fragments, is a Faustus lamp . 
The fragment bears a representation of Victory that is very close to a signed Faustus lamp on Delos: Bruneau 1965, no . 4576 .
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333 . As discussed in the introduction, NAA has provided a correction to this grouping, leading to the conclusion 
that the Tel Anafa Faustus lamps tested are quite homogeneous in their geochemical composition and, with one 
exception, are likely to have been produced at one location from a single clay source . Nonetheless, the identifica-
tion of other fabric groups among the samples tested from other sites supports the hypothesis that Faustus had 
a peripatetic career .

The lamps are arranged according to the pre-NAA fabric groupings listed above . 
Catalogued: 23 (including L 406) . Uncatalogued: 0 .
First appearance: ROM 1A .
Parallels: Antioch: Waagé 1941, 64, fig . 87, no . 27; Delos: Bruneau 1965, nos . 4576–78; Oboda: Negev 1974, 

pl . 15, no . 64 and one uncatalogued fragment; Negev 1986, no . 1123; Salamis: Oziol 1977, nos . 189 (not 129 as 
printed on p . 78), 226, 227, 246, 248, 250, 256, 264; Samaria: Crowfoot, Crowfoot, and Kenyon 1957, 371; Sayda: 
Hellmann 1985 no . 5; Bailey 1980, q 757; Bailey 1988, q 1886, q 1887, q 1889, q 1891, q 1892, q1903 (?), 
q 2284; CIL X .8053,77; CIL XIII .10001,130 a and b; CIL XV .6436 a and b; Flourentzos 1982, nos . 2, 7; Hayes 
1980, no . 373; Hellmann 1985, no . 30; Heres 1972, nos . 36, 47; Lerat 1954, no . 25; Metropolitan Museum of Art: 
74 .51 .2155, 74 .51 .2160, 74 .51 .2161, 74 .52 .2168; and Myres 1914, 2857–2864, 2866–2870, 2898; QdAP 9 (1942), 
nos . 420, 421, 428; Waldhauer 1914, nos . 183, 207 .

Date: late 1st century BCE to early 1st century CE .

L 312 TA69L1 Pl . 14
Loc . 2407  Stratum ARAB

Intact . L . 0 .101, W . 0 .0702, H . 0 .027 .
Semi fine fabric; surface: 7 .5yR 7/4 pink to 7 .5yR 7/6 

reddish yellow . Red slip, poorly preserved: 10R 4/6 to 10R 
4/8 red .

Shoulder profile: Loeschcke IIa . Discus: two figures seat-
ed on a couch, the left figure holding aloft an unidentifiable 
object in the right hand . Base: within ring, FAVSTI; bar below 
signature .

L 313 TA68L4 (NAA 1993) Pl . 14
Loc . 3202  Stratum ROM 1B or C

Discus fragment . Max . p . dim . 0 .046 .
Fabric and slip as previous; one shell inclusion is visible 

with a 16× hand lens .
The discus scene is the same as on the previous lamp, and 

the two lamps are from the same mold or from parallel series 
deriving from the same archetype .

L 314 TA79L5 (NAA 1993) Fig . 6, Pl . 14
Loc . 2924  Stratum ARAB

Lacks end of nozzle . P .L . 0 .087, W . 0 .072, H . 0 .03 .
Semi fine fabric . Slip on exterior and interior .
Shoulder profile: similar to Loeschcke IIa, but with one 

fewer rill . Discus: rosette with 22 petals springing from a tri-
ple molding around central filling hole . Base: within ring, 
FAVSTI .
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L 315 TA86L3 (NAA 1991, 1993) Pl . 14
Loc . 1612  Stratum ROM 1C

Four joining and two non-joining fragments of base, wall, dis-
cus, and nozzle . P .L . (of joining fragments) 0 .063, W . 0 .07 .

Semi fine fabric . Slip on top, bottom, and trace on inte-
rior bottom .

Discus: lion attacking animal (?) . Base: within ring de-
fined by circles, a complete signature, FAVSTI; the incision is 
shallow and the base encrusted, but the signature is certain 
and can be easily read with the assistance of a hand lens .

L 316 TA68L58 (NAA 1993) Pl . 14
Loc . 3208  Stratum ROM 1A or B

Fragment of base and wall . Max . p . dim . 0 .034 .
Semi fine fabric . Slip on exterior .
Base: Within ring, FA]ṾSTI . 

L 317 TA78L41 Pl . 14
Loc . 7404  Stratum ARAB 1

Fragment of base . Max . p . dim . 0 .026 .
Possibly semi fine fabric . Slip on exterior and interior . On 

base F]ẠVISTI (sic). 

L 318 TA78L18 (NAA 1993) Pl . 14
Loc . 2813 .1  Stratum ROM 1C
TA70L121 Loc . 2804 (debris rubble MB) Stratum ROM 1B or C 

Three joining fragments of base, wall, shoulder, rim, and dis-
cus . Max . p . dim . 0 .061, H . 0 .022 .

Semi fine fabric . Slip on top and bottom .
Shoulder profile: Loeschcke IIa . Discus: rosette . Base: 

within ring, F]ẠVṢṬ[I] . 

L 319 TA81L1 (NAA 1993) Pl . 14
Loc . 9115  Stratum ROM 1B

Nozzle and part of wall and base . P .L . 0 .077 .
Semi fine fabric . Traces of red slip on interior and exte-

rior .
Base, within ring: FẠ[VSTI] . 

L 320 TA78L37 (NAA 1993) Pl . 14
Loc . 7414  Stratum ARAB

Fragment of base . Max . p . dim . 0 .026 .
Semi fine fabric . Slip on exterior . On recessed base: 

FẠ[VSTI] . 

L 321 (NAA 1993) Pl . 14
Loc . 7114 (fill UMB) Stratum ROM 1B 

Part of discus, rim, shoulder, wall, and base . P .L . 0 .062, W . 
0 .065, H . 0 .023 .

Fine hard pink fabric . Red slip on exterior .
Discus: preserves head of Athena facing left . Base: within 

ring, part of the first (or last?) letter of a signature . The sig-
nature could be read F̣[AVSTI], but this is far from certain . 

L 322 (NAA 1993) Pl . 14
Loc . balk trim

Fragment of base . Max . p . dim . 0 .05 .
Fine hard pink fabric . Red slip on exterior .
Within ring, F̣Ạ[VSTI] . 

L 323 (NAA 1993) Pl . 14
Loc . 5740  Stratum ARAB 1

Fragment of base and wall . Max . p . dim . 0 .043 .
Fine hard fabric . Surface light brown to pink with traces 

of red slip on exterior; core and interior are gray, the result of 
post-deposition burning . Base: within ring, FAVS]TI .

L 324 (NAA 1993) Pl . 14
Loc . 9212  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of base . Max . p . dim . 0 .024 .
Fine hard pink fabric . Red slip on exterior .
Within ring, F]ẠVṢ[TI] . 

L 325 (NAA 1993) Pl . 14
Loc . 1614  Stratum ROM 1C or later

Fragment of base . Max . p . dim . 0 .034 .
Fine hard pink fabric . Red slip on exterior .
Within ring, F]ẠṾṢṬI ̣; very faint . 

L 326 (NAA 1993) Pl . 14
Loc . 5306  Stratum MODERN

Fragment of base . Max . p . dim . 0 .034 .
Fine hard pink fabric . Traces of red slip on exterior .
Base: within ring, FAṾ[STI] .

L 327 (NAA 1993) Pl . 14
Loc . 2104  Stratum ARAB/MODERN

Fragment of base . Max . p . dim . 0 .023 .
Fine hard fabric with black and red inclusions . Traces of 

red slip on interior and exterior .
Within ring, FẠ[VSTI] . 

L 328 TA68L25 (NAA 1993) Pl . 14
Loc . 3201  Stratum MODERN

Fragment of base . Max . p . dim . 0 .033 .
Fine hard fabric: 2 .5yR 6/6 light red . Dark brown slip on 

exterior; traces of red slip on interior .
Base: within ring, FAV]ṢTI . 
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L 329 TA68L42 (NAA 1991, 1993) Pl . 14
Loc . 2019  Stratum MODERN

Fragment of base and wall . Max . p . dim . 0 .046 .
Fine hard fabric: 7 .5yR 7/4 pink . Dark brown slip on ex-

terior; traces of red slip on interior .
Base: within ring, FA]ṾSTI .
Bailey examined this lamp and considers the fabric close 

to Petra fabric . 

L 330 TA69L35 (NAA 1993) Pl . 14
Loc . 2400  Stratum MODERN

Fragment of base . Max . p . dim . 0 .031 .
Medium hard fabric: 10yR 7/3 very pale brown . Traces of 

yellowish brown slip .
Base: within ring, F[AVSTI] .

L 331 TA81L7 (NAA 1993) Pl . 14
Loc . 5801  Stratum MODERN

Fragment of base . Max . p . dim . 0 .027 .
Fine hard fabric: 7 .5yR 7/4 pink to 10yR 8/3 very pale 

brown . Dark brown slip on exterior and interior . Base: within 
ring, F]ẠṾSTI; short, vertical impression beneath the A . 

L 332 (NAA 1993) Pl . 14
Loc . 7618  Stratum ROM 1A

Fragment of base . Max . p . dim . 0 .027 .
Fine hard fabric: pinkish gray .
Base: within ring, FA]VST[I]; very difficult to read .

L 333 TA80L30 (NAA 1991, 1993) Pl . 14
Loc . 7205  Stratum ROM 1B

Two joining and one non-joining fragment of base, wall, 
shoulder, rim, and discus . Max . p . dim . 0 .048 .

Fine hard thin-walled fabric: 5y 8/2 white . Traces of dark 
brown slip on top and bottom . Fabric and slip close to Bailey 
1988, q 1892, a lamp from Egypt . Bailey has examined this 
lamp and considers that it is close to the fabric of certain 
lamps from Egypt . Shoulder form not recorded by Loeschcke 
but closely paralleled by L 292, a lamp of Type Ai . Base: 
within ring, F] STI . This appears to be F̣ASTI (the A lacks its 
crossbar), a misspelling of F̣AVSTI .

VIII .D . BAILEy TyPE AIII: VOLUTE LAMPS WITH DISCUS AND ANGULAR NOZZLE (L 334–338)

In this type, the rim separates the discus from the nozzle and eliminates the channel that characterizes Type 
Ai . Rim profiles of the earlier lamps of the type are close to Loeschcke shoulder forms I and IIa; and while tend-
ing toward shoulder forms IIIa and IIIb, they are not fully developed as in Bailey’s Claudian to Flavian lamps q 
797 to q 827 . The angular voluted nozzle is the same as employed on Bailey Type Ai .

While Bailey’s type as a whole dates from the late Augustan to the early Flavian period, the 32 Tel Anafa exam-
ples are similar to the earlier lamps of the type, Bailey’s q 776 to q 796, which belong to the Augustan-Tiberian 
period or, at the latest, to the Claudian or Neronian period . Bailey’s Claudian to early Flavian lamps, q 797 to q 
827, are not paralleled at Tel Anafa .

Catalogued: 5 . Uncatalogued: 27 .
First appearance: ROM 1B .
Parallels: Cosa: Fitch and Goldman 1994, nos . 455–493; Haltern: Schnurbein 1977, fig . 5 .1; Oboda: Negev 

1986, no . 1128 (see below L 335) . Bailey 1980, Type Aiii, q 776–q 796; Broneer 1930, Type XXII; Loeschcke 
1919, Type IB . Additional parallels are cited in the catalogue entries .

Date: first half of the 1st century CE .

L 334 TA78L14 Pl . 15
Loc . 7205  Stratum ROM 1B

Two joining and one non-joining fragments preserve most of 
nozzle and part of discus, rim, and shoulder . P .L . (two joining 
pieces) 0 .082, est . W . 0 .08 .

Semi fine fabric . Slipped on top and on interior but in-
completely on underside .

Shoulder form: Loeschcke IIa (cf . Bailey 1980, q 786, q 
787) . Discus: rosette of narrow petals, to extent preserved .

L 335 Pl . 15
Loc . 7205  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of discus, rim, shoulder, and nozzle . P .L . 0 .037 .
Semi fine fabric .
Discus: rosette; framed by three moldings . See Negev 

1986, no . 1128, for a lamp of identical form and decoration 
but of different fabric .
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L 336 TA86L2 Pl . 15
Loc . 1612  Stratum ROM 1C

Lacks part of base and wall; small chips from rim and shoul-
der . L . 0 .099, W . 0 .071, H . 0 .025 .

Fine hard orange fabric . Red slip, mottled on underside 
of lamp .

Shoulder form: Loeschcke IIa to IIIa (early) . Discus: lion 
standing to left on ground line, front legs straight and se-
curely planted, head raised and mouth open . Base: two con-
centric circles create the effect of a ring base .

Zouhdi 1974, no . 336: lamp of same type; very close shoul-
der profile; lion crouching to left on a ground line; filling 
hole below .

L 337 TA70L120 Pl . 15
Loc . 2606  Stratum ROM 1B or C

Lacks tip of nozzle and portions of all parts of lamp . Max . p . 
dim . 0 .061 .

Fine hard fabric: 5y 7/3 pale yellow . Slip: 5y 3/2 dark 
olive gray .

Shoulder form: close to Loeschcke IIa . Discus: gladiato-
rial scene preserving most of a Samnite facing front, shield in 
left hand and sword arm lowered .

Parallel: Negev 1974, no . 67 .

L 338 TA81L4 Pl . 15
Loc . 7914  Stratum ARAB 1

Fragment of discus, rim, and shoulder . P .L . 0 .06 .
Fabric and slip as L 337 .
The shoulder form, an early version of Loeschcke IIIb, 

allows the lamp to be placed in the Aiii catagory . Discus: Vic-
tory standing on globe holding wreath in right hand, palm 
branch (mostly missing) in left . See Bailey 1980, q 1321, for 
the motif on a later lamp .

VIII .E . BAILEy TyPE AIV: VOLUTE LAMPS WITH WIDE OR ROUNDED SHOULDER (L 339)
 
The distinguishing characteristic of this group is the presence of a slightly wider shoulder form (Loeschcke 

IIb, IVb) or a rounded shoulder (Loeschcke VIa, VIIa, VIIb) (Bailey 1980, 147) . L 339 belongs to the latter group 
and employs a shoulder form of Loeschcke V, a rounded shoulder close to shoulder form VIb . Lamps of this 
group possess angular nozzles . A single fragment of this type was found at Tel Anafa .

Catalogued: 1 . Uncatalogued: 0 .
First appearance: ROM 1B .
Parallels: Bailey Type Aiv, esp . q 831; Loeschcke Type IB .
Date: late Augustan to Neronian for the group as a whole, but the Tel Anafa example is not paralleled among 

the later lamps of the group and should be dated to the first half of the 1st century CE .

L 339 TA70L13 Pl . 15
Loc . 2907  Stratum ROM 1B

Lacks tip of nozzle . P .L . 0 .074, W . 0 .065, H . 0 .027 .
Fabric and slip as L 337 .
Shoulder form: Loeschcke V . Discus: three rings sur-

round filling hole leaving a small plain area; petals of rosette 
radiate from outer of these rings . Two concentric circles cre-
ate the effect of a ring base .

Close in form and decoration to Bailey 1980, q 831, dated 
in the first third of the 1st century CE .
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VIII .F . FRAGMENTS

Presented here are discus fragments with figural or decorative scenes that are sufficiently preserved to be 
identified, or at least commented upon, and certain nozzle and base fragments . Relegated to uncatalogued status 
are plain discus fragments, several poorly preserved rosette decorations, and fragments whose relief decoration is 
illegible or so minimally preserved that identification is usually uncertain . In the discus section the lamps of semi 
fine fabric are presented first, followed by fragments of other fabrics; nozzles and bases are not divided by fabric . 
Parallels are cited in the individual catalogue entries . The following fragments all appear to belong to Bailey’s 
Type A and to date from the late first century BCE to no later than the middle of the first century CE .

Catalogued: 59 .

VIII.F.1. dISCUS FRAgMENTS: SEMI FINE FABRIC (L 340–359)

Animals

L 340 TA80L3 Pl . 15
Loc . 7915  Stratum ROM 1B

Max . p . dim . 0 .037 .
Elephant facing right engaged in combat with a large 

snake .
Very close, possibly from same mold: Rey-Coquais 1963, 

no . 10, a lamp of Bailey Type Aiii, said to be from Amrit; 
signed L Mụ .

L 341 TA78L2 Pl . 15
Loc . 7205  Stratum ROM 1B

Max . p . dim . 0 .035 .
Dog attacking wild boar . Preserved is the head of the dog, 

attacking from the left, and the front half of the boar, ap-
proaching from the right . Part of filling hole above head of 
dog .

L 342 Pl . 15
Loc . 7823  Stratum ROM 1B+ or C

Fragment of discus . Max . p . dim . 0 .021 .
Part of a frog?

Erotic Scenes

L 343 TA69L70C Pl . 15
Loc . 2403  Stratum ARAB

Max . p . dim . 0 .029 .
Part of erotic scene . Head, torso, and part of arms of man 

reclining to right .

L 344 TA69L123 Pl . 15
Loc . 3304  Stratum ROM 1C

Max . p . dim . 0 .033 .
Shoulder form: Loeschcke IIa . Discus: preserved are the 

end of a bed and the head and arm of a woman who cups her 
chin in her hand .

Scene as Bailey 1980, q 935, with man approaching from 
the rear .

L 345 TA73L24 Pl . 15
Loc . 1421  Stratum ROM 1 or later fill
TA73L72 Loc . 1417  Stratum ARAB

Two joining fragments of discus . P .L . 0 .031 .
Scene as Bailey 1980, q 828, q 922, q 880, q 1078 . Pre-

served are the left end of a bed with part of filling hole be-
neath, and most of man and woman . The man is kneeling to 
right and holding the woman’s right leg over his head .

Additional parallel: Zouhdi 1974, no . 17, pl . 3, p . 173, bot-
tom center; not numbered on plate .

L 346 TA78L1 Pl . 15
Loc . 7205  Stratum ROM 1B

Max . p . dim . 0 .042 .
Man reclining to right with woman, preserved from waist 

down, facing away but reaching back to touch man’s right 
shoulder .

L 347 Pl . 15
Loc . 5921  Stratum ROM 2 or later

Fragment of discus . Max . p . dim . 0 .026 .
The discus preserves the head, torso, and extended right 

arm of a man who reclines to the left .
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L 349 Pl . 15
Loc . 9114  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of discus preserves most of a military helmet with 
cheekpieces and voluted bands; to right part of sword and 
below part of an oval shield . Max . p . dim . 0 .031 .

Parallel: Bailey 1980, q 1127 .

L 350 Pl . 15
Loc . 9114  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of discus preserves most of a military helmet with 
cheekpieces and voluted bands . Max . p . dim . 0 .025 .

Military Equipment

L 348 Pl . 15
Loc . 9112  Stratum ROM 1C

Fragment of discus preserving most of a military helmet with 
cheekpieces and voluted bands; next to the helmet a sword . 
Max . p . dim . 0 .028 .

Parallel: Bailey 1980, q 1127 .

Religion and Myth

L 351 TA69L33 Pl . 15
Loc . 3304  Stratum ROM 1C

Max . p . dim . 0 .033 .
Victory facing left, preserved from knees down; drapery 

fluttering behind .
Very close to Bruneau 1965, no . 4576, a Faustus lamp . 

Similar to Bailey 1988, q 1891, also a Faustus lamp . Different 
from both in fabric .

L 352 Pl . 15
Loc . 7823  Stratum ROM 1B+ or C

Fragment of discus . Max . p . dim . 0 .029 .
Head, forequarters, and part of wing of a griffin leaping 

to the right .
Parallels: Zouhdi 1974, pl . 4, bottom row, center; unnum-

bered . Similar to Bailey 1980, q 767 .

L 353 TA78L26 Pl . 15
Loc . 7205  Stratum ROM 1B

Max . p . dim . 0 .025 .
Griffin, lacking forequarters, lower rear legs, and most of 

tail, leaping to right . See L 352 .

Rosettes and Other Floral or Vegetal designs

L 354 TA78L19 Pl . 15
Loc . 7315/7404  Stratum ROM 2+

Three joining and three non-joining fragments preserve 
most of discus, rim, and shoulder and a small portion of wall 
and base . Est . W . 0 .07 .

Shoulder form: similar to Loeschcke IIb . Discus: wreath, 
quite indistinct . Parallel: Zouhdi 1974, pl . 7, top row, second 
from left; unnumbered . Also compare L 390 and L 391 .

L 355 TA69L82 Pl . 15
Loc . 2521  Stratum ROM 1B

Max . p . dim . 0 .04 .
Shoulder form: Loeschcke IIb . Discus: rosette of narrow 

petals .

L 356 Pl . 15
Loc . 7601 (fill rubble)  Stratum ARAB

Fragment of discus . Max . p . dim . 0 .02 .
Preserved is most of a trilobate leaf .
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Miscellaneous decoration

L 357 TA78L10 Pl . 15
Loc . 7205  Stratum ROM 1B

Max . p . dim . 0 .042 .
Seated female figure, draped, facing left; hair pulled to 

rear of head and gathered into a bun; left hand, enveloped 
in drapery, extends downward; right is raised from elbow and 
grasps crooked implement (pedum?) that is held in front 
of the body . The figure is similar to the personification of a 
province on the right of the cuirass of the Primaporta Augus-
tus . The figure may be a muse or a poetess .

Cf . Rey-Coquais 1963, no . 5, a lamp of Type Ai, reported 
to have been found at Tyre, depicting an old man (a poet or 
a philosopher?) seated to the right and holding an instru-
ment or scroll in his raised left hand . The representation of a 
single, seated figure (muse, poet, or other) is distinctive and 
suggests that the Rey-Coquais lamp and the Tel Anafa lamp 
are products of the same designer or at least of the same re-
gional trend in lamp decoration .

L 358 Pl . 15
Loc . 9115  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of discus . Max . p . dim . 0 .04 .
Boxer kneeling to right on right knee; left elbow resting 

on left knee and forearm raised to support chin with hand . 
Possibly a hand behind shoulders .

Similar: Rosenthal and Sivan 1978, no . 127; Heres 1972, 
no . 63; Menzel 1969, no . 189; Oziol 1977, no . 409 .

L 359 Pl . 15
Loc . 7425  Stratum ROM 1B or C

Fragment of discus . Max . p . dim . 0 .027 .
Nude male (lacking head, left leg, and right leg below 

thigh) in three-quarter stance to right; right arm raised to 
right .

VIII.F.2. dISCUS FRAgMENTS: OTHER FABRICS (L 360–398)

Animals

L 360 TA68L38 Pl . 15
Loc . 3009  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1

Max . p . dim . 0 .023 .
Fine hard fabric: Light yellowish brown . Brown slip .
Tail of a dolphin .

L 361 TA68L48 Pl . 15
Loc . 2301  Stratum MODERN

Max . p . dim . 0 .024 .
Fine hard pink fabric . Red slip .
Pig facing right; lacks front legs and hindquarters . Sur-

rounded by other minimally preserved and unidentifiable 
elements . Part of filling hole preserved below belly of pig .

L 362 TA69L31/TA72L40 Pl . 15
Loc . 2521/21305  Stratum ROM 1B

Two joining and one non-joining fragment of discus, rim, 
shoulder, and nozzle volute . Max . p . dim . 0 .057 (the two join-
ing fragments, TA69L31) .

Fine hard fabric: 10yR 7/2 light gray (unscraped break is 
a more yellowish 7/3 very pale brown) . Slip: 7 .5yR N3/ very 
dark gray .

Shoulder profile: Loeschcke IIa . Discus: a lioness, attack-
ing to right, brings down a gazelle or similar animal . Paral-
lels: Zouhdi 1974, nos . 18, 19 .

L363 TA73L21 Pl . 15
Loc . 5203  Stratum ARAB/MODERN

Max . p . dim . 0 .021 .
Fine hard fabric: Pinkish brown . Red slip on exterior and 

interior . Possibly semi fine fabric . 
Head, ear, and neck of an animal (goat?) facing left .

L 364 TA78L36 Pl . 15
Loc . 2828  Stratum ROM 1B

Max . p . dim . 0 .027 .
Fine hard fabric: light yellowish brown . Light to dark 

brown slip .
Head, neck, and body of animal (goat?) facing left; above 

its back a large leaf or branch .

L 365 TA79L3  Pl . 15
Loc . 7512  Stratum ARAB

Max . p . dim . 0 .035 .
Fine hard fabric: Pinkish brown . Red slip .
Dog attacking a boar, both moving to right . Boar lacks 

head and legs; dog lacks hindquarters . For the same composi-
tion, see Goethert-Polaschek 1985, no . 169 .
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L 366 TA80L4 Pl . 15
Loc . 5740  Stratum ARAB 1

Max . p . dim . 0 .044 .
Gray fabric with black slip on exterior and partially on 

interior . In fabric and slip this fragment is comparable to the 
Hellenistic lamps of gray fabric from the site .

Eros riding a dolphin to left . Dolphin lacks front of head 
and end of tail; eros lacks head, upper torso, and arms . To 
rear of eros, some drapery; in front an unidentifiable ele-
ment . Part of the filling hole is preserved in front of the eros; 
an air hole is located in front of the head of the dolphin . The 
clay is thick and the decoration carefully executed in high 
relief . Thickness at head of dolphin is 0 .008; below dolphin, 
where there is no relief decoration, the thickness is 0 .004 . 
This appears to be an early example of a Roman lamp pro-
duced in a shop that had been making thick-walled Hellenis-
tic forms in gray fabric .

L 367  Pl . 15
Loc . 1611  Stratum ARAB

Fragment of discus, rim, shoulder, and wall . Max . p . dim . 
0 .05 .

Fine hard pink fabric . Red slip .
Dolphin tail .

L 368 Pl . 15
Loc . 5532  Stratum ROM 1B or C

Fragment of discus . Max . p . dim . 0 .027 .
Fine hard pinkish fabric . Red slip . The clay is quite thick .
Hindquarters of an animal crouching to right . Possibly a 

sphinx or a flying Pegasus or griffin as something (a wing?) is 
present above the animal’s back .

L 369 Pl . 15
Loc . 5617  Stratum ROM 1B or later

Fragment of discus . Max . p . dim . 0 .036 .
Fine hard yellowish brown fabric . Dark brown to black 

slip on exterior and interior .
Legs and part of wing of a bird advancing to left .

L 370 Pl . 15
Loc . 7228  Stratum ARAB

Fragment of discus . Max . p . dim . 0 .03 .
Fine hard buff fabric . Reddish brown slip .
Rear half of a deer or similar animal leaping to right .

L 371 Pl . 15
Loc . 7823  Stratum ROM 1B+ or C

Fragment of discus . Max . p . dim . 0 .03 .
Fine hard pink fabric . Red slip .
Animal reclining to right, lacking head and forequarters .

L 372 Pl . 16
Loc . 7823  Stratum ROM 1B+ or C fill 

Fragment of discus . Max . p . dim . 0 .033 .
Fine hard light brown fabric . Brown slip on exterior .
Two horses of a biga running to right; ineffective overlap-

ping and badly proportioned heads . Preserved are the heads 
and forequarters of two horses (one being almost completely 
overlapped), four legs, and reins .

L 373 Pl . 16
Loc . 8201  Stratum MODERN

Max . p . dim . 0 .032 .
Fine hard fabric: light yellowish brown .
Eagle facing front with head turned to left and wings 

somewhat outspread .

L 374 Pl . 16
Loc . 8436  Stratum ROM 1B or C

Fragment of discus . P .L . 0 .032, P .W . 0 .035 .
Fine hard fabric: light yellowish brown . Dark brown slip .
Discus: on ground line, a billy goat, to left; filling hole 

below ground line .

L 375 Pl . 16
Loc . 9101/9102 .1  Stratum ARAB 1

Fragment of discus . Max . p . dim . 0 .033 .
Fine hard pink fabric . Brown slip . 
Stag (or possibly two) leaping to right .

L 376 Pl . 16
Loc . 9313  Stratum ARAB

Fragment of discus . Max . p . dim . 0 .026 .
Fine hard pink fabric . Red slip .
Head and most of forequarters of a lion, to left .
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Erotic Scenes

L 377 Pl . 16
Loc . 5408  Stratum ARAB 1

Fragment of discus . Max . p . dim . 0 .022 .
Fine hard pink fabric . Worn brownish slip .
Discus: head, arms, and torso of a woman in erotic 

scene—as on Bailey 1980,
q 800, i .e ., a scene of a man reclining and a woman on 

her hands and knees away from him .

gladiators

L 378 TA79L12 Pl . 16
Loc . 7708  Stratum ROM 1B

Max . p . dim . 0 .037 .
Fine hard buff fabric . Dark brown slip .
Shoulder form: Loeschcke IIb . Discus: probably a gladia-

tor with bare torso seen from rear, helmet, raised right arm; 
figure not preserved from waist down .

L 379 TA80L12 Pl . 16
Loc . 7134  Stratum ROM 1B

Max . p . dim . 0 .035 .
Fine hard fabric: light yellowish brown . Light to dark 

brown slip .
Hoplomachus (?) in three-quarter stance to left, in short 

tuniclike garment draped across chest, wearing greaves, arm 
protection on left sword arm, shield in right hand .

Similar in stance and attire to the gladiators described as 
Thracians on Heres 1972, nos . 50, 51 . Also, Negev 1974, no . 
66; 1986, no . 1108 .

L 380 TA68L41 Pl . 16
Loc . 1208  Stratum ARAB 2

Max . p . dim . 0 .044 .
Medium hard pink fabric . Red slip .
Samnite, head and most of legs not preserved, standing 

in frontal position with shield in left hand, sword (not pre-
served) in lowered right; right arm bound for protection .

L 381 Pl . 16
Loc . 7823  Stratum ROM 1B+ or C fill

Fragment of discus, rim, and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .04 .
Fine hard fabric: 5y 8/2 white . Slip on exterior: light to 

dark brown . 
Shoulder profile: Loeschcke IIa . Gladiator in crested hel-

met extends left arm and raises right sword arm; the gladia-
tor is depicted from the rear with head in left profile .

L 382 Pl . 16
Loc . 9212  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of discus, rim, and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .035 .
Fine hard yellowish brown fabric . Dark brown to black 

slip on exterior .
Shoulder profile: Loeschcke IIa . Discus: gladiator, facing 

front, preserved from head to groin but lacking helmet and 
left arm; brandishing sword in raised right arm .

Military Equipment

L 383 Pl . 16
Loc . 7710  Stratum ROM 1B

Max . p . dim . 0 .056 .
Fine hard pink fabric . Red slip .
Shoulder profile: Loeschcke IIa, tending toward IIIa . Dis-

cus: military equipment . Preserved are a crested helmet with 
cheekpieces and voluted band depicted in profile, as well as 
a sword .

See Bruneau 1965, no . 4573, for a similar complete dis-
cus .
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L 385 Pl . 16
Loc . 9112  Stratum ROM 1C

Fragment of discus . Max . p . dim . 0 .042 .
Fine hard light yellowish brown fabric . Slip: dark brown 

to orange .
Feline advancing to left and restrained or guided by an at-

tendant clad in a cape that flows behind him . The attendant 
advances with right foot on a ground line (below feline), car-
ries a staff in his left hand and, leaning forward, holds the 
feline by the collar with his right . As the scene probably refers 
to the Dionysiac thiasos, the fragment is placed under the 
heading of religion and myth . A complete lamp in the Da-
mascus National Museum indicates that the photograph of 
the Tel Anafa lamp should be rotated slightly counterclock-
wise .

Parallel: Zouhdi 1974, no . 12 . 

L 386 Pl . 16
Loc . 7639  Stratum ROM 1A

Fragment of discus and rim . Max . p . dim . 0 .03 .
Fine hard fabric: 10yR 8/2 white . Reddish brown slip .
The discus preserves part of a wreath held by Victory .
As on Bailey 1980, q829 or q870 .

Religion and Myth

L 384 TA79L1 Pl . 16
Loc . 8216  Stratum ARAB/MODERN

Max . p . dim . 0 .023 .
Fine hard fabric: 2 .5y 7/2 light gray . Slip: light yellowish 

brown to dark brown .
Discus: Hermes in three-quarter view to proper right; pre-

served are neck, draped torso, left hand and arm, which hold 
caduceus over left shoulder .

Rays, Rosettes, and Other Floral or Vegetal designs

L 387 TA69L45 Pl . 16
Loc . 2400  Stratum MODERN

Max . p . dim . 0 .047 .
Fine hard fabric: 5yR 8/2 white . Slip: 10yR 2/1 black .
Trefoil palmettes alternate with plain petals .
Parallels: Goethert-Polaschek 1985, nos . 29, 34, 35; and 

Farka 1977, 319 (a lamp of Type Ai), where the same alternat-
ing elements are used to produce a cruciform design .

L 388 TA70L19 Pl . 16
Loc . 21006  Stratum ROM 1A+

Fragment of discus and nozzle . Max . p . dim . 0 .039 .
Medium soft fabric: 7 .5yR 7/4 pink; red and black inclu-

sions .
Discus: rays as far as preserved, surrounded by three 

moldings of approximately equal width, the innermost slop-
ing inward toward the discus . Nozzle: flat top decorated with 
a palmette; left volute preserved . The palmette decoration 
on the nozzle is a lingering Hellenistic trait .

L 389 TA78L12 Pl . 16
Loc . balk trim

Max . p . dim . 0 .039 .
Fine hard fabric: 7 .5yR 8/4 pink . Slip: mottled; light 

orange to dark brown .
Part of two large petals of a four-petal rosette . A fragment 

from the same or a similar lamp is uncatalogued: bas . 7 .6 .129 .

L 390 TA78L35 Pl . 16
Loc . 7414  Stratum ARAB

Max . p . dim . 0 .035 
Fine hard fabric: 5yR 7/4 pink . Slip: 2 .5yR 4/6 red .
Most of one vine leaf preserved . Parallel: Zouhdi 1974, pl . 

7, top row second from left; unnumbered .

L 391 TA80L25 Pl . 16
Loc . 8419  Stratum ROM 1B)

Max . p . dim . 0 .033 .
Fine hard fabric: 5yR 7/4 pink . Slip: 2 .5yR 4/6 red .
Vine with leaves and grape clusters . The fragment is from 

the same lamp as L 390, or it belongs to a similar one .
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L 393 7 .2 .23 Pl . 16
Loc . 7205  tratum ROM 1B fill

Fragment of discus, rim, and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .03 .
Fine hard fabric: light yellowish brown . Slip: mottled light 

to dark brown .
Shoulder form: Loeschcke IIb . Discus: closely spaced rays, 

as far as preserved . Similar: Perlzweig 1961, no . 22 .

L 392 Pl . 16
Loc . 5844/91129114  Stratum ROM 1B

Three joining fragments of discus from three separate loci . 
Max . p . dim . 0 .064 .

Fine hard fabric: pink core; yellow green surface . Dark 
brown to black slip on exterior . Some red slip on interior . 

Central filling hole surrounded by a plain zone framed 
by three moldings; petals spring from outer molding and 
are framed by the (largely lacking) moldings of the rim and 
shoulder .

Shells

L 394 Pl . 16
Loc . 7825  Stratum ROM 1C+

Fragment of discus . Max . p . dim . 0 .03 .
Fine hard pink fabric . Dark brown slip .
Base of a shell .

L 395 Pl . 16
Loc . 8225  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of discus . Max . p . dim . 0 .037 .
Fine hard pink fabric . Red slip .
Overlapping shells, radiating from filling hole .

Miscellaneous decoration

L 396 Pl . 16
Loc . 5844  Stratum ROM 1C or 2

Fragment of discus and rim . Max . p . dim . 0 .025 .
Fine hard pink fabric . Red slip .
Discus: Wheel of a chariot . Parallels: Negev 1974, no . 72; 

Rosenthal and Sivan 1978, no . 128; Bailey 1980, q 883; 1988, 
q 2283 .

L 397 Pl . 16
Loc . 1408  Stratum MODERN

Max . p . dim . 0 .02 .
Leg and flowing drapery similar to representations of a 

maenad dancing to left: Rosenthal and Sivan 1978, no . 57; 
Bailey 1980, q 787; Heres 1972, no . 40 .

L 398 Pl . 16
Loc . 7915  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of discus, rim, and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .037 .
Fine hard yellowish brown fabric . Light to dark brown 

slip . 
Shoulder profile: close to Loeschcke IIb . Discus: infant 

seated toward left . See Bailey 1980, q 769; 1988, q 1500, q 
1505, q 2281, and q 2294, for lamps depicting the infant 
Harpokrates, the infant Herakles, and seated erotes .

VIII.F.3. NOZZLES (L 399–400)

L 399 Pl . 16
Loc . 7710  Stratum ROM 1B 

Most of a large voluted nozzle . P .L . 0 .064 .
Fine hard pink fabric .

L 400 TA78L17/L24  Pl . 16
Loc . 7205/7208  Stratum ROM 1B

Two non-joining pieces of a fairly large lamp mended from 
seven fragments and preserving part of the nozzle, shoulder, 
wall, and base . (In the illustration on pl . 16, the small central 
fragment has not been joined to the larger base fragment .) 
P .L . (nozzle fragment) 0 .062, H . 0 .039 .

Fine hard fabric: 5yR 7/4 pink . Slip: mottled, red to dark 
brown .

Ring base .
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VIII.F.4. BASE FRAgMENTS (L 401–406)

L 401 Pl . 16
Loc . 8219  Stratum ROM 2 or later

Fragment of rim, shoulder, nozzle volute, wall, and base . P .L . 
0 .05 .

Fine hard fabric: 5y 8/2 white . Slip on exterior and inte-
rior: mottled light to dark brown .

Base: within ring, fragmentary signature .

L 402 TA78L11a&b Pl . 16
Loc . 7212  Stratum ROM 1B

Two non-joining fragments preserve part of discus, wall, han-
dle, and base . P .L . (larger fragment) 0 .042 .

Fine hard fabric: 7 .5yR 8/4 pink . Slip: mottled yellowish 
brown to dark brown on exterior with some on floor of inte-
rior . 

Discus: filling hole framed by five rings . Ring handle, bro-
ken . Base: within ring defined by grooves, a tabella ansata with 
an illegible signature .

L 403 TA79L13 Pl . 16
Loc . 7100  Stratum MODERN

Max . p . dim . 0 .027 .
Fine hard fabric: 5yR 7/4 pink . Red slip .
Within ring, fragmentary signature; illegible .

L 404 Pl . 16
Loc . 8218  Stratum ROM 1B+

Max . p . dim . 0 .042 .
Fine hard pink fabric . Traces of orange slip .
Within ring, one or two indistinct, incised letters .

L 405 Pl . 16
Loc . 8222  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of base . Max . p . dim . 0 .028 .
Fine hard pink fabric . Traces of red slip on interior .
Within three rings, part of an incised signature; too frag-

mentary to be read .

L 406 Pl . 16
Loc . 9112  Stratum ROM 1C 

Fragment of base . Max . p . dim . 0 .026 .
Fine hard pink fabric . Slip: red to dark brown on exterior; 

red on interior .
Within ring, FVẠ[ . . .]; possibly FVASTI, a misspelling of 

FAVSTI . 

VIII .G . LAMPS WITH ROUNDED SHOULDERS (L 407–415)

The fragmentary nature of the following lamps makes it impossible to characterize their type with great pre-
cision . They bear similarities to Bailey Types Aiv and Type B . The common feature uniting the fragments is the 
rounded rim and shoulder . As none of the lamps displays fully developed shoulder forms and as all come from 
contexts datable to the first half of the first century CE, it is possible to place the fragments near the beginning 
of the rounded rim series .84 There is no reason to date any of the nine fragments of this type from Tel Anafa later 
than the middle of the first century CE . 

Catalogued: 9 . Uncatalogued: 0 .
First appearance: ROM 1B .
Parallels: See individual catalogue entries .
Date: First half of the 1st century CE .

84 John W . Hayes has examined these fragments and concurs with this opinion .
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L 407 Pl . 16
Loc . 9111/9113  Stratum ROM 1B

Two non-joining fragments of same lamp preserving part 
of discus, rim, shoulder, and nozzle . Max . p . dim . 0 .033 and 
0 .031 .

Fine hard fabric: 5yR 7/4 pink (core); surface is a yellow-
ish green . Black slip on exterior, partially on interior . 

Shoulder form: close to Loeschcke VIb . Discus: rosette of 
double petals . Nozzle: preserves inner edge of filling hole; 
volute intrudes upon shoulder . For similar shoulder forms 
and volute intruding upon shoulder, see Bailey 1980, q 831 
(Type Aiv; dated first third of the 1st century CE) and q 936 
(Type Biv; dated ca . 40–80 CE) .

L 408 Pl . 16
Loc . 8310  Stratum ARAB/MODERN

Fragment of discus, rim, shoulder, and volute . Max . p . dim . 
0 .039 .

Fine hard fabric: about 2 .5y 8/2 white; the unscraped 
break is a more yellow 10yR 8/3 very pale brown . Thin 
brownish slip .

Several rills between discus and outward sloping shoul-
der . Nozzle volute intrudes upon shoulder . Similar: Bailey 
1980, q 944 .

L 409 Pl . 16
Loc . 7205  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of discus, rim, and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .037 .
Semi fine fabric . Red slip .
Shoulder form: close to Loeschcke VIb . From the same 

basket came fragments of at least six uncatalogued lamps; all 
belong to Bailey Type A and can be dated to the Augustan-
Tiberian period . There is no reason to place this lamp signifi-
cantly later .

L 410 Pl . 16
Loc . 7301 .1  Stratum ROM 1C

Fragment of discus, rim, shoulder, and volute . Max . p . dim . 
0 .025 .

Fine hard light gray fabric . Mottled light to dark brown 
slip . 

Shoulder form: Loeschcke VIIb (the two circular ridges 
framing the discus are not viewed as structural components 
of the rim) . Discus: plain as far as preserved . For a similar 
profile, cf . Hayes 1980, no . 223, dated mid-1st century CE or 
a little later .

L 411 Pl . 16
Loc . 7315  Stratum ROM 2+

Fragment of discus, rim, and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .025 .
Same fabric, slip, and form as L 410; perhaps from the 

same lamp .

L 412 Pl . 16
Loc . 7201  Stratum ARAB

Fragment of discus, rim, and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .022 .
Fine hard gray fabric . Black slip .
Discus: too small to distinguish motif . Rim: seven bands . 

To the extent that this lamp is preserved, it resembles Hayes 
1980, no . 375 (from Alexandria?), dated mid(?)-1st century 
CE .

L 413 Pl . 16
Loc . 7806/7825  Stratum ROM 1C

Two non-joining fragments from the same or identical lamps 
preserve part of discus, rim, and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .04, 
0 .03 .

Semi fine fabric . Red slip .
Discus: steeply concave; rays or closely set, narrow petals; 

two grooves separate discus from outward sloping shoulder .

L 414 Pl . 16
Loc . 5408  Stratum ARAB 1

Fragment of discus, rim, and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .036 .
Fine hard pink fabric . Dark brown to black slip .
Discus: poorly preserved; framed by two rings; three ridg-

es on rim separate discus from shoulder .

L 415 Pl . 16
Loc . 7205  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of rim and shoulder . Max . p . dim . 0 .031 .
Fine hard fabric: 10R 6/6 light red . Minute traces of red 

slip . The fabric is unusual among the Tel Anafa lamps . 
The fragment preserves the upper edge of a deeply con-

cave discus . One broad band constitutes the rim . The out-
ward-sloping shoulder is decorated with ovules . For a similar 
lamp from Sidi Khrebish, see Bailey 1985, no . 116 (late 1st 
century BCE to first third of the 1st century CE) .
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VIII .H . BAILEy TyPE D: LAMPS WITH HANDLE ORNAMENTS (BRONEER TyPE XXI) (L 416–424)
 
The type is attested at Tel Anafa by the twelve distinctive handles that have survived .85 In respect to nozzle 

and base forms, rim profiles, and presence of a discus, lamps of this type resemble contemporary Roman volute 
lamps . Lamps with handle ornaments are larger than the typical volute lamp, however, and characteristically have 
round-tipped nozzles . It is possible that some of the larger fragments from Tel Anafa belong to this type . The 
complete handle ornament presented first is quite heavy and appears to be solid rather than hollow .

The lamps began to be produced late in the first century BCE and extend into the early second century CE 
(Bailey 1980, 199–201) . The handle ornaments are products of both mold halves and typically have a hollow cen-
ter . The floruit of the type appears to have been the first half of the first century CE, and it is to this period that 
the Tel Anafa examples can be assigned . The late first-century BCE date for the inception of the type receives 
support from L 416 in ROM 1A context . The lamps are not subdivided by fabric . Only one is definitely of semi 
fine fabric (L 423) .

Catalogued: 9 . Uncatalogued: 3 .
First appearance: ROM 1A .
Parallels: Bailey Type D; Broneer Type XXI; Loeschcke Type III .
Date: first half of the 1st century CE at Tel Anafa . See Bailey 1980, 199–200, for a discussion of chronology .

85 For a discussion of the type, its origins, chronology, and comparanda, see Bailey 1980, 199ff . To Bailey’s comparanda add his own sub-
sequent publication (1985) of the lamps of Sidi Khrebish, sections II (a) 15, and II (b) 4, 5; and Rosenthal and Sivan 1978, nos . 40–54 . The 
statement in TA Vol . I, i, 110 n . 308, that Type D lamps are not found at Tel Anafa is a misprint for Type C .

L 416 TA80L18 Pl . 17
Loc . 7205/7811  Stratum ROM 1A–B86

Two joining fragments preserve complete handle ornament 
(leaf-shaped, curved profile, decorated with acanthus leaves) 
and part of ring handle and wall . Two ridges frame the right 
side of the handle . P .L . (from tip to lower break) 0 .09, W . 
0 .055 . 

Fine hard fabric: 7 .5yR 7/4 pink . Good-quality slip: 10R 
4/8 red .

The handle is solid and was made in a two-part mold . See 
Rosenthal and Sivan 1978, no . 48; Bailey 1980, q 1023; Bai-
ley 1985, no . 415 . In these three examples the decoration is 
quite close to the Tel Anafa example, but the handle orna-
ments are more triangular in shape .

L 417 Pl . 17
Loc . 7823  Stratum ROM 1B+ or C fill

Two non-joining fragments preserving the tip, most of the 
back (including part of the ring handle), all of the shaftlike 
base, and a small portion of lamp wall . P .H . (larger piece) 
0 .045 .

Fine hard pink fabric . Red to dusky red slip .
The front preserves the lower edge of a palmette decora-

tion .

L 418 TA69L87 Pl . 17
Loc . 2521  Stratum ROM 1B

Tip of handle ornament decorated with acanthus leaves . 
Max . p . dim . 0 .024 .

Fine hard fabric: 7 .5yR 7/2 pinkish gray . Slip: 5yR 3/2 
dark reddish brown .

L 419 Pl . 17
Loc . 7602  Stratum ARAB

Fragment of handle ornament . P .H . 0 .022 .
Medium hard pinkish gray fabric, burnt . Slip refired to 

reddish brown to black . 
The decoration is a very linear palmette .

L 420 Pl . 17
Loc . 7806  Stratum ROM 1C

Fragment of the front of a handle ornament . Max . p . dim . 
0 .029 .

Fine hard fabric: 10yR 8/2 white . Light to dark brown 
slip .

Scrolls and central section of the lower part of a palmette .

86 Locus 7811 is a tanur built in ROM 1A and used through ROM 1B . Although the locus contained post-use fill as well, the lamp handle 
fragment was built into the wall of the tanur, making it contemporary with the ROM 1A construction of the oven .
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L 421 Pl . 17
Loc . 7425  Stratum ROM 1B or C

Fragment of the front of a handle ornament . Max . p . dim . 
0 .029 .

Fabric and slip as L 420 .
Palmette . Possibly from same lamp as L 420 .

L 422 TA69L75 Pl . 17
Loc . 2513A  Stratum ROM 1B

Fragment of the shaft of the handle ornament and part of the 
rim and shoulder of the lamp . P .L . 0 .028 .

Fine hard fabric: 10yR 8/2 white . Black slip .

L 423 Pl . 17
Loc . 7205  Stratum ROM 1B

Complete ring handle and part of the back of the handle 
ornament . P .H . (i .e ., Max . p . dim .) 0 .069 .

Semi fine fabric . Red slip .

L 424  Pl . 17
Loc . 8442  Stratum HELL 2A contam .

Handle and small part of wall, base, and interior . H . (handle 
alone) 0 .039, H . (base to top of handle) 0 .043 .

Fine hard fabric: 5yR 7/2 pinkish gray . Red slip .
Nearly complete grooved strap handle with thumb lug . 

Flat base, as far as preserved . A small part of the oil chamber 
is preserved, covered with a thin, red slip . For the correct 
orientation, i .e ., with the base horizontal, the lamp, as illus-
trated, should be rotated slightly to the right . 



IX . MOLD-MADE ROMAN LAMPS: VARIOUS (L 425–427)

Lamps L 425, L 426, and L 427 are problematic because their fragmentary condition does not allow them 
to be easily understood or comfortably placed within one of the foregoing types . These three non-joining base 
fragments may actually belong to a single lamp; they are compatible in fabric and form . The first two, L 425 and 
L 426, resemble the moldings and shoulder that surround the discus of many Roman lamps; however, L 427 pre-
serves more of the interior of the base, proving that these three are indeed base fragments . The triple molding is 
unusual, more closely resembling the articulated bases of Firmalampen than the simpler ring bases of the other 
Roman lamps from Tel Anafa . The fabric, however, is not that of Firmalampen produced in Italy, and the ROM 
1B provenance of L 426 and L 427 indicates that the fragments predate Firmalampen production and therefore 
are not copies in non-Italic fabric . The ROM 1B provenance suggests a date in the first half of the first century 
CE for L 425 through L 427 .

L 425 Pl . 17
Loc . 2403  Stratum ARAB

Fragment of base framed by three moldings and the lower 
part of the wall . Max . p . dim . 0 .034 .

Fine hard fabric: 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow . Traces of red 
slip .

L 426 Pl . 17
Loc . 7205  Stratum ROM 1B

As L 425 . Max . p . dim . 0 .034 .

L 427 Pl . 17
Loc . 2521, 2524  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A/B

As L 425, but preserving more of the base, confirming that 
this and L 425 and L 426 are base fragments and not parts of 
rims and shoulders .



X . NABATAEAN LAMP (L 428)

One lamp of Nabataean type was discovered at Tel Anafa . Its identification is based on its form, which is con-
sistent with Nabataean lamps found at other sites, rather than on decoration, which is considerably plainer than 
is typical among Nabataean lamps . The reddish yellow fabric with white inclusions typifies several of the lamps 
found at Oboda and is discussed by Negev (see parallels cited below) . The conclusion to be drawn from the form 
and fabric is that the lamp is a Nabataean product of the type found at several sites in the eastern Mediterranean 
region . This single example among the 3,853 lamps from Tel Anafa suggests that there was no significant contact 
between the site and the Nabataean region . 

In discussing the finds from the potter’s workshop at Oboda, along with parallels from Petra, Negev establish-
es a date for this type of Nabataean lamp in the first half of the first century CE (Negev 1974, 43, and catalogue 
entry for lamp no . 87) . A lamp of the same type, but of different fabric, was found at Tarsus in the Roman fill of 
the first half of the first century CE . Although the Tel Anafa specimen comes from a balk trim, the total Roman 
period lamp assemblage from the site argues overwhelmingly in favor of the same date . This dating needs to 
be emphasized because the motif at the center of each shoulder (double ax or spool) is common on numerous 
Syro-Palestinian round-bodied lamps of the second century CE and should not be seen here as an indication 
that this lamp is so late . As far as I know, the Tel Anafa example is the only Nabataean lamp with the double ax . 
Circles are more typical on Nabataean lamps from other sites . The plain quality of the Tel Anafa lamp has already 
been mentioned . The typical Nabataean lamp displays rays on the discus and shoulder . The implications, if there 
are any, of the atypical decoration on the Tel Anafa lamp are not clear . At bottom, form is more important than 
decoration in recognizing a type, and the present lamp can be accepted with a high degree of confidence as a 
lamp of Nabataean type and manufacture of the first half of the first century CE .

Parallels: Oboda: Negev 1974, nos . 87–89; 1986, nos . 1163–1179 . Tarsus: Goldman 1950, no . 174 . Rosenthal 
and Sivan 1978, no . 394; Zouhdi 1974, no . 3 (classified under Hellenistic, but without discussion or comparanda) .

Date: first half of the 1st century CE .

L 428 TA86L1 Pl . 17
Loc . balk trim

Intact and unused . L . 0 .105, W . 0 .074, H . 0 .034 .
Fine to medium texture; hard fabric; non-micaceous and 

containing numerous white inclusions; close to the fabric of 
the Tel Anafa Herodian lamps . Surface: about 5yR 7/6 red-
dish yellow to 7 .5yR 7/4 pink (unslipped surface reading) . 
Mottled slip: 2 .5yR 6/8 light red to 2 .5yR 3/6 dark red .

Round-bodied shape . Small filling hole surrounded by a 
low ring in a discuslike area; the discus is framed by a high 
collarlike ring and an outer lower ring . Shoulder: double ax 
and globule to left and right; globule at rear; separated from 
nozzle by a voluted yoke motif . Flat-topped spatulated nozzle 
with concave sides is similar to the nozzle form of Herodian 
lamps; pairs of flanking grooves on underside . Broad, flat cir-
cular base demarcated from walls by two incised circles . 



XI . MEDIEVAL LAMP (L 429)

L 429 TA80L7 Fig . 6, Pl . 17
Loc . balk trim

Most of the rear half of a wheel-made lamp made in three 
parts: bowl-like bottom rising to a thickened rim; inset lid 
with filling hole; attached handle . P .L . 0 .058, P .W . 0 .08 .

Medium, very hard bricky fabric: 2 .5yR 6/8 . Unscraped 
breaks and surfaces: 10R 4/4 weak red to 10R 5/8 red .

Parallels: Kennedy 1963, Type 25; 11th century CE .



XII . LAMPS FROM CRITICAL LOCI (L 430–473)

In order to permit Sharon Herbert to refer to specific catalogued lamps in her discussion of the site’s stratig-
raphy, the following lamps are included in the catalogue . The goal was to include in the publication every lamp 
that constitutes the latest datable material in its locus . Catalogue entries are abbreviated . Provenance, fabric, 
and a brief description are provided . Fragments of different lamps from the same locus share a single catalogue 
number and are distinguished by letter . This method of presentation eliminates unnecessary duplication of 
stratigraphic information and helps to streamline the entries .87 Except when indicated otherwise, the Hellenistic 
lamps date from the second century BCE to about the middle of the first century BCE . The Roman fragments all 
belong to volute and discus lamps of the Augustan or Augustan-Tiberian period .

87 The lamps here subsumed under a single catalogue entry have been entered as separate record numbers in the database; lamp counts 
that appear elsewhere in this publication reflect that fact .

L 430 Pl . 17
Loc . 1237  Stratum HELL 2A/B

Gray fabric .
Base and wall of a Hellenistic lamp .

L 431 Pl . 17
Loc . 1291  Stratum HELL 2A/B

Gray fabric .
Nozzle tip of a Hellenistic lamp .

L 432 Pl . 17
Loc . 1606 .1  Stratum ROM 1A

Gray fabric .
Hellenistic ring base .

L 433 Pl . 17
Loc . 2315  Stratum ROM 1A or B

Gray fabric .
Nozzle tip of a Hellenistic lamp .

L 434 Pl . 17
Loc . 2816  Stratum HELL 2A

Gray fabric .
Base and wall of a Hellenistic lamp .

L 435 Pl . 17
Loc . 2833 Stratum HELL 2A

Possibly semi fine fabric .
Hellenistic grooved strap handle .

L 436 Pl . 17

Loc . 2920  Stratum HELL 1

Fine hard fabric: light yellowish brown .
Hellenistic raised base .

L 437 Pl . 17
Loc . 3020A  Stratum HELL 2A

Gray fabric .
Filling hole and shoulder of a Hellenistic lamp .

L 438 Pl . 17
Loc . 3212AX  Stratum HELL 2C or later

Gray fabric .
Shoulder, with S-scroll, of a Hellenistic lamp .

L 439 Pl . 17
Loc . 3218  Stratum HELL 2A

Gray fabric .
a . Wall of a Hellenistic lamp .
b . Shoulder or nozzle top of a Hellenistic lamp .

L 440 Pl . 17
Loc . 5426  Stratum HELL 2A

Gray fabric . 
Fragments of at least two different Hellenistic lamps .
a . Filling hole and shoulder, volute .
b . Shoulder .
c . Most of bottom .

L 441 Pl . 17
Loc . 5610 .1  Stratum HELL 2A 

Gray fabric .
Filling hole, shoulder, and nozzle of a Hellenistic lamp .

L 442 Pl . 18

Loc . 5713 .0  Stratum ROM 1A

a . Semi fine fabric . Filling hole and shoulder of a Hellenistic 
lamp .
b . Gray fabric . Filling hole and shoulder of a Hellenistic lamp .
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L 443 Pl . 18
Loc . 5883  Stratum HELL 2A

a . Gray fabric . Filling hole and shoulder of a Hellenistic lamp .
b . Other fabric . Ring base, rosette center, and lower wall of a 
Hellenistic lamp .

L 444 Pl . 18
Loc . 5886  Stratum HELL 2A

Gray fabric .
Three non-joining fragments, possibly of one Hellenistic 

lamp .
a . Grooved strap handle .
b . Filling hole and shoulder .
c . Raised base and underside of grooved strap handle .

L 445 Pl . 18
Loc . 7118  Stratum HELL 2A

Gray fabric . 
Two non-joining fragments of Hellenistic lamps .
a . Nozzle tip .
b . Underside of nozzle .

L 446 Pl . 18
Loc . 7520  Stratum HELL 2A

Gray fabric . 
Hellenistic raised base .

L 447 Pl . 18
Loc . 7421  Stratum HELL 2B–C

Gray fabric .
Hellenistic raised base and part of wall .

L 448 Pl . 18
Loc . 7716  Stratum HELL 2A–B

Two different Hellenistic lamps .
a . Fine hard fabric: light yellowish brown . Raised base .
b . Gray fabric . Raised base .

L 449 Pl . 18
Loc . 7726  Stratum HELL 2A

Gray fabric .
Hellenistic nozzle; round tipped; round in section .

L 450 Pl . 18
Loc . 7845  Stratum HELL 2A

Fine hard fabric: 5yR 7/2 pinkish gray . Red slip .
Filling hole, framing ring, and shoulder of a mold-made 

lamp that imitates wheel-made lamps . See esp . L 42 . 3rd to 
2nd century BCE .

L 451 Pl . 18
Loc . 1606 .1  Stratum ROM 1A

Roman rim and shoulder of Bailey Type Aii: volute lamp with 
rich rim profile . Cf . L 296ff .

L 452 Pl . 18
Loc . 2121  Stratum ROM 1B

Roman discus with shell decoration .

L 453 Pl . 18
Loc . 2411  Stratum ROM 1B

Roman ring base .

L 454 Pl . 18
Loc . 3350 .0  Stratum LB II/IRON I contam .

Semi fine fabric .
Roman nozzle . The underside is illustrated .

L 455 Pl . 18
Loc . 5618  Stratum ROM 1A or later

Roman discus, rim, and shoulder .

L 456 Pl . 18
Loc . 5740  Stratum ARAB 1

Roman discus (Roman rim and shoulder fragment in same 
basket) .

L 457 Pl . 18
Loc . 5844  Stratum ROM 1C or 2

Four non-joining Roman fragments .
a . Discus ?
b . Rim and shoulder .
c . Base and wall .
d . Wall .

L 458 Pl . 18
Loc . 5844  Stratum ROM 1C or 2 fill sealed

Ring base of a Roman lamp .

L 459 Pl . 18
Loc . 5844  Stratum ROM 1C or 2

Two separate Roman lamps .
a . Ring base .
b . Discus, rim, and shoulder .

L 460 Pl . 18
Loc . 5844  Stratum ROM 1C or 2

Roman ring base .
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L 461 Pl . 18
Loc . 7405 .1  Stratum ROM 1C

Five Roman fragments; a–d may be from one lamp .
a . Wall and volute spine .
b . Rim and nozzle volute .
c . Rim and shoulder .
d . Ring base with a very small part of a signature .
e . Nozzle .

L 462 Pl . 18
Loc . 7425  Stratum ROM 1B or C

Eleven fragments from several Roman lamps .
a . Discus, rim, and shoulder with volute .
b . Nozzle and rim .
c . Discus, rim, volute .
d . Discus and rim .
e . Rim .
f . Discus and rim .
g . Ring base .
h . Ring base .
i . Base and wall .
j . Wall .
k . Underside of nozzle .

L 463 Pl . 18
Loc . 8223  Stratum ROM 1B

Roman discus .

L 464 Pl . 18
Loc . 8315  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A

Underside of a Roman nozzle .

L 465 Pl . 18
Loc . 8315  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A)

Roman discus, rim, and shoulder .

L 466 Pl . 18
Loc . 8334 .1  Stratum HELL 1 contam . fill sealed)

Rim and nozzle of a Roman lamp of Bailey type Aii; the pho-
tograph of the fragment should be rotated about 45 degrees 
counterclockwise .

L 467 Pl . 18
Loc . 8405 .1  Stratum ROM 1C

Four fragments of at least three Roman lamps .
a . Ring base .
b . Ring base (heavily encrusted) .
c . Discus and rim .
d . Filling hole and discus preserve three concentric rings; 

photographed upside down .

L 468 Pl . 18
Loc . 8427  Stratum ROM 1C

Five Roman fragments .
a . Handle ornament?
b . Shoulder and wall .
c . Nozzle?
d . Wall and volute spine .
e . Base and wall .

L 469 Pl . 18
Loc . 9115  Stratum ROM 1B 

Fragments from four different Roman lamps .
a . Discus, rim, and shoulder .
b . Nozzle .
c . Nozzle .
d . Rim and shoulder (not illustrated) .

L 470 Pl . 18
Loc . 9115  Stratum ROM 1B

Two Roman fragments .
a . Discus, rim, and nozzle .
b . Discus .

L 471 Pl . 18
Loc . 9115  Stratum ROM 1B

Semi fine fabric .
Handle from a Bailey Type D Roman lamp; cf . L 423 .

L 472 Pl . 18
Loc . 9115  Stratum ROM 1B

Four Roman fragments .
a . Discus rim and nozzle (see L 466 for a very similar 

lamp) .
b . Discus, rim, and shoulder .
Two wall fragments not illustrated .

L 473 Pl . 18
Loc . 9406  Stratum ROM 1B

Three Roman fragments from at least two lamps .
a . Wall .
b . Discus, rim, shoulder .
c . Ring base .
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XIII . PLASTIC LAMP (L 474)

One fragment appears to belong to a Hellenistic plastic lamp, but its fragmentary condition makes this des-
ignation tentative .88 The fragment could belong to a non-plastic lamp whose top is decorated with a face . The 
lamp’s condition also makes it impossible to cite parallels: plastic lamps are published in many excavation reports 
and museum catalogues, but there is no exact parallel to the fragment presented here .

88 This is the only one of the lamps and fragments that the author has not examined directly . The following comments are based on a 
photograph and on the description provided on the inventory card .

L 474 TA80L36 Pl . 19
Loc . 7940  Stratum HELL 2C

Fragment of a plastic lamp . Max . p . dim . 0 .025 .
The inventory card reads “bright orange clay with sandy 

inclusions; exterior fired dark gray-brown; fabric: 2 .5yR 5/6 
[red]; exterior: 10R 5/2 [weak red] .”

The frontal face with a large open, rounded mouth may 
represent a theater mask .



APPENDIX 

NEUTRON ACTIVATON ANALySIS OF A SAMPLE OF 15 LAMPS

In order to better understand the fabric of the lamps found at Tel Anafa and to put to the test the fabric divi-
sions established through macroscale examination, an instrumental neutron activation analysis of fifteen frag-
ments was performed during the summer of 1991 at the University of Virginia . The fragments were selected to 
address specific questions raised during this study of the lamps . Professor Ralph Allen, Department of Chemistry 
at the University of Virginia, directed the analysis and served as the supervisor of Valerie M . Hitsman, an under-
graduate chemistry major who performed much of the work . Assistance was provided by Dr . Hany A . Hamroush, 
a visiting scholar from the University of Cairo . It is recognized that the questions asked cannot be satisfactorally 
answered by a sample of this size . The following effort constituted a first step, suggested some conclusions, and 
raised further research questions .

THE SAMPLE

The following list presents the samples and the research questions that they address . Catalogue numbers are 
listed after the sample numbers .

Sample 1  Not a lamp, but the rim of a juglet in semi fine fabric, this fragment allows a comparison to be made 
between semi fine fabric lamps and nonlamp semi fine products found at the site .

Sample 2 L 88 . Left half of a mold-made Hellenistic lamp . Erotes decorated the rims . Semi fine fabric; red 
slip . This is one of 723 Hellenistic lamps recognized by macroscopic analysis to be made of semi fine 
fabric . It is desirable to (a) test its compositional relationship to sample 1, a nonlamp semi fine frag-
ment; (b) compare it to the typologically and decoratively similar but visually different lamps of gray 
fabric; and (c) establish a point of reference for comparing the somewhat visually similar fabric of 
the Levantine wheel-made lamps to semi fine fabric . 

Sample 3 L 7 . Part of a Persian period open lamp . Is this also semi fine fabric? If the answer is yes, it suggests a 
long history of lampmaking at the center or centers that produced semi fine products . 

Sample 4 L 31 . Nozzle and most of the top of a wheel-made Levantine lamp that copies the shape of fourth-
century BCE Athenian prototypes . Is this lamp of semi fine fabric? How similar is it to sample 3? 
Did the centers of manufacture that produced sample 3 switch to the making of lamps like sample 
4 under the influence of foreign imports, or were the new forms (exemplified by sample 4) made at 
other sites? 

Sample 5 L 65 . Most of the top of a mold-made Hellenistic lamp decorated with erotes (cf . sample 2) . Gray 
fabric; black slip . This is one of 883 Hellenistic lamps recognized by macroscopic analysis to be made 
of semi fine fabric . How do the gray fabric lamps differ from those of semi fine? Are the clays com-
pletely different? In form and decoration some gray and semi fine lamps are so close that it could be 
argued that they were produced at the same center or even in the same shop . Does NAA suggest that 
the gray and semi fine lamps were produced at the same or different centers?

Sample 6  L 71 . Another example like sample 5 . As there are two samples of semi fine, this fragment was in-
cluded to bring the samples of gray fabric to two .
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Sample 7  L 101 . Two joining fragments of a lamp of the same form and decoration as samples 5 and 6, but 
even to the unassisted eye the fabric is different . There are many more small white inclusions . Is 
this lamp different in fabric from samples 5 and 6? Could it be a semi fine lamp that was fired black? 
Was there more than one center for the manufacture of gray lamps decorated with erotes?

Sample 8  L 281 . Nozzle of an Herodian lamp . Very different in fabric from most of the 3,853 lamps from the 
site . Is it really as different as it appears to be?

Sample 9  L 148 . Another anomalous fabric, but the form is that of a Hellenistic lamp of the second century 
BCE . How valid is the macroscale analysis that finds this lamp to be different?

Sample 10  L 286 . Late Republican mold-made lamp . Macroscale analysis suggests that the lamp is semi fine . Is 
that correct, i .e ., is it similar in fabric to sample 2, a Hellenistic lamp? 

Sample 11  L 304 . Roman discus lamp . Late first century BCE to early first century CE . A very interesting lamp . 
What can be said of the fabric? While this does not look or feel like a semi fine lamp, could it actually 
be a very finely made semi fine product?

Sample 12  L 308 . Roman discus lamp . Date as above . Same type as previous but different in fabric according to a 
macroscale analysis . Is the visual analysis that sees a difference between samples 11 and 12 supported 
by NAA?

Sample 13 L 315 . Bottom of a Roman discus lamp with a faint, but intact, signature: FAVSTI . Semi fine fabric; 
red slip . Does this display the usual semi fine characteristics?

Sample 14  L 329 . Part of the base of another Faustus lamp but of a different fabric .

Sample 15  L 333 . Fragments of another Faustus lamp in yet a different fabric . The questions posed by the fabric 
of the Faustus lamps are interesting for they suggest either that this maker was an itinerant craftsman 
or that he was an entrepreneur of sorts, with branch workshops in various locations . A macroscale 
analysis suggests that the fabrics of samples 13–15 are different; are they different when tested scien-
tifically?

RESULTS

The analysis leads to the following observations pertaining to the lamps . The Persian lamp (sample 3) is very 
different in elemental concentrations from all other lamps in the sample, including the Levantine wheel-made 
lamp (sample 4) . It therefore seems unlikely that the Levantine wheel-made lamps represent a typological evolu-
tion at the centers that had produced Persian lamps . The Levantine response to imports of Greek type took place 
at different centers . At the same time, the Levantine lamp shares similarities with the two predominant fabrics 
found at Tel Anafa, gray and semi fine . If the centers of gray and semi fine production are determined to be 
located on the Levantine coast, then the Levantine response to Greek imports will be understood to have taken 
place at the points of commercial and cultural contact on the Phoenician coast . The lamps will then have made 
their way to inland sites, such as Tel Anafa .

Samples 1 and 2, the semi fine jug and the semi fine Hellenistic erotes lamp, grouped together to constitute 
a semi fine category . Samples 5 and 6, grouped together as gray fabrics, were joined by sample 7, which had ap-
peared to be different . This indicates a greater range of macroscale variation among the gray fabric lamps than 
had been realized and raises the possibility that some lamps catalogued as “other” are actually gray fabric lamps . 
Even if this is the case, however, the absolute numbers are so small that the statistical relationships among fabric 
types would not be significantly altered .
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While the semi fine and gray fabric samples fell into separate groups, the main difference was in the patterns 
of rare earth elements present in the sand portion of the fabric (e .g ., the chromium content of the gray fabric 
lamps was measurably higher than that of the semi fine fabric lamps) . The geochemical similarities between the 
two fabrics therefore parallel the typological and decorative similarities already noted and point to a common 
source for both varieties . At the same time, sample 4, a Levantine wheel-made lamp, was close to the semi fine 
and the gray fabric samples, especially to the semi fine . The similarities detected among the semi fine, gray, and 
Levantine samples were among the most significant results of the study and indicated that further analysis would 
be justified .

The Herodian lamp, sample 8, was different from the other fifteen samples, as was sample 9, a Hellenistic 
lamp . Both of these samples had appeared anomalous when examined on the macroscale . Sample 10, a Late Re-
publican discus lamp, was not similar to the semi fine samples . Sample 11, a Roman discus lamp, could be semi 
fine and suggests the possibility that Roman manufacturers were able to refine and/or fire the semi fine clay so as 
to produce a more durable product than the red-slipped Hellenistic semi fine lamp . Sample 12, another Roman 
discus lamp, was close to the three Faustus lamps in geochemical content .

The major surprise of the 1991 analysis was the tight grouping of the three Faustus lamps, which had appeared 
so different when examined visually . Samples 13, 14, and 15 grouped more closely than did the lamps in the semi 
fine and gray groups . These results appeared to challenge the hypothesis that Faustus was an itinerant craftsman 
who produced lamps at several locations, and they raised the possibility that distinctions seen on the macroscale 
may not necessarily be as significant as they appear . The Faustus samples, therefore, invited further study: the 
1993 NAA project was shaped around the questions posed by the Faustus lamps .



 
Inv. no. Joining piece Cat. no. Location
1 .5 .102 L 233 IAA
1237 L 430 IAA
1245 L 020 IAA
1291 L 431 IAA
1388 L 018 IAA
1408 L 397 IAA
1515 L 249 IAA
1606 .1 L 432 IAA
1606 .1 L 451 IAA
1611 L 367 IAA
1612 L 187 IAA
1614 L 325 IAA
2008 L 290 IAA
2104 L 327 IAA
2105 L 301 IAA
21104 L 024 IAA
2121 L 452 IAA
2315 L 433 IAA
2403 L 425 IAA
2411 L 453 IAA
2413 L 029 IAA
2521/2524 L 427 IAA
2554 L 009 IAA
2816 L 434 IAA
2833 L 435 IAA
2904 L 148 NAA
2904 L 229 IAA
2920 L 436 IAA
2926 L 224 IAA
3020A L 437 IAA
3212AX L 438 IAA
3218 L 439 IAA
3350 .0 L 454 IAA
5 .5 .126 L 135 IAA
5303 L 174 IAA
5303 L 209 IAA
5306 L 326 IAA
5311 L 286 NAA
5312 L 106 IAAMO
5312 L 240 IAA
5408 L 186 IAA
5408 L 276 IAA
5408 L 377 IAA
5408 L 414 IAA
5426 L 440 IAA
5531 L 260 IAA
5532 L 214 IAA
5532 L 368 IAA
5610 .1 L 441 IAA
5617 L 369 IAA

INVENTORy NUMBER/CATALOGUE NUMBER CONCORDANCE

Inv. no. Joining piece Cat. no. Location
5618 L 455 IAA
5619 L 267 IAA
5704 L 261 IAA
5713 .0 L 442 IAA
5716 L 273 IAA
5717 L 125 IAA
5740 L 257 IAA
5740 L 323 IAA
5740 L 456 IAA
5844 L 396 IAA
5844 L 457 IAA
5844 L 458 IAA
5844 L 459 IAA
5844 L 460 IAA
5844 /9112 /9114 L 392 IAA
5849 L 308 IAA
5883 L 443 IAA
5886 L 444 IAA
5921 L 347 IAA
7 .1 .21 L 058 IAA
7 .2 .23 L 393 IAA
7 .6 .13 L 056 IAA
7 .6 .143 L 061 IAA
7 .6 .192 L 005 IAA
7 .8 .143 L 055 IAA
7 .8 .175 L 077 IAA
7 .8 .30 L 279 IAA
7 .9 .54 L 239 IAA
7113 L 144 IAA
7114 L 321 IAA
7118 L 445 IAA
7201 L 412 IAA
7205 L 140 IAA
7205 L 141 IAA
7205 L 203 IAA
7205 L 204 IAA
7205 L 228 IAA
7205 L 248 IAA
7205 L 265 IAA
7205 L 277 IAA
7205 L 284 IAA
7205 L 302 IAA
7205 L 335 IAA
7205 L 409 IAA
7205 L 415 IAA
7205 L 423 IAA
7205 L 426 IAA
7205 and 2 .9 .71 L 057 IAA
7212 L 043 IAA
7228 L 370 IAA
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Inv. no. Joining piece Cat. no. Location
7260 L 145 IAA
7301 .1 L 410 IAA
7315 L 067 IAA
7315 L 411 IAA
7405 .1 L 461 IAA
7406 .1 L 241 IAA
7421 L 447 IAA
7425 L 359 IAA
7425 L 421 IAA
7425 L 462 IAA
7513 L 250 IAA
7520 L 446 IAA
7601 L 039 IAA
7601 L 309 IAA
7601 L 356 IAA
7602 L 419 IAA
7609 /9405 L 188 IAA
7617 L 287 IAA
7618 L 332 IAA
7639 L 386 IAA
7710 L 294 IAA
7710 L 383 IAA
7710 L 399 IAA
7716 L 448 IAA
7718 L 133 IAA
7726 L 449 IAA
7806 L 420 IAA
7806 /7825 L 413 IAA
7821 /7823 L 205 IAA
7822 /9316 L 304 NAA
7823 L 305 IAA
7823 L 342 IAA
7823 L 352 IAA
7823 L 371 IAA
7823 L 372 IAA
7823 L 381 IAA
7823 L 417 IAA
7825 L 394 IAA
7828 L 157 IAA
7832 L 258 IAA
7834 L 218 IAA
7845 L 450 IAA
7901 .1 L 256 IAA
7915 L 398 IAA
7918 L 021 IAA
8 .3 .10 L 289 IAA
8 .3 .48 L 215 IAA
8201 L 373 IAA
8209 L 285 IAA
8218 L 404 IAA
8219 L 401 IAA
8220 L 180 IAA
8222 L 405 IAA

Inv. no. Joining piece Cat. no. Location
8223 L 463 IAA
8225 L 139 IAA
8225 L 293 IAA
8225 L 395 IAA
8226 L 210 IAA
8310 L 028 IAA
8310 L 236 IAA
8310 L 408 IAA
8315 L 464 IAA
8315 L 465 IAA
8334 .1 L 466 IAA
8405 .1 L 467 IAA
8427 L 468 IAA
8436 L 374 IAA
8439 L 193 IAA
8442 L 424 IAA
8449 L 255 IAA
8500 L 173 IAA
9101 /9102 .1 L 375 IAA
9111 L 295 IAA
9111 /9113 L 407 IAA
9112 L 211 IAA
9112 L 246 IAA
9112 L 348 IAA
9112 L 385 IAA
9112 L 406 IAA
9114 L 247 IAA
9114 L 303 IAA
9114 L 307 IAA
9114 L 349 IAA
9114 L 350 IAA
9115 L 358 IAA
9115 L 469 IAA
9115 L 470 IAA
9115 L 471 IAA
9115 L 472 IAA
9212 L 324 IAA
9212 L 382 IAA
9313 L 376 IAA
9315 L 278 IAA
9406 L 473 IAA
9502 L 280 IAA
Balk Trim L 143 IAA
Balk Trim L 223 IAA
Balk Trim L 251 IAA
Balk Trim L 322 IAA
Cleaning L 288 IAA
TA68L001 L 089 MO
TA68L002 L 109 MO
TA68L003 L 191 MO
TA68L004 L 313 MO
TA68L006 L 076 MO
TA68L007 L 120 MO
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Inv. no. Joining piece Cat. no. Location
TA68L008 L 134 MO
TA68L009 L 206 MO
TA68L015 L 100 MO
TA68L016 L 003 MO
TA68L017 L 170 MO
TA68L018 L 282 MO
TA68L022 L 124 MO
TA68L023 L 243 MO
TA68L025 L 328 MO
TA68L027 L 091 MO
TA68L029 L 175 MO
TA68L031 L 296 MO
TA68L037 L 310 MO
TA68L038 L 360 MO
TA68L039 L 169 MO
TA68L040 L 297 MO
TA68L041 L 380 MO
TA68L042 L 329 MO
TA68L043 L 268 MO
TA68L044 L 171 MO
TA68L048 L 361 MO
TA68L056 L 007 NAA
TA68L058 L 316 MO
TA68L067 L 242 MO
TA68L073 L 136 MO
TA68L075 L 244 MO
TA68L081 L 137 MO
TA68L082 L 275 MO
TA68L085 L 259 MO
TA68L086 L 253 MO
TA68L087 L 114 MO
TA68L090 L 213 MO
TA68L091 L 217 MO
TA69L001 L 312 MO
TA69L002 L 129 MO
TA69L003 L 184 MO
TA69L003 L 365 IAA
TA69L004 L 152 MO
TA69L005 L 045 MO
TA69L006 L 154 MO
TA69L007 L 080 MO
TA69L008 L 159 MO
TA69L009 L 130 MO
TA69L012 79L014 L 262 MO
TA69L013 L 245 MO
TA69L016 L 092 MO
TA69L019 L 099 MO
TA69L020 L 113 MO
TA69L023 L 216 MO
TA69L024 L 179 MO
TA69L025 L 094 MO
TA69L027 L 108 MO
TA69L031 72L040 L 362 MO

Inv. no. Joining piece Cat. no. Location
TA69L032 L 190 MO
TA69L033 L 351 MO
TA69L035 L 330 MO
TA69L045 L 387 MO
TA69L046 L 306 MO
TA69L048 L 059 MO
TA69L051 L 192 MO
TA69L065 L 104 MO
TA69L068 L 194 MO
TA69L070C L 343 MO
TA69L075 L 422 MO
TA69L082 L 355 MO
TA69L087 L 418 MO
TA69L100 L 230 MO
TA69L102 L 051 IAA
TA69L103 L 164 MO
TA69L104 L 060 MO
TA69L109 L 195 MO
TA69L112 L 052 MO
TA69L114 L 165 MO
TA69L123 L 344 MO
TA69L124 L 263 MO
TA69L145 L 269 MO
TA70L001 L 167 MO
TA70L002 L 172 MO
TA70L003 L 065 NAA
TA70L004 L 079 MO
TA70L005 L 185 MO
TA70L006 L 070 MO
TA70L007 L 047 MO
TA70L008 L 084 MO
TA70L009 L 064 MO
TA70L010 L 083 MO
TA70L011 L 081 MO
TA70L012 L 105 MO
TA70L013 L 339 MO
TA70L015 L 096 MO
TA70L019 L 388 MO
TA70L020 L 086 MO
TA70L027 L 115 MO
TA70L030 L 066 MO
TA70L032 L 085 MO
TA70L033 L 112 MO
TA70L034 L 090 MO
TA70L035 L 138 MO
TA70L036 L 196 MO
TA70L041 L 071 MO
TA70L048 L 095 MO
TA70L055 L 271 MO
TA70L057 L 225 MO
TA70L060 L 207 MO
TA70L065 L 226 MO
TA70L067 L 232 MO
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Inv. no. Joining piece Cat. no. Location
TA70L075 L 101 MO
TA70L085 L 197 MO
TA70L086 L 272 MO
TA70L087 L 237 MO
TA70L095 L 147 MO
TA70L096 L 062 MO
TA70L097 L 146 MO
TA70L098 L 107 MO
TA70L105 L 274 MO
TA70L106 L 227 MO
TA70L107 L 234 MO
TA70L109 L 074 MO
TA70L116 L 235 MO
TA70L120 L 337 MO
TA70L125 L 283 MO
TA70L128 L 231 MO
TA70L129 L 177 MO
TA70L132 L 254 MO
TA70L135 L 281 MO
TA70L136 L 098 MO
TA72L002 L 017 MO
TA72L003 L 132 MO
TA72L004 L 030 MO
TA72L005 L 069 MO
TA72L006 L 013 MO
TA72L007 L 016 NAA
TA72L008 L 097 ,O
TA72L009 L 031 NAA
TA72L010 L 127 MO
TA72L011 L 082 MO
TA72L013 L 087 MO
TA72L014 L 131 MO
TA72L017 L 006 MO
TA72L026 L 252 MO
TA72L033 L 046 MO
TA72L039 L 142 MO
TA72L041 73L020 L 004 MO
TA72L044 L 270 MO
TA72L045 L 041 MO
TA72L055 L 042 MO
TA72L059 L 178 MO
TA72L068 L 219 MO
TA72L070 L 072 IAA
TA72L077 L 103 MO
TA72L078 L 073 MO
TA72L080 L 012 MO
TA72L093 L 027 MO
TA72L098 L 034 MO
TA72L102 L 264 MO
TA72L106 L 040 MO
TA72L108 L 035 MO
TA72L109 L 199 MO
TA72L111 L 002 MO
TA72L112A L 222

Inv. no. Joining piece Cat. no. Location
TA73L001 L 033 MO
TA73L006 L 023 MO
TA73L007 L 182 MO
TA73L008 L 117 MO
TA73L012 L 149 MO
TA73L013 L 001 MO
TA73L014 L 198 MO
TA73L015 L 110 MO
TA73L017 L 011 MO
TA73L019 L 158 MO
TA73L021 L 363 MO
TA73L023 L 036 MO
TA73L024 L 345 MO
TA73L029 L 068 IAA
TA73L036 L 221 MO
TA73L040 L 266 MO
TA73L044 L 054 MO
TA73L049 L 200 MO
TA73L050A L 078 MO
TA73L052 L 201 MO
TA73L064 L 202 MO
TA73L077 L 053 MO
TA73L080 L 311 MO
TA78L001 L 346 IAA
TA78L002 L 341 IAA
TA78L003 L 156 IAA
TA78L005 L 063 IAA
TA78L008 L 220 IAA
TA78L010 L 357 IAA
TA78L011A 78L011B L 402 IAA
TA78L012 L 389 IAA
TA78L013 L 298 IAA
TA78L014 L 334 IAA
TA78L017 78L024 L 400 IAA
TA78L018 70L121 L 318 IAA
TA78L019 L 354 IAA
TA78L020 L 008 IAA
TA78L021 L 014 IAA
TA78L023 L 208 IAA
TA78L026 L 353 IAA
TA78L030 L 299 IAA
TA78L031 L 300 IAA
TA78L033 L 050 IAA
TA78L034 L 032 IAA
TA78L035 L 390 IAA
TA78L036 L 364 IAA
TA78L037 L 320 IAA
TA78L038 L 163 IAA
TA78L039 L 022 IAA
TA78L040 L 037 IAA
TA78L041 L 317 IAA
TA79L001 L 384 IAA
TA79L002 L 151 IAA
TA79L005 L 314 IAA
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Inv. no. Joining piece Cat. no. Location
TA79L006 L 102 IAA
TA79L007 L 111 IAA
TA79L008 L 166 IAA
TA79L009 L 049 IAA
TA79L010 L 238 IAA
TA79L011 L 121 IAA
TA79L012 L 378 IAA
TA79L013 L 403 IAA
TA79L015 L 026 IAA
TA79L016 L 162 IAA
TA79L018 L 025 IAA
TA79L019 L 176 IAA
TA80L001 L 128 IAA
TA80L002 L 019 IAA
TA80L003 L 340 IAA
TA80L004 L 366 IAA
TA80L005 L 150 IAA
TA80L006 L 153 IAA
TA80L007 L 429 IAA
TA80L008 L 122 IAA
TA80L009 L 161 IAA
TA80L010 L 126 IAA
TA80L012 L 379 IAA
TA80L013 L 116 IAA
TA80L014 L 088 MO
TA80L015 L 123 IAA
TA80L016 L 181 IAA
TA80L017 L 119 IAA
TA80L018 L 416 IAA
TA80L019 L 038 IAA
TA80L020 L 044 IAA
TA80L021 L 118 IAA
TA80L022 L 075 IAA
TA80L023 80L029 L 291 IAA
TA80L024 L 183 IAA
TA80L025 L 391 IAA
TA80L026 L 160 IAA
TA80L027 L 048 IAA
TA80L028 L 015 IAA
TA80L030 L 333 IAA
TA80L031 L 212 IAA
TA80L032 L 292 IAA
TA80L033 L 168 IAA
TA80L034 L 155 IAA
TA80L035 L 093 IAA
TA80L036 L 474 IAA
TA81L001 L 319 IAA
TA81L003 L 189 IAA
TA81L004 L 338 IAA
TA81L005 L 010 IAA
TA81L007 L 331 IAA
TA86L001 L 428 IAA
TA86L002 L 336 IAA
TA86L003 L 315 IAA
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INTRODUCTION

The inventory of metal artifacts excavated at Tel Anafa reached a total of 632, about 550 of which were 
sufficiently well preserved and differentiated to suggest their original function . Nearly all the metal objects of 
recognizable form were inventoried in the field, excluding finds too poorly preserved to be salvaged . The field 
inventory of iron nails was discontinued after more than 100 had been accounted for .

Approximately 56% of the metal objects are made of iron, 33% of bronze or other copper alloy, 10% of lead, 
and 1% of silver or gold . The largest proportion by far, about 75%, consists of objects of domestic, agricultural, 
or industrial use; the remainder includes weapons and military paraphernalia and a small quantity of personal 
items (toilet articles and jewelry) . While most of the material is utilitarian, there are a few luxury items, such as 
bronze vessels of good quality and the remains of decorated household furniture . Considering the relatively small 
size of the site and the limited area excavated, the harvest of metals was substantial . For this reason, the metal 
artifacts provide a good deal of information concerning the occupational, domestic, and military activities of the 
inhabitants, as well as their economic status . It should be kept in mind, however, that the value of this information 
is somewhat limited by problems of chronology . Further, apart from the lead water pipe M 76, the metal artifacts 
were not found in their original contexts, and there are no significant concentrations of finds .

CHRONOLOGy

The stratigraphical study of the site in Volume I made clear how much the successive rebuildings played 
havoc with the chronological sequence of finds belonging to underlying strata (see summary, TA Vol . I, i, 12–13) . 
Because the stratigraphy of the site does not allow close dating of most finds, and because the typology of metal 
artifacts often remained stable over long periods of time, the catalogue has been divided into only two chrono-
logical sections: (1) The Bronze and Iron Ages; and (2) The Persian, Hellenistic, and Roman Periods . Twenty-
two pieces have been assigned to the Bronze and Early Iron Ages, mostly on the basis of typology . The probable 
gap in occupation of the site after the Assyrian conquest, suggested by the paucity of ceramic remains datable to 
IRON IIC–III (TA Vol . I, i, 13), should mean that none of the metal objects belongs to that period; indeed, only 
the imported Phrygian fibula M 19 can convincingly be assigned to that time .

For the Persian period, typology is not always a helpful guide since some diagnostic Persian types, such as the 
triangular fibula (M 168–173), persisted into the Hellenistic period . In the case of some objects of daily use, such 
as agricultural tools, there has been little change even into modern times (e .g ., see Turkowski 1969, 101–103, 
on ancient and modern Palestinian sickles) . For such objects, grouped together in the Persian, Hellenistic, and 
Roman section, the most likely date is provisionally offered whenever possible . Only a few pieces, including the 
copper-alloy finger-ring M 159 and the buckle M 204, can be assigned to ROM 2, in contrast to the abundance of 
material belonging to the Hellenistic and Early Roman periods .

Context dates have generally been used as guides to date the objects found in them, unless a closer dating is 
made possible by external evidence . It is very important to note that the date of each locus is defined by the lat-
est material found in it; most loci actually contain a large amount of earlier material (TA Vol . I, i, 27–28) . Hence 
the contextual date of an object as defined by the locus in which it was found is only its latest possible date . For 
example, simple tools such as the iron sickles M 29–31, which were found in contexts dated not later than Late 
Hellenistic, actually could have been in use in the Persian period . The metals found in Arabic and modern con-
texts are usually ancient, an obvious example being the Pan medallion M 104; a few pieces, however, may not be 
ancient, as indicated in the catalogue .
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ORGANIZATION 

Within the two broad chronological categories described above, the arrangement of the objects is by function, 
all the different metals being treated together, in order to gain some insight into the life of the different settle-
ments on the site and to bring the metal objects into some connection with other findings . When dealing with 
tools, it should he kept in mind that a tool of any particular form could have had a variety of uses . If the practices 
of small communities of modern, preindustrial times are an accurate guide, most tools were made locally for 
immediate needs, and at this distance we can describe those needs only in the most general terms . Farmers of 
colonial America, for example, often had their own forges, and while most tools of that period follow a pattern, 
others apparently were made for such specific purposes that they defy identification .

When more than one example of a type was found, the best preserved has been catalogued fully, with similar 
pieces numbered under the entry as a, b, c, etc . Further examples that are poorly preserved and/or were not 
cleaned are listed without catalogue numbers . Objects that could not be assigned a specific function (fragmen-
tary rods, strips, etc .) are listed together at the end of the chapter .

CLEANING, DRAWING, AND PHOTOGRAPHy

Many, but not all, of the iron objects were cleaned of corrosion and repaired at the laboratory of the Römisch-
Germanisches Zentralmuseum in Mainz . Most of the drawings and photographs illustrating the catalogue were 
made from the cleaned objects; if not, it is so stated in the catalogue entry . Drawings are particularly helpful in 
understanding the details of metal objects, and the directors of the excavation have paid close attention to obtain-
ing drawings of good quality . Since the ten seasons of excavation have been stretched over a period of eighteen 
years, however, it was necessary to employ the services of several artists (TA Vol . I, i x), resulting in some differ-
ences in style among the drawings . Photographs are provided when useful drawings are not available or when the 
nature of the object makes both drawings and photographs desirable .

LABORATORy ANALySIS 

Metallurgical analysis was undertaken on the slag M 213 in order to determine its content and source (see 
Vassiliou, this volume), and on 16 Roman and Late Hellenistic objects made of copper-based alloy, to determine 
their chemical composition (see Ponting, this volume) . Four of these proved to be made of brass and three of un-
alloyed copper; the remainder were of bronze, some with a significant addition of lead . The material of untested 
objects is described as “copper-alloy .” For simplicity, the term bronzes is retained for general discussion or when 
referring to previously published artifacts so described .

Unfortunately, unless typology provides a narrow window for dating, which is seldom the case, particularly 
for the later periods, the chronology of the objects remains somewhat fluid . For other sites in Palestine and the 
eastern Mediterranean that have provided more securely dated materials of a similar nature for analysis, see 
especially Wheeler et al . 1976; Muhly et al . 1977: Maxwell-Hyslop et al . 1978; Knox et al . 1983; Waldbaum 1983, 
154–191; Muhly and Muhly 1989; for the Roman period in Palestine, see the bibliography in chapter 00 .

METALWORKING TECHNIqUES 

For discussion of ancient Near Eastern metalworking, with extensive bibliography, see Moorey 1994, 216–301; 
on the Roman period, see Manning 1976 (blacksmithing) and Brown 1976 (bronze casting and hammering) .

The iron objects from Tel Anafa were forged . Since the iron slag M 213 provides evidence that iron was worked 
at the site, it is likely that at least the most common types of iron tools, fittings, and weapons were made there . The 
most unusual among the iron objects is the relief M 112; this difficult technique probably was achieved by ham-
mering the metal into a die (see pp . 241–242) . Other particularly well-crafted iron objects are the thin-bladed 
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knife with a horn handle M 12 and the small, narrow-bladed trilobate arrowhead M 179. The handles of the iron 
tools, usually missing, originally were secured with rivets .

Since there is no evidence for bronze-working at the site, it is likely that at least the cast objects were imported, 
although certainly a smith could have fashioned fittings or simple implements, as needed, from sheet metal pur-
chased elsewhere or from scrap collected at the site . Further, with the exception of the fibulae, there is a great 
deal of diversity within the classes of objects, suggesting purchase from a variety of sources . The bodies of vessels 
probably were raised from sheet metal by hammering . The vessel handles, the base of M 136, and the base-plates 
M 152–153 were cast and held in place by welding or soldering (Hughes 1988); only one handle (M 151) was 
riveted . The ladle bowl M 139 was cast and lathe-turned; its Hellenistic style makes it one of the earlier examples 
of this technique, which is better known among Roman bronzes . The strainer M 138 is poorly preserved, but its 
narrow tongues probably were worked in repoussé before the holes were pierced . Fittings and attachments usu-
ally were fashioned from sheet metal, except for the Pan bust M 104 and the figural attachment M 105, which 
were hollow cast and almost certainly imported .

In all periods, different metals, particularly iron and copper alloy, were used together as appropriate (on bi-
metallism, see Moorey 1994, 285–286; Waldbaum 1982) . The combination appears mostly in knives and jewelry: 
M 21d, M 22, and M 23 (iron knives with, respectively, a rivet, handle, or collar of copper or copper alloy); M 161 
(an iron ring wrapped with copper-alloy wire); M 165 (a copper-alloy bell with an iron clapper); M 168 and M 
175a (copper-alloy fibulae with iron elements in the spring or hinge); and M 20 (a copper-alloy scale-weight with 
a lead core) .

PARALLELS AND BIBLIOGRAPHy

For most classes of metal objects, widely accepted conventions of description and illustration for publication, 
like those developed for pottery, are still lacking . Consequently, metal objects have been published in excavation 
reports with varying degrees of completeness and accuracy, often with only outline drawings or unclear photo-
graphs . It has been decided, therefore, not to attempt a full but potentially inaccurate listing of all possible paral-
lels . Rather, a selection of reasonably well-published parallels is offered, sufficient to identify and, if possible, date 
the artifacts and determine their function . Since this chapter aims primarily to study the metal artifacts within 
the context of the site, it is not possible to fully discuss the problems of each of the many different classes of metal 
artifacts . Instead, a selection of useful bibliographical references is given whenever possible to lead the reader 
to further material . For the study of iron objects of everyday use, the thorough publications of Roman forts in 
Britain are particularly helpful . Rather than repeat this large bibliography here, reference is made whenever nec-
essary to Manning’s study of iron artifacts in the British Museum (Manning 1985), which collects these sources 
and provides discussions of function as well .

The completed manuscript of this chapter was submitted for publication, reviewed, and accepted in 1997; 
since that time, references to newly published material have been added whenever possible .

For a chronological summary of the site and definitions of the period abbreviations used in this chapter, see 
p . ii . The author is especially grateful to Profs . J . C . Waldbaum and W . Dever for very helpful comments, to Dr . 
Jane Biers for assistance with the material in the University of Missouri Museum of Art and Archaeology, and to 
Lorene Sterner for her helpful encouragement over a long period of time .



I . THE BRONZE AND IRON AGES

The objects assigned to the Bronze and Iron Ages are relatively few in number . Most are from later contexts 
and can be recognized only typologically . Only the pin fragment M 18 is from a clear LB context . A few are of 
types that continued in use in later periods with little change, making it difficult to date them accurately . The 
objects assigned to the Bronze and Iron ages include weapons of known types (M 1–9: copper-alloy javelin- and 
arrowheads; platelets from scale armor) and pieces of simple jewelry in gold and copper alloy (M 14–18a: pen-
dants, pins) . In the category of objects of daily use belong a possible spindle hook of copper alloy (M 13); a small 
iron pick-axe (M 10), which typologically could belong to IRON I; the double-bladed iron axe M 11, which has 
good IRON IB parallels, and the fine iron knife M 12 . The axes and the knife are at home typologically in IRON 
I, although in this period the use of iron for tools and weapons rather than ornaments was still limited (A . Mazar 
1992, 361) . The copper-alloy and lead animal-shaped scale-weight M 20 is included here because of an IRON 
IB parallel from Megiddo . Since animal-shaped weights continued in use into the Persian period, however, the 
actual date of this weight is uncertain, and its fragmentary state precludes identification of the weight standard to 
which it belonged . The imported Phrygian fibula M 19 is included here because the type belongs mainly to the 
seventh century BCE, although it may have continued in use as late as the Early Hellenistic period .

Professor W . Dever kindly suggested dates for some of the objects in this section (per correspondence Decem-
ber 2, 1996) . This is indicated in the catalogue as Dever, p .c .

WEAPONS (M 1–9)

Probably the earliest weapon from Tel Anafa is the copper-alloy javelin-head M l . It is similar to the EB IV 
(MB I) northern and coastal type of long-bladed javelin-head, although it lacks the mid-rib common to this type 
(Tzaferis 1968, 19 . pl . 1:A; Dever 1972, 103, n . 26; the type is not included in Philip 1989) .

For Bronze and Iron Age javelin-heads and arrowheads, the useful terminology of Cross and Milik 1956, 16–
17, fig . 1, is employed, although the El Khadr hoard provides no close parallels . LB examples from Megiddo and 
Hazor are closer (cf . Megiddo II, pls . 174–176, esp . pl . 175:29 [LB I], 175:40 [LB II]; Hazor III–IV, pl . CCCXLII:10 
[LB I], CCCXL11:12 [LB II] . Similar types, however, continued to be made into the Iron Age (e .g ., A . Mazar 
1985, 4–5, fig . 1:3 [IRON IB]), and there is a great deal of variety among these generally long and narrow points .

The armor platelet M 8 probably is LB in date, and perhaps M 9 as well . These platelets are widely distributed 
and show great variety of form, depending upon their placement on the armor . They persisted into Roman times, 
but the later examples differ in shape and the arrangement of holes . For Bronze and Iron Age scales, see col-
lected material in Karageorghis and Masson 1975 . For Roman scales, see, e .g ., Bishop and Coulston 1993, 88, fig . 
51; from Masada, Maddin 1983; Masada VIII, 2–3, 52–63, pls . 65–66 .

M 1 TA69M9  Pl . 1
Loc . 3327 .1  Stratum HELL 2A 
Copper-alloy javelin-head . L . 0 .30 . 

Long, nearly flat blade; curled tang, square in section . Prob-
ably EB IV (MB I) .

M 2 TA81M6  Pl . 1
Loc . 8342  Stratum LB? 
Copper-alloy javelin-head . L . 0 .192 . 

Blade narrow, elliptic-, tang round in section . Dated by con-
text not later than LB?

M 3 TA73M5 Pl . 1
Loc . 3424  Stratum HELL 1/earlier
Copper-alloy javelin-head or arrowhead . Tang bent, missing 
end . P .L . 0 .097 (bent) . 

Oblanceolate blade, with slight mid-rib; tang rhomboidal in 
section . Probably LB .

M 4 TA81M24 Pl . 1
Loc . 1518 Stratum HELL 2A 
Iron javelin-head . Missing part of tang . Not cleaned . P .L . 
0 .082 . 

Spatulate blade . Point ovoid in section, tang round . Horizon-
tal cut visible through corrosion at base of blade . Probably 
IRON I–early IRON II .
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M 5 TA79M56 Pl . 2
Loc . 5320 Stratum HELL 1
Copper-alloy javelin-head or arrowhead . Missing tip of point . 
P .L . 0 .113 . 

Oblanceolate blade, nearly flat; tang rhomboidal in section . 
Probably LB

M 5a TA81M25
Loc . 8443 Stratum HELL 2A
Copper-alloy javelin-head or arrowhead . Not cleaned . L . 
0 .105 .

M 6 TA81M34 Pl . 2
Loc . 8505 Stratum ARAB/MODERN 

Copper-alloy javelin-head or arrowhead . Missing tip of point . 
P .L . 0 .104 . 

Elliptic blade, with faint mid-rib; tanged . Probably LB .

M 7 TA72M28 Pl . 2
Loc . 2560  Stratum HELL 2A 

Copper-alloy arrowhead . L 0 .081 . 
Nearly flat, thin, ovate blade; long tang, square in section . 

Faint, flat mid-rib . Probably IRON I (Dever, p .c .) .

M 8 TA73M19 Pl . 2
Loc . 21313  Stratum ROM 1A

Copper-alloy platelet . Upper corner chipped . H . 0 .025 . 
Platelet from scale armor . Duck-bill shape; six holes for 

attachment to leather underpinning along upper flat edge, 
three at either side of longitudinal mid-rib . Probably LB (De-
ver, p .c .) .

M 9 TA81M17 Pl . 2
Loc . 7832  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A

Copper-alloy platelet . Edges chipped; top bent backward at 
nearly right angle . P .H . (bent) 0 .03 . 

Probably platelet from scale armor . Roughly oval shape . 
Hole pierced at each side near edge, about one-third from 
bottom . Possibly LB .

TOOLS (M 10–13)

The most interesting of the tools is the unusually small iron pick-axe M 10 . It is similar in proportions and 
the form of the socket to an eleventh-century steel pick from Har Adir in the Upper Galilee, but that tool is a 
pick-adze rather than a pick-axe and is considerably larger (Davis et al . 1985) . A similar pick-axe type in bronze 
also was known in the Bronze Age (Deshayes 1960, Vol . II, pl . LXI:9) . The double-bladed iron axe M 11 is dated 
by context not later than Late Hellenistic, but it is similar in form to bronze and iron examples from Megiddo 
(Megiddo II, pl . 183:14–15 [bronze, IRON IB]; pl . 183:25 [iron, IRON IB]; collected material in Hayes 1991, 
55–58) .

The iron knife M 12 is a very well-crafted tool; the downward curve of the bone handle provides a perfect 
grip . It could have been used as a meat-carving knife, since its form is highly suitable for this purpose, and it 
was found in close proximity to an animal’s rib . It is generally similar in type, with its upturned blade and down-
curved handle, to a larger knife of bronze with a carved bone handle (LB II) from Tell Abu Hawam (Hamilton 
1934–1935, 60–61, no . 374A) . Perhaps it is an IRON I version, in iron, of an earlier bronze type .

The last tool is a small copper-alloy hook (M 13), probably from the top of a drop spindle . If this identifica-
tion is correct, the tang originally was inserted into a wooden spindle shaft; its purpose was to fasten the end of 
the already spun yarn onto the hook, while the next section was being spun . This tool is included here by virtue 
of the possible LB date of the context, although such hooks were in use in antiquity from the Bronze Age into 
Roman times (cf . Barber 1991, 68– 69, fig . 2 .34 [these are socketed]; for a tanged Roman example with spindle 
shaft preserved, see Benoit et al . 1961, 43, pl . X111:9) .

M 10 TA68M17 Pl . 3
Loc . 2104  Stratum ARAB/MODERN
Iron pick-axe . L . 0 .157 . 

Curved tool, consisting of a narrow axe-blade and a pick, 
centered on an oval socket measuring 0 .011 × 0 .009 . Pos-
sibly IRON I .

M 11 TA69M3 Pl . 3
Loc . 1242  Stratum HELL 2A/B
Iron axe . Edges chipped . P .L . 0 .155 .

Double-bladed axe with flaring profile; oval socket, 0 .03 × 
0 .017 . Probably IRON I (Dever, p .c .) .
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M 12 TA69M36 Pl . 3
Loc . 1250 Stratum HELL 1A 
Iron knife . L . 0 .135 . 

Long, narrow blade, pointed and curved upward; slotted into 
bent horn handle, fastened with three rivets in a row . Possibly 
IRON I .

M 13 TA73M29 Pl . 3
Loc . 2389  Stratum LB? 
Copper-alloy hook . L . 0 .056 .

Small hook, tanged . Dated by context not later than LB?

JEWELRy (M 14–19)

The earliest piece of jewelry from the site is probably the gold disk M 14 . Its cross-and-boss design is similar 
to that on a larger and better-crafted Anatolian-influenced round gold plaque from an EB II–III tomb at Kin-
neret (NEAEHL III, 873, with bibliography, color pl . opp . 956) . The missing rim fragment of M 14 may have been 
pierced or provided with a cylinder for hanging .

Gold pendants are not unusual in the Bronze Age, but the more commonly found type shows a star pattern 
(on gold pendants in general, see McGovern 1985; Boehmer 1972, 19–35) . The cross-and-boss design appears 
to have survived on bronze pendants well into the Iron Age (Boehmer 1972, 29–30, fig . 17, pl . I:6, dated eighth–
seventh century BCE) . A second gold pendant, the crescent M 16, is of a more common type, originating in the 
third millennium in Mesopotamia, with Palestinian parallels dating usually to the Late Bronze Age . Its popularity 
may rest upon the amuletic significance of its crescent or horn shape (Maxwell-Hyslop 1971, 149–151; collected 
material in Boehmer 1972, 30–35; McGovern 1985, 68–70, fig . 66, type IV .B .1–2) .

Two of the pins are of recognizable types . M 15 is a nail-headed toggle-pin with a rilled shank (cf . Henschel-
Simon 1937, 173, type IIA, pl . LXVIII, dated MB II–LB) . M17–17a are roll- top pins, a type with a long chronologi-
cal range (cf ., e .g ., Prag 1974, 93–95, fig . 9:2–9 [EB–MB]; Megiddo II, pl . 219:1–9 [MB I–IRON I]; Moorey 1980, 
91, nos . 356–358, fig . 14 [Persian period]; collected material in Waldbaum 1983, 110–111, nos . 659–662, pl . 42) . 
The fragmentary pin M 18 is from a context dated not later than LB but unfortunately does not preserve any 
diagnostic features .

M 19 is an imported Phrygian fibula . On the basis of finds from Gordion and elsewhere, the type was manu-
factured mainly in the seventh century BCE; there is some evidence, however, that its use may have continued 
even into the third century BCE (Muscarella 1967, 14, type XII, 2, pl . II:5; on the chronology of the later strata 
at Gordion in which some examples were found, see ibid. 7–8; see also Boehmer 1972, 47–48, pl . V:71–74) . It is 
unclear whether at Tel Anafa this fibula should be connected with the scant ceramic remains of IRON IIC, when 
there may have been an occupation gap (in which case the fibula presumably would have been discarded or lost 
during a casual visit to the site) or if it was in use at a later time .

M 14 TA73M10 Pl . 4
Loc . 2381  Stratum PERSIAN/HELL 1  
Gold disk (pendant?) . Missing triangular piece from rim . 
Diam . 0 .013 . 

Irregular circle cut from gold foil . Seven bosses, one at the 
center and six around, impressed from the back (repoussé); 
lines are chased on the front, forming four wide arms of a 
cross, with irregular diagonal lines in each quadrant . Possibly 
EB III (Dever, p .c .) .

M 15 TA78M12 Pl . 4
Loc . 13101 (no context)  
Copper-alloy toggle pin . L . 0 .16 . 

Long pin, flat at top . Round in section at point . Eye is 0 .06 
from top . Groups of incised lines on shank above and below 
eye, another group closer to top . MB IIA (MB I) (Dever, p .c .) .

M 16 TA68M13 Pl . 4
Loc . 3218  Stratum HELL 2A  
Gold pendant . W . 0 .012 . 

Crescent pendant, soldered to suspension cylinder with 
rolled edges . Probably LB .

M 17 TA81M7 Pl . 4
Loc . 8342  Stratum LB?  
Copper-alloy roll-top pin . Missing part of shaft . P .L . 0 .026 . 

Rolled head, 0 .006 wide; part of shaft preserved, round in 
section . Context not later than EB IV (Dever, p .c .) .

M17a TA73M9 Pl . 4
Loc . 2549  Stratum HELL 2 B/C  
Not cleaned . L . 0 .091 . 
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M 18 TA73M32 Pl . 4
Loc . 2472  Stratum LB 
Copper-alloy pin . Broken at one end . P .L . 0 .063 . 

Pin tapers toward point . Dated by context not later than LB .

Other copper-alloy pins without diagnostic features: 
TA73M56 (Loc . 21208; IRON); TA81M26 (Loc . 8345; 
LB?)

M 19 TA81M1 Pl . 4
Loc . 8334  Stratum HELL 1 
Copper-alloy fibula . Missing pin, part of hinge, end of bow 
with catch-plate . P .L . 0 .042 . 

Phrygian fibula . Thick, undecorated bow, rectangular in sec-
tion, with high arch . Hinged end shows two wide moldings 
and a knob . Dated by context not later than Early Hellenistic .

SCALE-WEIGHT (M 20)

M 20 is a copper-alloy scale-weight in the shape of a wild goat . Scale-weights of this type dating from the Late 
Bronze Age to the Persian period show animals of various species recumbent, with the front legs folded under 
(Palestinian examples collected in Ben-Arieh and Edelstein 1977, 57–58) . Lions and bovines are the most com-
mon types, but from IRON IB Megiddo comes another goat, similar to M 20 in subject if not style (yadin 1970a, 
pl . 2 top; 1970b, 78, fig . 7; Negbi 1974, 160, pl . 30:6) . Unfortunately, the incomplete condition of M 20 prevents 
determination of the original weight .

M 20 TA81M22 Pl . 4
Loc . 9130  Stratum HELL 2A/B 
Copper-alloy and lead scale-weight . Missing most of legs, side 
chipped . L . 0 .054 . 

Copper-alloy exterior, with lead core . Ibex (wild goat) with 
horns curved straight back from forehead; bearded . Possibly 
IRON I .
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Metal objects of the Persian, Hellenistic, and Roman periods are catalogued typologically below .

TOOLS FOR AGRICULTURAL, DOMESTIC, AND INDUSTRIAL USE

Most of the tools found at Tel Anafa are of iron, although a few are of copper alloy, even in Roman context . 
The tools of farmers and fishers are easier to identify than the tools of craftsmen, which sometimes were intended 
for highly specialized tasks . In trying to identify such tools for this catalogue, the author has emphasized the 
crafts most likely to have been pursued on the site . Therefore tools for the production of luxury items, which 
were imported, should not be expected; rather the tools were used for the basic crafts involved in the provision of 
shelter and clothing . For example, one might expect tools for the preparation of leather, which must have been 
a by-product of local animal husbandry .

The largest group of tools in this category is bladed, for use in various cutting tasks . This group consists of 
knives (M 21–28), sickles and bill-hooks (M 29–37), and an axe (M 39) . Two of the knives are from contexts dated 
not later than Early Hellenistic; most, however, are from contexts dated not later than Late Hellenistic and Early 
Roman . The sickles are mainly Hellenistic or earlier and are characterized by a blade with a shallow curve; there 
is only one example of the more deeply curved Roman type . The bill-hooks tend to be from later-dated contexts 
than the sickles . Although the statistical sample is small, the apparent shift from sickles to bill-hooks may be con-
firmation of the conclusions drawn from the animal remains (TA Vol . I . i, 291) that intensive field agriculture 
gave way to the raising of orchard crops in the Roman period . The axe is a pick-axe or axe-adze, similar to a Ro-
man dolabra. There is one rather poorly preserved ploughshare (M 38), which may not be ancient .

Fishing equipment, including lead weights and a fishing lure, forms another group (M 40–42e) . Five tools 
have been identified as leather-workers’ tools (M 43–47); a heavy punch may have belonged to a blacksmith (M 
48) . Several whorls, a spindle shaft, a possible pair of cropping shears, and two needles are the implements of 
textile workers (M 49–54) . A pair of scissors (M 55), two large hooks, perhaps for grappling (M 56–57), and a very 
long, chisel-like tool (M 58), perhaps used for stuccowork, complete the repertoire . These groups are discussed 
individually below .

KNIVES (M 21–28)

The knives catalogued here are all made of iron . A number preserve the iron rivets that originally fastened 
the handles (probably wood, horn, or bone) to the blades . Only one knife, however, possibly of Iron Age date (M 
12), preserves the handle itself .

The various forms of knife blades that were developed during the Middle and Late Bronze Ages (collected 
material in Deshayes 1960, Vol . 1, 301–330; Vol . II, 123–140, pls . XLI–XLIV), and the technique of fastening 
nonmetallic handles to the blades with rivets, carried over into the Iron Age and later . This is hardly surprising, 
since the knives must have continued to serve the same purposes . The main differences are that the blades are 
made of iron, and the method of handle attachment becomes more or less standardized, with three rivets equally 
spaced in a row down the longitudinal axis of the tang . In Palestine, well-made iron knives with three rivets in a 
row were known in the twelfth–eleventh centuries BCE (e .g ., A . Mazar 1985, 6–8); by Roman times, the number 
of rivets usually was two (e .g ., yadin 1963, 85–88, nos . 25–27, fig . 31) .

Three of the knives from Tel Anafa are bi-metallic (on bi-metallic knives in Syria-Palestine, see Waldbaum 
1982, 331–332): M 21d preserves a possibly copper rivet, judging from the reddish color; M 23 preserves part of 
the copper-alloy collar that helped secure the handle; and M 22 had a handle covered with copper alloy .

The most consistent knife type from Tel Anafa (M21–24) has a wide, straight blade, with the cutting edge 
curved upward at the point; the rectangular tang, which is indented from the blade, is also straight . These knives 
range in length from 12 to 30 cm and are from contexts dated not later than Late Hellenistic and Early Roman . 
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Metal collars may originally have secured the handles, as in well-preserved knives from Nahal Hever (yadin 1963, 
85–88, nos . 25–27, fig . 31), which show a blade of generally similar form with an iron collar as well as rivets . M 
23 has a copper-alloy collar; if any of the other knives originally had collars, they may have become separated 
from the blades when the handles decayed . M 21f, which was not cleaned, has traces of its wooden handle . Two 
members of this group, M 21 and M 22, were forged in a distinctive manner—a ridge was left along the thick-
ened blunt edge when the cutting edge was hammered thin . Perhaps these two knives were made in the same 
workshop . Since smiths of the Persian period apparently used this technique (cf . Porath 1974, 54, fig . 6:9, dated 
fifth century BCE), M 21 and M 22 could date to that time . M 22 was more elaborate than usual, with its covered 
handle and perhaps also an iron hand- guard . While the inhabitants of Tel Anafa, like those of small, preindus-
trial communities in general, probably made many of their own tools (Turkowski 1969, 101), and the lump of slag 
M 213 points to the manufacture of some iron objects on the site, more elaborate specimens such as M 22 could 
have been made elsewhere and purchased . Since most of the knives in this group have, or originally had, three 
rivets rather than two, they are probably Hellenistic or earlier rather than Roman .

The remaining knives vary in form . In M 25, the tang is not indented but is slightly narrower than the blade; it 
is also bent slightly inward toward the cutting edge, so that the tool as a whole, including the handle, would have 
been slightly incurved . A similar inward curve is visible in M 26 and M 27: the former has a narrow tang that is 
long in relation to the blade; the latter has a very narrow tang and a broad-based blade . M 28 has a wide-based, 
incurved blade but a straight tang . M 25 and M 27 have the earliest context dates of the knives, not later than 
Early Hellenistic .

M 21 TA72M16 Pl . 5
Loc . 1359  Stratum HELL 2B/C 
Iron knife-blade . Missing point, edges of tang chipped . P .L . 
0 .27 . 

Long blade, cutting edge curved toward point, blunt edge 
straight and ridged . Tang rectangular, straight, slightly in-
dented from blade; three rivets preserved . Dated by context 
not later than Late Hellenistic .

The following iron knife-blades are not ridged but otherwise 
are similar to M 21 in form: 

M 21a TA68M19 Pl . 5
No context  
Missing point and part of tang, bent . P .L . 0 .30 .

M 21b TA69M5 Pl . 5
Loc . 2407  Stratum ARAB  
Missing lower part of blade and tang . P .L . 0 .215 . 

M 21c TA86M11 Pl . 5
Loc . 1612*, 1614  Stratum ROM 1B, ROM 1C/later  
Fragments of blade . P .L . ca . 0 .30 . 

M 21d TA68M20 Pl . 5
Loc . 2310  Stratum HELL 2C 
Missing part of tang . P .L . 0 .133 . Copper (?) rivet . 

M 21e TA79M60
Loc . 7623  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM I A
Missing point . P .L . 0 .11

M 21f  TA81M44
Loc . 7336  Stratum HELL 2B
Traces of wooden handle . L . ca . 0 .20 . 

M 22 TA70M80 Pl . 6
Loc . 1359  Stratum HELL 2B/C 
Iron knife-blade with copper-alloy covered handle . Missing 
part of handle . L . 0 .286 . 

Long blade with ridged blunt edge and rectangular tang very 
similar to M 21, but tang originally sheathed in copper alloy . 
Bent iron sheets now partly covering the handle originally 
may have been a hand-guard . Dated by context not later than 
Late Hellenistic .

M 23 TA79M18 Pl . 6
Loc . 5421  Stratum ROM 1A 
Iron knife-blade with copper-alloy collar . Missing point and 
end of tang . P .L . 0 .116 . 

Blade short in relation to tang, which is rectangular, with 
copper-alloy collar 0 .017 wide, two rivets below . Original 
length probably ca . 0 .15 . Dated by context not later than 
Early Roman .

M 24 TA69M6 Pl . 6
Loc . 1233  Stratum ROM 1 
Iron knife-blade . Missing point, blade bent . P .L . 0 .175 . 

Cutting edge slightly concave from wear . Rectangular tang 
with one hole near end for rivet . Dated by context not later 
than Early Roman .

M 25 TA73M50 Pl . 6
Loc . 2388  Stratum HELL 1/2A 
Iron knife-blade . Missing one rivet . L . 0 .128 . 

Wide blade, with slight inward curve at tang, which is slightly 
narrower than blade; two rivets preserved . Dated by context 
not later than Early Hellenistic .
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M 26 TA68M28 Pl . 6
Loc . 2112  Stratum HELL 2C+ 
Iron knife-blade . L . 0 .16 . 

Rounded at point . Slight inward curve at long, narrow tang; 
three rivets . Dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic .

M 27 TA69M10 Pl . 6
Loc . 1247  Stratum HELL 1/2A/B
Iron knife-blade . Missing part of tang . P .L . 0 .076 . 

Short blade, wide at base, tapering rapidly to point . Narrow 
tang, curved inward . Dated by context not later than Early 
Hellenistic .

The following iron knives are fragmentary, not fully cleaned, or lack diagnostic features; they are listed by the 
latest context date:

HELL 1/earlier: TA81M42
HELL 2A–C+: TA69M31, TA70M45, TA70M46, TA70M55, TA70M95, TA70M96, TA70M97, TA70M100, 

TA70M123, TA70M128, TA72M34, TA72M53, TA72M64
ROM 1A–C: TA69M91, TA70M52, TA70M102, TA80M17, TA80M19, TA80M21, TA81M40, TA86M8
ARAB: TA69M35
MODERN: TA78M7
No context: TA69M33, TA70M50, TA81M19

SICKLES ANd BILL-HOOKS (M 29–37)

Of the agricultural tools found at Tel Anafa, the most common are sickles and bill-hooks . Both types of tool 
have a curved blade with the cutting edge on the inner side . The sickle, however, has a gradual curve, while the 
bill-hook has a gooseneck shape with a point like a bird’s bill . The shapes are adapted to the tasks: the sickle is 
made for cutting, near ground level, bunches of cultivated and wild plants for food, as well as for animal fodder 
and bedding; the cutting surface of the bill-hook is concentrated in a smaller area because it is made for mount-
ing on a pole and hooking over branches, to prune unwanted wood from fruit trees and to gather foliage and 
branches for animal fodder or other uses (on the adaptation of these tools to various cutting tasks, see White 
1967, 71–103) .

The sickles M 29–32 are tanged, have a shallow curve (a design that goes back to the Bronze and Iron ages 
in Palestine— cf ., e .g ., Megiddo II, pl . 179:29, MB II; Megiddo I, pl . 82, Iron Age), and are either flat-ended or 
pointed . There appears to be no difference in date between the flat-ended and pointed types since they are 
contemporaneous at Tell Keisan (Tell Keisan 324, pl . 99:17–18, both IRON IIA–Persian) . M 33 is more deeply 
curved and, if ancient, should be Roman on the basis of its form (cf ., e .g ., yadin 1963, 88, no . 30, fig . 30; Po-
hanka 1986, 132–146, 356–358, pls . 26–30) . The shallow-curved blade is adapted to other uses as well, such as 
slaughtering animals . An example found at the fourteenth-century bamah of the sanctuary at Tel Mevorakh 
has been identified as a ritual slaughtering knife for animal sacrifice (Stern 1984, 24, no . 1224, fig . 3:5) . The 
sickles were probably provided with wooden handles; M 31 may preserve part of an iron collar that helped 
secure the handle join (cf . the wooden-handled sickle from Nahal Hever, yadin 1963, 88, no . 30, fig . 30) . The 
bill-hooks are either socketed (M 34) or, more often, tanged (M35–37) . They are close in form to the Roman 
falx arhoraria (White 1967, 86–88; Pohanka 1986, 176–191, 363–366, pls . 35–39) .

M 28 TA79M30 Pl . 6
Loc . 8210 Stratum ROM 1B 
Iron knife-blade . Missing part of tang . P .L . 0 .15 . 

Blade wide at base, gradual inward curve to point . Narrow, 
straight tang . Dated by context not later than Early Roman .
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M 29 TA68M21 Pl . 7
Loc . 3212AX  Stratum ROM1B or 1C 
Iron sickle . Corner of flat end chipped . L . 0 .345 . 

Long, wide blade, with shallow curve; slightly narrower at 
center, perhaps due to wear .

End is flat . Short, pointed tang continues outer curve of 
blade, offset in shallow curve from cutting edge . Dated by 
context not later than Early Roman .

M 30 TA70M9 Pl . 7
Loc . 2325  Stratum HELL 2B/C 
Iron sickle . Tang folded over, end missing . P .L . 0 .30 . 

Similar in size to M 29 and probably in shape of tang, but 
blade tapers to rounded point . Dated by context not later 
than Late Hellenistic .

M 30a TA70M27 Pl . 7
Loc . 2322  Stratum HELL 2C 
Both ends broken . P .L . 0 .215 . 

M 31 TA69M39 Pl . 7
Loc . 2425  Stratum HELL 2C contam . 
Iron sickle . Missing part of tang . P .L . 0 .195 . 

Similar in shape to M 30 but smaller . Strip of iron attached 
to top of tang may be part of collar to secure join to handle . 
Dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic .

M 32 TA72M11 Pl . 8
No context 
Iron sickle . Missing point . L . 0 .233 . 

Small sickle, with narrow, pointed blade . Relatively long, 
pointed tang, offset from both sides of blade . Date uncertain .

M 33 TA80M1 Pl . 8
Loc . 8310  Stratum ARAB/MODERN 
Iron sickle . Missing tang . P .L . 0 .324 . 

Deeply curved . Design could be Roman, but context is later; 
possibly not ancient .

M 34 TA69M37 Pl . 8
Loc . 2316  Stratum HELL 2C 
Iron bill-hook . L . 0 .168 . 

Narrow blade, curved at top, without offset to round socket, 
0 .015 in diam . Cutting area of blade is small due to lack of 
offset characteristic of tanged examples . Dated by context 
not later than Late Hellenistic .

M 35 TA70-53 Pl . 8
Loc . 1271  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1 
Iron bill-hook . Missing point . P .L . 0 .177 . 

Wide blade, curved at top . Deep offset to slightly tapering 
tang, flat at bottom . Hole near bottom of tang, probably for 
rivet to fasten handle . Dated by context not later than Late 
Hellenistic–Early Roman .

M 36 TA69M2 Pl . 9
Loc . 3319X  Stratum ROM I B 
Iron bill-hook . Missing point and end of tang . P .L . 0 .24 .

Similar in shape to M 35, larger . Dated by context not later 
than Early Roman .

M 37 TA70M124 Pl . 9
Loc . 2427  Stratum HELL 2C+ contam . 
Iron bill-hook . L . 0 .212 . 

Narrow blade, curved at top . Slightly offset at both sides to 
relatively wide and long rectangular tang . Dated by context 
not later than Late Hellenistic .

PLOUgHSHARE (M 38)

M 38 is probably a broad-edged ploughshare, a widely known type with a long history (for early examples in 
bronze, see Catling 1964, 79–82, type (h), fig . 7:4, pl . 4:h-h; one from Beth Shean from an IRON IA level, James 
1966, 29, fig . 103:3; for Roman iron examples, see Manning 1964, 54–65, esp . 58–59, fig . 5:D, E) . Catling ob-
served this type of ploughshare still in use in Cyprus . The socket was left open for removal of the metal share from 
the wooden stock for repair, without dismantling the entire plough . Tools of this type are sometimes identified as 
hoes, but if so used they would have required a knee-jointed handle .

M 38 TA69M4 Pl . 9
Loc . 2406  Stratum ARAB
Iron ploughshare . Edges chipped . P .L . 0 .16 . 

Broad-bladed tool, with slightly flaring sides; terminates in 
broad, open socket . The working edge is missing . Probably 
Roman or later; perhaps not ancient .
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AXE (M 39)

In addition to the iron pick-axe M 10 and the double-bladed axe M 11, which probably date to the Iron Age, 
a pick-axe or axe-adze similar to the Roman dolabra was found (M 39) . Among its other uses, this tool type is de-
scribed in ancient sources as agricultural (White 1967, 63); pick-axes are still in use in Palestine to break the hard 
soil surface before plowing and to cut tree roots (Turkowski 1969, 25) . The dolabra is best known as a military 
tool, a standard part of the Roman soldier’s kit, but smaller and somewhat differently shaped civilian versions are 
known as well (Manning 1969, 18–19, fig . 1:b–e; Waldbaum 1983, 48–49, nos . 132–135, pl . 11) . Although M 39 is 
not fully preserved, it is probably a civilian type since it does not have the lugs at the socket characteristic of the 
Roman military dolabra. It also may be earlier in date since there are smaller, probably Palestinian axe-adzes dated 
Hellenistic or earlier (Hayes 1991, 78–79, nos . 157–158) .

M 39 TA79M33 Pl . 10
No context 
Iron pick-axe or axe-adze . Missing most of pick or adze end . 
P .L . 0 .20 . Not cleaned . 

Broad, flaring axe-head and pick or adze, centered on a sock-
et measuring ca . 0 .025 in diam .

FISHINg EQUIPMENT (M 40–42)

The evidence for fishing at Tel Anafa includes lead weights, indicating the use of nets, and a fishing lure, also 
of lead, which would point to line fishing . Both types of fishing were known in ancient times . While there are a 
number of methods of fishing with weighted nets, the evidence of the Tel Anafa fish bones that mainly riverine 
species, preferring shallow water, were consumed (TA Vol . I, i, 281–282) suggests a method of casting from near 
the shore . One possibility is a method still in use in the Galilee in modern times, in which the fisher stands in 
the water and, when he observes the presence of fish, throws over them a small casting net weighted around the 
edges (Radcliffe 1926, 419; Masterman 1908, 44–45) . The weights cause the net to drop rapidly before the fish 
can escape, the net is constricted by pulling a cord at the center, and the trapped fish are then extracted by hand .

Evidence for the use of lures in line fishing goes back to the Mesolithic period, when shiny bits of shell were 
attached to the hooks to attract the fish (Singer et al . 1954, 168) . Aelian records the use of colored wool and 
feathers in a manner approximating modern fly-fishing (Radcliffe 1926, 185–193) . The lure from Tel Anafa (M 
40) is a small sheet of lead worked into the shape of a hollow, open-mouthed fish, with a hole in its belly and 
probably another in its tail . Modern casting lures are shaped just like this, are of brightly painted or shiny metal, 
and have two pendant hooks attached to the belly and the tail or the mouth . Depending upon where the second 
hook is attached, the fishing line is fastened either to the mouth or the tail . The lure is kept moving by walking 
along the shore or trolling from a boat . In the piece from Tel Anafa, hooks would have been similarly attached to 
the holes, and something colorful or shiny would have been applied . The use of a lead weight close to a hook to 
facilitate the throwing of a line was well known in antiquity: either the hook was provided with a float to counter-
act the weight of the lead, or the bait was ground-bait, meant to attract fish that feed at the river bottom, and the 
hook was therefore allowed to sink (Radcliffe 1926, 239) . From the Byzantine shipwreck of yassi Ada came a lead 
lure used in sea fishing; it is abstractly shaped but is thought to imitate a small fish (Kuniholm 1985, 308–309) .

The lead net weights are of two types, both made of a rectangular lead sheet . In one type, a rectangle was 
neatly folded double to form a square; only one example of this type was found at Tel Anafa (M 41) . In the other, 
more common type, of which six examples were excavated, a thinner, slightly larger and ragged-edged rectangle 
was rolled into a rough cylinder (M 42) . In both types, the soft metal could be folded or rolled around the cords 
of a net as needed . When in use, the edges of the cylinder would have overlapped to secure it in place (M 42d) . 
These simple objects persisted for a long time and are widely found (Buchholz 1973, 176–177, nn . 674–684; Rau-
bitschek 1998, 121, n . 16, with bibliography) . Both types have been found together in an IRON IA context at Beth 
Shean (James 1966, 29, fig . 103:2) . There they are incorrectly called clamps, perhaps because they are more easily 
associated with coastal than river sites . The square type was in use in the Late Bronze Age at Tell el-‘Ajjūl (gaza 
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III, 6, no . 35, pl . IX bottom; 17 or 18 weights were used for a small net) . The context dates at Tel Anafa are not 
later than Early Roman for the square type and not later than Late Hellenistic for the cylinders . Unfortunately, it 
is not possible to determine more accurately when they were actually in use .

M 40 TA72M33 Pl . 10
Loc . 3504  Stratum HELL 2A–ROM 1C 
Lead fishing lure . Missing part of tail . P .L . 0 .032 . 

Hollow, ovoid fishlike shape, open at one end (the mouth); 
triangular bits of bent metal at opposite end are probably the 
remains of the tail . Small hole in one side, probably another 
hole in tail . For use, see above . Dated by context not later 
than Late Hellenistic–Early Roman .

M 41 TA73M42 Pl . 10
Loc . 21321  Stratum ROM IA 
Lead net weight . W . 0 .015 . 

Rectangular lead bar, 0 .004 thick, folded over into a square . 
For use, see above . Dated by context not later than Early 
Roman .

M 42 TA69M68 Pl . 10
Loc . 2502  Stratum ARAB 
Lead net weight . L . 0 .039 . 

Thin sheet of lead with irregular edges rolled into an open 
cylinder . For use, see above . Date uncertain (see contexts of 
other examples below) .

M 42a TA70M110
Loc . 2330  Stratum HELL 2B/C
Dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic

M 42b TA70M116
Loc . 2412AS  Stratum HELL 2C 
Dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic

M 42c TA70M118
Loc . 2801 Stratum MODERN

M 42d TA70M119
Loc . 2427  Stratum HELL 2C+ contam .
Closed tightly, with overlapping edges . 

M 42e TA69M69
Loc . 2600 Stratum MODERN 
Smaller . L . 0 .028 .

LEATHER-WORKINg TOOLS (M 43–47)

Given the important place of animal husbandry in the economy of Tel Anafa (TA Vol . I, i, 291–292), it would 
not be surprising to find tools appropriate to the working of leather . The most obvious is the curved blade M 43, 
which in form is typical of leather-knives used by shoemakers (Singer et al . 1956, 166, fig . 130; Gaitzsch 1980, Vol . 
I, 120–126, Vol . II, pl . 24:125); the narrower edge was meant to be set into a handle . Two more tools that could 
have been used for leatherwork are the small tools M 46 and M 47, which may be punches or awls for cutting slits 
in leather (Manning 1985, 41–42) . M 46 is from a context dated not later than Early Roman . It is not clear wheth-
er it is hook-shaped by accident or for a purpose, but the pointed tang must have been inserted into a handle, and 
the notched end must be the working surface . M 47 also has a notched end and a round, blunted top that looks 
appropriate for striking . Both tools may have been notched in order to punch pairs of holes or short slits, rather 
than single holes, in the leather, to make it more flexible and clothlike, more decorative, or to provide holes for 
sewing or lacing (for Roman leatherworking techniques of this kind, see Waterer 1976, 182–185; on Egyptian 
methods, see Lucas and Harris 1962, 36–37) .

Before the leather was worked into such items as footwear or bags, however, the hides had to be processed 
immediately to prevent deterioration and the tanned hides then made sufficiently flexible for use . The process 
of tanning (Singer et al . 1956, 147–154; Forbes 1957, 21–52) required defleshing and dehairing, by means of a 
curved blade pushed forward or sideways . One tool from Tel Anafa, M 44, could have been used for such scrap-
ing; it is a curved blade, wider at one side and thickened as if meant to be held in the hand . The specific task of 
the currier was to soften the tanned hide by various processes, including abrasion . Both the tanner and currier, 
even into much later times, often worked with the hide tightly stretched over a curved beam, sometimes using the 
tools with two hands in order to put full weight behind the blade (Singer et al . 1956, 150, fig . 111 top center) . The 
unusual tool M 45 could have been a slicker, used by a currier for the abrading process . It consists of a thick blunt 
blade, curved in section perhaps to fit over a curved beam, and provided with a socket parallel to the blade, to 
hold a horizontal handle; such a handle could be grasped in two hands, in order to push the tool back and forth .
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M 43 TA73M26 Pl . 10
Loc . 5203A  Stratum ARAB/MODERN 
Copper-alloy leather-knife . Missing one corner . G .W . 0 .055 . 

Flat blade of lunate shape, with convex cutting edge, three 
other edges concave . For use, see above .

M 44 TA80M22 Pl . 10
Loc . 7910  Stratum ROM 1B 
Iron defleshing knife (?) Missing part of wider end . P .L . 
0 .119 . 

Roughly leaf-shaped flat blade, with convex cutting edge, op-
posite edge thickened . For use, see above . Dated by context 
not later than Early Roman .

M 45 TA70M67 Pl . 11
Loc . 1338  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1 
Iron currier’s slicker (?) . About three-fourths of width pre-
served . P .W . 0 .083 . 

Thick, rectangular blade, slightly curved in longitudinal sec-
tion . Long side tapers in section but is not a cutting edge; at 
opposite side, protruding socket to receive handle parallel 
to blade . For use, see above . Dated by context not later than 
Late Hellenistic–Early Roman .

M 46 TA79M29 Pl . 11
Loc . 7622  Stratum ROM 1A 
Copper-alloy punch or chisel-edged awl (?) . L . (bent) 0 .058 . 

Flattened hook, pointed at one end (tang?), widened and 
notched at the other . Shank bent into hooked shape (acci-
dentally?) . For use, see above . Dated by context not later than 
Early Roman .

M 47 TA78M19 Pl . 11
Loc . 13100 no context 
Copper-alloy punch or chisel-edged awl (?) . L . 0 .041 . 

Very small tool, with a flattened top, oval in section; a nar-
row waist, round in section; and a flat, splaying bottom with a 
notched (cutting?) edge . For use, see above .

BLACKSMITHINg TOOL (?) (M 48)

The lump of iron slag M 213 points to the manufacture of some iron objects on the site, but only one tool 
can be assigned tentatively to blacksmithing . The heavy punch M 48 is like those used by Roman blacksmiths to 
punch holes in metal for rivets (Manning 1985, 9–11, esp . nos . A31–32, pl . 6) . Hole-punching tools are used for 
other crafts as well, such as leatherworking and carpentry, but thinner and sharper tools, such as awls, would be 
more suitable for these purposes .

M 48 TA69M58 Pl . 11
Loc . 1233  Stratum ROM 1 
Iron punch . L . 0 .09 . 

Squarish shaft, flattened at the top and pointed at the bot-
tom . Dated by context not later than Early Roman .

TEXTILE-WORKINg TOOLS (M 49–54)

M 49–54, from contexts dated not later than Late Hellenistic and Early Roman, are identified here as textile-
working tools . An earlier example is the Bronze Age hook M 13, which may have belonged to a spindle . The 
incomplete bronze rod M 49 is probably a spindle shaft . The drawing is somewhat misleading since the top of the 
rod is actually broken . The identification can be made by comparison with completely preserved bronze spindle 
shafts from Deve Hüyük, which have horizontal channels at the top (Barber 1991, 64, fig . 2 .31) . The Tel Anafa 
spindle may have been of the high whorl type, which was typical of the Middle East (Barber 1991, 56–65), the 
horizontal channels serving to help anchor the whorl and to fasten the spun thread . The diameter of the shaft is 
approximately equal to that of the hole in the lead whorl M 50, although the two pieces were found in different 
contexts and could not belong together . The lead (M 50), copper-alloy (M 50a), and iron (M 51) whorls probably 
belonged to spindles . M 51, which is larger and heavier than the other two, presumably would have been used for 
spinning thicker yarns of long-staple wool or flax, or perhaps for plying already spun fibers for cordage . If it did 
indeed belong to a spindle, the diameter of its bore, perhaps because of some loss of surface due to corrosion, is 
at the upper limit known for spindle whorls (Barber 1991, 52) .
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The tool M 52 could be a pair of Roman cropping shears; the two long, flat-ended blades could have been 
used to trim the nap raised from the surface of cloth during the fulling process (Wild 1976, 176–177, fig . 293; 
Gaitzsch 1980, Vol . I, 213–226, Vol . II, pl . 32:156) . The blades of such tools typically do not end in points to avoid 
piercing the cloth . The method of joining the blades, however, with a rivet through a round extension at the 
top, is more typical of carpenters’ dividers (Liversidge 1976, 163, fig . 271) . Since the blades of dividers must be 
pointed to function properly, the former identification is preferred here . It is unlikely that M 52 once had points 
that are now missing since the blades do not taper .

Two needles were retrieved, both from contexts dated not later than Early Hellenistic . One is long and straight 
(M 53), the other short and curved (M 54). Ancient needles are known from the Bronze Age (e .g ., Hazor III–IV, 
pl . CCCXLIII:10) onward and are often surprisingly long (cf ., e .g ., Manning 1985, 35–36, esp . no . D13, pl . 14; 
yadin 1963, 90, no . 31, fig . 32); such needles may have been used for reweaving or darning worn areas of cloth 
rather than ordinary sewing . Curved needles, like modern upholstery needles, would have been useful for sewing 
together perpendicular surfaces, such as the edges of cushions or bales, or perhaps for lightweight leatherwork 
(Manning 1985, 36, nos . D32–35, pl . 15) . Curved needles also have been identified as surgical instruments (see 
p . 239 below) .

For textile-working tools made of bone, see the chapter on weaving tools in TA Vol . II, iii . 

M 49 TA69M52 Pl . 11
Loc . 3327 .1  Stratum HELL 2A 
Copper-alloy spindle shaft . Missing part of top . P .L . 0 .115 . 

Shaft is 0 .004 in thickness, squarish in section near the top, 
becoming rounder toward bottom . Two horizontal channels 
cut at top; slightly thickened at point . See above for use . Dat-
ed by context not later than Late Hellenistic .

M 50 TA73M39 Pl . 11
Loc . 5122  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A 
Lead whorl . Diam . 0 .017 . 

Splaying profile, 0 .006 in thickness; bore is 0 .003 in diameter 
at top, splayed to 0 .005 at bottom . Dated by context not later 
than Late Hellenistic–Early Roman .

M50a TA69M109
Loc . 1300  Stratum MODERN 
Diam . 0 .018 . 

Similar in size to preceding but made of copper alloy .

M 51 TA69M26 Pl . 11
Loc . 2312  Stratum HELL 2C 
Iron whorl . Diam . 0 .047; Max . Th . 0 .013 . 

Carinated profile; bore is 0 .009 in diameter, splaying at sur-
faces . Dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic .

M 52 TA81M41 Pl . 12
No context 
Iron cropping shears (?) L . 0 .17 . 

Two long, rectangular blades are joined at the top by a rivet 
through a round extension . For use, see above .

M 53 TA69M118 Pl . 12
Loc . 3333  Stratum HELL 1/2A 
Copper-alloy needle . Missing point; P .L . 0 .138 . 

Long, straight needle with large eye . Dated by context not 
later than Early Hellenistic .

M 54 TA69M104 Pl . 12
Loc . 1250  Stratum HELL 1A 
Copper-alloy needle . L . (bent) 0 .032 . 

Short needle with large eye . Bent shaft may be intentional . 
Dated by context not later than Early Hellenistic .

OTHER TOOLS (M 55–58)

The tools catalogued here do not fall into any of the above categories . The fragmentary M 55 was probably 
a pair of large iron scissors; it is from a context dated not later than Late Hellenistic . Hinged scissors of this 
type are much less common than spring-shears, which had a primarily agricultural use (Manning 1985, 34–35; 
White 1967, 119–120; Pohanka 1986, 274–279, 384–387, pls . 52–53) . Examples of hinged scissors are known from 
Khirbet Shema’ (Meyers 1976, pl . 8 .2:6–8), and from Priene (Priene 390–391, fig . 513) . For others from outside 
Palestine, see Petrie 1917, 48, para . 135, pls . LVIII:34–40; LIX:38–39; Waldbaum 1983, 62, nos . 239–241, pl . 17 . 
If M 55 has been identified correctly, it would be earlier than the published examples, which are thought to be 
Roman or Byzantine at the earliest .
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M 56 and M 57 are large iron hooks, both from contexts dated not later than Late Hellenistic; they appear to 
have been used as tools . Hanging objects on hooks was a common housekeeping strategy in the scantily furnished 
homes of the ancient world, and some of the hooks found at Tel Anafa, such as M 78–80 below, must have served 
this purpose; a nail is still attached to M 78 . M 56, however, is socketed and must have been mounted on a wooden 
pole . It was perhaps meant to grasp and pull things, or to retrieve them, as, for example, buckets from a well (cf . 
Manning 1985, 104, nos . P30–31, pl . 49) . M 57 is not socketed, and since its end does not diminish into a tang, 
it may not have had a handle . It also could have been used as a grabber, perhaps for some task such as pulling 
cooking pots from the fire .

M 58 is a rather puzzling iron tool, with a splayed end like that of a chisel but impossibly long and thin for 
the tasks a chisel had to perform . It is also similar in length and shape to a tool type identified as a poker (Tell 
Keisan 324, pl . 99:5) but seems too fragile for this purpose as well . Since it provides a long, straight edge, as well 
as a spatulate end, it is possible that it had something to do with the preparation of the paneled, molded stucco 
decoration in the LHSB (TA Vol . I, i, 68) . Identifying the tools used by stucco workers, however, has proven to be 
particularly difficult (Ling 1976, 220) .

M 55 TA72M22 Pl . 12
Loc . 1359  Stratum HELL 2B/C 
Iron scissors . Parts of two blades preserved . Max . P .L . 0 .068 . 

Rectangular fragments of both blades, joined by rivet . Dated 
by context not later than Late Hellenistic .

M 56 TA72M42 Pl . 12
Loc . 1381  Stratum HELL 2B/C 
Iron socketed grappling hook (?) . Missing part of socket . P .L . 
0 .16 . 

Large, pointed hook; squarish in section at hook, rounder at 
socket . For possible use, see above . Dated by context not later 
than Late Hellenistic .

M 57 TA69M38 Pl . 12
Loc . 1319  Stratum HELL 2B/C 
Iron grappling hook (?) . L . 0 .182 .

Straight rod, square in section, tapers at end, which is bent 
into blunt hook . For possible use, see above . Dated by con-
text not later than Late Hellenistic .

M 58 TA70M8 Pl . 12
Loc . 2427  Stratum HELL 2C+contam . 
Iron long chisel (?) . L . 0 .54 . 

Very long and narrow (ca . 0 .02), with chisel-like, splaying 
end . For possible use, see above . Dated by context not later 
than Late Hellenistic .

TOILET IMPLEMENTS 

Implements for personal grooming include iron strigils (M 59–60), iron razors (M 61–63), and copper-alloy 
cosmetic spatulas (M 64–67) and a kohl-tube (M 68) . Two of the strigils (M 59–59a) are from contexts dated not 
later than Late Hellenistic . Although no strigils were found in the area of the bath complex in the LHSB (TA Vol . 
I, i, 62–72), their presence suggests Hellenized bathing customs for at least some of the men of Tel Anafa (on the 
use of strigils, see dar Sag 4, pt . 2, 1532–1534, s .v . strigilis) . The razors, if correctly identified as such, suggest that 
at least some of the men were shaven clean in the Hellenistic fashion . For the women, the numerous cosmetic 
spatulas and the kohl-tube indicate the use of that cosmetic preparation .

The strigils are of two types . M 59, from a context dated not later than Late Hellenistic, has a long, shallow, 
curved blade and an open handle of rectangular form . Strigils with similar rectangular handles are known from 
the Early Hellenistic to the Early Roman periods (e .g ., Salamis III, 195, pls . CLXXXVII:936, CCXCV:936, dated 
late fourth century BCE; an example from Stobi, from a grave dated late first century BCE–early first century CE, 
Wiseman and Mano-Zissi 1972, 415, no . 15, p1 . 87:28) . The Early Hellenistic examples from Salamis, which are 
also of iron, have broader blades than M 59, and the leaf-shaped handle ends are shorter and not bordered . The 
narrower blade of M 59 and more elongated leaf-termination probably signify a later date, perhaps coeval with 
the bath complex of the LHSB . The long leaf-termination adheres so closely to the back of the blade that it may 
have been soldered in place (on this technique, see Hughes 1988) . The less well preserved M 60 is closer to the 
Classical Greek form, with its wider, more spoonlike blade and curved handle (cf ., e .g ., Olynthus X, 172–180, nos . 
517–569, pls . XXXII–XXXVI [bronze]) . Both types were forged in one piece .

Three small, wide blades, with long, narrow handles (M 61–63) have been identified as razors (cf . Petrie 1917, 
49, para . 137, pl . LX:31–34) . The three have different blade shapes: curved (M 61, from a context dated not later 
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than Late Hellenistic); straight (M 62); and triangular (M 63, from a context dated not later than Early Roman; 
cf . Manning 1985, 114, type 11B; 109, fig . 28, of Roman date) . The elements that are constant in all three are the 
narrow handles, curled into a loop or thickened at the bottom, and the approximately equal length of blade and 
handle . On methods of hafting razors and using them, see Della Corte 1914; on identifying blades as razors, see 
Papadopoulos 1978, 174–176 .

The bronze, brass, copper or copper-alloy cosmetic spatulas (M 64–67), which are thickened into a teardrop 
at one end and flattened into a triangular spatula at the other, are of an extremely common type, dating from the 
Persian period onward (collected material in Stern 1982, 149–150, 269, n . 18; Chernov 2007, 510–511) . Most are 
plain, but some have been twisted to make a diagonal pattern near the spatulate end . A few have been bent into a 
right angle and apparently were meant to be used in that way . Most were found in contexts dating not later than 
Early Roman . The kohl-tube M 68 originally could have belonged to a set of paired tubes; to the hole in its side 
a chain may have been attached, holding the stoppers and linking the tube to its mate (cf . Moorey 1980, 96, nos . 
392–393, fig . 15) . The hole may have become enlarged when the chain broke away .

STRIgILS (M 59–60)

M 59 TA70M33 Pl . 13
Loc . 1339  Stratum HELL 2B/C 
Iron strigil . L . 0 .215 . 

Made of a long, narrow strip, slightly flaring at the blade end 
and hollowed into a narrow trough . Handle is bent into a 
long, narrow, open rectangle; it terminates in an elongated, 
bordered leaf joined (soldered?) to the back of the blade . 
Dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic .

M 59a TA81M23
Loc . 21110 Stratum HELL 2C? 
Missing most of handle, bent nearly flat . P .L . 0 .21 .

M 59b TA80M48
Loc . 8318  Stratum ARAB 
Missing both ends . P .L . 0 .149 .

M 60 TA78M1 Pl . 13
Loc . 13102  no context 
Iron strigil . Two non-joining pieces: handle and beginning of 
blade (P .L . 0 .158); part of blade, bent nearly flat (P .L . 0 .13) . 
Not cleaned . 

Blade is wider than the preceding; handle narrows above 
blade, is curved rather than strictly rectangular in form, and 
is joined to the back at the top of the blade . Front and back 
of handle are corroded together in two places, perhaps origi-
nally joined with a crosspiece .

Other iron strigils, fragmentary: TA70M32 (ROM 1A); 
TA70M51 (ROM 1B)

RAZORS (M 61–63)

M 61 TA72M17 Pl . 13
Loc . 1359  Stratum HELL 2B/C 
Iron razor . Edge of blade is chipped . L . 0 .172 . 

Curved blade, with narrow, slightly incurved handle, rectan-
gular in section and thickened at end . Blade and handle ap-
proximately equal in length . Dated by context not later than 
Late Hellenistic .

M 62 TA73M33 Pl . 13
Loc . 4114  Stratum ARAB 1 
Iron razor . Missing part of top . P .L . 0 .184 . 

Straight blade, with slightly concave cutting edge, perhaps 
due to wear . Narrow, straight handle, rectangular in section 
and thickened into circle at end . Blade and handle approxi-
mately equal in length . Roman (?) .

M 63 TA78M3 Pl . 13
Loc . 7207  Stratum ROM 1B 
Iron razor . L . 0 .162 . 

Triangular blade, with straight cutting edge, slightly curved 
blunt edge . Narrow, straight handle, rectangular in section, 
curled to back at end . Dated by context not later than Early 
Roman .
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COSMETIC SPATULAS (M 64–67)

M 64 TA73M57 Pl . 14
Loc . 2381  Stratum PERSIAN/HELL 1 
Copper-alloy cosmetic spatula . L . 0 .154 . 

Thin shaft, round in section, flattened at one end into a 
small, triangular spatula; other end gradually thickens into 
piriform shape . Spatulate end shows a double twist slightly 
below neck . Dated by context not later than Persian or Early 
Hellenistic .

M 65 TA68M10 Pl . 14
Loc . 2111a  Stratum HELL 2C/ROM 1A 
Copper-alloy cosmetic spatula . Bent . L . 0 .126 . 

Type as above, with five twists below neck . Bent into an ap-
proximate right angle . Dated by context not later than Late 
Hellenistic–Early Roman .

Other similarly bent copper-alloy cosmetic spatulas: 
TA68M7 (MODERN); TA68M8 (ARAB/MODERN) .

M 66 TA69M51 Pl . 14
Loc . 3319  Stratum ROM lA contam . 
Copper cosmetic spatula (for analysis of material, see p . 000) . 
Spatulate end chipped . P .L . 0 .134 . 

Type as above, with five twists more widely spaced . Dated by 
context not later than Early Roman .

M 67 TA69M45 Pl . 14
Loc . 1307  Stratum ROM 1 B 
Brass cosmetic spatula (for analysis of material, see p . 000) . 
L .0 .153 . 

Type as above, plain . Dated by context not later than Early 
Roman .

Other cosmetic spatulas are listed below by latest context date . The material of tested spatulas is indicated in 
parentheses (for analyses, see pp . 287–296); the material of untested spatulas can be described as copper alloy:

HELL 1B: TA78M13
HELL 2A–C: TA70M135 (leaded bronze), TA72M59, TA80M53
ROM 1A–C: TA69M46, TA69M53 (bronze), TA69M62, TA69M64, TA73M31 (copper), TA79M40, TA79M41, 

TA80M27, TA80M33, TA80M34, TA80M54 (leaded bronze)
ROM 2: TA81M13
No context: TA78M16, TA80M64, TA80M65

KOHL-TUBE (M 68)

M 68 TA70M129 Pl . 14
Loc . 3341  Stratum HELL 1/2A 
Copper-alloy kohl-tube . L . 0 .112 . 

Metal sheet wrapped into long cylinder, showing longitudinal 
joining ridge . Narrow strips of metal around ends . Oval hole 
in side . Dated by context not later than Early Hellenistic .

MEDICAL EqUIPMENT (M 69–75)

Medical equipment often consists of simple implements that could have had other uses but are sometimes 
found together with indubitable medical instruments . M 69 is a diminutive bronze saw from a context dated not 
later than Early Roman . Because it is so much smaller than the usual saws used for stone- and woodworking (see 
carpenters’ saws in Liversidge 1976, 161, fig . 270) and was made of copper alloy at a time when such tools generally 
were of iron, M 69 probably had some specialized use . It could have been used by a craftsman for slicing bone to 
make buttons, for example . Surgeons, however, also used small bone-saws (Milne 1907, 130–131, pl . XLI:3), and 
since there are several other artifacts that can fall into the category of medical equipment, M 69 is included here .

Also from a context dated not later than Early Roman is the small copper-alloy bowl M 70, which is very like 
a type assigned to medical use as a mortar or mixing bowl (Milne 1907, 165–166, pl . LII:3) . The tiny lead vessel 
M 71 is likely to be a pot for medicinal ointment . Such vessels, mostly terracotta but a few of lead as well, are 
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commonly found (collected material in Athenian Agora XX1V, 198; Hershkovitz 1986; M 71 = ibid., 45, pl . 8:C; also 
Anderson-Stojanović 1996, 82, no . 39, pl . 24; dor Vol . IB, 302–303; Ramat Hanadiv 499, no . 134, pl . XI:11) . Their 
use is known because they sometimes are labeled with the name of the pharmaceutical contained . For terracotta 
vessels of this type from Tel Anafa, see TA Vol II, i, 68–72, nos . PW 119–132, pls . 15, 76 .

The copper-alloy implement M 72, from a context dated not later than Late Hellenistic, is comparable in 
shape to a physician’s spatula probe (spathomele, Milne 1907, 58–61; Jackson 1986, 129–130, fig . 4:34; 156–158) . 
The thin, flat spatula M 73 is harder to match exactly among the published finds but seems suitable for a similar 
medical function .

Small, sharp hooks of bronze, with decorated shanks, were used as surgical instruments (Milne 1907, 85–87; 
Jackson 1986, 123–125, fig . 2:13–15; 139–140) . The silver hook M 74 is similar in size to the published examples 
and, although undecorated and of a different metal, could have served this purpose . On the use of silver for 
surgical instruments, see Milne 1907, 16 .

Although iron was not often used for surgical instruments, scalpel blades were an exception, presumably be-
cause of their ability to hold a sharp edge . The small iron blade M 75 is shaped like a scalpel blade (Milne 1907, 
24–28, pl . V:5; Jackson 1990, fig . 1:6); the narrow tangs of these blades were inserted into handles of a different 
material, usually bronze .

The small, curved copper-alloy needle M 54, catalogued under textile-working tools, also could have been a 
surgical instrument (Künzl 1982, 53, fig . 21:37) .

Pincer fibulas similar to M 174 below have been identified as surgical forceps, the catch- plate serving as a lock 
(Majno 1975, 364, no . 9 .20) . That identification has been refuted, however, as a misunderstanding of a passage 
in Celsus (Feugère 1985, 431) . Further, the catch-plate mechanism is typical of fibulas of many kinds . Objects of 
this type are so abundant in the archaeological record that they must have been in common use, but they are not 
recorded among the numerous finds from physicians’ tombs (Künzl 1982) . For a collection of bibliography on 
medical equipment, see Jackson 1990 . For medical instruments from Masada, see Hershkovitz 1996 .

M 69 TA80M30 Pl . 15
Loc . 7205  Stratum ROM 1B 
Copper-alloy bone-saw blade (?) . Slightly chipped . L . 0 .105; 
Max W . 0 .01 . 

Small, narrow, toothed blade, flattened at end . Tang is rect-
angular, as in Late Hellenistic– Early Roman knives, e .g ., M 
15 above, but is wider than blade . Dated by context not later 
than Early Roman .

M 70 TA79M50 Pl . 15
Loc . 8225  Stratum ROM 1 B 
Copper-alloy mixing bowl (?) . About two-thirds preserved, 
profile complete . H . 0 .049; Diam . rim 0 .055 . 

Bottom nearly flat, with ring foot; high, rounded shoulder; 
short neck; flaring, slightly inturned rim . Dated by context 
not later than Early Roman .

M 71 TA73M36 Pl . 15
No context 
Lead ointment pot . Lip chipped . H . 0 .022 . 

Miniature vessel, irregular in shape . Flat bottom; piriform 
body, with short neck; flaring rim . Surface irregular .

M 72 TA72M48 Pl . 15
Loc . 1397  Stratum HELL 2A/B 
Copper-alloy spatula probe . Missing part of handle . P .L . 0 .09 . 

Thin rod, round in section, flattened into long, leaf-shaped 
spatula, slightly upturned . Dated by context not later than 
Late Hellenistic .

M 73 TA69M105 Pl . 15
Loc . 2312  Stratum HELL 2C 
Copper-alloy spatula probe (?) . L . 0 .142 . 

Thin rod, flattened; one end flares into spatula, the other is 
slightly rounded . Dated by context not later than Late Hel-
lenistic .

M 74 TA80M70 Pl . 15
Loc . 8319  Stratum ROM 1A 
Silver hook . L . 0 .10 . 

Thin, tapering rod, round in section . Pointed end is hooked . 
Dated by context not later than Early Roman .

M 75 TA86M12 Pl . 15
Loc . 1614  Stratum ROM 1C/later 
Iron scalpel blade . Preserves blade and small part of tang . 
Not cleaned . P .L . 0 .063; Max . W . 0 .035 . 

Small instrument has flat upper edge; deeply curved blade 
terminates in a point . Narrow, offset tang . Dated by context 
Roman or later .
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DOMESTIC AND INDUSTRIAL FITTINGS AND ATTACHMENTS (M 76–92)

The precise uses of the fittings and attachments catalogued in this section cannot always be determined, but 
there would have been many ways to employ metal fittings in the houses and workshops of Tel Anafa . Although 
the architecture was primarily of stone and mudbrick, the doors, window frames, and shutters must have been 
made of wood, and the roofs at least partially so . The builders would have required such metal accessories as 
hinges and handles for doors and shutters, locks and keys, hooks for fastening things together, and large quanti-
ties of nails . Sections of water pipe also might be expected . Fittings for ordinary household and industrial use 
might have included the hinges, handles, and protective plating of wooden chests, hanging apparatus for lamps 
or cooking cauldrons, and hooks for hanging tools and other belongings . Smaller fittings might have held to-
gether the elements of tools or weapons . For detailed discussions of such household and structural fittings, see 
Manning 1985, 98–107, 124–145 . The reconstruction of a wooden ossuary from Beth She’arim shows the use of 
metal braces, fastenings, and various types of nails (B . Mazar 1973, 223, fig . 27) . As would be expected, examples 
of some of these things were found at Tel Anafa . Because of the diverse nature of this material, the individual 
items are discussed under the catalogue entries . Attachments of furniture are catalogued separately below (M 
104–118), as are other fittings that may have belonged to horse harness (M 209–212) .

M 76 TA79M49 Pl . 16
Loc . 5301  Stratum HELL 2A-C 
Lead pipe . L . 0 .211; Max . Diam . 0 .037 . 

One complete length of pipe preserved; one end tapers 
slightly for insertion; wider end is flanged to receive adjacent 
length of pipe . Made from lead sheet, rolled and overlapped 
for about one-third of circumference . Small hole probably 
for rivet . Traces of stucco . From the SE corner of the plaster 
basin in the bath of the LHSB (TA Vol . I, i, 68) . The construc-
tion of the plaster basin is dated to HELL 2A .

M 77 TA70M13 Pl . 16
Loc . 2142  Stratum HELL 2B 
Iron hinge . Ends chipped; one plate bent into curve; nails 
incomplete . P .L . of flat plate 0 .081, W . 0 .025 . 

Hinge consists of two long, narrow rectangular plates linked 
at one short end . One plate is pierced by three equidistant 
nails, the other (now bent) by one nail at the open end . The 
plates were linked by wrapping extensions around a cylindri-
cal pin; the plate with one nail is linked at the center of the 
pin, the other plate at both ends . One nail-head is preserved 
(on the nail closest to the pin), showing that the nails were 
struck from inside the hinge; at each nail, a small round or 
square plate was set between hinge and wood, presumably to 
prevent splitting . Since a door hinge would revolve around 
the long, not the short sides of the plates in order to fit the 
plate to the narrow return of the door, this hinge was prob-
ably used for a wooden chest . One plate would have been 
fastened to the inner back wall of the chest, the other to the 
inner surface of a flat lid . Dated by context not later than 
Late Hellenistic .

M 78 TA72M4 Pl . 16
Loc . 2546–2547  Stratum HELL 2B/C 
Iron hook and nail . L . hook 0 .097; L . nail 0 .077 . 

Hook is round in section, flattened at point; since the open-
ing is quite narrow, objects hung on it may have had suspen-
sion rings attached . End of hook is flattened, bent nearly at 
right angle, and pierced . Nail driven upward through hole to 
attach hook to underside of beam or shelf, through a small 
plate set between hook and wood (see also M 77 for this tech-
nique) . Dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic .

M 79 TA73M1 Pl . 16
Loc . 2006  Stratum ROM 1A/B
Iron hook . L . 0 .063 . 

Rather flat in section; point is bent at right angle . Roughly 
diamond-shaped end is pierced for attachment; nail or oth-
er means of attachment would have been perpendicular to 
point . Such hooks are not uncommon (e .g ., Olynthus X, 526, 
no . 2645, pl . CLXX) . Probably not meant for direct attach-
ment like M 78, but part of a more complex mechanism, such 
as a cauldron hanger (Manning 1985, 101, fig . 27) . Dated by 
context not later than Early Roman .

Other iron hooks: TA73M4 (HELL 2C+/ROM 1B, 
missing hooked end); TA80M52 (HELL 2A)

M 80 TA80M57 Pl . 16
Loc . 5610 .1  Stratum HELL 2A 
Iron hook . Not cleaned . L . 0 .062 . 

Generally similar to M 79 . Round end, pierced for attach-
ment . Two hooks, one to each side; one hook is bent at a 
right angle, the other is curved . For possible use, see preced-
ing . Dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic .
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M 81 TA69M27 Pl . 16
Loc . 2312  Stratum HELL 2C 
Iron hanger (?) . Broken at both ends . P .L . (bent) 0 .22 . 

Long rod, round in section at center, squarish at one end, 
twisted into a spiral at the other . Use is uncertain since both 
ends are missing, but twisted rods of similar scale are ele-
ments of Roman lamp hangers (Manning 1985, 99, fig . 26; 
a twisted rod from Nahal Hever with both ends hooked may 
have been used as a hanger, yadin 1963, 90, no . 35, fig . 32) . 
Dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic .

M 82 TA72M7  Pl . 16
Loc . 21305  Stratum ARAB 
Iron key . Max . Dim . 0 .106 . Plate 16 . 

Slide-key (“elbow” key), meant for a keyed-bolt lock (on 
mechanism, see Manning 1985, 92; yadin 1963, 95) . Original-
ly provided with a wooden handle, as in complete examples 
from Nahal Hever (yadin 1963, 94–100, figs . 34–37) . Roman .

M 82a TA68M2 Pl . 16
Loc . 3007  Stratum ROM lA 
Max . Dim . 0 .104 . Dated by context not later than Early 
Roman . 

Other iron keys of similar type, fragmentary: TA79M52 
(HELL 2A); TA80M55 (ROM 1A/later); TA81M4 
(ROM 1A); TA86M10 (ROM 1C)

M 83 TA68M22 Pl . 17
Loc . 3020 Stratum HELL 2A 
Iron chain link (?) . L . 0 .061 . 

Continuous loop; narrow, oval shape suggests it may have 
been part of a sturdy chain . Dated by context not later than 
Late Hellenistic .

M 84 TA86M5 Pl . 17
Loc . 1612X  Stratum ROM IA 
Copper-alloy chain links (?) . P .L . 0 .048 . 

Two oval loops, linked together as if part of a lightweight 
chain; loops are not continuous, however, but have overlap-
ping ends, which could not have withstood much pressure . 
Dated by context not later than Early Roman .

M 85 TA73M47 Pl . 17
Loc . 21301  Stratum ROM 1A–C 
Leaded bronze chain link (?) (for analysis of material, see p . 
000) . Missing about one-third of circumference . P .L . 0 .042 . 

Rod is round in section, diam . 0 .005, and bent into oval shape; 
if originally continuous, perhaps part of a sturdy chain . Dated 
by context not later than Early Roman .

M 86 TA69M44 Pl . 17
Loc . 2707  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A 
Copper-alloy loop handle . Bent . L . ca . 0 .35 . 

Rod is round in section, diam . 0 .008, and bent into oval or 
round shape; originally fastened at pierced, overlapping 
ends, probably with a rivet . This method of fastening is 
known in jewelry (cf . Cypriot silver bracelet, SCE IV, 2, 158–
159, fig . 32:small numeral 3), but the scale is too large for this 
purpose . Perhaps a door handle (cf . Olynthus X, 252, no . 990, 
pl . LXVIII) . Dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic-
Early Roman .

Another curved copper-alloy rod, fragmentary: 
TA69M49 (ROM 1A contam .)

M 87 TA73M24 Pl . 17
Loc . 2381  Stratum PERSIAN/HELL 1
Copper-alloy collar . L . 0 .031 . 

Thin metal sheet formed into cylinder; two small nails driven 
through overlapping edge . Probably secured the handle of a 
tool or implement to its working part . Dated by context not 
later than Persian or Early Hellenistic .

M 88 TA70M42 Pl . 17
Loc . 2540  Stratum HELL 2B/C 
Iron joiner’s dog (?) . L . 0 .036 . 

Oblong plate, with one prong for attachment at each end . 
Perhaps a joiner’s dog, for clamping together abutting pieces 
of wood, although these usually are merely bent over at the 
ends (cf ., e .g ., Verulamium III, 102–103, fig . 44) . The pre-
served wheel from Newstead shows a clamp of this shape but 
larger securing the abutting ends of the wooden rim (Curie 
1911, pl . LXIX:2) . Dated by context not later than Late Hel-
lenistic .

M 89 TA80M46 Pl . 17
Loc . 8315  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A 
Copper-alloy attachment . Edges chipped . Max . P . Dim . 0 .042 . 

Thin metal sheet, folded into rectangle . Three holes 
punched along open edge; two of the holes contain a bronze 
wire staple, pushed through and the ends twisted together 
in back . Use unknown . Dated by context not later than Late 
Hellenistic–Early Roman .

M 90 TA78M8 Pl . 17
Loc . 1391  Stratum HELL 1B 
Copper-alloy attachment . Three non-joining fragments . P .L . 
0 .08, 0 .04, 0 .017 .  

Curving strip, ca . 0 .017 wide; pierced with at least three 
holes, unevenly spaced . Use unknown . Dated by context not 
later than Hellenistic .
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M 91 TA72M40 Pl . 17
Loc . 3410  Stratum HELL 2A/B 
Iron binding (?) Max . P . Dim . 0 .08 . 

Narrow, flat strip, ca . 0 .008 wide, narrowing slightly at one 
end, becoming slightly wider and spatulate at the other . Bent 
into right angle at about midpoint, then bent up into curve 
at wider end . Use uncertain . Dated by context not later than 
Late Hellenistic .

Another bent iron strip, with a short, perpendicular 
strip at one end: TA70M30 (ROM 1A)

M 92 TA68M30 Pl . 17
Loc . 2310  Stratum HELL 2C 
Linked iron rods . Bent . P .L . 0 .089 . 

Rod, round in section, was flattened and bent into loop at 
one end . Three shorter rods, two round in section and one 
rectangular, were wrapped around it equidistantly (disas-
sembled when cleaned) . Use unknown . Dated by context not 
later than Late Hellenistic .

NAILS ANd SPIKES (M 93–101)

More than 100 nails were inventoried, most of them iron, ranging in length from ca . 1 to 20 cm . Most were 
found in contexts dating not later than HELL 2B/C to ROM 1B . There is no observable chronological distinction 
between copper-alloy and iron nails; since the smaller copper- alloy nails are very thin and suited to more delicate 
work, such as attaching decorative appliqués to wood, it is likely that the choice of material had more to do with 
the task at hand than the chronological period . Some of the nails have flat heads, presumably for assembling flat 
surfaces, such as tabletops, while others have domed or pyramidal heads . There are also some spikes, consist-
ing of nail shanks that were never headed; a few of these were hammered into a right angle after being driven 
through the wood (clinched) . The very long copper-alloy nails could perhaps have been tent-pins; they are bent 
near the point as if they encountered resistance, perhaps as they were driven into the ground . Since nails are local 
products made for specific purposes, classifications of the types developed for other sites don’t really apply; only 
the small, flat-headed M 97 fits into the classifications of Roman nails developed in Angus et al . 1962, 957–959, 
and Cleere 1958, 56–59 . In particular, relatively short nails with domed or pyramidal heads (M 98, M 99) are not 
found in these classifications . On nails, see also Manning 1985, 134–137; Verulamium I, 186–188 .

M 93 TA80M59 Pl . 18
Loc . 8319 Stratum ROM 1A 
Copper-alloy nail . L . 0 .0125 . 

Tiny nail, shank roughly square in section, with domed head . 
Cf . small nails fastening bronze collar M 87 . Dated by context 
not later than Early Roman .

M 94 TA69M59 Pl . 18
Loc . 2407  Stratum ARAB 
Copper-alloy nail . L . 0 .044 . 

Thin (0 .002), pointed shank, with flat head . Date uncertain .

Other copper-alloy nails: TA70M138 (HELL 2B); 
TA72M55 (no context); TA81M36 (ROM 1A, with 
domed head)

Longer examples, 0 .08–0 .12: TA70M137 (HELL 2C+); 
TA70M5 (HELL 2B/C); TA70M136 (ROM 1A)

M 95 TA68M15 Pl . 18
Loc . 2309  Stratum ROM 1B 
Copper-alloy nail . Point bent sideways . L . (bent) 0 .175 . 

Shank rectangular in section, tapering, slightly fluted; domed 
head . Dated by context not later than Early Roman .

Another copper-alloy nail, shank plain: TA68M14 
(HELL 2A)

M 96 TA79M43 Pl . 18
Loc . 8209  Stratum ROM 2 
Copper-alloy nail . Bent . L . 0 .031 . 

Short, thick-shanked nail, with domed head; end not pointed 
but hammered flat against small, square plate . The carpentry 
technique is apparently different from that employed to at-
tach the hinge M 77 since the small plate must have been set 
on the opposite side of the wood from the head, to help se-
cure the nail, as in a modern nut and bolt . Dated by context 
not later than Roman .
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M 97 TA69M15 Pl . 18
Loc . 2606  Stratum ROM 1C 
Iron nail . L . 0 .041 . 

Shank rectangular in section, tapering, with flat head . Dated 
by context not later than Early Roman . Similar in type to An-
gus et al . 1962, 958, Group E .

Other iron nails with flat heads, longer, 0 .08–0 .13: 
TA69M17 (HELL 2C+/ROM 1A/B); TA79M22 (ROM 
2+)

M 98 TA69M34 Pl . 18
Loc . 2315  Stratum ROM IA/B 
Iron nail . L . 0 .08 . 

Shank rectangular in section, tapering, with domed head . 
Dated by context not later than Early Roman .

M 99 TA70M18 Pl . 18
Loc . 2804  Stratum ROM 1B/C 
Iron nail . L . 0 .083 . 

Thick shank, rectangular in section, tapering, with pyramidal 
head . Dated by context not later than Early Roman .

Other iron nails with domed heads: TA69M21 (ROM 
1B); TA70M39 (HELL 2C+/ROM 1A) 

Others, longer, 0 .09–0 .13: TA70M16 (HELL 2C); 
TA70M17 (ARAB); TA79M14 (ROM 1C/later)

M 100 TA78M18 Pl . 18
Loc . 7205  Stratum ROM 1B 
Iron nail . L . 0 .20 . 

Not cleaned . Very long shank, tapering, with domed head . 
Dated by context not later than Early Roman .

M 101 TA70M15 Pl . 18
Loc . 2413  Stratum HELL 2C 
Iron spike . L . 0 .08 . 

Shank rectangular in section, tapers at both ends . Top bent 
nearly into right angle . Dated by context not later than Late 
Hellenistic .

Another iron spike, longer, 0 .105: TA69M30 (no con-
text)

Ninety-three additional iron nails and headless spikes, fragmentary or not cleaned, were inventoried .

RINgS (M 102–103)

The copper-alloy and iron rings could have served a number of functions . The smallest copper-alloy rings 
could have been finger-rings . Two of the principal uses of rings would have been as chain-links and as fittings to 
join the leather straps of harness (for chains, Manning 1985, 140; for harness, Bishop 1988, 113, fig . 29) . The 
copper-alloy rings from Tel Anafa range in diameter from 0 .011 to 0 .051; the iron rings from 0 .012 to 0 .073 .

M 102 TA68M9 Pl . 18
Loc . 3007  Stratum ROM 1A 
Copper-alloy ring . Diam . 0 .027, Th . 0 .003 . 

Other copper-alloy rings, listed by latest context date: 
 
HELL 1–2C: TA72M54, TA73M23, TA79M54, TA80M60 
ROM 1A–C: TA72M26, TA79M6, TA80M68
ARAB/MODERN: TA68M12

M 103 TA69M11 Pl . 18
Loc . 2312 Stratum HELL 2C 
Iron ring . Diam . 0 .022, Th . 0 .004 . 
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Other iron rings, listed by latest context date:

HELL l–2C: TA68M23, TA68M24, TA68M25, TA72M3, TA72M10, TA72M51, TA73M43, TA79M55 
ROM 1A–C: TA69M19, TA70M11, TA70M12, TA72M15, TA79M8, TA86M1
ARAB/MODERN: TA69M12, TA69M16, TA73M13

FURNITURE FITTINGS (M 104–118)

The copper-alloy, iron, and gold objects catalogued in this section can be identified, with varying degrees of 
certainty, as furniture fittings . M 104, a bust of Pan, is of a type used to decorate chests or dining couches (Barr-
Sharrar 1987, 14–15) . Such decorated couches, which were popular in Late Hellenistic and Early Roman times, 
consisted of a wooden framework with metal fittings; these included a curved head-rest (fulcrum) with a finial, 
often in the form of an animal protome, at the upper corner, and a bust in a medallion at the lower corner (on 
fulcra, see Boubé-Piccot 1960, 210–234; Boubé-Piccot 1975, 6–25) . M 104 could have been attached to such a 
medallion or, because of its relatively small size, it could have been one of a row of decorative busts on a chest 
(as in Barr-Sharrar 1987, 48–49, no . C62, pl . 21) . Pan is a much less common subject for such busts than silenoi 
or boy satyrs, but the goatlike beard and goatskin over the shoulders confirm the identification . This bust also is 
unlike many of the others in the use of incised rather than inlaid eyes . The rather impressionistic style of M 104 
compares best with busts of the third and second centuries BCE (cf ., e .g ., Barr-Sharrar 1987, 52, no . C79, pl . 26; 
57, no . C96, pl . 31) . Although it is from an ARAB/MODERN context, its Late Hellenistic style and very good 
quality suggest that it could have been part of the furnishings of the Late Hellenistic Stuccoed Building, perhaps 
in its earliest phase, which saw the import of large quantities of luxury goods (TA Vol . I, i, 16–17) .

The fragmentary male figure M 105 is constructed like an appliqué rather than a statuette in the round and is 
also likely to have decorated furniture (bronze figural appliqués of similar scale are collected in Bol and Weber 
1985, 136–138, no . 64; Boubé-Piccot 1975, 215–216, nos . 336–338 . pls . 147–148) . The method of attachment, 
with pegs on the flat edges of the back, is like that of bronze vessel appliqués (Karusu 1979), but the scale of the 
complete M 105 would have been too large for this purpose . Although the terminal date of its context is Early 
Roman, it is unlikely that the simple houses of Roman Tel Anafa (TA Vol . I, i, 21–22) would have been furnished 
so richly . Therefore it would be best to connect this piece as well with the LHSB .

The panel of the fulcrum between the finial and the medallion was sometimes decorated with floral and geo-
metric patterns inlaid into the bronze background with bits of copper, silver, and sometimes gold, accented with 
niello (Boubé-Piccot 1960, 243–246, 256–259; 257, fig . 1 ., 269, fig . 6; 1975, 117–118, no . 96, pl . 43; Mattusch 1991, 
525–527) . The piece of gold leaf M 106, cut into a shape somewhat like a lotus flower, could have been part of 
such an inlaid pattern . The above comment on the date of M 105 would hold for this piece as well since, whatever 
its use, it would have been a luxury . The oddly shaped bronze piece M 107 is also so fragile as to preclude any use 
other than inlay; perhaps the shape is a stylized leaf .

Other attachments are more likely to have been fastened directly to wood . M 108 and M 109 are bronze floral 
bosses (on the use of bronze bosses on furniture, see Olynthus X, 260, n . 59) . M 108 has holes for nails around the 
rim, while M 109 has one at the center (cf ., e .g ., Samaria-Sebaste III, 449–450, fig . 108:6); both bosses would have 
projected 0 .01–0 .02 from the surface . M 109 is dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic; both are likely 
to be Hellenistic in date . The bronze leaf M 110 has a small nail hole for attachment, as does the bronze strip M 
111, which could have been part of the bronze facing of a wooden couch or some other piece of furniture . The 
thinness of the metal shows that it was intended to be decorative rather than protective .

The iron plates M 112–113, on the other hand, were probably intended to add strength to wooden chests (cf . 
Richter 1966, 114, fig . 581) . M 112 is decorated in relief with two small felines attacking a stag . Although there 
are no nail-holes for attachment on the preserved portion of the plate, fragmentary M 113, apparently part of a 
similar plate, does preserve at least one hole . The function of these plates can be determined by comparison with 
Late Hellenistic bronze plates meant for attachment to chests; these are decorated with griffins in relief and also 
preserve attachment holes (Barr-Sharrar 1994, 560–562) . Relief in iron is not very common, probably because 
the technique was difficult . The geographically closest examples are Cypriote iron repoussé shield attachments 
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decorated with palmettos and antithetical animals or sphinxes (Salamis III, 193–194, pls . CLXXXIX–CXCVII, 
CCXCVII–CCXCIX; Oliver 1996, 161–162, no . 197d, p1 . 67) . The style of these plaques and strips is Archaic, al-
though the examples from Salamis belonged to shields, which are thought to have been thrown on the pyre of a 
royal cenotaph at the end of the fourth century BCE (Salamis III, 201–202) . Whether the shields were heirlooms 
or made in an archaizing style, the use of this technique in Cyprus suggests that M 112 could have been imported 
from there . Its shape, however, is unlike any of the shield attachments . Roman military belt fittings are rectan-
gular and sometimes have animal designs, but they are smaller and are usually of bronze (cf ., e .g ., Grew and 
Griffiths 1991, 67–68, fig . 10) . Iron relief also was employed for the curly hair on the crowns of Roman parade 
helmets; here the curls were beaten out from the inside and the strands of hair then chased on the surface (Frere 
et al . 1974, 74–75, fig . 40:2) . In general, surface chasing and inlay were more commonly employed than repoussé 
to decorate iron (e .g ., Hundt 1959–1960, 53, fig . 1; 65, fig . 7, scabbard fittings) . The animal figures of M 112 
probably were raised by hammering the blank iron plate into a die, which may itself have been made of iron (on 
iron dies see Brown 1976, 39, fig . 41; Grew and Griffiths 1991, 54; on the probable use of molds for hammering 
the face masks of parade helmets, see Manning 1976, 152) . Although the parallels cited connect decorated iron 
with armorers’ workshops, the shape and size of M 112 are more suitable for plating furniture; originally it may 
have been gilded or silvered . Although made of iron, this piece should count as a luxury; its nature and context 
date, which is not later than Late Hellenistic, suggest that it may have been part of the furnishings of the LHSB in 
one of that building’s phases . There are also fragments of plain iron plates with nail-holes that could have been 
part of the sheathing of chests (M 114–115), although other uses come to mind, such as the reinforcement of 
doors or vehicles .

M 116 is a drop handle, of a common type with upturned ends to fit into rings or to be stapled to plates on 
chests or other pieces of furniture (e .g ., Manning 1985, 124, no . R1, pl . 58): its small size suggests that it was fit-
ted to a plate, perhaps on a wooden box (cf . Samaria-Sebaste III . 447–448, fig . 107:7) . Alternatively, it could have 
belonged to a vessel, perhaps fitted through rings on the rim of a bowl (cf ., e .g ., Gauer 1991, pl . 107:1a, no . E198; 
Cesnola 1903, 111, pl . LVII:3), or attached to a mirror rim (Cesnola 1903, III, pl . LXI:1–2) . Drop handles of ves-
sels, however, usually are not notched . If M 117 is ancient, it would probably have served a similar purpose . M 118 
is a sturdy loop handle suitable for a chest; the thinner, horizontal side could have been fastened to the wood with 
cotter pins, the rings at either side preventing the handle from slipping . It is less likely to have been inserted into 
a spool on a vessel rim, since such handles are usually penannular (e .g ., Olynthus X, 223–227, Type II, 1b–c, nos . 
776–810, esp . pl . LX; Gauer 1991, pls . 25–27) .

M 104 TA80M50 Pl . 19
Loc . 8309  Stratum ARAB/MODERN 
Copper-alloy bust from a chest or fulcrum medallion . H . 
0 .078 . 

Bust of Pan ends just below pectorals . Head probably cast 
separately and attached to bust at neck . Small hole from base 
of neck into head . Bust is hollow at back, with flattened rim, 
which is slightly narrower at bottom and roughened . Details 
of hair, face, animal skin are engraved . Head twists to viewer’s 
right on long, muscular neck . Eyes beneath prominent brows 
are large, widely set, and staring, with incised irises . Nose 
is fleshy, lips full and parted . Moustaches droop at sides of 
mouth; beard is a goatee, with a little facial hair on jowls . Ani-
mal’s ears are large and pointed . Thick locks of hair around 
temples, curls in front of ears; two horns curve back behind 
thick, vertical lock at center of forehead . At back of head, 
locks radiate from center in two layers; curls at nape . Wreath 
of long, pointed, overlapping leaves around cranium . Goat-
skin, with clumps of hair rendered, is wrapped around shoul-
ders, leaving chest with prominent nipples bare . Goatskin is 
knotted at right shoulder; one end shows cloven hoof . Late 
Hellenistic, on the basis of style .

M 105 TA70M1 Pl . 20
Loc . 2324  Stratum ROM 1B 
Copper-alloy figural attachment . Preserved from hips to an-
kles . P .H . 0 .098 . 

Figure is shallow, hollow, backless, with flattened edges and 
traces of three pegs along proper left side . Legs, which ap-
pear to have been cast separately and attached, are fully 
rounded . Figure originally fastened to a background; feet 
may have rested on a ledge . Complete figure would have 
measured ca . 0 .20; figure stands with weight on left leg, right 
leg advanced, right hip thrust . Clad in Greek himation, up-
per edge of which is rolled and draped from right hip up to 
break at left side; lower edge falls to calves; curving, stacked 
diagonal folds from right leg to left hip . Nearly vertical folds 
of open side of himation fall at left side; cloth originally must 
have been draped over left arm and shoulder . Figure must 
be male since lower legs are bare . Dated by context not later 
than Early Roman but probably Late Hellenistic .
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M 106 TA80M49 Pl . 21
Loc . 8319  Stratum ROM 1A 
Gold inlay . Edges chipped . L . 0 .029 . 

Piece of gold leaf in shape similar to a lotus flower, triangular, 
with three points at wide end . Dated by context not later than 
Roman but probably Late Hellenistic .

M 107 TA79M11 Pl . 21
Loc . 5307  Stratum ROM 1A 
Copper-alloy inlay . Broken at one end . P .L . 0 .022 . 

Metal sheet, cut into an anchorlike shape with two projec-
tions at each side . Dated by context not later than Early Ro-
man .

M 108 TA79M25 Pl . 21
Loc . 7701  Stratum ARAB 1 
Copper-alloy boss . Missing most of edge, bent . Max . P . Dim . 
0 .044 . 

Conical projection, 0 .012 high, at center is divided into eight 
sections . Wide, flat rim has eight deep scallops correspond-
ing to sections of cone . Surface of rim lightly marked with 
groups of radiating lines in a stylized leaf pattern . Three 
holes in rim near base of cone .

M 109 TA72M23 Pl . 21
Loc . 1359  Stratum HELL 2B/C 
Copper-alloy boss . About three-fourths preserved . Max . P . 
Dim . 0 .037, H . 0 .018 . 

Convex in form; round, flat top, 0 .017 in diameter, has at-
tachment hole at center; high, deeply ruffled rim forms eight 
flutes . Dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic .

M 110 TA72M8 Pl . 21
Loc . 2547  Stratum HELL 2B/C 
Copper-alloy attachment . Point and edges chipped . P .L . 
0 .046 . 

Elongated, pointed leaf, slightly bent to raise central midrib . 
Small nail-hole near bottom, at widest point of leaf . Dated by 
context not later than Late Hellenistic .

M 111 TA79M10 Pl . 21
Loc . 7513  Stratum ROM 1B 
Copper-alloy attachment . Broken at one end, edges chipped . 
P .L . 0 .028, P .W . 0 .018 . 

Strip cut from thin metal sheet; nail-hole at one corner . Dat-
ed by context not later than Early Roman .

M 111a TA80M36
Loc . 5739  Stratum ROM 1B 
Fragment of narrower bronze strip (W . 0 .006) with 
pointed end .

Another fragmentary copper-alloy strip: TA80M37 
(Loc . 5623; ROM 1A+)+

M 112 TA70M35 Pl . 21
Loc . 2423  Stratum HELL 2B/C 
Iron plate with relief decoration . Broken at top, one side 
chipped . W . 0 .08 . 

Rectangular plate, with relief design hammered from the 
back . Design consists of stag stumbling to viewer’s right, head 
down; attacked by two small felines, one on the stag’s back, 
the other biting its right rear leg . Scene is realistic and well 
detailed . For use, see discussion above . Dated by context not 
later than Late Hellenistic .

M 113 TA73M27 Pl . 21
Loc . 21304  Stratum ARAB 
Iron plate . Upper left corner preserved . P .H . 0 .04 . 

May originally have had relief decoration . Row of short, 
vertical, parallel lines incised along upper edge . One large 
nail-hole preserved; possibly cut into curve at bottom . Date 
uncertain .

M 114 TA79M16 Pl . 21
Loc . 5408  Stratum ARAB 1 
Iron plate . Edges chipped . P .L . 0 .10 . 

Roughly rectangular; one of short sides is slightly curled, has 
two small nail-holes parallel to edge; larger hole near center 
of one long side . Date uncertain .

M 115 TA73M54 Pl . 21
Loc . 5203C  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A 
Iron plate . Broken at ends . P .L . 0 .059 . 

Roughly rectangular, slightly wider at one end . Thickened by 
corrosion but originally must have been thicker than M 114. 
Three small nail-holes equally spaced down center . Dated by 
context not later than Late Hellenistic–Early Roman .

M 116 TA80M69 Pl . 22
Loc . 8317  Stratum ROM 1A contam . 
Copper-alloy handle . Missing one end . Max . P .L . 0 .057 . 

Drop handle . Rectangular in section; bent into semicircu-
lar shape, with thinner upturned ends, notched inside the 
curve . Dated by context not later than Early Roman .

M 117 TA68M11 Pl . 22
Loc . 3001  Stratum MODERN 
Copper-alloy handle . Bent . Max . L . 0 .046 . 

Drop handle . Upturned ends are round in section; top is flat-
tened, hammered into ovoid shape . Possibly not ancient .

M 118 TA70M7 Pl . 22
Loc . 1350 .1  Stratum HELL 2B/C 
Copper-alloy handle . Max . L . 0 .092 . 

Thick, ovoid handle, with one thinner, straight side flanked 
by rings . Dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic .
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SCALE-WEIGHTS (M 119–134)

Evidence for the weighing of commodities at Tel Anafa consists of a copper-alloy scale pan (M 119); two pyra-
midal scale-weights, one of lead (M 120) and one of iron (M 121); a fragment of a large copper-alloy–sheathed 
lead plaque weight (M 134); two small copper-alloy plaque weights (M 122–123); nine small lead plaque weights 
(M 124–132), two of them with incised letters (M 124, M 130); and one small lead disk weight with an incised 
design (M 133) . To these may be added the probably earlier theriomorphic weight M 20 (see above) . Scale pans 
are fairly common finds and are easily understood as part of a balance scale (for a reconstruction, see Salamis II, 
51, no . 46, pl . CV) . Determining the weight standards in use at a given site from the preserved material, however, 
is a much more difficult matter .

Several factors contribute to this difficulty . First, the degree of accuracy we would now expect to find in weights 
could not be achieved in ancient times, so that we often find discrepancies among weights that were apparently 
intended to be equivalent . Second, weight standards of the same name varied from one region to another and 
even among towns within a single region . Third, traders in certain commodities appear to have used weight stan-
dards different from those of other commodities even within the same region . Fourth, weight standards fluctu-
ated, sometimes considerably, over time . To complicate matters, it is always possible that apparent resemblances 
in weight could be fortuitous or that someone was dishonest . Further, even when scale-weights are basically intact, 
the material is likely to be degraded and lightened through wear or corrosion . These difficulties, which affect 
the study of ancient metrology in general, are exacerbated at Tel Anafa by the fact that most of the material was 
deposited out of its original context . Most of the scale-weights can be dated by context not later than Late Hel-
lenistic or Early Roman, but it is uncertain when they were actually in use and whether any can be dated as early 
as the Persian period .

Most of the scale-weights are square lead or copper-alloy plaques of the sort in common use in the eastern 
Mediterranean from Classical to Early Roman times (e .g ., Olynthus X, 447–468, pls . CXXXVIII–CXLIX; Priene 
393, fig . 522; Seyrig 1946–1948; Hitzl 1996) . While none of the successive communities at Tel Anafa was large 
or complex enough to require public weight standards regulated by market officials, it is reasonable to suppose 
that the inhabitants would adopt weighing systems for commodities conforming to those used by their trading 
partners (as indicated by the coin finds) . Presumably, therefore, Phoenician and one or more of the various 
Seleucid weight standards were known at Tel Anafa during HELL 1 and 2 . After the period of abandonment, 
with the advent of the rule of Philip, it is logical to assume that the Herodian weight standard was recognized 
as well . The Roman weight standard might also have been employed . Complicating matters is the fact that the 
actual weight of a given piece sometimes can fall within more than one of these standards .

The small size of most of the scale-weights from Tel Anafa is noteworthy since most are too small for even small 
quantities of staple foodstuffs . Rather, they suggest the weighing of commodities customarily dealt with in small 
amounts, such as precious metals, spices, aromatics, pharmaceuticals, pigments, or dyestuffs . Regrettably, the only 
large scale-weight found (M 134) has survived only in a corner fragment; its size suggests that it was at least a mina, 
and probably a multiple . Of the remaining scale-weights, the heaviest is M 124, at 106 .5 g . It is incised in Greek with 
a monogram consisting of the three letters Τ, E, T; the E is turned open side downward, and the second T consists 
of the closed side of the E and its elongated central stroke (see drawing) . Next to the monogram is the letter Δ. The 
monogram probably stands for τέταρτον or τεταρτημόριον (tetarton or tetartemorion = a quarter [mina]) . At 106 .5 
g, M 124 falls within the weight range of the tetarton in use in the middle of the fourth century BCE at Olynthus 
(95–108 g, Olynthus X, 455–457, nos . 2394–2400) . It is also close to a late third-century BCE tetarton from Antioch 
(Gatier 1986, 378, fig . 4, 107 .8 g, dated 213/212 BCE; also Seyrig 1946–1948, 42, no . 9, 109 g, undated) . It may be 
significant that coins from Antioch were circulating at Tel Anafa during HELL 2 (TA Vol . I, i, 248), suggesting com-
mercial relations . The quantity is also suitable, however, for a tetarton based on a Herodian mina in use in 9 BCE, 
weighing about 411 g (Meshorer 1970; the marked and dated three-mina piece weighs 1233 g) . When the Hellenis-
tic lead weights from Dor are fully published, there may well be more information to apply to the Tel Anafa weights; 
preliminary publication shows one weight from Dor labeled a tetarton and another marked with a Δ (Stern 1994, 
255, fig . 176) . Regarding the Roman weight standard, a four-uncia piece from Gaza, marked with a Δ to signify the 
numeral four, also roughly corresponds to M 124 in weight (105 g, Lifshitz 1976, 179, no . 27; 176, no . 18, and 177, 
no . 23, are lighter, 90 g and 80 g respectively) . Perhaps, if M 124 was in use in the Roman settlement, the presence 
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of two designations side by side, “one-quarter” and “four,” indicates that this scale-weight was understood to serve 
more than one standard, representing both the quarter-mina and four unciae . Further, it is conceivable that the 
large, incomplete weight M 134 is a litra or multiple thereof, rather than a mina .

If it is not a mirage, the following scale-weights could be an incremental series: M 132 (1 .73 g); M 131 (6 .92 g 
= 4×); M 129, M 130 (15 .4, ca . 15 g = 8×); M 128 (28 .3 g = 16×); M 133 (ca . 60 g = 32×) . It must be kept in mind, 
however, that these scale-weights may not even be coeval, and the smallest could even have been makeweights 
rather than scale-weights in their own right; M 129 could be a lead seal rather than a scale-weight . An Early Ro-
man lead scale-weight from Ramat Hanadiv, marked with an Η, weighs 28 g, close to M 128; its inscription is 
thought to identify it as a light 8 drachmas (Hadad 2007, 208, no . 1) . Other similarities with scale-weights from 
Ramat Hanadiv are no . 4 (Hadad 2007, 208), a copper-alloy scale-weight, at 12 .02 g close to M 122, and lead scale-
weights nos . 6 and 7, at 71 .42 and 41 .57 g respectively, which are close in weight to M 125 and M 126.

M 133 is unusual for Tel Anafa in its discoid shape; it has compass-drawn concentric circles and petals on 
one face, and the letter H inscribed on the side . At ca . 60 g and slightly chipped, its weight is close to that of an 
inscribed Seleucid scale-weight dated 165/4 BCE (62 .57 g), which originated in Palestine or southern Phoenicia 
(Kushnir-Stein 2002, 229) .

The pyramidal weight M 120, which is probably Roman, has a large hole at the top for suspension . It could 
therefore have been a steelyard counterpoise, but if a scale-weight, its weight of ca . 90 g would connect it with 
scale-weights of Herod Antipas and Agrippa II from Tiberias weighing 99 .81 and 86 .44 g respectively (qedar 
1986–1987, 29–33) . Each of these is likely to be a quarter-mina, based on an inscribed mina of Agrippa I, dated 
40/41 CE and weighing 365 g (Inscriptions Reveal, 112, no . 229) .

The two copper-alloy scale-weights M 122 and M 123, at 12 .3 and 6 .3 g respectively, are in an approximately 2:1 
relation to each other . The case of M 126 and M 127, at 40 .3 and 19 .6 g, is similar . A group of three trapezoidal 
bronze scale-weights from the Jewish quarter excavations in Jerusalem shows the same relationship (Gutfeld and 
Nenner-Soriano 2006, 275, nos . M19–M21) . Because in this case the 12 g weights are marked with four circles and 
the 6 g weight is marked with two, it is clear that the 2:1 relationship is deliberate .

M130 is inscribed with the letter Α. The iron pyramidal scale-weight M 121 has not been weighed because of 
extensive corrosion .

M 119 TA72M45 Pl . 22
Loc . 5110  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A 
Copper-alloy scale-pan . Diam . 0 .056 . 

Circular pan, depressed at center, with four tiny holes for sus-
pension equally spaced around edge . Part of a balance scale . 
Dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic–Early Roman .

M 120 TA80M23 Pl . 23
Loc . 7908  Stratum ROM 1B 
Lead scale-weight . H . 0 .034; Weight ca . 90 g . 

Pyramidal shape, truncated at top, pierced with a suspension 
hole . Dated by context not later than Early Roman .

M 121 TA81M20 Pl . 23
Loc . 1508  Stratum ARAB 2 
Iron scale-weight . Not cleaned, corroded . P .H . 0 .061 . 

Narrow, pyramidal shape, truncated at top .

M 122 TA69M54 Pl . 23
Loc . 1233  Stratum ROM 1 
Copper-alloy scale-weight . Dim . 0 .024 × 0 .025; Th . 0 .002; 
Weight 12 .3 g . 

Thin plaque with concave sides . Vertical handle at center of 
upper surface is roughly round in shape, pierced . Dated by 
context not later than Early Roman .

M 123 TA69M55 Pl . 23
Loc . 2533/2535  Stratum ROM 1A 
Copper-alloy scale-weight . Dim . 0 .017 × 0 .019; Th . 0 .002; 
Weight 6 .3 g . 

Thin plaque with slightly concave sides . Dated by context not 
later than Early Roman .

M 124 TA68M3 Pl . 23
Loc . 3201  Stratum MODERN 
Lead scale-weight . Slightly chipped . Dim . 0 .032 × 0 .036; Th . 
0 .01; Weight 106 .5 g . 

Roughly square plaque, with rounded corners; upper and 
lower surfaces slightly concave . Two characters incised: a 
monogram composed of the letters Τ and E (see drawing), 
followed by the letter Δ. Probably not later than Early Roman .
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M 125 TA69M1 Pl . 23
Loc . 2700  Stratum MODERN 
Lead scale-weight . Dim . 0 .029 × 0 .030; Th . 0 .007–0 .008; 
Weight 69 .1 g . 

Nearly square plaque, with rounded corners . Probably not 
later than Early Roman .

M 126 TA70M121 Pl . 23
Loc . 2801  Stratum MODERN 
Lead scale-weight . Slightly chipped . Dim . 0 .028 × 0 .029; Th . 
0 .004–0 .005; Weight 40 .3 g . 

Nearly square plaque; upper surface slightly concave . Prob-
ably not later than Early Roman .

M 127 TA73M44 Pl . 23
Loc . 5203A  Stratum ARAB/MODERN 
Lead scale-weight . Dim . 0 .019 × 0 .02; Th . 0 .006; Weight 19 .6 g . 

Roughly square plaque .

M 128 TA70M6 Pl . 23
Loc . 3410 Stratum HELL 2A/B 
Lead scale-weight . Dim . 0 .017 × 0 .023; Th . 0 .004–0 .006; 
Weight 28 .3 g . 

Rectangular plaque; long sides are slightly raised; one short 
side sliced off . Dated by context not later than Late Helle-
nistic .

M 129 TA70M4 Pl . 23
Loc . 2138X  Stratum HELL 2C contam . 
Lead scale-weight (?) . Dim . ca . 0 .02 sq .; Th . ca . 0 .005; Weight 
15 .4 g . 

Roughly square plaque, with rounded corners . Design of 
crossed maeanders roughly incised on upper surface . Lower 
surface is rough; possibly a sealing rather than a scale-weight?

M 130 TA81M12 Pl . 23
Loc . 5806  Stratum ARAB 1 
Lead scale-weight . Dim . 0 .019 × 0 .02; Th . 0 .003; Weight ca . 
15 g . 

Nearly square lead plaque, with rounded corners . Upper sur-
face incised with Greek letter Α. Probably not later than Early 
Roman .

M 131 TA80M12 Pl . 23
Loc . 8310  Stratum ARAB/MODERN 
Lead scale-weight . Dim . 0 .012 × 0 .013; Th . 0 .006; Weight 
6 .92 g . 

Nearly square, small lead plaque . Probably not later than 
Early Roman .

M 132 TA79M7 Pl . 23
Loc . 7522  Stratum ROM IA 
Lead scale-weight (?) . Max . Dim 0 .009; Th . 0 .002; Weight 
1 .73 g . 

Roughly square plaque, with uneven sides, rounded corners . 
Dated by context not later than Early Roman .

M 133 TA80M35 Pl . 23
Loc . 5509  Stratum HELL 2C 
Lead scale-weight . Slightly chipped . Diam . top 0 .026; Diam . 
bottom 0 .035; Th . 0 .005; Weight ca . 60 g . 

Roughly circular, with beveled edge . Compass-drawn (?) de-
sign incised on upper surface: three concentric circles super-
imposed on an incomplete rosette of three irregularly spaced 
petals . Greek letter Η incised on the side . Dated by context 
not later than Late Hellenistic .

M 134 TA72M30 Pl . 24
Loc . 5112  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A 
Copper-alloy and lead scale-weight . One corner partially pre-
served, ca . 0 .045 on each side; Th . 0 .01 at preserved edge . 

Fragment of a large scale-weight of lead, with bronze sheath-
ing . Preserved edge is flat, molded in two degrees on upper 
surface . Dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic–
Early Roman .

VESSELS AND UTENSILS (M135–153)

With the exception of the two iron ladles M 143 and M 144, and the lead lid M 146, the metal vessels and uten-
sils from Tel Anafa are made of bronze or other copper alloy . The best made (the strainer M 138 and the ladle M 
139) are of quite good quality . The large bowl M 135, the jug M 136, the strainer M 138, and the ladles M 139–141 
probably belonged to wine-service sets . Vessels of this kind speak of some pretension to luxury and would fit well 
in the environment of the Late Hellenistic Stuccoed Building, although persons of real wealth would have pos-
sessed wine-services made of silver rather than bronze . The surfaces may originally have been gilded or silvered .

The jug M 136 may have been made in the region . The handle of a similar jug of reported Galilean prov-
enance in the University of Missouri Museum of Art and Archaeology may have been cast in the same mold (inv . 
71 .137, our Plate 25, H . 0 .234, foot restored) . If the provenance and the mold identity are correct, the discovery 
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of two technically related pieces in the Galilee suggests that, if not made there, both were imported from a not 
too distant source . The type probably was derived from a more refined silver prototype (cf ., e .g ., Strong 1966, 
116, pl . 34, Late Hellenistic Italian) . The handle escutcheon has the appearance of a heart-shaped leaf terminat-
ing in a pointed bucranium (cf ., e .g ., Priene 386, fig . 490) but is probably a stylization of a common escutcheon 
type consisting of a shapely inverted lotus bud (e .g ., Tassinari 1993, Vol . 1, pls . XXII–XXV) . M 136 was found in 
the same context as the strainer M 138 but is unlikely to have been used with it since the strainer appears to be 
earlier in date .

The wide-mouthed biconical juglet M 137 may be an import . It belongs to a group (the Piatra Neamt type) 
that is thought to have originated in Italy but was imitated elsewhere in Europe and in Morocco (Feugère and 
Rolley 1991, 24–31) . Datable finds range in date from 125/20 to 50 BCE . The type is distinguished by its handle 
escutcheon in the shape of a bearded and sometimes draped bust, although in many of the imitations the drapery 
is not rendered, nor are most of the facial features apart from the eyes; presumably details were lost during the 
taking of casts in the copying process . An example from Tamuda in Morocco is quite similar to M 137 in its ab-
breviated shape and the extent of the loss of detail (ibid ., 27, fig . 4, lower row center) . A concentration of finds 
in Morocco suggests a center of manufacture there (ibid ., 27), and it is possible that this center was the source 
for M 137 . The handle bust does not appear to have been deliberately defaced, leaving only the eyes, as in bronze 
vessels from Nahal Hever (yadin 1963, 65, 68, cf . esp . 82, fig . 28, no . 20, pl . 21) . This is understandable, since the 
inhabitants of Hellenistic Tel Anafa apparently were not Jewish (TA Vol . I, i, 16–19) . A similar juglet, although a 
little taller and more slender, was found in Tomb 2 at ‘En Gedi, dating to the Second Temple period (Hadas 1994, 
15, no . 22, fig . 23, color pl . 12, p . 6*, cover fig .; another example from Jerusalem is mentioned there) . The handle 
of the ‘En Gedi juglet is a better mold impression, showing more clearly the foliate forms of the handle shank; the 
bust of the escutcheon, which is of a different form than the Tel Anafa example, has been defaced with several 
cuts . M 148 is probably the handle of a similar juglet; its chemical composition suggests that it was imported (see 
p . 000) . The offset vertical rim of the wide-mouthed juglet M 137 seems designed to accommodate a lid, although 
not necessarily of the same material (a lid similar in shape to the lead M 146 would have served the purpose; for 
the rim profile, cf . Tassinari 1993, Vol . II, pl . 49, no . 1270A) .

Strainers such as M 138, with tiny, punched holes, are usually taken to be wine strainers, used to remove the 
lees . Although the piece is not very well preserved, the delicate workmanship is apparent . Bronze wine-service 
sets with strainers were in use in Palestine from the Late Bronze Age onward (collected material in Dothan 1979, 
20–22; Gershuny 1985, 46–47), but the style of M 138 is Early Hellenistic, the pattern of narrow, radiating, bor-
dered tongues recalling silver bowls of that period (e .g ., Strong 1966, 100, fig . 23) . The cup shape with a horizon-
tal ring handle is unusual for a strainer; most, from the Bronze Age to Roman times, whether cup-shaped or with 
a shallower bowl shape, have long handles or vertical loop handles (Gershuny 1985, 15–17, pls . 10–11 [Bronze 
Age]; Stern 1980, 99–100, 95, fig . 6:5, pl . XV:A [Persian period]; Tassinari 1993, Vol . II, pls . 160–162 [Roman]; 
Feugère and Rolley 1991, 89–95; see Hill 1942, 54, for a table of Greek and Italian strainer types) .

The ladles M 139–141 constitute the largest group of bronzes in this category . The best-made, although in-
complete, example is M 139 . The lathe finishing indicated by rings at the bottom is typical of Roman metalwork-
ing (Brown 1976, 33–36) but is known in Hellenistic work as well (Cave 1977, 79) . The decorative scheme, which 
consists of a bowl encased in leaves around a basal rosette, is Late Hellenistic (cf ., e .g ., Strong 1966, 109, pl . 31:A; 
Oliver 1977, 75, no . 40; on this ladle type see Feugère and Rolley 1991, 81–83) . More common are the ubiquitous 
ladles with long handles terminating in a duck’s head with a curved neck, meant for hanging (collected mate-
rial in Hayes 1984, 43–46, 59–61; Feugère and Rolley 1991, 74–81; for ladles hanging from lamp-stands, see Hill 
1942, 44, fig . 4) . M 140 and the fragments M 140a–b are typical examples . The type was known in Palestine in the 
Persian and Hellenistic periods (e .g ., Stern 1982, 146–147, fig . 244:3–4; Hadas 1994, 32, no . 27, fig . 50 . p . 6*) . 
The Persian period type has a narrower, deeper bowl than the Tel Anafa examples and a straighter handle . The 
duck-handled ladles from Tel Anafa are probably Late Hellenistic . M 141, although incomplete, appears to be 
of a simpler type with a flat handle, resembling the plain iron ladle M 143 more than the fancier bronze types . 
The copper-alloy handle M 142 probably also belonged to a simple ladle of this kind and shows that the handle 
terminated in a splayed, flat edge, without ornament . These ladles had no provision for hanging from the handle 
and presumably were hung from the bowl end .

The iron ladles M 143 and M 144 are of two sorts . M 143 has a deep bowl and the above- mentioned splayed, 
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flat handle end . M 144 has a shallow bowl and a rounded handle end with a waist, perhaps for a string to facilitate 
hanging . These iron ladles are probably Roman in date, although Roman iron ladles often have twisted rather 
than plain handles (cf ., e .g ., Manning 1985, 104–105, no . P34, pl . 50); it is possible that the similar plain bronze 
ladles are Roman as well . Their purpose may have been more utilitarian than formal wine-service .

M 145 probably belongs to the Persian period . Bronze vessels of this period of similar form, although with 
differently shaped handles, have been identified as censers (Stern 1980, 103–104, fig . 10:4, pl . XV:B; dor Vol . IB, 
452–453, fig . 7:7). Although the Tel Anafa excavation did not uncover any ritual places, censers are thought to 
have been used for home rituals as well (Stern 1994, 177, 181, fig . 115) .

The lead disk M 146 is probably a lid . It could have been used with edges upturned, set into the aperture of 
a vessel with a recessed rim; its size makes it suitable for a jug similar in scale to M 136. If the vessel rim was not 
interrupted by a handle, the lid could have been used with edges downturned, covering both the aperture and 
the rim . Lids of this type are known elsewhere in both lead and bronze (e .g ., on a lead urn, Samaria-Sebaste III, 
435, fig . 101; Olynthus X, 190, nos . 592 [lead], 593–595 [bronze], pls . XLVI–XLVII) . The advantages of lead lids 
were presumably their weight and flexibility, allowing them to be adjusted to openings of various sizes and shapes .

Bronze or other copper-alloy handles of various shapes are preserved, from uncertain vessel types . The frag-
ment M 147 is rather light and fragile; its use is uncertain, but it could have been broken from the rim of a small 
vessel; a ring handle of wire is contained within a cylinder formed of a folded sheet of bronze . M 148 is similar 
in size and design to the handle of juglet M 137 and probably belonged to a vessel of this type (see above) . It is 
of poorer manufacture, however, since the subject of the escutcheon is unrecognizable . M 149 preserves a heart-
shaped leaf like that of the handle of the jug M 136 but on a considerably larger scale, suggesting the existence 
of a much larger vessel . M 150 is part of the leaf-shaped escutcheon of a handle, perhaps of a juglet . M 151, a 
loop handle with ivy-leaf attachments, probably has been bent out of shape . Originally it probably was one of a 
pair attached to the rim of a situla; such loops, sometimes secured by ivy-leaf attachments, stood upright above 
the rims of open vessels to receive the upturned ends of drop handles (e .g ., first-century BCE Egyptian situlae, 
Hayes 1984, 56–57, nos . 80–81; from Olympia, Gauer 1991, p1 . 107: 1a, no . E198) . Other handles less likely to 
have belonged to vessels are M 116–118 .

M 152–153 are curved plates that originally were attached to the bases of bronze situlae and jugs, presumably 
to protect and help stabilize them . The known examples may be deeply scalloped, as M 153, or both scalloped 
and pierced with large holes, as M 152–152c (Willers 1907, 7, figs . 4–5; 24–25, figs . 17–18; Tassinari 1975, 20, 
58–59, pl . XXVIII:144–146; Gauer 1991, 287–288, nos . E230–E245, pl . 109; Tassinari 1993, Vol . I, 142, no . 36, pl . 
LV, showing base-plates in place on a situla) . Three or four such plates would be attached to the base of a vessel; 
the wider curved side was placed flush with the edge of the base . Small, differently shaped plates of this general 
type are found on jugs from Nahal Hever (yadin 1963, 68, 71, fig . 21) . The closest parallels for the Tel Anafa 
base-plates are from the Mahdia shipwreck, which went down ca . 80–70 BCE (Petrovsky 1994, 684–687, esp . nos . 
15–16, figs . 30–32) .

M 135 TA78M17 Pl . 24
Loc . 7212/7215 Stratum ROM 1B/ROM 1A,
Loc . 2707 Stratum  HELL 2C+/ROM 1A 
Copper-alloy bowl . Part of rim and upper body preserved, in 
numerous fragments . Dimensions of largest mended area of 
rim fragments: P .H . 0 .14, P .W . 0 .222, est . D . rim 0 .35 . 

Large, open bowl with everted rim . Narrow decorative band 
at rim, corroded . Dated by context not later than Early Ro-
man .

M 136 TA70M122 Pl . 26 (restored)
Loc . 21102, 21104  Stratum ROM 1A contam ., ROM 1A
Copper-alloy jug . Preserved: rim, neck, handle, upper part of 
one side of body, base, non-joining fragments . H . (restored) 
0 .215, D . rim 0 .127, D . base 0 .093 . Sent for conservation, not 
recovered .

Flattened globular body, with slightly offset, incurved neck . 
Very wide, overhanging rim . Narrow handle from rim to 
shoulder has an overlapping leaf pattern on shank, termi-
nates at rim in a pair of spreading volutes . Top of handle is at-
tached to vessel by a flat, horizontal plate gradually merging 
with curve of rim; edge of plate is decorated at each side with 
two abbreviated volutes . One handle escutcheon at shoulder 
of vessel is a heart-shaped leaf terminating in a narrow point 
with upturned “horns .” Low, spreading foot, molded in two 
degrees . Dated by context not later than Early Roman, but 
probably Late Hellenistic in date .
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M 137 TA69M112 Pl . 27 (restored)
Loc . 1319  Stratum HELL 2B/C 
Copper-alloy juglet . Preserved: bottom and slightly more than 
half of body, including complete profile, handle (thumb-rest 
broken) . H . 0 .086 . D . rim 0 .068, D . base 0 .051 . 

Biconical body, widest below midpoint . Base slightly in-
dented at center; no foot . Wide mouth, with offset, vertical 
rim, molded edge . Narrow handle from rim to widest point 
of body; molded details unclear . Handle is attached at rim 
by two narrow, pointed arms, with a central, upright flange 
(thumb-rest) . Handle escutcheon is a human bust; face is 
blank except for slight indication of eyes . Dated by context 
not later than Late Hellenistic .

M 138 TA70M132 Pl . 27 (restored)
Loc . 21104  Stratum ROM 1A 
Copper-alloy strainer . Preserved: about two-thirds of body, 
handle . 11. 0 .032, D . rim ca . 0 .062 . 

Shallow cup with horizontal ring handle . Plain rim, slightly 
outturned . Narrow tongues (probably 36) bordered in re-
pousse (?) relief radiate from bottom, terminating 0 .01 from 
rim . Rows of tiny holes are pierced between tongues . Dated 
by context not later than Early Roman, but probably Early 
Hellenistic in date .

M 139 TA69M113 Pl . 28
Loc . 2707  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A 
Leaded bronze ladle (for analysis of material, see p . 000) . 
Preserved: most of bowl and lower part of handle . P .H . 0 .047, 
D . rim 0 .068 . 

Shallow bowl; interior indented at center, with three lathe 
rings around . Low rim, molded . On exterior, in cast relief, 
basal rosette of five leaves, surrounded by four windblown 
acanthus leaves with bent tips . In lower relief between acan-
thus are four similarly windblown curved, pointed leaves . 
Flat, separately cast handle has spreading base with irregular, 
leaflike projections along upper edges . Dated by context not 
later than Late Hellenistic–Early Roman .

M 140 TA69M114  Pl . 29
Loc . 1233  Stratum ROM 1 
Copper-alloy ladle . H . 0 .185, D . rim 0 .054 . 

Deep bowl with plain rim, one projection at either side of 
handle base . Long, flat handle, bordered in relief with con-
cave sides . At top, handle narrows to deeply arched neck, 
terminating in duck’s head; bill is wide and flat, ring around 
neck . Dated by context not later than Early Roman .

M 140a TA79M38 Pl . 29
Loc . 8225  Stratum ROM 
1B  Part of handle preserved . P .H . 0 .041 . 

Duck’s head with double ring around neck; underside of 
head concave; eyes incised . 

M 140b TA79M37 Pl . 29
Loc . 5421 Stratum  ROM 1A
Part of handle preserved . P .H . 0 .033 . 

Duck’s head, smaller in scale; head solid, bill narrower . 

Two additional copper-alloy ladle handle ends, possi-
bly poorly formed ducks’ heads: TA79M12 (ROM 1A); 
TA80M42 (HELL 2C)

M 141 TA69M60 Pl . 29
Loc . 3301  Stratum MODERN
Copper-alloy ladle . Part of bowl rim and lower handle . P .H . 
0 .05, P .W . 0 .045 . 

Plain rim . Handle wide, flat, spreading at base .

M 142 TA69M61 Pl . 29
Loc . 2707  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A
Copper-alloy ladle handle (?) . P .H . 0 .089, Max . W . 0 .042 . 

Wide, flat handle . Top is splayed, flat-edged, without orna-
ment . Base spreads for attachment to bowl of ladle (?) . Dated 
by context not later than Late Hellenistic–Early Roman . 

Another, similar: TA80M41 (ARAB); fragment of ladle bowl, 
TA79M32 (no context)

M 143 TA68M1 Pl . 29
Loc . 2104  Stratum ARAB/MODERN
Iron ladle . H . 0 .185, D . rim 0 .06 . 

Deep bowl with plain rim . Wide, flat handle; top is splayed, 
flat-edged, without ornament; base of handle slightly splayed 
at joint with bowl .

M 144 TA69M28 Pl . 29
Loc . 2606  Stratum ROM 1C
Iron ladle . H . 0 .20, D . rim 0 .065 . 

Similar to preceding, but bowl is shallow . Top of handle has 
rounded edge, indented 0 .015 from top . Dated by context 
not later than Early Roman .

M 145 TA70M126 Pl . 30
Loc . 2427 Stratum HELL 2C+ contam .
Copper-alloy censer . Missing end of handle . P .L . 0 .10, D . rim 
0 .054 . 

Shallow bowl with flat rim, 0 .005 wide . Flat handle, 0 .018 
wide . Dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic, but 
probably belongs to the Persian period .
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M 146 TA69M80 Pl . 30 
Loc . 2707 Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A
Lead lid . Chipped . D . rim ca . 0 .11 . 

Thin disk with upturned rim . Dated by context not later than 
Late Hellenistic–Early Roman .

M 147 TA79M9 Pl . 30
Loc . 7513 Stratum ROM 1B
Rim and handle of copper-alloy vessel (?) . Preserved: small 
part of rim, part of cylinder and ring handle . Max . P .L . 0 .026 . 

Thin bronze plate surmounted by hollow cylinder, through 
which runs a wire ring . Dated by context not later than Early 
Roman .

M 148 TA79M35 Pl . 30
Loc . 7619 Stratum ROM 1A
Bronze juglet handle (for analysis of material, see p . 000) . 
Missing one arm of rim attachment . Max . L . 0 .073 . 

Similar to handle of M 137, with narrow, pointed arms for 
rim attachment, and central flange (thumb-rest) . Preserved 
arm has a foliate edge . Subject of escutcheon is not clear; it 
is divided vertically into two lobes, each with two small hori-
zontal projections at the top . Dated by context not later than 
Early Roman, but probably Late Hellenistic in date .

M 149 TA81M9 Pl . 31
Loc . 5848 Stratum ROM 1A
Copper-alloy handle attachment . Broken at top and bottom . 
Max . W . 0 .062 . 

Heart-shaped leaf, probably part of a handle escutcheon . 
Dated by context not later than Early Roman .

M 150 TA79M15 Pl . 31
Loc . 5421 Stratum ROM 1A
Copper-alloy handle attachment (?) . Broken at top . P .L . 0 .03 . 

Pointed leaf shape, curved in section; perhaps part of a han-
dle escutcheon . Dated by context not later than Early Roman .

M 151 TA86M4 Pl . 31
Loc . 1612X Stratum ROM 1A
Leaded bronze handle (for analysis of material, see p . 289) . 
Missing one rivet; loop is bent outward . W . at base 0 .074 . 

Ring handle formed of looped rod, the ends of which termi-
nate at each side in a horizontal ivy leaf; attached to rim of 
vessel by rivet through center of each leaf . Dated by context 
not later than Early Roman .

M 152 TA81M37 Pl . 31
Loc . 8442 Stratum HELL 2A contam .
Copper-alloy base-plate . Max . W . 0 .08, Max . H . 0 .027, Max . 
Th . 0 .009 . 

Thick, curved, horizontal plate, wider at the top, with scal-
loped sides . Two large holes, 0 .028 apart; holes are round 
toward the center, scalloped at the sides following the curved 
sides of the plate . Dated by context not later than Late Hel-
lenistic .

M 152a TA81M38 Pl . 31
Loc . 5866 Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A

Similar to preceding but slightly larger, holes smaller . 
Dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic–Early 
Roman . 

M 152b TA80M61 Pl . 32
Loc . 8320 Stratum ROM 1A
Leaded bronze (for analysis of material, see pp . 289) . 
Max . W . 0 .119, Max . H . 0 .034, Max . Th . 0 .01 . Not cleaned . 

Similar to preceding but larger . Dated by context not lat-
er than Early Roman . 

M 152c TA81M30 Pl . 32
Loc . 7847 Stratum HELL 2A/B
Copper alloy . Ca . two-thirds preserved . Max . P .W . 0 .019, 
Max . H . 0 .011, Max . Th . 0 .004 . 

Similar to preceding but smaller and thinner; holes have 
figure-of-eight shape . Dated by context not later than 
Late Hellenistic . 

M 153 TA80M18 Pl . 32
Loc . 7801 Stratum MODERN
Copper-alloy base-plate . Slightly bent . Max . W . 0 .039, Th . 
0 .002 . 

Curved, horizontal plate, wider at the top, with deeply in-
curved sides .

JEWELRy

The jewelry from Tel Anafa, apart from the Bronze and Iron Age examples discussed above, consists of a pin 
(M 154), bracelets (M 155–157), finger-rings (M 158–161), earrings (M 162–164), a pair of bells (M 165), and 
fibulae (discussed below, M 166–175) . All of the pieces are of well-known types with a long lifespan and represent 
the modest jewelry of ordinary people . The pin M 154, which is relatively short and thick, was probably used as a 
hairpin rather than a dress-pin . Flat-headed bronze pins with different and sometimes quite elaborate combina-
tions of bead-and-reel decoration are known in the Mediterranean and Near East from the Bronze Age to at least 
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the Hellenistic period (e .g ., Jacobsthal 1956, 44–45, 153–156; Moorey 1971, 176–177) . The Romans used similar 
hairpins made of bone (e .g ., Petrie 1927, 24, para . 57, pl . XIX:46–48) .

M 155–155a are penannular bracelets with one end terminating in an animal’s or serpent’s head . Bracelets 
with animal-head terminals had a long history and were widespread in the Mediterranean and Near East (Moo-
rey 1971, 218–221) . Although they were sometimes made of precious metal and elaborately designed, the simple 
bronze form persisted . Locally they are known from the Bronze Age to at least the Persian period (e .g ., Megiddo 
II, pl . 226:6 [Bronze Age]: Samaria-Sebaste III, 446–447, fig . 106:2 [Iron Age]; Moorey 1980, 74–79, figs . 12–13 
[Persian period]) . Unfortunately, M 155–155a cannot be dated more closely than Late Hellenistic or earlier .

M 156–156a are simple bracelets (one of brass) decorated with spiral incisions . They may have been fastened 
with a hook and eye arrangement at the open ends . Since both of these examples, as well as three additional frag-
ments of the same type (listed in the catalogue), are all from contexts dated not later than Early Roman, they may 
well be Roman in date . The spiral incisions are probably a simplified rendering of wire spirally wrapped around a 
core . The fragment M 157, which by context is not later than Late Hellenistic in date, probably belonged to such 
a wire-wrapped bracelet (cf ., e .g ., Lankester Harding 1950, 88–89, pl . XXVIII, upper left) . The ring M 161 and 
the fibula M 167 also were made in this technique .

M 158 is a bronze finger-ring with a figured oval bezel, dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic . This is 
another long-lived and widespread type (e .g ., Olynthus X, 147–155, nos . 475–494, pl . XXVII, type II; BMCat Finger 
Rings 194–198, nos . 1228–1258, pl . XXX; yadin 1966, 150, top of lower pl .) . There is also a possible example in 
silver, M 158a . M 159, which is small enough to be a child’s ring, has an inset yellow glass bezel and may be Late 
Roman in date (cf . BMCat Finger Rings 221, no . 1443) . M 160, a plain bronze band that may not be ancient, and 
M 161, an iron band around which copper-alloy wire is wrapped, could have been either finger-rings or perhaps 
earrings, from which beads or other ornaments were hung .

The three pieces that definitely are earrings, M 162–164, are all made of silver wire . M 162 is a silver version of 
the popular gold hoop earring type with “mulberry” pendants of clustered fused granules . They are known from 
the Late Bronze Age to the Roman period (Maxwell-Hyslop 1971, 131, 225–226, pls . 96 right, 200 right) . M 163 
is an open hoop with a cast pendant consisting of a vertical row of beads, one of which is oval . Its context date, 
not later than Hellenistic, is the earliest of all the earrings . It may be a simplified version of an earlier, Assyrian 
gold earring type with an oval pendant (Haller 1954, 133–134, pl . 36:l, n) . M 164 is a closed hoop, fastened with 
a hook and loop; it could have been hung with beads or other pendants . This earring should probably be dated 
to the Roman period, by virtue of the hook and loop closure (cf ., e .g ., Treasures of the Holy Land 262–263, no . 143, 
from a tomb of the second half of the first century CE; Samaria-Sebaste III, 428–430, fig . 100:9–15, second–third 
centuries CE, gold, some with pendants) .

The pair of small, hemispherical bells, M 165, represents yet another long-lived and widespread type (in 
general, see darSag V, pt . 1, 341–344, s .v . tintinnabulum) . Although small bells are known from the Iron Age 
onward, the earlier examples are generally conical (e .g ., Persian period, Moorey 1980, 92–93, nos . 373–374, pl . 
14) . Hemispherical bells with iron clappers are known from the fourth century BCE (e .g ., Olynthus X, 518–520, 
nos . 2609–2618, esp . no . 2610, pl . CLXVII) to the Roman period (e .g ., Petrie 1927, 24, para . 55, pl . XVIII) . These 
comparisons, taken together with the context date of M 165, which is not later than Late Hellenistic, should place 
these bells within the Hellenistic period . They seem too small for an animal . They may have been attached to 
a bracelet or necklace (cf . Samaria-Sebaste III, 429–430, fig . 100:22; Treasures of the Holy Land 262–263, no . 142), 
perhaps a child’s; this method of tracking the whereabouts of children, while providing them with a protective 
amulet, has survived into modern times (Lankester Harding 1950, 89) . Small bells also were clustered on horse 
harness (Waldbaum 1983, 42–43, nos . 91–100, pl . 8; a reconstruction in Emery and Kirwan 1938, pls . 55–56) .

The fibulae are discussed below, pp . 252–254 .

PIN (M 154)

M 154 TA70M131 Pl . 33
Loc . 2403 Stratum ARAB
Copper-alloy pin . L . 0 .091 . 

Flat top, decorated with bead between two reels .
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BRACELETS (M 155–157)

M 155 TA79M66 Pl . 33
Loc . 7203 Stratum HELL 2C–ROM 1C
Copper-alloy bracelet . Missing one end . Max . P . Dim . 0 .042 . 

Probably part of a penannular bracelet, with thickened end 
in the form of an animal’s or serpent’s head . Flat in section, 
raised ridge down center . Dated by context not later than 
Late Hellenistic–Early Roman .

M 155a TA72M38 Pl . 33
Loc . 2359 Stratum HELL 2B/C
Missing one end . Max . P . Dim . 0 .042 .

Complete end is thickened . Dated by context not later 
than Late Hellenistic . 

M 156 TA80M29 Pl . 33
Loc . 5543 Stratum ROM 1A
Copper-alloy bracelet . Bent . Max . P . Dim . 0 .102 . 

One end is hooked, the other straight . Spiral design incised 
along most of length; double ring of wire near hooked end . 
Ends are plain; original method of closure uncertain . Dated 
by context not later than Early Roman .

M 156a TA80M3 Pl . 33
Loc . 7915 Stratum ROM 1B
Brass (for analysis of-material, see p . 289) . About two-
thirds preserved . Max . P . Dim . 0 .029 . 

Incised spiral design . Dated by context not later than 
Early Roman . 

Other copper-alloy spiral bracelets, fragmentary: 
TA79M45 (ROM 1C/later); TA79M57 (ROM 1A); 
TA79M65 (ROM 1C; a child’s bracelet?)

M 157 TA70M134 Pl . 33
Loc . 2138 Stratum HELL 2C
Copper-alloy bracelet . Missing both ends, bent into loop . 
Max . P . Dim . 0 .022 . 

Core, ca . 0 .002 thick, is spirally wrapped with wire, ca . 0 .001 
thick . Dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic .

FINgER-RINgS ANd EARRINgS (M 158–164)

M 158 TA72M46 Pl . 33
Loc . 1386 Stratum HELL 2A/B
Copper-alloy finger-ring . Diam . 0 .018, L . bezel 0 .012 . 

Flat, oval bezel, with unclear design . Dated by context not 
later than Late Hellenistic .

M 158a TA80M47 Pl . 33
Loc . 8319 Stratum ROM 1A
Silver finger-ring (?) . About half preserved . Diam . 0 .019 . 

Broken ends widen, probably toward missing bezel . Dated 
by context not later than Early Roman .

M 159 TA79M1 Pl . 33
Loc . 8206 Stratum ARAB/MODERN
Copper-alloy finger-ring . Bezel chipped, ring bent . Diam . ca . 
0 .015, L . bezel 0 .007 . 

A small ring, with inset, oblong bezel of yellow glass . Possibly 
Late Roman .

M 160 TA72M9 Pl . 33
Loc . 21304 Stratum ARAB
Copper-alloy finger-ring or earring (?) . Diam . 0 .018 . 

Thin, plain band with overlapping ends . Possibly not ancient .

M 161 TA80M56 Pl . 34
Loc . 5624 Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A
Iron and copper-alloy finger-ring or earring (?) . Nearly com-
plete . Diam . 0 .015 . 

Thin iron ring spirally wrapped with copper-alloy wire . Dated 
by context not later than Late Hellenistic–Early Roman .

M 162 TA80M13 Pl . 34
Loc . 7205 Stratum ROM 1B
Silver earring . Missing most of one side of hoop, end of other 
side, hoop bent . Max . P . Dim . 0 .037 . 

Open hoop of silver wire, tapering to end . Pendant of five 
spherical granules fused into cluster . Dated by context not 
later than Early Roman .

M 163 TA70M3 Pl . 34
Loc . 3345 .1 Stratum HELL 1/2A
Silver earring . Hoop bent . Max . P . Dim . 0 .036 . 

Open hoop of silver wire, pointed at ends . Pendant consists 
of vertical row of four beads: two at the top are flattened 
spheres, then one larger oval, and one spherical head at bot-
tom . Pendant was cast in a two-piece mold (seam visible at 
edges) and fused to hoop . Dated by context not later than 
Hellenistic .

M 164 TA69M115 Pl . 34
Loc . 2522 Stratum ROM 1B
Silver earring . Missing part of fastening . Diam . 0 .018 . 

Hoop of silver wire, originally closed with hook and loop fas-
tening . At both ends, wire was drawn out to form hook or 
loop, then secured by wrapping around shaft . Dated by con-
text not later than Early Roman .
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FIBULAE (M 166–175a)

The most common personal ornament from Tel Anafa is the fibula, 18 of which were found, in addition to the 
imported example of the Iron Age discussed above (M 19) . Most of these are variations of the well-known Near 
Eastern triangular or elbow-shaped fibula, characterized by an angular bow with cast and/or incised decoration 
on the thickened arms, a coiled wire spring continuous with the pin, and a small catchplate . These fibulae are 
dated from the eighth to the fifth centuries BCE (Stronach 1959, 193–194) . Survivals of this type lasted into the 
first century CE, but since the latest context dates for the Tel Anafa examples are not later than Late Hellenistic, 
it is possible to limit the range somewhat . It is likely that at least some of them belong to the Persian period, when 
similar fibulae were commonly in use elsewhere in Palestine (Stern 1982, 153) . The best candidates for a Persian-
period date are M 166, the well-made M 173, and the chained fibula M 172, which has Achaemenian parallels (see 
below) . It should be noted, however, that while the more summarily made fibulae from Tel Anafa could be Hel-
lenistic survivals, not all of the triangular fibulae found in Persian period contexts are of the best workmanship 
(e .g ., Stern 1982, 152, fig . 257 bottom) . There are close parallels for this group among the many fibulae found in 
Syria (Moorey 1980, esp . 88–90, type f; Mazzoni 1992; Shaath 1992) .

M 173 is the best made of the triangular fibulae; it is the only one with carefully formed collared bead orna-
ment (cf . Stronach 1959, 197–200, type III 7) . The remainder are divided between types with rectangular, block-
molded arms decorated with parallel incisions or crosshatching (M 168–169, Stronach 1959, 195, type III 3), and 
others with grooved rings on the arms . The latter is the most common type at Tel Anafa, with five examples (M 
170–171 and three more listed under M 171, Stronach 1959, 195–196, type III 4) . M 170 is close to a fibula from 
Tell Deinit in Syria (Shaath 1992, 222, no . 19, figs . 4–6) . The parallel or spiral grooves on the arms are probably 
imitations of wire-wrapping; when the grooves are rendered carefully (e .g ., in a fibula from Tel Megadim, Stern 
1982, 152, fig . 258), the resemblance is quite convincing . Stronach (196, under type III 5) suggests that, con-
versely, wire-wrapping imitated grooving, although the wire had to be manufactured first, surely a more difficult 
process in ancient times than casting the fibula and cutting or touching up the grooves as necessary . M 167 is an 
example of an actual wire-wrapped fibula; the form of its low arch resembles Stronach 1959, 186, type I 1 . M 166 
is a fibula with a similar low arch but with no decoration; it should date to the Persian period (cf . Stern 1982, 
152, fig . 257 top) . M 172 preserves a chain, one end of which originally was attached to the curve of the bow, the 
other to the hinge . This fibula was worn bow downward (on the wearing of fibulae, see Muscarella 1967, 51–57) . 
Achaemenian fibulae sometimes show such chains, from which hung pendants (e .g ., Ghirshman 1977, 25–26, p1 . 
II:1–3; see also examples from Syria, Moorey 1980, 90, nos . 346–347, fig . 14) . On M 172, a pendant originally may 
have hung from the center of the looped chain (cf ., e .g ., Vanden Berghe 1978, 40–41, fig . 4:11–12) . On the basis 
of these Achaemenian parallels, M 172 may date to the Persian period and is perhaps an import .

M 174 is a pincer fibula, a type unusual in Palestine . Two fragments, however, may perhaps be assigned to this 
type, now that a complete example is known . An object from Gezer, identified as a pin with a perforated eye and 
curved tang (gezer II, 86; 111, pl . CXXXIII:53) could be the pin of a pincer fibula with its hooked end . A “toggle 
pin” from Cave 1 at Wâdi ed-Dâliyeh (Lapp and Lapp 1974, 14, no . 44, pls . 36:8, 100a lower left), found with 
mixed pottery, looks like the arch of a pincer fibula (the drawing is presented vertically rather than horizontally) . 
Pincer fibulae originated during the Archaic period but reached their greatest popularity in Early Roman times, 

BELLS (M 165)

M 165 TA70M127A, B Pl . 34
Loc . 2427 Stratum HELL 2C+ contam .
Pair of copper-alloy and iron bells . Missing clapper of bell A, 
attachment wires broken . (A) H . 0 .013, Diam . 0 .026; (B) H . 
excluding clapper 0 .014, Diam . 0 .027, L . clapper 0 .021 . 

Small hemispherical bells, one (B) preserving iron clapper, 
which is rhomboidal in shape, pierced at the top and attached 
through a hole in the top of the bell with a loop of copper-
alloy wire . Dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic .
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when they were distributed throughout Western and Central Europe and the Balkans; a few examples have also 
been found in North Africa and the Caucasus (Feugère 1985, 426–435, type 32) . Most of these fibulae, however, 
are later in date than the Palestinian examples and differ from them by virtue of their large, sometimes decorated 
catchplates and tongues at the end of the pincers . Through whatever route the type reached Palestine, the local 
examples probably are best connected in fabrication with local fibulae of the Iron Age and Persian period, which 
do not have pincers but are otherwise similarly fashioned . Like M 174, they have small catchplates and unorna-
mented bows of oblong section fastened to the pins with rivets (e .g ., Tell en-Nasbeh 282, type III, pl . 111:39–41) . M 
174 is dated by context not later than Early Hellenistic and could well be Persian or even earlier in date . Pincer 
fibulae have been identified as surgical forceps, but this identification has rightly been questioned (see above, p . 
235) .

M 175 and M 175a are Roman fibulae of the Aucissa type (Feugère 1985, 312–330, esp . type 22b2), usually as-
sociated with military sites in Europe . The type originated in Gaul, where it was in use ca . 20 BCE–60 CE; it was 
then carried abroad by Roman soldiers . It is named after one of the makers, whose name appears on some ex-
amples . These fibulae were worn with the bow facing outward, to show the row of beading in relief along the top 
of the arch; they formed a narrow T-shape, with the hinged end (the head) across the top, tapering downward to 
the knobbed end of the catchplate (the foot) . The rectangular head shows a perforation at either side (the eyes) . 
The hinge is not the coiled wire of the triangular fibula but a cylinder at the end of the head, holding an iron pin . 
The catchplate is fairly large and triangular . M 175 preserves the major elements of an Aucissa fibula, but the row 
of relief dots is very faint (not indicated in the drawing), and the head has lost refinement and detail; the eyes 
are merely slits . M 175a has a smaller head, omitting the eyes altogether . The metal analysis indicates that both 
are made of brass of a composition characteristic of European manufacture (see pp . 293–294) . This fact makes it 
probable that these fibulae were imports, although it is not impossible that they were copied locally using recycled 
Roman brasses (I owe this suggestion to M . Ponting, pers . comm .) . The number of known Palestinian examples 
of these fibulae is growing, including examples from tombs (Vitto 2000, 91–92, fig . 50:3; Treasures of the Holy Land 
262–263, no . 145) . Another from Jerusalem was found in the Jewish quarter excavations (Gutfeld and Nenner-So-
riano 2006, 274, no . M8) . The excavations at Masada have also produced the type (yadin 1966, 150 top, left; others 
listed in Ponting and Segal 1998, 120 and 122) . These parallels suggest that the Tel Anafa Aucissa fibulae belong to 
the last years of the Roman settlement . Their military aspect fits in well with the Roman weaponry discussed below . 
Although the Tel Anafa fibulae are likely to have belonged to soldiers outfitted in the Roman style, those found in 
tombs could have belonged to people outside the military sphere . In the East, the type is also known in Asia Minor 
(Waldbaum 1983, 116, nos . 681–682, p1 . 43) and Syria (dura-Europos 1949, 47–49, pl . X, with the “Aucissa” inscrip-
tion); there is a variant from Cyprus as well (SCE IV, 3, 113–114, fig . 33:26) .

M 166 TA81M29 Pl . 34
Loc . 8442 Stratum HELL 2A contam .
Copper-alloy semicircular fibula . Missing pin, part of hinge . 
L . 0 .083 . 

Relatively large; bow is a shallow arch, round in section, 
undecorated . Catchplate tapered, upturned . Thickened at 
hinge end . Dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic .

M 167 TA81M45 Pl . 34
Loc . 8506 Stratum ARAB/MODERN
Copper-alloy semicircular fibula . Missing pin and spring, 
catchplate deformed . P .L . 0 .057 . 

Bow is a shallow arch, irregularly wrapped with wire .

M 168 TA72M31 Pl . 34
Loc . 1247 Stratum HELL 1/2A–B
Copper-alloy and iron triangular fibula . Spring and pin bent . 
L . 0 .048 . 

Angular bow, round in section, thinner at bend; rectangu-
lar block molding on each arm, grooved with parallel lines 
over three sides, forming six to seven sections; underside left 
plain . Spring is coiled around a small iron bar . Catchplate 
tapered, upturned . Dated by context not later than Late Hel-
lenistic .
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M 168a TA81M32 Pl . 34
Loc . 8442 Stratum HELL 2A contam .
Missing pin, catchplate . L . 0 .042 . 

Moldings on arms grooved into five to six sections . Dated 
by context not later than Late Hellenistic . 

M 168b TA79M36
Loc . 2929 Stratum HELL 2A) 
Missing part of pin . L . 0 .044 . 

Moldings on arms grooved into three to four sections . 
Dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic .

Another copper-alloy fibula similar to preceding: 
TA79M46 (HELL 1/2A)

M 169 TA69M56 Pl . 35
Loc . 3328 Stratum HELL 2A
Copper-alloy triangular fibula . Missing pin, part of catch-
plate . P .L . 0 .055 . 

Similar to preceding in rectangular block moldings on arms, 
but bend is also square in section; fibula is larger, and deco-
ration is incised crosshatching on all four sides of moldings . 
End of coiled spring is threaded through hole drilled in end 
of bow, emerges at top of bow in a hook . Dated by context not 
later than Late Hellenistic .

M 170 TA79M48 Pl . 35
Loc . 8228 Stratum HELL 2A
Copper-alloy triangular fibula . Missing pin, most of hinge . L . 
0 .078 . 

Generally similar to preceding but larger; molded arms are 
round in section, each arm lightly grooved in spiral pattern, 
forming ten sections . Dated by context not later than Late 
Hellenistic .

M 171 TA73M51 Pl . 35
Loc . 2367 Stratum HELL 1/earlier
Copper-alloy triangular fibula . Missing pin, most of hinge . L . 
0 .042 . 

Generally similar to preceding, but arms gradually thicken 
toward ends; grooved in spiral pattern, forming two to three 
sections . Dated by context not later than Hellenistic .

Other copper-alloy fibulae similar to preceding: 
TA79M44 (HELL 2A); TA73M46 (ARAB, pattern di-
vided into four to five sections); TA78M10 (HELL 1B)

M 172 TA78M11 Pl . 35
Loc . 13103 Stratum HELL 1B
Copper-alloy triangular fibula . Missing pin, chain broken . L . 
0 .064 . 

Similar to preceding in size, shape, and spiral grooves . Chain, 
now broken away, originally was attached at one end to curve 
of bow, at the other to the hinge . (A bit of chain preserved at 
the hinge is frozen in the wrong direction by corrosion, but 
attachment of the other end of the chain at the curve of the 
bow suggests that the fibula was worn bow downward .) Dated 
by context not later than Late Hellenistic .

M 173 TA72M35 Pl . 36
Loc . 2356 Stratum HELL 2A
Copper-alloy triangular fibula . Missing pin, end with hinge . 
P .L . 0 .048 . 

Angular bow, round in section, thinner at bend . Collared 
bead pattern cut on each arm: two heads separated by a sin-
gle collar and flanked by a single or double collar . Catchplate 
tapered, upturned . Dated by context not later than Late Hel-
lenistic .

Another, copper-alloy pin and spring, probably from a 
triangular fibula: TA73M59 (ARAB)
 
M 174 TA72M41 Pl . 36
Loc . 1287 Stratum HELL 1A+
Copper-alloy pincer fibula . Pin bent . L . 0 .089 . 

High, arched bow, oblong in section; one end is flattened 
and upturned into small catchplate, the other end is up-
turned into a hook . Pin is attached to bow with a rivet; end of 
pin is downturned into a hook . Hooked ends of bow and pin 
form a pincer, which closes when the pin is in the catchplate . 
Dated by context not later than Early Hellenistic .

M 175 TA80M4 Pl . 36
Loc . 7402 .1 Stratum ARAB 1
Brass Aucissa fibula (for analysis of material, see p . 289) . L . 
0 .055 . 

High, arched bow; raised flat ridge down center, beaded, with 
groove at either side . Head is rectangular, with hole (eye) at 
either side . Large, triangular catchplate; foot terminates in 
knob with groove at its base .

M 175a TA79M47 Pl . 36
Loc . 8220 Stratum ROM 1C/later
Brass (for analysis of material, see p . 289) . Missing pin, 
knob at end of catchplate . L . 0 .062 .

Slightly larger than preceding . Iron hinge-pin . Head is 
narrower, curved at bottom, lacks eyes . Dated by context 
not later than Roman . 
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WEAPONS

This category consists mainly of military equipment (arrowheads, catapult bolt-heads, spearheads, pila, and 
daggers) . Although some weapons, particularly the simplest iron arrowheads, must also have been used for hunt-
ing (the analysis of the animal bones from Tel Anafa shows that the rich wildlife of the region provided a sub-
stantial amount of food for the inhabitants, TA Vol . I . i, 289–292), the settlement is likely to have had sufficient 
men and materiel for its defense . The inhabitants of the Late Hellenistic Stuccoed Building, in particular, were 
wealthy enough to need some means to defend their property in those unstable times . To this period belong 
three types of arrowheads: the Greek boss-and-barb type M 176–177, the Seleucid M 178, and the iron pyramidal 
points M 180–181a.

The catapult bolt-heads were found in contexts dating both not later than Late Hellenistic and not later than 
Early Roman; in neither case, however, were they recovered in the concentrations that would indicate a siege . 
Further, most were found in the central area of the tel rather than the perimeter, and it must therefore be as-
sumed that they were part of the local armory .

The discovery of such typically Roman weapons as the pila M 196–197 might suggest a legionary presence in 
the Roman settlement, but historical evidence suggests otherwise, that Roman soldiers were not permanently 
stationed in the region (Millar 1993, 37) . The best explanation of their discovery, therefore, is that weapons and 
various military fittings of Roman type were used by soldiers hired locally . The fact that the two pila are different 
from each other in type, and that both of these types had been superseded during the Early Imperial period, 
when Tel Anafa was reoccupied, suggests a certain amount of improvisation . The pila differ enough from their 
nearest parallels found in Roman forts (see below) to suggest that they may have been locally made copies . Even 
for supplying the legions, the practice of importing equipment during the initial phases of occupation seems to 
have been superseded by local manufacture, either in fort armories or by local craftsmen (Oldenstein 1985; Grew 
and Griffiths 1991, 53) .

Tel Anafa occupied a position at the extreme southwestern corner of Philip’s kingdom, and its situation at 
the center of an open plain would have made it an ideal observation post and a logical place for a detachment of 
soldiers . A military presence in the Roman settlement is supported by Berlin’s analysis of the coarse pottery types 
in use at that time (TA Vol . II, i, 30–32) . The relatively small quantity of military equipment of unquestionable 
Roman date, however, may not support the idea of an exclusively military settlement . Further, although the pro-
duction of field crops appears to have ceased in the Roman period, agricultural activities, presumably by civilians, 
are thought to have continued in the form of orchard-keeping and animal husbandry (TA Vol . I, i, 291) .

The discussion of military equipment is divided below into the following sections: arrowheads; catapult bolt-
heads; spearheads and pila; daggers; and military belt fittings . The horse trappings could also have been of mili-
tary origin .

ARROWHEAdS (M 176–186b)

The descriptive terminology of Cross and Milik 1956, 16–17, fig . 1, has been adopted, where appropriate, for 
the following discussion .

group I. The first group of arrowheads to be discussed is the Greek boss-and-barb type M 176–177, which 
was in use, in different stages of development, from the Bronze Age to the Hellenistic period (Snodgrass 1964, 
144–148, fig . 9, type 1; Erdmann 1973, 35–40, fig . 1, type B) . This arrowhead type has a barbed deltoid blade with 
a slightly curved profile, and a long tang; the blade is thickened at the center, with a mid-rib more or less clearly 
defined, and a boss above the juncture with the tang . The chronological development generally moves toward 
a wider, shorter blade with longer barbs and a more curved profile . The proportions of M 176–176a find their 
best parallels among Hellenistic arrowheads (e .g ., délos XVIII, 208–209, pl . LXIX:556); on the basis of typology, 
M 177 should be the latest of the group . A small number of arrowheads of this general type has been found in 
Palestine, most of them of an earlier form, belonging to the Persian period (Stern 1982, 155–156, type 2b, fig . 
265; 270, n . 46) .

group 2. M 178 is a Seleucid arrowhead type, dozens of which were found in Jerusalem at the Tower of David 
Citadel, in a large deposit of ballista stones, thought to be the remains of the siege of Antiochus VII in 133–132 
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BCE (Sivan and Solar 1994, 173–174) . Still more examples have been found at Dor (Stern 1994, 210, fig . 141; 
212) and Akko-Ptolemais (NEAEHL I, 24, from a stratum dated end of the third–beginning of the second century 
BCE) . While these arrowheads could be classified with the boss-and-barb type, they are actually rhomboidal in 
section, with short barbs appended at two of the corners . That is, the points are essentially pyramids, the type 
most effective in piercing armor and ultimately adopted for catapult bolt-heads (see below) . Their discovery in 
Jerusalem in a large concentration together with ballista stones makes one wonder whether they were machine-
directed missiles as well .

The remaining arrowheads are all of iron . They are of three types: trilobate, pyramidal, and ovate/deltoid; all 
are tanged rather than socketed .

group 3 . The barbed arrowhead M 179 is the only example of a trilobate arrowhead from Tel Anafa . The trilo-
bate type, in bronze or iron, socketed or tanged, barbed or not, and varying greatly in size and profile, was in use 
over a wide area, from the eighth century BCE to Roman Imperial times . The earliest are bronze and socketed 
(collected material in Boehmer 1972, 111–115; Stern 1982, type 1b, 154–156) . The latest version, which is the 
one most relevant here, is iron, tanged, and often barbed . In date it ranges from the fourth century BCE (e .g ., 
Persepolis II, 99–100, nos . 15–16, pl . 76, where Alexander’s conquest gives a terminus ante quem) to Roman times, 
when it was one of the standard arrowhead types used by the Roman army from the Late Republican to the Im-
perial period (collected material in Davies 1977; Manning 1985, 177–178, type II) . Locally, iron trilobate tanged 
arrowheads are abundant for the Roman period (esp . Masada VIII, 22–26, 39–51) but less common earlier . The 
local variations have been discussed and classified by Gichon and Vitale (1991); M 179 belongs to their subtype 
Bal . It is dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic, which makes it one of the rarer local pre-Roman ex-
amples of the type .

group 4. A more common iron arrowhead type at Tel Anafa is the tanged, four-sided pyramidal point, which is 
represented by ten examples (M 180–181a) . The pyramidal point was, on the basis of modern experiments and 
archaeological observation, the most effective for piercing armor (Pope 1923, 369–370, pl . 61; Marsden 1969, 96) 
and for this reason was also used for catapult bolt-heads and the Roman pilum (see below) . Tanged pyramidal 
arrowheads have a long history, beginning with the Bronze Age (e .g ., Snodgrass 1964, 154, type 4; Boehmer 1972, 
150–152, pls . XLIX–LI) . By the fourth century BCE, a variant in iron had become firmly established, known espe-
cially from the destruction of Olynthus in 348 BCE (Olynthus X, 392–397, type E, pls . CXXIII–CXXIV) and from 
the late fourth-century funeral pyres at Salamis in Cyprus (Salamis II, e .g ., pyre X, 187–188, pls . XXXII, CXCV, 
nos . 1, 12–19, 23–24, 26, 28) . The Cypriot arrowheads show considerable variation within the general pyramidal 
shape and provide good parallels for the Tel Anafa examples, including some with a more curved outline, similar 
to M 181–181a . For collected material of the Roman period, see Erdmann 1982, 7–9 .

Relatively few examples of the type have been found locally (Wachsmann 1990, 99–100, fig . 13 .1, from the Kin-
neret boat; NEAEHL II, 462–463, from Gamala—these are from Jewish War contexts; Avigad 1961, 10, pl . 3:B:8, 
from Nahal David, Roman context; example from Beth Ter cited in ibid ., n . 4) . Two undatable examples come 
from Samaria (Samaria-Sebaste I, 347–348, fig . 218:10; Samaria-Sebaste III, 457, type D, 454, fig . 111:20) . Two of the 
Tel Anafa examples are from contexts dating not later than Late Hellenistic, others not later than Early Roman .

The pyramidal bodkin was also the standard Crusader missile point, which opens an area of potential chrono-
logical confusion (cf ., e .g ., Meyers et al . 1976, 243, pl . 8 .1:17–24; Ploug 1969, 55, 57, fig . 21:1) . There is also some 
danger of misidentifying such points in function, since they are occasionally preserved with handles for use as 
awls (e .g ., Tarsus III, 364–365, nos . 44–45, fig . 170; the possibility of confusing awls and pyramidal pilum heads 
has also been noted, Manning et al . 1995, 254–256, nos . 2–3) .

group 5 . The simplest and most numerous iron arrowheads from Tel Anafa are flat and tanged, with ovate or 
deltoid blades . These arrowheads are probably the locally made tools of the hunter, but they could have been 
used for military purposes as well . There are numerous variations in profile and section among these arrowheads, 
but much of the difference is probably accidental, resulting from the many hands that forged them, some less 
skilled than others, over a long period of time . For this reason, only four general groups have been distinguished 
among the Tel Anafa examples, without subtypes (on the problems of arrowhead classification, see Cross and 
Milik 1956, 16–19) . The groups are as follows: (5a) an ovate blade with a long tang; (5b) a wide deltoid blade 
with a short or long tang; (5c) a narrow deltoid blade with a defined mid-rib; and (5d) a narrow blade, one side 
deltoid, the other ovate .
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group 5a (M 182–182b), consisting of ovate blades with long, tapering tangs, is probably the earliest, since one 
specimen was found in a context dating not later than Early Hellenistic (79–53), and two more were found in Hel-
lenistic contexts (M 182b, TA80M25) . They are similar to an iron arrowhead type from ‘Atlit dating to the Persian 
period (Stern 1982, 155–157, fig . 266 left) . The type must be a continued development of the ovate arrowheads 
of the Bronze and Iron Ages (cf ., e .g ., M 7 above) . They are fairly large, ranging in total length from ca . 0 .06 to 
0 .09, with a blade length of 0 .05–0 .065 . Of the two examples preserving the entire tang, M 182a shows the tang 
about equal in length to the blade; M 182 has a somewhat shorter tang .

group 5b (M 183–184a) consists of arrowheads with a wide, flat, deltoid blade about 0 .02–0 .03 in length and 
a long (two-thirds the length of the whole) or short (one-third the length) tapered tang . The context dates, not 
later than Early Roman, are not very helpful in placing them chronologically .

group 5c (M 185–185a) is similarly dated by context not later than Early Roman . The arrowheads are well 
made and symmetrical, narrow and deltoid in form, with a defined mid-rib . The blade length is 0 .04–0 .05; the 
original tang length is unknown .

group 5d (M 186–186b) has a blade of the same size as group 5c; the tang, square in section, is less than half 
the length of the whole . The group is characterized by a distinctive profile, ovate on one side and deltoid on 
the other . The discrepancy is probably due to the direction of the smith’s blows and lack of care rather than to 
intentional shaping . Since several members of this group are from contexts dated not later than Late Hellenistic 
(M 186–186b, TA69M14), and arrowheads of this shape are not recorded for the Persian period (Stern 1982, 
154–156), it is likely that group 5d belongs to the Hellenistic period .

M 176 TA80M66 Pl . 37
Loc . 7212N Stratum ROM 1A
Copper-alloy arrowhead . L . 0 .084 . 

Greek boss-and-barb type . Length of barbs about one-third 
total length of blade . Slight mid-rib, round boss above junc-
ture with tang . Dated by context not later than Early Roman, 
but Hellenistic in type .

M 176a TA73M40 Pl . 37
Loc . 1417 Stratum ARAB 2 
Missing part of tang, end of one barb; other barb bent . 
P .L . 0 .048 .  

Slight mid-rib (not indicated in drawing); round to trian-
gular boss . Outer edges of blade trimmed after casting, 
but flashings not trimmed around tang and inner edges 
of barbs . 

Other copper-alloy arrowheads similar to preceding: 
TA81M27 (no context, tang broken); TA81M28 (MOD-
ERN, tang broken)

M 177 TA80M5 Pl . 37
Loc . 5502 Stratum ROM 1C/2
Copper-alloy arrowhead . Missing part of tang . P .L . 0 .042 . 

Similar in type to preceding, but profile more curved . Length 
of barbs nearly half of total length of blade . Slight boss is 
roughly triangular . Dated by context not later than Early Ro-
man, but Hellenistic in type .

M 178 TA80M43 Pl . 37
Loc . 5532 Stratum ROM 1B/C
Copper-alloy arrowhead . Missing most of tang, end of one 
barb . P .L . 0 .049 . 

Blade narrow, rhomboid in section, with slightly curved pro-
file, clearly defined mid-rib, triangular boss above juncture 
with tang . Barbs at two corners, base of blade is squared at 
juncture with barbs; barbs about one-fourth total length of 
blade . Dated by context not later than Early Roman, but Hel-
lenistic in type .

M 179 TA68M16 Pl . 37
Loc . 3024 Stratum HELL 2A
Iron arrowhead . L . 0 .055 . 

Triangular, trilobite form; lobes terminate in short barbs . 
Tang tapers to point . Dated by context not later than Late 
Hellenistic .

M 180 TA70M29 Pl . 37
Loc . 2029 Stratum HELL 2A
Iron arrowhead . L . 0 .095 . 

Elongated pyramidal form, tanged . Blade and tang are square 
in section . Dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic .

M 180a TA72M39  Pl . 37
Loc . 21308 Stratum ROM 1A/B
Missing part of tang . P .L . 0 .056 . 

Dated by context not later than Early Roman . 
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Other iron arrowheads similar to preceding, fragmen-
tary or not cleaned: TA72M57 (ARAB); TA73M20 
(HELL 1/2A); TA79M3 (ROM 1B); TA80M24 (HELL 
2C+/ROM 1A); TA80M51 (HELL 2C contam .); 
TA80M58 (ROM 1A)

M 181 TA69M24 Pl . 37
Loc . 2703 Stratum ROM 1A
Iron arrowhead . Missing part of tang, point bent . P .L . 0 .07 . 

Similar to preceding; square section is maintained, but pro-
file is more rounded . Dated by context not later than Early 
Roman .

M 181a TA73M30 
Loc . 21313 Stratum ROM 1A
Missing end of point . P .L . 0 .076 . Not cleaned . 

Dated by context not later than Early Roman .

M 182 TA78M5 Pl . 38
Loc . 13100  no context
Iron arrowhead . Missing point . P .L . 0 .09 . Not cleaned . 

Ovate blade, ovoid in section; long, tapering tang, round in 
section .

M 182a TA80M6 Pl . 38
Loc . 8309 Stratum ARAB/MODERN
L . 0 .072 . Not cleaned . 

Slightly shorter and thicker in section than preceding . 

M 182b TA73M7
Loc . 2456 Stratum HELL 2A/earlier 
Missing most of tang . P .L . 0 .065 . Not cleaned .

Other iron arrowheads similar to preceding, frag-
mentary and/or not cleaned: TA79M28 (ROM 1A); 
TA79M53 (HELL 1); TA80M16 (no context); TA80M25 
(HELL 2C/C+)

M 183 TA78-4 Pl . 38
Loc . 7211 Stratum ROM 1B
Iron arrowhead . Tang bent . P .L . 0 .062 . Not cleaned . 

Deltoid blade, broad at the base, thickened at the center, pos-
sibly with slight mid-rib . Tang is round in section, tapering, 
long, two-thirds the length of the whole . Dated by context 
not later than Early Roman .

M 184 TA79M26 Pl . 38
Loc . 7712 Stratum ROM 1A
Iron arrowhead . L . 0 .052 . Not cleaned . 

Deltoid blade, more elongated than preceding . Tang is 
round in section, shorter than the preceding, slightly more 
than one-third the length of the whole . Dated by context not 
later than Early Roman .

M 184a TA78M6
Loc . 8109 Stratum ARAB/MODERN, 
Loc . 8110 Stratum Mixed HELL-ROM 

Missing part of tang, one corner of base . P .L . 0 .07 . Not 
cleaned at time of examination .

Another iron arrowhead similar to preceding, frag-
mentary, not cleaned: TA80M14 (no context)

M 185 TA70M49 Pl . 38
Loc . 21104 Stratum ROM 1A
Iron arrowhead . Missing part of tang . P .L . 0 .065 . 

Narrow, deltoid blade, with slightly curving profile, defined 
mid-rib . Base of blade curves in gradually to tang . Dated by 
context not later than Early Roman .

M 185a TA70M28 Pl . 38
Loc . 2321 Stratum ARAB 1
Missing tip, part of tang . P .L . 0 .047 . 

M 186 TA70M37 Pl . 38
Loc . 2112 Stratum HELL 2C+
Iron arrowhead . Point bent . P .L . 0 .071 . 

Blade is ovate on one side, deltoid on the other, with defined 
mid-rib . Tang is square in section, less than one-half the 
length of the whole . Found with fragments of wooden shaft . 
Dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic .

M 186a TA70M31
Loc . 2112 Stratum HELL 2C+
Missing point, part of tang; bent at tip . P .L . 0 .058 . 

Base thickened just above tang . Dated by context not later 
than Late Hellenistic .

M 186b TA69M13
Loc . 2419 Stratum HELL 2C+ contam . 
Missing part of tang . P .L . 0 .063 . 

Similar to preceding, but without mid-rib . Dated by con-
text not later than Late Hellenistic .

Other iron arrowheads generally similar to preceding, 
fragmentary or not cleaned: TA69M14 (HELL 2C); 
TA73M3 (MODERN); TA79M2 (ROM 1A): TA80M11 
(ARAB/MODERN); TA80M15 (no context)
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Iron arrowheads of uncertain type, fragmentary or not cleaned, listed by latest context date: 

HELL 2A–C: TA70M77, TA70M83, TA70M92, TA70M109, TA72M65
ROM 1A–C: TA70M74, TA70M93, TA79M51, TA80M38, TA86M7
ARAB/MODERN: TA80M7, TA80M8

CATAPULT BOLT-HEAdS (M 187–193a)

It can be difficult to distinguish catapult bolt-heads from arrow and javelin points since these projectiles 
sometimes overlap in design, weight, and size (Baatz 1966, 203–207) . Weight should be an important factor, but 
it has been noted that weight loss can be particularly severe in the case of iron projectile points (Erdmann 1977, 
5, n . 16), making distinctions by weight problematic . The Tel Anafa points have not been weighed because the 
poor preservation of some and the inconsistent cleaning might lead to unreliable results . Further, the tanged 
iron pyramidal points M 180–181a, discussed above as arrowheads, conceivably could have been weighted for use 
as machine-driven missiles . Although the socketed iron pyramidal point came to be the standard catapult bolt-
head of the Romans, tanged examples also are known from Europe (Petrikovitz 1951, 206–208, fig . 5; Baatz 1966, 
205, fig . 1, type 2); the tanged type also was found at Dura Europos in close association with preserved wooden 
shafts that were later understood to belong to catapult bolts (dura-Europos 1931, 72–73, pl . IX, upper right; dura-
Europos 1936, 456) . It was also suggested above that the bronze Seleucid arrowhead type M 178 could have been 
employed as a bolt-head .

In any case, one type that can be so identified without hesitation is the sturdy iron pyramidal or conical point 
furnished with a socket (M 187–193a), which is found abundantly on Roman military sites in Europe from the 
second century BCE onward (collected material in Manning 1985, 175, type I) . A similar type was in use in the 
East (e .g ., Erdmann 1977, 23–24, nos . 131–151, pl . III [bronze], 49–51, nos . 455–474, pl . X [iron]; dura-Europos 
1936, 455–456, pl . XXIV; Bounni 1978, 292, 294, fig . 46) . Variation in the form of the bolt-head is normal, the 
critical factor being the diameter of the mouth of the socket, since the wooden shaft had to fit closely into the 
firing groove of the catapult . The diameter of the shaft appears to be close to 0 .01 (Manning 1985, 171), which 
is, in fact, the socket diameter of the Tel Anafa examples, supporting their identification as catapult bolt-heads . 
The pyramidal point has either sharply offset shoulders (M 187, cf ., e .g ., Manning 1985, 172, no . V177, pl . 83) or 
a more curving profile (M 190–190a, cf ., e .g ., Manning 1985, 172, no . V172, pl . 82) . The pyramid is sometimes 
short and wide (M 187), sometimes narrower and more elongated (M 188–189) . One example has an ovate 
rather than a pyramidal point (M 192), and if cleaned of corrosion could prove to be a flat-bladed bolt-head 
(cf ., e .g ., Manning 1985, 175–176, type II, nos . V254–258, pl . 85) . Most of the bolt-heads have a slit in the socket, 
presumably to facilitate hammering the metal for a close fit to the shaft .

While the foregoing are of standard forms, two other types can be brought into the discussion . In M 191–191a, 
the pyramidal point is separated from the socket by a long, solid neck: the total length of the piece is close to 
that of the others, however, since the length of the point is reduced . It is likely to have been a bolt-head as well . 
The second type (M 193) has a conical point but otherwise is similar in length, socket diameter, and the split 
socket . Similar objects are usually identified as spearbutt ferrules (Manning 1985, 140–141, pl . 66), but it has also 
been noted that such ferrules overlap typologically with bolt-heads (Baatz 1966, 204, n . 58) . The conical form 
has also been found at Dura Europos in association with pyramidal bolt-heads (dura-Europos 1936, pl . XXIV:3) . 
Numerous hollow conical iron objects, some containing fragments of wood, were found at the Tower of David 
Citadel in Jerusalem, in a deposit of ballista balls, arrowheads, and sling bullets, thought to date from the siege 
of Antiochus VII in 133–132 BCE (Sivan and Solar 1994, 173) . Here they are thought to be ferrules of spear hafts 
but are apparently without corresponding spearheads . This circumstance and the nature of this deposit, which 
otherwise consists of missiles, might support the identification of the conical ferrules as bolt-heads, if the socket 
diameters are suitable . Similarly shaped but mostly smaller points in bronze found in Old Paphos are believed to 
be arrowheads (Erdmann 1977, 17–20, nos . 59-101, pls . I–II) .

Using the available context dates, the bolt-heads from contexts not later than the Hellenistic period are M 
189, the elongated pyramidal form; M 190, the pyramidal type with a curved profile; M 191a, the type with a long, 
solid neck; and M 192, the type with an ovate point . The remainder could be either Hellenistic or Roman . At 
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least a few of the group are likely to be Roman, in light of the discovery of other Roman military equipment at 
Tel Anafa (see the pila, below) .

M 187 TA70M21 Pl . 39
Loc . 21104 Stratum ROM 1A
Iron catapult bolt-head . L . 0 .072 . 

Pyramidal, four-sided point (0 .03 long, 0 .015 wide at base), 
slightly curved, uneven in profile . Point is sharply offset from 
thick shaft, round in section, 0 .01 in diam . Solid portion of 
shaft is 0 .01 long, remainder was hammered into a flaring 
socket with a vertical slit . Dated by context not later than 
Early Roman .

M 188 TA70M19 Pl . 39
Loc . 2810 .0 Stratum ROM 1A/B
Iron catapult bolt-head . L . 0 .07 . 

Similar to preceding, but more elongated, point less sharply 
offset, no slit in shaft . Length of point (0 .035) is one-half of 
whole . Dated by context not later than Early Roman .

M 189 TA70M22 Pl . 39
Loc . 21102 Stratum HELL 2C
Iron catapult bolt-head . L . 0 .088 . 

Similar to preceding, but still more elongated; point is 0 .045 
long, 0 .01 wide at base . Dated by context not later than Late 
Hellenistic .

M 190 TA69M29 Pl . 39
Loc . 2413 Stratum HELL 2C
Iron catapult bolt-head . L . 0 .07 . 

Similar to preceding, but neck is slightly incurved rather than 
offset, socket is open all the way to base of point, slit extends 
up to neck . Length of point is about one-half of whole . Dated 
by context not later than Late Hellenistic .

M 190a TA70M20 Pl . 39
Loc . 21103 Stratum ROM lA contam .
L . 0 .082 . 

Neck is solid, nearly round in section; no slit in shaft . Dat-
ed by context not later than Early Roman . 

Other iron catapult bolt-heads similar to preceding: 
TA70M23 (HELL 2C, point distorted); TA73M55 (no 
context, not cleaned)

M 191 TA79M23 Pl . 40
No context
Iron catapult bolt-head (?) . Missing end of point, bottom 
chipped . P .L . 0 .068 . 

Relatively short, pyramidal point (0 .02 long), with slight in-
curve to long, solid neck, rectangular in section . Neck flares 
to open socket at bottom .

M 191a TA70M25 Pl . 40
Loc . 2112A Stratum HELL 2C+
Missing lower part of shaft, neck bent . P .L . 0 .062 . 

Long neck is round in section . Dated by context not later 
than Late Hellenistic . 

Other iron catapult bolt-heads with pyramidal points, 
not cleaned: TA80M32 (ROM 1B); TA80M44 (HELL 
2C+/ROM 1A)

M 192 TA81M48 Pl . 40
Loc . 1518 Stratum HELL 2A
Iron catapult bolt-head . Missing end of point, part of shaft 
near slit; bottom chipped . P .L . 0 .088 . Not cleaned . 

Relatively short point (originally ca . 0 .03 long), ovoid rather 
than pyramidal in section . Fragment of wood inside socket . 
Dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic .

M 193 TA69M20 Pl . 40
Loc . 2535 Stratum ROM 1A
Iron catapult bolt-head (?) . L . 0 .075 . 

Conical point, solid at tip, flaring into open socket with gradu-
ally thinning walls; tip is triangular in section . Short vertical 
slit at bottom of shaft . Dated by context not later than Early 
Roman .

M 193a TA69M25 Pl . 40
Loc . 2703 Stratum ROM 1A
Missing part of bottom . P .L . 0 .084 . 

Tip is round in section; long slit in shaft . Dated by context 
not later than Early Roman . 

Iron catapult bolt-heads of uncertain type, fragmentary or not cleaned, listed by latest context date: 

HELL 2A–C: TA70M14 (traces of wood inside shaft), TA70M71
ROM 1A–C: TA69M101, TA70M68, TA70M69, TA70M70, TA80M39, TA80M40, TA80M45, TA81M8, TA81M18
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SPEARHEAdS ANd PILA (M 194–197)

The two iron spearheads M 194 and M 195 are dated by context not later than Hellenistic but have no strong 
diagnostic features to date them more closely . M 195 is unusual in its method of manufacture, the two sides hav-
ing been hammered together rather unsuccessfully over the shaft, leaving the seams visible .

M 196 is an example of the Roman legionary weapon called the pilum, a javelin with a pyramidal (less often 
lanceolate) head, a long, solid but slender neck, and a tang or socket (on sources, origin, and early development, 
see Schulten in RE XX, 2, 1950, cols . 1333–1369, s .v . pilum; collected material in Petrikovitz 1951) . The pierced 
tang was originally inserted into the split end of a wooden shaft and secured with rivets or nails through the holes . 
The advantages of this weapon were the penetrating power of the pyramidal point, the instability of the joint 
with the shaft, and the weakness of the slender neck . With an effective range of up to about 30 m, the pilum was 
expected to bend upon impact with the target, rendering it useless in the hands of the enemy and becoming an 
impediment if lodged in a shield . If the literary tradition is correct, the metal fastenings sometimes were replaced 
by wooden pegs to further weaken the joint, or the metal of the slender neck deliberately was not hardened in 
the forging process . There was considerable variation in the design of the pilum, in the form and size of the point 
and the means of attachment to the wooden shaft, particularly in the Republican period; a greater standardiza-
tion appeared under the Empire . From the second century BCE to Late Republican times, the iron terminated 
either in the above-mentioned wide or narrow tang pierced by one or two holes, or in an unpierced tang secured 
by a cylindrical collar, or in a conical socket . By the Imperial period, the piercing of the tang had ceased, and the 
pilum was generally collared or socketed . Hence M 196, which has a pierced tang, should belong to the earlier 
group, although it is somewhat longer than the known Republican examples with this feature (e .g ., Numantia III, 
250, pl . 47:1, which has a similar tang but a lanceolate point) . The ca . 1-m length of M 196 was occasionally almost 
reached in socketed Republican examples but is more normal in Imperial pila . Since the weapon doesn’t quite fit 
any of the Roman parallels exactly, it could be a local copy, made in the early Imperial period by an armorer who 
was acquainted with several types of pila brought to Palestine by the Roman army in the first century BCE . By the 
time he made this pilum, the pierced tang fastening would have been somewhat old-fashioned . Other Palestinian 
examples include two from Samaria, neither of which preserves the attachment end (Samaria-Sebaste I, 347–348, 
fig . 218:2a; Samaria-Sebaste III, 457, fig . 112:1) . One is unstratified, but the other came from a cistern opening 
on a pre-Herodian floor and containing a coin of Antiochus VIII and Cleopatra (125–121 BCE); it is similar 
to M 196 in the pyramidal form of the point and the diameter and round section of the neck . Another pilum 
from Murabb‘ât (Benoit 1961, 35–36, fig . 9:2, pl . IX:1) has a very long, slender pyramidal head and is therefore 
much later in date (cf . Bishop and Coulston 1993, 123, fig . 83:2, 5, third century CE) . A four-sided iron point 
from yoqne‘am, identified as a Crusader or later arrowhead with an unusually long tang, could perhaps be an 
incomplete pilum (Yoqne‘am 219, no . 6, photo xviii .4 .l, fig . xviii .1 .5) . Unless the pilum came into use in Palestine 
in the Late Hellenistic period, in imitation of Roman military equipage, it probably should be assumed that the 
weapon was introduced by the Roman army . M 196 probably belongs to the resettlement of Tel Anafa in the late 
first century BCE . Its context date is not later than Early Roman .

M 197, which is probably another pilum, belongs in context to the same period . It has a lanceolate rather 
than pyramidal blade, which is known in some Republican pila (e .g ., Numantia III, 250, pl . 47:1); since the shaft 
is broken, the form of attachment is unknown, but the length and slenderness of the shaft, which has bent as if 
used, indicate that the weapon should be identified as a pilum . Like M 196, this pilum probably was a local copy 
following a somewhat outdated design .

M 194 TA68M18 Pl . 41
Loc . 3023 Stratum HELL 2A
Iron spearhead . Missing end of point, slightly bent . P .L . 0 .253 . 

Leaf-shaped blade, ovoid in section, without mid-rib . Shaft 
is round in section, 0 .015–0 .018 in diam . Shallow socket at 
base . Dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic .

M 195 TA73M48 Pl . 41
Loc . 2388 Stratum HELL 1/2A
Iron spearhead . Missing lower part of blade, socket . P .L . 
0 .056 . 

Small blade, leaf-shaped as far as preserved, narrowing to-
ward socket, pronounced mid-rib . Point is ovoid in section . 
Made of two flat sheets hammered together over shaft, leav-
ing interior open . Dated by context not later than Hellenistic .
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Another iron spearhead, fragmentary, not cleaned: 
TA79M31 (HELL 2A)

M 196 TA70M2 Pl . 41
Loc . 2807 .0 Stratum ROM 1B
Iron pilum . Bent . L . (bent) 1 .045 . 

Thin shaft (diam . 0 .012), round in section, terminates in 
narrow, offset, pyramidal point, 0 .071 long . Shaft becomes 
square in section at bottom, terminating in flat, roughly trap-
ezoidal tang, 0 .05 long, with two rivet holes punched vertical-
ly, 0 .02 apart . Dated by context not later than Early Roman .

M 197 TA69M8 Pl . 41
Loc . 2707 Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A
Iron pilum (?) . Missing lower part of shaft; bent . P .L . 0 .29 . 

Narrow, lanceolate, flat blade . Shaft is round in section, di-
minishing in diameter downward (0 .013–0 .011) . Dated by 
context not later than Late Hellenistic–Early Roman .

dAggERS (M 198–199)

M 198 could perhaps be an unfinished blank, with the point and tang not yet drawn out and the edges not 
thinned, rather than a finished but broken blade . M 199 was constructed rather like the knives (e .g ., M 21), with 
rivets attaching the handle, but is symmetrical in form .

M 198 TA68M26 Pl . 42
Loc . 3020A Stratum HELL 2A
Iron dagger (?) . Missing point and part of tang . P .L . 0 .176 . 

Long, narrow, flat blade; edges not thinned . Tang is placed at 
center, as if for a dagger rather than a knife . Dated by context 
not later than Late Hellenistic .

M 199 TA79M39 Pl . 42
Loc . 5412* Stratum HELL 2A–C
Iron dagger . Missing point and part of tang . P .L . 0 .246 . Not 
cleaned . 

Long, narrow, flat blade . Rivets for handle attachment pre-
served, 0 .04 from tang end . Dated by context not later than 
Late Hellenistic .

MILITARY BELT FITTINgS (M 200–206)

Most of the items in this section are buckles, which in this period were employed largely for military belts 
and harness (Manning 1985, 146–147) . The buckles from datable contexts are not later than Early Roman . They 
are made of copper, copper alloy, or iron, and they are of common forms: rectangular (M 200, M 201); round 
(M 202), and D-shaped (M 203, cf ., e .g ., yadin 1966, 150 top, center) . M 204, from a contaminated Hellenistic 
context, is the latest of the buckles and is also one of the latest metal artifacts from the site . With its inward-facing 
spurs, it is typical of buckles of the fourth century CE (cf ., e .g ., Boube 1960, 354, nos . 4–6, pls . IV:d, V:a) . M 205 
could possibly be a buckle; it is D-shaped but has four conical projections of unknown function on the surface . 
Circular bronze objects with similar projections, however, have elsewhere been identified as reinforcements rath-
er than buckles (Olynthus X, 253–260, nos . 991–1036, pl . LXIX) .

M 206 is a belt fitting of another kind, a dagger frog . Such knobbed fittings were fastened to military belts in 
pairs, in order to hang daggers from rings on their scabbards . Originally, the knobbed pin that projects from the 
apex of the triangle of M 206 would have been surrounded by a decorative disk; these were vulnerable, however, 
and often broke off (Grew and Griffiths 1991, 50, 76–77, fig . 16:166–175) . A better-preserved example, with the 
disk preserved, was found at Masada (yadin 1966, 150 top, right; others listed in Ponting and Segal 1998, 121, 
nos . 75–81) .

The attachment M 211, which appears to have been intended for the adornment of leather, is treated as a har-
ness fitting (see below) but could have belonged to a military belt instead .

M 200 TA69M22 Pl . 42
Loc . 3316 Stratum ROM 1B
Iron buckle . L . 0 .026 . 

Rectangular in shape; ends pierced to receive pivot bar, 
which is forged in one piece with tongue . Dated by context 
not later than Early Roman .

M 201 TA78M9 Pl . 42
Loc . 7205 Stratum ROM 1B
Copper buckle (for analysis of material, see p . 289) . L . 0 .022 . 

Rectangular shape, with slightly curved sides, ends turned in-
ward . Constructed as preceding . Dated by context not later 
than Early Roman .
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M 202 TA70M133 Pl . 42
Loc . 3413 Stratum ROM 1A
Copper-alloy buckle . Diam . 0 .026 . 

Ring-shaped, tongue attached directly to ring with looped 
end . Dated by context not later than Early Roman .

M 203 TA79M67 Pl . 42
No context
Copper-alloy buckle . Missing tongue . Max . W . 0 .033 . 

D-shaped, semicircular in section, with horizontal bar slightly 
raised at center .

Another copper-alloy buckle, similar to preceding: 
TA79M27 (ARAB/MODERN)

M 204 TA81M14 Pl . 42
Loc . 8441 Stratum HELL 2A–C contam .
Copper-alloy buckle . Missing tongue . Max . W . 0 .058 . 

Ovoid in shape, with one thinner, straight side, where tongue 
originally was attached . At either end of straight side, point-
ing inward, is a small, curved spur . Probably Late Roman .

M 205 TA72M47 Pl . 42
Loc . 1388 Stratum HELL 2A/B
Copper-alloy buckle (?) . Max . Dim . 0 .036 . 

D-shaped, narrowing toward straight side . Four conical pro-
jections on one lace, ridge around opening on the other face . 
If a buckle, tongue is missing . Dated by context not later than 
Late Hellenistic .

M 205a TA79M42
Loc . 8226 Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A 
Max . Diam . 0 .049 . Not cleaned . 

Similar to preceding, but iron, with two projections . Dated 
by context not later than Late Hellenistic–Early Roman .

M 206 TA80M67 Pl . 42
Loc . 7228 Stratum ARAB
Leaded bronze belt fitting with frog (for analysis of material, 
see p . 289) . L . 0 .031 . 

Open triangular form, terminating at one corner in a raised, 
flat, round knob .

HORSE-TRAPPINGS

Of the finds in this category, the three prick-spurs (M 207–208a) are definitely assignable to an equestrian 
function . The remainder are likely to have been harness attachments, on the basis of similar finds elsewhere, but 
could have had other functions .

One of the three spurs is of iron (M 207); the other two are copper alloy, but all can be discussed together, 
since the same spur types were made in both metals (Shortt 1959, 61) . The major difference is the greater elabo-
ration possible in the copper-alloy spurs . The best parallels are found at Roman military sites (collected material 
in Giesler 1978; Shortt 1959; Jahn 1921); although some spurs were elaborate in design, those from Tel Anafa 
are all quite simple . In all three the arms terminate in flattened flanges, pierced with holes for attachment to a 
leather strap, which was tied around the heel (reconstruction in Giesler 1978, 18, fig . 3) . The iron spur M 207, 
which is the simplest, has round flanges and a plain, upturned, conical goad; it is quite similar to a Roman spur 
type found in Germany (Lindenschmit 1870, pl . 7:4-4a) . Although found in a very late context, this spur may have 
been in use at Tel Anafa during the Roman period . Iron prick-spurs probably of later date, however, have been 
found at Beth She‘arim (Avigad 1971, 214–215, fig . 102:11) and yoqne‘am (Yoqne‘am I, 219–220, no . 9, photo 
xviii .5 .l, fig . xviii .2 .l) . The copper-alloy spurs M 208–208a are basically similar in type but are a little less plain, 
with a pattern of ridges and channels down the center of the arms and larger flanges of rectangular shape; the 
goad of M 208 is offset and not upturned (cf . Numantia III, 251–252, pl . 35:21) . Both bronze spurs are dated by 
context not later than Early Roman and probably belonged to the Roman settlement .

M 209 is an iron ring holding a pair of pendants . The shape of the larger pendant recalls a Roman bronze 
pendant type, usually attached to the breast and breech straps of horse harness, probably as amulets to protect 
the front and rear of the animal (Bishop 1988, 107–108, 113, fig . 29) . These pendants usually hang singly, how-
ever, are often more elaborate, and have different means of attachment than a ring (e .g ., Bishop 1988, 147–150, 
fig . 45, type 5; Jenkins 1985, 146–147, on means of attachment; dura-Europos 1949, 20, pl . IV:47–49; for local 
examples, Masada VIII, 30–31, pl . 30:7, 8) . The original form of these “trifid” pendants, much debased in later 
examples, is thought to have been a frontal boar’s head with horns curving to either side; the larger pendant of 
M 209 somewhat resembles this outline . If M 209 is a local iron copy of these pendants, it would be later than its 
context, which is dated not later than Late Hellenistic .
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M 210 is a Roman equine phalera, a decorative disk by means of which the harness straps were held in place 
around a horse’s body . It has on the back four stubs of what must have been two rectangular loops through which 
the straps were threaded (cf . Boube-Piccot 1964, 169 . pl . XI; 171, pl . XII) . The depressions and channels on the 
front are the cells of champlevé enamel (cf . Butcher 1976, 48, fig . 50; on the technique, see Bateson 1981, 81–82) . 
Equine phalerae of other types were also found at Masada (Masada VIII, 28–30) . Since the form and technique 
of M 210 are typically Roman, the phalera must be later than its context, which is dated not later than Early Hel-
lenistic . This piece must be an import . M 211, with its bent corners, could have been attached to leather, perhaps 
decorated harness straps; if this is true, the hole at the center would have been covered by the decorative facing 
plate of a rivet .

The figure-of-eight loop M 212 is a fairly common Roman find . Small examples are chain links, but larger 
ones like ours are thought to have been used as wagon or harness fittings, perhaps to link paired straps (Manning 
1985, 139, no . S14, pl . 64) . Some of the rings catalogued above (M 102–103) and the buckles M 200–203 also may 
have been used to link and fasten harness straps . The pair of bronze bells M 165, discussed with jewelry, instead 
could have belonged to a cluster of harness bells (see references there) .

SPURS (M 207–208a)

M 207 TA69M7 Pl . 43
Loc . 2410 Stratum ARAB
Iron spur . L . incl . goad 0 .064 . 

U-shaped; arms are semicircular in section, each end ham-
mered into a circular flange, pierced off-center with a hole 
0 .004 in diam . Conical goad, upturned at point .

M 208 TA78M2 Pl . 43
Loc . 7212 Stratum ROM 1B
Copper-alloy spur . Missing two-thirds of one arm . L . incl . 
goad 0 .054 . 

Semicircular in shape; end of arm splayed . Raised ridge 
down center of arm, channel at each side . Arm terminates in 
a rectangular flange; hole 0 .004 in diam . pierced in flange at 
pointed termination of ridge . Conical goad, offset from arm . 
Dated by context not later than Early Roman .

M 208a TA80M31 Pl . 43
Loc . 5560 Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A
Copper-alloy spur . Missing one arm . Not cleaned . L . 
0 .068 . 

Flange is a wider and shorter rectangle than the preced-
ing . Dated by context not later than Late Hellenistic–
Early Roman . 

HARNESS ATTACHMENTS (M 209–212)

M 209 TA72M36 Pl . 43
Loc . 1359 Stratum HELL 2B/C
Iron ring with pendants . Missing lower part of smaller pen-
dant . L . larger pendant 0 .053 . 

Ring, 0 .014 in diam ., from which hang two pendants, a larger 
one in a shape resembling an inverted lotus flower depen-
dent from a long neck and a smaller one with two short, thick 
arms below the neck . Dated by context not later than Late 
Hellenistic .

M 210 TA73M28  Pl . 44
Loc . 2367 Stratum HELL 1/earlier
Copper-alloy equine phalera . Diam . 0 .038 . 

Round, flat attachment with 0 .007 projection at center, sur-
rounded by a ring of six small circular depressions, then a 
groove, two narrow ridges, another groove, and a ridge 
around the perimeter . In back, four stubs of two original 
loops remain; circular depression at center . Dated by context 
not later than Early Hellenistic, but Roman in type .

M 211 TA70M125 Pl . 44
Loc . 2427 Stratum HELL 2C+ contam .
Copper-alloy attachment . Corners chipped . Max . P . Dim . 
0 .035 . 

Rectangular, with incurving sides; pointed corners bent 
down . Rectangular hole at center . Dated by context not later 
than Late Hellenistic .

M 212 TA80M10 Pl . 44
Loc . 8309 Stratum ARAB/MODERN
Iron loop . More than one-half preserved . P .L . 0 .062 . 

Loop in a figure-of-eight shape .
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IRON SLAG (M 213)

The excavation produced a large lump of iron slag (M 213) . This find is not surprising since it would be natu-
ral to expect a workshop at the site or nearby for the smelting of small amounts of iron and the production of 
such everyday needs as nails and other structural fittings, simple tools, and arrowheads . No other evidence for 
such an installation was found, however . From the context date of the slag lump, the smithy would have belonged 
to the Hellenistic settlement or earlier . It is conceivable that the installation, which would have produced a good 
deal of heat and noise, and required the transport of fuel and water, was located somewhere near the base of the 
tel rather than on the tel itself . The lump of slag might then have been brought onto the site with construction 
fill . Chapter 4 provides suggestions as to the source of the ore and the smelting processes employed .

M 213 TA70M139 Pl . 44
Loc . 1355 .1 Stratum HELL 2A/B
Iron slag . Diam . ca . 0 .11 . 

Roughly bowl-shaped lump of iron slag . Dated by context not 
later than Hellenistic . See analysis, pp . 281–285 .

Smaller lumps of similar material from Loc . 2029, 2031 (both HELL 2A)

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS OF LEAd (M 214–218)

Some lead objects, the water pipe M 76, the lid M 146, the scale-weights M 120, M 124–134, the ointment pot 
M 71, and the fishing lure and net weights M 40–42, have been catalogued above in the appropriate sections . 
Lead was widely used in the ancient world, particularly in Roman times (on its use see Moorey 1994, 292–297; 
Boulakia 1972; on the trade in lead, see Meier 1994) . Although a good many lead fragments were found in the 
excavation, only one or possibly two more objects can be identified with any certainty . M 214 is a lead mend for 
pottery (cf ., e .g ., Olynthus X, 332–333, nos . 1567–1582, pls . XCVIII–XCIX; Bogess 1970); M 215 perhaps could 
be a lid for a small vessel with an elongated mouth, such as a pitcher . Most of the remaining pieces of lead must 
have been scrap, kept folded up as raw material until needed . M 216 is an example of folded sheets of lead, and 
M 217 of folded strips . M 218 may not be ancient—perhaps it is a musket ball . As would be expected, more of the 
lead finds have a Roman terminal context date than a Hellenistic one . The earliest use of lead documented at Tel 
Anafa appears to be the core of the probably Iron Age bronze scale-weight M 20 .

M 214 TA73M35 Pl . 45
Loc . 1285 Stratum HELL 1A
Lead mend . One side preserved . L . 0 .043 . 

One-half of a pottery mend, with one roughly oblong side 
and parts of two joining bars . Dated by context not later than 
Early Hellenistic .

M 215 TA79M4 Pl . 45
Loc . 5311 Stratum ROM 1A
Lead lid (?) . Max . P . Dim . 0 .041 . 

Thick piece of lead in a roughly rhomboidal shape, slightly 
concave . Dated by context not later than Early Roman .

M 216 TA86M3 Pl . 45
Loc . 9503 Stratum ROM 1A
Lead sheet . Max . L . 0 .098 . 

Irregular rectangular sheet, folded lengthwise . Dated by con-
text not later than Early Roman .

Other lead sheets from same locus: TA86M2, TA86M6

M 217 TA86M9 Pl . 45
Loc . 9207 Stratum ROM 1A
Lead strips . P .L . 0 .02 . 

Two short lead strips, 0 .018 wide, wrapped around each oth-
er perpendicularly . Dated by context not later than Early 
Roman .
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M 218 TA80M9 Pl . 45
Loc . 8311 Stratum ARAB
Lead ball . Diam . 0 .012 . 

Spherical shape, casting line around center . Irregular, slight-
ly raised area at center may be the place where the casting jet 
was broken off . Probably not ancient .

Additional pieces of lead, listed by latest context date:

HELL 2B–C: TA69M48, TA69M72, TA69M74, TA69M75, TA72M20, TA72M56
ROM 1A–C: TA68M4, TA68M5, TA69M66, TA69M70, TA69M71, TA69M73, TA69M77, TA69M78, TA69M79, 

TA69M116, TA70M111, TA70M112, TA70M113, TA70M120, TA72M29, TA73M34, TA79M13, TA81M3
MODERN: TA69M67, TA69M76, TA72M2
No context: TA69M47, TA70M114, TA70M117, TA79M5, TA81M43

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS OF COPPER ALLOY

Rods: TA68M27 (HELL 2C); TA69M63 (HELL 1A); TA69M107 (ROM 1A); TA69M111 (HELL 2C+/ROM 1), 
TA70M10 (ROM 1A/B); TA79M34 (HELL 2A)

Pins: TA68M6 (ROM 1C); TA72M60 (HELL 2B/C); TA73M14 (HELL 2A/earlier); TA79M59 (HELL 1); TA79M63 
(ROM 1A contam .); TA79M64 (ROM 1A–C); TA81M2 (HELL 2A); TA81M15 (HELL 1/earlier); TA81M31 
(HELL 2A); TA81M35 (HELL 2A contam .)

Sheet fragments: TA69M106 (ROM 1A); TA69M110 (HELL 2C+); TA81M5 (ROM 1A); TA81M33 (HELL 2A–C); 
TA80M62 (ROM 1B, sheet folded over iron wire)

Strips: TA81M11 (ROM 2); TA81M16 (ROM 1A)
Wire: TA72M58 (HELL 2B/C); TA78M14, TA78M15 (both HELL 1B, bent into rings); TA79M19 (ARAB); 

TA79M20 (HELL 2B); TA79M58 (HELL 2A)
Disk: TA73M58 (ARAB/MODERN)
Handle (?): TA69M50 (ROM 1A)
Hook (?): TA81M10 (ARAB/MODERN)
Other fragments: TA69M65 (ROM 1B); TA69M108 (ROM 1B); TA70M115 (HELL 1/2A) 

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS OF IRON

Rods: TA70M38 (HELL 2B/C); TA70M40 (HELL 2C+/ROM 1); RA72M25 (HELL 2A/B); TA81M21 (ROM 1B); 
TA81M39 (HELL 2A, hollow)

Pins: TA70M75 (ROM 1B/C); TA73M49 (HELL 2B/C); TA79M17 (HELL 2C+/ROM 1A); TA86M13 (HELL 
2C+/ROM 1A); TA86M14 (HELL 2C+/ROM 1A)

Pins, hooked: TA70M66 (HELL 2C+); TA70M87 (ROM 1C)
Sheet or plate fragments: TA70M108 (HELL 2C); TA72M49 (HELL 2B/C); TA72M50 (HELL 2C+/ROM 1) 
Strips or bars: TA69M23 (ROM 1B/C); TA69M41 (HELL 2C); TA69M42 (HELL 2C)
Disks: TA81M46 (HELL 2A/ROM 1B); TA81M47 (HELL 2A, wood fragments attached)
Hooks: TA70M26 (HELL 2C); TA70M72 (HELL 2B/C); TA70M76 (HELL 2C+); TA70M101 (HELL 2C); 

TA80M26 (ROM 1B)
Cylinder: TA80M2 (ARAB/MODERN)
Points: TA69M81 (HELL 2C/ROM 1A); TA69M83 (HELL 2C/ROM 1A); TA69M90 (ROM 1C); TA69M98 (ROM 

1); TA69M103 (HELL 2C); TA70M73 (HELL 2B/C)
Lumps: TA70M34 (HELL 2B/C); TA70M47 (HELL 2A); TA70M48 (HELL 2C); TA70M65 (HELL 2B/C); 

TA73M22 (ARAB)
Other fragments: TA69M43 (HELL 2B/C); TA69M94 (HELL 2C+/ROM 1); TA70M36 (HELL 2C+); TA70M54 

(HELL 2A); TA72M24 (HELL 1/earlier); TA72M27 (HELL 2A); TA80M20 (MODERN)



Cat no. Inv. no. Loc. no.
M 24 69M006 1233
M 48 69M058 1233
M 122 69M054 1233
M 140 69M114 1233
M 11 69M003 1242
M 27 69M010 1247
M 168 72M031 1247
M 12 69M036 1250
M 54 69M104 1250
M 35 70M053 1271
M 214 73M035 1285
M 174 72M041 1287
M 50A 69M109 1300
M 67 69M045 1307
M 47 78M019 13100
M 182 78M005 13100
M 15 78M012 13101
M 60 78M001 13102
M 172 78M011 13103
M 57 69M038 1319
M 137 69M112 1319
M 45 70M067 1338
M 59 70M033 1339
M 118 70M007 1350 .1
M 213 70M139 1355 .1
M 21 72M016 1359
M 22 70M080 1359
M 55 72M022 1359
M 61 72M017 1359
M 109 72M023 1359
M 209 72M036 1359
M 56 72M042 1381
M 158 72M046 1386
M 205 72M047 1388
M 90 78M008 1391
M 72 72M048 1397
M 176A 73M040 1417
M 121 81M020 1508
M 4 81M024 1518
M 192 81M048 1518
M 21C 86M011 1612
M 84 86M005 1612X
M 151 86M004 1612X
M 75 86M012 1614
M 79 73M001 2006

Cat no. Inv. no. Loc. no.
M 180 70M029 2029
M 10 68M017 2104
M 143 68M001 2104
M 189 70M022 21102
M 136 70M122 21102, 

21104
M 190A 70M020 21103
M 138 70M132 21104
M 185 70M049 21104
M 187 70M021 21104
M 59A 81M023 21110
M 65 68M010 2111A
M 26 68M028 2112
M 186 70M037 2112
M 186A 70M031 2112
M 191A 70M025 2112A
M 85 73M047 21301
M 113 73M027 21304
M 160 72M009 21304
M 82 72M007 21305
M 180A 72M039 21308
M 8 73M019 21313
M 181A 73M030 21313
M 41 73M042 21321
M 157 70M134 2138
M 129 70M004 2138X
M 77 70M013 2142
M 95 68M015 2309
M 21D 68M020 2310
M 92 68M030 2310
M 51 69M026 2312
M 73 60M105 2312
M 81 69M027 2312
M 103 69M011 2312
M 98 69M034 2315
M 34 69M037 2316
M 185A 70M028 2321
M 105 70M001 2324
M 30 70M009 2325
M 42A 70M110 2330
M 173 73M035 2356
M 155A 72M038 2359
M 171 73M051 2367
M 210 73M028 2367
M 14 73M010 2381

Cat no. Inv. no. Loc. no.
M 64 73M057 2381
M 87 73M024 2381
M 25 73M050 2388
M 195 73M048 2388
M 13 73M029 2389
M 154 70M131 2403
M 38 69M004 2406
M 21B 69M005 2407
M 94 69M059 2407
M 207 69M007 2410
M 42B 70M116 2412AS
M 101 70M015 2413
M 190 69M029 2413
M 186B 69M013 2419
M 112 70M035 2423
M 31 69M039 2425
M 37 70M124 2427
M 42D 70M119 2427
M 58 70M008 2427
M 145 70M126 2427
M 165 70M127A,B 2427
M 211 70M125 2427
M 182B 73M007 2456
M 18 73M032 2472
M 42 69M068 2502
M 164 69M115 2522
M 123 69M055 2533/ 

2535
M 193 69M020 2535
M 88 70M042 2540
M 78 72M004 2546–7
M 110 72M008 2547
M 17A 73M009 2549
M 7 72M028 2560
M 42E 69M069 2600
M 97 69M015 2606
M 144 69M028 2606
M 125 69M001 2700
M 181 69M024 2703
M 193A 69M025 2703
M 86 69M044 2707
M 139 69M113 2707
M 142 69M061 2707
M 146 69M080 2707
M 197 69M008 2707

LOCUS/OBJECT CONCORDANCE
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Cat no. Inv. no. Loc. no.
M 42C 70M118 2801
M 126 70M121 2801
M 99 70M018 2804
M 196 70M002 2807
M 188 70M019 2810 .0
M 168B 79M036 2929
M 117 68M011 3001
M 82A 68M002 3007
M 102 68M009 3007
M 83 68M022 3020
M 198 68M026 3020A
M 194 68M018 3023
M 179 68M016 3024
M 124 68M003 3201
M 29 68M021 3212
M 16 68M013 3218
M 141 69M060 3301
M 200 69M022 3316
M 66 69M051 3319
M 36 69M002 3319X
M 49 69M052 3327
M 1 69M009 3327 .1
M 169 69M056 3328
M 53 69M118 3333
M 68 70M129 3341
M 163 70M003 3345
M 91 72M040 3410
M 128 70M006 3410
M 202 70M133 3413
M 3 73M005 3424
M 40 72M033 3504
M 62 73M033 4114
M 119 72M045 5110
M 134 72M030 5112
M 50 73M039 5122
M 43 73M026 5203A
M 127 73M044 5203A
M 115 73M054 5203C
M 76 79M049 5301
M 107 79M011 5307
M 215 79M004 5311
M 5 79M056 5320
M 114 79M016 5408
M 199 79M039 5412
M 23 79M018 5421
M 140B 79M037 5421

Cat no. Inv. no. Loc. no.
M 150 79M015 5421
M 177 80M005 5502
M 133 80M035 5509
M 178 80M043 5532
M 156 80M029 5543
M 208A 80M031 5560
M 80 80M057 5610 .1
M 161 80M056 5624
M 111A 80M036 5739
M 130 81M012 5806
M 149 81M009 5848
M 152A 81M038 5866
M 155 79M066 7203
M 69 80M030 7205
M 100 78M018 7205
M 162 80M013 7205
M 201 78M009 7205
M 63 78M003 7207
M 183 78M004 7211
M 208 78M002 7212
M 135 78M017 7212/

7215,
2707

M 176 80M066 7212N
M 206 80M067 7228
M 21F 81M044 7336
M 175 80M004 7402 .1
M 111 79M010 7513
M 147 79M009 7513
M 132 79M007 7522
M 148 79M035 7619
M 46 79M029 7622
M 21E 79M060 7623
M 108 79M025 7701
M 184 79M026 7712
M 153 80M018 7801
M 9 81M017 7832
M 152C 81M030 7847
M 120 80M023 7908
M 44 80M022 7910
M 156A 80M003 7915
M 184A 78M006 8109–10
M 159 79M001 8206
M 96 79M043 8209
M 28 79M030 8210
M 175A 79M047 8220

Cat no. Inv. no. Loc. no.
M 70 79M050 8225
M 140A 79M038 8225
M 205A 79M042 8226
M 170 79M048 8228
M 104 80M050 8309
M 182A 80M006 8309
M 212 80M010 8309
M 33 80M001 8310
M 131 80M112 8310
M 218 80M009 8311
M 89 80M046 8315
M 116 80M069 8317
M 59B 80M048 8318
M 74 80M070 8319
M 93 80M059 8319
M 106 80M049 8319
M 158A 80M047 8319
M 152B 80M061 8320
M 19 81M001 8334
M 2 81M006 8342
M 17 81M007 8342
M 204 81M014 8441
M 152 81M037 8442
M 166 81M029 8442
M 168A 81M032 8442
M 5A 81M025 8443
M 6 81M034 8505
M 167 81M045 8506
M 20 81M022 9130
M 217 86M009 9207
M 216 86M003 9503
M 21A 68M019 no con-

text
M 32 72M011 no con-

text
M 39 70M033 no con-

text
M 52 81M041 no con-

text
M 71 73M036 no con-

text
M 191 79M023 no con-

text
M 203 79M067 no con-

text
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4 . THE CHEMICAL NATURE AND PROBABLE ORIGIN OF 

A METALLURGICAL SLAG FROM TEL ANAFA 

by Andreas H . Vassiliou

INTRODUCTION 

During the 1970 season of archaeological excavation at Tel Anafa, excavators found a roughly spherical nod-
ule, approximately 11 cm in diameter and consisting primarily of a mixture of gray to rusty scoria-like submetallic 
minerals with associated friable clay-sized impurities of mostly nonmetallic soil substances . It was labeled first as 
an “iron lump” and later as a “slag” (M 213) . The context (Loc . 1355 .1) dates not later than Early Hellenistic . Due 
to the intrusion of Hellenistic building foundations into earlier levels and the consequent mixture of earlier and 
later materials in most loci (TA Vol . I, 12–13, 27–28), this object could as easily be assigned to the Persian period .

One objective of this study is to examine the chemical and mineralogical nature of the sample . Chemical data 
(X-ray fluorescence) as well as mineralogical data (X-ray diffraction) presented here suggest that the sample is an 
iron ore metallurgical slag . Another objective is to evaluate these data together with information on the geologi-
cal setting of the Tel Anafa area (Farrand, TA Vol . I, 265–278) in terms of revealing (a) a probable source of the 
extracted iron metal (i .e ., the type of ore mineral used) and (b) a possible metallurgical process of mineral dress-
ing and/or smelting used at that time in order to extract the metal . Furthermore, the chemical analytical data are 
compared to similar data also obtained here for a copper ore metallurgical slag from the Cypriot Classical period .

PHySICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND MINERALOGy

The slag sample is made up of two physically distinct parts . The larger of the two, approximately 70% of the 
total, is the dark-gray to rust-colored submetallic slag portion, which resembles a spherical bowl with thick walls 
and base but with a very flat or shallow basin or cavity . The other part is essentially a mound of crumbly clay-sized 
soil substances that adhere principally to the cavity of the bowl-shaped slag as external impurities .

THE CLAY-SIZEd SOIL PORTION

The soil substances represent an accumulation of mostly clay-sized sediments that are soft and friable and of 
light gray color . Since this material effervesces readily in dilute hydrochloric acid, it must be composed primarily 
of calcite (CaCO3) . Harder silt- and sand- and even pebble-sized mineral grains (non-effervescent) are present 
as minor components . 

 Accessory black organic material is found disseminated in the fine sediments mostly in the form of tiny spots 
and streaks . However, two larger pockets of what appears to be layered soft charcoal (up to 2 square cm in area) 
are also visible on the surface .

X-ray diffraction analysis confirms calcite (CaCO3) as the main mineral component, making up to 65% by 
volume of this clay-sized portion of the sample . quartz (SiO2) is abundant, up to 20%, with the remaining 15% 
made up of feldspars (K, Na, Ca Aluminosilicates) and the clay mineral illite (hydrous K, Al silicate) plus assumed 
associated non-crystalline matter not detected by X-rays .

THE SLAg PORTION

The slag material is relatively denser than the clay-sized portion, exhibiting numerous shallow depressions and 
a weathered rusty appearance in some areas of the surface . Other sections of the slag surface, especially those 
that are free of adhering clay matter or those freshly exposed through breakage, exhibit a submetallic luster and a 
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dark gray to black color with associated rust-colored streaks or bands . The fresh interior portions contain numer-
ous cavities, which are mostly less than 1 mm in diameter and resemble the vesicles in volcanic vesicular basalt or 
scoria . The latter characteristics indicate that the slag material cooled or solidified relatively rapidly from a some-
what gaseous silicate melt or matte . This process may explain the spherical shape or rounded lower contours of 
the slag as reflecting the place of solidification, most likely the bottom of a smelting furnace .

X-ray diffraction analysis reveals that the mineralogy of the slag is composed primarily of iron oxides and 
other associated iron minerals . The dominant oxide is shown to be goethite (FeO .OH), which is at times referred 
to as limonite . Goethite, whose color ranges from dark gray to yellow-brown or rusty, is a weathering product of 
iron-bearing minerals, but it also forms as a direct inorganic or biogenic precipitate from water . It is widespread 
as a deposit in bogs or marshes and springs and is referred to as “bog iron ore .” This mineral component is be-
lieved to be responsible for most of the physical characteristics of the slag outlined above .

Associated iron minerals as minor components include the oxides of magnetite (Fe3O4) and hematite (Fe2O3) 
as well as the carbonate siderite (FeCO3) . The silicate fayalite (FeSiO4) appears to be also present as a minor ac-
cessory . quartz and calcite were identified as associated impurities in the submetallic slag .

THE GEOLOGICAL SETTING

Farrand (TA Vol . I, 265–278) showed that the Hula Basin, which contains Tel Anafa, was covered by extensive 
shallow lakes and marshes prior to artificial drainage in the late 1950s . These lakes together with the several 
streams of the region have deposited extensive silt and clays around Tel Anafa . Farrand also described the 
dominant bedrock types around the Hula Basin as marine carbonates (limestone and dolomite deposited dur-
ing Mesozoic and early Tertiary times) and volcanic basalts, which erupted during the Tertiary and quaternary 
periods . This kind of geological setting can account for the clay-sized sediments and other weathering products 
adhering to the slag and having a dominant carbonate presence with associated quartz and other silicates as 
outlined above . Shallow lakes and marshes were part of most of the Tel Anafa history and can account for the 
abundant organic plant remains found in the soil material .

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

A representative portion of the submetallic slag sample from Tel Anafa was analyzed through X-ray fluores-
cence, and the results are shown in table 1 . For comparative purposes, a copper slag from Cyprus, from approxi-
mately the same period, was similarly analyzed and the results are also shown in table 1 .

The Cypriot slag is believed to have originated from copper ore smelting, specifically from the sulfide ore 
mineral chalcopyrite (CuFeS2), which is quite abundant on the island . This conclusion is based on the analytic 
results (especially the Cu and Fe content in table 1), the physical properties and mineralogy of the slag (e .g ., na-
tive copper grains are abundant and visible throughout the slag sample), and published work on ancient mining, 
mineral dressing, and smelting of copper ore on Cyprus (Koucky and Steinberg 1989; Maddin et al . 1983) . The 
presence of large amounts of SiO2 and CaO (table 1) is believed primarily to represent the use of silica and lime 
as fluxes during mineral dressing and smelting .

Table 1 also shows that the Tel Anafa slag analysis is analogous to that of the Cypriot slag in that comparable 
amounts of most elements or oxides are present . For instance, both slags show relatively large amounts of SiO2 
and CaO . This may suggest a corresponding use of fluxes during mineral ore dressing and smelting or perhaps 
similarities in ore impurities . Other similarities include the presence of relatively small to trace amounts of 
lead, sulfur, and manganese . Phosphorus is present in relatively larger amounts in both slags, perhaps an indi-
cation of the addition of bone ash to the smelt . Notable differences between the two analyses concern amounts 
of iron and copper as well as zinc . The Cypriot slag contains considerable copper and iron, whereas the Tel 
Anafa slag contains only iron as the truly predominant metal . This should reflect differences in the use of ore 
minerals from which the metals were extracted . The larger zinc presence in the Cypriot slag probably reflects 
the content of this metal in the original ore body . 
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Tel Anafa %1             Idalion %1

SiO2 12 .89 19 .10
Fe 54 .37 27 .62
FeO 69 .95 35 .53
Mn 0 .08 0 .07
MnO 0 .13 0 .13
CaO 5 .51 7 .02
MgO 1 .04 1 .08
Al2O3 1 .89 2 .07
P2O5 2 .12 1 .25
Cu 0 .03 4 .60
Zn 0 .02 1 .00
Pb 0 .04 0 .13
S 0 .18 0 .26
Ag2 14 .453 17 .483

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

As pointed out above, the Cypriot slag is believed to have originated from the smelting of the ore mineral chal-
copyrite (CuFeS2) . The physical and chemical properties of the slag support this conclusion . Figure 1 provides

   Area A—the grouping of “Roman” slag analyses .
   Area B—the grouping of “Roman” and “Phoenician” slag analyses .
   Area C—the grouping of isolated “Phoenician” slag analyses .

   The “Idalion” and “Tel Anafa” plots shown represent X-ray 
   spectrographic analyses obtained in this study (see table 1) .

Chemical analysis3 of two samples of metallurgical slag from Tel 
Anafa (Persian/Hellenistic) and Idalion, Cyprus (Classical) . 

Table 1

1 Weight percent content based on calibration curves of standard reference materials (National Bureau of Standards 113a, 25c and s688) .
2 Silver content in troy ounces per ton (NBS 113a) .
3 X-ray fluorescence analysis using a RIGAKU 30/30 X-ray spectrograph .

A B C

IdalionSiO2 FeO

CaO

Tel Anafa

Bulk analyses of Cypriot slags recalculated and plotted on a three-
component diagram (after Koucky and Steinberg 1989, fig . 2) .

Figure 1 
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additional confirmation, with selected analytical data of the slag plot in an area representing well-known Cypriot 
copper sulfide ore slags on the three-component diagram of Koucky and Steinberg (1989) . 

In the case of the Tel Anafa slag, the source material must have been an iron ore mineral, most probably goe-
thite (FeO .OH) or, more specifically, the variety of goethite known as bog iron ore . This conclusion is strongly 
supported by the following three pieces of evidence: 

1 . The chemical analysis of the slag (table 1) shows only Fe as a significant metal content and points to an iron 
mineral as the most probable source of the metal . Based on the reasonable assumption that the smelting 
process at that time was not very efficient and, therefore, the expectation that the resulting slag would have 
an iron content closer to that of the original ore mineral used, the source of the iron in this case is suggested 
to be goethite (FeO .OH) . The 54% Fe content of the slag is closer to the maximum Fe content of goethite, 
which is about 60% . Of the other iron mineral candidates, siderite (FeCO3) has a maximum Fe content of 
about 48%, and both magnetite (Fe3O4) and hematite (Fe2O3) have a maximum Fe content of around 70% . 
This kind of reasoning also assumes that the effects of weathering since burial have been insignificant .

2 . The physical characteristics and the mineralogy of the slag strongly support goethite as the ore mineral used . 
The color, the luster, and the textural characteristics of the slag (outlined above) relate to primary goethite 
much more than to any other iron mineral . Furthermore, the XRD mineralogical analysis of the slag (also 
outlined above) does confirm goethite as the principal mineral component . 

3 . The geological setting of the area around Tel Anafa (outlined above) also strongly suggests goethite as the 
most probable local source of iron for the settlement . The key factors here are the marshes or swampy en-
vironment and the fact that the two dominant rock types in the region are marine carbonates and basalt . 
Volcanic emanations and/or the weathering of the basalt provide the iron (Fe++), which is transported in 
carbonic acid solutions that are prevalent during the weathering of the associated carbonates in the area . 
These surface or near-surface solutions eventually enter the marshes since runoff and seepage must have 
created the local lakes and marshes in the first place . Once the iron-bearing carbonic solutions enter the 
marshes, the carbonate ion (CO3) is reduced by bacteria, and Fe++ is deposited as goethite (FeO .OH), 
probably as the loose and porous variety known appropriately as bog iron ore .

Assuming that we resolved the question of the probable type of mineral source and ore deposit used at Tel 
Anafa, the question still remains as to the type of process or processes used in the mineral preparation and smelt-
ing of the ore in order to retrieve the iron metal . At the outset, it should be pointed out that at this time we do 
not have any substantial archaeological evidence that mining and/or smelting activity, whether of small or large 
scale, had ever taken place in and around Tel Anafa . With the probable availability of bog iron ore in the area and 
with the assumption that the few pieces of slag material found do suggest some local mining and smelting activity, 
the following items of information point to a possible process of mineral dressing and smelting of the iron ore . 

Analytical data for the Tel Anafa slag plotted in Area C of figure 1 suggest a relationship with the Phoenician 
smelting process that apparently utilized similar quantities of silica and lime fluxes . Lime was readily available 
from the carbonate bedrock in the region and silica from residual accumulations or sediments from rivers and 
lakes . The scoria-like texture of the slag suggests relatively rapid cooling from a melt and, therefore, a process that 
involved relatively high smelting temperatures . The swampy environment should have provided all of the wood 
and charcoal fuel (and perhaps even peat fuel) needed . 

Based on the latter considerations and published information on ancient mineral dressing and smelting, 
particularly the work of Koucky and Steinberg (1989), the key steps in a possible mineral dressing and smelting 
process are as follows:

a . Hand separation of ore from waste material .
b . Crushing and grinding of ore plus additional separation from waste .
c .  Roasting in an oxidizing environment (open hearth) with wood fuel and fluxes (lime) in order to further 

oxidize the ore and remove impurities (sulfates, etc .) . This step may not be necessary for a relatively pure 
oxide ore .
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d . Smelting in a reducing environment (furnace) with charcoal fuel and fluxes (lime, silica) . This and later 
steps produce slag .

e . Additional smelting and/or refining as necessary .

In summary, the Tel Anafa metallurgical slag is believed to represent at least some local mining and smelting 
activity relating to iron ore occurring at or near the settlement . The Hula Basin region could have provided the 
source of the metal in the form of bog iron ore deposits as well as the source of energy needed in the form of 
wood (and charcoal) fuel . The iron metal was extracted by following a few relatively simple steps of mineral prep-
aration and smelting (probably introduced in an earlier period by the Phoenicians) that involved grinding, roast-
ing in an open hearth, and smelting in a furnace with the use of locally available fluxes such as lime and silica .
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5 . CHEMICAL ANALySIS OF COPPER-ALLOy METALWORK 
FROM THE ROMAN CONTEXTS

by Matthew J . Ponting

INTRODUCTION

In antiquity, copper was alloyed with three main metals: tin, lead, and zinc . Any other metals present in min-
ute amounts were usually unintentional contaminants . Of the main metals, tin was the most important alloying 
component until the first century BCE, when zinc began to be alloyed with copper on a large scale to make a 
golden-colored alloy today called brass but called oreichalkos by the Greeks and orichalcum by the Romans . The 
addition of lead to copper alloys appears to start early in the first millennium BCE, initially as an aid to casting but 
increasingly as a cheap bulking agent during the Classical period, reaching its height in Roman Imperial times . 
Because these alloys represent conscious choices made by their makers and users, the study of which alloys were 
used for different artifact types by different groups of people and at different periods can provide useful informa-
tion for the study of ancient societies .

Terminology is therefore important when dealing with ancient copper alloys and has often been the source 
of error and confusion . It is clear that Roman technology differentiated among several types of copper alloy, a 
whole range being described in the Historia Naturalis of Pliny,1 and it is important that these distinctions be main-
tained in order that they can be observed in the archaeological record . Among scholars of ancient technology it 
has become customary to refer to specific alloys by well-defined terms to avoid the confusion of the past; an alloy 
of copper and tin is bronze, an alloy of copper and zinc is brass, and an alloy containing significant amounts of 
both zinc and tin is known by the rather inappropriate term of “gunmetal .” All of these alloys may contain varying 
amounts of lead and are then termed a leaded bronze, leaded brass, etc . The relation between composition and 
the alloy name is shown in the ternary diagram (fig .1) .

The actual percentage figures for each alloy component can vary slightly from researcher to researcher de-
pending on the metalwork under consideration . For the purposes of this chapter a bronze is considered to be an 
alloy containing over 2% of tin, a brass is an alloy containing over 5% of zinc, and a “gunmetal” an alloy contain-
ing several percent of both tin and zinc . Leaded alloys are those containing at least 5% of lead, and in unalloyed 
copper the lead, zinc, and tin contents are all below 2% .

The chemical analysis of the Roman period copper-alloy metalwork from Tel Anafa was undertaken to provide 
a body of comparative data for the Jewish settlements in the Galilee . The well-documented pagan nature of Tel 
Anafa in the Roman period2 makes the site especially worthy of study in this respect .

The burial environment at Tel Anafa appears to have been particularly unfriendly to metals, with many of the 
objects being substantially mineralized . Consequently, out of the 63 copper-alloy items recovered from Roman 
contexts, only 16 pieces (25%) could be analyzed . The situation was further complicated by the fact that many of 
the 63 items were not located in the Israel Antiquities Authorities stores in Jerusalem, being housed elsewhere . 
Nevertheless, a representative group of the Roman period copper-alloy metalwork sufficiently well preserved to 
allow sampling was found in the stores .

Three of the objects analyzed, although from Roman contexts, are Late Hellenistic in style but have been 
included for comparison . These are indicated in the data table (table 1) .

1 Bailey 1932 .
2 TA Vol . I, i, 21 .
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Scatter plot of zinc against tin, showing the different alloy types in the assemblage .
Figure 1

THE RESULTS

The analytical method is discussed in the appendix, and results are presented in table 1 .

THE MAJOR ALLOYINg CONSTITUENTS

The predominant alloy type (56%) present in the assemblage is bronze (the alloy of tin and copper) . Four 
of the pieces sampled (25%) are made of brass (the alloy of zinc and copper), while only three items (19%) are 
made of unalloyed copper (fig .1) . There are no mixed alloys containing significant amounts of both tin and 
zinc (gunmetal) . Indeed, zinc is almost completely absent from all the metalwork with the exception of the four 
brasses . The brass items are the two Aucissa type fibulae (M 175 and M 175a), a bracelet fragment (M 156a), and 
a cosmetic spatula (M 67) . The unalloyed copper items are two of the cosmetic spatulas (M 66 and TA73M31) and 
the buckle (M 201) . The brass items are all made of a generally good-quality, high zinc cementation brass with 
little contamination by other elements, which is a trait shared with most first-century brasses . The single slight 
exception to this is the brass bracelet fragment (M 156a), which contains a little over 1% of tin and almost 1% 
of lead . However, such small amounts can also be seen in some contemporary Roman brasses and are in no way 
inconsistent with these .
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Cementation is the process used in antiquity to manufacture brass and is quite different from the simple mix-
ing of metals used to make bronze .3 Because zinc boils at a lower temperature (917°C) than that required for 
smelting (approx . 1100°C) (unlike tin and most other metals), the process is essentially solid-state, where zinc va-
por diffuses directly into copper metal . In Roman Europe the process involved finely divided copper metal being 
packed into a closed crucible with charcoal and calcined zinc carbonate ore (smithsonite), while in the eastern 
Mediterranean zinc oxide was first prepared from either the carbonate or the commoner sulphide ore (sphaler-
ite), and this was then packed into a crucible with the copper metal . The crucible was then placed in a furnace 
and heated to between 930°C and 1000°C . If the temperature were any lower, the zinc ore or oxide would not 
produce vapor, any higher and the copper/brass would melt, reducing the surface area and therefore severely 
limiting the amount of zinc that the metal would absorb . Experimental work has also shown that brass produced 
by this process will contain a maximum zinc content of 28% .4 If scrap metal were being used in the cementation 
process, then the presence of any lead or tin in the copper would restrict the absorption of zinc . Consequently, 
early brasses tend to be relatively “clean” and free of significant tin and lead contamination . The relatively high 
zinc contents and lack of tin or lead in the Tel Anafa brass objects are therefore consistent with first-century Ro-
man brasses from both Israel5 and Europe .6

The mean tin content for the Tel Anafa copper alloys is only 3 .3%, rising to 5 .6% for the bronzes . The range 
of tin contents in the bronzes is 2 .5% up to 8 .8% . Generally, a tin content of between 5% and 8% is usual for cast 
Roman bronzes, with hammered pieces containing slightly more tin (around 10%) .7 The tin contents of the Tel 
Anafa bronzes are generally on the low side, with only about half containing over 5% . The highest tin levels are 
found in the juglet handle (M 148, 8 .8%) and a cosmetic spatula (TA69M53, 7 .2%) . This may reflect the fact that 
casting was probably the usual production method, as was generally the case in antiquity; tin acts as a degassing 
agent and helps the casting process .8 Alternatively, because tin deposits are scarce in the Near East, alloys with 
higher tin contents may have been reserved for higher status items, and these would have been differentiated by 
the metal color .

Several of the pieces were made from a leaded bronze with lead contents of up to 30% (M 151) . Such high lev-
els of lead are again quite consistent with Later Hellenistic and Roman copper-alloy metalwork .9 The presence of 
about 2% of lead will slightly lower the alloy’s melting point and, more importantly, reduce viscosity, thus making 
a small amount of lead desirable in alloys used for casting because the lower viscosity will result in a sounder cast .10 
However, lead is insoluble in copper and therefore becomes heavily segregated during solidification unless “chill” 
cast . This results in the presence of “lakes” or “globules” of lead within the copper alloy that lead to structural 
weaknesses in the metal . Consequently, while lead is beneficial to the casting process, it is highly detrimental to 
alloys that are to be worked by hammering . Furthermore, lead is generally regarded as having been a cheap and 
readily available metal in antiquity and consequently was used as a cheaper bulking additive to alloys that would 
not suffer from its detrimental structural effects . Thus it is not surprising to find that those pieces with high lead 
contents are among those likely to have been cast: the heavy base-plate (M 152b), the belt frog (M 206), the chain 
link (M 85), the large handle (M 151), and the Late Hellenistic ladle bowl (M 139) . However, one piece that was 
clearly cast, the juglet handle (M 148), does not contain appreciable amounts of lead (only the 2% to assist cast-
ing), perhaps indicating that this item was the product of a different workshop tradition . A number of pieces that 
were probably made by hammering also contain significant levels of lead, although none of these is above 5%, 
and in these cases the lead probably represents contamination through recycling .

3 For a description of the process, see Craddock 1995, 294–302 . 
4 Haedecke 1973 .
5 Ponting and Segal 1998 .
6 Craddock and Jackson 1995 . See also Bayley 1998 .
7 Craddock, forthcoming .
8 Craddock forthcoming .
9 Craddock 1985, 61 .
10 young 1967 .
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MINOR ANd TRACE ELEMENTS

All metal ores contain small amounts of other metallic elements that are geochemically related to the main 
metal present . Some of these will be transmitted to the finished metal artifact and thus allow certain character-
istics of the parent ore to be present in the smelted and refined metal . Furthermore, there will also be small 
amounts of similar metals associated with the flux (almost certainly used at this period) added to assist smelting 
and, of course, with the alloying metals themselves . During the processes of smelting, refining, and alloying fur-
ther changes will take place in the amounts of these contaminants, which will depend on the technology of these 
processes and the chemical properties of the individual elements themselves .11 Thus, by understanding these pro-
cesses and their chemistry, it is possible to gain an insight into the ore types used and the technology employed 
in their processing and thereby to characterize the artifacts on a basis largely independent of intentional human 

11 See Tylecote, Ghaznavi, and Boydell 1977; Merkel 1990 .

Scatter-plot of iron against manganese for the Tel Anafa brasses 
and the Roman military brasses from Masada and Gamla .

Figure 2
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intervention . However, because of the changes brought about by the smelting and refining, along with centuries 
of remelting, it is unlikely to be possible to attribute artifacts to their ore sources .

Two of the Tel Anafa brasses have trace element characteristics that confirm their Roman association . The 
direct cementation process using zinc carbonate ore will also result in the copper acquiring not only the zinc 
from the ore but also some of the associated impurities . Iron and especially manganese have been found to be 
the usual trace impurities associated with the use of smithsonite (calamine) brass12 and have been identified in 
the Roman military brasses from Masada and Gamla .13 It is therefore significant that the same trace contaminants 
are present in similar levels in the Tel Anafa brass fibulae but not in the bracelet or spatula, which have levels of 
manganese that are no different from those of the copper and bronze objects (fig . 2) . The high level of iron ob-
served in the spatula (M 67) is most likely the result of contamination by corrosion . The low levels of manganese 

12 See Carradice and Cowell 1987; Cowell 1990 .
13 Ponting and Segal 1998; Ponting 2002a .

Scatter-plot of arsenic against cobalt concentrations adjusted to compensate for varying dilution factors . 
Data for Israeli sites mentioned in the text, plus first revolt coinage (Ponting forthcoming) and Tel es 

Sa’ideyeh, Jordan (Persian period, Cowell pers . comm .)
Figure 3
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in the bracelet and spatula are consistent with many of the Later Second Temple Period brasses from Herodian 
house in Area E excavated in the Jewish quarter of the Old City of Jerusalem14 and mark these two pieces out as 
being made of brass that had been produced in a different way from that used to make the Aucissa fibulae . Brass 
made by the process where zinc ore was first treated to produce pure zinc oxide will not contain any manganese 
and usually little iron . Objects that were made from metal produced in this way have been identified—most no-
tably the brass coinage of Bithynia and Pontus, the earliest manufactured brass currently known,15 and a number 
of decorative brass objects from Jerusalem .16 The concentrations of manganese and iron in the bronze and unal-
loyed copper pieces are at levels consistent with other Roman and local bronze and copper metalwork .

Other trace elements are associated with the copper ores from which the copper in the alloys was extracted . 
These elements are often highly correlated, reflecting the geochemical relationship, as can be seen in figure 3 . 
In particular the concentrations of cobalt and arsenic have been found useful when studying Palestinian copper 
alloys .17 In general terms, local copper appears to have higher concentrations of cobalt and arsenic than much 
of the Roman military material, and thus it comes as no surprise that the Tel Anafa copper alloys fit well into this 
model (fig . 3) . The exceptions to this trend are interesting; both of the Aucissa type fibulae have lower levels of 
arsenic and cobalt than the majority of the Tel Anafa copper alloys, as do the low-leaded juglet handle (M 148), 
which is likely to be a Late Hellenistic type, and one of the cosmetic spatulae (TA73M31) . However, with the 
single exception of the handle, the arsenic and cobalt levels are not so low as to push them entirely out of the 
“local” field; taken together with the other evidence, it can be suggested that the Aucissa fibulae and the juglet 
handle are not local products . Furthermore, the brass bracelet and spatula also group with the local metalwork 
on the basis of the arsenic and cobalt concentrations, suggesting that the copper used to make this brass was from 
the same regional sources as the unalloyed copper and bronze pieces .

DISCUSSION

The chemical analysis of the Tel Anafa copper alloys presents some intriguing results . The most striking 
discovery is the presence of good-quality, primary cementation brasses . The significance of this lies in both the 
strong association of this alloy with the Roman military and administration during the first century18 and the clear 
absence of this alloy from the repertoire of the Jewish settlements at Gamla and yodefat .19 A similar patterning of 
other aspects of material culture has recently been identified in Galilean settlements in the years leading up to 
the Great Revolt and has been attributed to a growing anti-Roman sentiment reflected in the selection or rejec-
tion of certain artifact types and/or materials .20 The same is apparently true in the use of copper alloys .

If we were to apply a “European template” to the artifactual assemblage, the very presence of Aucissa type 
fibulae at the site would suggest some link with the Roman military . Their presence on military sites in Europe 
has given the type a strong military association,21 and the presence of this type in siege contexts at both Masada22 
and Gamla23 would support a similar interpretation in Syria-Palestine . The chemical analysis of the Aucissa fibu-
lae shows them to be made of an identical alloy to both the military fibulae from Masada and Gamla and the 
contemporary European examples (table 2) . Thus, it is possible to suggest that the two Aucissa fibulae from Tel 
Anafa must be interpreted in the light of a strong Roman military association . This theory is reinforced by the 
trace element distributions; both fibulae have traces of manganese and levels of iron consistent with the Roman 

14 Ponting 2006 .
15 Craddock, Burnett, and Preston 1980 .
16 Ponting 2006 .
17 Ponting 2006 .
18  See Bayley 1998 .
19  Copper-alloy metalwork for both these sites has been analyzed by the author and found to be essentially “zinc-free .” Publication of both 

assemblages is forthcoming, and an overview is to be found in Ponting 2002b .
20  Berlin 2002 .
21  See Feugère 1985, 318 .
22  Ponting and Segal 1998; Ponting 2002a .
23  Ponting forthcoming . 
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military brasses from Masada and Gamla, and from European sites (table 3) . Furthermore, their arsenic and co-
balt levels are generally lower than is usual for Near Eastern copper alloys, and this trait is also more in keeping 
with western Roman metalwork (fig . 3) . The remaining two brass artifacts, the bracelet and the cosmetic spatula, 
do not conform to the chemical pattern of Roman brass but have compositions consistent with earlier brass ob-
jects from Herodian Jerusalem and Hellenistic Anatolia . These two objects can therefore be added to a growing 
number of artifacts that represent a category of nonferrous metalworking that is just beginning to be identified: 
brass produced in the Near East from prepared zinc oxide, the origins of which are earlier than the first Roman 
calamine brasses .

The presence of both Roman and, for the want of a better term, Hellenistic brass in first-century Tel Anafa sug-
gests a local population who still identified with the Hellenized elites of Herodian Jerusalem and the Hellenistic 
world beyond and had contacts with the Roman military . This observation is more striking when we consider that 
this alloy does not occur in either of the comparative assemblages from the Jewish settlements of Gamla and yodefat . 
A parallel to this can be found in the way that red-slipped pottery and mold-made lamps, which also have a strong 
Greco-Roman association, are similarly not found in Jewish settlements in the first half of the first century CE .24

The bronze items generally have low tin contents when compared to contemporary Roman bronzes and also 
the local “elbow’ type fibulae .25 This may merely reflect the production technique but may also reflect the scarcity 
of tin in the region and the low status of many of the artifact types analyzed . In fact the tin contents of much of the 
Gamla material are similar to that of the Tel Anafa bronzes, with only items such as the “elbow” fibulae having tin 
contents in the 8% to 10% range . The three Late Hellenistic pieces that were found in Roman contexts are of an 
identical alloy to the later Roman period artifacts . This demonstrates the continuity of the prevalent metalwork-
ing tradition, and, indeed, the same composition is predominant in the bronze objects from Jerusalem, yodefat, 
and Gamla and at least as far back as the Persian period .

24  Berlin 2002 .
25  See Ponting and Segal 1998 .

Sample size Zinc % Tin % Lead %

British sites 16 19 .54 +/– 2 .54 1 .72 +/– 1 .83 0 .15 +/– 0 .18

Masada and Gamla 19 20 .35 +/– 3 .21 1 .01 +/– 1 .37 0 .85 +/– 0 .70

Tel Anafa 2 19 .10 +/– 2 .04 0 .15 +/– 0 .07 0 .21 +/– 0 .08

Comparison of the major element compositions of Aucissa type fibulae from Britain 
and Israel, means and standard deviations (British data after Bayley 1998, Masada data 

from Ponting and Segal 1998, Gamla data from Ponting forthcoming) .
Table 2

Brasses Bronzes/coppers

Manganese Iron Manganese Iron

Masada and Gamla 0 .0030 0 .29 0 .0005 0 .19

Camerton 0 .0011 0 .32 <0 .0005 0 .27

Coinage 0 .0035 0 .28 <0 .0005 0 .20

Tel Anafa 0 .0019 0 .49 0 .0009 0 .16

Comparative manganese and iron concentrations (means) in brasses 
and other copper alloys (Camerton data after Cowell 1990, coinage 

data after Craddock et al . 1980, other data as table 2) .
Table 3
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The trace element distribution in the bronzes and coppers is consistent with other groups of local copper-
alloy metalwork, especially in the cobalt and arsenic concentrations . It is notable that none of the Roman period 
bronzes or copper items contain zinc at a significant level, and they are essentially made of the same type of alloy 
as the Late Hellenistic items . Although brass items were found at Tel Anafa, the bronze and copper scrap, which 
must have provided the bulk of the metal for the production of new metalwork (whether this was done on site or 
elsewhere in the region), remained free of zinc contamination . The same picture is found at Gamla and yodefat, 
although on these sites, of course, brass objects were not found, making the absence of zinc traces in the bronzes 
more explicable . Because of the volatility of zinc, any workshop involved in the recycling of brass objects would 
quickly become contaminated with zinc through metal splashes and contaminated crucibles .26 This would result 
in traces of zinc contaminating the bronze and copper as well, and is demonstrated by the minute amounts of 
zinc often found in bronze and copper items from many places at this period .27 This suggests that the brass items 
were brought into Tel Anafa as “special” objects, or at least exotic objects that were not available locally . The evi-
dence also suggests that this was a relatively rare occurrence—rare enough for brass not to have been regularly 
recycled alongside bronze and copper objects . The proportion of brass items in the sample of copper-alloy objects 
analyzed from Tel Anafa (25%) suggests that artifacts made of brass were, however, not uncommon, even if we 
regard that percentage as a little too high because of the small sample size . It can therefore be assumed that the 
bronze and brass objects were brought into Tel Anafa from sources that were, in terms of their metalworking tra-
ditions at least, very different in character . The occurrence of brass items within the earlier Hellenistic contexts 
at Tel Anafa has not been studied, but analyses of a proportion of the metalwork from Herodian Jerusalem show 
that brass of a specific compositional type, closely linked to Hellenistic Anatolia, was being used for decorative 
items by wealthy Jewish families up to the end of the first century BCE . But by the middle of the first century CE 
it is clear that Jewish communities in the southern Galilee were making a point of not using brass for anything .

In the Roman West, the use of brass for decorative metalwork is strongly associated with the Roman military28 
and was part of the cultural package actively acquired by the local elites, who were keen to display their accep-
tance of Roman values and culture (if not direct rule) . Such evidence as exists suggests that in the East, brass 
had been available on a limited scale to the Hellenized elites for some time before Rome became the dominant 
power but was by no means common and appears to have been limited to certain parts of the region .29 It seems 
that among certain groups, little distinction was made between the trappings of Hellenism and the trappings of 
Roman imperialism . Orichalcum, with its golden color, exotic origin, and association with the wealth and power 
of the dominant Greco-Roman culture was a part of the material culture package that the nationalistic Jews of the 
Galilee so strongly rejected .

TECHNICAL APPENDIX

Samples for chemical analysis were taken from each artifact by drilling a small (0 .5 or 0 .8 mm diameter) hole 
into an inconspicuous part of the artifact and collecting the turnings . In order to ensure that no corroded or oth-
erwise unrepresentative material contaminated the sample, the first millimeter or so of material was discarded . 
Approximately 25 mg of the metal turnings were then dissolved in strong acid30 and diluted up to a standard 
volume (typically 25 ml) to ensure a broadly standard dilution factor . The analysis was by inductively coupled 
plasma atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES) using a Perkin Elmer Plasma 400 instrument in the School of 

26  Dungworth 2000 .
27  Dungworth 1996 .
28  Bayley 1998 .
29  Analyses of first-century BCE/CE provincial coins (Cowell et al . 2000) shows that brass was used for a number of coinages in Anatolia 

and northern Syria, but bronze was the only alloy employed for coinage in Palestine . Brass was certainly used by the Jewish elite in Jerusalem 
in the first century BCE, but the analysis of the Persian period metalwork from Tell es Sa’ideyeh in the Jordan Valley (Cowell, pers . comm .) 
is entirely free of zinc .

30  The dissolution method used here was essentially that developed by the British Museum (Hughes, Cowell, and Craddock 1976) .
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Chemical, Environmental and Mining Engineering at the University of Nottingham, UK .31 The calibration of the 
instrument was by synthetic multi-element standards matched for total dissolved salt and acid content .32 The ac-
curacy and precision of the analysis were monitored by analyzing a certified standard reference material (183/3 
standard gunmetal) at the beginning and end of the run . Instrumental precision is <3% for all elements above 
detection limits, although this figure worsens as the detection limit is approached . Actual precision of analysis 
(reproducibility of a given analysis by element) is approximately 1–2% for major elements (>1%), 5–10% for 
minors (1–0 .05%) and 10–20% for trace (<0 .05%) . Accuracy, as determined by the certified reference material, 
is 1–5% for major and minor elements and about 10% for trace, with this figure again worsening as the detection 
limit for the particular element in question is approached .

31  I would like to thank Mr . Chris Somerfield for access to this equipment and his assistance in the analysis .
32  See Hook 1998 .
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6 . GROUNDSTONE AND OTHER STONE TOOLS, 
VESSELS, AND MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS

by Martin Wells, Erin Haapala, Keith Cogshall, and Jessie Weaver1

INTRODUCTION

The artifacts presented in this chapter come from the 1968–1973 and the 1978–1986 seasons, in which exca-
vators uncovered some 8% of the tel surface and identified five broad phases of activity: Bronze Age, Iron Age 
through early Hellenistic, Late Hellenistic, Roman, and Arabic .2 Bronze Age occupation occurs in three areas: a 
flint-knapping area on the north slope; a series of MB III through LB I floors under the south central area of the 
Late Hellenistic Stuccoed Building (LHSB); and a series of homes on the south slope .3 Iron Age through Early 
Hellenistic remains are located under the LHSB, while the tel’s northern enclosure wall seems to have been built 
in the IRON II phase .4 The site’s late Hellenistic remains include the LHSB, two annexes (the west and south), 
and a series of dwellings on the south slope . Roman occupation is located above the LHSB and on the south 
slope . The few Arabic period remains consist of a series of small, square buildings and a cemetery . 

Stone objects such as are presented in this chapter are usually dated to periods earlier than the Hellenistic .5 In 
dating the stone artifacts, we considered shape, material, and function as well as stratigraphic context . None are 
straightforward criteria . The durable nature of stone tools and vessels allowed for long use life and, further, both 
the form and material of many stone artifacts remained unchanged over centuries and even millennia . Further, 
excavators recovered most stone artifacts from secondary, as opposed to primary, contexts . Foundation trenches 
of Late Hellenistic architecture cut through lower, earlier levels (Middle Bronze through Early Hellenistic), and 
Late Hellenistic strata suffered from Early Roman period builders .6 Stone objects were sometimes reused as fill 
or building material in other structures, thus providing a terminus ante quem, but not a date specific to the time 
of original use .

For the many stone objects that were found in Late Hellenistic (or later) contexts, we have considered wheth-
er it was more likely to be a Bronze or Iron Age survivor or an authentic, if rustic, Late Hellenistic artifact . As will 
be seen in the sections below, we consider the majority (but not all) of the upper and lower grinding stones to 
derive from Bronze and Iron Age occupations, while we consider most of the mortars, footed bowls, handstones, 
and pestles to date to the Late Hellenistic period . These items especially constitute a new contribution to the study 
of stone artifacts since they are not as often published as components of Hellenistic household assemblages . In the 
conclusion to this chapter, we consider the array of tools from the LHSB and what they suggest about the character 
of that establishment .

While stone vessels and tools were essential components of domestic life in antiquity, most studies treat 

1 This chapter is the product of a seminar on artifact analysis offered in the spring of 2005 at the University of Minnesota under the direc-
tion of Professor Andrea Berlin . The authors would like to express our deepest gratitude to those who assisted us—first, to our advisor, Andrea 
Berlin, who gave us the opportunity, provided valuable criticism, guided our work, and allowed us to find the best method to deal with an 
intimidating body of material . Sharon Herbert gave her blessing to our project, and we are grateful for her clear analysis and presentation 
of the occupational history and stratigraphy of Tel Anafa in the first volume of this series . Barbara Lehnhoff, of the Department of Classical 
and Near Eastern Studies at the University of Minnesota, compiled the preliminary catalogues of photos and inventory cards, without which 
we could not have even begun our work . Naomi Sidi, curator of Classical period stone artifacts for the Israel Antiquities Authority, offered 
invaluable help during our visit to Beth Shemesh in July 2005 . Lorene Sterner provided the images of the artifacts from the Kelsey Museum as 
well as a supportive editorial hand, and we are truly appreciative of her patience . Finally, we extend our thanks to the late Saul Weinberg, who 
directed the excavations at Tel Anafa from 1968 to 1973 . Through his inventory cards and drawings we all felt like we knew him just a little bit .

2 TA Vol . I, i, 10, 26–27 .
3 TA Vol . I, i, 148 .
4 TA Vol . I, i 148, 156–157 .
5 Ebeling and Rowan 2004 .
6 TA Vol . I, i, 12–13; for examples, see pp . 116–117 .
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them as separate and specialized . Technical studies such as Moritz’s grain-Mills and Flour in Classical Antiquity, 
Forbes’ Studies in Ancient Technology, White’s Farm Equipment of the Roman World and greek and Roman Technology, 
and Borowski’s Agriculture in Iron Age Israel consider large-scale agricultural processes and products, as opposed 
to the small-scale yet necessary efforts required by individuals in household contexts . The excavators of the Greek 
site of Olynthus provide a notable exception, presenting excavation contexts and locating objects in specific 
structures, which thereby enabled larger discussions of ancient inhabitants’ activities . In most final excavation 
reports, however, stone artifacts are relegated to presentation by lists arranged by shape and artifact type .7 We 
hope to combine typological with contextual analysis and to examine these everyday stone objects with attention 
to the story they tell about the character of the site along with the lives of the people who lived there .

OBJECT CATALOgUES ANd MATERIAL

We have based our object identifications on the original inventory cards that were carefully completed by Saul 
Weinberg from 1968 to 1973 and Allyn Lord, Mary Anne Wilkenson, Helen Smith, and Timothy Motz for the 
1978–1979 and 1986 seasons . Two of us (Wells and Haapala) then examined all of the stone objects retained by 
the Israel Antiquities Authority, working in their storerooms in Beth Shemesh .8 Both bibliographic and hands-
on study required that we modify many of the original inventory identifications . The catalogue entries below 
include: the object name or function; the locus in which the object was found along with the assigned date of the 
locus; the material; preserved measurements (in meters); evidence of use and wear; and finally published paral-
lels .9 Illustrations are reproduced at a scale of 1:5 (S1–60, S63–76) or 2:5 (S 61–62, S 77–113) . All items with an 
asterisk were reexamined at Beth Shemesh .

Most of the vessels presented in this chapter were fashioned of basalt, specifically vesicular basalt, which was 
both readily available and a superior material . Tel Anafa sits on top of a foundation of such basalt, with the near-
est outcropping in the northeast corner of the site .10 Vesicular basalt is named for its vesicles, or gas holes, which 
originally made the lava porous and which result in round holes in the hardened stone that grip small grains, 
facilitate grinding, and retain good abrasive properties as the rock wears from use .11 This kind of basalt is also 
lighter and easier to shape than fine-grained, harder basalt .12 These characteristics made vesicular basalt a pre-
ferred choice for vessels that are used for activities such as grinding or pounding grains . 

GROUNDSTONE13

Milling and bread making have been integral parts of daily life since the early Neolithic era . The main com-
ponent of the milling tool kit has been the grinding stone or millstone, study of which is here coupled with a 
consideration of the bread-making facilities discovered at Tel Anafa . 

There are three main stages to bread production: dehusking the grain, milling it into flour, and baking . De-
husking is the process of crushing and breaking up the hard outer chaff in a deep mortar, which frees the grain 
for processing . No such mortars were found at Anafa, perhaps because they were made of wood, which has not 
survived (though since only 8% of the tel was excavated, they may simply await discovery) . After dehusking, the 
grain was placed on a lower grinding stone (also called a quern) and combined with a small amount of water . 
Applying pressure with an upper stone, the grain could then be milled or ground into flour (fig . 1) . 

Baking is the final stage of bread production . This was often done in circular ovens known as tanurs . Nineteen 

7 See, for example, Hovers 1996 (City of David, Jerusalem); Elliot 1991 (Ras Shamra-Ugarit); and Daviau 2002 (Tel Jawa, Jordan) .
8 We extend our thanks to Naomi Sidi, the IAA’s curator of Classical period stone artifacts, for her tremendous and gracious assistance 

during our stay in Israel .
9 Herbert TA Vol . I, i provides descriptions for the loci .
10 Herbert TA Vol . I, ii, 271 .
11 Peacock 1980, 44; Liebowitz and Folk 1980, 28 .
12 Liebowitz and Folk 1980, 28 .
13 The section on Groundstone was written by Keith Cogshall .
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tanurs were found at Anafa, in strata dating from the Middle Bronze Age through the Late Hellenistic period . By 
correlating the spatial and chronological distribution of the tanurs and millstones, one can identify where on the 
site grain processing and baking occurred . 

MILLINg ANd BREAd-MAKINg AT TEL ANAFA

Milling and baking equipment derive from three broad phases: Bronze Age, Iron Age through Early Hel-
lenistic, and Late Hellenistic . Most of the Bronze Age evidence comes from the step trench on the southern 
slope of the tel, where the remains of two structures and a courtyard were uncovered . In the courtyard were 
two tanurs (Loc . 3366, 3453) and a hearth (Loc . 3376), as well as ten millstones (fig . 2) .14 A third tanur and two 
more millstones come from elsewhere in the step trench (along with two basalt tripod grinding bowls, S 60 and 
S 61) .15 These remains indicate that cooking and bread production were primary activities for the residents of 
these houses .

The Iron Age to Early Hellenistic remains come largely from the top of the mound, in the area of the later 
LHSB . The settlement includes several structures, eleven tanurs (Loc . 2829, 2822, 2823, 2824, 2830, 5833, 5714, 
7632, 8308, 8347, 8348), a large oven in the area of the later LHSB courtyard (Loc . 9132),16 and another poorly 
preserved tanur (Loc . 9134) just south of the large oven (fig . 3) . Along with these tanurs, eleven milling stones 
date, by context, to this settlement phase .17 Also from this phase are two silos, one located near the western annex 
(Loc . 1286/1287) and the other in the southern annex (Loc . 2458) . On the southern slope, there is also a storage 
bin (3424) . The concentration of tanurs in areas 8 .3 and 2 .8 (fig . 3), along with eleven millstones, suggests that 
bread baking was a communal activity . The discovery of two granaries or silos and a storage bin suggests that grain 
storage was likely communal as well .

In the Late Hellenistic period the site’s new residents leveled earlier structures to make way for the LHSB . In 

14 TA72S117, TA72S118, TA72S123, TA72S121, TA72S122, TA73S86, TA72S116, TA72S119, TA68S33, TA73S78, TA68S21, TA72S24 .
15 Herbert TA Vol . I, i, 152 .
16 This oven/kiln was filled with 30 kg of pottery, and according to Herbert this fill must postdate the use of the kiln (TA Vol . I, i, 163) .
17 TA80S21, TA81S4, TA81S16, TA81S18, TA80S12, TA86S1, TA73S25, TA80S16, TA72S61, TA73S28, TA80S33 .

Moritz 1958, pl . 1 .a: Egyptian “Maidservant behind 
the Mill,” wooden model from Aysut, ca . 2000 BCE . 

British Museum, official photograph .
Figure 1
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BA Tanurs on south slope .
Figure 2

the western annex of the LHSB, there were five tanurs (Loc . 1364, 1357, 1366/1367, 1352: figs . 4–5) . The only 
other tanur on the LHSB is in room 19, suggesting that much of the bread preparation was done in the west an-
nex, away from the main body of the villa .

The tanurs in the west annex indicate that the residents of the LHSB must have baked their own bread, yet 
of the 54 upper and lower milling stones found at Anafa, only nine, or 28%, come from clearly Late Hellenistic 
contexts . One of these is a lower grinding stone (S 39) found in a pit under the line of the stylobate of the LHSB, 
together with three complete vessels: an ESA cup, a BSP fish plate, and a semi fine jug .18 This appears to be a 
foundation deposit and might suggest that this grinding stone derives from earlier occupation at the site, though 
it should be noted that the pottery found here is contemporary with the LHSB . The much reduced number of 
milling stones in the Late Hellenistic period may be explained by the occupants’ use of the more efficient frame 
mill for grinding (see below) . 

The Late Hellenistic occupation of the southern slope is characterized by a group of shabbily constructed 
buildings, which Herbert thinks may have been the homes of the villa’s servants .19 Within these homes, there were 
three tanurs (Loc . 3022B/A, 3320, 3415: fig . 6) . The two widely separated locations may suggest that the bread 
produced in the west annex was for the villa’s residents, while the bread from the south slope was for the servants . 

18 Herbert TA Vol . I, i, 40, n . 21 . Note that the semi fine jug is PW 39 (not PW 40; see Berlin TA Vol . II, i, 49) .
19 Herbert TA Vol . I, i, 107 .

Iron Age/Early Hellenistic silos and tanurs .
Figure 3
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Tanurs in the west annex .
Figure 4

Reconstruction of west annex tanurs (1366/1367) .
From Weinberg 1971, p . 94, fig . 4 .

Figure 5

Late Hellenistic tanurs on the
 south slope: upper and lower millstones .

Figure 6
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A total of 41 upper and 13 lower grinding stones were found at Anafa . Upper millstones are plano-convex in 
section, resembling a loaf of bread . Lower millstones are elongated rectangles with rounded edges, a concave work-
ing surface, and a rough bottom . Both upper and lower stones are made of vesicular basalt, with the exception of S 
31, which is made of a pinkish brown stone, and S 47 and S 48, which are made of fine-grained basalt . Of the lower 
stones, three have parallel grooves etched in them, which helped to catch the grain and facilitate milling .20 

Upper and lower grinding stones were found in contexts ranging from Middle Bronze Age through Arabic . 
Of the 54 total found, 23 definitely date earlier than Late Hellenistic (i .e ., Bronze Age through Early Hellenistic) . 
On the basis of findspot and associated finds, nine grinding stones seem likely to date to the site’s Late Hellenistic 
occupation (fig . 7) . For instance, TA70S3 was found in a sealed context with over 800 pot sherds, 80% of which 
were Late Hellenistic . The remaining 22 grinding stones are from topsoil deposits, mixed debris piles, and balk 
trims, none of which provide a contextual date . 

All of the grinding stones found at Tel Anafa are relatively small compared to the range of sizes attested from 
Bronze and Iron Age contexts at other sites . Anafa’s upper stones range from 0 .27 m to 0 .02 m in length . The 
lower stones are especially narrow, with preserved widths from 0 .39 m to as small as 0 .06 m . These sizes may sug-
gest that people ground grain in small batches, as needed . This conclusion is surprising considering the evidence 
of the site’s bread-baking and storage facilities (described above), whose size and concentration point to those 
activities having been organized communally .

Percentage of grinding stones from Late Hellenistic and earlier contexts .
Figure 7

20 Moritz 1958, 37 .
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UPPER GRINDING STONES (S 1–34)21

S 1* TA72S117 
Loc . 3516 P .L . 0 .27, P .W . 0 .13, P .Th . 0 .046 .

About half preserved . Unusually thin . Sheen on outer edges 
of working surface .

S 2* TA72S118 

Loc . 3425 Stratum LB II/IRON I
P .L . 0 .215, P .W . 0 .13, P .Th . 0 .067 .

About one-third preserved . Roughly rounded end . Sheen on 
upper and working surfaces . 

S 3 TA72S123 
Loc . 3504 Stratum HELL 2A/ROM 1C
P .L . 0 .215, P .W . 0 .13, P .Th . 0 .067 .

One-third preserved, both ends missing . 

S 4 TA72S121 
Loc . 3519 Stratum LB II/IRON
P .L . 0 .125, P .W . 0 .13, P .Th . 0 .065 .

One-third preserved, squared end . 

S 5 TA72S122 
Loc . 3410 Stratum HELL 2A–C/ROM 1A–C 
P .L . 0 .19, P .W . 0 .147, P .Th . 0 .075 .

One-half preserved, squared end . 

S 6* TA73S68 (IAA 533849) 
Loc . 3438 Stratum LB II
P .L . 0 .208, P .W . 0 .146, P .Th . 0 .092 . 

About one-third preserved . Roughly rounded end . Sheen on 
outer edges of working surface .

S 7 TA80S21
Loc . 5557 Stratum HELL 2A
P .L . 0 .138, P .W . 0 .104, P .Th . 0 .058 .

One edge broken off with a green quartz inclusion on that 
edge . 

S 8* TA81S4 
Loc . 8442 Stratum HELL 2A contam .
P .L . 0 .173, P .W 0 .128, P .Th . 0 .04

Large end fragment . Roughly pointed end . Sheen on work-
ing surface . Unusually flat .

21 All items with an asterisk were personally examined at Beth Shemesh .
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S 9 TA81S16 
Loc . 1519 Stratum HELL 1 or 2A contam .
P .L . 0 .165, P .W . 0 .125, P .Th . 0 .05 .

Broken on one or both ends . 

S 10 TA81S18 
Loc . 1519 Stratum HELL 1 or 2A contam .
P .L . 0 .145, P .W . 0 .083, P .Th . 0 .04 .

S 11 TA80S12 
Loc . 5610 .1 Stratum HELL 2A–C
P .L . 0 .042, P .W . 0 .131, P .Th . 0 .137 .

Both ends broken off . 

S 12* TA86S1 
Loc . 9406 Stratum ROM 1B
P .L . 0 .140, P .Th . 0 .048 . 

Small end fragment, chipped edges . Sheen on working and 
upper surfaces . Unusually thin . 

S 13 TA72S116 
Loc . 3352 .1 Stratum HELL 1 or earlier
P .L . 0 .09, P .W . 0 .075, P .Th . 0 .038 .

One-half preserved, rectangular shape with flattish bottom 
surface, upper part beveled on all sides, leaving small top sur-
face . Parallel: Tall Jawa (Daviau 2002, 248) .

S 14 TA72S119 
Loc . 3518 Stratum LB II/IRON I
P .L . 0 .183, P .W . 0 .155, P .Th . 0 .055 .

One-half preserved, rather wide shape with rounded end . 

S 15 TA80S16 
Loc . 5560 Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A
P .L . 0 .09, P .W . 0 .107, P .Th . 0 .081 .

Hump-backed fragment nearly semicircular in section with a 
flat bottom . Both ends broken off . 

S 16 TA72S61 
Loc . 21204 .1 Stratum MB I
P .L . 0 .076, P .W . 0 .032 .

Broken on one end . Flat bottom, rounded triangular section 
diminishing to end .

S 17 TA73S28 
Loc . 21408 Stratum HELL?
P .L . 0 .088, P .W 0 .028 .

Intact, but edges chipped . 
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S 18 TA68S33 
Loc . 3211 Stratum HELL C+ or later
P .L . 0 .092 .

Fragment .

S 19* TA70S20 
Loc . 21003 Stratum ROM 1B
P .L . 0 .223, P .W . 0 .15, P .Th . 0 .055 . 

Large fragment of midsection . One end roughly battered, 
perhaps from secondary use . Sheen on working surface .

S 20* TA86S2 
Loc . 9213 Stratum ROM 1A
P .L . 0 .143, P .Th . 0 .089 . 

Large end fragment . Roughly rounded end, battered . Rough-
ly hewn upper surface . Sheen on working surface .

S 21 TA70S3 
Loc . 3414 .1 Stratum HELL 2B or C
P .L . 0 .15, P .W . 0 .062 . P .Th . 0 .043 . 

Found with 800 pot sherds, 80% of which were Late Helle-
nistic .

S 22 TA70S5
Loc . 2804 Stratum ROM 1B or C
P .L . 0 .121, P .W . 0 .093 .

Fragment . 

S 23 TA81S20 
Loc . balk trim
P .L . 0 .17, P .W . 0 .09, P .Th . 0 .05 .

Complete .

S 24* TA86S3 
Loc . 9501 Stratum ARAB
P .L . 0 .176, P .Th . 0 .073 . 

Large end fragment . Roughly squared end . Sheen on work-
ing surface .

S 25* TA80S18 
Loc . 8300 Stratum balk trim
P .L . 0 .143, P .W . 0 .122, P . Th . 0 .05 . 

Large end fragment . Roughly squared end . Sheen on work-
ing surface .
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S 26* TA80S25  
Loc . 5526 Stratum ARAB 1
P .L . 0 .122, P .W . 0 .129, P .Th . 0 .075 . 

Small end fragment . Roughly rounded end . Sheen on work-
ing surface .

S 27 TA86 S6 Not illustrated
Loc . 9501 Stratum ARAB

Fragment . P .L . 0 .073, P .Th . 0 .176 .

S 28 TA72S120  
Loc . balk trim
P .L . 0 .20, P .W . 0 .13, P .Th . 0 .093 .

One-half preserved, long narrow shape with high section, not 
rounded but roughly cut in facets .

S 29* TA70 S11 
Context lost
P .L . 0 .155, P .W . 0 .16, P .H . 0 .068 . 

Small fragment of midsection . Sheen on one outer edge of 
working surface .

S 30 TA70S19 
Loc . 21000 Stratum MODERN
P .L . 0 .125, P .W . 0 .175, P .Th . 0 .092, P .W . 0 .175

One-half preserved . 

S 31 TA72S113 
Loc . 21300 Stratum MODERN
P .L . 0 .065, P .W . 0 .072, P .Th . 0 .053 .

Pink-brown stone (not basalt) . Roughly squared in section, 
rounded top, one-half preserved .

S 32 TA70 S7 
Loc . 2801 Stratum MODERN
P .L . 0 .11, P .W . 0 .11 . P . Th . 0 .04 .

Rounded top, flat bottom . 

S 33 TA70S8 
Loc . 2801 Stratum MODERN
P .L . 0 .020, P . W . 0 .114 .

Rounded top, flat bottom . 

S 34* TA70S9 
Loc . 3407 Stratum Mixed MODERN/HELL
P .L . 0 .163 P .W . 0 .125 . 

About one-third preserved . Roughly rounded end . Sheen on 
working surface .
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LOWER GRINDING STONES (S 35–43)

S 35* TA73S78 
Loc . 3529/3535 Stratum LB II?/LB II contam .
P .L . 0 .27, P .W . 0 .215 .

About one-half preserved . Concave working surface . Round-
ed end . Nicely finished . Sheen on upper and lower surfaces . 
Midsection noticeably thinner, likely from extended use .

S 36 TA80S33 
Loc . 7803 Stratum ROM 1A–C
P .L . 0 .156, P .W . 0 .079, P .Th . 0 .046 .

Fragment . Flat bottom . Slightly concave, smooth work sur-
face . Preserved side vertical and rounded at top . 

S 37 TA72S24 
Loc . 3516 
P .L . 0 .17, P .W . 0 .092, P .Th . 0 .053 .

Intact, chipped at one end . 

S 38* TA72S124 
Surface find Stratum MODERN
P .L . 0 .273, P .W . 0 .17, P .Th . 0 .075 . 

About half preserved . Roughly rounded end . Sheen on work-
ing surface .

S 39 TA81S15 
Loc . 5869 Stratum HELL 2A
P .L . 0 .22, P .W . 0 .215, P .Th . 0 .085 . 

Intact . Two joining fragments, chipped on all edges . Badly 
eroded . Work surface flat and smooth .

S 40 TA69S58
Loc . 2703 ROM 1A
P .L . 0 .114, W . 0 .089, Th . 0 .046 .

Fragment . 

S 41 TA69S14 
Loc . 2403 Stratum ARAB
P .D . 0 .125, P .Th . 0 .030 .

Fragment .

S 42 TA73S11 
Cleaning 
P .L . 0 .115, P .W . 0 .13, P .Th . 0 .063 . 

About one-third preserved . Very rough . Smooth, flat bottom . 
Semicircular in section . Rounded end .
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S 43 TA80S30 
Loc . 8310 Stratum ARAB
P .L . 0 .18, P .W . 0 .133, P .H . 0 .052 . 

Fragment . Rough, irregular, but straight edge (possibly bro-
ken) preserved . Smooth grinding surface, broken on all 
sides . 

S 44 TA70S24 
Loc . 21003 Stratum ROM 1B
P .L . 0 .44, P .W . 0 .39, P .Th . 0 .05–0 .08 .  

Complete . Flat bottom and work surface . Parallel grooves on 
work surface .

S 45 TA70S36 
Loc . 2907 Stratum ROM 1B
P .L . 0 .31, P .W . 0 .06, P .Th . 0 .05 .

Two adjacent sides preserved . Parallel grooves on work sur-
face . Rough bottom .

LOWER (GROOVED) GRINDING STONES (S 44–46)

S 46 TA70S86a,b 
Loc . 2439 Stratum HELL 2B
P .L . 0 .472, P .W . 0 .27, P . Th . 0 .085 .

Two joining fragments, about two-thirds preserved . Parallel 
grooves on work surface .
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MISCELLANEOUS GRINDING STONES (S 47–48)

S 47* TA73 S25 
Loc . 2464 HELL 1
P .L . 0 .195, P .W . 0 .11, P .Th . 0 .044 .

Intact upper grinding stone . Completely flat . Ends rounded 
and abraded . Fine-grained basalt . Sheen on working surface . 
Both size and material different from other upper grinding 
stones . 

S 48* TA68S20  
Loc . 2119 Stratum ROM 1B
P .L . 0 .155, P .W . 0 .098, P .Th . 0 .065 . 

Most of small upper (?) grinding stone preserved . Relatively 
fine-grained basalt . Slightly concave working surface with 
sheen on outer edges . Nicely finished . Both size and material 
different from other upper grinding stones .

FRAME MILLS (OLyNTHUS MILLS; HOPPER-RUBBERS) (S 49–51)

The frame mill consists of a rectangular upper stone with a central cavity whose sides slope steeply down to a 
narrow slit . The cavity served as a receptacle (hopper) through which the poured grain could be channeled onto 
a large square-shaped lower stone (rubber) . On the ends of the upper stone were two rectangular slots into which 
a wooden lever could be inserted . Two workers, one on each end, would push and pull the upper stone back and 
forth, thereby milling the grain .22 Frame mills first appeared at various sites in the eastern Mediterranean begin-
ning in the later fifth and fourth centuries BCE .23 They quickly became popular, and examples have been found 
at many other Hellenistic period sites in Israel, including even the isolated farmstead of Khirbet Zemel, in the 
northern Golan Heights .24

Three upper stone fragments of one or more frame mills were found at Anafa . All are made of basalt . Only 
one, found in an Arab stratum (S 49), preserves the pole slot . Two fragments were found in Roman wall tumble 
on the south slope (S 50 and S 51) . All are likely to have come from the Late Hellenistic occupation of the site . 

S 49 TA80S34  
Loc . 5740 Stratum ARAB 1
P .L . 0 .217, P .W . 0 .297, P .H . 0 .138 .

Corner fragment . Basically rectangular block, with flat bot-
tom preserving cutting marks, three roughly vertical walls, 
and thick flat rim (W . 0 .055–0 .065) that slopes down steeply 
into the grinding area . The back wall preserves a cylindrical 
cut (0 .045 deep) from the exterior wall to the slope of the 
grinding surface .

22 Moritz 1958, 42 . While the reconstruction of two people each moving a pole is the most widely accepted, Michael Fitzgerald offers the 
following comments on his own hands-on experiments with some of the frame mills recovered from the Kyrenia shipwreck: “Operation of 
the ‘hopper’ by two people, one on each end of the bar, resulted in the rapid flow of wheat onto the grinding stone without much actual 
grinding of the wheat taking place . However, when we made one end of the bar stationary and able only to pivot—to the extent that I was able 
to accomplish such ‘by hand’—much more grinding of the grain was achieved, and the flow through the hopper was much slower as well . 
Such operation, with one end of the bar fixed and allowed only to pivot, is depicted on  .  .  . a classical lamp” (pers . comm ., March 1, 2006) . 
We thank Michael for sharing his insights .

23 See the extensive study by Frankel 2003 . As regards chronology, Frankel reports that a small clay model of a bakery, reportedly from Tyre 
and dated stylistically to the seventh century BCE, includes two people working a frame mill (pp . 7–8, fig . 9) .

24 Hartal lists all other frame mills found in Israel (2002, 111*) and fig . 36 .
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S 50 TA68S3  
Loc . 3008 Stratum ROM 1C
P .L . 0 .175, P .W . 0 .178, P . Th . 0 .09 .

Upper corner fragment . Bottom not worn . 

HELL 2A/C LHSB south wing: stone tool and vessel findspots .
Figure 8

S 51 TA68 S17  
Loc . 3012a/21/11  Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1
P .L . 0 .255, P .W . 0 .21, P . Th . 0 .135 . 

Upper corner fragment . 

MORTARS, BOWLS, HANDSTONES, AND PESTLES25

Whereas the majority of the grinding stones presented above derive from occupation phases earlier than Late 
Hellenistic, most of the vessels and tools presented here seem to have been used by the occupants of the LHSB 
and thus provide critical evidence for reconstructing their working lives . People used stone bowls together with 
pestles and handstones for crushing and grinding raw plants, food, and dye material . Stone vessels and tools 
were largely found in the south annex of the LHSB (fig . 8) and the open areas in and between houses on the 
south slope (fig . 9) . In two instances bowls and pestles were found in the same trenches (trench 2 .4: TA73S39, 
TA72S45; trench 5 .1: TA72S115, TA73S59), and in another four instances bowls were found with handstones in 
the same trench (trench 2 .4: TA72S111, TA73S39; trench 3 .0: TA68S34, TA68S36, TA68S16; trench 5 .3: TA79S28, 
TA79S31; trench 5 .6: TA80S27, TA80S13) . The fact that many fewer such tools occur in the houses on the south 
slope in the latest Hellenistic occupation suggests that this kind of domestic activity decreased from the HELL 2A 
to HELL 2B/C phases . Perhaps raw material processing was not as important as it had been before, or perhaps 
such tasks were performed elsewhere on the site .
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FIGURE X: HELL 2A/C LHSB SOUTH WING -- STONE TOOL AND VESSEL FINDSPOTS

25 The section on Mortars, Bowls, Handstones, and Pestles was written by Martin Wells and Erin Haapala .
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HELL 2A HELL 2B/C

South slope stone tool and vessel findspots .
Figure 9

Footed bowls were recovered from all areas of the tel, with a slight concentration where tanurs were also 
found . Three such bowls were found near the nine tanurs in the north forecourt and central area of the LHSB 
(see above fig . 3; S 64, S 76, and S 72) . In the west annex one tripod bowl (S 63) was found in a trench adjacent 
to that of the tanurs . Close to the Late Hellenistic South Slope tanurs (see fig . 5 above) were two ring-footed 
bowls (S 74 and S 75) . The correlation between bread-baking ovens and the vessels used to process foodstuffs 
underscores the concentrated area of these utilitarian activities .
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TERMINOLOgY, FUNCTION, ANd dATE

The terminology for stone vessels—both bowls and hand tools—is variable and inconsistent . For the former, 
items of the same basic size and shape have been termed mortars and bowls in archaeological publications .26 From 
the shape of the cavity, it is possible to suggest that a vessel was made for certain activities . High-sided vessels with a 
deeper central depression would have been easier to use for pounding and/or crushing; their corresponding hand 
implement is the pestle . Shallow, open vessels would have been better suited for rubbing motions and were probably 
used with handstones or miscellaneous small grinding stones . It is probable that all vessels and objects were used in 
multiple ways .

We here term mortars unfooted vessels with notably concave cavities likely used to process material by pound-
ing or crushing . This includes basalt and limestone vessels that are variously deep, wide, and small . The excava-
tors recovered 26 examples, four of which were complete except for some minor damage to the rim or body . Sizes 
range from 0 .04 m to 0 .37 m, diameters from 0 .11 m to 0 .38 m . In well-preserved vessels, interior surfaces were 
smooth from use .

We here term bowls all footed vessels with relatively broad, shallow working surfaces suitable for grinding raw 
materials . There were seventeen footed bowls found at Anafa . Nine are tripod bowls, one has four legs, and the 
remaining seven have a continuous ring foot . All are basalt . Tripod bowls range in diameter from 28 to 36 cm, 
while ring-footed bowls tend to be larger, ranging from 35 to 41 cm in diameter . The correlation of ring feet with 
larger size is probably a function of stability; three feet simply do not provide sufficient resting surface for a vessel 
over a certain diameter . In all cases the feet are quite low, in fact just high enough that a person can sit comfort-
ably on the ground with their legs around the bottom of the vessel . Considering these bowls’ size and weight, 
keeping them on the ground was likely easiest and safest . The two types—tripod and ring-footed bowls—may also 
correlate with the size and perhaps therefore the gender of their users . Tripod bowls are comfortable for smaller 
people to use because when seated they can easily reach the vessel’s outer edge with their arm fully extended; 
people 1 .50 m to 1 .63 m . in height can reach out 28–40 cm . Ring-footed bowls, on the other hand, require a reach 
up to about 1 .52 m, which a person about 1 .83 m tall can easily manage . There is no pattern to where the two 
types of bowls were found on the site . 

Terminology for hand tools made of hard stone also varies . Some terms describe shape (e .g ., disks) and oth-
ers function (e .g ., pestles) .27 We have chosen the two terms handstones and pestles . Handstones are here defined 
as stone objects of varying shape but all suitable for holding in one’s hand and using as a tool .28 Pestles are also 
handstones but of a specific form to be used with mortars (see further below) .

The difficulty inherent in classifying any given stone as a handstone is: How does one distinguish between an 
ordinary rock and a rock that someone has used as a tool? This determination is easy when the rock has obviously 
been worked into some desired shape like an hourglass-shaped pestle . This determination is not so easy when 
the stone in question has a nondescript shape and in any other context would be taken for a simple palm-sized 
cobble . Some kind of systematic procedure is needed to separate out the functional handstones from the rocks .

We applied the criterion of systematic wear . For a given stone to be considered a handstone, it had to exhibit 
two kinds of wear: hand wear and action wear . Hand wear is recognized as the patina visible on any part of the 
stone not battered or abraded . It results from the repeated and long-term rubbing of a hand on that part . The 
oils from skin will, over time, give a shiny and smooth appearance to the stone surface . Action wear is indicated by 
battering, abrading, and/or polishing that results from long-term repeated actions like pounding and/or grind-
ing . Heavily polished sides and pockmarked ends are some indications of this wear . 

Of the 39 identified handstones, the material of all but one is basalt, the exception being pumice (TA79S31) . 
Shapes vary from roughly rectangular to spherical to ovoid, and the sizes range from 0 .05 to 0 .145 m in length 

26 For example, at Delos, the excavators call these objects both mortars and bowls, while at the City of David, excavators refer to them as 
bowls, grinding bowls, bowlets, deep bowls, mortars, and footed bowls .

27 At Delos, these are pounders or pestles . The City of David excavators call them manos or pestles . At Tall Jawa, the excavators created an 
extensive typology for them: pestles, pecking stones, grinders, pounders, polishing stones, and hand grinders . The Megiddo excavators list 
them as polishing stones, hammers, and rubbers .

28 Dothan labeled similar spherical types from Ashdod “globular hammers” (Dothan 1967) . See S 85 below .
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and diameter, averaging 0 .05 m in thickness . The makers of these tools fashioned them from basalt boulders and 
then further altered the shape by use—that is, by pounding, crushing, or grinding . The catalogue descriptions 
indicate the wear on each object and the activities that likely caused that wear .

These tools come from levels dating from Late Bronze II to ARAB/MODERN, with thirteen coming from 
HELL 1 and 2A contexts, and seven from HELL 2B/C contexts . The surface levels of the ARAB/MODERN pe-
riod yielded seven handstones . As for spatial distribution, 31 of the 39 examples came from in and around the 
LHSB, but examples were present in virtually every excavated area . About half the time other stone artifacts ac-
companied them, though no single type in particular . Two handstones came from sealed loci in the south wing 
of the LHSB in HELL 2B levels (Loc . 2413), and one example came from a HELL 2A sealed locus (S 85) . This 
distribution strongly suggests that many of these objects were used by the site’s Late Hellenistic inhabitants .

Pestles are here defined as conical, oblong, ovoid, pyramidal, and hourglass-shaped stones that can be held 
and used with one hand . Pestles were used in conjunction with mortars to pound or crush raw material . The 
lengths range from 0 .139 m to 0 .031 m, and the widths range from 0 .046 m to 0 .089 m . Those who made the 
pestles picked the shafts smooth . The working ends are marked by battering and are rounded . The conical, ob-
long, and ovoid examples may have been used on both ends, while the pyramidal and hourglass pestles have only 
one working end . 

These stone pestles are much smaller than the large wooden pestles that were used in industrial emmer and 
barley processing .29 Given the small sizes of the pestles at Anafa, it is likely that the users processed plants, fish, 
dyes, or medicinal powder on a small scale; dehusking wheat on a similarly small scale is also possible . The marble 
“finger-pestles” that were found at Corinth and Delos do not appear at Anafa, though this is not surprising con-
sidering the small amount of marble found at the site . 

The excavators recovered fourteen pestles from levels dating from Late Bronze II to Hellenistic . Ten came from 
Hellenistic levels in and around the LHSB . In HELL 2A–C levels, trenches 3 .4, 2 .3, and 2 .4 produced three pestles 
in association with handstones and trenches 3 .2, 5 .1, 1 .3, and 2 .4 produced four pestles in association with mortars .

All of the parallels cited in the catalogue entries have the same shape as the objects recovered from Tel Anafa . 
Most of the parallels derive from Bronze or Iron Age contexts . Given the persistence of the shapes and functions 
of these vessels and tools over time, the parallels should not be used as chronological indicators . An asterisk indi-
cates that the object was reexamined at Beth Shemesh .

MORTARS (S 52–59)

S 52 TA69S72
Loc . 2706 Stratum ROM
P .H . 0 .15, Max .P .D . rim 0 .50 .

Intact . Limestone . Smooth inside, rough on bottom . Parallel: 
Khirbet esh-Shuhara (Aviam and Amitai 2002, fig . 16 .5) .

29 White 1984, 63–64 .
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S 53* TA79 S12
Loc . 8203 Stratum cleaning
P .H . 0 .95, Max .P .D . bottom 0 .065 .

Single fragment preserving bottom and lower wall of narrow, 
deep bowl . Limestone . Interior smooth from use .

S 54 TA68S36
Loc . 3016 Stratum HELL 2A–C
P .H . 0 .37, Max .P .D . 0 .38, P .Th . 0 .06 .

Intact except for section of rim and body . Limestone . Par-
allels: Delos (Deonna 1938, pl . XLII, 294); Lachish (Tufnel 
1958, pl . 26:7); Megiddo (Lamon 1939, pl . 112:7) .

S 55* TA79S10 (IAA 79-1551)
Loc . 8225 Stratum ROM 1B
P .H . 0 .082, Max .P .D . 0 .26 . 

Intact, rim chipped . Basalt . Interior smoothed from use . De-
pression toward center . Single abraded rectangular lug at 
rim . Unusually heavy bottom . Resting surface abraded . Paral-
lels: Khirbet esh-Shuhara (Aviam and Amitai 2002, fig . 16 .4); 
Megiddo (Lamon 1939, pl . 113:10) .

S 56* TA73S50 (IAA 74-1140)
Balk trim
P .H . 0 .09, Max .P .D . 0 .16 . 

Complete profile, about half circumference . Basalt . Inte-
rior smooth and shiny from use . Bottom abraded . Parallels: 
Megiddo (Lamon 1939, pl . 113:13); Delos (Deonna 1938, pl . 
XLI:288) .

S 57 TA69S67 
Loc . 1309 Stratum ARAB
P .H . 0 .06, P .Th . 0 .037

Fragment preserving rim and pouring lip . Basalt . Parallel: 
Delos (Deonna 1938, pl . XLIV:317) .

S 58 TA68S18 
Loc . 3214 Stratum HELL 2A
P .H . 0 .14, P .Th . 0 .088 .  

Complete profile, about one-fifth circumference . Basalt . Very 
roughly hewn, high thick base . Interior smooth and shiny 
from use . Parallel: Megiddo (Lamon 1939, pl . 113:12) .

S 59 TA70S18
Loc . 2017 Stratum ROM 1B
H . 0 .09, Max .P .D . 0 .14 . 

Complete . Basalt . Roughly finished exterior, shallow working 
area, narrow oval-shaped area of sheen on interior, smoothed 
from use .
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TRIPOd ANd FOUR-LEggEd BOWLS (S 60–69)

The vessels in this category have three (or, in one case, four) legs, shallow bowls, and plain rims . The shape of 
the legs ranges from stumpy to well defined, with most nicely made and having an outside face flush with that of 
the body and rim . The deepest bowls tend to have lower feet . Vessels range in height from 7 .5 to 14 .5 cm and in 
diameter from 28 to 36 cm . It is clear from their well-worn interiors that many examples were used for crushing 
and grinding foodstuffs . 

Two tripod bowls come from sealed loci of Bronze Age date in the south slope (S 60 and S 61), while almost all of 
the remainder come from Late Hellenistic and later levels on the main part of the tel . Thus, whereas most of the par-
allels from other sites come from Bronze and Iron Age levels, most of the footed bowls from Tel Anafa are likely later . 

S 60* TA73 S74 (IAA 74-982)
Loc . 3619 Stratum MB/LB I
P .H . 0 .057, Max .P .D 0 .178 .

Entire floor and four feet preserved . Bowl broken and worn 
around edges . Vessel roughly fashioned . Depression in cen-
ter smooth and shiny from use . Parallels: Megiddo (Loud 
1948, pl . 263:18) .

S 61* TA73S75 (IAA 74-1139)
Loc . 3529/3535 Stratum LB II?
P .H . 0 .13, est . D . 0 .36, P .Th . vessel floor 0 .044 .

Complete profile, about one-quarter circumference and one 
nicely finished trapezoidal foot preserved . Interior smooth 
and shiny from use . Resting surface of foot worn .

S 62* TA73S40
Loc . 5203 Stratum HELL 2C/ROM 1A
P .H . 0 .115, D . n .d .

Complete profile, about one-third circumference and one 
thick, low foot preserved . Short vertical wall . Interior smooth 
from use .

S 63* TA70S10
Loc . 1253 Stratum ROM 1
P .H . 0 .075, est . D . 0 .26 .

Complete profile, about one-sixth circumference and one 
low foot preserved . Shallow bowl, interior smooth from use .

S 64* TA70S32 
Loc . 21104  Stratum ROM 1A 
P .H . 0 .125, MAX .P .D 0 .33 . 

Complete profile, about two-thirds circumference and two 
feet preserved . Rim chipped . Wide shallow working surface, 
smooth at center . Sheen across entire interior . Parallels: La-
chish (Tufnel 1958, pl . 26:23); Jerusalem, City of David (Hov-
ers 1996, fig . 27:1); Jerusalem, Upper City (Reich 2003, pl . 
8 .5:7); Khirbet esh-Shuhara (Aviam and Amitai, fig . 16 .1) .

S 65* TA69S15
Loc . 2406 Stratum ARAB
P .H . 0 .145, Max .P .D 0 .44 .

Complete profile, about half circumference and two low 
squared feet preserved . Unusually large, with wide, flat 
floor and low vertical wall . Exterior nicely finished . Interior 
smooth and shiny from use .
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S 68* TA80 S26
Loc . 8309 Stratum ARAB/MODERN
P .H . 0 .105, est . D . 0 .31

Complete profile, about one-fifth circumference and one 
foot preserved . Shallow bowl . Interior smooth and shiny 
from use .

S 69* TA69S68
Loc . surface find bet . trenches 2 .1 & 2 .2 Stratum MODERN
P .H . 0 .10, est . D . 0 .32 .

Complete profile, about one-quarter circumference and one 
foot preserved . Interior smooth and shiny from use . Parallels: 
Lachish (Tufnel 1958, pl . 26:18); Dor (Guz-Zilberstein 1995, 
fig . 6 .61:15) .

S 66* TA79S14
Loc . 7601 Stratum ARAB
P .H . 0 .114, est . D . 0 .32 .

Complete profile, about one-fifth circumference and one foot 
preserved . Rim chipped . Interior smooth and shiny from use .

S 67* TA79S11
Loc . 8216 Stratum ARAB/MODERN
P .H . 0 .095, est . D 0 .28 .

Complete profile, about one-quarter circumference and one 
foot preserved . Extremely shallow bowl . Interior smooth and 
shiny from use .

RINg-FOOTEd BOWLS (S 70–76)

Ring-footed bowls may be open and shallow or deep and high sided, frequently have a well-worn interior, a 
roughly hewn exterior, and a thick, sturdy ring foot . The shape of the foot varies from a well-defined, fully con-
cave ring to a rounded block of basalt . On all preserved profiles there are simple rounded rims . Heights range 
from 8 .7 to 13 cm and rim diameters from 35 to 41 cm; one bowl is unusually large at 48 cm in diameter .

Ring-footed bowls occur in contexts ranging from HELL 2A to MODERN . There is good reason to think that 
many of these vessels are not residual Bronze or Iron Age but instead date to the Hellenistic and Roman periods . 
S 76 was found within a Hellenistic floor deposit in the NE Building, along with a Roman pilum (M 197), a bronze 
ladle (M 139), and another stone vessel (S 52), a well-polished completely intact limestone basin catalogued 
above .30 TA70S17 was found in Hellenistic fill (Loc . 3421) under the earliest courtyard of Unit 2; two tanurs and 
a pithos were excavated nearby . S72 was found near a tanur outside Building 2 (ROM 1B) . 

The parallels cited here, all Bronze and Iron Age, demonstrate the longevity of this form . As with the three- 
and four-legged bowls, finding Hellenistic (or later) comparanda is difficult . The Anafa examples thus demon-
strate the continuation of this type of stone bowl during the Hellenistic and Roman periods in this region .

30 Herbert TA Vol . I, ii, 80–81 .
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S 70* TA72S112
Loc . 2560 Stratum  HELL 2A
P .H . 0 .13, est . D . rim 0 .35, est . D . foot 0 .17 . 

Complete profile, about one-quarter circumference pre-
served . Rim chipped . High ring foot with concave underside, 
sheen on resting surface . Exterior roughly picked . Interior 
smooth and shiny from use . Parallels: Mediggo (Lamon 1939, 
pl .113: 7) .

S 71* TA68S16/TA79S28
Loc . 3020, 5318  Stratum HELL 2A
P .H . 0 .108, est . D . rim 0 .48, est . D . base 0 .18 .

Two joining fragments preserve complete profile, about one-
sixth circumference . Low ring foot, concave underside . In-
terior smooth and shiny from use . Parallels: Tel Dan (Biran 
and Ben-Dov 2002, fig . 2 .97:241); Ras Shamra-Ougarit (Elliot 
1991, fig . 9:1) .

S 72* TA80S29
Loc . 7821 Stratum ARAB
P .H . 0 .092, est . D . foot 0 .18 .

About one-quarter circumference floor and foot preserved . 
Low ring foot, concave underside . Interior smooth and shiny 
from use .

S 73* TA81S19 (IAA 5338442)
Loc . 8506 Stratum ARAB/MODERN 
P .H . 0 .074, est . D . foot 0 .39 .

About one-quarter circumference floor and thick squared 
ring foot preserved . Flat floor . Resting surface of foot worn . 
Interior smooth and shiny from use .
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S 74* TA72S14
Loc . 3508 Stratum Mixed HELL/MODERN
P .H . 0 .087, est . D . rim 41, est . D . foot 22 .

Complete profile, about one-quarter circumference pre-
served . Low, roughly formed ring foot . Interior center 
smooth and shiny from use, rough toward outer edges . Paral-
lels: Tel Dan (Biran and Ben-Dov 2002, fig . 2 .31:17); Hazor 
(yadin et al . 1960, pl . CXLIX:6); Ras Shamra-Ougarit (Elliot 
1991, fig . 8:4) .

S 75* TA72S8 (IAA 74-984) 
Loc . 3511 Stratum cleaning
P .H . 0 .04, est . D . foot 0 .17, P .Th . floor 0 .02 .

About one-quarter circumference foot and floor preserved . 
Completely flat . Interior smooth and shiny from use . Rest-
ing surface of foot worn . Parallels: Tall Jawa (Daviau 2002, 
fig .2 .79:2) .

                     

S 76* TA70S35
Loc . 2707 Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A
P .H . 0 .085, est . D . foot 0 .17 .

About one-quarter foot and floor preserved . Interior smooth 
and shiny from use . Resting surface of foot worn .

HANdSTONES (S 77–87)

Handstones were found in levels dating from Late Bronze II to ARAB/MODERN, with thirteen coming 
from HELL 1 and 2A contexts, and seven from HELL 2B/C contexts . The surface levels of the ARAB/MOD-
ERN period yielded seven handstones . As for spatial distribution, 31 of the 39 examples came from in and 
around the LHSB, but examples were present in virtually every excavated area . About half the time other stone 
artifacts accompanied them, though no single type in particular . Two handstones came from sealed loci in the 
south wing of the LHSB in HELL 2B levels (Loc . 2413), and one example came from a HELL 2A sealed locus 
(Loc . 8407 .1) . This distribution strongly suggests that many of these objects were used by the site’s Late Hel-
lenistic inhabitants .
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S 77* TA68S2  
Loc . 2303 Stratum ROM 1B
P .L . 0 .145, P .W . 0 .075, P .Th . 0 .055 . 

Intact, chipped at one end . Two long, flattened sides, smooth 
and with some sheen, perhaps from grinding . Roughly trian-
gular in cross-section . Evidence of use: narrow ends flattened 
and battered from pounding .

                

S 79* TA73S103 
Loc . 21401 Stratum HELL?
P .L . 0 .098, P .W . 0 .073, P .Th . 0 .05 . 

Intact . Rectangular . Evidence of use: both ends heavily abrad-
ed, and one flat side battered from pounding, opposing flat 
side smooth and shiny from gripping . Parallel: Tall Jawa (Da-
viau 2002, fig . 2 .108:7) .

S 78* TA70S23 (IAA 83-458)
Loc . 3418 Stratum HELL 2A+
P .L . 0 .067, P .W . 0 .056, P .TH . 0 .032 .

Intact, one edge chipped off . Flattened disk . Fine-grained ba-
salt . Evidence of use: flat sides smooth and shiny, from polish-
ing? Narrow edges battered, from pounding?
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S 82* TA81S7 (IAA 83-445)
Loc . 8341 Stratum IRON
P .L . 0 .075, P .W . 0 .064, P .Th . 0 .051 . 

Intact . Ovoid . Evidence of use: both ends abraded from 
pounding . Opposing flat sides smooth and shiny from grip-
ping . Parallels: Corinth (Davidson 1952, pl . 86:1438); Megid-
do (Loud 1948, pl . 165:3, 4) .

S 83* TA69S12 
Loc . 2406 Stratum ARAB
P .L . 0 .067, P .W . 0 .063, P .Th . 0 .051 . 

Intact . Cuboid . Evidence of use: one narrow side and one 
broad side battered from pounding, all other sides smooth 
and shiny from gripping .

S 80* TA81S9
Loc . 8403 .1 Stratum ARAB
P .L . 0 .060, P .W . 0 .59, P .Th . 0 .50 .

Intact . Cuboid . Evidence of use: all four narrow sides slightly 
battered from pounding, opposing broad sides smooth and 
shiny from gripping .

S 81* TA79S8 
Loc . 2932 Stratum HELL 1/2
P .L . 0 .119, P .W . 0 .08, P .Th . 0 .057 . 
Intact . Ovoid . Evidence of use: one broad side abraded from 
grinding, one narrow end unevenly battered from pounding . 
Parallel: Tall Jawa (Daviau 2002, fig . 2 .105:1) .
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S 84* TA80S14 
Loc . 8310 Stratum ARAB
P .L . 0 .068, P .W . 0 .067, P .Th . 0 .054 . 

Intact . Spherical . Evidence of use: one face flattened from 
pounding, all other surfaces smooth from gripping .

S 85* TA81S13 
Loc . 8407 .1 Stratum HELL 2A
P .L . 0 .102, P .W . 0 .054, P .Th . 0 .045 . 

Intact . Rectangular . Evidence of use: both ends abraded from 
pounding, all four flat sides smooth from gripping .

S 86* TA72S12 (IAA 83-457)
Loc . 3514 Stratum HELL?
P .L . 0 .091, P .W . 0 .093, P .Th . 0 .051 . 

Intact . Flattened disk . Evidence of use: one flat side battered 
from pounding, opposing flat side smooth and shiny from 
gripping .

S 87* TA72S114 (IAA 83-454)
Loc . 21204 .1 Stratum MB I
P .L . 0 .116, P .W . 0 .074, P .Th . 0 .038 .

Intact . Elongated ovoid . Limestone . Evidence of use: oppos-
ing flat sides dimpled in centers battered from pounding, 
outer edges smooth from gripping .

PESTLES (S 88–92)

S 88* TA72S43 
Loc . 3431 Stratum HELL 2A–C
P .L . 0 .078, D . base 0 .046 .

Oblong pestle, about half preserved . Working end rounded 
and battered from grinding and pounding .

S 89* TA72S48 
Loc . 1388 Stratum HELL 2A/B
P .H . 0 .031, D . base 0 .047 .

Intact . Truncated conical pestle, very small . Working end 
rounded and smooth from grinding . 
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S 91* TA73S38
Loc . 3375 Stratum LB II
P .H . 0 .081, D . base 0 .074 . 

Intact . Squat pyramidal shape . Slightly concave working end 
smoothed from grinding .

S 92* TA73S100
Loc . 3459 Stratum MB/LB I contam .
P .H . 0 .059, D . base 0 .053 .

Intact . Pyramidal . Working end rounded and smoothed from 
grinding .

S 90* TA72S19 (IAA 74-1080) 
Loc . 2342 Stratum HELL 2B
P .H . 0 .063, D . base 0 .061 .

Intact . Squat hourglass shape . Both ends rounded and 
smoothed from grinding; smaller end also battered from 
pounding . Parallels: Delos (Deonna 1938, pl . XLVI:337); 
Corinth (Davidson 1952, pl . 86:1439); but see Hazor (yadin 
et al . 1958, pl . CLIV:3), called a “polishing stone .”

OTHER STONE VESSELS 

BASALT TRAY (S 93)

S 93* TA72S108/TA69S66 (IAA 74-1150)
Loc . 3350, 3310 Stratum LB II–IA trans ./ROM 1B+
P .H . 0 .06, P .Th . of floor 0 .026 . 

Two joining fragments preserve complete profile of square 
or rectangular footed tray . Fine-grained basalt . Nicely fin-
ished, smooth interior . Parallels: Hazor (yadin et al . 1961, 
pl . CLXXIII:7 and pl . CCLXXVIIII:6 but no foot); Jerusalem, 
City of David (Hovers 1996, fig . 28:7 but no foot .) 
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exterior interior

SMALL dECORATEd BOWLS (S 94–95)

S 94 TA70S25
Loc . 2112 Stratum HELL 2C +?
P .H . 0 .027, no rim diameter preserved .

Fragment of stone bowl with a preserved banded pattern .

ALABASTRA (S 96–97)

S 96* TA69S56a, b .
Loc . 1251 Stratum HELL 1A
Rim fragment P .H . 0 .018, est . D . rim 0 .05 . Body fragment 
P .H . 0 .029, P .Th . 0 .0075 .

Rim and body fragments . Rim preserves about one-third cir-
cumference wide flat ledge . 

STOPPERS AND LIDS (S 98–103) 

S 98 TA70S28 (IAA 71-105)  
Loc . 3425 .1 Stratum LB
P .L . 0 .010, P .W 0 .07, P .H 0 .059 .

Basalt stopper . Parallels: Megiddo (Lamon 1939, pl .106:3, 17; 
Loud 1948, pl . 264:8, pl . 256:19); Tall Jawa (Daviau 2002, fig . 
2 .135:1); Ras Shamra-Ougarit (Elliot 1991, fig . 12:1–3); Jeru-
salem, Upper City (Reich 2003, pl . 8 .6:8) .31

31 This parallel is made of limestone .

S 99* TA73S58 (IAA74-1076) 
Loc . 3375 Stratum LB II
P .D . 0 .078–0 .084, P .Th . 0 .043 .

Intact . Thick disk . Parallels: Jerusalem, City of David (Hovers 
1996, 178–179, fig . 29:1–2) .

S 95 TA68S1 (IAA 68-282) 
Loc . 2101 Stratum MODERN
P .H . 0 .088, P .W . 0 .10, P .Th . 0 .032 .

Stone bowl fragment with raised design on the exterior . Par-
allel: Hazor (yadin et al . 1960, pl . CLXIV:7) .

S 97* TA80S23
Loc . 7924 Stratum HELL 2C+?
P .H . 0 .048, est . D . 0 .05, P .Th . 0 .007 .

Alabastron fragment, preserving about one-third circumfer-
ence body . Highly polished exterior . 
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S 102* TA72S25 (IAA 74-1079)
Loc . 21301w Stratum ROM 1
P .D 0 .112, P .Th 0 .029 .

Intact . Circular disk . Parallels: Jerusalem, City of David (Hov-
ers 1996, 178–179, fig . 29:1–2); Megiddo (Loud 1948, pl . 
264 .1) .

S 103* TA68S25
Loc . 3212a Stratum HELL 2A
Max .P .L . 0 .082, P .H . 0 .07, P .D . stopper 0 .046 . 

Intact stopper, chipped around rim . Pumice .

S 100* TA79S9
Loc . 2920 Stratum HELL 1
P .D . 0 .15, P .Th . 0 .05 .

About half circumference . Small, thick, slightly swollen disk . 
Basalt . Both sides smooth and shiny .

S 101* TA80S13 
Loc . 5610 .1 Stratum HELL 2A
P .D 0 .94, P .Th . 0 .05 .

Intact . Flattened disk with polished face . Chipped all over . 

CHALK BOWL (S 104)

One chalk (soft limestone) bowl was found at Tel Anafa . During the Early Roman period (first century CE), 
such vessels are found in abundance in areas of Jewish population; they are very uncommon, however, in regions 
of Phoenicia and other areas with pagan populations . Many scholars believe that vessels made of this material 
were popular because they were considered to be ritually undefileable under Pharisaic law, unlike other mate-
rials such as pottery, metal, and glass .32 Typically vessels of this type are separated according to manufacturing 
process—that is, lathe-turned or hand-carved .33 The bowl found at Anafa appears to have been hand-carved; faint 
traces of chisel marks remain on the interior . 

Chalk vessels of the Roman period occur in Jerusalem and the surrounding hills, Samaria, the Galilee, the 
Golan and the coastal plains, Judah, the Negev, the Judean Desert caves, the Jordan Valley and Transjordan .34 
Workshops have been found in Hizma, Jebel Mukabar, Tell el-Ful and Mount Scopus, Khirbet el-Muraq and Reina 
in the Galilee .35 

32 Cahill 1992, 234, and Gibson 2003, 302 . For another interpretation, see Berlin 2006 .
33 Cahill 1992 .
34 Cahill 1992, 225–232 .
35 Gibson 2003, 289 .
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S 104* TA69S69 (IAA 83-485)
Loc . 3310 Stratum ROM 1B+
P .H 0 .115, P .D . 0 .20, P .Th . 0 .025-0 .04 . 

Four joining fragments preserve complete profile, about 
one-third circumference . Hand carved . Flat bottom . Exte-
rior battered . Parallels: Gamla (Gibson 2003, fig . 4:5); Hizma 
(Gibson 1983, fig . 2:11); Jerusalem, Upper City (Reich 2003, 
fig . 8 .1:9) .36

THE MISCELLANEOUS STONE OBJECTS37

Like grinding stones, mortars, pestles, and other implements, the miscellaneous stone objects were created 
for functional reasons and must reflect some of the daily activities of the occupants at Tel Anafa . The catalogue 
entries focus on function instead of attempted typological categorization, which would likely be overly narrow 
and misleadingly precise . Items with similar physical characteristics are grouped, but further subdivisions based 
on small physical differences are avoided .

Though 35 artifacts were originally inventoried from the excavations, only nine are here presented . These 
nine include seven miscellaneous stone items reexamined at Beth Shemesh that seem to be actual artifacts, along 
with two items dated to the Bronze Age whose photographs and original descriptions attested to their legitimacy . 

We present the miscellaneous objects in two groups: Bronze Age, and Hellenistic and Early Roman objects . 
The dating corresponds to the date of their findspot at Anafa .38 None of the artifacts within this miscellaneous 
group appears to date to the Iron Age, though of course this is possible since other categories of materials, includ-
ing pottery, metal objects, and other stone artifacts, document a small occupation on the tel during this period .39 
The last line of each catalogue entry includes the most likely date(s) of the object .40 Parallels are given in the 
general discussion below . Only items that are similar in size, shape, material, and general date to the objects from 
Anafa are listed, though given the unchanging nature of stone and the continuity of tool shape and technology, 
none may be relied upon to establish date or function .41 

BRONZE AgE STONE OBJECTS (S 105–106)

The Bronze Age miscellaneous artifacts include a basalt perforated stone (S 105) and a basalt pivot stone (S 
106) . Both were recovered from loci on the south slope and are dated by context to the LB II period . The per-
forated stone may have been used as a net weight or as some other type of domestic weight . Similar perforated 
stones were found at Ras Shamra-Ugarit (Elliott 1991, fig . 10:5–7) and Tarsus (Goldman 1956, fig . 420:134–135) . 
Similar lower pivot stones were found at Ras Shamra-Ugarit from Late Bronze Age contexts (Elliott 1991, figs . 
9:6–9, 10:1–2) .

36 This parallel from Jerusalem is made of hard limestone .
37 The section on Miscellaneous Stone Objects was written by Jessie Weaver .
38 See Herbert’s discussion of occupation at Anafa and related construction levels (TA Vol I, i, 27–168) . Additionally, the difficulties in dat-

ing artifacts and the problems with stratigraphy at Anafa are outlined in the introduction to this chapter and in the aforementioned section .
39 See Merker’s metals chapter in this volume and, further, Dever and Harrison (TA Vol . II, iii) .
40 As Merker points out in her metals chapter, dates are generally derived from context; however, the dating of loci provides only the latest 

possible dates for the objects . It is conceivable that certain artifacts may have been used over a long period of time .
41 See introduction to stone chapter for discussion of the difficulties in compiling relevant comparanda and the general treatment of stone 

artifacts in published excavation reports . Cf . Merker in this volume (p . 217) .
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S106 TA73S139
Loc . 3518 Stratum LB II/IRON I+
P .L . 0 .245, P .W . 0 .175, P .H . 0 .165 .

Approximately three-quarters preserved of pivot stone . Ba-
salt . Large, roughly spherical with slightly smooth top . Deep 
depression cut into top . Date: probably LB II .

S 105 TA72S44
Loc . 3350 .1 Stratum LB II/IRON contam .
P .D . 0 .034, P .TH . 0 .016 .

Perforated stone . Basalt . Intact . Date: probably not later than 
LB II .

HELLENISTIC ANd ROMAN STONE OBJECTS (S 107–113)

Seven miscellaneous stone objects from Hellenistic and Early Roman contexts are presented below . They con-
sist of two possible tournette bases, three perforated stones, a spool, and a pivot stone . 

Two artifacts were originally identified as tournette bases (S 107, S 108) . Whether these were indeed used as 
potters’ wheels is debatable because similarities between potters’ wheels, mortars, and pivot stones make iden-
tification difficult .42 Generally the lower potter’s wheel has one flat surface and a central depression or can be 
pierced completely through . A Late Bronze Age example from Ras Shamra-Urgarit (Elliott 1991, 37, fig . 10:8–9) 
is perforated from both sides and is polished, while Iron Age examples from Tall Jawa have one flat surface and 
a central depression . A potter’s wheel from qumran, where a pottery workshop and kiln have been found, has a 
depression on only one side .43 The two objects from Anafa both have knobs in their centers . The top and knob of 
S 107 are smooth and shiny, showing possible use as a tournette base . S 108 lacks these features .

Three stone rings (S 109–111) range in diameter from 0 .048 to 0 .215 m and in thickness from 0 .018 to 0 .079 
m . Two are basalt, and one is limestone . The basalt rings come from Late Hellenistic contexts, while the lime-
stone ring was found in an Arab (?) level . The stone rings may have been used as net weights, although such items 
were generally made of lead or iron .44 The interior surfaces of the rings are unevenly worn or chipped, and the 
interior of S 111 is also shiny, all evidence of use, most likely from a chain or rope .

42 Amiran 1956 . Davaiu discusses both lower and upper potter’s wheels at Tall Jawa and cites examples from several sites near Anafa . 
Although these items are Iron Age in date, his information outlines some of the difficulty in identifying tournettes and some of the criteria 
necessary for identification . Whether his criteria and analysis should lead us to date S 107 and S 108 to the Iron Age or should extend to the 
Hellenistic period and to Tel Anafa is debatable (2002, 112–115) . Elliott also addresses the nature of tournettes in her analysis of the ground-
stone industry at Ras Shamra-Ugarit (1991, 9–97) .

43 Hirschfeld remarks that this object was previously identified as a spindle whorl by some, but its similarities to a potter’s wheel from “an-
cient Crete” lead him to his identification . It seems evident that the identification of potters’ wheels is problematic, even at those sites where 
potters’ workshops are securely placed (2004, 149–152) .

44 See Merker’s chapter for metal fishing equipment in this volume, pp . 000–000 . Additionally the faunal report (Redding TA Vol . I, i, 
279–322) supports the practice of fishing at Anafa (although to what extent is indeterminable) .
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One spool-shaped object of basalt (S 112) ought to be considered along with the terracotta and stone whorls 
and metal needles as part of the site’s weaving tools . A roughly cubed limestone block is identified as a pivot stone 
(S 113) . Smaller bronze and stone pivot blocks were found at Olynthus (Robinson and Graham 1938, 253–255; 
Robinson 1941, pl . LXXXV 1286, 1287) . Other parallels come from Hazor (yadin et al . 1960, II, pl . CLXXIX:5–6) 
and Ramat Hanadiv (Hirschfeld 2000, pl . V:7) . 

S 107* TA79S13
Balk trim
P .H . (without knob) 0 .098, P .H . (with knob) 0 .10 .6, P .D . 
0 .177 .

Possible tournette base . Intact . Roughly circular, flattened 
top, small knob at center . Top and sides of knob smooth and 
shiny .

S 108* TA80S32
Surface find near trench 5 .6
P .H . 0 .062, Max .P .D . 0 .143 . 

Possible tournette base . Roughly circular, broken around all 
edges . Bottom extremely rough . Low, rough knob on top . 

S 109* TA72S126
Loc . 1280 Stratum HELL 2A/B
P .D . 0 .112, P .Th . 0 .055, P .D . inner hole 0 .026 . 

Stone ring . About half circumference preserved . Basalt . Inte-
rior of ring surface unevenly worn .

S 110* TA81S12
Loc . 7845 Stratum HELL 2A
P .D . 0 .048, P .Th . 0 .018 .

Stone ring . Intact . Basalt . Exterior weathered . Inner edges 
around hold chipped and worn away .

S 111* TA80S17
Loc . 8420 Stratum HELL 2C+/ROM 1A
Est . D . 0 .215, P .Th . 0 .079, P .D . inner ring 0 .05 . 

Large stone ring . About one-quarter preserved . Limestone . 
Inside surface unevenly worn and shiny, from rope?
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S 113* TA69S74
Loc . 3322 Stratum ROM IB/C
P .H . 0 .09, P .L . 0 .115, P .W . 0 .115 .

Pivot stone . Limestone . Roughly cubical block, shallow de-
pression in top . Two corners chipped . All other faces chis-
eled flat .

 

S 112* TA79S38 (IAA 79-1552)
Loc . 7720 Stratum HELL 2C
P .H . 0 .063, P .D . of midsection 0 .043, P .D . top 0 .052 . 

Spool-shaped object . Intact . Middle abraded, possibly from 
rope .

CONCLUSIONS45

The lavish nature of the LHSB built out of the way in the Hula Valley naturally leads us to wonder about the 
activities of the inhabitants .46 Was the LHSB a working villa? If so, what activities were performed and at what 
level of intensity? How does the site’s artifact assemblage compare to other Hellenistic and Early Roman villas or 
houses? In an effort to understand the character of the LHSB and its occupants, we compared the villa’s tool as-
semblages with those from row House A8 from Olynthus, the Maison des Comediens from Delos, and the Casa di 
M . Epidius Primus from Pompeii . We focused on the range of activities housewide rather than attempt to separate 
rooms into functional groups because of the mobility of objects before and also after abandonment, as well as the 
evidence of the multifunctional nature of rooms in Hellenistic homes .47 Additionally, we focused on certain types 
of artifacts for comparison: objects that were used to provide for the livelihood of the household and in particular 
were used for turning raw materials into usable materials or objects, meaning items that could have been used in 
food production, textile manufacture, agriculture, fishing, craft activity, and animal husbandry .

In order to identify groups of related activities, we divided the artifacts into three functional groups: weaving 
implements, grinding and pounding implements, and miscellaneous tools,48 in each case following the authors’ 
classifications and identifications . Weaving implements include spindle whorls, spindle shafts, bone tools, and 
needles .49 Grinding and pounding implements include millstones (saddle querns), stone and terracotta mortars, 
pestles, handstones, and grinding disks, which were intended mainly for making bread and other foodstuffs al-
though they may have been used also to prepare dyes or medicines .50 The miscellaneous tool category includes 
knives, chisels, axes, hammers, hoes, rakes, fishing implements, hooks, perforated rings, punches, scissors, etc .51 

45 The concluding section was written by Jessie Weaver .
46 TA Vol . I, i, 1–2 for nature of site .
47 Berry (1997, 194) concludes in her study of the distribution of artifacts in the Casa di M . Epidius Primus that rooms were mostly likely 

for various uses and “that activities were organised on a temporal rather than a spatial basis .” In addition she notes (1997, 193) that “the 
distribution patterns are more likely to represent the storage of artefacts rather than their place of use .”

48 See Cahill 2002, 70–71, for the process of categorizing artifacts based on function . Cf . Allison 1999, 58–59 .
49 See Barber 1994 for more thorough discussion of weaving and textile tools and production .
50 See White 1984, 58–72, and Borowski 1987 for overview of agricultural and food preparatory technology . Cf . Merker in this volume for 

discussion of possible functions of various metal tools from Anafa . Cahill (2002, 166) addresses the multifunctional nature of mortars and 
other grinding implements .

51 The raw numbers of artifacts from Anafa were compiled from the following catalogues: Berlin (TA Vol . II, i), Merker (TA Vol . II, ii), 
Wells et al . (TA Vol . II, ii), Larson and Erdman (TA Vol . II, iii) .
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While the activities represented by these tools are difficult to specify, they probably attest to leather preparation, 
fishing, blacksmithing, stucco or other decorating activities, and small-scale agricultural practices . 

The dates, sizes, and endings of the residences in question are pertinent . The LHSB was constructed in the 
HELL 2A phase, remodeled in both HELL 2B and 2C, and represents the largest occupation at the site from 
approximately 125 to 75 BCE . Unlike the comparison houses, the Late Hellenistic occupation at Anafa included 
subsidiary structures beyond the LHSB, including two houses on the south slope that may have been servants’ 
residences .52 The south and west annexes built alongside the outer walls of the LHSB seem to have been used for 
food preparation and cooking as well as food storage .53 It is not possible to determine the number of people who 
lived in the LHSB .54 The main building and its subsidiary structures may have accommodated an extended family 
as well as servants, though it is likely that the houses at Pompeii and perhaps Delos did as well . Finally, there is no 
evidence of a violent destruction but instead of abandonment and “gradual decay .”55

The houses from Olynthus, Delos, and Pompeii are urban rather than rural establishments . Location may be 
relevant given the differences in the conditions and necessities of life from the city to the countryside .56 House A8 
at Olynthus is a similar small urban row house with eight rooms and a second story, destroyed in 348 BCE when 
Philip of Macedon sacked the city .57 Like other houses at Olynthus, this one evinced both violent destruction and 
plundering along with pre-destruction abandonment .58 The Maison des Comediens at Delos consists of an insula 
in the north quarter that contained three individual residences that are essentially contemporary with the LHSB 
at Anafa .59 The Casa di M . Epidius Primus is a small atrium house in an insula in the southeast zone of the city 
consisting of eleven rooms and an upper story, all destroyed in 79 CE .60 

We recognize that many difficulties attend any comparative analysis . On the one hand, any given assemblage is 
certainly incomplete . Archaeologists cannot recover all remains; some are lost by natural processes, including the 
disintegration of wood and other organic materials and the mobility of small objects .61 In addition, pillaging and 
salvaging often occurred . At both Olynthus and Pompeii, objects were apparently removed from houses prior to 
their destructions and further salvaging occurred by survivors or neighboring townspeople .62 Tools and grinding 
stones in particular were valuable .63 Thus domestic assemblages can never be complete representations of life at 
the point of abandonment or destruction .64

Also, a given assemblage may include added items . Artifacts find their way into a house assemblage through 
erosion or as a consequence of destruction . Assemblages may include items that were “stockpiled” or part of 
“dead storage” such that we cannot be certain that all objects were used together .65 Artifacts left after destruction 
or abandonment may not have been vital to daily life or may not have still been in use .66

Additionally, excavators and scholars draw their own conclusions about artifacts . Basically similar objects may 
be accorded rather different functions .67 The nature of multifunctional objects also raises problems when assess-
ing the intensity of some activities . Weaving, for example, is difficult to evaluate not only because many of the as-
sociated tools are small and portable but also because of modern difficulties in identification, e .g ., whorls versus 

52 Herbert TA Vol . I, i, 102 .
53 Herbert TA Vol . I, i, 31 . Cf . the section on Mortars, Bowls, Handstones, and Pestles above .
54 Berlin TA Vol . II, i, 36 .
55 Berlin TA Vol . II, i, 19 .
56 Cahill 2002, 225, 238 .
57 Cahill 2002, 125 .
58 Cahill 2002, 34–35, 45, 48 .
59 Bruneau 1970, 1 . For plan, see p . 2 and for reconstruction p . 3 . For date, see Owens 1991, 22 .
60 Berry identifies an atrium, five rooms, a kitchen, latrine, apotheca, and a small garden area (1997, 187–188) . See fig . 4, p . 190 .
61 See Berry 1997, 186–187, and Cahill 2002, 61–65 . Cf . Ault and Nevett 1999, 46 .
62 Cahill 2002, 48, 68, 167; Berry 1997, 187 .
63 Cahill remarks (2002, 167) that stone mortars, like grinding stones, were expensive pieces of equipment, and therefore mortars are 

more often represented at Olynthus in wooden or terracotta versions .
64 Cahill 2002, 68 . Cf . LaMotta and Schiffer 1999, 20 .
65 Berlin TA Vol . II, ii, 36 .
66 See LaMotta and Schiffer (1999, 19–29) for an overview of these processes and their effect on house floor assemblages .
67 Cf . Cahill 2002, 70–72 and Allison 1999, 58–59 .
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buttons .68 Louters provide another example . While these objects may have been used in food preparation, their 
primary use seems to have been as altars .69 In our analysis, we have not included louters as food preparation 
tools . Finally, each house yields a unique assemblage; had we chosen to use other houses, the comparison with 
Anafa would have been different . 

Figure 10 displays the raw numbers of objects in each category . Those from Anafa represent the site’s entire 
Late Hellenistic occupation .70 The differences demonstrate the varieties of domestic life in the Hellenistic period, 
while the similarities speak to the necessities common to many, if not all, the inhabitants at these sites . The num-
bers of grinding and weaving objects at Anafa outnumbered those found at all of the other residences, while the 
Pompeian house yielded far more tools . Grinding instruments were found in almost every residence but only in 
real quantity at Anafa . Their large number may be a consequence of Anafa’s rural location . While inhabitants 
within larger towns such as Pompeii, Delos, or Olynthus could buy flour elsewhere, the occupants of Anafa likely 
had to store grain over longer periods of time . Similar needs may explain the textile and craft production . On 
the basis of raw numbers, weaving seems to have been the one activity practiced with real intensity at Anafa . The 
number of weaving implements found at the other houses suggests smaller-scale sewing or weaving that would be 
appropriate for a single household . The array of tools found in the Casa di M . Epidius Primus suggests occupants 
who were involved in leather- and woodworking as well as some agriculture .71 At Delos and in House A8 at Olyn-
thus, however, craft work, or at least the necessary tools, seems to have been negligible, though it is interesting to 
note that at the Maison des Comediens miscellaneous tools comprised the largest category, as at the Casa di M . 
Epidius Primus in Pompeii . 

A comparison of raw numbers of tools by category from 
the LHSB and houses at Delos, Oynthus, and Pompeii .

Figure 10

68 See the discussion on weaving tools in TA Vol . II, iii .
69 Cahill 2002, 71 .
70 There is some question as to whether there is a new presence at Anafa that occupied the LHSB in HELL 2C . However, Herbert points 

out that “insofar as the archaeological record can show, it seems that the HELL 2C occupants of the tel, whoever they may have been, contin-
ued to live in much the same manner as the HELL 2A builders of the LHSB” (TA Vol . I, i, 19) .

71 Berry (1997, 193) states that “the more than one hundred tools  .  .  . suggest the importance of some kind of craft activity  .  .  . in the 
everyday functioning of the house .” 
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The LHSB appears to have been a rural working villa . The types of objects present, such as loom weights, 
needles, tools for leather and agricultural work, grinding stones, and mortars, suggest activities focused on agri-
culture and animal husbandry; 75% of the Late Hellenistic metal tools had domestic, agricultural, or industrial 
uses .72 This does not mean that the site’s inhabitants were intensely involved in specific craft production (except 
perhaps for weaving) but rather that they had the tools necessary to sustain themselves in a variety of endeavors . 
The stone objects and other tools are evidence of a range of domestic activities in much the same way that a 
modern house would yield various tools such as hammers, cutting boards, putty knives, etc . We would not assume 
that such tools in a modern home are evidence that the residents are craftsmen but rather that they are prepared 
to attend to many of the odd jobs that come up in the care and maintenance of one’s homestead . Similarly, the 
array of tools found in the LHSB reveals its occupants to have been ready for all the responsibilities of rural life . 

72 The faunal report supports this view that the occupants of Anafa were involved in “intensive agriculture” as well as raising livestock 
during HELL 2A . In HELL 2C, they involved themselves in limited agriculture and in cattle pastoralism (Redding TA Vol . I, i, 292) . See also 
Merker, this volume .
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CATALOGUE NUMBER/INVENTORy NUMBER CONCORDANCE

Cat no. Inv no. IAA no.
S 95 68S001 68-282
S 77* 68S002
S 50 68S003
S 71* 68S016/ 

79S028
S 51 68S017
S 58 68S018
S 48* 68S020
S 103* 68S025
S 18 68S033
S 54 68S036
S 83* 69S012
S 41 69S014
S 65* 69S015
S 96* 69S056a,b
S 40 69S058
S 57 69S067
S 69* 69S068
S 104* 69S069 83-485
S 52 69S072
S 113* 69S074
S 21 70S003
S 22 70S005
S 32 70S007
S 33 70S008
S 34* 70S009
S 63* 70S010
S 29* 70S011
S 66* 70S014
S 59 70S018
S 30 70S019
S 19* 70S020
S 78* 70S023 83-458
S 44 70S024
S 94 70S025
S 98 70S028 71-105
S 64* 70S032
S 76* 70S035

Cat no. Inv no. IAA no.
S 45 70S036
S 46 70S806a,b
S 75* 72S008 74-984
S 86* 72S012 83-457
S 74* 72S014
S 90* 72S019 74-1080
S 37 72S024
S 102* 72S025 74-1079
S 88* 72S043
S 105 72S044
S 89* 72S048
S 16 72S061
S 93* 72S108/ 

69S066
74-1150

S 70* 72S112
S 31 72S113
S 87* 72S114 83-454
S 13 72S116
S 1* 72S117
S 2* 72S118
S 14 72S119
S 28 72S120
S 4 72S121
S 5 72S122
S 3 72S123
S 38* 72S124
S 109* 72S126
S 42 73S011
S 47* 73S025
S 17 73S028
S 91* 73S038
S 62* 73S040
S 56* 73S050 74-1140
S 99* 73S058 74-1076
S 6* 73S068 533849
S 60* 73S074 74-982
S 61* 73S075 74-1139
S 35* 73S078
S 92* 73S100

Cat no. Inv no. IAA no.
S 79* 73S103
S 106 73S139
S 81* 79S008
S 100* 79S009
S 55* 79S010 79-1551
S 67* 79S011
S 53* 79S012
S 107* 79S013
S 112* 79S038 79-1552
S 11 80S012
S 101* 80S013
S 84* 80S014
S 15 80S016
S 111* 80S017
S 25* 80S018
S 7 80S021
S 97* 80S023
S 26* 80S025
S 68* 80S026
S 72* 80S029
S 43 80S030
S 108* 80S032
S 36 80S033
S 49 80S034
S 8* 81S004
S 82* 81S007 83-445
S 80* 81S009
S 110* 81S012
S 85* 81S013
S 39 81S015
S 9 81S016
S 10 81S018
S 73* 81S019 5338442
S 23 81S020
S 12* 86S001
S 20* 86S002
S 24* 86S003
S 27 86S006
	 	

All items with an asterisk were examined in person at the IAA storerooms in Beth Shemesh, Israel .
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